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Celtic League halts dangerous weapons tests - 24-05-96
This week, the Celtic League successfully frustrated secret UK MOD attempts to
start tests on countermeasures for so called "smart weapons". We argued the
tests would pose a danger to ships and aircraft in the Irish sea area.
The MOD initially would neither confirm nor deny our claims (then good sense
appears to have prevailed). The tests at Aberporth missile range in mid Wales have
now been deferred for a month.
The League argued that the technology aimed at disabling Global Positioning
Systems, on which the smart weapons depend, could pose a danger to others such as
commercial ships, fishing craft and aircraft which use the systems. We set out below
(in lay man's terms) detail to back up that argument.
GPS is a vital component of modern navigation: It aids accurate navigation,
geographic measurement of islands in the ocean, life saving and the control of
rockets. Its pinpoint accuracy makes it a vital component of so called smart weapon
technology which was demonstrated to such devastating effect during the Gulf War.
GPS was originally a project of the US military which built the system of 24 satellites
which span the world. Since 1990 the technology has been available for civil use and
this enables a wide range of users to determine accurately the position of ships, land
vehicles or aircraft.
The GPS satellites rotate around the the earth in an elliptical orbit at an average
height of 20,000 km. Eight satellites are "visible" at any one time in an intersecting
orbital pattern.
This constellation allows a continuous communication with the GPS receiver which,
using the data from at least three of the "visible" satellites, enables determination of
exact position with a degree of accuracy that, previously, mariners could only have
dreamed of.
The technology is at present controlled by the United States. (A parallel system
called GUS-GLONAS established by the former Soviet Union exists but does not
have the accuracy or reliability of the US system).
The United Kingdom has long been anxious to offset US superiority in smart weapon
technology but its world economic position does not allow it to challenge the US
directly. The Aberporth experiments are, therefore, designed to develop a sort of
"poor man's" solution to smart weapons which, in the process, would render useless
the Americans' costly weaponry.
To carry on this research successfully, means that periodically (perhaps for just brief
periods) satellite navigation systems for a wide range of users across the Irish sea and
western British Isles may be disabled.
The MOD decision to defer the testing is to be welcomed, however, their original
decision to initiate the project surreptitiously was dangerous.

The long term wisdom of developing counter technology of this nature is also
questionable. Is this electronic counter weapons research vital to the defence of the
United Kingdom or is it simply semi-redundant research workers keeping themselves
in a job in the post cold war period?
QUEEN GOES HOME - 31-05-96
The decision of the Queen of England to cancel her visit to Wales on May 31st is
both a further humiliation to the Crown and also to the British Intelligence
Services charged with the Queen's protection.
The Queen was in Wales to open an £11 million extension to the National Library of
Wales and was scheduled to follow this with a schedule which included a visit to the
University of Aberystwyth to meet staff and students at the Institute of Earth Studies.
The routine visit started to fall apart at an early stage when, as the Royal party's
motorcade approached the National Library, demonstrators vaulted barriers and tried
to storm the vehicle which was forced to take evasive action. Five demonstrators were
detained.
Later, as several hundred students gathered at the University Campus, a decision was
taken to end the visit.
The dramatic decision to cancel engagements, taken on security grounds, indicates
that both the Queen's advisors and also the intelligence services, who normally carry
out preparatory work ahead of such visits, were caught totally unprepared. This is
likely to be particularly embarrassing to the British security services who have been
attempting to define a new post cold-war role for themselves. Basic indicators seem
to have been totally ignored in that, at a time that there is a growing tide of antimonarchist opinion in England, it does not seem to have registered that the
substantial body of republican nationalist opinion in the Celtic areas has also
increased.
The United Kingdom media are already attempting to pass off what is undoubtedly a
deep humiliation as being linked to a single issue. The students were described as
"language activists demonstrating in support of the Welsh language". It was clear,
however, from the few who chose to be interviewed in English that the demonstration
was an expression of contempt for the "English Monarchy". One interviewee almost
spat out the words "she is not our Queen". It's clear that even Elizabeth Windsor
herself is now aware of that.
The fall out from the visit is likely to be even more security paranoia when the Queen
or other royals visit the Celtic areas. The English take their Queen seriously - now
they realise some of the Celtic people take their opposition to the Queen more
seriously!
World Conference on Linguistic Rights - Barcelona, June 1996.
IMPLEMENT DECLARATION NOW! - 16-06-96
A large number of linguistic associations and specialists have been working
throughout the past three years to produce a Declaration on linguistic rights. This
group acknowledges the fact that, traditionally, colonising language groups have
marginalised and oppressed languages spoken by indigenous peoples absorbed by the

expansion of political entities. This group further acknowledges that it is the right of
everyone to use and maintain their own language in their territory, irrespective of
whether or not this territory lies within or is divided by other political territories.
It is accepted that there are, even yet, well over 6,000 languages still spoken in the
world today. Around 80% of these are considered threatened. According to a
representative of the Summer Institute of Linguistics, over three thousand may have
no written form.
These facts, together with the acceptance that cultural and linguistic diversity is an
essential part of human existence, led to the drafting of a Declaration of Linguistic
Rights during 1995. This draft was then circulated to interested groups internationally,
including the Celtic League, for comment and amendment. From the 6th to the 8th of
July, over 300 delegates gathered in Barcelona to ratify the Declaration at a World
Conference on Linguistic Rights.
This conference was hosted by CIEMEN (Mercator: Law and Linguistic Legislation)
and International PEN (Committee for Translation and Linguistic Rights) with moral
and technical support from UNESCO. The City of Barcelona also gave its support.
The delegates, representing several thousand languages, heard the Declaration
proclaimed in the Auditorium of Barcelona's University, and then signed it.
Representing the Celtic League, were Chairman Cathal Ó Luain (Éire) and Assistant
General Secretary Mark Kermode (Mannin).
Throughout the next two days, delegates discussed the implementation of the
Declaration and heard submissions from representatives of UNESCO. It was the
unanimous wish of the conference that the Declaration be submitted to UNESCO to
be introduced as an International Convention on Linguistic Rights. Unfortunately,
UNESCO has no power to act upon its own volition, requiring instead, a mandate
from the appropriate National Committees of UNESCO. It is the intention of the
Celtic League to involve as many organisations as possible in the Celtic countries in
lobbying their respective governments to give UNESCO the necessary mandate and to
honour its intent, which is unquestionable.
Statement from the Celtic League to the World Conference on Lingustic Rights,
Barcelona, June 1996.
The following statement was presented to the Conference by Celtic League
Chairman, Cathal Ó Luain.
"I would like to say a few words on the situation of the Celtic Languages from the
perspesctive of the Celtic League. The Celtic League regards the Celtic Languages as
essential elements in maintaining the Celtic identity of each country. The present
position of each of the six Celtic languages varies considerably. The language of one
of the smaller countries, Kernow (Cornwall), was considered to be eradicated well
over a century ago but nevertheless, in recent decades, a revival is under way. A
revival with limitations, of course, but a revival nonetheless. In Mannin (Isle of Man),
the historical continuity of the language has been maintained and the autonomous
government has been pressured into introducing Manx lessons into schools in recent
years. Demand for these classes is buoyant.

"In Alba (Scotland), while Scottish Gaidhlig is marginalised, significant gains have
been made in regard to education and communications, particularly T.V. The case of
the Irish Republic, the one Celtic country with full sovereignty, illustrates well the
difference between theory and practice, one could say, between declaration and
implementation! The Irish language is the first officila language of the state according
to the Irish Constitution, yet the number of native speakers has declined steadily and
Irish speakers in Ireland could hardly be said to enjoy full linguistic rights. In the
north of Ireland, under British rule, they hardly exist at all and if a final political
settlement is arrived at, the guarantee of linguistic rights must be an intergral part of
any such settlement.
"The position of the Welsh language is seen to be the strongest and this is through the
efforts of the Welsh language community themselves, where major gains were made
in administrative, legal and communication areas in recent decades. The position in
the French state has been referred to earlier (in the Conference) and the Breton
language has suffered badly, with a severe decline in in the number of native speakers
and only limited assistance for Breton medium schools. Has anything really changed
from the time when, in public places in Brittany, signs read, 'Defense de cracher par
terre et de parler Breton'(No spitting or speaking Breton) ?
"The Celtic League feels that the long periods of colonisation and enforced cultural
assimilation endured by the Celtic countries must be taken into account when
addressing the situations of the Celtic languages today.
"With regard to the Declaration, it was the very definition of language specific to a
territory which allowed us to sign the Declaration, as it made it applicable to the
varying situations in the Celtic countries. To ensure the positions of the Celtic
languages, they must have a place in the legal, administrative systems and mass media
of their countries. The Celtic League will be working at the implementation stage to
ensure that this crucial definition is maintained."
Cathal Ó Luain, Chairman, Celtic League. 07-06-96
1996 Celtic League A.G.M. Resolutions - 15-08-96
The following resolutions were adopted at the Annual General Meeting in
Plomeur, Brittany on August 10th 1996. Due to the number of motions proposed,
not all were considered in the allotted time those still outstanding will be referred
to the General Council of the League to determine what action should be taken.
Breizh No 1 resolution.
This lengthy resolution referred to the destruction by fire of the historic Breton
Parliament building. Protesting fishermen, who had let off distress flares as part of
their protest, were blamed for the fire. The Breton branch of the Celtic League
believes that the burning was a opportunist act of sabotage, with the fishermen being
"set-up" to take the blame:
The fire did not start until several hours after the protest. Pyrotechnic experts do not
believe that the type of flares used would be capable of starting a fire of this nature
immediately, let alone some hours later (they would have had to burn their way
through a slate roof!). The building had also been thoroughly checked by security

staff after the protest. Conveniently, documents that could have proved serious
corruption in high places were destroyed by the fire. The thrust of the resolution
(written in French, a full translation to be available later) was to express the
dissatisfaction of the Breton Branch and the many Breton people who feel that the
whole episode is a "cover-up".
Cymru No 1 resolution (Composite with a Breton branch resolution)
This AGM - Protests against the repressive measures taken against those Breton
people who provided humanitarian assistance and support to Basque refugees who
had sought refuge from Spanish oppression.
Believes this action, directed at the national aspirations of the Breton people as much
as against the Basques, contravenes International conventions on the treatment of
victims of oppression.
This conference totally condemns the harassment of Bretons by the French and calls
for an investigation into the methods used.
See also Basque / Celtic Link
Bretons in fear

Éire No 1 resolution
This AGM - Condemns the policies of the Irish Minister of Education, Niamh
Breathnach, and the Department of Education in Ireland which have resulted in the
refusal of recognition to six gaelscoilleana without any forewarning, just weeks before
the beginning of the school term.
For more information on the implementation of this resolution, see Gaelscoileanna
Update
We urge immediate recognition be granted to these schools and, furthermore that the
Minister, as part of the introduction of Education Boards establish a separate board for
Irish Medium and gaeltacht schools.
Kernow No 1 resolution
This AGM - calls upon the UK government to recognise Cornwall's right to
independence as a Celtic Nation in any moves to return independent powers to Wales
and Scotland. Cornwall should not be joined in a region including parts of South West
England.
Mannin No 1 resolution
This AGM - Whilst welcoming the steps taken to consolidate the teaching of Manx in
schools,
Calls upon the General Council of the Celtic League to seek further action from the
Manx government to enhance the opportunities for the teaching of Gaelic in Manx
schools and also to provide support for the Gaelic Medium Education.

England No 1 resolution
This Ard-Fheis states that it shall be a general policy of the League to use the term
"English" rather than "British" to refer to the occupation of Six Counties (present) and
of Ireland (in the past).
General Council No 1 resolution
This AGM - Recognising the devastation being wrought upon City and rural areas of
the Celtic countries by drug related crime calls for action to investigate the illegal
laundering of drug related profits of narco-terrorism via off-shore finance centres in
Dublin, the Isle of Man and the Channel Isles.
Calls for European cooperation to establish a Police Task Force to investigate
laundering in all European financial services centres including the City of London.
For more information on the implementation of this resolution, see Irish Initiatives
Undermined by U.K.
International No 1 resolution
This AGM - Urges the EU to press for the adoption of a stringent policy binding on
all States to ensure conservation of fish and whale stocks;
Calls on the Irish government to strive to bring about a review of the Common
Fisheries Policy during the Irish EU Presidency so as to enable Ireland and the other
Celtic countries, disadvantaged as they are on account of their peripheral situation, to
develop or build their fishing industry, in particular calls upon the European Union to
apply subsidiarity, in the Common Fishing Policy (CFP), to the Celtic countries to
control their own fish stocks.
Expresses satisfaction at the Irish government's support for the UK government in its
opposition to the practice of 'flagships' using other EU member-states registers to
catch fish. For more information on the implementation of this resolution, see
Manx Government questioned on fisheries policy
Breizh No 2 resolution
This AGM - noting with keen interest the declaration by President Jacques Chirac
that he is, in principle, favourable to the signing by France of the European Charter
for Regional and Minority Languages.
Asks the President to use his supreme authority so as to ensure that the French
government signs the Charter without delay, thus fulfilling the wishes of the peoples
concerned.
Cymru No 2 resolution
This AGM - Whilst accepting English and French as necessary means of common
expression, ask for every effort to be made to promote the Celtic languages visually as
powerful symbols of nationality.

Recommendations:
(a) As the CL has several gifted linguists, they should be given responsibility as
translators to the National Executive to ensure each branch produces membership
forms, renewal forms and information sheets in its language.
(b) Each branch should critically look at its literature apropos positively promoting
the national language.
This should long term ensure that each branch is totally bilingual and the executive
conferences multi-lingual.
Please note that the General Council has actively encouraged all Branches to
produce bi-lingual material where possible, even offering type-setting and printing
for such. This resolution has transformed this encouragement into a directive.
Éire No 2 resolution
This AGM - deplores the tactics of the Westminster government during the Peace
Process, which led to the the loss of a unique window of opportunity.
We call on them to remedy this by admitting Sinn Fein to the All Party Talks and to
relinquish their demands for the decommissioning of arms which can only be
realistically attained when a full settlement is negotiated.
Mannin No 2 resolution
This AGM - Condemns without reservation the Isle of Man government for operating
a Prison regime and system which holds persons in squalid, overcrowded, inhumane
and degrading circumstances.
Calls for a report on the situation to be prepared by the Celtic League General
Council and forwarded to the United Nations Human rights agency in Geneva.
England No 2 resolution
This Ard-Fheis believes that it is unsatisfactory to refer to as "Roman Britain" what
in reality was Celtic Britain.
International No 2 resolution
This AGM - alarmed by the repetition of catastrophic oil-spills from tankers which
have caused widespread destruction of marine life and so severely affected the
economic life of coastal areas of at least five of the six Celtic countries in the past
twenty years:
Urges the governments responsible for the protection of the environment in these
countries as well as the European Union to adopt strictly binding measures to avoid
such accidents, in particular enforcing double hulling for all tankers, prohibiting them
from sailing through narrow sea channels or within given distances from shore, use of
pilots familiar with the approaches to storage facilities.
For more information on the implementation of this resolution, see Europe and
U.K. respond over tanker safety

General Council No 2 resolution.
This AGM - rejects as ineffectual the recently announced enquiry into the use by the
RUC and British Army of plastic baton rounds during riots sparked by the British
governments decision to allow Orange marches, previously banned, to be routed via
Nationalist areas.
Noting, that the use of plastic baton rounds and rubber bullets have to date been the
cause of 17 deaths (eight children and nine adults) in N. Ireland when used by the
security forces, calls for an end to the deployment of these weapons.
For more information, see Celtic League statements on R.U.C.

The Following Officers were elected to the General Council.
Convenor: Cathal O Luain
General Secretary & PRO: Bernard Moffatt
Assistant General Secretary: Mark Kermode
Editor: Patricia Bridson
Treasurer: Paul Kelly.

Basque / Celtic Link is long-established
"Anti-terror police check on ETA" - Headlines like this (from the English
"Guardian") appeared in many UK papers after a tribute appeared in a proseparatist Basque newspaper to the young unarmed Irishmen Diarmuid O'Neill
killed by police in London on 23 September.
The "ETA Link" and O'Neill's friendship with a girl from the Basque country
exercised the feverish imagination of some British journalists and in the process
neatly moved the discussion of the circumstances of O'Neill's death from centre stage.
The next few months will undoubtedly see a spate of stories allegedly links, plots etc.
between militant separatist groups. Behind the headlines, the truth is even more
substantial than the "conspiracy theory journalists" believe.
Links between campaigning groups striving to protect their cultures and assert their
rights to self determination have existed throughout this century. The collection of
minority groups that cluster on the Atlantic Arc of western Europe enjoy close ties.
Their ability to provide practical support and assistance to each other when tested has
proved sound.
After World War 2, many Bretons who had used the German occupation to advance
the Bretons' fight within the occupied and impotent French State, were forced to flee
the liberation. With Welsh support, some fled and gained sanctuary in Ireland, some
moved to Spain and the Basque country. The link between Bretons and Basques still
remains strong. Many Basques fleeing recent repression in their home country have

found safety in Brittany much to the chagrin on the French authorities who in turn
have harassed Breton separatists providing this humanitarian support.
When the Celtic League, itself an umbrella group for the Celtic countries with
branches in each one and also the United Sates, met in Brittany in August, a
resolution was adopted condemning this recent repression.It went on to reiterate the
principle of solidarity not just between the Celtic people but also other minorities such
as the Basques on the "Atlantic Arc". The resolution was moved by the Welsh
delegates and supported by the Irish - even via something as mundane as a conference
resolution, the complex web binding several peoples (Bretons, Basques, Irish and
Welsh) was demonstrated
The level and nature of commitment to this solidarity can vary from the purely
cultural, as espoused by bodies like the conservative Celtic Congress organisation, to
that of the more political, though legitimate, programme of politico-cultural
campaigning pursued vigorously by the Celtic League. Parallelling the efforts of the
inter Celtic groups are the individual links between National language organisations.
The Dublin based European Bureau for Lesser Used languages and also the Barcelona
based contact group, established to promote the recently adopted Universal
Declaration of Linguistic Rights, serve to develope bonds and forge links between
these aspirant groups many of which have a political as well as a cultural agenda.
Both these bodies of course function strictly legitimately within the law of the host
State and both recieve EU funding.
The National Parties in each country also pursue distinct agendas and these can
oscillate with the swings and changes in mood of the policy and leadership of the
particular Party. Most Celtic Nationalist Political Organisations stimulate contact with
National minorities elsewhere.
In the late 1970s, under the direction of Richard Behal the Director of its Foreign
Affairs Bureau, Sinn Fein promoted vigorously the concept of solidarity between
those peoples whose aspiration, like that of their own, was national selfdetermination.
Althoughthe emphasis today is less strident, both An Phoblacht and the other
Republican Group's (RSF) paper Saoirse still find space to promote the cause of
others in struggle like the Basques, Corsicans, Galicians etc.
Many believed with the advent of the European Union the dominance of the old
Nation States would become less oppressive to groups such as those on the Celtic
fringe and the Galicians and Basques.
To a certain extent this optimism has been rewarded and the work of the Bureau (of
lesser used languages) in promoting National languages is helping to retrieve the
cultures of these minority groups; cultures which have been extremely vulnerable for
most of this century.
Some States, particularly Spain, have embraced the principle of greater political
autonomy though the concessions advanced to groups such as the Catalans have not
proved sufficiently attractive to seduce others on the Iberian peninsula (such as ETA)
away from the road of violent struggle. France, less spontaneously, has indicated

substantial concessions may be imminent to settle its long running separatist
"emergency" in Corsica.
The high profile Irish situation and the failure of the British and Irish government to
persuade the militant political groups like the IRA and others to "dump arms" is still
the most visible manifestation of the historical failure to integrate nations within the
borders of the old political States of Europe.
It is, however, not the only example and as long as the EU preoccupies itself with the
mundane matters of agricultural policy or the single currency and fails to address the
hot spots within this "Europe of 100 Flags", problems will persist.
Links between National Independence movements and cultural groups on the
"Atlantic Arc" are a fact - they will continue until the "old" States recognise the
aspirations of indigenous nations within their present frontiers.
J.B. Moffatt. pp. Celtic League
British Retreat on "National" identity card system - 16-10-96
The British Government has scrapped controversial plans to introduce a
"national" identity card system the decision comes just weeks after UK Home
Secretary Michael Howard had indicated the UK were to press ahead with the
scheme.
The plans have attracted considerable debate in the United Kingdom with the erosion
of Civil Liberties advanced as a strong argument against the proposed system. The
Celtic League, one of a small number of organisations, that actually submitted a
response to the United Kingdom Home Affairs Committee advanced a much more
fundamental case to support the libertarian argument.
We reminded the British government that substantial groups of people presently
identified as "British" within the United Kingdom have a distinct cultural identity and
would resent the imposition of any system that detracted from this. We advanced that
the scheme as proposed,although initially on a voluntary basis, would once introduced
acquire a momentum of compulsion. We advised that in Northern Ireland the
nationalist/republican community would be sure to see the British national identity
system as an attack on their cultural identity and, whilst this was perhaps predicted by
the British, they should anticipate that the same level of opposition would also
manifest itself in Scotland, Wales and Cornwall.
There seems little doubt that had the British progressed the proposals a strident
campaign of protest would have developed and when on the 8th of August 1995 the
Celtic League wrote to the ID Green Paper Unit enclosing our submission "Whose
National Identity?". We concluded our submission by promising to mobilise a
campaign of opposition. It's now unnecessary as the British have retreated on the
issue and fortunately common sense has prevailed.
J.B. Moffatt
As an addendum to the question of national identity, consternation was caused
in the Manx General Election of November 1996 when, under new Legislation,
candidates were required to declare their "nationailty". The Manx Attourney

General, Michael Kerruish, declared that "Manx" was not acceptable; Manx
candidates (the majority) were forced by a law devised and enacted by the Manx
government to declare themselves as "British" - whatever that is.
Response to International Branch from Manx Government Re - Fisheries
conservation (AGM Resolution)
31st October, 1996.
Dear Alan,
Thank you for your recent communication dated 11th October, 1996 regarding the
Annual General Meeting of the Celtic League held in Lorient.
I note the resolution regarding conservation of fish and whale stocks. The
Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry will bear your resolution in mind in
any further discussions.
Regarding conservation measures in the Irish sea, we work with the Irish and U.K.
Governments to try and further our conservation of fish stocks, and are seeking to
introduce further conservation measures in the very near future.
Lhiats
Hon. Hazel Hannan
Minister
Response to International Branch from European Commission Re- Oil Tanker
spillage (AGM Resolution)
See also response from U.K. D.o.T.
Brussels 25 November 1996
CD/vc A/9280 (96) D 6491
Dear Mr Heusaff,
On behalf of Commissioner Bjerregaard, I wish to thank you for your letter of 11
October concerning oil spills from tankers causing severe environmental damage.
This is also an issue of concen to the Commissioner. It is for the lnternational
Maritime Organisation (IMO) to adopt rules about the tecbnieal measures to be taken
on ships, including double hulls, in order to prevent such spills. Although the
Community is only an observer to this organisation, I can assure you that there is a
continuous concerted effort between the Commission and the Member States of the
Community to push for tougher rules in this area- Indeed we have succeeded in
making the IMO adopt rules which will ensure that, eventually, practically all tankers
will be fitted with double hulls. The European Community has, however adopted
legislation that will make a strict enfoicement of the rules possible through the Port
State Control Directive which is now in force allowing the port States to enforce these
rules not only on ships which are registered with them, but also those registered in
third countries.

It is for the Member States to adopt the necessary measures to ensure that marine
traffic can be safely routed through narrow straits and approach storage facilities
without endangering the environment.
Yours sincerely,
Christine Dalby
Response to Internation Branch by U.K.'s Marine Safety Agency
19th November, 1996.
Dear Mr Heusaff,
I refer to your letter of 11 October to the Secretary of State for the Environment
concerning the carriage of large quantities of oil from tankers.
With particular reference to double hull tankers, they do offer some protection to the
cargo in the event of a low--impact collision. They do not guarantee that no oil will be
spilled in all incidents. The Government has participated fully in international
agreements that single-hulled oil tankers would be phased out by the year 2024. As
approximately 93% of the world's oil tanker fleet are single-hulled, a faster phasing
out could restrict, if not halt, the essential movement of tankers to and from our ports.
Retrospective modification of tankers to attain a double hull standard is technically
difficult and could lead to reduced safety.
Following the incident involving the Braer, Lord Donaldson acknowledged that
double hulls also have a number of disadvantages. They will be less effective in high
energy or concentrated collisions and can lead to problems of stability during loading
and unloading.
A number of measures affect the routes that laden tankers may take around the UK.
These include Areas to be avoided, precautionary areas such as the approaches to
Lerwick, deep water routes and traffic separation schemes.
The use of pilots is a matter you may wish to take up with the Department of
Transport in Great Minister House, 76 Marsham Street, London SW1P 4DR.
Yours sincerely
R FREEMAN
The following articles are in response to the &Eacuteire Branch's No. 1 AGM
Resolution
Includes:
Response from Niamh Breathanach
Information / Statistics from Conradh na Gaeilge
Gaelscoileanna Press Information
Education Minister responds to Mannin Branch letter.
I wish to refer further to your recent letter concerning the recognition of
Gaelscoileanna.
The position is that it is the policy of my Department to facilitate the establishment of
Gaelscoileanna in areas outside the Gaeltacht regions where a demand for such a

school is demonstrated and where there exists no alternative within a reasonable
distance. Practical support for Gaelscoileanna is further demonstrated through the
payment of increased capital grants for pupils in these schools, allowing a more
favourable pupil teacher ratio compared with ordinary schools, and paying allowances
to teachers who teach through Irish. Furthermore, my Department provides lO0% of
the cost of site acquisition and the provision of new buildings or extensions /
renovations to existing buildings for Gaelscoileanna.
This year, a total of 14 applications were received in my Department for the
establishment of new Gaelscoileanna of which 9 were granted rescognition. Four of
the remaining 5 proposed schools could not be approved due to the fact that they did
not have 20 new junior infants to start in September, 1996. The fifth application did
not succeed because as well as being satisfied abouts the future viability, the other
long-standing criterion has been the extent to which facilities already exist in a
particular area for the provision of primary school education through Irish. In this case
a Gaelscoil already exists within a reasonable distance of the proposed new school.
The suggestion has been made that my department changed the rule this year in
relation to the mininium enrolment required for the recognition of schools. It must be
recognised that a successful Gaelscoil depends on genuine parental demand hence,
there is a requirement that a Gaelscoil have at least 20 Junior infants, who had not
attended school previously, before recognition is granted. This is not a new condition,
it has been in existence for a number of years and is based on the belief that if a
school is unable to provide such an enrolment on opening, its viability in the future
must be in doubt. Future viability is particularly relevant at a time of major decline in
primary school enrolments generally within the State. My Department's latest
projections put the current rate of decline at approximately 11,000 pupils per annum.
The total number of Primary Gaelscoileanna operating within the State is now 95 and
a third of these have been approved during my term of office as Minister for
Education. I will continue to facilitate provision for education through Irish where
there is a demand for it and where it is possible to do so.
In that connection, I have established a Commission on School Accommodation
Needs, arising from a commitment given in the White Paper Education "Charting our
Education Future." As part of its remit the Commission will examine and make
recommendations regarding appropriate criteria for the recognition of new national
schools including Gaelscoileanna.
I trust that this clarifies the position for you and I thank you for your interest in the
matter.
Yours sincerely,
Niamh Bhreathnach T.D,
Minister for Education
Information from Conradh na Gaeilge on Irish Medium Schools
Page 28 of the document Government of Renewal - Policy Agreement drawn up
between Fine Gael, The Labour Party and Democratic Left, December 1994 states:

"Among our (educational) policies are:

Support for multi-denominational schools and Gaelscoileanna including the
early recognition of new schools."

By contrast, the Department provides the full cost of sites for all-Irish
national schools. Demographic changes and the growth in demand for all-Irish
schools and multi-denominational schools have increased the need for
interchangeabibty in the use of school buildings.
Multi-denominational national schools and all-Irish primary schools are given
initial recognition on a temporary basis for a number of years subsequent to
their establishment. As a result of this, the promoters must provide temporary
accommodation without the aid of capital grants during the period of temporary
recognition. This is often a hardship on the promoters of such schools and may
militate against their establishment.
This requirement was originally imposed to ensure that State investment was
made available for viable school projects. Because (for historical and practical
reasons) new denominational school projects have been grant-aided from their
inception, the requirement is seen as discriminatory against new school projects
other than those promoted by the main religious denominations.
In future, full recognition and full entitlement to capital grants will be given to
all schools, including all-Irish and multi-denominational schools, from the date
of their establishment as soon as the Minister is satisfied in each case that there
will be a continuing need for the school.
This will allow permanent accommodation to be pTovided at an earlier stage,
and early recognition of new multi-denominational and all-Irish schools is listed
as a priority in the Government of Renewal policy document.
(cf. pages 32 and 33 of the White Paper on Education - Charting our Education
Future.)

Rules for Recognition - The Background
1. In the Summer of 1986 the Department of Education announced that new all-Irish
schools would no longer be recognised unless 20 or more pupils were enrolled in each
school.
2. In the Summer of 1987, the Department introduced a further sub-rule: new all-Irish
schools would no longer be recognsed unless 20 or more pupils who had not
previously attended school were enrolled in each school.
3. The Minister for Education has now announced that the 20 new pupils, who had
not previously attended school, must all enrol in the same year in the all-Irish school
seeking recognition.

Until now the neeessary quota of 20 new pupils could be attained by the school's
enrolment figures over two years (or more).
That is no longer to be allowed despite the fact that such children would have spent a
year attending a school which was neither recognised nor subvented by the
Department of Education.
As a result of this new rule, the Minister is refusing to recognise three all-Irish
schools which have been kept open since last year through the parents' fund-raising
activities:
- Scoil Phidraig, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin.
- Gaelscoil Inis Corthaidh, Enniscorthy, Co. Wexford.
- Gaelscoil Eois Clones, Co Monaghan.
4. The Minister has also refused to recognise four all-Irish schools which are being
opened in the following places come September and which have more than 20 pupils
enrolled who have not previously attended schools.
- Gaelscoil Cholmcille, Whitehall, Dublin 9.
- Gaelscoil Ui Fhiaich, Maynooth, Co. Kildare.
- Gaciscoil na Boinne, Trim, Co. Meath.
- Gaelscoil na nDeise, Waterford.
5. Yet another all-Irish primary school is being established this year - in Ballinamure,
Co. Leitrim. It was not excpecting recognition this year as it would not have 20 pupils
enrolled who had not attended school before. The Minister's new rule will make it
extremely difficult for parents of that school to qualify for recognition next year,
which they had been counting on.
6. The following all-Irish primary schools in the Six Counties have yet to get official
recognition:
- Gaelscoil an Iuir, Newry, Co. Down (established in 1989)
- Bunscoil Lunaigh, Maghara, Antrim Road, Co. Derry (establishedi n 1993)
- Bunscoil Bheann Mhadagain, Belfast (established 1994)
- Bunscoil Ui Neill, Coalisland, Co. Tyrone (established iu 1995)
7. Meanscoil Dhoire, the Derry post-primary all-lrish school established in 1994 is,
also, without official recognition.
8. The Minister for Education has announced that recognition will be given this year
to Gaelscoil na Cruaiche, Westport, which operated without recognition from
September 1995.
9. The Minister for Education has announced that the foflowing new all-Irish schools
shall be recognised this year:
-Lios na nOg, Dublin 4 and 6.
-Gaelscofl Chnoc Liamhna, Knocklyon, Rathfarnham, Dublin 16.
-Gaelscoil Bharra, Cabra, Dublin 7.
-Gaelscoil Chill Mhantain, Wicklow.
-Gaelscoil Cnoc na Ri, Sligo.

Growth and Development of Irish-medium schools
(a) 9 Primary and 6 Post-Primary all-Irish schools were established in September
1993.
(b) 10 Primary and 1 Post-Primary all-Irish schools were established in Septemb&
1994.
(c) 11 new Prirnary all-Irish schools were established in September 1995.
It would appear that that tremendous rate of expansion is a cause of concern for the
Minister for Education and for her Department. Instead of trying to stifle that
development the Department of Education should be doing its utmost to cater for it
and, also, to take the wishes of many parents who wish to provide an all-Irish
education for their children into account when the Department itself is planning new
schools.
Irish Medium Schools
Primary Schools

1992/93
1993/94
1994/95
1995/96

110
109
109
109

4
7
8
10

71
77
86
95

185
193
203
214

16
22
22
22

36
41
42
46

Post-Primary Schools
1992/93
1993/94
1994/95
1995/96

19
18
18
22

1
1
2
2

Public Support
Survey after survey has confirmed that a large majority of the population of the 26
Counties believe that the State should support all-Irish schools. The following
question was asked respondents in those surveys:
Should the Government provide all-Irish schools wherever the public want them?

Year:
"Yes" Response:

1973

1983
70%

1993
67% 70%

People were also asked whether they would send their children to an
all-Irish school were such a school located near their home.

% of people responding "Yes"
to an all-Irish school

1983
24%

to a Post Primary all-Irish school

1993

30%
19%

23%

Sean MacMathuna,
Ard-Runai,
Conradh na Gaeilge.
19 Lunasa, 1996
GAELSCOILEANNA
PRESS INFORMATION: WEDNESAY 21 AUGUST 1996
GAELSCOILIEANNA (coordinating body for Irish Medium Schools) welcomes
the decision taken by the Minister for Education, Niamh Bhreathnach earlier
today to grant recognition to gaelscoileanna in the following areas: WhitehaII Dublin, Trim Co. Meath and Waterford City.
"We are delighted that the Minister has recognised parentaI rights to Irish Medium
Education in these areas," said Jacqueline Ní Fhearghusa, GAELSCOILEANNA
Executive.
The parents have worked very hard to set up these schools and at least today they
know that their children will be attending a recognised state school through the
modium of Irish on September 2nd"
However, GAELSCOlLEANNA have condemned the Minister's decision not to
grant recognition to three schools that have been in operation for one year, in
Ballybrack - Dublin, Clones - Co. Monagha and Enniscorthy - Co. Wexford.
These three schools have operated unofficially for the last year with parents fund
raising aIl the running costs of the schools such as teachers' salaries, rent, electricity,
books etc, on the understandIng that they would be allowed to combine junior Infant
numbers over a two or even three year period. If these schools had started one year
earIier they would now be recognised but this year, the Minister has seen fit to change
the rules four weeks before the start of the school term and has told the schools that
this arrangement is no longer acceptable. Schools will now have to have 20 pupils
every year in order to prove to the Departrnent that the schools are viable.
A fourth school, in Maynooth, has also been refused for spurious reasons without
proper foundation say GAELSCOlLEANNA.
"We are outraged at the Minister's decision," said Jacqueline Ní Fhearghusa today.
"It is not acceptabIe that the Minister should change her rules at such short notice
and without consultation with schools or with our organisation. It shows an appalling
lack of understanding of proper planning structures and of any respect for parents or
pluralism in education. The Minister promised the parents in Ballybrack last year
when they met her in her clinic that if the parents could find twenty children over a

two year period that they would have recognition this September. In fact the school
has exceeded this demand and they have a total of 28 infants enrolled at the moment."
GAELSCOILEANNA has announced that the schools will be opening as planned in
September and a major fund raising campaign is now underway.
For further information please contact:
Jacqueline Ní Fhearghusa,
Feidhmeannach,
GAELSCOILEANNA,
7, Cearn&oacuteg Mhuirfean,
Baile Átha Cliath 2,
Éire.

Celtic Film Festival Snubs Mannin! - 15-01-97
A video production unit established at a Manx secondary school produced a
professional quality production entitled "Manx Myths and Fairy Tales". The
subject is self explanatory and Irish and Scottish viewers would probably recognise
many of these ancient Manx legends as having counterparts in their own countries.
The Celtic Film and Television Association , however, refuses to recognise Manx
contributions as valid in its forthcoming festival.
The matter came to light after the school's Deputy Head Teacher, Julie Harmer,
contacted Brian Stowell of the Manx Branch of the The Celtic Congress. The school
wished to submit the film to the International Celtic Film and Television Festival,
organised by the Celtic Film and Television Association, to be held in Cornwall this
year but was refused on the grounds that the Association considers Mannin to be a
"Sottish region"!
It is not, unfortunately, the first time that the Assocition has displayed its ignorance.
Some years ago Manx film maker Rob Rohrer tried to submit an entry and was
refused because the Association did not consider Mannin to be a Celtic country!
The following letter has been sent by Dr. Stowell, in both Manx and English, to the
Association.
English translation :
Dear Sir/Madam
I am wnting on behalf of the Manx Branch of the Celtic Congress the longestablished association which promotes the languages and cultures of the six Celtic
countries Brittany, Cornwall, Ireland, Isle of Man, Scotland and Wales.
I have heard from Julie Harmer, the Deputy Headteacher of Queen Etizabeth II High
School in the Isle of Man, that the video "Manx Myths and Fairy Tales" is not
acceptable for entry in this year's International Celtic Film and Television Festival in
Cornwall. It seems that this has happened because the video has been classified as

coming from the " Scottish region" (sic) at a time when there is a very large number
of entries from Scotland. If this is the case, it is unacceptable.
Firstly, this is a high quality video. The video unit at Queen Elizabeth II High School
has gained a high reputation - So high that it is backed by a major international
company. The video itself is being broadcast in Ireland.
Secondly, the Isle of Man is a Celtic country with its own identity, as can be
appreciated briefly from these features:
parliament in the
world.

culture is Celtic.
Hence, we should not be included in the "Scottish region"! In some ways, I can
understand if there is a difficulty: Manx people have not taken part in the Festival in
recent years. Therefore, I would be grateful if you would make known what must be
done to enable the Isle of Man to take a proper part in the Festival. It should be
important for the Celtic Film and Television Associaton to be senstive in matters ot
cultural identity. Unless this is so, there is not much point in having such an
association.
I would be grateful if you would forward copies of this letter to members of the
Executive Committee and to Lord Dafydd Elis-Thomas.
Yours faithfully
Dr Brian Stowell
Secretary, Manx Branch of the Celtic Congress
International President of the Celtic Congress, 1993-1996
Celtic Film and Television Association
The Library
Farraline Park
Inbhir Nis IV1 1 LS
Alba
Dr. Stowell contacted the Celtic League for assistance and all the League's
National plus International and North American branches have been asked to
lobby the Association to give proper recognition to Mannin. Individuals and
organisations are asked to do likewise (address above).

Ulster Employment Discrimination Confirmed by Labour Force Survey - 12-0297

In August 1995, the Celtic League produced a report highly critical of the impact
of so called Fair Employment Legislation in Ulster entitled, "Employment
Discrimination in the North of Ireland" (see CARN magazine - Autumn 1995)
This report concluded that, on the basis of best analysis, the 1989 Fair Employment
(N. Ireland) Act, whilst putting in place a decisive framework to tackle religious and
political discrimination, had not reduced the high employment levels which we
speculated meant Northern Catholics were more than twice as likely to be
unemployed than Protestants.
We were also scathing of British Social Commentators who, comparing the Ulster
legislation with comparable United Kingdom 'mainland' legislation aimed at ending
racial discrimination in employment matters, concluded the N. Ireland Act was a
better model.
The latest information compiled by the Northern Ireland Labour Force Survey
dramatically confirms our assertions. The overall employment situation is still bad in
the North, with the male unemployment rate (at 12.6%) higher than those in "other
regions of the UK". Although the overall unemployment rate has declined by approx.
7% since 1984 many of the jobs created are part-time. Whilst the female labour force
increased by 22,000 in the period 1984-94, during the same period the number of
economically active men declined by 3,000.
The statistics are most telling however in the area of religion. Unemployment rates
for males indicate that in spring 1994 22% of Roman Catholics were unemployed as
opposed to 11% of Protestants. The two to one imbalance was almost as bad when it
came to women with 5% of Protestants to 8 % of Catholics. Overall the figure was
9% of Protestants and 16% of Roman Catholics unemployed.
The picture was further compounded when assessment of the relative periods for
which individuals were unemployed. Again, Roman Catholics tended to have greater
difficulty obtaining employment than their Protestant neighbours.
The overall position is as we had earlier concluded. Religiously based employment
discrimination is still endemic. More detailed analysis of previous Northern Ireland
Labour Force Surveys show that despite the earlier legislation and the revised 1989
Act discrimination against Roman Catholics over jobs persists.
A detailed report is under preparation and will be published in CARN in due course.
J.B. Moffatt. February 1997

Highlands Council stops teaching of Gaidhlig - 10-03-97
See also:
Gaelic Secondary Education threatened
East Kilbride GMU threatened
Inspite of overwhelming opposition, the Highlands Council has gone ahead with
a possibly fatal attack on the teaching of Scotland's native language.

The Scottish Highlands area is the heartland of the Scottish Gaelic tradition. As
would be expected, demand for the language is high and so there are several Gaelic
Medium Units attached to schools where children who are Gaidhlig speakers can
learn through their own language.
In addition, English speaking children were able to receive Gaidhlig lessons from
itinerant teachers. The Highlands Council, who are responsible for education in the
region, decided to scrap five teaching posts from the Gaighlig language programme.
This will effectively deprive the majority of schoolchildren in the highlands region
from any exposure to their native language in the school environment.
This potential death-blow to the language in the Highlands (the other strong-hold
being the Scottish Islands) comes hot on the heals of the closure of the Peterhead
GMU and the attempted closure of the East Kilbride GMU. Both these incidents
incurred substantial opposition and it would appear that, in an attempt to bulldoze the
proposal through, the Highlands Council made the move with the absolute minimum
of notice and no publicity. Nonetheless, the word got out and with a mere two days
before the fateful meeting of the Education Committee of the Council, the Council's
offices were deluged with letters, faxes and 'phone calls of opposition. One source has
it that of the twelve man committee, only one opposed the job losses.
Despite this, the job losses went ahead but the Education Committee was reportedly
very "rattled" by the scale of opposition. The Celtic League's letter is reproduced
below:
Mrs. Val MacIver,
Chair,
Education Committee,
Highlands Council,
Glenurquhart Road,
Inverness,
Scotland.
Dear Mrs. MacIver,
The Executive Committee of The Celtic League is extremely concerned to learn that
it is the intention of the Highlands Council to effectively withdraw the teaching of
Gaelic from its schools by dismissing five teachers from the Gaidhlig teaching
programme.
This intention, following so closely on the closure of the Peterhead GMU and the
near loss of the East Kilbride GMU, gives the impression that Scottish regional
Councils have got together to declare "open season" on the Gaelic language. Such
action could be more forgivable if there was no demand for the teaching of Gaidhlig
but this is clearly not the case. The continued success of the Gaidhlig pre-school
playgroups run by CNSA show the wish of a huge number of parents to give their
children a choice of languages and that there are sufficient Gaidhlig speaking children
to people the GMUs throughout Scotland is proof positive of the overwhelming
commitment of both parents and children to the future of the Gaidhlig language.
Nor is the fact that most children arriving at primary school are English mongolots an
indication of any lack of desire on their own part to speak the language that is their

birth-right: In too many cases this situation is the result of lack of provision of the
facilities to acquire a knowledge of the language at an earlier age.
Despite being regarded as the "mother country" of the three Gaelic languages, Ireland
has learnt a lot from the example set by Scottish Gaidhlig speakers in having their
language decline not only stabilised but reversed. It would appear that it is the
intention of the Highland Council to severely undermine the hard work of decades.
The retention of Gaidhlig as a living language is most certainly not the preserve of a
few extremists and I would draw the Committee's attention to various UN
conventions and charters on linguistic rights and ethnic diversity. Most particularly,
the Universal Declaration of Linguistic Rights, promulgated in Barcelona in June of
last year and currently in the hands of UNESCO for transcription into a UN Charter is
worthy of consideration.
Without doubt, "budgetary considerations" will be cited as the reason for this but, as
has been shown to be the case on too many previous occassions, it is felt more likely
that the Gaidhlig language has been singled out as an easy target. If the trend of the
past year in Scottish Education is followed it is quite possible that, in the next century,
there will be no Gaidhlig language except in museums. Should this be the case, it will
doubtless be claimed that it "simply died out". This letter will be available on file,
however, to show whether of not the Highlands Council helped it on its way.
The Celtic League most importantly asks, therefore, that this matter be treated with
the gravity it deserves and the Gaidhlig language, one of the few identifiable elements
of Scottish culture to have survived from the previous millenium, be given a fair
chance of survival into the next.
Yours faithfully,
Mark Kermode,
Assitant General Scretary.
While the Gaelic teaching has now received a 100% slash, art, music and P.E.
have only received 10% cuts. It is suggested that both individuals and
organisations continue to send the Highlands Council letters expressing disgust
at this decision.
League supports Kilbride Gaelic Medium Unit - 22-02-97
The Celtic League has been informed by its Scottish Branch that there is a plan
to shut the East Kilbride Gaelic Medium Unit in order to save money. The letter
below is self explanatory. All branches of the Celtic League have been requested
to show similar support.
The Director of Education,
South Lanarkshire Council,
Almada Street,
Hamilton,
Scotland,
Dear Sir,

I write to express the Celtic League's concern at rumours that the East Kilbride
Gaelic medium unit is under threat of phased closure.
I understand, from our Scottish branch secretary, that this unit is one of the most
successful and largest Gaelic medium units in Scotland.
Obviously we appreciate that there are financial constraints on all budgets at the
present time. However, to apply cuts in this area will undoubtedly do critical damage
to the Gaelic medium education programme.
I would welcome clarification from you on this situation at your earliest convenience.
Obviously if any threat to the unit is cost driven then it would be our intention to write
to the Secretary of State for Scotland and seek his urgent intervention in this matter.
The overall thrust of Gaelic and Celtic languages education has been very positive in
recent years. The availability as part of the regular curriculum of education through
the National language is now accessible in Scotland, Ireland, Mann, Cymru, Cornwall
and Brittany. In the light of this it would be unfortunate if this process was reversed in
your area.
I look forward to hearing from you in due course.
Yours faithfullly.
J.B. Moffatt
General Secretary, Celtic League.
Although it has escaped the axe this time, East Kilbride will have to fight for its
survival at next year's budgetary revision. We must be prepared to fight again.
Gaelic Medium Secondary Education Under Threat - 16-06-96
At the end of April, Michael Forsyth the Secretary of State for Scotland
published his long waited response to the School Inspectors Report on gaelic
Education. The 1994 report to which Forsyth was replying praised Gaelic
medium primary education but stated that secondary education through the
medium of Gaelic was "neither feasable nor desireable". This decision provoked
an uproar amongst speakers and friends of Gaelic at the time, leading to a large
petition, numerous letters to the Secretary of State and a demonstration outside
the Scottish Office.
After two years of uncertainty, and despite the opposition of all the Gaelic groups
which he consulted on the matter, Forsyth has decided to accept the inspectorate's
recommendation against the expansion of Gaelic education to secondary level. Instead
of the teaching of a wide range of subjects through the medium of Gaelic, there are to
be tokenistic and ghettoistic Gaelic medium modules about Gaelic culture - probably
only around an hour a week. Forsyth's response did however provide two welcome
developments: an increase of £200,000 per year in the Government Specific Grant for
Gaelic and the development of a new national Gaelic resource centre.
Forsyth's report has been universally condemned by the Gaelic movement who
believe that Gaelic medium secondary education is an absolute right which Forsyth
has no right to withhold. While the government have said that the decision was caused

by "significant practical difficulties", there can be little doubt that the real reason has
been the desire to save money. If it was not practical to teach through Gaelic then
Gaelic nursery, primary and further education would not be available. The
government already supports Welsh high schools and has recently announced that it is
to support the Irish medium high school Meanscoil Feirste in the six counties. Gaelic
deserves equal treatment.
There are currently around 2500 children in Gaelic playgroups, 1500 in primary
school units and 130 in high school units. To ensure that Gaelic medium secondary
education remains available to them, it is important that as many people as possible
write to newspapers, MPs, MEPs and to Forsyth demanding that he does not stop
Gaelic medium secondary education. More importantly than this, it is vital that people
continue to support the existing playgroups and primary units. The more children that
enroll in Gaelic medium education, the more difficult it will be for "Mental Mickey"
Forsyth to deny them high school units.
Write to:
Michael Forsyth,
Sectetary of State for Scotland,
The Scottish Office,
St.Andrew's House,
Edinburgh,
Alba / Scotland.
1997 IS THE YEAR THAT MATTERS
Mebyon Kernow Press Release -30-01-97
Five centuries ago, 15000 sons of Cornwall took a stand against the rule of
London. Marching all the way from the Lizard village of St. Keverne to
Blackheath near London, they represented Cornwall and the wishes of its people.
500 years on, we must strive to bring all the people of Cornwall together once again
as we campaign for maximum autonomy for Cornwall. The achievement of An Gof
and Flamank in uniting the people of Cornwall remains an inspiration. It is right that
the spirit and memory of these enduring heroes of Cornish nationalism should be
evoked in our modern day fight for the future of Cornwall. Throughout 1997, we must
celebrate their achievements, our Cornishness and work to enhance the reputations of
these men - the greatest of Cornish heroes.
There will be those among our political opponents, of course, who will offer snide
criticism by saying that we are looking to the past when we should be looking to the
future - but we should not be scared of such comments. Mebyon Kernow - the party
for Cornwall - is a progressive, forward looking party, to which our new manifesto is
a marvellous testament.
We must remember it is only due to people like An Gof and Flamank that the
Cornish identity survives, and that the best chance for Cornwall are the Cornish,
green, left of centre and decentralist policies of Mebyon Kernow, supported by the
bedrock that is our distinctive identity and network of communities.

As we enter 1997, there is a greater acceptance of our special identity and
distinctiveness than ever before. We must take confidence in this and demand the
political and economic autonomy that we need to take back control of our own affairs.
And it is a struggle we are winning - MK pressure is winning for Cornwall. Just
before Christmas David Curry, Major's man for the 'south-west', openly
acknowledged that Cornwall should be split from Devon in its dealings with Europe
so that Cornwall will be able to benefit from Objective One funding. This has only
happened because of MK pressure and it is only MK that has alerted the Cornish
people that they have missed out on this funding. Cornwall's GDP is only 71.2% of
the UK average, compared to 77.4% in 1981. That fall over the last 15 years equals a
loss, in real money, of stlg2,590,000,000 to Cornish communities.
That is £stg5430 lost to every man, woman and child in Cornwall today.
During November, in less than 3 weeks, MK's National Executive Committee was
able to compile a petition of nearly 1,000 signatures demanding a Cornish Euro-seat.
Again it was MK that was leading the fight for Cornwall, to be followed by Cornwall
Council which unanimously backed an MK motion for proper Cornish representation
in Europe.
Cornwall's distinctive character and it's future prosperity will only be safeguarded by
MK and the policies and sentiments we represent. We must pull out all the stops in
1997. This symbolic year is our great fight for Cornwall. With four General Election
prospective parliamentary candidates and many council candidtes in place, we must
offer a real Cornish alternative.
Work for Cornwall in 1997. Join the celebrations, march for Cornwall but most of all
participate in MK's most important campaign for years.Help with leafleting and
canvassing, support MK's election fund, or write letters to local newspapers in support
of MK policies, if in Cornwall stand as a local council candidate, just do whatever
you can.
REMEMBER - 1997 is the year that matters.
Support Mebyon Kernow in 1997.
MK has a dedicated team of election candidates and workers, but we are still up
against the wealth and might of the English parties. In order to fight effective
campaigns, the party will need your help, both money and people power will be
required. MK has no private income, we are totally dependent on peoples
commitment. Please help in whatever way you can. Please give generously. Donations
can be sent to:
Election Fund,
c/o Graham Symmons,
Tremayne Farm cottage,
Praze an Beeble,
Camborne,
KERNOW.
British Isles
Details from;

MK Campaigns,
Shell Cottage,
Moorland Road,
Indian Queens,
TR9 6HN,
KERNOW
British Isles.
To register for the march to London contact;
Keskerdh Kernow 500,
5 Quarry House,
Rundles Court,
Malpas Road,
Truro. TR1 1UR

In Castlereagh they "Strive to safeguard individual rights"
Tell that to Roisin McALiskey
The release of Roisin McAliskey has once again focused attention on the
operation by the British government of the holding and interrogation centres
such as Castlereagh in N. Ireland.
There is little doubt that the treatment of McAliskey and the pressures she was
subjected to whilst held at the centre in no small part contributed to the deterioration
in her physical and mental condition that ultimately, and belatedly have resulted in her
release.
Operated by the paramilitary RUC, Castlereagh has been the subject of criticism for
almost the entire period it has been operational and there is absolutely no doubt that
prisoners detained in the centre have been subjected to degrading treatment.
The United Kingdom government seems unwilling to end the abuse perpetrated at the
centre which has been the subject of two recent critical reports by International
bodies. In 1994 the European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhumane
or Degrading Treatment or Punishment called for immediate improvements. In July
1995 the UN Human Rights Committee recommended it should be closed 'as a matter
of urgency'.
The Blair government has recently been pontificating in the Middle East on the need
for adherence to United Nations decisions. The British Foreign Secretary has been
calling for respect for Human Rights in the Balkans. The Northern Ireland Secretary
however seems unmoved on the need to reform Castlereagh. What will it take? More
illtreatment or perhaps a death before they heed International condemnation.
In 1997 the Celtic League specifically condemned the operation of all holding centres
in N. Ireland. The N. Ireland Office replied that in the operation of the Centres "it
strives to..safeguard individual human rights". The greatest safeguard to the individual
human rights of those detained in N. Ireland would be to heed international
condemnation and close Castlereagh now!

Germany confirm's "neutral" stance over McAliskey's detention - 18-03-97
The German Embassy in London has confirmed that Germany has no
involvement or has expressed any wishes in relation to the detention (or
otherwise) of Roisin McAliskey.
Although the international media have kept us fairly up to date with the progress of
the McAliskey situation it is worth re-stating, for the record, that the German
authorities have no part in the detention of Roisin McAliskey. In the response to the
Celtic League, the German Embassy draws our attention to the 1957 European
Convention on Extradition, which clearly states that the extradition should be
governed solely by the Law of the party requested (in this case, the U.K.).
Whilst standing by the Extradition application, the comments by German Prsecutor in
the case , Dr. Morré, to the U.K. / Irish media were confirmed. He stated that he had
not been in contact with the British Crown Prosecution Service since the extradition
request was made. He further made it clear that even if he were asked directly by the
British authorities, his office would hold no view on the matter of Ms. McAliskey's
arrest which is entirely in the hands of the U.K.
See below for previous Celtic League involvement in the matter
McAliskey - British should heed Irish Government's Intervention
The Celtic League welcome the decision of the Irish government to intervene
over the detention of Roisin McAliskey. Last week the League called on the Irish
government to make representations to the British (attached). The Britsh Prison
Authorities were also questioned by the League regarding McAliskey's treatment
The coded terms that Irish deputy Prime Minister has used in discussion with the
British Ambassador to Dublin should be carefully scrutinised before the British
respond. Mr. Spring had said the matter "could damage the shared objectives of the
British and Irish government" in respect of advancing a negotiated settlement of
Anglo-Irish differences.
The McAliskey issue has the potential to seriously accelerate the steady unravelling
of relations since the IRA ceasefire broke down.
If the British do not understand this, they should consider what crass political actions
by the Spanish government in their dealings with the Basque separatist movement has
achieved in recent weeks. A bad situation has now spiralled out of control: A parallel
can be drawn.
The Irish government intervention should not be viewed by the British as unhelpful
or as an interference. It provides a clear perspective of how moderate opinion in the
Celtic countries views the circumstances of McAliskey's detention.
By her continued detention the British government provide a raison d'etre for a
continued spiral into violence.
Text of letter sent to Irish government relating to detention of Roisin McAliskey.

An Taoiseach, Mr. John Bruton,
c/o Government Buildings,
Kildare Street,
Dublin 2,
Ireland.
Dear Sir,
I enclose correspondence to both the British and German governments concerning the
disgraceful treatment currently being received by remand prisoner Roisin McAliskey
in Holloway Prison, London.
A wide range of Irish and International organisations have expressed concern about
the regime under which this young woman is confined.
We call upon the Irish government to make the strongest representations to the
United Kingdom to ensure that the application of normal remand prisoner routine is
applied. In particular the practice of strip searching and sleep deprivation should
cease, and access to association and exercise facilities be afforded.
We also urge your government to make clear to the British that as this prisoner is in
the advanced stages of pregnancy prenatal and antenatal treatment should be afforded
to both her and her child in line with those that one would associate with a civilised
society. We would request that you seek a specific assurance that Ms. McAliskey will
not be shackled while giving birth as is currently threatened.
Yours faithfully,
J.B. Moffatt, General Secretary.
15/2/97
AMNESTY call for World action over Irish political prisoner 16-02-97
The Celtic League is to seek clarification from the British Prisons Minister of
reports that Irish political prisoner Roisin McAliskey may be shackled whilst
giving birth and that the new born child will be taken away from her within
twenty-four hours.
McAliskey is currently on remand in Holloway Prison in London pending a German
government extradition warrant (i.e. she is not charged with any offence within the
U.K. and has not yet been tried over the German allegations).
The circumstances of her detention have already caused considerable concern and the
International Human Rights "watchdog", Amnesty, has taken the unusual step of
calling for "urgent action" from its branches and members worldwide to protest to
both the British and German governments. Amnesty believes that, "the outcome of the
possible decision to separate mother and baby would amount to 'cruel, inhuman or
degrading treatment' and would damage permanently the mother child bonding
relationship".
Roisin McAliskey is already subjected to a harrowing twice daily strip searching
regime and is denied association with other inmates. Independent medical reports

indicate that the circumstances of her detention (in isolation, with sleep deprivation
and understandable concerns about her pregnancy) are worsening her overall medical
condition.
Signs that the British have started to realise the implications of the regime they are
applying are indicated by the disclosure by Roisin's mother (former mid-Ulster MP
Bernadette McAliskey) that prison authorities are trying to get her daughter to sign a
disclaimer that would waive any legal claim against the prison in the event of harm
being caused to her or the unborn child.
The Celtic League will be adding its voice to the protests urged by Amnesty. We will
also be directing criticism at the Irish government over its failure to act over treatment
which verges on torture being applied by the British authorities to this detainee.
McAliskey's is the latest high profile example of the treatment of Irish political
prisoners in British jails.
J. B. Moffatt, Celtic League.
General Council Meeting - 30-3-97
The General Council of the Celtic League met in Mannin over the Easter
weekend and considered a range of issues which are of concern in the various
Celtic countries.
Reports were received from the General Secretary of the League on action taken
following the League's conference in Brittany last August.
It was noted that our opposition to proposed cuts in Irish Medium Education which
had been the subject of a sustained campaign by the six League National branches had
been successful. Other language campaigns over cuts in Gaelic Education units in
Scotland had also been successful and the Council noted the progress made in Gaelic
Education in Mannin.
The Council unreservedly condemned the continued deployment of British Special
Forces in the North East of Ireland and the General Secretary was requested to write
to the N. Ireland Office calling for a full independent enquiry into events in
CoaIisland, Co. Tyrone on 27th of March when an unarmed civilian was shot and
seriously injured by troops in an incident in which another civilian, a Catholic
Clergyman, also narrowly escaped injury.
The decision of the U.K. to rule out the Sellafield site as the nuclear waste repository
was welcomed but League Chairman, Cathal O´ Luain, warned that the Celtic
political and environmental groups should not be complacent as the U.K. will now
probably set their sights on alternative dump locations and invariably there will again
be pressure to use areas in Scotland or Wales. The League should be prepared to
initiate an opposition campaign at short notice if this danger materialises.
The meeting also considered a report from the International branch Secretary, Alan
Heusaff, concerning the ongoing repression of Bretons for providing assistance to
Basque political refugees. The Council noted that in the past six years, 216 Bretons
have been subjected to detention and investigation as the Spanish and French Police
have co-operated in actions against "ETA - Militaire". The actions of ETA in the
Spanish Basque area have been used as an excuse by the French for an assault on the
fundamental human rights of Breton citizens.

Whilst on the subject of political detainees a brief report was given by the General
secretary into the actions taken by the League centrally to support the campaign to
improve the detention conditions of remand prisoner Roisin McAliskey. McAliskey,
currently in Holloway prison remanded pending extradition hearings, is the only
pregnant Category A prisoner in the British penal system. She had been held under
intolerable conditions but these had now been improved following a sustained
campaign by a broad range of support groups.
In relation to the League's military monitoring programme the General Council
applauded the commitment given by the Fianna Fail opposition party to initiate a
fresh enquiry into the loss of Aer Lingus Flight EI-712 near the Aberporth military
testing range in March 1968. The Celtic League have been at the forefront of calls for
such an enquiry and have campaigned for almost twenty years on the issue. The
General Secretary also confirmed that the MOD had released to the League
substantial statistical information and aircraft accidents and this is currently being
assessed. The MOD however rejected concerns about one particular aircraft type (The
B Ae Hawk) despite the fact that one in six of the aircraft have crashed (ironically
another incident occurred just days after the reassurance on the aircraft's safety from
Defence Under Secretary Earl Howe).
A statement from Secretary of State for Scotland (issued in Nov/96) on the
conclusions of the survey of Beaufort Dyke sea munitions dump was rejected by the
League as vague and inconclusive and, given the recent pollution of shores in the N.
Irish sea with explosives it was resolved to press the Irish government to readdress the
problem of the British munitions dumps which pollute areas around the western
British Isles.
The meeting concluded with a review of financial matters and a General meeting of
the League was confirmed to take place in Wales in the summer.
J.B. Moffatt,
General Secretary
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Conservatives and Labour both "Chicken Out" on Ulster -12-04-97
In the European newspaper (3-9 April 1997) an article appeared which
questioned the ability of the IRA to mount a sustained campaign in England in
the run up to the British election. The author might wish to redraft his article
after the events in England in the past seven days.
Even after the Railway and Motorway problems British newspapers, perhaps in
hindsight foolishly, were dismissive of future disruptive trends. The newspapers from
the UK after Aintree will no doubt "sing a different song" and will be invoking the
"Dunkirk" spirit and the "Britain (England) can take it" philosophy. Already the
dangerous rhetoric of "no dialogue with Sinn Fein" is being bandied about, with each
of the main parties attempting to outdo each other.
All this is nonsense!
When the normally authoritative military intelligence review, "Jane's", published a
series of articles last August, critical of the capacity of the armed republican
movement, the Celtic League issued a warning that such claims were based on
propoganda more than objective military comment.
The "Dunkirk spirit" is going to become increasingly strained as bomb alerts, actual
and hoax, pervade.
Only fully inclusive talks can resolve this situation and the sooner the parties engage
the better for all the peoples of these Islands. Strains on the structure of the United
Kingdom, involving calls for Independence or devolution, can be confronted
politically in the other Celtic countries, so why not Ulster?
The main log jam on political progress in N.E. Ireland is not the IRA but rather the
nasty and uncompromising veto which the British government has allowed the Ulster
Unionists. Their ugly and menacing belligerence was on display publicly on Friday
(04-04-97) evening. For them the Aintree media attention provided a welcome
diversion from the torching of the Churches of Catholic worshippers which was
undoubtedly stimulated by Unionist politicians at the Friday rally.
Last week the two main political parties in England were attempting to outdo each
other parading giant chickens, however when it comes to confronting the realities of
N. E. Ireland it seems they're both chicken!
J.B. Moffatt, General Secretary

An Intelligence report on the IRA in Janes Intelligence Review entitled
"Uncovering the Irish Republican Army" sheds little light on the 'Secret Army'.
The Celtic League challenge some of its comments and assumptions and
conclude articles of this type do nothing but foster hopes within the British
military of the 'false dawn' of defeat of the armed Republican movement -25-0896
Janes Intelligence Review (July & August) purports to provide updated
intelligence on the world's oldest and most secretive guerilla army. The detailed
articles by Irish journalist Sean Boyne do not, however, contribute greatly to

uncovering the mystery which surrounds what author Bowyer Bell termed "The
Secret Army".
A lot of the material is conjectural or is re-hashed from earlier statements and
publications. The articles, however, serve a useful function in that they illustrate the
deficiencies in intelligence available to the British in assessing the 'enemy' which,
following the breakdown of the cease fire, they continue to face. It is interesting that a
magazine conglomerate such as Janes retains the services of an outside journalist to
furnish this assessment. The Defence and Intelligence publication is known for the
close links its regular staff have to both British and overseas military and intelligence
sources. The failure of those sources to deliver first-hand knowledge is indicative of
the difficulties the British face in understanding the strengths and weaknesses of the
Irish Republican Army. The article sets out both the structure of the Republican Army
and a brief assessment of those intelligence units ranged against it. Some obvious
deficiencies exist in respect of the latter.
INTELLIGENCE UNITS COUNTERING THE IRA
We are told the Garda Special Detective Unit is the counter-subversive unit of the
Irish Police. Operating from its base at Harcourt Street in Dublin, it can also call on
detectives 'outside' Dublin who may also carry out a Special branch role. This brief
analysis understates the nature and extent of the Irish Police operation against both the
IRA and fringe republican movements. It under-rates the ability of the IRA to stay
one step ahead of a formidable police machine in the 26 Counties over thirty years. It
also skirts around the now obvious institutional link that exists between both the Irish
police and their counterparts in the RUC. This position, more formalised in the recent
years of 'Anglo-Irish cooperation', may be potentially politically embarrassing but
none the less is a fact.
Turning to the North, mention of the (RUC) Special branch also significantly fails to
include detail of the liaison unit formed some years ago to coordinate efforts between
the RUC (SB) and their 'mainland' counterparts. Ostensibly established to enhance the
flow of information between Belfast and England, an additional imperative was the
suspicion with which some senior London based Special Branch Officers regarded
'the natives' in the North.-MI5 receives mention as the security service of the UK. 'Its
personnel' we are told have been active in Northern Ireland.
MI5 is significantly committed to the Irish problem and has been for decades; indeed
it was founded as the Special Irish Branch and the major part of its "raison d'etre" is
still Ireland. This commitment extends to large scale intelligence gathering involving
GCHQ and other centres plus liaison to overseas intelligence services . The mention,
in the article, of close liaison between MI5 and the Scotland Yard Special Operations
Department should have warranted special attention in a thorough intelligence
assessment. There is little doubt that the deep distrust between these two strands of
British counter terrorism has contributed immeasurably to the ability of Oglaigh na
h'Eireann to establish, support and contain consistent Army operations in England.
The British Army's brief mention alludes to the role of the SAS. We are told there is
'at least' a troop (of SAS) active in N. Ireland. No mention here of the well established
counter insurgency section built up by the British Army over twenty five years and
specifically tasked to the North (This is well documented by former disaffected
intelligence employees of the British). Indeed, the reference to the SAS being

'actively deployed' in the north is somewhat dated. Even the Celtic League's
somewhat "amateurish" intelligence machine had concluded that Special Forces
operations to the province were, on many occasions, mounted with air support from
bases in the UK considered doubly secure both from the IRA and untrustworthy
'paddies' in the RUC (SB). The operations in S. Armagh to detain suspects for the
London bombings is one such recent example.
THE IRA - ITS STRUCTURE AND DEPLOYMENT
Inferences as to the location of this IRA Commander or that Commander cannot
disguise the conjectural nature of some of this comment. British media speculation in
recent years makes the IRA top heavy with senior Officers. This series of articles go
no way to stabilising those inaccuracies. The article would have us believe that the
Irish and British authorities know the identities of most of the middle ranking and
senior personnel of the IRA. This is exactly the sort of "clap trap" that was being
peddled prior to internment over twenty years ago. The truth is that the various
intelligence services believe but they do not know. What is clear from recent events,
and what the Janes Intelligence Reviews completely miss, is that this is a guerilla
force, fighting in the most inhospitable of terrains for its rural and urban warfare, that
continues to sustain a level of military operations that has stretched the British Army
and government to breaking point.
THE IRA - ITS RESOURCES
A full page table in Part 2 of the Review sets out details of arms procurement by the
IRA from 1969 to the 'present'. The table concludes, however, in the late eighties.
Thus, the operations of one of the most significant elements of the IRA, its
quartermaster element, disappear into a 'black-hole' over six years ago. Janes, assorted
media pundits, British Intelligence and the Garda may believe that the Republican
movement sat back on its 'Libyan stockpile' six years ago, but if that is the extent of
their intelligence then it indicates a sad detachment from reality.
The section on arms procurement also rehashes an old favourite of media analysts,
the IRA's preoccupation with obtaining ground to air missiles. These, we are told, are
essential in order to gain superiority over the British Army's ability to sustain border
garrisons in the North. The capacity of the border based ASUs of the IRA to mount a
challenge to air operations is now well proven. Examination of news records will
show that fire fights (successful from the IRA perspective) between units and the
British Army, particularly in S. Armagh, were a regular occurrence just prior to the
cease fire. The British Army, invariably supported by helicopters, does not seem to
have gained any advantage.
The articles were entitled "Uncovering the Irish Republican Army". If this is the best
Janes can do, the Republican movement has nothing to fear from British
"Intelligence". Sean Boyne's article is not fundamentally inaccurate. It avoids the
usual rhetoric associated with such articles that usually appear in British military or
defence journals. If it has any faults, these are by omission of fact (and quite frankly
that factual information is not available). It rehashes some questionable 'intelligence'
(Did ETA really have the resources in the early 1980s to supply arms to the IRA? Did
those RPG-7s allegedly obtained in 1972 come from Europe - or further afield?), but
in less dramatic style than some recent articles.

The main deficiency in the article is that, in pandering to Janes' pretensions as a
military Intelligence Review, it misses the fundamental reality. The British militarily
have lost their way in Ireland. Their day is done. They are beaten. The 1994 cease fire
came just in time to give them a breathing space. The morale of their troops was low
(any posting but Ulster); their Intelligence Machine was a squabbling jelly of
conflicting interests; will we ever know the truth of those bloody deaths on a Kintyre
Hillside when, in a tragic "accident", the heart was ripped out of the Ulster
intelligence manpower infrastructure?
Politically they had stalled and, despite present attempts to rewrite history, Gerry
Adams and Sinn Fein, in engaging with John Hume, were setting the political agenda.
Finally, the article makes dangerous and, in our view, flawed suggestions. In the final
section of Part 1 it comments on recent IRA operations; recent 'failures' are taken as
indicative of current manpower deficiencies in the IRA. It speculates that this
campaign is being mounted with 'comparatively inexperienced people'. What is
singularly apparent to most who survey recent developments is that the IRA are
demonstrating that they have the capacity to continue 'armed struggle' with all the
vigour of the pre 1994 situation. This is also demonstrated in the context of a general
consensus in the movement that honest, open and inclusive political dialogue is still
on the Republican agenda. There have been so many false dawns for the British Army
in its dealings in Ireland. They should be wary of any "dawning" of the IRA's defeat
this century.
J.B. Moffatt,
pp. Celtic League.
August 1996
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Basque Media Clampdown - an attack on democracy - 17 July '98
`"Attack on the Basque media goes too far. This is no longer a localised problem
it is an attack on democracy and free speech throughout Europe".
The Spanish government seem unwilling to accept the lessons of recent history. Many
of this centuries longest running conflicts have, over the past decade, been overcome
via diplomatic conflict resolution.
With the end of the Cold War the United States has adopted a pro-active role in
encouraging warring factions world wide to settle their differences amicably.
Most recently the first meaningful steps for over thirty years were taken in Northern
Ireland, with the British and Irish governments receiving formidable backing from
Washington.,
which
saw
that
apparently
unreconciled conflict take the first steps on the road to peace. Hard men and hard lines
did not win in N. Ireland and the ultimate realisation of that conflict was via dialogue.
The Spanish government, wrestling with an emergency of its own creation in the
southern Basque country, has chosen to ignores all the positive pointers to peaceful
conflict resolution. It has waged a vicious and unsuccessful war against ETA and
because of its failure to defeat what it sees as a militant separatist movement it has
now broadened its attack.
In jailing the complete Executive of Herri Batasuna it attacked democracy in Spain
and in the Basque country in particular. The EU, like the pre WW2 democracies,
looked the other way. Now with its attack on the Basque media and the closures of
Basque newspapers and radio it goes too far. This is no longer a localised problem
effecting the Basque region. It is an attack on democracy and free speech throughout
Europe.
Spain tries to justify its actions with tales about the media being used to communicate
with terrorists. This justification might have been lifted by turn of the century "ripping
yarns"
such
as
Buchan's
"The Thirty Nine Steps" . The whole episode would be laughable if it were not so
serious.
Even those elements of the pro government media in Spain are indicating quiet alarm.
The news media of Europe should consider the implications if this action is not
challenged.
J B Moffatt

Standard Letter sent to European Ambassadors - 17 July '98
The
Embassy of...........................................

Ambassador

Dear Ambassador,
The Celtic League has repeatedly expressed concern, to EU member
States, about the repressive measures adopted by the Spanish government to address
the
political
crisis
it
faces
through denying self determination to the Basque country.

Despite a wave of International criticism about the behaviour of Spanish security
forces and also its extremely provocative action in jailing the complete Executive
committee of the Basque National movement, Herri Batasuna, the EU has turned a
blind eye.
Repeatedly calls have been made, by our organisation and others, for Spain's partners
in the EU, and particularly the British, to point the Spanish government in the
direction
of
conflict
resolution
along
the lines of that achieved successfully in Northern Ireland.
The latest move by the Spanish government, in closing down the Nationalist
newspaper Egin and its sister radio station, takes the situation beyond the pale. This is
not an attack on ETA or even an attack on those Basques seeking self determination it
is an attack on democracy itself.
If the EU disregards this serious development it is sending a clear signal that its
member States are allowed to take measures similar to those practised in the mid
twentieth century fascist States.
Whilst these attacks on the Basque media are officially a judicial and not a political
decision the scarcely coded statements from Spanish Ministers, including Interior
Minister Oreja, indicate that this latest step is politically driven.
Spain is raising the stakes in its hard line campaign against Basque separatism and in
doing so asking the EU, and democracies generally, to endorse attacks on the
Freedom of expression.
We call on your government, and all countries committed to democracy, to protest to
the Spanish about this undemocratic act. We call on all EU States in particular to urge
Spain
to
promote
conflict
resolution
on the lines of the successful model adopted by the British and Irish governments with
United States support in N. Ireland.
Yours sincerely
J
Secretary General Celtic League

B

Moffatt

Part of correspondence to UK Foreign Office re Human Rights - 5th March '98
The Celtic League is calling on the British government (see below) to show as
much interest in human rights in Brittany and the Basque country as it does to
events in the Balkans.
The League is writing to the Spanish authorities that bail be allowed for the leaders of
Herri Batasuna pending their appeal against their imprisonment for their political
believes.
In a new and disturbing development a number of Basque youths have been detained
the Celtic League is particularly concerned at this ominous development and the
suggestion
that
some
of
these
18-19
year
olds may have been subjected to torture. We will be contacting the European

Committee for the prevention of torture asking them to urgently investigate this
situation.
David
Western
Foreign
and
LONDON SW1A 2AH

European
Commonwealth

Moran
Department
Office

Dear Mr. Moran,
I was surprised by your correspondence of the 19th of February.
The delay in replying was disappointing, however what was of more significant
concern was that your reply does not even appear to have been read prior to signature.
Notwithstanding the incoherence of the concluding sentence, the initial part of the
second paragraph is clear enough for me to deduce that the Foreign Secretary does not
apparently
extend
the
human
rights
values he is currently espousing in the Balkans to more immediate neighbours and
partners of the United Kingdom in the European Union.
It really is not good enough for a country such as the United Kingdom to turn a blind
eye to the misfortune suffered by many citizens of France, part of the Breton minority,
who have simply provided humanitarian support to Basque refugees fleeing
repression in their own country.
The "knock at the door" in the early hours has become a reality for many of these
citizens and yet you advise that the United Kingdom does not have an opinion on this.
Annick Lagadeg, a Breton journalist, was recently imprisoned in Rennes. The French
authorities committed her to Prison despite the fact that the original sentence, which
appears to have been imposed for the opinions she holds, had been set two years
earlier. These are the sort of psychological pressure that ordinary citizens are being
subjected to.
I am sure that the Foreign Secretary does not simply apply the British government's
humanitarian principles to the Albanian minority in Kosovo.
I therefore appeal to Mr. Cook directly to enquire into the ongoing harrassment of
Breton citizens whose sole crime appears to be to wish to assist political refugees
from the Basque country.
Yours sincerely,
J
General Secretary, Celtic League

B

Text of Letter to President Clinton re Felipe Gonzalez - 07 Jan. '98
PRESIDENT
BILL
The

Moffatt

CLINTON
Whitehouse

Washington
United States of America.

DC

Mr. President,
I write to express our concern at reports that your government is actively promoting
the appointment of former Spanish Premier Felipe Gonzalez, to the role of Supervisor
of
the
Organisation
for
Security
and Co-operation in Europe, to supervise the peace agreement in the former
Yugoslavia.
Gonzalez held power in Spain during a period when government sponsored death
squads (GAL) waged a campaign of torture, murder and kidnap against what the
Gonzalez government regarded as its enemies in the Basque country. There are
serious allegations, still unresolved that Gonzalez knew personally of this campaign
and participated in its formulation.
Not only was the campaign directed at political opponents but many people
unconnected to politics were used or abused during this period by the government run
GAL.
A man of Gonzalez' stature plainly has nothing to offer to an organisation such as the
OSCE which is founded on principles of peace, respect for human rights, democracy
and the rule of law.
The OSCE is one of the most important organisations established in this century and
since its formation has greatly assisted to development of dialogue and consensus to
end hostility and aggression in Europe.
The Celtic League urge the United States government not to demean the organisation
via the appointment of inappropriate individuals such as former Premier Gonzalez to a
key role within it.
Yours sincerely
J.
General Secretary, Celtic League

B.

Moffatt

CC: OSCE Chairman in Office, OSCE NGO Liaison office - Vienna
US Embassy London & Dublin

Text of Letter to Portuguese Government re Basque asylum seeker - 22 Dec. '97
The
Minister
for
the
Interior
Ministry
of
the
Interior
Lisbon
PORTUGAL
Dear Sir
I write to register our concern at the decision of your country's Interior Ministry to
refuse political asylum to the Basque Refugee Jose Luis Telletxea Maia. I understand
that a judicial review of this decision has confirmed this decision.

It has been clear for sometime that a coalition of EU states have agreed openly to cooperate with Spain in repressing certain elements promoting national independence
for the Basque country.
It is of course perfectly appropriate for governments to reach diplomatic arrangements
with neighbouring States. However, given that such an arrangement in all certainty
underpins
the
decision
taken
in
relation
to this asylum application, its legitimacy is questionable.
The principle under which asylum applications are considered is supported by
International law. Your decision to refuse this application is flawed because it is based
on a political 'Accord' with a neighbouring state from which the asylum seeker comes.
Therefore
the
decision
to
deny asylum is a clear breach of the intent of the United Nations Declaration on
Territorial Asylum (a copy of which is attached). I also refer your government to
Articles
13
&
14
of
the
Universal
Declaration
of Human Rights.
The Celtic League will be formally complaining to the United Nations Secretary
General about these alleged breaches.
Yours sincerely
J
General Secretary, Celtic League
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French arrest five in Brittany 1st December '98
French police arrested five people, three of them Basques, on Wednesday in the
Lannion region of Brittany. They are suspected of involvement with the Basque
armed organization Euskadi Ta Askatasuna (ETA, Basque Homeland and Freedom),
authorities said.
Francisco Xabier Gallaga Ruiz, Asier Ormazabal Lizeaga, and Miren Iratze Zorza
were arrested in in the early morning. Annie Alexandre and her husband, Bernard
Michon,
from
Brittany
were
also
rested.
All
five were reportedly arrested in the home of Alexandre in the locality of Pluzunet.
Alexandre was arrested in 1992 and sentenced in 1995 to 10 months in jail for hiding
Francisco Xabier Gallaga Ruiz. She was exempted from serving time provided she
would
not
be
convicted
for
similar
charges within a period of five years.
Today's arrests were ordered by Paris "anti-terrorism" judge Laurence Le Vert.
Members of the elite force RAID led by chief of police Roger Marion and of the
Rennes
regional
police,
broke
into
Alexandre's
home
and "neutralized" its occupants, authorities said.
When arrested, Francisco Xabier Gallaga Ruiz and Asier Ormazabal Lizeaga were
carrying each a handgun which will prevent their immediate expulsion to Spain. They
will be prosecuted in France for "association with criminals."

Spain's Ministry of Interior Jaime Mayor Oreja said today that the arrests were the
latest in a series by French police who earlier this month apprehended seven Basque
refugees
presumed
to
be
members
of
ETA, the Spanish press said.
The Spanish government has accused ETA's leadership of orchestrating attacks in
Spain from their headquarters in France.
The Basque clergy supports negotiations with Euskadi Ta Askatasuna, which has been
fighting since 1968 for national self-determination and an independent Basque
Country.
In January 1997 the Spanish Government rejected an offer from Nobel Peace laureate
Adolfo Pérez Esquivel to mediate between the government and ETA and for peace
talks.
The
Madame
13
75042 Paris Cedex 01

Minister

of
Elisabeth
Place

Justice
Guigou
Vendome

Dear Minister,
I write to express our organisations concern at the arrest of Annie Alexandre and
Bernard Michon in Brittany on November 26th. A number of Basque nationals were
detained with them.
These latest arrests are part of a series which seem aimed at harassing and deterring
Breton nationalists from providing support to those fleeing oppression in the Basque
country.
They come at a time when the Spanish authorities seem set on further suppressing
Basque political organisation and also in a week in which the Spanish authorities have
once again been condemned internationally for their treatment of detainees in the
Basque country.
As the government of Spain drifts inexorably towards an almost fascist repression of
its opponent, and specifically of those who seek political self determination, it seems
strange that a government in France which advances socialist credentials should wish
to align itself with them.
The French government, and specifically your department, would do well to review
its strategy of support for Spain in that countries continuing repression of the Basque
peoples struggle for self determination.
The Celtic League supports a negotiated settlement of the problems of the Basque
people and movement towards such a settlement is not assisted by repressive action
by the French against the Basque people either in the northern (French) Basque
country (were other arrests have taken place) or in Brittany where many Basque
nationalists have found shelter.
Yours sincerely

J B Moffatt

Text of Letter to Spanish Ambassador in Dublin re Herri Batasuna trial
The
Ambassador,
Embassy
of
Spain,
17a
Merlyn
Park,
Dublin,
Ireland.
Dear Sir,
I write to express our concern at the "show trial" initiated in Madrid this week of
leaders of the Basque National movement Herri Batasuna.
The attempt to both smear and repress an organisation that has a clearly defined
democratic mandate sets the clock back in Europe fifty years.
The recent experience of other centralised States in Europe, such as he United
Kingdom, which have attempted similar tactics to that currently being employed by
your government against the Basques, have seen this strategy disastrously undermined
by popular opinion. Put simply, Herri Batasuna enjoys considerable popular support
in the Basque country at present and your governments efforts to undermine the
organisation can only strengthen that support.
I understand that another Basque Nationalist movement the (PNV) has described the
trial of Herri Batasuna leaders as "a mistake". We would use somewhat stronger
language than this and in our view the whole "show trial" is a corruption of the
political and judicial process in a democratic society.
In recent years Spain has projected internationally an image of devolved government
to the International community. There were some who saw this as a positive
development coming so swiftly after the return of democracy to Spain. Your
governments action against Herri Batasuna indicate that your agenda is, as it always
was, the maintenance of the nineteenth century "Nation State", in this Spain is a
political dinosaurs as Europe looks forward to a new millenium where its diversity of
peoples enjoy self determination.
Yours sincerely,
J
pp Celtic League

B

Text of Letter to Spanish Minister for Interior - 07-07-97
Jaime
Mayor
Ministerio
del
Paseo
de
la
Castellana
28071
Spain.

Moffatt,

Oreja,
Interior,
5,
Madrid,

Dear Minister,
I am writing to express the Celtic Leagues' concern at the circumstances surrounding
the arrest and detention of four people in the Southern Basque country on July 1 1997,
and the subsequent detention of two others on July 3.
We are particularly concerned at the violence (which we understand the arresting
authorities do not deny) associated with the arrests.
There is unfortunately a long history of arbitrary violence to those detained by the
Spanish Authorities in the Basque country and indeed some deaths have also occurred
in questionable circumstances.
We therefore urge you to:
1) take all prudent steps to guarantee the security of these detainees from physical
and psychological abuse.
2) ensure appropriate medical examination and treatment for any with pre-existing
health problems, or for those who sustained injury during arrest.
3) ensure that the detentions and arrests comply strictly with rights applicable under
domestic and international law.
The Celtic League appreciates that there are perceived security problems in relation
to the Spanish authorities and those seeking self determination for the Basque
country. Those problems however are best addressed via meaningful dialogue on a
fully inclusive basis with all political organisations in the Basque country. Repression
and harassment by the Spanish authorities of those working on a politically active
basis for self determination will ultimately be counterproductive.
A list of the six detainees with dates and times of arrest is appended.
Copies of this correspondence will be forwarded by post to UK based Ambassadors
of EU States for information.
A copy will also be faxed in parallel with this message to you, to the European
Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman Treatment and Punishment,
whom we understand have already made critical observations on the treatment of
Basques similarly detained.
Can I conclude by saying that it is incumbent on all political organisations, non
governmental rights organisations, authorities, governments and individuals to
show respect for human rights. On this basis a broader consensus for political
progress in Europe can be achieved.
I trust you will respond to this request in the same spirit as it is made.
Yours sincerely
J.B.
pp. Celtic League
7/7/97

Moffatt

cc. European Committee for the Prevention of Torture (Special Rapporteur) - by fax.
attachment
List

Name

of

detainees

etc.

Time and date of arrest

Joxe Luis Erostegi
3-3:30am July 1 1997
Josu Uribetxeberria Bolinaga
"
Xabier Ugarte Villar
"
Joxe Miguel Gaztelu Etxandorena
"
Sabin Usandizaga Galarraga
1:40am July 3 1997
Emilio Arrizabalaga Ruiz de Azua 4:15am July 3 1997
Breton Citizens in fear of their lives - 06-04-97
The following press release was received by the Breizh Branch of the Celtic League.
The Central Committee has responded with an open letter to National ambassadors to
the E.U.
PRESS STATEMENT
We wish to draw attention to the harassment to which Klaod an Duigou (officially
Claude Le Duigou), a secondary school teacher and active member of the Breton
Language movement, is subjected by the French Criminal Investigation Department.
For several years now, a number of Bretons have put up Basque refugees in their
homes, not because they wanted to support the ETA use of violence but out of
concern that if they were extradited to Spain they would be tortured. Since 1990, 216
Bretons have been questioned and detained in this connection: 30 have received jail
sentences (generally suspendedd), 17 others are due for trial (5 of them on 25 March)
in Paris.
K. an Duigou has played an important role in the setting up of committees to support
those arrested. Protests have been backed by a large section of the Breton population,
including several elected representatives.
K. an Duigou had his house in Lorient searched on 23/03/94 on a warrant from Judge
Laurence Le Vert. No evidence was found that he would have harboured Basques.
But documents containing nothing of an illegal nature were seized. He was detained
for 24 hours and released without charge. However the police took his photo and
fingerprints.
An attempt to incriminate him prior to the trial of 81 Basques and Bretons in Paris on
24-10-96 could not be sustained. His request for the return of the seized documents
was ignored.
What worries him much more is that his photo is kept in a police file marked ETA
Militaire: he and another person, Christophe Millox, could see it in such a file in the
Lorient Police Station early last year, and a third person, Anne Riou, wife of the editor

of the nationalist monthly Combat Breton (himself then in police custody) had it also
shown to her when being interrogated.
Klaod an Duigou believes that this photo could be used to implicate him in cases with
which he has nothing to do, when people are being questioned under harsh conditions
which have frequently been denounced.
It can be assumed that his photo is now in the files of the various French police
services, which means the possibility of continuous harassment when he is travelling.
It is likely also that it has been passed to the Spanish Police Services, members of
which, as is well known, have been involved in at least 26 assassinations carried out
by GAL on French territory.
"This puts my freedom and even my life under threat," says An Duigou. He adds that
the situation (for active Breton nationalists) has become very dangerous.
In any case, the facts outlined here constitute a serious infringement of fundamental
rights. Anyone concerned should write to:
M. Le Procureur de La Republique,
Rue Maitre Esvelin,
56100 Lorient.
asking for the documents seized on 23/3/94 to be returned to him and for his photo to
be removed from the police files.

An Open Communiqué to the Embassies of the European Union
Circularised on 6th April, 1997.
Dear Sir / Madam,
Since 1990 216 Bretons have been subject to arrest or investigation on suspicion of
harbouring or providing support to Basque refugees. Thirty people have received jail
sentences which, although for the most part suspended, have been awarded after
prolonged periods of remand. Trials are continuing in France and this number will
undoubtedly increase.
Protests against the French government's actions are backed by considerable numbers
of people both in Brittany and in the other Celtic countries who believe it is an
overriding principle of International humanitarian behaviour to provide support to
people (in this case the Basques) who risk being tortured or imprisoned if extradited
to Spain.
Lest your government believes this to be an extreme representation we would remind
you that:
a)The entire Executive of the legitimate political Party Herri Batasuna were recently
imprisoned.
b)In tandem with this judicial drive against politicians, the murders continue and on
29th March, Jose Zabala, a Basque separatist activist, was found beaten and murdered
after being held for some days by the Spanish Police.

c)There is increasing evidence that the government of former Prime Minister, Felipe
Gonzalez, was involved with the GAL assassination squads which operated both in
the Basque country and also in the French area of the Basque country. Last year, the
Spanish supreme court indicted the former Interior Minister in the Gonzalez
government, Jose Barrioneuvo, on GAL related charges, accusing him with others of
running the murder gangs.
Many of those who have assisted the Basque refugees in Brittany also fear for their
lives as there is evidence that the French police, either by accident or design, have
identified them as being active in assisting "ETA-Militaire", despite the fact their
involvement in assisting the Basques is purely humanitarian. The "close" cooperation
between the Spanish and French police services over Basque separatists matters is
well documented.
We call on your government, via the institutions of the EU, to
1) use its good offices to prevail upon the French government to end repression of
those providing humanitarian assistance to the Basques in Brittany.
2) support an independent investigation into the ongoing political repression in the
Basque country, an end to the detention of members of Herri Batasuna and an enquiry
into the murder of Jose Zabala.
Thanking you in anticipation of a positive response.
Yours faithfully,
J.B. Moffatt,
General Secretary, Celtic League.

Spain condemned for return to days of fascist repression - 3-02-97
The Celtic League has written to the Spanish Ambassador in London
condemning the Spanish authorities' repression of the Basque country's National
organisation, Herri Batasuna. It is understood that an order has been made
requiring the 25 member committee of the long-standing political party to
appear before a Spanish supreme court based in Madrid before February 18th.
The matter relates to an election campaign video which included footage of members
of ETA, the armed separatist movement, speaking in the Basque language. The
Spanish authorities have chosen to interpret this as conspiring with terrorists and have
given the Basque politicians a choice of explaining themselves before the court or
being arrested.
The letter to the ambassador states:
"As a constitutional organisation, the Celtic League was optimistic that, when Spain
emerged from the repressive years of its fascist past, it would move swiftly to right
the injustices perpetrated against those National groups such as the Basques who have
been unreasonably incorporated within the Spanish 'Nation' State against their will.
Instead of progress, however, we see a return to repression."

The letter goes on to call for a recognition of the Basque country as a separate nation
as the only solution to the political conflict. The present course of threatening
legitimate political movements is condemned as, "a retrograde step which will
damage your country's credibility."
The Basques are prepared to go to a Spanish prison: We should be prepared to voice
our distaste for this heavy-handed tactic of the Spanish authorities, which ultimately
can only serve to strengthen support for those who believe in direct action.
The address for the Spanish Ambassador in London is:
39, Chesham Place,
London,
SW1X 8SB,
England.
Europe looks at torture allegation - 27-04-97
The European Committee for the Prevention of Torture (CPT) have agreed to
consider a complaint submitted by the Celtic League following the beating of a
number of civilians arrested in the South Armagh N. Ireland area on 10 April.
Three have those arrested have since been charged with terrorist offences and IRA
membership. There is no doubt excessive force was used at the time of the arrests
some of the men required hospital treatment and the arrest site was described by eye
witnesses after the event as "being like a butchers yard".
The League protested to the N. Ireland Office and in addition to the CPT also wrote
to all EU Embassies, the US Embassies in London and Dublin and the United Nations
Special Rapporteur on Torture.
British Media Hypocrisy - 21-04-97
Condemn the IRA - but look the other way when British troops administer rough
justice!
Letter to Patrick Mayhew (Sec. of State for N.Ireland)
Circular to European Ambassadors
Last week the IRA once again caused widespread disruption throughout the
United Kingdom. As they no doubt intended, this action created great media
attention. Considerable coverage was provided to senior UK politic leaders who
were effusive in their criticisms.
Strangely, events in the north of Ireland several days earlier do not seem to have
exercised the British media or British political leaders. After arrests in South Armagh
on Thursday 10 April, its quite clear that those detained were subjected to appalling
physical abuse.
The British Security Forces have a well documented track record of abuse in this
region of Ireland and one would have hoped, following recent criticisms by the
European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and other International bodies, that
the British media would highlight any recurrences so as to ensure the pattern of
previous decades is not repeated.

However, the British media looked the other way and are every bit as guilty as the
thugs that beat the three detainees mentioned in our letter to The Sec. of State for N.
Ireland. (below)
Text of Letter to Secretary of State for Northern Ireland
The Secretary of State for N. Ireland,
Rt. Hon. Patrick Mayhew,
Stormont Buildings,
Belfast,
N. Ireland.
Dear Sir,
I write to express the concern of our organisation at the ill treatment suffered by three
persons detained by the Security Forces in South Armagh on Thursday 10th of April.
The three men, we are aware, have since been charged with a variety of offences
although a number of persons detained with them have since been released.
From press reports of the men's appearance in Court, and also the complaints
registered on their behalf by their Solicitors, it is clear the men were subjected, either
at the time of arrest or subsequently whilst in detention at Gough Barracks in Armagh,
to considerable violence.
Injuries were so serious that at least one of the three required Hospital treatment and
injuries to all three seem consistent with an extremely violent beating, probably
involving the use of weapons, and carried out over a considerable period.
We would remind you that this latest series of incidents is, regrettably, completely
compatible with the track record of the United Kingdom's Security Forces for a period
of over twenty years in N. Ireland.
In 1972 the Irish government complained formally to the European Commission
about interrogation techniques then used. The Commission found against the United
Kingdom and confirmed that those techniques contravened Article 3 of the European
Convention. Periodically over the years there were sustained allegations about
methods used in Police Stations and Army bases throughout N. Ireland.
In 1991, Amnesty International issued a report bringing together these concerns and
confirmed that "existing procedures and safeguards are inadequate to prevent the illtreatment of detainees". Indeed on that occasion Amnesty issued an "urgent action"
notice to its members in relation to N. Ireland Security Force behaviour, a step the
organisation only takes in the most serious of instances. In October of 1991 Amnesty
referred a specific case of ill-treatment at the Castlereagh interrogation centre to the
UN Committee on Torture.
In addition to Amnesty concerns, the European Committee for the Prevention of
Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment has expressed its
concern following many substantiated complaints. In 1994 it urged improvements in
procedures at one holding centre whilst one year later the UN Human Rights
Committee recommended that the same centre, Castlereagh, be closed.

The prohibition on torture, inhuman and degrading treatment set out in the Universal
Declaration is also reflected in both the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights (article 7) and the European Convention on Human Rights (article 3).
Uniquely these protections are regarded as so sacrosanct that whatever the internal
security situation States are allowed no derogation.
We often hear British government representatives, including yourself, on radio and
TV condemning the "vicious, nasty and cowardly behaviour" of the various
paramilitary groups in N. Ireland. Your criticisms may be well founded. However we
would put it to you that there can be nothing more despicable nor heinous than to
carry out systematic abuse of detained persons who are invariably manacled and
defenceless.
I would reiterate our concern over the treatment of these three men, Brendan Martin
McGinn, Micheal Caraher and Martin Mines, and ask if you will be as fulsome in
your criticisms of this "vicious, nasty and cowardly behaviour" as you are on other
occasions.
Yours faithfully,
J. B. Moffatt
General Secretary
20/4/97
cc.
European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment
Department of Foreign Affairs - Ireland
EU Embassies
United States Embassy - London and Dublin

Text of Circular to EU Ambassadors
The Ambassador
Government of ......................
An Open Communique to the Embassies of the European Union
Dear Sir,
I draw your attention to the attached communication to the British government
following events on and after the 10th of April in N. Ireland.
It is apparent that despite periodic criticism by International bodies and reputable
Human Rights NGOs, the United Kingdom continues to allow abuse of those detained
in the N. Ireland.
We call upon your government to use its good offices with the British to bring an end
to practices which involve physical and psychological ill-treatment of detained
suspects in Ulster.

Yours faithfully,
J.B. Moffatt
20/4/97
UN Children's Rights Committee concerned about use of baton rounds - 15-0697
The influential United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child has reiterated its concerns about the use of plastic bullets in situations involving
children in N. Ireland (attached).
The comments come in response to concerns raised by the Celtic League with the
Committee following an incident in which a thirteen year old child received severe
head injuries.
The United States Embassy in Dublin had already responded, indicating that it shared
the concerns and agreeing to forward the correspondence to the appropriate offcials in
Washington.
The League is now to write to British Prime Minister, Tony Blair, calling upon him
as a parent with young children, to consider the anguish caused by the deaths and
injuries inflicted by these weapons over many years.
The League is aware of the controversy earlier this month about so called "faulty"
baton rounds. However, this issue should not confuse the main point: Plastic bullets,
never deployed in other areas of the U.K., should not be used in N. Ireland certainly not in situations involving children!
J.B. Moffatt
Letter from UN Committee on the Rights of the Child - 10-06-97
Dear Mr. Moffat,
I wish to acknowledge with thanks the receipt of your letter dated 26 May 1997 and
its enclosures concerning the use of plastic bullets by security forces in Ulster in
incidents involving children.
The contents of your letter and its enclosures have been brought to the attention of
the Committee on the Rights of the Child at its recently concluded fifteenth session.
The Committee wishes to draw your attention to the concluding observations adopted
upon consideration of the United Kingdom's initial report by the Committee
(CRC/C/15/Add.34), where the Committee expressed its concern about difficulties
experienced by children living in Northern Ireland (para. 10). In its recommendations,
the Committee suggested (ul)inter-alia(/ul), that the general principles of the
Convention, particularly the provisions of its article 3, relating to the best interests of
the child, should guide the determination of policy making at both the central and
local levels of government(para. 23); that teaching about children's rights be
incorporated into the training of curricula of professionals working with or for
children, icluding the police (para. 26) and that additional efforts were required to
overcome the problem of violence in society.
I am enclosing a copy of the document CRC/C/15/Add.34 for you information.

Yours sincerely,
Soussan Raadi-Azarakhchi,
Secretary
Committee on the Rights of the Child
United States Embassy endorses concerns over plastic bullets - 07-05-97
The Celtic League welcome the endorsement (encl) received from the U S
Ambassador in Dublin concerning our condemnation of the continued use of
plastic bullets in N. Ireland.
The League wrote last week to the US Embassy (see below), and also the Embassies
of EU countries, following a further serious incident in which a thirteen year old child
received a serious head injury (Lurgan - 26/4/97).
Pointedly, the Ambassadors letter also endorses our concern that despite guidelines
operated by the RUC and aimed at restricting the possibility of head or upper body
injury, many injuries of this type have been suffered.
A parallel protest has been lodged with the United Nations Committee on the Rights
of the Child highlighting our concern that a substantial number of those killed or
injured by these weapons in N. Ireland have been children.
Text of letter from U.S. Embassy in Dublin - 07-05-97
Dear Mr. Moffatt,
On behalf of Ambassador Jean Kennedy Smith, this is to thank you for your letter of
April 26 concerning the use of plastic bullets in Northern Ireland.
The 1996 Human Rights report on the UK prepared by the U.S. Department of State
notes that "Police continue to use plastic bullets in crowd control situations, a practice
restricted to Northern Ireland. The number of plastic rounds fired this year surpasses
all but one prior year. This practice has been widely criticized by human rights
monitors and the UN Committee Against Torture. The European Parliament has
called for a ban on their use. According to RUC rules, plastic bullets should only be
aimed at the lower half of the body; numerous head and upper body injuries
nevertheless have resulted from their use."
I can assure you that your concerns are being forwarded to the appropriate officials in
Washington. Thankyou for sharing your views with the Ambassador on this important
human rights.
Sincerely,
Richard B. Norland
First Secretary (Political)
Further action against use of plastic bullets - 27-04-97
See also:
AGM resolution
RUC unfit to police

Letter to Parick Mayhew, Secretary of State for N. Ireland 27-04-97
The Secretary of State for N. Ireland, Sir Patrick Mayhew
N. Ireland Office
Stormont Castle
Belfast BT4 3ST
Dear Sir,
I write to express our concern at the continued use of plastic bullets by British Army
and Police units in N. Ireland.
We understand that over the weekend 26/27 April another child, a thirteen year old
boy was injured when one of these weapons was fired into his face, initial reports
indicate he is lucky not to have lost the sight of an eye.
It has not escaped our attention that this incident comes just fifteen years to the week
after another child, eleven year old Stephen McConomy was killed in a similar
incident.
Plastic and Rubber bullets have caused numerous deaths in N. Ireland since their
deployment and many other people have been scarred and maimed. Despite persistent
denials by the N. Ireland Office their is clear evidence that the weapons are used
outwith procedures supposed to minimise the injuries they cause, the number of
serious head injuries indicate that this is a weapon not only used but abused by the
Security Forces.
Senator George Mitchell set down a clear marker to the British government in his
report when he suggested a "review...with respect to..the use of plastic bullets".
This latest incident makes it imperative that the use of these loathsome weapons are
discontinued forthwith and we urge this course of action.
In conclusion we have emphasised the fact that in the two cases we mention and
indeed in many others these weapons are deliberately targeted against children. We
will therefore be raising this matter directly with the United Nations Committee on
the Rights of the Child in Geneva - quite frankly this abuse has gone on long enough!
Yours faithfully,
J.B. Moffatt
General Secretary, Celtic League.

Letter to US Ambassador in Dublin - 27-04-97
The United States Ambassador to Dublin
Embassy of the United States
42 Elgin Road
Dublin 4
Dear Ambassador,

I attach a copy of a letter of protest submitted to the British government in relation to
an incident which resulted in a child being injured by a plastic bullet fired by British
Security forces in N. Ireland.
The United States government supported the peace initiative in the North and also
deployed one of its most respected political figures Senator George Mitchell to assist
that process. The Mitchell report contained a clear indication to the British
government that the use of this weapon should be discontinued.
In total seventeen people have been killed by plastic or rubber bullets in the past
twenty-five years. Scores more have been seriously injured or maimed. Regrettably
many of the injuries and eight of the deaths have involved children.
There is also strong evidence of the deliberate misuse of the weapon, with it being
fired at close range and also at the head of victims. Information supporting this
contention was circulated to the US Congress by the Irish National Caucus in April
1993.
We urge the United States government to do all in its power to convince the British
government that this weapon should be withdrawn.
Yours sincerely,
J.B. Moffatt
General Secretary, Celtic League

Letter to Committee on the Rights of the Child
Centre for Human Rights
United Nations Office Geneva
For the Attention : Sousan Raadi-Azarakhchi
Secretary to the Committee on the Rights of the Child
Dear Ms. Raadi-Azarakhchi,
I draw your attention to the attached correspondence, including a letter to the British
governments Northern Ireland Office, concerning the use of plastic bullets by its
Security Forces in Ulster.
Our purpose in writing to your Committee is to express our concern that in an
alarming number of incidents these weapons are deployed randomly against groups of
children. Indeed in the most recent incident 26/4/97 a thirteen year old child was
hospitalised with head and face injuries. Since the introduction of the plastic bullet
which replaced earlier rubber devices seven children have died and many more have
been horrifically injured.
There is strong evidence that British Security forces deliberately misuse these
weapons and that they are in some instances discharged at short range at the head or
face of victims.
We urge your Committee to urge an end to the use of these weapons particularly in
situations where children are involved there is no doubt that the deaths and horrific

injuries inflicted upon men, women and children by these weapons constitute a human
rights abuse of significant proportions.
Thanking you in anticipation of your response.
Yours sincerely,
J. B. Moffatt
General Secretary - Celtic League

British "loan" the Manx people their own historical manuscript - 09-05-97
The Manx Museum have invited the President of Ireland to open the new multimillion pound "House of Mannanan" heritage centre in the Isle of Man this July.
Pride of Place in the exhibits will be the mediaeval Latin text, "The Chronicles of
the Kings of Mann and the Isles".
In securing its "loan" from the British Library, the Manx Museum have ensured no
embarrassing demonstration mars the opening. Nationalists however will continue to
campaign for the circumstances surrounding its "theft" by the English to be resolved.
The medieval Latin text is of singular importance to the record of Manx history,
being the oldest written record of the Norse-Gaelic period.
The news of its loan to the Isle of Mans Manx Museum and National Trust by the
British Library for the opening of the new multi-million pound Heritage Centre in
July indicates astute political manoeuvring by the Manx Museum and its Director
Stephen Harrison.
Two thorny issues surrounded the official inauguration of the new Centre. One was
the choice of VIP to perform the ceremony. The other was the unresolved issue of the
Chronicles. The Manx Museum have shown great imagination in resolving both
issues.
The loan by the British Library is however just that - a loan. No time limit has been
indicated and one can only hope that the loan will be of extended or indefinite
duration. It will however at some stage end, and then the issue of the Chronicles and
their ownership will again surface.
This is no "Elgin Marbles" issue. The Chronicles are, in terms of the British Library
collection, insignificant. However they are of key importance in the Manx historical
context. The Isle of Man and the United Kingdom enjoy good relations, have a shared
head of State, and unless independence manifests itself this will remain unchanged. In
these circumstances it should not have been beyond the wit of politicians and our
cultural guardians to reach an settlement with the British Government and British
Library.
The loan of the Chronicles is good news in the short term. It provides a breathing
space in which the Manx government should iniate serious discussions to resolve
matters. In the long term if the issue remains in contention all Manx interest groups
should work to ensure their permanent return.

J. B. Moffatt pp. Celtic League Manx Branch 9/5/97
Ulster Elections -23-05-97
Sinn Féin has scored a further major political breakthrough in the North Irish
local government elections. The number of seats held by the Party has risen as
has its share of the vote. The Unionists have lost control of Belfast City Council
and Sinn Féin is now the largest party on the Council. It seems likely the
Unionists will attempt to form an alliance with other groups to keep Sinn Féin
councillors out of key posts.
Although Sinn Féin's success has been mainly at the expense of the more moderate
SDLP, the Unionist community are undoubtedly shaken by the Nationalist
breakthrough and there have been allegations of electoral malpractice against Sinn
Féin.
Gerry Adams has dismissed the complaints as "whining" by Sinn Féin's opponents
and the N. Ireland Chief Electoral Officer, who supervised the ballot, says that whilst
there has been vote tampering, the complaint applys to all parties and not just Sinn
Féin.
Toxic Aircraft Danger - 19-05-97
Military jet aircraft crashes pose a hidden danger
Carbon based composite materials are highly toxic when burned: They
chemically alter and are dispersed over a wide area at crash sites. The release of
the material is biologically malignant and should be treated like asbestos.
The dangers were brought into sharp focus following a crash by a military aircraft in
Denmark in 1990. Crash teams and investigators had to wear special protective
clothing including dust helmets to avoid contact with particles from the composites in
the aircraft's construction. The crash site was contaminated and had to be stabilised
with resin.
The aircraft was an RAF Harrier GR 5 similar to that which crashed near Wittering in
England in May, 1997.
Five years ago the RAF developed so called POST CRASH MANAGEMENT
TECHNIQUES (PCMTs) to deal with the consequences of these crashes, not just the
immediate incident, but the sealing of the site and any downwind contamination.
Despite the dangers to the public in the area of such incidents, no details have yet
been widely publicised.
In 1994 the Celtic League, which monitors military low flying over the Celtic Areas
of Britain, publicised details on this problem in a pamphlet, "RAF POST CRASH
MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES - ARE THEY ADEQUATE?" We called for
evaltuation of all crash sites in Wales and Scotland for post crash site contamination
and we challenged the MOD to go public on the dangers - so far they have not
complied.
Of all current RAF military aircraft the Harrier GR 5 has one of the highest levels of
composite construction (indeed, it was the aircraft type we included to illustrate the

hazard in our report). However, other modern combat aircraft and jet trainers such as
the Tornado and the Hawk also contain composite materials.
With RAF operations steadily on the increase over Scotland and the Mid Wales TTA
(Tactical Training Area), it is time to warn the public of the less obvious dangers that
accompany military accidents of this type.
NB: Celtic League report into POST CRASH MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES
available on request
French xenophobia highlighted at Celts' conference
The plight of a Breton teacher criticised for teaching the history of his country
was highlighted at a meeting of the Celtic League in Caernarfon this weekend
(25/27 July).
Jacques Gaucher, who teaches at the primary school in St. Brieuc, was reprimanded
for teaching Breton history. The inspector who investigated the complaint praised Mr.
Gaucher's work but he was told to teach only French history in future. The incident
followed a complaint from one parent.
Celtic League General Secretary, Bernard Moffatt, called the attitude to National
minorities living within their frontiers "medieval" and said that, "the French
government should be invited to join the rest of us living in the twentieth century and
not the past." He went to say that French government xenophobia extended also to the
National languages of groups like the Bretons, Corsicans and other monorities.
It was agreed to support Mr. Gaucher who was one of a number of Breton delegates
attending the meeting. Later in the weekend the French again came in for criticism
during the adoption of a resolution on the European Charter for Regionaland Minority
Languages. As a resolution calling on the UK to honour past Labour Party
commitments was adopted, the General Secretary referred the conference to the
pledge of Jacques Chirac to ratify the Charter made on a visit to Brittany last year.
Mr. Moffatt said:
"the French are a curious people they number tens of millions, yet are petrified of
small million minorities within their borders - their President, by his actions, has
proved himself to be a liar."
The terrifying saga of UK radioactive / munitions dumping
This document also contains:
Did sub incident result in pollution?
Radioactive dumping 3 miles off Wales
Undersea cable could stir up trouble
Nuclear dumping scandal continues
Beaufort nuclear dumping confirmed
League seeks Irish help
UK admits inshore dumping of radioactive waste
The Bombs of Beaufort Dyke
See also Sellafield - A pollution nightmare

Sub incident off Anglesey - What did happen? - 11-11-97
Last week's revelations about the dumping by the MOD of radioactively
contaminated material off Holyhead (Anglesey) is not the first time possible
contamination of this area has surfaced.
In 1986 the Celtic League revealed that the American nuclear submarine "Nathaniel
Greene" had struck the sea-bed in the area, about fifteen miles further west off
Anglesey.
The submarine of the 8,500 tonne "Lafayette" ballistic missile class was so severely
damaged that it lay on the sea-bed for two days whilst a salvage operation was
mounted in the strictest secrecy. It was eventually able to surface but had to be towed
back to its base at Holy Loch. Damage was so severe that the submarine subsequently
returned to its home base at Charleston in South Carolina where it was decommissioned.
The US authorities maintained that there was no pollution but the extent of the
damage sustained and the subsequent immediate decommissioning raise questions
about just what did happen off the North Wales coast in March 1986.
J B Moffatt
Celtic League
More radioactive dumping in Irish Sea 07-11-97
Urgent need for complete list of dump sites and inventory of contents - 22 MOD
dump sites already known should be checked for possible radiation waste
disposal
The confirmation given in the UK Parliament (06-11-97) that radioactive material
had been dumped in the Irish sea off Anglesey is alarming.
For many years, the Celtic League suspected that such dumping had gone on in
coastal dump sites but our concerns, mainly concerning the Beauforts Dyke dump site
and other explosive dump sites, were dismissed by the British government.
Subsequently however the British did confirm that intermediate grade nuclear waste
had been disposed and coastal sites near the Channel Isles and Beaufort Dyke are
known to be contaminated.
Now we have further confirmation of disposal of radioactively contaminated missile
distance indicator tags in 1974 in the Holyhead Deep area just 2-3 miles off the Welsh
coast.
Celtic League are already demanding a list of locations around the Irish sea where
disposal of other toxic wastes has occurred. In the light of this latest information we
will also be contacting sympathetic Nationalist members from both Scotland and
Wales asking them to request an urgent list of all coastal disposal sites and a complete
inventory of their contents.
It is likely that the Holyhead revelations are the tip of an iceberg and a question mark
must also now be placed upon other coastal sites such as the Firth of Clyde, Loch
Linnhe, Milford Haven, Whitesand Bay Plymouth and the score of other sites
identified two years ago by MOD.

Bernard Moffatt
Nov. 7th 1997
New explosive dump danger - 18-10-97
The decision to progress a electricity cable interconnector between Scotland and
N. Ireland taken by Scottish Secretary Donald Dewar this week is bad news for
coastal communities around the N. Irish sea.
The route for the interconnector is certain to involve excavation work through the
infamous Beaufort Dyke munitions dump which contains all manner of deteriorating
conventional and chemical munitions dumped over a fifty year period.
Last time work was undertaken in the area (involving construction of a gas
interconnector) the beaches of the Clyde approach, SW Scotland, Antrim and the N.
Isle of Man were seriously polluted as thousands of small chemical and toxic
explosives devices were swept in. The pollution lasted for several years and although
casualties were limited a considerable danger to the public was posed, injuries did
occur and beaches and (in the Isle of Man) roads were closed.
It is by no means certain that the Dyke simply contains the type of devices
experienced last time. Indeed the Celtic League which has campaigned for a clean up
at the Dyke for over twenty years know there are potentially much more deadly
weapons, such as "Yperite" or mustard gas, which were also deposited there in great
quantities. The effects of this material when it was encountered by fishermen many
years ago was very serious and deaths were only narrowly averted. There is also the
danger of radioactive waste which the British now admit is dumped in the area.
Beaufort Dyke and its dangers have been well publicised and there is often a
tendency if the publicity is sustained to grow complacent. We believe the decision of
the British government based on narrow commercial interest exhibits just such
complacency.
Once again these coastal areas have to pay the price for ill judged decisions taken in
the safe environment of cabinet rooms in Edinburgh or London to benefit the
Directors and shareholders of private utilities.
Bernard Moffatt
Secret nuclear dumping scandal continues
"For the communities around the Irish sea and on the west of Scotland however
this scandal has continued long enough. Even this administration's attempt at
openness is insufficient - what is needed is a full and independent enquiry under
the auspices of a reputable International body such as the European
Parliament."
It is quite clear from the statement issued by Jeff Rooker MP that the British are still
either unwilling or unable to publish full details of their sea dumping programme for
nuclear waste.
What is now confirmed is that, what was being referred to as low level nuclear waste,
has had the category expanded to include intermediate waste.

The mystery seems to surround documentation on material dumped in the fifties and
sixties. However it is clear, from information disclosed 15 years ago, that waste was
dumped in undesignated areas.
The reference to the fifties dumping regime is ominous. Perhaps the greatest
emergency the British nuclear industry faced was in 1957 and the years thereafter
following the Windscale fire. There is no doubt that large quantities of low,
intermediate and high level waste was required to be disposed at that time. The
favoured method for swift disposal was sea dumping (the "out of sight out of mind"
option) and it would be incredible if none of the material from the British nuclear
industry did not find its way to both the Beaufort Dyke and other disposal sites off the
west of Scotland.
Rooker has promised that documentation will be scoured and as new information is
uncovered it will be revealed. It probably suits Rooker and his boss Jack Cunningham
that information on this scandal is released on a drip feed basis.
For the communities around the Irish sea and on the west of Scotland however this
scandal has continued long enough. Even this administrations attempt at openness is
insufficient - what is needed is a full and independent enquiry under the auspices of a
reputable International body such as the European Parliament.
We need to know what dangers for this and succeeding generations is posed by the
reckless and seemingly uncoordinated British nuclear sea dumping programme.
J.B. Moffatt pp. Celtic League
Beaufort Trench - Nuclear fears now confirmed 13-07-97
New revelations will confirm nuclear dumping - Bombs, Chemical weapons now
nuclear confirmed - Celtic Leagues long campaign vindicated.
It seems that finally there will be grim confirmation that the sea trench at Beaufort
Dyke was used by the British government to dispose of nuclear material. The news is
a total vindication of concerns raised almost 15 years ago by the Celtic League, when
we first started to elicit details of the dumps contents.
Successive years saw earlier evasions and retractions by the British government. New
information has uncovered the vast and deadly nature of the materials now listed as
being disposed there. These latest revelations also confirm that successive British
governments have been prepared to mislead not only Parliament but also the
International community with evasions to the Irish government and lies to the IAEA.
Any sense of vindication of the early stance taken on this issue by the Celtic League
has to be tempered by the thought that these latest admissions raise more questions
than they answer.
Beaufort is now known to contain hundreds of thousands of tonnes of a vast range of
material, 'simple' ordnance, chemical munitions and (now with this admission)
nuclear material. Do we leave the dump undisturbed and wait until a problem arises?
This is what happened with the chemical devices which still periodically drift to shore
in N. Ireland. SW. Scotland and the Isle of Man.

Do we attempt to stabilise the dump and recover the nuclear material from it? In so
doing might we disturb other and as yet unconfirmed disposed material. Any
admission at this time advances the need for a serious debate on the best means of
tackling this nightmare on our doorstep!
Bernard Moffatt
pp. Celtic League
League seeks Irish government help in sea dump enquiry
The Celtic League has asked the Irish government to include in its enquiries to
the UK about nuclear dumping, a request for a full inventory of materials
disposed in waters of the N. Irish Sea and off the west of Scotland and SW
Ireland.
The League believe that material from the UK's chemical warfare programme, which
officially ended in the mid-fifties, is still not accounted for.
Attempts to clear up the matter via correspondence with the Chemical and Bilogical
Defence Establishment at Porton Down have been inconclusive. There has been a
reluctance to communicate on the issue and replies which have been recieved over the
years have been contradictory.
Attached: copy of letter to Michael Woods, Minister for the Marine
Dear Minister,
I understand that you recently have established a task force to co-ordinate approaches
to the British government concerning its sea dumping policy in waters off the west
coast and in the north Irish Sea.
You will be aware, from the papers we supplied to your predecessor, that the Celtic
League had a concern for sometime that the British government were being less than
honest about the disposal of nuclear material in the Beaufort Dyke and elsewhere.
In parallel with our enquiries (to which the British provided dishonest responses)
concerning disposal of nuclear material we were also probing the disposal of very
dangerous chemical and biological warfare compounds. These were manufactured at
Nancekuke (near Portreath) in west Cornwall.
The British government decommissioned the plant in the mid fifties and it was
dismantled and 'cleared' over subsequent years. As sea disposal was the favoured
option in this period for both the disposal of chemical / conventional munitions and
nuclear waste, we not unnaturally concluded that some of the material was sea
disposed. The British government, not surprisingly, indicated that the site was cleared
without any environmental pollution risk and that no material was sea disposed.
However, there was some confusion between correspondence in May 1991 which said
that no material was buried on site and correspondence in April 1995 which indicated
that material was buried on site. (I attach this correspondence for information). This
seems to indicate that they were being less than open about the ultimate location of
what must be some very nasty waste product.

We also know that as part of the mid fifties disposals off Donegal and Kerry the
British government confirm that cargoes of ex WW2 chemical weapons were also
accompanied on occasion by disposal on behalf of other UK government
Departments. Not unaturally, given the track record of previous British governments
on this issue, the suspicion remains that this material was sea disposed.
We would be grateful if your enquiries to the British would stress the need for a full
inventory of material disposed and also in addition to clarifying the question of
nuclear waste resolve the mystery of the vanished material from Britain's chemical
weapons programme.
J.B. Moffatt
13/7/97
Alarm as British admit nuclear waste in inshore dumps -20-05-97
New information mirrors early exposure of lies over chemical and nerve gas
disposals.
The news released today (20/5/97) that the United Kingdom has disposed of
three thousand drums of radioactive waste in the English Channel off Alderney
is a worrying development.
The United Kingdom have long been suspected of dumping waste in the inshore
dumps and this is the first solid evidence to confirm this practice.
Two years ago the British government denied that 2517 tonnes of "concrete waste"
destined for a deep water site off Rockall which, due to bad weather, was dumped in
the North Channel off Belfast Lough in 1981, were contaminated with radiation. The
Celtic League had been investigating rumours of nuclear waste dumping and SNP MP
Donald Stewart put down a question to the Scottish Secretary on our behalf in 1985.
We were sceptical of the British explanation then and further clarification two years
ago of experimentation with "concrete filled drums" to test disposal equipment which
was advanced as the purpose of the operation seemed barely credible.
It is now a fact that several of the identified dumps on the British sea dump site list
published some years ago are contaminated with radiation. Previously the British
denied that the inshore dumps were used for either chemical weapons or radiation
waste. The cover-up over chemical weapons has long been blown. Now it seems
likely that the dumps such as Beaufort, which the British admit contain a staggering
700.000 tonnes of assorted muntions dumped over a fifty year period, contain a
nuclear nightmare also.
The British may continue their nuclear denials but increasingly the question must be
asked: Was the easy option of inshore dumping used at a time when Britain not only
had the large scale low grade waste associated with its early clumsy approach to
nuclear power but also other problems? Was it also the favoured option after the
disastrous accidents at both Dounreay and Sellafield many years ago? If not, where
has all the waste gone? Only a fraction of recent storage is held on land.
If our coastal waters hold this deadly secret it's time we were told!
Bernard Moffatt pp. Celtic League

The Bombs of Beaufort Dyke - 31-03-97

Caught in the act - British forces dump munitions
Will fatalities be needed before MOD address this legacy of thoughtless neglect why no action on clean up?
The news that more chemical explosive devices have started to come ashore in SW
Scotland and Cumbria establishes a pattern for the appearance of this material each
year.
Whilst the recovery of explosive objects occurs throughout the year, our records
indicate that serious pollution of the shoreline with these objects tends to happen in
the February/March period and extend into the summer months. This was certainly
the case in both 1993 and 1995, and it also appears to be the pattern this year.
As usual, the Coastguard mount their beach patrols and tend to have ensured, via
warning and speedy disposal, that injuries are kept to a minimum.

Manx authorities' publicity photographs of incendiaries
Despite several thousands objects being dealt with in recent years, only a handful of
injuries have occurred.
The sequence of events could however make us complacent about the dangers
inherent in the leakage of material from Beaufort Dyke. What is clear is that a
staggering quantity of both explosive and chemical material has been disposed of
there. The phosphorous munitions which are presently causing the problem are
containable if one keeps their distance and the Emergency services have a chance to

deal with them.

MOD photograph of shore-clearing shows scale of problem
It is, however, more than apparent that there are other and more nasty toxic devices in
the Beaufort dump. The coastline in other areas is also littered with unexploded
ordnance.
It is past time that the British government's MOD came up with a strategy to address
the problem of the Irish sea munitions dumps. Why should the population of Ireland,
Scotland, N. England and the Isle of Man have to live with this legacy of
thoughtlessness and negligence?
Will action only occur when fatalities have resulted from the Bombs of Beaufort
Dyke?
Please note. The bulk of objects washed up to date are phosphorous based
incendiaries. They are uncased and become extremely unstable once exposed to the
air. They can spontaneously ignite if disturbed and burn with a fierce heat that is
capable of killing an adult.
"New Labour" crumbles before "Auld Orange" - 07-07-97
GARVAGHY - "all the terrible apparatus of the the police state"
This document includes:
RUC unsuitable to police Ulster
Letter to Sir Patrick Mayhew
Letter to US Ambassador (Dublin)
Enquiry too late
See also
Campaign against Plastic Bullets
A.G.M. Resolution
The decision of the past twenty four hours in relation to Drumcree have
effectively written Sec of State Mowlam out of the political equation in Ulster.
What one journalist, at her mid day press conference, accurately identified as the
"corporate gutlessness" of herself and her advisers will come back to haunt her
and Ulster in the coming months and years.
No one disputes that the decision both she and the RUC faced was difficult. Squaring
the circle between unyielding factions is never easy. However, the fundamental

blunder she has made is to retract her guarantee to the people of the Garvaghy road to
communicate her decision, when she took it, to them directly.
Pressed on this point she unconvincingly evaded the question by referring to the
protracted nature of the negotiations which "went on into the early hours".
Nationalists and Unionists observing this performance will jointly conclude this is a
woman you cannot trust.
Garvaghy 3 was an undignified spectacle to those observing it and no doubt its
impact internationally will do much to undermine the carefully cultivated gloss of
evenhandedness in its Ulster dealings portrayed by the Blair government.
The overwhelming weight of security forces and the imagery associated with them
brought to mind Churchill's comments in relation to Nazi Germany about "all the
terrible apparatus of the the police state". The random discharge of baton rounds at
close range, the overwhelming use of force also graphically re-emphasised that the
role of the RUC in repressing the Nationalist community appeared closer to that
portrayed by Sinn Fein and less that the British government would like us to accept.
The lasting impression of this day will not however be the violence of the early
hours, the weighty repression of the morning or the swaggering lunch time passage of
the last days of Unionism. It will be the blubbering evasiveness of Mo Mowlam,
spluttering and blustering like so many before her, on the steps of Stormont.
Text of Letter to NI Secretary of State - 07-07-97
The Secretary of State for N. Ireland,
Stormont Buildings,
Belfast,
N. Ireland.
Dear Secretary of State,
I write to place on record our organisations concern at the decision taken by you, in
consultation with the RUC Chief Constable, to allow an Orange march along the
Garvaghy Road, Portadown on Sunday.
The march was clearly opposed by those who live in the area and the manner in
which their rights were usurped was shameful. Moreover the sequence of events
which has unfolded since indicate that this decision was fundamentally flawed.
There is no doubt that the agreement to allow this provocative parade to proceed has
caused considerable damage to the hopes for a lasting peace settlement. There is
obviously a need for the British and Irish governments to move speedily to redress
this by urgently implementing a fully inclusive dialogue with all political parties in N.
Ireland.
We would also place on record our surprise that guarantees, clearly articulated by
you, to the residents of the Garvaghy road, which committed you to personally
communicate your decision to them in respect of the march were not honoured.
Over the past twenty years the discharge of role by successive Secretary of States in
N. Ireland has hardly engendered confidence.

The Celtic League, which has monitored the situation in N. Ireland for almost 30
years, did detect a sense of confidence in what appeared to be a new evenhandedness
by your Office.
It is clear from comments by nationalist spokesmen in the North of Ireland that your
actions have belied that confidence.
Yours faithfully,
J.B. Moffatt,
pp. Celtic League
Royal Ulster Constabulary unsuitable to police - 02-06-96
Two incidents on different sides of the Irish sea over the past seven days
dramatically illustrate the general unsuitability of the RUC to continue its
Policing role in the north of Ireland.
Over the past three nights there have been disturbances in Northampton in England
involving groups of several hundred and necessitating the deployment of over 150
Police, some in riot gear.
Despite the protracted nature of the disturbances the Police have managed to contain
there operation within the norms expected i.e. they have not seen fit to deploy let
alone use firearms.
Contrast this with the brief disturbance in Ballycastle, in the north of Ireland last
week. A very much smaller and short lived disturbance apparently necessitated the
RUC to utilise the firearms they still carry as standard.
Because it was Ulster, the fact that shots were fired gained little prominence in the
UK media.
No significant government politician in the N. Ireland Office saw fit to question the
total lack of restraint exercised in this situation.
Great play is being made presently throughout the British Isles with almost
unanimous support for the process of peace in Ireland.
Can there really ever be peace when the Police Force deployed in the Six Counties
remain trigger happy?
J.B. Moffatt
Text of letter sent to Sir Patrick Mayhew, 13th July 1996
Dear Sir Patrick,
I write to express the concern of our organisation about the events currently
unfolding in the north of Ireland which are directly as a consequence of the decision
taken to allow the Drumcree march to proceed.
The "public order" argument advanced at the time this astonishing "U turn" was
undertaken is one that the Chief Constable of the RUC and those he consulted with,
including yourself, will have to justify. At least one person has already been killed

and many, including police officers, injured. The cost in damage, fear and
intimidation can only be speculated on. The disastrous consequences of this decision
are, quite understandably, being quantified in relation to the process of dialogue
which both sides in the Ulster conflict had started to embrace. Hopefully the present
situation can be stabilised and a more meaningful dialogue opened with all sides.
Having been to the north of Ireland several times in the past two years I personally
was struck by the relaxation that had occurred and the degree of normality that was
returning to everyday life - this cannot be lost.
There is, however, another disastrous spin-off from Sir Hugh Annesley's misguided
move and that is in relation to policing within the overall Island of Ireland. Whatever
one's views of the RUC, I believe all would agree that the force is large, armed and
well resourced. It is backed up, in relation to the civil order element of its work, by
considerable numbers of military personnel. This substantial force has stood aside in
the face of possible mob violence. What on earth do you believe is the message this
sends to the organised criminal elements in both the north and the Republic?
The so called "Loyalist" gangs who make their living via extortion, drugs trafficking
and vice now are aware that if they wear the orange sash, bang the Lambeg drum or
wave the Union Jack, the RUC will run away or worse, as at Portadown, assist their
progress. In surveying the wreckage of recent days, one could be forgiven for
concluding that the RUC have awarded a spectacular "own goal" to those who seek its
disbandment!
There is presently much speculation about the future of the RUC Chief Constable and
calls from all sides for his resignation. This will mean little as he is due to retire
shortly. There will undoubtedly also be calls for your resignation, again this is of little
consequence to you as you also will shortly retire.
The people of Ulster and indeed the whole of Ireland cannot, however, retire from the
mess that has been bequeathed to them. They will have to go on and we can only hope
that there are sufficient numbers on both sides of the community with a will so strong
for peace that they can extricate this situation. In the meantime it would assist if the
British government would admit a mistake was made.
Yours sincerely,
J.B. Moffatt
Text of Letter from Celtic League to U.S.A. Embassador (Dublin) - 13-07-96
The Ambassador of the United States,
United States Embassy,
Ballsbridge,
Dublin 4,
IRELAND.
Dear Ambassador,
I attach a copy of a letter forwarded to the Northern Ireland Secretary setting out the
concerns of the Celtic League following recent developments in the north of Ireland.

A considerable investment has been made by a wide range of individuals and
governments, including the United States, in encouraging a dialogue to resolve the
long running dispute in the six counties.
The recent inertia of the British government resulting in a resumption of armed
struggle by the IRA had seriously frustrated the opportunity for peace. However
nothing prior to the events in Portadown last week had seriously threatened to derail
the process. This would now seem to be a serious possibility.
The spectacle not only of provocative marches but the scenes of RUC Officers
bludgeoning aside peaceful nationalist protesters on the Garvaghy road could have
been calculated to have produced the violent reaction the north is now enduring.
It is the view of the Celtic League that the majority of people in northern Ireland
desire peace. That fact was clearly demonstrated when President Clinton visited
Ireland. Your government moved swiftly to criticise bombings carried out by the IRA.
Will you now set out a criticism of the United Kingdom after its disgraceful betrayal
of the nationalist community. Peace in the north of Ireland cannot be achieved at any
price and certainly not by allowing a substantial percentage of the population, the
catholic community, there to be treated as second class citizens.
Given the strong traditional link between the United States and Ireland, and the good
Offices your President has used to date, we urge your government to use every effort
to assist in the retrieval of the Peace process and the establishment of inclusive
dialogue.
Yours sincerely,
J.B. Moffatt
RIOT GUN ENQUIRY TOO LATE - LETHAL WEAPONS MUST BE
BANNED - 01-08-96
The British have announced an "enquiry" into the use of baton rounds by their
security forces in Northern Ireland. The enquiry will be carried out by the UK's
Inspector of Constabulary.
The move comes following fierce criticism of the RUC for its less than even handed
handling of disturbances following the break up of a peaceful protest by residents of
the Garvagh Road area of Portadown when Police forced through a previously banned
Orange march.
The use of plastic bullets and their forerunners, the rubber bullet, has always attracted
controversy. Of 17 people killed to date by the weapons, 16 have been from the
Catholic nationalist community. Eight of those killed have been children.
Well documented cases of abuse of so called guidelines for the use of the weapons
indicate that the many deaths and hundreds of serious injuries have been caused by
the RUC discharging the weapons, in contravention of orders, at the upper body and
head of demonstrators.
Only one RUC constable has ever been charged arising from the deaths and in that
case (the death of Sean Downes in 1984) he was acquitted.

Despite calls by the respected US intermediary in N. Ireland, Senator Mitchell, that
use of the weapons should be reviewed, it has taken the unprecedented discharge of
over 6000 of the weapons against Catholic demonstrators during the recent
disturbances to force the British to act.
The obscene misuse of the weapons to intimidate Catholic Nationalist demonstrators
was carried by TV stations world wide and it was obviously this highly visible "slap
in the face" for the Mitchell report which forced the review.
Along with others committed to peaceful change in N. Ireland, the Celtic League will
campaign for their withdrawal. A resolution to this effect will be moved at the Celtic
League AGM in Brittany on August 10 1996.
J.B. Moffatt, General Secretary.

Anti-money laundering campaign continues
Includes:
Money laundering legislation still inadequate
Response from Irish Minister for Justice
Further evidence of laundering
League will not be deflected from campaign
Call for crackdown by Manx authorities
Legislation to combat money laundering still inadequate - 12-8-97
Comment in recent weeks via both the newspaper and broadcast media indicates that
the problem of money laundering is being taken seriously by the Manx (Isle of Man)
authorities and new legislation shortly to be introduced will undoubtedly give
practical intent to government commitment. There actions parallel steps being taken
in other jurisdictions.
Yet significantly there is still an omission in that the Manx government, along with
others in off-shore dependent territories which service the international finance
business, will not name banks caught with "funny money".
A recent UN. report estimated (conservatively) that drug trafficking, fraud,
pornography, prostitution, smuggling and corruption generate global revenue of up to
£1000 bn. Given the quantity of money to be dispersed and cleaned no off shore
jurisdiction can claim to be devoid of the problem.
Legislation, constantly updated, to deal with money laundering is necessary but
legislation in itself is not a solution. At best it makes more difficult and expensive the
operations to launder the £1000 bn the UN estimate circulates yearly.
Can the Banking trade itself be relied upon to go that extra mile to avoid this money,
whilst free of the ultimate stigma of exposure? The Celtic League re-iterate its call for
Banks in the money centresfound to contain laundered funds to be named either by
their own enforcement authorities or International agencies.
J. B. Moffatt
pp. Celtic League 12/8/97

Irish Government Initiative on Money Laundering Undermined - 28-12-96
British Home Office Minister on record as saying "no intention of intervening
with the governents of the Channel Isles and Isle of Man over money
laundering."
The Irish government's Minister for Justice has responded to concerns expressed by
the Celtic League over lime use of Tax havens to launder the profits of crime,
particularly drug related crime.
The Celtic League wrote to both flie British and Irish governments in July alleging
that there was evidence that the Financial Services Centres in Dublin, the Isle of Man
and Channel Isles were being used to conceal and launder the income from the drug
barons.
In a press-statement issued at the time, we specifically cited the refusal of the Manx
authorities to name a Bank via which criminal elements had laundered millions of
pounds of drug money which was subsequently seized by United States Drugs
Enforcement Argency officials.
In coorrespondence to the Celtic League (attached) Irish Justice Minister Nora Owen
TD sets out a comprehensive package of legislation, some adopted only in recent
months, aimed at combatting the problem. The Irish government's positive attitude
contrasts sharply with thc United Kingdom's. In a reply from the British Home Office
in August the Constitutional Policy Directorate, which handles relations with the
Channel Isles and Manx dependencies, would only say that the respective islands
were being asked to give consideration to "passing all-crimes money laundering
legislation." However in the same week (early August) that this statement was
received, Home Office official Baroness Blatch on a visit to the Isle of Man said that
the British had "no intention of intervening with the governents of the Channel Isles
and Isle of Man over money laundering."
As the Irish government attempts to make life tough for the bankers of the drug
barons, the United Kingdom still shows no inclination to plug loopholes in
jurisdictions within which it has interests.
The Celtic League intends to write to the Finance Ministers of all EU countries and
the European Commission highlighting this dangerous anomaly between member
States.
J.B. Moffatt,
General Secretary
Response to General Secretary from Irish Minister for Justice re - money
laundering.
29th November, 1996.
Dear Mr. Moffat,
I am directed by the Minister of Justice, Mrs. Nora Owen, T.D., to reply to your
letter. A package of tough Legislation including measures to seize and deny the so-

called drug barons of their assets and tackle their networks head-on has recently been
passed in our Parliament. Examples of these legislative measures are:
The Criminal Justice (Drug Trafficking) Act 1996 which provides for detention of up
to 7 days for drug trafficking offences, allows for the presence of Customs Officers at
interviews of suspects and allows inferences to be drawn by a Court from the failure
of an accused to mention particular facts when being questioned by a Garda.
The Proceeds of Crime Act, 1996 which provides a powerful new mechanism for the
freezing and forfeiture of the proceeds of crime.
The Disclosure of Certain information for Taxation and Other Purposes Act 1990
provides for more effective exchange of information between the Gardai (National
Police Force) and the Revenue Commissioners.
A number of measures to prevent money laundering have been taken under the
Criminal Justice Act 1994. A specific offence of money laundering has been created
and financial institutions are now required to report any suspicious financial
transactions to the Money Laundering Investigation Unit in the Garda Bureau of
Fraud Investigation. There have been 300 reports of such transactions made to the
Gardai by Financial Institutions and these are currently being investigated.
A major development in recent months has been the establishment by the
Government of the Criminal Assets Bureau. This new body, which has staff drawn
from the Gardai, the Revenue Commissioners and the Department of Social Welfare,
will ensure closer co-operation between State agencies in dealing with money
laundering as a result ot drug trafficking and organised crime. The Criminal Assets
Bureau Act, 1996 has put the Bureau on a statutory footing.
On the 3rd September this year, Ireland ratified the UN Convention Against Illicit
Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances. As a party to this convention,
Ireland will bo able to play a full part in international co-operation against drugtrafficking, ranging from practical co-operation on drug trafficking at sea to judicial
co-operation in obtaining evidence and confiscating the proceeds of drug trafficking.
Further recent initiatives include the establishment of a Garda National Drugs Unit, a
review of dance and pub licences to minimise drug dealing and abuse in such venues,
measures to deal with the use of drugs in prisons. The Ministerial Task Force on
Demand Reduction have announced new treatment, education prevention and
rehabilitative measures. The provision of additional powers allows the Naval Service,
Customs and Excise personnel and the Gardai to deal with drug trafficking at sea.
Taken together the measures outlined will greatly enhance the powers of the State in
tackling the problem of money laundering. The Minister has asked me to assure you
of the Government's total commitment in the fight against crime.
Yours sincerely,
Private secretary
Laundering Concerns Vindicated - 16-10-96

Further revelations in the United Kingdom newspaper "The Observer" indicate
the deficiencies in regulatory control in the offshore financial centres. The new
revelations totally vindicate the concerns expressed by the Celtic League earlier
this year when we called for vigorous action to address money laundering and
other abuses also demanding less secrecy in the Banking system..
A scandal currently rocking the Channel Islands dependency of Jersey seems set to
involve figures in senior political positions the Observer article states that, "Jersey's
effective 'prime minister', Senator Reg Jeune OBE, its Chancellor Pierre Horsfall,
and its Chief Judge Bailiff Sir Phillip Bailhache, have been embroiled in the Cantrade
scandal involving allegations of racketeering, non disclosure of interest and
suppression of parliamentary free speech"
It seems unlikely given the close ties between the financial services centres
particularly the Isle of Man and the Channel Isles that some of the "fall-out" from the
affair will not land on Manx shores. The new revelations are particularly damaging as
senior figures from both the USA and UK are quoted criticising the tax havens.
New York District Attorney John Moscow is quoted as saying,"It is unseemly that
these dependencies should be acting as havens for transactions that would not even
be protected by Swiss bank secrecy laws. One has to wonder why Swiss banks would
set up subsidiaries in these jurisdictions"
Like the Channel Islands, the Isle of Man government has actively courted Swiss
Banks and in September 1994 Manx nationalists who picketed a function for a
visiting delegation of Swiss bankers came in for swingeing criticism. In hindsight the
nationalist warnings were prophetic as subsidiaries of Swiss banks seem to be at the
centre of the current Channel Islands scandal.
More worrying for the Manx authorities are quotes attributed to the Secretary of the
Bank of England, Sue Thornhill, who said last week, "unless we clean up and keep
clean our offshore centres then we endanger the reputation of the United Kingdom"
Scandals of the type now unfolding coming so close to a possible change of
government in the United Kingdom are sure to fuel uncertainties about the future of
the finance sector. In an aside to the main point of the Observer article its author, John
Sweeney, places on record the Masonic Links of Jersey's Chief Minister, Reg Jeune.
In this respect the Channel Isles seem to parallel the Isle of Man where many senior
figures, including outgoing Chief Minister, are members of the, not so secret, society
of Freemasons.
J. B. Moffatt
CRUSADE AGAINST MONEY LAUNDERING WILL NOT BE DEFLECTED
- 01-08-96
The Financial Services sector has not done itself any favours with its somewhat
"knee-jerk" response to concerns raised by the Celtic League about money
laundering (Ref "Manx Independent" Business News 16-07-96). Those people
who purport to speak out on its behalf would do well to ponder on two points.
The Celtic League, to a degree, has had warnings it issued in the past echoed by the
regulatory and enforcement authorities - Manx Independent Oct. 6 1995 - "He (FSC

Chief Executive) agreed with press comments by Celtic League spokesman Bernard
Moffatt that detection of money laundering by Eastern Europe mafiosi could bring
violent punishment for all involved". In the same article, D.I. Geoff Allen was quoted
as saying "Russian criminal money had infiltrated the financial system of both the UK
and the Isle of Man."Also, the Manx regulatory agencies were crass when they
refused to release details of banks which had held the accounts through which the
moneys recovered recently by the US DEA had passed. This blanket of secrecy was
certain to cause concern.
It is with a degree of satisfaction we note that within days of our comments about the
need for greater European Police co-operation and our publishing the text of a
resolution to go before the August meeting of the League, in Brittany, these
comments were being echoed by the Irish government.
The Celtic League will certainly not be deflected from pursuing this issue, either by
the surprising tone of remarks, some provocative others more restrained, from
spokespersons for the sector. It is a mark of the sector's sensitivity over the issue that
such negative and intolerant attitudes to our expressions of concern is forthcoming.
However, as an organisation we will not be drawn into trading insults over what is a
very serious issue. The steps put in place to address this issue will be pursued.
Contacts have already been established with sympathetic Parliamentarians in Britain
and Ireland. It is likely that on the Breton visit, the host branch will arrange meetings
with Breton based deputies of the French Assembly. In addition, a steady programme
of dissemination of information continues.
Enquiries have been received from various sources and information exchanged with
journalistic contacts. The financial services sector will ultimately do itself nothing but
damage if it continues to rubbish the growing concerns about money laundering
articulated by the League and others. As usual, it doth protest to much - why is there
something to hide?
J.B. Moffatt, General Secretary
CALL FOR CRACKDOWN ON MONEY LAUNDERING
Celtic League Press Information - 08-05-96
The theft of over £1,000,000 from a Securicor van in Belfast some weeks ago by a
para-military gang, gave spectacular publicity to what is by now an almost
routine "money making criminal machine" in the Province. Protection rackets,
robberies, drugs etc. are all part of a criminal fraternity which immediately
conjures up visions of caches of money or "pots of gold" all over the City. What
do these criminals do with the vast amounts of cash they generate some of which,
readily identifiable, can be traced?
The answer of course is that they launder it and fortunately for them Ireland, with its
own financial services zone connected to the easily accessible offshore tax havens in
the Isle of Man and Channel Isles, is well placed to service these crooks. The Celtic
League is a seasoned critic of the financial services sector now established in Dublin
and the Isle of Man. In February of 1991 we specifically raised with the Manx
Government's Chief Minister the question of the laundering of monies from paramilitary sources in Ulster through the Island. Our concerns were brushed aside only to

see later in that year confirmation when Ulster newspapers indicated RUC concerns
that accounts in Manx and Channel Isles Banks were suspected of being used by these
groups. The Manx government remained complacent about shady transactions within
its jurisdiction even when the doubts of its own regulatory body the FSC, and its lack
of staff, were exposed in an article in Private Eye magazine on 24/5/91.
The Manx government proudly proclaimed that "the world will get the message the
Island is a no go area for money launderers" as it enacted amendments to its domestic
Prevention of Terrorism Bill in 1992. The Celtic League remained critical, however,
and its criticism was echoed by the Manx Nationalist Party, Mec Vannin, produced a
detailed report on the Finance Sector in 1994. This contained the cryptic comment
that there was, "evidence that the smiling face of the finance sector masks a deeper
layer of out and out criminal activities," and went on, "no authority, least of all the
Manx Government has systematically investigated the underworld of the Isle of Man
finance sector".
Heady stuff!; but in the view of some undoubtedly coloured by the fierce opposition
of nationalists to the sector. Unfortunately for the Manx government, the next critique
was to come from an establisment source. In October of 1995 the head of the Island's
fraud squad, Det. Insp. Geoff Allen confirmed that money from criminal sources had
infiltrated the Manx financial system. Speaking at a conference on money laundering
held on the Isle of Man in October of 1995 he confirmed that illegal funds from both
Europe and Latin America had passed through the Island. Meanwhile the head of the
Island's FSC, Jim Noakes, was quoted as saying at the same conference, "Criminal
business is already embedded in the financial system and some of us may already be
working for criminals without knowing it. It's our problem - if we claim to be an
international centre we are involved".
These honest and frank admissions were swiftly swiftly buried by the finance sector's
PR machine and the Manx government. However, nothing has changed and in the
current Annual Report on the Manx Police in the section on Financial Crime buried
on pages 49/50 of the sixty page document, the same Police Officer is cited
bemoaning the lack of even a temporary Clerk to handle the growing workload of the
section. He also confirms that the section has had no changes in personnel over the
past year. The Manx government, like others globally, does not seem to have the
inclination or will to devote sufficient resources to policing its financial services. The
regulators and policemen themselves admit the sector is targeted by criminals. Gangs
from as far a field as Moscow and Columbia are reported to have used the Manx
financial centre - fertile ground indeed for any group in Belfast looking for
somewhere safe to stash a £1,000,000. - J.B. Moffatt.

France and UK called upon to honour language charter
This document includes:
Labour promises signature - action awaited
French renague on language promise
Language Charter that Labour should ratify

A call for the UK Labour government to ratify the European Charter for
Regional and Minority Languages has been made.
It was pointed out that in September of last year, Chris Smith MP had written to
League members saying "I have now heard back from Robin Cook, but you will be
pleased to know the Labour Party are in full support of this Charter".
Labour Prime Minister Tony Blair and Foreign Secretary Robin Cook are now to be
requested by the League's General Secretary to honour their pledge and sign up to the
23 Article Charter.
Last year the Celtic League attacked French President Jacques Chirac for reneging on
a pledge to commit France to the Charter made whilst on a tour of Brittany and Breton
delegates to the AGM urged that any British ratification should also be used to renew
pressure on France (see below).
Ruling blow to Breton Language - 22-02-97
Chirac accused of reneging on promises made to ratify Languages Charter
Language campaigners and intellectuals have expressed dismay at the decision of
France's senior judicial body, the Conseil d'Etat. It has ruled that the French
constitution was incompatible with the European Charter for Regional and Minority
Languages.
The charter was passed in Strasbourg in November 1992 and states, "that the
protection and promotion of regional and minority languages in the different countries
and regions of Europe represents an important contribution to the building of
diversity".
The Conseil d'Etat, which is made up of political appointees from all parties, has
argued that the 1992 constitution of France states that "the language of the republic is
French" and therefore signing the charter, which would provide the many minority
languages with both active and financial support, is incompatible.
The latest move has drawn criticism of French President Jacques Chirac who when
pressed recently on the issue of ratification said, "C'est dans la poche" (It's in the bag).
Now he is accused of reneging on promises made when he visited Quimper last year
and expressed his wish that France should fall into line with other European countries
in recognising minority languages.
Corsicans, Alsatians and Basques all have their own languages, but the Bretons are
likely to be particularly incensed because the Breton language during the past decade
has enjoyed a positive renaissance and this latest move is sure to reinforce divisions
between the French and Bretons. The centre-right MP for Finistere has already gone
on the record saying that the decision "stresses the inability of France to respect her
own minorities".
The General Council of the Celtic League will be issuing a protest to the French
government over the ruling, and National branches in Cornwall, Wales, Ireland, Mann
and Scotland will be asked to voice protest and also seek support from language
groups. The issue will also feature on the agenda of the Celtic League AGM, which is
to be held in Wales this summer.

J. B. Moffatt, General Secretary, Celtic League.
Health risks posed by UK surveillance equipment - 10-08-97
Letter to Irish Minister
The
Tanaiste
Government
Dublin
Ireland.

and

Minister

for

Foreign

Affairs,
Buildings
2,

Dear Minister,
At the Annual General Meeting of the Celtic League held in Caernarvon, Wales on
the 25 -27 July the following resolution was adopted:
This AGM: Urges that the Irish British intergovernmental conference establish an
independent scientific enquiry into claims that radio surveillance and electronic
equipment used in British bases in S. Armagh poses a threat to public health.
The background to this resolution is the reported concern of residents living in the S.
Armagh / N. Louth area about possible harmful side effects from the concentration in
this area of British Army military installations which utilise a wide range of pulse
emitting radar and surveillance equipment and communications micro waves.
The Celtic League corresponded with the Irish government in 1995. We are well
aware that in the Dail on 9 March 1995 your predecessor replied to a question on this
issue and that in general the government of the day were dismissive of the concerns
raised.
The Celtic League were disappointed that the Irish government on that occasion did
not take seriously the very genuine concerns of ordinary people faced with the
uncertainty the unnatural environment the array of electronic fortifications used by the
British Army engender.
Despite the conclusion on that occasion that there was no threat to health we
understand that from a scientific point of view "the jury is still out" as to the long term
impact of this type of equipment.
Our resolution is straightforward and simply sets out to ensure that every option is
considered. If, as we suggest, a survey is carried out by an independent scientific body
commissioned by the joint governments, any conclusions would be widely accepted.
Trusting the present Irish government will support this suggestion and undertake a
more thorough investigation of these matters than its predecessor.
Yours sincerely,
J. B. Moffatt
General Secretary, Celtic League
4/8/97
Letter to Irish Minister for Justice re Josephine Hayden

The Minister for Justice,
Department of Justice,
72-76 Stephens Green,
Dublin 2,
Ireland.
Dear Minister,
I write to express our organisation's concern at the continued detention in Limerick
jail of Josephine Hayden. This prisoner has, I understand, suffered two heart attacks in
as many months and yet the facility which the Irish State has to release on temporary
licence has not been actioned.
Whatever the hospital facilities at Limerick Jail, and I understand these are not good,
the practice of confining a prisoner with such a vulnerable cardiac condition is at best
imprudent and at worst inhumane.
I urge your Department, as a matter of urgency, to review the circumstances of the
detention of this prisoner with a view to granting early temporary release on health
and humanitarian grounds so that she can obtain such specialised treatment as her
own GP determines is necessary.
I would conclude by reminding your Department that, in addition to its duty to
contain securely those people sentenced by the Courts, under International law it also
has a duty of care of those it holds. Quite patently good judgement is not being
exercised in this case.
Yours faithfully,
J.B. Moffatt
General Secretary, Celtic League
29/7/97
Manx Government Departments reminded of language policies - 10-08-97
The 1997 AGM of the Celtic League "deplored" the failure of some Manx (Isle of
Man) government departments to give prominence to the Manx language on
their signs and vehicles. The Isle of Man Constabulary (Department of Home
Affairs) were noted as an example.
Delegates from Brittany, Ireland and Wales expressed surprise at the situation as a
report from the Manx delegates in an earlier conference session had acknowledged the
support for Manx and its progress in the Islands Schools under the auspice of the
Department of Education and its Manx Language development team.
League Assistant Secretary, Mark Kermode, explained that whilst some departments
had a creditable record, the resolution was aimed at reminding those who thought they
could ignore the policy of the Manx government on the issue.
Fisherman lands 500lb surprise - 10-08-97
Old Range poses danger to fishermen - Call for action from British government.

Crews of fishing vessels are being put at risk from explosives which "seed" a rich
fishing area of the North west of the Isle of Man. Vessels fish in the area which was
until four years ago used by NATO as a live sea-bombing range. Following the
closure of the range the Celtic League called for a clean up of the site saying that the
area was littered with unexploded munitions. Subsequently a Manx government
undersea survey established that the area was indeed heavily contaminated with
unexploded devices of up to 1000lbs littering the sea bed.
Yesterday (Monday 4 August) a Manx fishing boat had a narrow escape when it
dredged up a 6 foot long parachute mine, with parachute still attached. The bomb was
(the MOD say) unidentifiable but the description matches types used in simulated
attacks by the USAF prior to the attack on Libya in the mid eighties. Bombs of this
type were dropped, silently and with deadly intent, killing many civilians.
The bomb was lowered to the sea-bed and destroyed by a military team from Faslane
in Scotland. There is no doubt the crew had a lucky escape. Had the device exploded
it would have destroyed the vessel.
A Home Office Minister (Lord Williams) due to visit the Isle of Man next week will
be quizzed by the Manx government over nuclear dumping in the Beaufort Dyke area
of the North Channel. The Celtic League say that he should also be pressed to
announce action to clean up the disused NATO range sea bombing range and end the
danger to fishermen.
J.B. Moffatt
pp Celtic League

Flight EI712 - Celtic League campaigns for truth
This document includes:
Questions still unanswered 30 years on
Further evidence to support missile responsible
AGM calls on Irish to honour enquiry pledge
Irish government promises enquiry into EI712
UK almost certainly involved in aircraft's loss
Continued silence over air crashes
See also
Aircrash casefile
EI-712 - British protests have a hollow ring - 21-03-98
The Ministry of Defence are quoted in the British media today as once again
discounting any possibility that a British missile caused the crash of an Irish
airliner 30 years ago this month.
The Aer Lingus Viscount, with sixty one people on board, crashed mysteriously from
18,000 feet close to the British missile test site at Aberporth.

In their latest rebuttal however the British are once again moving the goal posts. They
now insist that the British missile range was closed only on the day of the crash. Six
years ago they were emphatic that the range was closed "for the weekend 23/24
March". This statement by junior Defence Secretary Kenneth Carlisle has since been
proven inaccurate and Aberporth certainly was operational into part of the 23rd.
Let us therefore consider those facts which are not shrouded in ambiguity.:

s from target aircraft has been found near the crash site.
-books have been lost (HMS Invermoriston and
Uplifter).
was on Sunday 24. (Strange, as virtually all other available shipping was assisting at
the crash site). The MOD are so anxious to place the Hector Gull away from the range
that they say they have "a record of her leaving the range on the evening of Friday
22nd March". This is strange, as we now know the Range was operational into
Saturday the 23rd of March.
vessels.
Sorry, Mr. Robertson, but there are still too many unanswered questions about the
loss of EI 712 and your ministry's possible involvement!

Further evidence implicating missile testing - Feb. 1998
We analyse photographic evidence that link missile target aircraft to the crash
site. Strangely the official enquiry did not ask for detail of the target aircraft or
their deployment.
This March sees the thirtieth anniversary of one of the most mysterious and serious
air crashes to have occurred over the Irish sea. On the morning of March 24 1968 an
Aer Lingus airliner crashed near Tuskar Rock. All 61 on board died.The involvement
of the British missile range at Aberporth has long been attributed to the crash, but
despite substantial circumstantial evidence the British maintain their story that the
range was not operational on the day.
The Celtic League have been assessing and exploring peripheral evidence and once
again the trail leads back to Aberporth.
In the analysis and conclusions of the official Irish government enquiry published in
June 1970, much attention focused on the evidence of eye witnesses. It was clear from
this evidence that two aircraft were present in the area on the day. One aircraft seen
very much further west of the impact location of the Viscount was described in some
detail and it is this aircraft we have focused on.
Witnesses variously describe the aircraft as travelling fast and having bright red
colouring on wing tips, tail and fuselage. The colouring identification is crucial in that
it does not equate with the green and white colouring of the Viscount airliner. Our
research however indicates it was the colouring used on unmanned Meteor U Mk. 15

and U Mk. 16 target aircraft operated from Llanbedr in Wales and attached to the
Aberporth test programme.
Witnesses who saw the aircraft, over Fethard-on-Sea, which subsequently crashed
also observed peculiarities in the aircraft. It appeared "partly enveloped in mist" or "as
if on fire" but with no smoke. Again we have ascertained that the Meteor U Mk. 15
were fitted with small acquisition flares below the jet pipes and these, when operating
would have created the effect observed.
Finally in the context of this mystery aircraft, reference is made in the official report
to debris in the sea off Fethard-on-Sea, many miles from the crash site of the Viscount
aircraft. A vessel was also reported (although the official report was not able to
identify it).
In 1993, Deputy Hugh Byrne set down a question in the Dail in an attempt to clarify
its identity, asserting that a British naval vessel was reputed to have recovered an
object from the water. The Minister for Defence (David Andrews TD) denied any
evidence of this. However, if a Meteor unmanned target had been in the area and had
crashed, one of the standard procedures was for the range vessels to recover cameras
which were mounted on the target aircraft. These recorded the progress of the missile
test. Again our photographic evidence clearly shows the detachable camera pods fitted
to a Meteor U Mk. 15 at the time.
Meteor debris has since reportedly been recovered in this area which would indicate
that at sometime, Llanbedr based target aircraft have strayed far from the Aberporth
target containment area. This squares with other evidence uncovered by a South
Wales journalist who found British government reports expressing concern that
testing frequently strayed outside the target area. It also revealed that missiles had
difficulty locking-on to target aircraft.
If, as we now believe, a missile failed to lock-on to its target and instead locked-on to
the Aer Lingus Viscount, that tragic accident may well have been recorded on the
target aircrafts cameras, hence the scramble to remove debris from the sea many miles
west of the crash site.
The jury is still out on the crash of EI 712 and the tragic loss of 61 lives. The British
government may believe that by stonewalling the issue, and with the passage of time
it will be forgotten. But there are still many unanswered questions and the finger still
points to British missile testing in that area at the time.
Usefully for the Irish government, should it wish to reopen enquiries into this matter,
the identification and service record of all the Meteor target aircraft at Llandedr will
be well documented. Strangely, the official enquiry in 1970 did not ask for detail of
the target aircraft or their deployment.
If these records could be provided by the British government, it would be a start. The
Celtic League are cynical enough to believe, however, that like certain crucial ships'
log-books, they will have gone missing!

Call to honour enquiry pledge

The Celtic Leagues Annual Meeting in Caernarfon this weekend (25/27 July,
1997) endorsed the request made by the Celtic League General Secretary for the
Irish government to honour its pledge to re-open the enquiry into the crash of
Aer Lingus Flight EI-712 in 1968.
All sixty-one people died when the Viscount airliner plummeted from 18,000 feet
near the Aberporth missile testing range. Delegates from the six Celtic countries and
also representatives of Celtic expatriate groups were told that action by this present
Irish government, provided it received reasonable cooperation from the British, could
resolve the mystery.
The riddle of the missing records from naval ships, in the area at the time, and also
the question mark over the involvement of the MOD's Aberporth missile range would
only be resolved by a new enquiry the meeting concluded. The Taoiseach had
acknowledged (23/7/97) the communication, and enclosures, from the League and has
referred the request to Public Enterprise Minister, Mrs. Mary O'Rourke, TD.

Irish Sea Airliner Tragedy - New enquiry promised - 24-03-96
Fianna Fail will re-open investigation into Airliner loss and 61 deaths - New
evidence on Aircraft Mayday theory - Mystery flight of missile base aircraft to
Ulster on day after crash
The Celtic League welcomes the news published in the Irish media that Fianna Fail
have given a written committment to "conduct their own fresh investigation" into the
crash of an Irish airliner almost thirty years ago.

UK almost certainly involved in airliner's loss
The United Kingdom is almost certainly involved in the loss of Irish airliner EI
712 near the Aberporth missile testing range on Sunday March 24, 1968.
The Viscount aircraft was on a routine flight from Cork to London. All 61 people,
died when the aircraft lost contact with ATC and plunged from a height of 20,000 feet
into the Irish sea. Over the years, despite continued speculation about the involvement
of UK naval units aircraft and missile range activity, the UK remained silent. After
continuous campaigning by organisations, such as our own, and individual relatives of
those lost they did reveal information. Crucially some base logs covering several days
appear to have been written up in a contemporaneous manner. Other key naval log
books from Royal Navy units in the area of the crash, including ships attached to the
missile base, cannot be found and the missile range safety vessel cannot be accounted
for over the entire weekend of the crash.
New information challenges a long held contention that voice tapes contain the last
message from the aircraft and, instead, the theory is advanced that the message comes
from a second mystery aircraft seen by witnesses to crash near the Saltee Islands some
miles from where the wreckage of the airliner was found.
The theory is given some credence by mysterious mayday messages picked up almost
three hours after the airliner and its crew had perished. Ordinarily such rumours

would carry little weight but on this occasion the Office commanding one of the
rescue vessels at the scene (HMS Hardy) has apparently corroborated the story.
Debris from a British Gloster Meteor aircraft was found near the Saltees Islands three
years ago and the Celtic League is aware from its own research that the Meteor was
used at the time to "shepherd" jindivik target drones from the base. Indeed aircraft of
this type were in use from Llanbedr (the Aberporth support airfield) on March 22nd
and the day after the crash March 25th. Also on the 25th extracts of logs in our
possession show that a communications aircraft an Anson made a mystery trip to the
north of Ireland, returning the same day.

Continued silence over air crashes -26-02-97
Were three airliners (Irish, Norwegian & Italian) the victims of British and
American warplanes or missiles and was their fate hushed up to prevent
embarrassment to NATO at the height of the Cold War?
Records have been lost or only recently declassified - Log Books have been lost - a
strange serious of violent deaths has occurred - damage to military aircraft in the area
is revealed years later.
Throughout the Cold War period, western governments and NATO used every
opportunity to highlight incidents in which the Soviets shot down military
reconnaissance or unarmed civilian airliners. The most infamous incident involved the
Soviets deliberate destruction of a Korean airliner in the 1980s although in the period
from 1950, any incident for which the Soviets could be held culpable was exposed.
More recently, Arab countries, particularly Libya, have been linked to the destruction
of airliners and serious loss of life.
Three crashes on which the NATO bloc are particularly silent, however, involve the
loss of an Aer Lingus Viscount (Irish Airlines EI-712) airliner over the British
Aberporth missile range in March 1968, the destruction of a Italian DC-9, near Sicily,
in 1980 and the crash of a Norwegian airliner in north Norway in 1982. A total of 157
people died in the crashes.
The Celtic League has been examining all three incidents and its conclusions are set
out below:
The United Kingdom is almost certainly involved in the loss of Irish airliner EI 712
near the Aberporth missile testing range on Sunday March 24, 1968.
Equally disturbing is the loss of an Italian airliner off Sicily in June 1980, 77
passengers and four crew died in the incident. The aircraft a DC 9 was on an internal
flight for the now defunct Italian domestic carrier Itavia from Bologna to Palermo. In
this case, strong evidence points towards the involvement of US naval units in the
area and there is considerable grounds to believe the aircraft was struck by a rogue
missile fired from a US aircraft off the aircraft carrier Saratoga. In the case of the
Itavia crash the accident deaths themselves have been followed over the years by a
bizarre series of deaths: Up to 11 people connected to the crash investigation. These
have not been natural deaths and many have died in violent or strange circumstances.

An example was retired General Roberto Boemio, who was chief of staff of military
air traffic control for southern Italy at the time of the crash . Records from tracking
stations he controlled could have been crucial but, on the eve of one of a series of
enquiries into the crash, Boemio was stabbed to death outside his home in Brussels in
Jan. 1993. His death followed those of two key radar controllers: Capt. Maurizio Gari,
head of radar control centre at Poggio Ballone, Pisa and an apparently fit man, died
suddenly of heart failure in May, 1981 at the age of 32. Alberto Mari Dettori, radar
controller, Poggio Ballone, was found dead hanging from a tree in March, 1987.
The Norwegian airliner, which crashed at Mehamn in north Norway in 1982, was for
many years believed to have been damaged by baggage falling out of a hold. This
improbable suggestion was recently challenged when it was revealed that an RAF
fighter on exercise in the area landed shortly after the incident with collision damage.
The MOD have confirmed an aircraft was damaged but say the machine (one of four
Harrier aircraft) suffered ricochet damage from fired munitions. They also discount
claims that the aircraft may have been simulating attacks on the civil aircraft. Rather
pompously, the MOD state RAF aircraft have never deliberately practised
interceptions on civilian aircraft.
The Celtic League recalls similar denials being issued in the 1980s about the British
Royal Navy and allegations that its submarines were simulating attacks on small
civilian surface vessels. An initial RN denial was exposed when photographic
evidence suppoting the allegations was revealed.
It is past time an that an International enquiry was held into these suspicious airliner
crashes so that the mysterious deaths of the passengers and crew is explained.
The Celtic League re-iterates its call for such an enquiry.
J. B. Moffatt
General Secretary
RAF is putting lives at risk in Celtic countries
This document includes
Call for moratarium on low flying
Letter to Minister for Defence
George Robertson MP fails to act over low-flying hazard
RAF maintenance at "full-stretch"
League scores victory in safety campaign
Media silence over Hawks' grounding
See also:
Aircraft crash sites pose health risk
Low moratarium - Feb. 1998
Many aircrew have died in operational training. Unless Robertson acts, this
flawed policy will also cause civilian deaths.

The Celtic League have called on Defence Secretary George Robertson to instate a
moratorium on low flying by military aircraft following events in Italy last week in
which a US Navy jet caused the deaths of 20 civilians. As acomparison, the US Navy
jet was at 300' (100m) - the RAF is permitted to fly as low as 100' (30m) during lowflying exercises and complaints are regularly made that aircraft go below this!
The League cite a litany of crashes over the years and also accuse Air Force Chiefs
and the MOD of failing to tackle a lack of discipline amongst aircrew.
Areas of mid Wales, the Borders and Scotland are used extensively for military low
flying and the Celtic League have long maintained that an incident, such as that in
Cavalese last week, involving serious civilian loss of life is inevitable unless the
problem is addressed.
The tactical strategy which underpins low flying is often cited as an imperative by the
RAF/MOD when pressure groups call for change. However following the Gulf War
establishment voices also questioned its wisdom with figures such as Margaret
Thatcher and Gulf War leader General de la Billiere critical of attrition amongst low
flying Tornado attack aircraft.
The RAF also has serious personnel and maintenance problems and in the spring of
1997 the Chief of the Air Staff admitted that the Air Force was at "full stretch" and
further commitments could threaten safety".
The MOD has shown scant regard for aircrew safety over the years with poorly
maintained, obsolescent aircraft being pushed to the limit. Many aircrew have died in
operational training.
The Celtic League fear that unless Robertson acts now, this flawed policy will also
cause civilian deaths in those areas where military low flying is carried out.
Text of letter to UK Minister for Defence - 2nd Feb, 1998
Mr. George Robertson
Ministry of Defence
Main Building
Whitehall
London.
Dear Minister,
We write with reference to last week's tragic accident at Cavalese in N. Italy in which
20 people died following an incident involving a low flying US Navy aircraft. We
understand that the Italian government has now moved to curtail military low flying.
For many years now a variety of pressure groups has cited the dangers posed by
military low flying, particularly in areas such as mid Wales, the Borders and the South
West and Highland areas of Scotland. During this period, a series of incidents has
occurred. Aircraft have crashed near villages, debris from crashing aircraft has fallen
on to main roads and a number of mid air collisions have occurred. It is only by a
fortunate coincidence that no serious tragedy, on the scale of that at Cavalese, has
been avoided thus far.

During this time, the scale of the lack of discipline exhibited by military flying
personnel is demonstrated by the fact over a twenty year period, despite a complaint
rate of 100,000, effective disciplinary action has only been taken in three instance
(source: your own Department's figures).
We urge you, in light of the Cavalese tragedy and the undoubted threat that
operational low flying by military aircraft in the areas identified poses, to call a
moratorium on low level operations and, as a first step curtail, all flying training
below 1000' except in Air Traffic controlled zones.
Yours sincerely
J B Moffatt
Low flying Robertson Condemned
A resolution at the AGM of the Celtic League, held in Caernarfon, on the
weekend (25/27 July, 1997) pledged to continue to publicise the dangers posed to
the health of those in rural areas of mid Wales, Scotland and the Borders by low
flying.
George Robertson MP was condemned for failing to take action to end the nuisance
despite clear evidence from independent research about the health problems caused.
The meeting was told some Labour MPs who were outspoken on the issue appeared to
have been quieter since they achieved power.
Suggestions that the amount of low flying should be "spread more evenly" across the
UK and use made of facilities in Canada were branded as insensitive to those in mid
Wales and the Highlands, and grossly offensive to the native people of the Goose Bay
area of N. America. The comments had been made in a House of Commons debate in
early July in the context of the ratio of sorties over Northumberland.
The League's General Secretary said their was only one "easy fix" for this problem
and that was to push training levels for combat jets above 1000'
RAF at "Full Stretch" -06-04-97
British Ministry of Defence gerrymander statistics and withold ageing files on
aircraft safety
The admission by the Chief of the Air Staff that the RAF is at "full stretch" and
further commitments could threaten safety" once again albeit in a restrained
manner highlights concerns expressed over many years by the Celtic League.
A spate of aircraft accidents across Scotland. N. Ireland and Wales has left us in no
doubt that the operations by the RAF and other services are not only compromised by
personnel cuts and maintenance deficiencies but also are exacerbated by the
operational lifetime of some of the types in Service. Accidents like the Chinook
destroyed at Kintyre (29 died) indicate that even after rebuild, aircraft incorrectly
maintained are lethal. Other types, such as the Tornada and Hawk, have been
dropping from the sky with amazing rapidity over the past 15 years. Indeed, for no
explained reason, RAF Hawk trainers operating mainly over Wales have a worse
record than the same type in service overseas.

Meanwhile the MoD, who were three years ago scouring the second-hand helicopter
market for medium lift helicopters for use in Ulster, had a welcome reprieve with the
subsequent ceasefire there. Although now ended there has not been a return to the
levels of security pre 1994 and the "Fred Karnos" circus of ageing helicopters that the
RAF and British Army deploy continue their tasks.
The MoD also has a track record of gerrymandering the accident figures the most
blatant example of this was the decision (unpublicised) taken in 1990 to end
publication of Category 3 accidents (since that time only information on Cat 5 and 4
out of the defined Cat 1-5 occurrences is publicised).
Nor is the MoD's sensitivity confined to recent years. Astonishingly, although aircraft
accidents caused by low flying have been of major concern, with innumerable
Parliamentary questions asked, for over 20 years much information on this
comparatively mundane topic are still classified as too secret to reveal!
League scores victory in air accident investigation - 11-03-97
See also Media strangley silent below
In an unprecedented move to allay fears for the safety of Welsh people following
RAF Hawk safety investigations, the U.K. Ministry of Defence has released
accident summaries to the Celtic League.
Celtic League General Secretary, Bernard Moffatt, is "shocked but delighted" at the
move which follows 15 years of campaigning on the use of Celtic countries for
military exercise. It is the first time he has known such a thing to happen.
Celtic League research into Hawk safety has revealed a disturbingly bad comparison
with Finnish hawks which have a different specification and ,overall, fly in much
worse conditions than the RAF models that fly at "minimum height" over the Welsh
countryside. the Finns have lost 7 (13%) as compared to the RAF's 20%. This figure
does not include the RAF's non-total loss statistics.
In February of last year, there was a fatal accident with a Hawk jet at RAF Valley
(Anglesey). An inquest revealed that a vital linkage to the control surfaces of the
aircraft had not been connected. This has been followed by the news that RAF Hawks
were grounded in February following the discovery of dangerous cracks in the
hydraulic control unit in an aircraft see below).
British Defence 'Hacks' Strangely Silent as Top Gun Base Grounds Major
Export Earner - 12-02-97
The United Kingdom's sole training base for fighter aircraft was brought to a
standstill last week when all aircraft were grounded in a maintenance scare after
a fault was discovered on a Hawk trainer.
The issue generated little interest in the mainstream British media. It was, however,
of more than passing interest to the Celtic League which, for over twelve months now,
has been trying to seek information about maintenance and safety standards for the
RAF Hawks.

The aircraft operates extensively from their base at Valley in north Wales. They also
use a base in the Isle of Man and other airfields and weapons firing ranges throughout
Wales. The Celtic League believe that their operations pose a threat to the population
of these areas. Over 20% of the aircraft that the RAF operate have been lost in
accidents, whilst the MoD's bizarre method of categorising accidents helps to conceal
much greater problems.
The incident with the Hawk trainer is part of growing evidence that safety standards
within the RAF are lax. Standards and maintenance problems, for the British military,
were highlighted only ten days ago when a British TV documentary alleged pilots
killed in the Kintyre Chinook accident, in which 27 died, had taken out increased
insurance. The Hawk, a British Aerospace product, is sold world wide by the British
government and featured in many of the arms deals negotiated in the days of the
Thatcher government. The warplane is sold to all manner of despotic regimes and is
used in its military role against the civil population of East Timor by Indonesia. The
Indonesian regime currently has pilots training on the aircraft at Valley - doubtless
morale amongst trainees has dropped somewhat in the past few days.
Despite the aircraft's continuing problems, its value as a Defence commodity to the
United Kingdom (a $1 billion contract with Australia is currently being negotiated)
ensured that, last week, the mainstream British media and its Defence correspondents,
usually only too willing to sing the aircraft's praises, were strangely silent.
It was left to the Welsh regional paper, the "Western Mail", to focus several articles
on the issue which reported concerns voiced about safety by the Celtic League and
Plaid Cymru, the Welsh Nationalist Party.
J.B. Moffatt - General Secretary
Celtic countries used to train Indonesian killers
This document includes:
Sale of Hawks to Indonesia condemned
Manx government issues bland excuses
UK MOD admit training Indonesian killers
Sale of Hawks condemned
The 1997 AGM of the Celtic League condemned UK plans to complete an order
for Hawk warplanes which will be used to further Indonesian repression in East
Timor.
Representatives pledged all Celtic League branches to oppose the sale. The League's
General Secretary told the meeting that the decision showed Robin Cook's recent
commitment to respect and campaign for International Human Rights was a farce and
the UK was showing the same contempt as the Indonesians for the rights of native
peoples.
The League's Welsh and Manx branches were urged to continue to publicise the use
of the RAF base at Valley to train personnel for the murderous Indonesian regime.

RAF Valley uses facilities in other parts of Wales, and Ronaldsway on the Isle of
Man.
Manx government prevaricate over training issue
RAF will continue to be allowed access to Island airfield facility to train
Indonesian military thugs.
The Manx government has replied to correspondence from the Celtic League
concerning the use of Ronaldsway Airport in the Isle of Man by Hawk trainers from
RAF Valley in Anglesey.
The Celtic League had asserted that the facility should be denied on moral grounds as
Valley was being used in a contract to train Indonesian air crews. We enclosed
graphic detail of the Indonesian human rights record in the occupied East Timor
territory and also cited the distress the probable usage by Indonesian military
personnel had caused to Island resident 'Minna' Rennie whose son, a journalist for
Channel 9 TV Australia, was brutally murdered by the Indonesian military in 1975.
Mr. David North, Manx Minister of Transport has, unconvincingly, asserted that the
Manx authorities cannot identify the nationality of aircrew using the facility and,
again unconvincingly, cited safety considerations as justification for continuing the
RAFs usage. Mr. Norths weak evasions are a stark contrast to the attitude of Mrs.
Rennie who despite being in her mid seventies is determined if necessary to travel to
Australia to publicise the murder of her son and other journalists by the Indonesians.
Meanwhile a parallel query to Welsh Secretary William Hague has been passed to the
Ministry of Defence for "direct reply". Last month the MOD initially denied that
aircrew were being trained at Valley but subsequently this was 'corrected'.
The League had supplied similar graphic evidence of Rights abuse to the Welsh
Office and indicated that the arrangement to train Indonesian military personnel at
was morally offensive to the Celtic people.
J.B. Moffatt,
General Secretary.15/8/96
MOD "own up" to training of Indonesian Military - 24-09-96
"Precise details" of multi million pound training deal with Indonesian military
regime withheld.
The Ministry of Defence has confirmed that Indonesian aircrew are trained at an air
base in Wales. The conformation contradicts earlier denials that were given to UK
journalists when the Celtic League made the allegation some months ago.
The MOD say "precise details" of the training are "confidential between
governments" however it is certain that the aircrew use the base facility at Valley, and
the airfield at Ronaldsway in the Isle of Man for simulated landing approaches. The
League also believe that units from Valley including Indonesian aircrew are detached
to firing ranges in the S. Wales area where training in the ground attack capabilities of
the aircraft are given.

The Celtic League has criticised both the UK and Manx governments over the
training at a time when the Indonesian human rights record and oppression of the
indigenous people of East Timor are under scrutiny. The Hawk is believed to be a key
componet of the Indonesian military's counter insurgency effort in the war in East
Timor and human rights activists attacked and disabled a Hawk aircraft destined for
the territory at B. Aerospaces Warton (Lancashire) plant in January 1995.
The MOD insists that there is "no evidence that British supplied defence equipment
has been used in East Timor". This statement however flys in the face of all the
evidence. Reputable British journalists have reported watching bombing raids carried
out by the British Aerospace supplied aircraft. During the repression in Indonesia over
200,000 people, a third of the indigenous population, have been killed in one of the
most brutal acts of genocide since W.W. 2.
The Celtic League will continue to press the MOD for specific detail of any offensive
training provided to Indonesian crews and will try to establish if Indonesian crewmen
are allowed to fly solo operations to firing ranges at Pembrey in Wales.
Meanwhile the Manx government which has to date refused to accept that Indonesian
aircrew could be identified with the Valley based aircraft using the airfield at
Ronaldsway will again be asked to withhold the facility.
For one Manx resident the argument has more that a moral imperative. Seventy Five
year old Minna Rennie's son Malcolm was murdered in 1975 when, as a journalist
with Australian TV station Channel 9, he and another colleague filmed atrocities
committed by Indonesian invasion forces in East Timor. Mrs. Rennie feels bitter that
the British and Australian governments have ignored the deaths and now trade with
her son's murderers!
J.B. Moffatt
General Secretary
Treatment of Political prisoners
This document includes:
AGM condemns treatment
Letter to UK Home Secretary re irish prisoners
Irish & Basque prisoners plea
The British and Spanish governments were accused of using Irish and Basque
political prisoners as bargaining tools in their disputes in N. Ireland and the
Basque country. The prisoners should be repatriated to their homelands.
The call came at the 1997 AGM of the Celtic League. The conference said that both
governments are ignoring International standards on the detention of prisoners by
deliberately locating them in prisons distant from their families and so frustrating
access to them.
The League are to write to all European Union governments urging them to prevail
on the London and Madrid governments to act "with more political maturity on the
issue".

Letter to UK Home Secretary re political prisoners
The United Kingdom Home Secretary,
The Home Office,
50 Queen Anne's Gate
London SW1H 9AT
Dear Home Secretary
I draw your attention to the attached resolution which was adopted at the Annual
Meeting of the Celtic League in Caernarfon on 25-27 July 1997 and specifically the
section relating to Irish prisoners.
This AGM:
Requests that the governments of the United Kingdom and Spain to pay due regard to
paragraphs 43(1), 65(c), 66(b), & 68 of "The European Prison Rules" in promoting
the rights of prisoners to have reasonable access and communication with their
families.
Urges these governments to cease locating (Irish and Basque) political prisoners in
prisons distant from their home countries and effectively using them as bargaining
tools in conflict resolution.
I believe the text of the resolution is self explanatory and would urge the United
Kingdom government in line with International standards to repatriate Irish prisoners
to their home area where they have family and social connections.
For information I refer you to the report of the Council of Europe - European
Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or
Punishment (CPT) made after a visit to Spain in 1994 in connection with the problem
of Basque prisoners:
"Humanitarian considerations, not to mention the objective of social rehabilitation,
speak in favour of prisoners serving their sentences in the region where they have
family and social ties.
In this connection, the CPTs delegation observed that many prisoners were serving
their sentences in establishments situated a long way from their families' homes"
I believe these comments are equally appropriate in relation to those prisoners
serving sentences in British jails for offences connected with the conflict in N.
Ireland.
I trust the British government will review its policy and exercise a more humanitarian
policy.
Yours sincerely,
J.B. Moffatt
General Secretary
4/8/97

cc. Sec. of State for N. Ireland
The United Kingdom Foreign Secretary
Council of Europe (CPT)
Edinburgh Gaelic Education Under Threat 12-09-97
Edinburgh city council have announced that they intend to take measures to
restrict the availablity of Gaelic medium primary education in Edinburgh. At a
recent meeting, the council's Education Committee approved a report which
stated that "early discussion has taken place with the Head Teacher and officers
of this Department on the establishment of an upper overall limit, eligability for
placement at the unit and related issues. These matters will shortly be the subject
of wider consultation".
If implemented these measures would have disasterous effects on Gaelic Medium
Education throughout Scotland. At a time when Gaelic is undergoing a revival, the
establishment of an upper limit for Gaelic medium education in Edinburgh would
serve to keep the numbers of Gaelic speaking children artificially low in the captial
and would deny many parents the choice of Gaelic Medium Education for their
children. The motivation for this capping of Gaelic Medium Education is purely
financial.
The Tollcross Gaelic medium unit is the only Gaelic primary in Lothian and has
traditionally served children from all areas of south east Scotland. When the council
refers to "eligability for placement" it is thought that they have geographical factors in
mind. Children from the Borders, West Lothian, Midlothian and East Lothian in
addition to Edinburgh attend the unit. Any attempt to restrict access to the school to
Edinburgh residents alone would leave most of south east Scotland without any
Gaelic Medium Education provision.
Comann nam Parant, the national Gaelic parents support group, have described this
development as "worrying" and have stated that this measure will have implications
far beyond Edinburgh. Comann nam Parant, along with the Scottish branch of the
Celtic League, and all other Gaelic bodies are pledged to fighting The City of
Edinburgh Council's plan.
Please write to the following people stating your opposition to an upper overall limit
on numbers in Gaelic medium education and stating that any child should be eligable
for placement in Gaelic medium education.
Councillor Elizabeth Maginnis,
Chair, Education Committee,
City of Edinburgh Council,
George IV Bridge,
Edinburgh.
Brian Wilson MP,
Minister for Gaelic,
Scottish Office,
St. Andrews House,
Edinburgh,
EH1 3DG.

The Scottish Branch of the Celtic League would welcome copies of your
correspondence.

Mystery deaths at sea should be solved - 12-09-97
This document also contains:
"Pescado" verdict re-opens questions over losses.
Trawler wreck should be preserved as memorial
British, Irish & the EU should reopen enquiry into "marine tragedies that cost
so many lives and caused so much suffering to those left behind".
If the openness of Britains "New Labour" government is to mean anything it should
draw back the curtain on a dark episode from the closing period of the Cold War.
In the period between 1979 -89 there were scores of accidents at sea caused by the
submarine activity of both NATO and the Warsaw Pact navies. In British coastal
waters there were a significant number of such incidents. The problem ultimately led
to new codes of practice being introduced by submarines and UN conventions to
address the issue. With the departure of both the US and Russians and the general
decline in British undersea power the problem disappeared.
In its wake however were left the unexplained deaths of scores of fishermen many of
whom disappeared without trace together with their vessels. The tragedy affected
coastal communities in Ireland, north and South Wales, Scotland and Brittany. The
most suspicious incidents occurred either in submarine "choke-points" or in
designated exercise areas.
Some incidents such as the Welsh MFV (Motor Fishing Vessel) Inspire loss in 1988
point unerringly towards involvement by the Royal Navy. The MFV Mhari L from
Kirkcudbright in SW Scotland disappeared in almost perfect weather in an area
frequented by US Subs. Some, like the MFV Cite D'Aleth, a large deep water boat
from Concarneau in Brittany with a 10 man crew, managed a Mayday but most
vanished without trace.
Perhaps now Cold War tensions have eased the British and Irish governments could
jointly address the question of this sequence of marine tragedies that cost so many
lives and caused so much suffering to those left behind? With the involvement of a
body such as the European Parliament a proper independent enquiry might learn the
fate of some of those lost.
NB. A number of Breton vessels were lost in the Pembroke Strait area, "Cite
D'Aleth", "La Course" and "Galv ar Mor": A total of twenty three men not accounted
for in an area known to be usedby the British and French navies for "war games".
The Celtic League produced a dossier covering period mentioned and earlier
incidents with specific details that list over 160 incidents.

HMS Porpoise photographed off Isle of Man
Some question if tragedies of this type could be concealed - We refer to the sinking of
the MFV Sheralga. This Irish vessel from Co. Louth was dragged under by the British
submarine HMS Porpoise. For over two weeks the British maintained no submarines
were in the area until Celtic League produced the above photograph of HMS Porpoise
taken just hours before the incident in the Irish sea. The sub was snapped by a family
enjoying a day out in the town of Peel.
Trawler should be retained as memorial mystery sea dead - 12-09-97
It comes as no surprise that authorities wish to dispose of, on the grounds of cost,
the salvaged Trawler Pescado. The vessel has been stored at Devonport
dockyard for four years whilst an enquiry into the loss has been ongoing.
Controversy has surrounded the loss of the vessel, off Cornwall in 1991, with
suspicions of both a natural tragedy and a collision or snagging by a submarine.
Whatever the truth of the Pescado loss it should be maintained as a monument to
other mysterious losses. The vessel is undoubtedly an embarrassment to the
Department of Transport and its Marine Accident Investigation Branch (MAIB) for it
is a physical reminder of the MAIBs inability to resolve the mystery of over a score of
suspicious Trawler losses in British home waters during the closing stages of the Cold
War.
Submarine activity, confirmed in some instances, is also suspected to have caused the
deaths of up to one hundred fishermen over a ten year period. Fishing vessels and
their crews from Scotland Wales Ireland & Brittany perished, some disappearing
without trace, many in good weather conditions in known submarine activity areas.
With the end of the Cold War US and Soviet submarines cutback their confrontation
around the British Isles and bases closed. Pointedly all the suspicious incidents then
ceased.
Last month the Celtic League called for investigations to be re-opened. We now reiterate that call and hope that John Prescott, who often boasts his seafaring links, has
the commitment to end these mysteries and so resolve a long agony for relatives of
those lost.

Prescott could also concentrate his attention on the lamentable record of MAIB in
resolving sound cause or reason for these sinkings. Their ineptitude during this period
may have cost lives that might have been saved.
J B Moffatt
General Secretary
Pescado Verdict Reopens Mystery of Missing Vessels -22-02-97
The decision of the Court of Appeal to quash the verdict on the owner of the
Motor Fishing Vessel (MFV) Pescado is sure to re-open the controversy
surrounding it and other suspicious sinkings.
Much play was made in the Pescado case about the seaworthiness of the vessel and
its crews inexperience. Attempts to "hang" its owner using this indictment appear to
have failed.
The Celtic League monitors military activity and, over twenty years up to 1993, we
have built up the most comprehensive dossier of over 150 incidents involving
submarines and MFVs. Included in this total were twenty suspicious sinkings and
disappearances and over 150 deaths. Whatever the circumstances of the Pescado,
what was clear to us in relation to most of these incidents was that the vessels, from
Scotland Wales, Ireland Cornwall & Brittany, were solid, seaworthy and crewed by
experienced men.
More pointedly, when the Cold war ended and the US and Soviet navies left waters
around the British Isles, the number of incidents involving MFVs and submarines
dramatically declined.
In 1993 the Celtic League ended its campaign for International action to close waters
around the British Isles to submerged exercise activity. By this time, considerable
action by both the Royal Navy and Internationally had been taken to address the
problem.
The campaign "ended" with the laying of a wreath in a submarine exercise area in the
Irish Sea, the scene of many of the sinkings. The wreath contained the names of the
twenty vessels and though our campaign is over the mystery of their loss and the
many deaths remains.
It is still not too late for an International enquiry to resolve the fate of some of these
vessels and ease the grief of those left to mourn their loss at sea. If the Pescado verdict
focuses attention on this hidden tragedy it will be a good thing!
J. B. Moffatt, General Secretary.

UK Military Pollution

This document includes:
British Army flouts environmental responsibilities - 8th August '98
Letter to UK MoD re Land Quality Assesments - 8th August '98
Letter to George Foulkes MP
Letter to UK Mod re Armagh pollution -8th August '98
Letter to Irish Government re UK military pollution - 8th August '98
Cleanup underway
League seeks progress report
UK misleads Irish Government over military pollution
Military pollution campaign vindicated
Britain's Military not so "green"

"Pollution dosen't matter because we can get away with it."
The above quote is from an article by a British Army Royal Engineer Officer,
2nd Lt. Verity Orrell-Jones BEng, who was highlighting the indifference shown
by many of her colleagues to environmental matters.
She was arguing that the Army should change its ways and adapt to meet
environmental targets set by civil legislation. The debate about the green credentials
of the British military was joined by the Celtic League in the early part of this decade.
We suggested that all the British services were responsible for breathtaking
irresponsibility in relation to environmental standards. Although our initial concerns
were evaded, by 1996, the British MOD were forced to admit to possible pollution at
a staggering six hundred military locations and some remedial work was put in hand.
One of the areas we cited was N. Ireland where due to the large military presence and
operational conditions even the poor standards set in Great Britain were not met.
Again the MOD promised action and surveys and clean ups were scheduled at several
bases. This month's focus on the pollution problem at small border facilities such as
that at Faughil in S. Armagh indicate however that the Army has still not cleaned up
its act.
"It doesn't matter we can get away with it," still seems to be the order of the day as
the MOD flout their own environmental mission statement.
J B Moffatt pp Celtic League

Text of Letter UK MoD re Land Quality Assesments - 8th August '98
S. J. Hall
ENV Pol(Sec) 2
Ministry of Defence
Main Building
Whitehall
LONDON
Dear Mr. Hall,

I wrote to the Minister c/o ENV (Pol) 2 earlier this year. A copy of my letter is
attached.
I was responding to your communication of the 3/9/97 concerning pollution of
military sites and Land Quality Assessments being carried out by the MOD.
I would be grateful if you could respond to these queries and also if information on
the progress of MOD environmental remedial work could be provided.
I accept that it might be time consuming and expensive to respond to all public
queries on this issue by supplying full copies of the Land Quality Assessments
(should these indeed be bulky documents),
however I would ask that in the interests of openness the MOD should make
summaries available.
I would draw a parallel here with MOD policy in relation to military air accidents
where the full report is not available free of cost but a summary of the investigation is
always readily supplied.
I have requested information on the progress of site assessment and remedial work in
Scotland, wales and N. Ireland and indeed have identified some particular bases we
are interested in I do hope you can be more forthcoming with this information.
In September 1996 I understand that the MOD Estates organisation Surveyors let out
contracts for surveys of potential contamination on some 600 military sites focusing
initially on 60. Can you indicate to us if this is the case and if so do the successful
contractors not supply reports and are these available?
I am writing to you separately about a specific contamination incident and if this
query is outside your brief would ask that you refer it on as appropriate.
I will also be forwarding a copy of this letter to Mr. George Folks MP, who we
contacted with our concerns in 1996 and who was instrumental in initiating the action
by the former Defence Secretary Mr. Portillo. I will be asking Mr. Foulkes to use his
good offices with the Defence Secretary to ensure the information we have been
seeking is placed in the House of Commons Library so that at the very least it is
available to MPs.
Yours sincerely
J. B. Moffatt
Text of Letter to Mr George Foulkes MP - 7th August '98
Mr. George Foulkes MP
BY FAX
I attach a letter to the MOD Environmental Policy unit concerning the pollution of
military lands and the quality assessment and remedial work which was announced
following your intervention with the former
Defence Minister Portillo and Soames.
I am bitterly disappointed that despite requests for specific information the MOD still
seem to wish to keep this under wraps.

As indicated in the letter I can accept that to supply vast amounts of copious reports
could be both time consuming and costly and have suggested that perhaps the MOD
could provide summary information on
the work undertaken to date identifying briefly the nature of the contamination and
what remedial action if possible is being undertaken.
I hope you can assist by inducing the MOD to be more open. No great issue of
National Security is at stake in this and in the long term it will probably enhance the
MODs "green credentials" if it does "open
the books".
Yours sincerely
Bernard Moffatt
7/8/98
Text of Letter to UK MoD re Armagh Pollution incidents - 7th August '98
S. J. Hall
ENV Pol(Sec) 2
Ministry of Defence
Main Building
Whitehall
LONDON
Dear Mr. Hall,
I understand from the South Armagh Farmers and Residents Committee that a serious
pollution problem exists at a Military Base/Observation post situated on Faughil
mountain in the S. Armagh Border area overlooking Co. Louth in the Irish Republic.
The facility there has apparently been in place for over twelve years and the area
around the base is allegedly contaminated with sewage, and possible other domestic
waste from kitchen and drain out-falls.
Given that various fuels and lubricants are also stored on site, in ad hoc facilities,
there is a possibility of surface and sub surface contamination by these material
together with the other contaminants
has occurred on the hillside below the base.
It is apparent that the group have had little success to date in eliciting action from the
authorities to address this problem. They have quite properly raised the issue with
both civil and military authorities
in N. Ireland. The civil authorities would seem to have difficulty accessing this
facility and the MOD (NI) admit there is a problem.
I understand that the MOD Environmental Policy Statement indicates that:
The Department:
- "ensures compliance with the letter and spirit of the Environmental
Protection Act 1990 (which applies to all existing personnel, Service
and civilian) and with all other existing environmental legislation"

I am also aware that the policy allows the Crown to invoke exemptions in certain
circumstances and given security implications this derogation may have been applied
to this site. However there is bsolutely no excuse today for the proper assessment and
clean up of this installation to be effected and we would hope the Ministry will
prioritise this.
Referring again to the MOD Environmental Policy Statement, a section indicates that
the MOD should "strive to be a good neighbour at home and abroad". Sadly in this
respect the MOD has failed to meet its
obligations to the people of this area by responding positively to their concerns and
again we would trust that this deficiency can be addressed.
Yours sincerely
J B Moffatt Secretary General
7/8/98
Text of Letter to Irish Government re UK MoD pollution - 7th August '98
An Tanaiste
Office of the Tanaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs
Government Building
Dublin 2 IRELAND
Dear Sir,
I corresponded with your Office in 1996 (see attached) concerning pollution around
military bases in the N. Ireland.
At that time the issue was raised with the British Authorities via the Anglo-Irish
Secretariat and certain assurances given in relation to one site, the Army base at
Bessbrook in S. Armagh.
The MOD confirmed to us in September 1997 that the promised remedial work had
been undertaken at this site and at others in N. Ireland and we are currently asking for
further information on this.
After correspondence between the League and a community group in S.Armagh I
have written to the MOD in London concerning very bad pollution at a Military
Observation base on the Armagh border (Faughil Mountain). Given the copy you
forwarded to us of the MOD Environmental Policy Statement it would appear that
they are not meeting their own standards in relation to this and possibly other small
sites in the Border areas.
Land contamination from even a small facility can, if not remedied, spread over a
considerable area. The British Army's own report some years ago by 2nd Lt. Verity
Orrel Jones RE highlighted this. The pollution, once it permeates to the water table,
can disperse over an even greater area and causes a pollution legacy which can last for
generations.
We would ask you to use your good Offices with the British authorities to have
immediate remedial action taken at Faughil mountain and also to seek an assurance
that the Land Quality Assessment programme currently under-way at military sites in

Gt. Britain and N. Ireland be extended
to these smaller installations.
Our organisation will be pressing this last point with the Ministry of Defence.
Yours sincerely
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
7/8/98
Environmental Clean Up Underway - 22-09-97
An environmental survey and clean up the MOD initially denied is now firmly
underway - but it maybe many years before the full result is known. The Celtic
League welcome a more open policy - though serious question-marks still
remain.
In the early 1990s the Celtic League were concerned at reports emerging from the
newly freed eastern bloc countries about environmental damage caused by the
military. We speculated, accurately as it transpires, that Western military countries
would also have a bad record.
We first raised concerns in 1991 about possible pollution at the missile testing
establishment at Aberporth in Wales. Then, in 1993, we learned that uncirculated
reports by both the British Army and RAF confirmed widespread pollution at military
sites.
Despite protracted correspondence the MOD indicated they had no knowledge of the
document. However we uncovered enough information to produce a pamphlet
Britain's Military Not So Green in which we asserted that their is pollution on a large
scale, around military sites. We specifically identified the missiles sites at Aberporth
and Benbecula and also bases in N.Ireland and specifically the Bessbrook heliport in
S. Armagh. Still British government denials continued with Nicholas Soames
rejecting a question laid down on our behalf by (then) Labour back bencher George
Foulkes. Eventually, after further publicity and parliamentary probing, Defence
Secretary Portillo conceded there was a problem and indicated that land quality
Statements were to be undertaken for up to 600 sites.
The MOD have confirmed that a clean-up has taken place at the S. Armagh
(Bessbrook) base, they also indicate that work is proceeding elsewhere in N. Ireland.
They further indicate a pollution assessment is to be undertaken at RAF Aldegrove this is interesting as we understand that bases such as Aldegrove came in for criticism
in the confidential RAF report, prepared about five years ago, which has still not been
released.
We have also received assurances that former MOD sites operated by the DERA are
to be checked. These include the missile testing establishments at Aberporth and in
the Hebrides however there are also a range of installations in S. W. Scotland. The
MOD say:

"DERA's programme (of land quality assessments) is also prioritised based on an
assessment of environmental risks and future use of specific sites"
The worrying factor here is that in fact DERA are carrying their own in house
monitoring with no apparent external scrutiny - because of the secret nature of some
their research.
The Celtic League will be taking up on an MOD invitation to supply Land Quality
Statements for some specific sites. The invitation to offer these is a refreshing about
face on the attitude at MOD under the previous government, although the indication
that a charge will be levied suggests that some at the MOD still want to keep this
information under wraps.
Progress report sought - 03-08-97
The Celtic League are seeking information from the Defence Minister on the
progress of environmental surveys around military sites. The previous
government was forced to concede there was a problem when the League passed
a copy of its report, compiled in 1994, entitled "Britains Military - Not So
Green" to Labour MP George Foulkes last year.
The League are also pressing for information on the progress of work to rectify
pollution problems at Bessbrook military base in S. Armagh and are calling on the
British government to use the improved security situation to undertake a proper
appraisal of all N. Ireland military sites.
Bessbrook and two other sites (missile ranges) in the United Kingdom were
specifically mentioned in the Celtic League's original pamphlet.

MOD CONFIRM POLLUTION AT BASES IN N. IRELAND -20-09-96
The British Ministry of Defence have misled the Irish government when replying
to a query about environmental pollution around military bases in N. Ireland.
The Irish government had raised the issue at an inter-governmental conference
earlier this year at which they tabled a report prepared by the Celtic League
entitled "Britain's Military not so Green" which alleged large scale pollution
around bases.
In a reply to the Celtic League from the office of the Tanaiste (Deputy Prime
Minister) Irish officials tell the League the British denied the report's contention
saying it contained "a number of generalities concerning the Ministry's (MOD)
environmental credentials for which no supporting evidence is provided".
The Northern Ireland based British Officials were apparently unaware that the
Leagues "generalities" were based on a general report prepared by a British army
engineering Officer in 1992 which the MOD had attempted to suppress. They were
obviously also unaware that illustrations in the League publication were taken
directly from that report.
In August, the MOD were eventually forced to confirm the substance of League
concerns after questions were tabled for us by English Labour MP, George Foulkes.
The Celtic League has since passed further information to English Labour

environment spokesman, Michael Meacher. The MOD are now to carry out surveys
across the United Kingdom. No specfic mention, however, was made of the
considerable installations in N. Ireland. The Irish government confirm in their
correspondence to the League, that installations in N. Ireland are to be upgraded. They
also have confirmation from the British that the base at Bessbrook in S. Armagh was,
as we alleged, polluted by fuel solvents.
Bessbrook was one of three bases singled out for special attention in our report
published in 1994 - the others were the missile testing facilities at Aberporth in mid
Wales and Benbecula / South Uist in the Hebrides. The League are disappointed that
the British military in N. Ireland continued to maintain the fiction of responsible
environmental practice when all the evidence both there and in Britain pointed to the
opposite.
In their haste to conceal this record, they have committed the ultimate faux pas:
Condemning a report by the League, which is based on the British Army's own
findings!
J.B. Moffatt pp. Celtic League

League's campaign over military pollution vindicated - 01-09-96
"Hundreds of land quality surveys to be undertaken - Celtic League welcomes
conclusion to five year campaign"
A five year campaign, by the Celtic League, aimed at achieving environmental
assessments around British military installations has been vindicated. The Ministry of
Defence are to conduct "land quality surveys" at 600 sites throughout the UK.
It was in 1991 that the Celtic League first contacted the M.O.D. addressing specific
questions about the storage of fuel at missile testing establishments and the
carcinogenic dangers of any contamination from this source. The MOD were
dismissive but the campaign was stimulated when the League learned, in 1993, that
two surveys conducted in parallel by the British Army and RAF had found serious
levels of contamination around a wide range of bases and airfields.
Despite attempts to gain access to the reports, we were again stonewalled by the
Ministry. We supplied detail of one of the reports compiled by a 2nd Lt. Verity Orrel
Jones and referred to its publication by the Royal Engineers. Curiously the MOD still
prevaricated advising that the Army "are unaware of such a report". We say curiously
because it transpires that the reports author (now promoted Colonel) received an
award for the work. In 1995, in the face of continued MOD intransigence and having
gathered the information elsewhere, we published detailed accusations about the
military pollution record.
Finally, three months ago, we asked (U.K) Labour MP George Foulkes to elicit the
information the MOD were withholding. Mr. Foulkes initial approach was rebutted by
Under Secretary Nicholas Soames. In a reply on 24th of June, Soames said evasively
"My Department does not normally undertake surveys of land beyond the perimeter
of sites it occupies ". Apparently the MOD has now decided to come clean and not
only should an apology be on its way to George Foulkes, but the information sought

should be published. More pertinently, a thorough in depth survey of MOD lands is to
take place so that once and for all the legacy of years of environmental neglect can be
assessed and rectified.
The Celtic League will be continuing to monitor matters with a keen interest in
seeing that the broad range of bases in Wales, Scotland & Cornwall are assessed. We
also are keen that any assessment should include bases in Ulster - left out of previous
random samples.
J.B. Moffatt
BRITAIN'S MILITARY - NOT SO GREEN - 01-08-96
In 1992 the Celtic League began a report into the environmental effect of British
Military installations on the Celtic countries.
Despite a steadfast refusal by the MOD to release information to us in 1995, the
formation gathered was published in the (abridged) report below. We have obtained
some of the information the MOD had refused to release by other means.
Recently we enlisted the support of Scottish Labour MP George Foulkes who has
promised to demand that the documentation on this matter suppressed by the MOD
be placed in the House of Commons members Library.
Our campaign continues July 1996.
Most complaints about military activity in the Celtic areas relate to the more visible
aspects of behaviour, yet there is an obscure but perhaps more lastingly damaging
spin off from the military.
As society has become more environmentally conscious, the attitude of the military
has remained unmodified. There is a vast range of military installations throughout
the Celtic areas of Great Britain and the Six Counties. These bases have been
polluting the environment for years and, despite the legislative changes forced in civil
society by greater environmental consciousness, there is little sign of changing
attitudes in British MOD thinking.
At the beginning of the decade, the MOD position was that the military still enjoyed
"Crown immunity" from the application of environmental protection legislation.
Whilst consideration was being given to lifting the exemption in the "future", the
Ministry of Defence still believed that exemptions would be required in specific
instances; most commonly on the grounds of "national security".
The Ministry of Defence, in the name of the Secretary of State for Defence, can be
prosecuted. Apparently, should the prosecution be successful, no penalty can be
imposed. There is a basis in law for individuals to be held responsible for pollution
incidents (e.g. Camp or Station Commanders) and also for individual members of the
public to mount private prosecutions but, for various reasons, neither of these
provisions provides realistic safeguards.
For the purposes of brevity, we will consider a particular situation that causes serious
environmental pollution that, although stemming from single and at times small sites,
can cause long term damage. Most of the military bases contain either temporary or
purpose built fuel dumps, many of which have obsolete infrastruture. In addition to

the storage of petrol and diesel fuel oils, these contain lubricants, anti-freeze and deicing compounds. Some store specialised fuel formulas.
The military have accepted privately for sometime that these dumps are prone to
leakage. Four years ago, both the Army and the RAF investigated the problem with a
view to both assessing its extent and developing procedures to deal with it.
Unfortunately, this research has not been given widespread circulation and, despite a
year long correspondence with the British Ministry of Defence, we have been unable
to acquire copies of any reports associated with it.
With storage of fuel in the circumstances outlined above, the leakage over a period of
years can lead to decades of contamination.
The characteristics of oil and petrol mean that they are not immediately broken down
or dissolved but rather they float. As seepage or spills continue the mass congregates
and then in turn this mass reacts in three ways:
1) Toxic vapour and gas fumes contaminates the area above the mass.
2) A slow dissolving process takes place.
3) The dissolved product from (2) mixes with the ground water and pollutes the
immediate water table and any water courses.
The effect of the last characteristic is to extend the pollution far beyond the confines
of the base whose source as the cause of the pollution is not easily identifiable.
In addition to the fuel oils, the other compounds (anti-freeze, de-icers etc.) behave
differently, but the end result is similar.
As indicated, many installations are obsolete and it is questionable if they meet
environmental standards set by civil society. In Ulster there was (and still is) the
complication of the security situation. We can take Bessbrook in south Armagh as an
example. It is sometimes described as the "busiest heliport in Europe". It must contain
large supplies of a wide range of the fuels and compounds mentioned. Its problems
are exacerbated by its size and the security situation.
Extreme variations to the "dirty" rule are also likely to be found in less operationally
trying bases than south Armagh. Test stablishments such as the rocket ranges in the
Hebrides and the massive Aberporth facility in mid Wales are undoubtedly long
overdue for independent environmental assessment.
The MOD have carried out internal and "discreet" investigations some years ago. The
consensus then was that the view within the three services was that "pollution doesn't
matter because we can get away with it ". As all other facets of public life come under
increasing pressure from domestic and European law to clean up their act, it's time the
British Ministry of Defence cleaned up theirs!
NB. Landowners or community groups living in the proximity or adjacent to military
installations who have pollution problems caused by hydrocarbons, other solvents or
any undetermined factor can contact the League with brief details of the problem.
Nuclear installations threaten health of Celtic Nations

This article includes:
Converted Ro-Ro vessel transports nuclear cargo
Shellfish focus attention on Sellafield pollution
French action prompts Sellafield concern
BNFL's two-fingered insult
Summer sea-current traps more than prawns
Dounreay's dangerous condition
Sellafield pollution set to increase.
See also:
Radioactive waste dumped with munitions
USA and UK fly nuclear material over Ireland

Sellafield's dangerous cargoes
"This mode of transport on vessels whose crews are not specifically trained or
experienced in the handling and management of radioactive materials, and
which are not specially adapted for this extremely hazardous cargo is deemed
safe by the British."
The news that standard Ro-Ro ferries are being used to transport substantial quantities
of plutonium through the Irish Sea shows the staggering indifference which the
British government shows to coastal communities in the area. Anything, it seems,
which facilitates the operation of the Sellafield reprocessing plant is permissible, and
the Company's track record of accidents and pollution of the marine environment is
ignored.
Ro-Ro ferries have a questionable safety record following several notable failings and
great loss of life in recent years. To quote the IMO, Ro-Ro vessels are 'exceptionally
vulnerable to human error' and yet apparently this mode of transport, on vessels
whose crews are not specifically trained or experienced in the handling and
management of radioactive materials, and which are not specially adapted for this
extremely hazardous cargo, is deemed safe by the British.
BNFL are not sufficiently competent to operate the land-based plant securely, and this
is best evidenced by the news last week that accidental discharges from Sellafield had
occurred for the past two weeks and are continuing. Such incompetence in the shorebased operation hardly engenders confidence in their ability to contain a disaster at
sea if one of these ferries should founder.
The consequences of such a sinking would undoubtedly be disastrous.
The Celtic League will be writing to both the Irish and Manx governments urging the
most vigorous protest, both directly to the British, and also to International agencies
such as the IMO and the International Atomic Energy Agency.
These dangerous cargoes must be stopped!
Sellafield - Focus on shellfish pollution - 22-09-97

Britain likely to face bill for clean up as International Community realises
damage BNFL is causing to shellfish stocks - Meacher gaffe proves our claim
that British Government policy to monitor the plant is "all at sea".
The Celtic League has consistently alerted communities around the Irish sea to the
danger posed by Sellafield and at our AGM in Caernarfon in July (25-27) we once
again called for urgent independent assessment of the Plant.
We followed this up in August (12/8/97)with a call to British Environment Secretary,
Micheal Meacher, to improve coordination of monitoring of the Plant, We specifically
highlighted the problems caused by the accumulation of Technetium-99 in shellfish,
particularly Lobsters. Lest anyone think our concerns are alarmist they should be
aware that this month (September) the Irish and Danish governments will highlight
these concerns at the OSPAR talks in Brussels.
Technetium accumulation in shellfish is only a recently determined phenomena. The
Lobster is now 92 times as radioactive as it was four years ago and is 30 times over
the EU limit for consumption after a nuclear accident. Technetium 99 is a man made
substance which is a by product of the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel. It lasts more
than 100,000 years in the environment and accumulates in the thyroid, one of the most
vulnerable human organs.
The confusion surrounding the British Environment Department's announcement that
it was to end sea disposal of nuclear waste does not place any limit on Sellafields
ability to keep pumping out this poison. Indeed, the embarrassment for Meacher of
having his Department correct his earlier statement on the issue confirms our view
that British monitoring and control of Sellafield is an uncoordinated mess. British
Environmental groups such as Greenpeace seem to believe that Meacher's stance at
Ospar talks this week marks a major shift in British government attitudes to Sellafield.
Action, however, speaks louder than words and until the British act to curtail
discharges their stance is meaningless
J B Moffatt - Geeral Secretary.
French nuclear alert prompts Sellafield concern - 12-07-97
French take action as radiation levels rise and leukaemia clusters reported British remain stoically indifferent to Irish sea communities concerns about
Sellafield - BNFL record does not engender confidence
The nuclear alert in the Channel this week, when the French government banned
(10/7/97) fishing and swimming in waters near the C. de la Hague nuclear reprocessing plant, must raise similar questions about safe radiation levels around the
north Irish Sea Sellafield Plant.
If dangerous levels of radiation have been found in both sea water and sediment at C.
de la Hague what confidence can we have in the assurances we periodically receive
about Sellafield.
The BNFL operation is much more substantial than the French operation and its
authorised and accidental discharge record also compares unfavourably with that of
the C. de la Hague plant.

To give the French government its due, it has acted. The British government
however, shows so sign of reacting to the repeated concerns of the Irish and Manx
government and various local authority and campaign groups around the Irish sea.
In another parallel with the north Irish Sea situation, leukaemia clusters are now also
reported around the Cap de la Hague plant. The British government still steadfastly
refuses to accept the very serious fears and concerns of the people its nuclear industry
is poisoning around the Irish Sea.
J.B. Moffatt
Text of Letter to UK Minister of the Environment
The Environment Minister,
Rt.Hon. M. Meacher MP,
Department of the Environment,
2 Marsham Street,
London SW1P 3EB.
Dear Minister,
Recent research indicates that plutonium from Sellafield is now being found in the
teeth of children (see attached). The contamination levels are higher in children who
live close to the plant but are also significant in samples taken up to 225 km from the
facility.
Last month the Manx authorities identified another, new, aspect of pollution caused
by the plant when they identified (and I quote from their release).
"Local seafood contained a low level of radioactivity associated with discharges of
effluent from Sellafield. Recent changes in BNFLs reprocessing operations have
altered the composition of this effluent, increasing the quantity of moderately toxic
isotope Technetium-99, which is known to accumulate in shellfish, particularly
lobsters. Future monitoring will be extended to investigate the predicted increase in
technetium levels in the Irish sea."
It is therefore quite clear that the pollution from the plant is:
1) Continuing 2) Extensive 3) Contaminating both the Land Air and Marine
Environment 4) Entering the food chain and contaminating humans and animals.
The plant does therefore, despite the slick PR which the operator extends, pose a
considerable threat to health of large numbers of people around the N. Irish Sea.
Concerns about Sellafield, and its poor operational record, are well documented and
this letter is not aimed at adding to these. Our purpose in writing is to point out a quite
disgraceful shortcoming from an Environmental point of view which your Office
should address.
A variety of bodies monitor radiation developments in the area adjacent to the Plant.
In the United Kingdom alone government Departments in Scotland, N. Ireland and
England compile information.

In addition both the Isle of Man and Irish governments carry out monitoring exercises
and many NGOs maintain a watching brief on the Plant.
Despite the undoubted dangers it poses, as far as we are aware, there is no overall
body established by the British government to monitor this disparate research*.
Could we ask that the British government, through the Department for the
Environment, takes urgent action to rectify this.
Yours sincerely,
J. B. Moffatt
12/8/97
* The NRPB does not fulfil this function.
Sellafield's wider danger - 09-05-97
BNFL pushing for higher discharge levels - new evidence of Northern
hemisphere pollution - Irish sea contamination increasing - Contempt for safety
standards
The people of the Irish sea area are well used to pollution alerts and breaches of
good safety practice by the Sellafield reprocessing plant. They also face the
added danger from the large number of other British nuclear plants which
surround the region.
This week's news that pollution from Sellafield is increasing in parts of the Arctic
region give an added impetus to our work of opposition to the plant. European
Regional concerns about the nuclear menace are sure to be sharpened by this latest
revelation. We along with other Sellafield opposition groups should harness these
concerns to build a truly global strategy of opposition to the plant.
In the past ten years the Irish and Manx governments have co-operated in their policy
of opposition to Sellafield and it is really via these governments that significant
progress will be made. The two "anti-Sellafield partners" should be actively
canvassing the Canadian, Soviet, Icelandic and Nordic governments to join in a
combined campaign against the British government and BNFL.
BNFL is laughing at the environmental groups and it is contemptuous of the derisory
fines imposed upon it for safety breaches by the British Courts. For the first time in a
decade pollution levels are up and the Irish sea, always under threat, now faces its
greatest danger as BNFL push to have discharge levels further relaxed.
The new evidence from Canada indicates that we do not face this new threat alone. If
the governments in those countries (Canada, Iceland, Norway, the Russias etc) which
ring the Arctic ignore what is happening at Sellafield today they will regret it in years
to come.
Sellafield is like a "creeping Chernobyl". Its pollution now poses a threat to the
whole northern hemisphere.

BNFL Cumbria Grant Two-Fingered Insult to Opponents - 06-04-93
Whitehaven Court "punishes" BNFL with £20,000 fine as it "gives away" £5.4
million!
Irish Sea from Dublin to N. Channel becoming Cesspit for BNFL
See also Mixed blessing of summer currents
In a cynical attempt to deflect public opinion BNFL announced the injection of
5.4 million pounds into the West Cumbria Development Fund. Press releases
from Sellafield were dispatched to media sources around the United Kingdom.
The move undoubtedly was an attempt to deflect any criticism (in Cumbria at least)
which accrued from the decision of a Whitehaven Court to fine the accident prone
plant for serious breaches of safety regulations. However, it also undoubtedly sends a
two-fingered signal to both the Courts and those that oppose its operation that the total
fine imposed for the safety breach, £20,000, is a derisory sum to an organisation that
can gift millions on the lame-duck Cumbrian community.
At the present time, BNFL are seeking further sanction to continue discharges of
radioactive waste via pipeline to the Marine environment. The permission, if granted,
will further increase already indisputably high levels of nuclear waste pollution in the
N. Irish sea.
The waters from Dublin bay to the N. Channel are, unless this madness is challenged,
likely to become a cesspit for BNFL.
What diplomatic steps are available to the Irish or Manx governments? Some years
ago both governments effectively derailed popular movements in both Ireland and
Mann by taking a firm position of opposition to the plant and promised "to campaign
for its closure". Their protests to Whitehall go unheeded. Those whose environment is
being poisoned by the British government inertia and BNFL's Corporate neglect need
to be aware of what strategy the Irish and Manx governments now propose to get their
message across.
J.B. Moffatt
Summer "GYRE" a mixed blessing - 31-12-96
Circular current retains fish larvae and food on which they feed for vital spawning
period - it also retains Sellafield pollution.
New evidence about tidal flow in the N. Irish sea that question previous theories
about how pollutants are flushed from the that sea will reawaken concerns about the
long term implications of radioactive contamination of the marine environment.
Oceanographers used to believe that the Irish sea was perpetually flushed by a steady
northward current however new information indicates a circular current (or gyre)
which forms in the Irish sea between May and October. The gyre is caused by
Summer heating and effectively circulates sea waters for that period and Scientists say
the current apparently loops back on the Irish east coast. This may have some
dramatic effects; retaining larvae of the Dublin Bay prawns and the microscopic algae
on which thy feed. The impact of the new information is still being studied but it also

has implications for better understanding the dispersal of other fish species such as
cod and herring which spawn when the gyre is present.
The ominous down-side to this new information is that the Summer gyre, whilst
retaining this marine life which otherwise would be flushed out of the Irish sea also
retains oil, chemical and other pollutants including the Sellafield pollution. It may
also explain the low levels of radioactive pollution recorded on the Irish coast north of
Dublin.
On the positive side, oceanographers say the circular current should keep radioactive
material from travelling much further south - cold comfort for those of us who live in
the waters of the north Irish sea.
J.B. Moffatt
General Secretary
Dounreay - New revelations about pollution from British nuclear plant
British cannot be trusted to conduct honest enquiry into pollution incidents.
The shocking revelations that the United Kingdom has been operating a fast reactor
at the Dounreay facility in Scotland in a semi crippled state since 1962 is certain to
raise further questions about the ability of the UK to supervise its nuclear industry.
Documents recently revealed quote a litany of accidents and leaks from the plant
which is a smaller "brother" to the massive BNFL facility in Sellafield in Cumbria.
Ten serious radiation incidents damage to plant, leakages and an explosion at the
experimental nuclear site's waste shaft are catalogued. In the latter incident it is now
revealed that contamination was over six times higher than the UKAEA admitted at
the time.
More ominously the damage to Dounreay's reactor in the 1960s could cause problems
and even a reactor fire whilst decommissioning is underway.
The items now catalogued include:
1) Early 1960s (1962) reactor overheats - damage to breeder blanket and fuel pins problems still ongoing.
2) 1977 Waste Shaft explosion - radiation released now admitted to be six times
higher than earlier feared.
3) 1981, 26 workers contaminated in radiation release.
4) 1982. serious contamination of three plant operatives.
5) 1984 serious contamination of one plant worker.
6) 1995 plutonium blow in the reprocessing plant the unit was evacuated as
radioactivity reached 20 megabecquerels - 10,000 times the safe working level.
The new information also makes clear the lengths that the nuclear industry goes to to
conceal the truth. about its record.

Tony Benn, British Energy Minister from 1975 to 1979 says "My experience was that
you could not rely on a word the management of the nuclear industry said. Either I
was not given information, the information was inaccurate, or I was simply lied to".
The recent revelations about Dounreay seem certain to lead to further calls for an
enquiry into the British nuclear industry. The Labour party in the UK is calling for an
enquiry into Dounreay's safety record.
The fact is however that some of the worst cover-ups over the nuclear industry's
record occurred when Labour was in power and in recent years their front bench has
included lobbyists and apologists for the industry.
The Celtic League believe it is past time an International enquiry was held into the
British nuclear industry and the contamination it has caused to the Celtic areas of the
western British Isles. Until such an enquiry is held and the industry brought under
external scrutiny the peoples of this area are at further serious risk.
J.B. Moffatt
Sellafield discharges to increase - 02-06-96
Fish and shellfish in the Irish sea contain radiation, including plutonium ,as a
result of discharges from the Sellafield nuclear installation (formerly Windscale)
on the north-western English coast. However, the levels are not above danger
limits set by the EU, according to a recent Isle of Man (Mannin) government
report.
Unfortunately, discharges from Sellafield, which have fallen steadily since the 1970s,
will increase over the next few years as re-processing of spent fuel gets underway at
the plant.
The Celtic League believes the that indication that the fishery resources of the north
Irish Sea are currently safe is an even stronger reason for curtailing the discharges
from the British nuclear plant. If allowed to continue its operation, either by way of
the projected increased discharges or via accidental discharge of dangerous levels (for
which Sellafield is notorious), the plant will pose a threat to the marine environment.
Meanwhile, the Celtic League has endorsed the call by Manx Nationalists for the Isle
of Man government to abandon any plans to install an interconnector (via undersea
cable) to the UK grid.
The Manx Nationalist Party, Mec Vannin has condemned the plans saying:
"An interconnector between the Isle of Man and the UK will not mean cheap
power. It will mean for the first time, our needs, in part, are met by the worst
global polluter known to man: The nuclear industry. The UK system is
dependant both from its own domestic industry and via the UK/France
interconnector, on power generated from nuclear sources."
The Nationalists have also indicated that the construction of any interconnector
facilities on the Island would be provocative and would become a focus for direct
action by militant environmentalists.

In addition to concerns about the ongoing seepage of waste from Sellafield, recent
plans by the nuclear industry to trim down on staff prior to privatisation raise another
alarming prospect. Ominously, the scheduled redundancies will include key
management safety posts, putting a question-mark over future safety standards at the
various nuclear installations and power plants that litter the Irish sea area.
J.B. Moffatt, General Secretary, Celtic League.
UK /USA use Irish airspace for nuclear air cargoes - 22-08-97
The confirmation, by the Ministry of Defence, that military transports and civil
transport charter aircraft routinely carry nuclear material across the Atlantic is
grim corroboration of what organisations such as the Celtic League have warned
about for years.
Confirmation also of the flight paths across Wales indicate that the British & US
governments have no respect for borders or boundaries.
There are three main Air Traffic routes for this trans Atlantic lethal cargo. Over S.
Wales and via the Irish Republic - in the Cork/Wexford area, Mid Wales and again
via the Republic - close to Dublin,and across the Central Irish sea and in to the
Atlantic airways via the North of Ireland.
The British Ministry of Defence have rejected calls by British CND to end this
dangerous practice.
The Irish government could help all the communities of the western British Isles by
insisting to the British and US that aircraft with this dangerous cargo keeps well clear
of its air space. The British (and US) would then be forced to divert these aircraft over
potentially less hazardous open sea areas.
The Celtic League will be writing to the Taoiseach and the Department of Foreign
Affairs in Dublin urging such a course of action. (see below)
J B Moffatt pp Celtic League
An Taoiseach
Mr. Bertie Ahern
Government Buildings
Kildare Street
Dublin 2
Ireland
Dear Sir,
I refer to the confirmation by the Ministry of Defence in the United Kingdom that
cargoes of nuclear material are carried by Military transport aircraft between the
United Kingdom and United States.
From the routes so far identified it seems almost certain that these cargoes routinely
cross both the airspace of the Republic of Ireland and also N. Ireland.

As I am sure you are aware an accident with one of these cargo aircraft would
involve a horrendous environmental implication and indeed would very likely cause
pollution on a scale which was irrecoverable.
We urge your government to contact the United Kingdom government and ask them
to ensure any such cargoes in the future are kept out of Irish airspace.
Yours sincerely,
J B Moffatt
pp Celtic League
24/8/97
cc. Department of Foreign Affairs
Breton meeting promotes separatist links - 15-10-97
Nationalist delegates from both the Celtic League and Mec Vannin (the Manx
Nationalist Party were guest speakers at the Annual Congress of the Breton
independence movement POBL last weekend. (Oct. 11/12).
The separatist struggle in western Europe was firmly on the agenda and the
devolution developments Scotland and Wales and the peace process in the north of
Ireland featured in the Celtic League presentation. The League highlighted the success
of both constitutional methods and direct action in advancing self determination for
the Celtic Nations.
The League also stressed the advantages to be gained via broader co-operation of the
National movements in western Europe in the breaking down of repressive centralised
control. The "Nation State" concept espoused by The United Kingdom, France and
Spain was declared an irrelevance as Europe approaches the millennium.
The Spanish government, in particular, came in for strong condemnation for its
repression of the Basque National Movement and the "show trial" of leaders of the
Basque party Herri Batasuna which was initiated in Madrid the previous week.
This latest initiative is one of a number being undertaken to strengthen links both
across the Celtic countries and to the broader separatist movement of western Europe.
New information technology and in particular the Internet has both eased
communications problems between the groups and allowed for faster and uncensored
communication of ideas, campaigns and programmes.
The Way Forward - 15-10-97
Paths to Independence in the New Europe
Speech to the 15th Annual Congress of Partie pour l'Organisation d'une Bretagne
Libre - POBL - Mur de Bretagne, 12th October 1997.
by Bernard Moffatt, General Secretary, The Celtic League

Comrades,
It is with great optimism and pleasure that I address this meeting at this time, because
never has recent history afforded us with so many opportunities as are currently
before us. I say this, not only with reference to the progressive steps towards national
determination within the sphere of the British isles, but also because the reawakened
arena of Europe has given many the chance to continue the push for the realisation of
nationalist goals in a new and meaningful way. Before I elaborate, I would like to
stress the two main themes of my address.
Firstly it is clear that the diversity of nationalist groups across Europe provides us
with our first opportunity for strengthening our position. Never has it been so
important to grasp the significance of this diversity. It affords us the scope for
interaction and mutual support on a much larger scale than previously envisaged. The
challenge is to utilise our common goals and come together to exchange ideas, tactics,
strategies, support networks in short to increase the pressure we can exert by standing
together with other nationalists in pursuit of our goals. I stress this, because the crucial
effect of constant interaction with others necessarily rejuvenates and radicalises any
movement. And we, as long standing nationalists must continually be aware of the
need to change, to move, to rethink and keep ahead. This is the main point to grasp.
The days of stagnant, purely cultural nationalism are over. Now is the time to adapt
and act, because now is the time that nationalism is most relevant. But only we can
make it so.
So secondly in relation to this, I stress the importance of utilising any means that is
available to us, in order to achieve our goals. It may be that exploiting the
constitutional frameworks imposed on us produces advantageous results from time to
time. It may be that passive resistance and civil protest can effectively take us towards
consolidating our positions. Utilising the electoral processes at all levels constant
scrutiny of government action, can all garner results. But are we prepared to stop
there? Or can we take the risks associated with pushing protests beyond the legal limit
when faced with impossible and unreasonable clampdowns on our rights and
aspirations?
Comrades, as I describe some of the gains the Celtic nations have made towards a
national re-birth, I would ask you to bear these key words in mind METHOD and
PURPOSE. Ask yourselves what is at the root of success? What can we learn from
this? How can we develop this? What is the way forward?
Lets take method first. There are two roads to travel here. Constitutional nationalism
has arrived at the position of achieving at least three devolved governments within the
Celtic sphere (Isle of Man, Scotland & Wales), and in the case of Northern Ireland we
are seeing a state of affairs that seems certain to provoke change. This is no mean feat,
despite devolution only being a partial form of self-government. Devolution as
solution has been around since towards the end of the last century as a serious option,
and only now are we seeing it come into effect. Only now has the weapon of elections
been effectively utilised as the ultimate form of protest. Scotland & Wales most
devastatingly ejected every last politician opposing some form of self government
from their midst thereby ending any opposition to devolution. It turned speculation
into real action. Frustration finally overcame apathy to produce the most startling,
widespread and popular attack on the Union ever seen. The question we now have to

ask is will devolution be enough? Many believe that it merely a sap to fob off any real
progress towards national self determination. For instance Republican Sinn Fein are
understandably suspicious of British motives in this area of policy, and doubt the
sincerity or the practical value of any such "half measures", when the real goal is the
continued pursuit of the centuries old struggle for independence. The Manx
government is already admitting that the only further practical step is complete
independence from Britain, and they join the myriad nationalist groups (E.g. SNP,
Plaid Cymru, & Sinn Fein) who already see devolution as a logical step on the road to
full independence. Obviously constitutional efforts must work towards this through
practical plans for the economic realisation of this adding substance to the political
theory.
Again unity is key here between the different nationalist groupings. Each of us, at
differing stages of national realisation must have a practical support network to
facilitate the exchanging of ideas, advice and co-operation. This is not only key in
developing ways forward, but also resisting the encroachment of our rights from
repressive governments. For instance, the strengthened position of more Celtic
countries will obviously have a positive effect on the claims of Breton and Cornish
nationalists strengthening their position and providing a base of support for them to
draw upon. Again Ireland is now bolstered in its goals by the whole devolution
debate, forcing government acceptance at long last of republican groups and their
position.
The republican movement in Ireland provides a good example of the effectiveness of
combining constitutional and anti-constitutional methods. It also spotlights the whole
tactic of illegal engagement in political activity. The effectiveness of this strategy is
not in its success rate, but simply its endurance. It is no longer important that the IRA
win in a conventional military sense only that they are not beaten. In effect, this is
winning: The loss of face by the British inability to ably defeat the IRA is crucial.
IRA dependence on ordinary civilian support betrays the fact that indigenous support
for this kind of struggle is constant and widespread further adding weight to claims of
popular struggle. Military struggle, waged concurrently with struggle in the
constitutional arena, has proved for the republican political movements and the
various groups engaged in armed struggle, to be massively effective. It has allowed
them to survive differing political climates by emphasising one area or the other,
depending on the need, and surviving intact and more effective. It is encouraging that
their campaign has evolved in efficiency and professionalism, and clearly shows the
possibilities of this course of action.
A factor in this has been their constant interaction with other dispossessed and
oppressed peoples, most famously the ANC and the PLO. It has placed the Irish
struggle at the forefront of world attention for nearly thirty years without relent, and
ensured the continuing scrutiny of the British government - its methods and conductby the entire international community.
Of course, Ireland provides an example of anti-constitutional activity taken to its
logical extreme, but as the republican movement has shown, less intense anticonstitutional methods than purely military action can produce great effect and
change. It can be no coincidence that strong protest and subversive action marked the
period up to devolution in Wales & Scotland. Wales, in particular, saw a targeting of
property owned by the English, and indicated a level of serious frustration previously

ignored and denied by the British government. We again witnessed this in the Isle of
Man, on a smaller scale, but it evoked a huge demonstration of public sympathy and
support, and re-energized the indigenous Manx people. The phrase Enough is Enough
springs to mind - all national peoples can justifiably ignore and frustrate repressive
government, when that government continually ignores and frustrates those people
and their claims. Remember we don't have to win on their terms just endure on our
own. In this way we attract attention and support.
Beyond the Celtic countries, we again see this at work. The Basques endure, dogged
in method and approach, and persistent in upholding their rights and traditions despite
the most intense pressure against them. And once more, we are struck by their effort
to make a link between their struggle and other oppressed national groups. The
message is clear. Our purpose is to utilise every feasible method available, and
exhaust every avenue of communication that strengthens and revitalises those
methods. It is our duty to connect and interact with other like-minded peoples, to
unite, and nurture each others causes. The work of those within the Celtic nations has
done much to enlighten and support each of our causes, and Celtic nationalism is a
success story that can only grow stronger. As each nation strikes out to take one step
nearer its goal of national self-determination, it can exchange its experiences and
move onwards, more surely.
To do this, to emphasise the links between nations, is to achieve a shared sense of
will, a solid base in addition to that of home. But beyond Celtica, we have a rich
source of friendship and support, and one we would be foolish to ignore. When we
reconsider the few obvious examples I have just outlined of the benefits of interaction,
then it is plain that the way forward is through increased co-operation and
communication, particularly across Europe.
The European context is vital. As we find ourselves moving towards an increased EU
dominated future, then it is important we adapt and grasp the new ways of exerting
pressure and manipulating this power, to support and uphold our rights. The subtleties
of approach can only be gained by a sharing of experience by nation groups. Indeed
Scottish nationalists now see independence within Europe as a goal to reach for. I find
this path a little dangerous - replacing the UK within an even more huge and unwieldy
government framework? Is this the point? But surely through shared discussion and
the dissemination of ideas and strategies, Europe's nationalist groups can come up
with the right methods to agitate and gain any advantages to be had. To close, I would
again stress the words METHOD and PURPOSE, and add another UNITY. These
three words hold the key to the answer to the question What is the way forward? I
hope that in the future, we will see the peoples of Europe, on a regular basis , cooperate and move forward together.
Briefing note from Celtic League to European Committee for the Prevention of
Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment - Delegation to
the Isle of Man.
Introduction
The Celtic League welcome the decision of the ECPT to send an enquiry team to the
Isle of Man to examine Prison Conditions. Before commenting on our concerns I
would set out some information on the Celtic League and its objectives. I attach a

document The Aim and Role of the Celtic League which sets out both our remit and
structure (appendix 1). We have a central co-ordinating Committee, branches in the
six Celtic countries and campaign and monitor a wide rage of issues.
We have a particular interest in monitoring human rights and possible violations in
respect of these areas. The periphery of Europe, such as the Celtic areas, often tends
to be ignored by mainstream campaigning organisations and the result of this is that
countries, such as the United Kingdom, the Isle of Man and Ireland have tended to be
less than positive in the area of social reform policies, particularly regarding human
rights, fundamental freedoms and penal policy.
The United Kingdom and Isle of Man governments operate punitive domestic legal
systems that impinge on the treatment and rights of detainees, both sentenced and
remand. In addition all three countries place the resourcing of the penal system as a
very low priority, nowhere more so than the Isle of Man.
Because of the deficiencies we perceived, in 1994 the Celtic League prepared a
paper, which called for respect for Human Rights on the Celtic Fringe. This was
adopted by our annual conference.
In the context of its remit the Celtic League communicates its concerns to various
European and International bodies. For example in respect of your own organisation
complaint has been made on behalf of its Irish branch over persons detained in N.
Ireland. A complaint is also contemplated in respect of a female prisoner, currently
detained at Limerick Prison, in the Irish Republic and denied appropriate medical
treatment. In addition concern has been expressed to the French government about the
trial and detention of a number of Bretons.
I outline these points to establish clearly that the Celtic League's concern about the
provision of facilities and treatment of offenders in the Isle of Man stems from our
monitoring of policies practised across what I will term the "Celtic Fringe" of Europe.
It is not solely directed at the Isle of Man or its government. Penal policies in these
areas have developed because the authorities concerned believed that they were
sufficiently divorced from scrutiny that they could perpetrate a regime of neglect that
in our view borders on inhuman and degrading treatment of offenders.
In 1996, at its Annual General Meeting in Inverness, the Celtic League adopted a
resolution which called on its General Secretary to submit a report to the United
Nations concerning the deaths in custody and the conditions at the Isle of Man Prison.
It was also agreed that this communication should express concern about the
imprisonment of children. Subsequently having become aware of the remit of the
European Committee for the Prevention of Torture etc, it was agreed that the
complaint would be directed to that organisation.
The Isle of Man Prison and General Prison Policy.
Factually, the situation the Isle of Man government now finds itself in is not disputed.
They have neither the prison infrastructure nor staff to deal with the various
categories of offenders who pass through the system. The existing building, which is a
composite Male, Female and Child Prison is many years old. It is devoid for the most
part of decent facilities and not designed for the numbers it is required to contain. If
you have examined the prison you should be aware that since the scandal and enquiry

into both the deaths in custody and the imprisonment of a twelve year old girl some
improvements have been made and some unsuitable areas have been closed.
I would like the Committee to visualise what conditions must have been like in the
institution only two years ago in the period before the unfortunate suicides which in
part led to the modest improvements now achieved. Even after the two suicides the
Isle of Man government did not take dramatic steps to improve the situation. The
operation of this institution continued as it had always done under a veil of secrecy.
Requests from the media to access the facility were denied and the Isle of Man
government operates a policy of open abuse and hostility towards any NGOs (Non
governmental organisations) such as the Celtic League or Manx Council for Civil
Liberty which have expressed concern.
Following the media focus caused by the imprisonment of a twelve year old child and
the subsequent report into the deaths of Paul Volino and Henry Richards the Isle of
Man government has indicated that there will be reform. Certain modest steps have
been taken, mainly a reaction to the pressure on numbers of inmates and ratio of Staff.
There is however, still no definite commitment to develop an enlightened penal
policy and the Committee should note that the Islands Civil Liberties group (MCCL)
has recently condemned the punitive use of hand restraints in the Prison a practise,
which the Isle of Man government sanctions.
Conclusion
The Celtic League believe the Isle of Man government should:
a) place the issue of reform of both penal policy and the construction of new facilities
for the detention of offenders at the top of its list.
b)review the disgraceful practice of imprisoning children.
c)develop procedures for use within the prison which are based on reputable
International guidelines e.g. European Prison Rules.
d)end its hostility towards NGOs and recognise that a willingness to allow
constructive criticism adds to the value of any debate on Prison policy.
In the context of (a) the Island should look closely at alternatives to custody so as to
ensure that reform and not punishment of offenders is the underlying principle of
criminal justice policy.
J B Moffatt
General Secretary, Celtic League, September 1997.
British Army helicopter support was "on the ropes" - 15-11-97
This document includes:
British helicopter crisis
Kintyre crash should focus on overall safety record

British Army were "on the ropes" with RAF and Army Air Corps unable to
sustain air operations as British desperately sought junk helicopters worldwide.
The current, November 1997, issue of "Saoirse" (journal of Republican Sinn Féin)
has seized on revelations by the Celtic League about the critical state of British Army
helicopter support facilities in N. Ireland in the early 1990s. The League first revealed
the extent of the British Army problems in 1993. We published detail in our magazine
CARN of (British) Ministry of Defence attempts to procure second-hand junk
helicopters in the third world and Australia.
The story recently resurfaced in the influential English Guardian newspaper when it
was revealed, in a bizarre new twist, that the British tried to purchase, from India,
helicopters originally supplied by their own Overseas Aid Department.
The scandal was hushed up by the British Labour government but now "Saoirse" has
highlighted the issue as an illustration of how close the IRA were to breaking the
British Army's ability to sustain its garrisons in areas of South Armagh and the west
of Ulster.
In 1994 the Celtic League published a centre spread in the mainstream republican
newspaper "An Phoblacht". With the same article in Republican Sinn Féin's journal,
"Saoirse", we set out in detail the difficulties the British garrison were having in the
border areas where travel by road by the military was impossible. We indicated that
the helicopter logistical tight-rope which supplied the border garrisons was about to
be severed - paradoxically the original cease fire was declared at this time.
Now some in the republican movement are querying if, with the British "on the
ropes", the cease fire should have been declared - only time will tell!
Bernard Moffatt
General Secretary, Celtic League
Kintyre crash should focus on overall safety record - 11-11-97
The Commons Defence Select Committee should focus on the overall record of
British Military helicopter operations. They should expose a cover-up that has
cost lives in Wales, Scotland and Ulster.
The UK House of Commons Defence Select Committee will turn its attention this
week to the Kintyre Chinook helicopter crash, in which 25 senior intelligence figures
died together with all four crew men.
The latest move comes after further revelations about faults with the helicopter type.
The Chinook is, however, the most sensational scandal in a series involving the
procurement, maintenance and operation of British support helicopters as the British
struggled to meet commitments in N. Ireland and elsewhere over the past 15 years.
The Commons Defence Committee would be better tasked to addressing the overall
picture rather than facilitating a drip feed of information to the public in a process
which appears to involve more damage limitation than openness.

Over the past few years the Celtic League, which monitors all military activity across
the Celtic areas, has pieced together an alarming picture: Overworked and poorly
maintained equipment, procurement problems and no fleet wide upgrades for some
ageing types, lessons and safety recommendations from earlier incidents ignored.
Whilst modern machines like the Chinook HC2 were experiencing difficulties, MOD
officials were scouring junkyards worldwide and were prepared, had the deal been
clinched, to press into service seven obsolete Australian Air Force Chinook HC1s.
Fortunately for both the aircrew who would have manned them and the troops who
would have flown in them, the deal fell through. At Padarn Lake, Wales in 1993, an
elderly Wessex helicopter plunged into a lake whilst ferrying several air cadets on an
air experience flight. The accident was eventually ascribed to faulty maintenance and
yet this helicopter type, which had no fleet wide upgrade in over thirty years of
service, was already the subject of check recommendations after a crash in 1990.
These recommendations appear to have been ignored and three of the teenage cadets
died.
A more blatant example of enquiry reports being ignored occurred in 1995 when a
Gazelle helicopter crashed in the Wye valley: The crew were killed. The aircraft, it
transpired, was not fitted with a radar altimeter despite a earlier crash enquiry in 1993
making this recommendation.
Returning to the troubled Chinook, last year, again in Wales, a crewman was killed
when he fell from an aircraft over the Pembroke, Castlemartin, range. The door on
this recently modified HC2 machine had inexplicably detached. Again, the vexed
subject of the security of helicopter doors was well known following earlier tragic
crashes.
In correspondence in July 1996 the MOD told us:
"I can assure you that the circumstances of all aircraft incidents are investigated and
any significant lessons learned are circulated widely within the service".
However, our analysis is that this is not the case.
More disturbingly, however, as in the Chinook enquiry and other sensitive military
air crashes, there is a reluctance to publicise accurate information. In August 1996, the
Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Defence, Earl Howe, tellingly stated in
correspondence to the Celtic League:
"All occurrences are of course investigated in a manner appropriate to their
circumstances and significance. Details of each occurrence are maintained within the
Royal Air Forces flight safety organisation. It is not however my Departments policy
to make public detail of aircraft statistics relating to them.... I can assure you that this
is not an attempt to 'cover up' the existence of such incidents and neither is it a
reflection of my Departments investigative process."
It had however taken the intervention of Nationalist MP Dafydd Wigley to elicit a
reply to our concerns and despite what Earl Howe said at the time, we still believe
there was and is a cover-up of which the Chinook crash at Kintyre is the most serious
manifestation.

The Defence Select Committee might like to extend its remit and encourage a public
revelation of that which the MOD wants to hide.
J B Moffatt
Celtic League
British Army helicopter crisis exposed - 31-10-97
British security forces were "on the ropes" in respect of air support operations
in early part of the decade - The British government was so stretched militarily
by developments in Ulster in the early 1990s that it attempted to buy junked
helicopters originally supplied by Britain to India as overseas aid.
The saga of the £65 million pound helicopter aid scandal is now under investigation
and was reported on September 19th, 1997 in the English "Guardian" newspaper.
In 1993 the Celtic League learned of the bizarre shopping excursions worldwide,
which included trips to Bombay by officials of the MOD and also an attempt to
purchase obsolete versions of the Chinook helicopter from the R. Australian Air
Force.
By 1994, the situation had become so critical that the MOD deployed Royal Navy
Sea King helicopters to the Province after a gap of 15 years. The crisis for garrisons in
S. Armagh and the west of the Province, followed a disastrous engagement, in
September 1993, between helicopters and IRA units armed with heavy machine guns
in South Armagh. The engagement, in which the Republicans used both 7.62 and
12.7mm (1/2") machine guns, resulted in a review of tactics for heli-borne operations
and also up-armouring of machines and weaponry. The Celtic League exposed the
situation in May 1994.
The complete collapse of the British Army's ability to maintain its garrisons in some
areas was only averted by the first IRA ceasefire. The embarrassment of the period for
the British government, suppressed at the time, now seems to have come back to
haunt them.
J B Moffatt

Military monitoring - a twenty year campaign - 11-11-97
See also:
Submarine campaign
Microwave health hazard
Bombing range danger
Dumping in the Beaufort Dyke
Campaign against low flying
Health threat from crash sites
Aer Lingus flight a victim of military testing?
UK MoD trains and supports genocide regime

British helicopter force in crisis
Military bases cause environmental pollution
The General Secretary outlines briefly some facets of the Celtic League's
Military Monitoring campaign. Started almost by accident it has become one of
the League's great success stories. Often ridiculed,in the early days, our claims
about the problems caused to fishermen by submarine operations, and our
concerns that large quantities of military chemical weapons had been disposed at
sea, have been vindicated by the passage of time.
Introduction
The callous murder of a twelve year old girl by the British Army in South Armagh,
was to lead to one of the longest running and most successful campaigns the Celtic
League has ever undertaken.
Majella O'Hare was walking with friends near her local chapel at Whitecross in
South Armagh. Iinitially military sources blamed the IRA, but eventually it was
admitted that she had been killed by a burst of fire "accidentally" discharged by a
British army patrol, her and her friends had just walked by.
Manx nationalists in Mec Vannin and members of the Mannin branch of the Celtic
League had watched developments in North Ireland, particularly in relation to the use
made of the Isle of Man as a base to support operations there. However no campaign
of opposition had been initiated, The Majella O'Hare killing altered all this, and the
nationalist grouping, the Celtic League & AMA (Anti Militarist Alliance), was
established which pledged to campaign until all bases had been removed form the Isle
of Man.
In August 1982, the Mannin branch having enjoyed some local success with the
campaign, urged the Celtic League Annual Meeting, held in Dublin, to adopt a
general policy to "monitor the development of military activities and installations in
the Celtic countries". The remit was also to include monitoring of the environmental
impact.

Campaigns
The NATO Range.
See also Bombing range danger
When the general military monitoring strategy was adopted by the League, the
Mannin branch had some years of local campaigning behind it. The RAF range of the
north west of Mannin, used extensively by NATO, was one of the first targets.
Leafleting and a vociferous campaign of monitoring low flying , produced early
results and low flying by military aircraft below 2000 feet was banned over the
Island's land mass. (This is still one of the few such bans on RAF activity over the
United Kingdom and Isle of Man). In 1988 after almost ten years of opposition the
Isle of Man government was forced to scrap plans to expand the range facility - a
move it was making at the behest of the British government - and in 1993 the range
closed and the last British facility was dismantled. A pollution legacy lives on

however, and the Celtic League are now campaigning for compensation from the
British to clean up 30 square miles of sea bed of the north coast.
The British Army Leave Mann
In parallel with the bombing range campaign, a systematic programme of opposition
to British Army use of Mann for military exercises was maintained. The observation
of "goings on" in and around the military base at Jurby produced some interesting
information. Units from North Ireland periodically used the base, particularly in the
mid seventies, and helicopter traffic and fixed wing Beaver spy planes were frequent
visitors from Aldegrove near Belfast. In 1988 after much concern had been expressed
about British army behaviour in a "Home defence" exercise held on the Island, the
British Army quietly left.
The Submarine Problem
See also Submarine campaign
"An Irish fishing vessel has sank after a mysterious collision in the central Irish sea
area of Co Louth". BBC Northern Ireland radio made this announcement one morning
in April 1982. The announcer went on to quote Royal Navy sources as dismissing
suggestions that one of their submarines had been involved. No Royal Navy
submarines had apparently visited the Irish sea for several days. The Celtic League
not only knew this was a lie but we had graphic evidence to confirm it. A photograph
of the Royal Navy submarine HMS Porpoise, on passage towards the area the
Sheralga went down, taken just hours before the sinking. The Sheralga incident led to
further examination of the record of all submarine operating powers in the waters
around Britain and Ireland. Comparatively swiftly, we built up a dossier of over 150
incidents, disappearances, sinkings & snaggings of vessels. We engaged in vigorous
correspondence with government and International agencies, and with good support
from MPs in the United Kingdom and TDs in the Irish parliament, succeeded in
having the matter raised at the United Nations. Eventually the International Maritime
Organisation introduced two specific resolutions to address the problem. Officially,
the League ended this campaign three years ago when the AGS Mark Kermode laid a
wreath to the memory of over 100 fishermen on a dozen vessels, believed lost in
submarine related collisions.
That photograph of HMS Porpoise also cost the British Ministry of Defence dear. In
1988, six years after the sinking of Sheralga, several hundred thousand pounds in
compensation was paid to the owner and crew.
The Breton Connection.
Very little opportunity presented itself to give practical support to our opposition to
French military activity, although several of the submarine incidents monitored
involved Breton vessels. However visits by French naval vessels always attracted
protest, and in the early 1980s the crew of the French minelayer Narvik, paying a
courtesy visit to the tiny fishing village of Port St. Mary in the Isle of Man, were
greeted by such protesters (see photo). Later visits by French vessels used the harbour
at Douglas, where the French could avoid such opposition by tying up in the security
area of the Port.
Micro Wave Links - To Irish Neutrality.

One of the issues used to illustrate the advantages of a coordinated monitoring
campaign, when the League AGM considered the issue in 1982, was the revelation by
the Mannin branch that the UKs Air Defence System was using facilities in Ireland to
relay information from its main radar station, at Bishops Court in Ulster.
The Mannin branch had stumbled on the information when investigating why heavy
capacity micro wave links were being constructed, linking Bishops Court through
Mannin to the Lancashire coast. Several articles subsequently appeared in the Irish
media. However the Irish government rejected the claim that the traffic constituted a
breach of its neutrality.
The Sea Dumps
See also Dumping in the Beaufort Dyke
"He swelled up like a balloon, turned purple and shed all his skin including his
scalp." Reports like this, after a Breton trawler was contaminated by mustard gas in
1969 after fishing in the Beaufort Dyke area, led us to the assumption that not all the
materials deposited were as inert as the authorities would have us believe. For over
twenty years the Celtic League has campaigned for information about the contents of
Beaufort Dyke and other sea dumps. Fifteen years ago we expressed concern that in
addition to chemical weapons, nuclear material had also been disposed of at sea in
these inshore areas. In 1993 we stepped up the campaign and called for Irish
government support at a special Dublin Conference, the theme of which was "A
Dangerous Legacy in Our Seas". Nothing, however, could have prepared us for the
scale of the environmental disaster the British have created - to which a solution has
still to be determined. From 1995 onwards there has been a stream of confirmatory
evidence that vindicates our campaign. A staggering one million tonnes of explosives
and chemical waste have been deposited in Dumps around the Irish coast and in
Beaufort Dyke. In 1997, the British also owned up to the disposal of nuclear waste.
The monitoring of this eco- disaster led to the development of cooperation with local
authorities, in the areas affected by material seeping from the sea dumps. This
campaign will continue for many years to come.
Army Bases and Military Pollution - One in the Eye for Portillo
See also Military bases cause environmental pollution
The Celtic League, after extensive research during 1992, determined that a serious
pollution problem may have occurred around a wide range of used and disused
military bases. We became aware that the MOD were suppressing two reports (one
concerning Army bases, the other RAF airfields) which were highly critical. Requests
to have the information released led initially to blanket denials that the reports existed.
However using information from the Army document in 1993, we published our
findings.
The issue was taken up on our behalf by George Foulkes MP (a good supporter in a
number of monitoring campaigns we pursued). The rather bumptious junior Defence
Secretary Nicholas Soames, initially denied our claims. However when we passed our
report via Foulkes to Portillo, the Defence Secretary had to do a u-turn on earlier
government comment and announce a staggering 600 "land quality statements" on
military bases and installations.

The range of other Monitoring activities was, and is, extensive. Monitoring and
campaigning against low flying in Wales and Scotland; publicising suppressed
information about the problems caused by carbon fibre pollution at aircraft crash sites;
investigating the operation of British military forces in Ulster and exposing the
humiliating attempt by the MOD to buy second hand helicopters world wide, to shore
up its faltering helicopter force in North Ireland, prior to the 1994 cease-fire;
continuously probing and exposing facets of the still mysterious crash of an Aer
Lingus airliner over the British Aberporth missile testing range in 1968 (this resulted
in a release of papers and official logbooks ahead of the thirty year rule); opposition
to extensions to the Aberporth missile complex; attempting to unravel the mystery of
the disposal of weapons manufactured in Britain's chemical weapons complex at
Nancekuke in Cornwall, which closed many years ago. All these are just a sample of
the elements that have made up our military monitoring in recent years.
The Celtic League have not worked alone. No record of our work is complete without
acknowledgement to people like George Foulkes (Labour MP), Donald Stewart (SNP)
in Scotland, Dafydd Wigley and Dafydd Ellis Thomas (PC) in Wales, and Hugh
Byrne (TD) in Ireland. These are just some of the parliamentarians who helped us.
Also action and interest by various Irish governments ,and by International bodies
such as the IMO have been invaluable. Over the years a greater degree of openness, in
particular by the British government, has also assisted - however it is pertinent to
qualify this by saying information has invariably been proffered to avoid or deflect
media embarrassment.
The campaigns would have not have progressed without good publicity and a stream
of press releases over the years, which produced a good take up by both the National
media in Scotland, Wales, Ireland, London and also news media world wide.
The submarine monitoring campaign and the Chemical weapons dumping issue were
picked up globally, and this in turn assisted our efforts.
Twenty years after it began, our Military Monitoring campaign continues.
J B Moffatt, October 1997.
Further more detailed information on individual campaigns is available from the
Celtic League.
ext of letter to UK Minister re miltary exercise in Irish Sea - 12-11-97
Secretary of State for Defence
c/o Ministry of Defence
Secretariat (Air Staff) 2b
Main Building
Whitehall
London SW 1A 2HB
12th November, 1997.
Dear Sir,
I refer to air exercises currently underway in the N. Irish Sea area, and your use of
facilities in the Isle of Man.

Concern has been expressed to our organisation about noise pollution in the north of
the Island around the former Jurby airfield, extending into the late evening, associated
with the exercises and involving Hercules Transport and mixed helicopter traffic.
The right of the United Kingdom government to make use of military facilities in a
dependant territory is questionable within the context of International law, although
doubtless your government will aver that it has the permission of the domestic
authority it sustains in the dependency.
However, our concerns about the conduct of the exercise based on the reports
received are more fundamental.
I understand, from conversation with the RAF authorities this evening, that it is
nomnal practice in the United Kingdom to give substantial advance warning about
each low flying exercise and also extend specific information to the political member
in whose constituency the operations take place. In exercises in Wales and Scotland,
the public are provided with information on where complaints about alleged low
flying can be made, and indeed how claims for compensation can be processed. There
are other safeguards - and yet none of these seem to have been applied to your
exercise in the Isle of Man.
I would therefore like you to clarify the following points:

specifically in the Jurby area, and how many sorties were made?

fire cover and air traffic control were provided?
g in mind that low flying outside the special rules zone around
Ronaldsway Airport is forbidden to military aircraft (see attached Parliamentary
answer 28/4/82), who granted permission for the exercise and took the decision to
unilaterally lift the prohibition?
the prohibition being lifted?
In conclusion, I would observe that the manner in which you have conducted these
air operations, and the double standards used compared to similar operations over the
UK, highlight the disdain with which you regard both the position of an autonomous
devolved government, and the people it represents. Furthermore, the Ministry of
Defence is promoting itself as a body that regards the views of the Manx people as
irrelevant, unimportant and beneath contempt. I would strongly advise that the
Ministry rethink its decision on this matter and take the necessary steps to avoid
criticism of its policy and policy-implementing strategy. Otherwise, the British
Government is allowing itself to be open to attack on the wisdom of circumventing
existing convention it has with a dependent territory.
Yours sincerely,

J B Moffatt
General Secretary, Celtic League.
UK Parlaimentary Question reference low flying over Isle of Man - 28-04-82
Questioner: Mr. Dafydd Wigley, M.P. for Caernarfon (Plaid Cymru)
To ask the Decretary of State for Defence, whether any assurances have been
given by his Department regarding low flying by aircraft over the Isle of Man.
Answer from Mr. Jerry Wiggin for Ministry of Defence -05-05-82
Military low flying is forbidden over the land areas of the Isle of Man.
Celtic League Alba Branch News - 19-02-98
The third copy of Stri (the Celtic League Alba branch magazine) is finally finished.
In this edition there is an interview with Peadar Morgan (Comann an LuchdIonnsachaidh's director) and an article by Wilson McLeod on "Gaelic and the Race
Relations Act in Gaelic". In English too we have a history of Esperanto, Gaelic
campaigns, the Tamil nationalist struggle and much more.
Members of the Celtic League Scotland branch get Stri free in addition to Carn (the
Celtic League's international magazine which includes information about the six
Celtic nations and languages in English and the six Celtic languages).
Carn 100 is also now ready and is a special issue this edition to mark the magazines
25th anniversary. For this reason, there are essays on the Celtic languages and
nationalist movements since Carn began. There is also a poetry supplement including
poetry in all six Celtic countries and translations between these languages. For
example, Aonghas Dubh MacNeacail is included in Breton as well as Gaelic.
Naidheachd a' Chomainn Cheiltich
A chairdean,
Tha an treas leth-bhreac de Strì (iris meur Albannaich a' Chomainn Cheiltich) deiseil
mu dheireadh thall. Anns an eagran seo, tha agallamh le Peadar Morgan (stiuriche
Chomann an Luchd-Ionnsachaidh) agus aiste air "Gaidhlig agus an Race Relations
Act" le Wilson MacLeoid anns a' Ghaidhlig. Tha torr againn anns a' Bheurla
cuideachd a' gabhail a-steach eachdraidh na Spraintis (Esperanto), iomairtean
Gaidhlig gu leor, gluasad naiseantach nan Tamileach agus iomadh rud eile.
Bidh buill a' Chomainn Cheiltich ann an Alba a' faighinn Stri saor is an asgaidh cho
math ri Carn (iris eadar-naiseanta a' Chomainn Cheiltich anns a bheil fiosrachadh mu
na sia duthchanan agus cananan Ceilteach anns a' Bheurla agus sna sia cananan
Ceilteach).
Tha Carn 100 deiseil a-nis cuideachd agus 's e eagran sonraichte a th' againn an turas
seo a chionn 's gu bheil an iris air a bhith tighinn a-mach airson coig bliadhna fichead.
Air an adhbhar seo, tha aistean air eachdraidh nan cananan Ceilteach agus nan gluasad

naiseantach Ceilteach bhon a thoisich Carn. Tha supplement bardachd ann cuideachd
a' gabhail a-steach bardachd anns na sia cananan Ceilteach agus eadartheangachaidhean eadar na cananan sin. Mar eisimpleir, tha Aonghas Dubh againn
ann an Breatnais a bharrachd air a' Ghaidhlig.

Urgent action required for Language Charter - 28-04-98
European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages
The Herald (23/04/98) carried a story entitled "Gaelic Faces Ulster Threat". It stated
that a leaked document from the Northern Ireland Office suggests that it is now
unlikely that the government will ratify the charter in respect for Irish or Scottish
Gaelic despite the views of the Gaelic community and the minister for Gaelic. The
leaked memo, drafted by Tony Canavan, senior civil servant at the Northern Ireland
office says:
"Welsh clearly will be specified. Mr Wilson [the minister for Gaelic] - other Scottish
Office Ministers have not yet considered the issue - is keen to specify Gaelic also at
the time of ratification. This could present serious problems for us. If Irish was the
only Celtic indigenous minority language not to be specified, nationalists and Irish
language supporters would be critical. A special position for Welsh is justifiable as
the Welsh Language Act 1993 effectively created bilingualism.
OUR PREFERENCE SHOULD THEREFORE BE FOR IRISH AND SCOTTISH TO
BE UNSPECIFIED, AT LEAST AT THE TIME OF RATIFICATION."
This must not be allowed to happen! Scottish Gaelic is not a pawn in the Irish peace
process and should not be denied official status merely because of the prejudice of
Ulster unionists against Irish Gaelic. If the charter is not signed for this reason, there
is very little chance of Comann na Gaidhlig's broader "Secure Status" package for
official status ever being supported by the government.
ACTION:
Please write to some or all of the following:


Your M.P, House of Commons, London, England SW1A 0AA.



Donald Dewar, Secretary of State for Scotland, House of Commons, London,
England, SW1A 0AA.



Mo Mowlam, Secretary of State for Northern Ireland, Northern Ireland
Office,11 Millbank, London, England SW1P 4QE.



Robin Cook, Foreign Secretary, Foreign & Commonwealth Office, London,
England, SW1A 2AH.

Sample letter:
Dear sir/madam,
I am highly concerned by the report in the Herald which suggested that it is unlikely
the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages will be signed for Scottish
Gaelic due to current events in Northern Ireland. I support the signing of the charter
for Scottish Gaelic as does the Minister for Gaelic, the Gaelic language organisations
and the Gaelic community as a whole. Scottish Gaelic should not be a pawn in the

Northern Ireland peace process and I call upon you to ensure that the charter is signed
for Scottish Gaelic regardless of the decision made regarding Irish.
yours faithfully, etc.
PLEASE MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO WRITE TO SOME OR ALL OF THE
ABOVE
As ever, the Scottish branch of the Celtic League would welcome copies of your
correspondence.
Alasdair MacCaluim
fon: 0131 652 0240
4/2 Sraid Mhioltain (Milton St.), Cnoc na h-Abaide (Abbeyhill), Dun Eideann
(Edinburgh) EH8 8HF.
Alan Heusaff
23rd July 1921 - 3rd November 1999

TIRELESS FIGHTER FOR CELTIC UNITY DIES
Alan Heusaff, a founder member and long time Secretary General of the Celtic
League, has died at his home in Spiddal, Co. Galway, Éire.
Alan was born in Brittany in 1921 and was active in cultural movements as a youth,
eventually joining the Breton National Party in 1938. In the wave of French
xenophobia which followed the second world war
and the hostility towards minorities in France, he left the country and, with many
other Bretons, settled in Ireland. After a University Degree course he joined the Irish
Meteorological service with which he remained until his retirement.
The Breton community in Dublin immediately became the focus for inter-celtic
organisation and an embryonic inter-celtic movement was established publishing, An
Aimsir Cheilteach. Formed in 1947, this functioned for several years. In 1961 the pan
Celtic movement reorganised with the formation of the Celtic League in 1961 at Rhos
in Wales. Alan Heusaff was a founder and the first Secretary General of the League
and remained in that role for twenty five years.

He was a tireless campaigner for all the Celtic countries and meticulous in ensuring
that meetings of the League were held on a rotational basis annually in all the
countries whatever the logistics problems.
He also established the inter Celtic quarterly journal CARN, which has been produced
now for almost thirty years, and provides information in both English and all the
Celtic languages on the Celtic scene.
Latterly, as Secretary of the League's International branch, he carried on liaison with
the Celtic diaspora and also acted as contact for the League's United States branch.
Well organised to the end, just months
before his death Alan arranged the transfer of records, on both his work for the Breton
movement and the Celtic League, to the University of Aberystwyth. He was also in
the process of handing over his present
League duties to a newly appointed International Secretary.
Alan Heusaff was fortunate in that he was able to see in his lifetime some of the
devolutionary moves which have occurred in the Celtic countries. However, he
believed that the only future for the Celtic
countries was as independent partners in a Celtic confederation.
In the days immediately prior to his death, he was liaising with me over the arrest of
activists in Brittany, campaigning against the waveband reallocations being forced on
an Irish language radio station
and also promoting the rights of a Scottish child to be taught through the medium of
Gaelic. He recognised the value of the big issues without forgetting the small. He saw
and appreciated the worth of the large Celtic countries without forgetting the efforts to
maintain political identity, culture and language in the smaller countries like Mannin
(Isle of Man) and Kernow (Cornwall).
Alan Heusaff may have died but the ideals he epitomised and the campaign for
freedom within the Celtic countries that he and the other founders of the Celtic
League promoted will go on until their goal is realised.
J.B. Moffatt - General Secretary, Celtic League.
TRIBUTE TO NATIONALIST LEADER
Grave-side oration pledges to continue the quest for political and cultural
freedom for the Celtic peoples.
Nationalists from Scotland, Brittany and Mannin joined family and mourners at the
funeral of Alan Heusaff in Co. Galway on Saturday, 6th November 1999. The parish
church at Spiddal was packed for the funeral service. His coffin was covered with the
flag of his native Brittany and several wreaths with the symbols of the Celtic nations.
At the grave-side Michael Mac Aonghusa and Secretary General of the Celtic League,
Bernard Moffatt, paid tributes to the work of Alan Heusaff for the inter Celtic cause
and the Breton National Anthem was played.
Both men outlined the debt that the inter Celtic movement owed to Alan Heusaff and
others who promoted freedom for the Celtic countries. His commitment had been
selfless for over sixty years.

The Secretary General said that it was fortunate Alan had lived long enough to see the
moves towards devolution in Wales, Scotland and the other Celtic countries and also
the reconciliation in Ireland which should at long last unite the divided country. He
also said that Alan Heusaff's lifetime of work would be continued by the present
membership of the Celtic League.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General, Celtic League
Newslist Messages for February 2000
AIR-MISS OVER ANGLESEY
It is scandalous that the British Ministry of Defence have kept quiet about an air-miss
involving two RAF Hawk trainers over the airfields complex on Anglesey in March
last year.
The Celtic League recently expressed concerns about RAF operations involving the
Hawk trainer. We specifically cited air activity in and around the Valley complex,
which abuts Irish sea air routes, and the Wylfa nuclear power station. The aircraft also
use the civil airfield at Ronaldsway in the Isle of Man and the base was the subject of
controversy over the training of Indonesian personnel as part of a contract by Britain
which supplied Hawks used for repression in East Timor.
The MOD, in correspondence last month,* responded to our concerns and confirmed
several accidents in recent years but were tight lipped about the Anglesey air-miss in
which it appears that an RAF Hawk from the satellite airfield at Mona drifted off
course and came within 100' of collision with another trainer from Valley.
It speaks volumes for the air traffic control system covering Anglesey that controllers
did not wake up to the incident and only the action of the pilots averted disaster.
In November, following an air accident near a nuclear power station in Scotland, we
wrote to both the MOD and Irish and Manx governments about the possible dangers
posed by air activity near nuclear plants. Amongst others we cited the North Wales
training complex at Valley.
Both the Irish and Manx governments have echoed the Leagues concerns over this
issue. A letter from the Irish Minister for Foreign Affairs* set out that "the Irish
government have grave concerns about the operation of the British nuclear industry,
and the additional risks posed by hazardous flying close to these facilities are
potentially very serious".
Anglesey resident and member of the Stop the Hawks campaign Rev Emyln Richards
has called for an end to the RAF pilot training in the area.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
9:2:00

* MOD & Irish/Manx government correspondence referred to will be faxed
on request
======================
SOLWAY HARVESTER SPECULATION UNHELPFUL
Speculation and an interim report by the MAIB into the sinking of the Scottish
Fishing Vessel the Solway Harvester are unhelpful say the Celtic League
Within hours of a Manx Government Minister outlining how unhelpful speculative
comment over the Solway Harvester tragedy was the MAIB issued an interim report
which by its very nature is disturbingly speculative.
The comments about the absence of a hatch cover, deficiencies over the life rafts and
the level of training may not have been directly aimed to impugn the deceased men
but the blunt nature of the comments conveys that effect.
Whatever befell the Solway Harvester obviously occurred at dramatic speed and it is
doubtful that had all the omissions catalogued by the MAIB been complied with
anyone would have survived the disaster. There are obviously still serious unanswered
questions concerning the sinking that will only be resolved after the vessel is raised.
So what are the motives behind the release of this interim report by the MAIB? The
position is that the original United Kingdom government stance was to leave the
wreck of the vessel on the sea-bed. At that stage it was not even contemplated that a
recovery of the mens bodies would be attempted. In that situation the MAIBs ability
to arrive at a judgement would have rested on that evidence which could be gathered
from the sequence of events before the incident and any video evidence acquired by
remote control submersible. It would not therefore even have had the evidence it has
now when it concluded its final report.
The firm intervention by the Manx government has radically altered the position and
it has so to speak put MAIB 'on the back foot'.
In any case as evidenced by comments in parliament last week the reputation of the
MAIB is not particularly sound and this interim report may be an attempt to recover
the initiative over the sinking and its investigation.
However, there is a lack of confidence in the pronouncements of the British
government and their handling of enquiries into a wide range of disasters. The day
before the MAIB issued its statement the UK Defence Secretary was on his feet
reassuring the House of Commons that a British submarine had not been involved.
This very likely is the truth. But his assurance is devalued somewhat by the fact that
the British government and the MOD have been known to cover-up in the past.
As the Manx Agriculture Minister said this week speculation over the issue is
unhelpful and deeply distressing to the families of those who died. To put it bluntly
the MAIB comments fall into that category. When the Manx governments initiative to
recover the wreck is effected then, and only then, might we find the reason for this
tragedy.

J B Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
23:2:2000
============================
McBRIDE MURDER - JUSTICE MOCKED
The Celtic League have accused the British Army and Ministry of Defence of
mocking justice and putting themselves above the law in relation to the case of the
two Scottish guardsmen Mark Fisher and James Wright. The retention of the men by
the British Army is the subject of a further review.
The original decision to retain the two murderers of Belfast man Peter McBride was
taken after their premature release from custody.
Subsequently, in the High Court Mr. Justice Kerr described the decision as "flawed"
and the review decision was quashed. However, the MOD confirmed in November
1999 that the case would be subject to further review by "Army Board members who
have had no involvement with the previous decision".
At the time the Celtic League wrote to the MOD expressing our view that the relevant
section of Queens Regulations did not allow for the appointment of multiple panels
and we accused the MOD of perverting the regulations. The MOD however rejected
this assertion.
The League also asked the UK governments Attorney General if the MOD action was
lawful. In a somewhat reluctant reply the Attorney General has endorsed the MOD
action action. It seems therefore all echelons of the British establishment endorse this
new opportunity for Fisher and Wright to avoid the consequences of their horrendous
crime. Indeed, the only establishment figure to emerge from this situation with any
credibility is Mr. Justice Kerr who exposed the original Army decision for what it was
a "white-wash".
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
23/2/00
=============================
PUBLIC ENQUIRY CALL OVER CUSTODY DEATH
The Celtic League have asked the Home Secretary to give further consideration to
establishing a public enquiry into the death of an Irish man Richard O'Brien. Mr.
O'Brien died after being arrested in April (4th) 1994 and whilst being restrained by
three officers of the Metropolitan Police. The cause of his death was given as
"postural asphyxia". Three police officers were later cleared of alleged manslaughter.

The Celtic League at its annual general meeting last year passed a resolution
supporting calls, by Irish Community Groups in the UK, for a public enquiry.
However, in December the Home Office in response to correspondence from the
League said the Home Secretary did not consider that the case of Mr. O'Brien met the
"criteria" for a public enquiry.
In its latest approach to the Home Office the League point to the conclusions and
recommendations in a recently published report by the European Committee for the
Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CPT)
which visited the United Kingdom and the Isle of Man in 1997. Publication of this
report had been delayed because of objections from the British government who
sought to have it amended. The report comments on the O'Brien case, amongst others.
The report is also critical of procedures for pursuing complaints and also refers to
restraint procedures and training.
The Celtic League have also indicated that the current level of deaths in police
custody in England & Wales despite a slight decline still gives cause for concern.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
25:2:200
Text of letter set out below:
The Home Secretary
Jack Straw MP
c/o Home Office
Operational Policing Policy Unit - Powers and Procedures Section
50 Queen Anne's Gate, London SW1H 9AT
Dear Sir,
We wrote to you in November of last year conveying the text of a resolution adopted
by the Celtic League at its 1999 AGM.
The resolution supported calls for a public enquiry into the circumstances of the death
of Richard O'Brien, an Irish man who died in the custody of the Metropolitan Police.
The Home Office reply to us in December set out the background into the
investigative procedures followed in such cases. We were also furnished with
supplementary information detailing the statistics of deaths in custody for the period
April 1998 to March 1999. However, the response rejected calls for a public enquiry.
I am aware that the European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman
or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CPT) recently published its report following
a visit to the United Kingdom and Isle of Man. That report comments, in several
sections, on the O'Brien case, and others, raising questions about the procedures for
pursuing investigations into such cases. It also comments on the efficacy of current

procedures governing guidance on the use of restraint techniques by police officers
and training in restraint techniques provided.
In the light of the CPT comments and recommendations will further consideration
now be given to establishing a public enquiry into the O'Brien case?
I refer above to the information you supplied on deaths in custody. The Home Office
letter pointed to a slight fall (4) in such deaths over the previous annual period.
However, our analysis of the data indicates that 25% of deaths of those in custody
occurred in the Metropolitan Police area. Does this not give you continued cause for
concern?
Yours sincerely,
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
24/2/00
================================
MARINE ACCIDENT BODY REFUTES LEAGUE CRITICISM
The Chief Inspector of Marine Accidents, Rear Admiral J S Lang, has refuted
criticisms of the Marine Accident Investigation Branch (MAIB) issued by the Celtic
League ten days ago.
The Chief Inspector says, in correspondence to the League, that whilst he welcomes
"informed criticism" that the League are likely "not to be aware of the many changes
introduced since the Branch (MAIB) was first formed and certainly since the
Marchioness investigation" which the Celtic league had commented on in its
statement.
Rear Admiral Lang also goes on to correct what he sees as a misconception the Celtic
League has over the recovery of the bodies of mariners he says, "As I am sure you are
well aware there is not one single accident investigation in, as far as I am aware, the
world charged with recovering bodies from an accident site.. We are no different. My
sole task is to investigate accidents and informed opinion on our work leads me to
believe our efforts are appreciated"
The Chief Inspector encloses substantial detail on safety surveys concludes with an
offer to meet to provide any further clarification.
The Celtic League had criticised the MAIB and its predecessor the Marine Directorate
of the Department of Transport for failing to "satisfactory explanation or substantive
remedy" in several significant cases involving the loss of motor fishing vessels with
substantial loss of life. The Chief inspector however alludes to recent relations
between Fisherman's organisations and communities and observes that this leads him
to believe our work is being more appreciated than perhaps you give us credit for".
J B Moffatt

Secretary General
Celtic League
25:2:2000
================================
REID ACTION ENDORSES FISHERY GERRYMANDER
The 1999 AGM of the Celtic League unanimously adopted a resolution from the
Scottish branch calling for the return to Scottish jurisdiction of 6000 square miles of
sea which was transferred shortly before the Scottish parliament was established to
England.
The move effectively snatched some of the most lucrative sea fishery areas of eastern
Scotland. It also established the ridiculous position of Scotland having two territorial
sea boundaries with England one covering oil and gas and the other revised delineated
fishery boundary.
When we communicated with First Minister Donald Dewar on this issue, shortly after
the AGM, his office advised that the Scottish parliament had debated the issue and
rejected a motion calling on the UK government to reinstate the original boundary.
Since that time however the Scottish Parliament's Rural Affairs Committee has issued
a report calling for one boundary governing oil, gas and sea fisheries.
However, the Secretary of State for Scotland John Reid has rejected the proposal in a
move which has provoked attacks on him by SNP fisheries spokesman Richard
Lochhead. Mr. Lockhead said: "John Reid's arrogance is breathtaking and his
determination to do as little as possible for Scotland beggars belief".
The Celtic League endorse that view. Quite frankly the sooner that Reid is ejected
from the Scottish political scene the better. This will probably come via his elevation
to the House of Lords which Prime Minister Blair is anxious to fill with trusted "yes
men".
Interestingly, the boundary move via the device of the hastily adopted Scottish
Adjacent Waters Boundaries Order 1999 in the short term is unlikely to restrict access
for Scottish fishermen to sea fish in areas allotted as UK quotas by the EU.
The move does however indicate a long term worry on the part of England about
Scottish independence this would seem to be the only logical reason for this
gerrymander of the fishery boundary.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
27:2:2000
==================================
GAELIC TV - POSITIVE RESPONSE FROM BROADCAST COUNCIL LEADER

The Chairman of the National Broadcasting Council of Scotland has assured the
Celtic Leagues Scottish Branch that the Broadcasting Council of Scotland "is working
to ensure that management protect the commitment to developing Gaelic services on
both digital and analogue channels".
The Scottish Branch Secretary Risnidh Mag Aoidh had written to Sir Robert Smith
seeking support for the establishment of a Gaelic television channel.
Sir Robert also advises that "progress is being made to extend the Radio nan Gaidheal
transmission reach" and indicates that proposals to carry that service on the Internet
will be advanced in the coming months.
The Scottish Branch had also raised issues relating to the provision of broadcast news
services for Scotland and Sir Robert indicates that all the points raised in the Leagues
correspondence will be brought to the next meeting of the Broadcasting Council for
Scotland.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
27:2:2000
======================
SELLAFIELD ROOT AND BRANCH SHAKE UP NEEDED
It's less than 10 days since the Chief Executive of BNFL indicated his determination
not to resign in the unfolding scandal over falsification of safety data. Latest media
reports however say that if he does not jump this week he will be pushed.
Ironically, it was probably a cutting attack from the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate
(NII) itself now under scrutiny, which accused BNFL of systematic management
failures, and new evidence that the safety scandal extends beyond the Japanese
contract that will seal Taylor's fate. There was something distinctly uncomfortable
about seeing junior grades of process workers at the plant disciplined and sacked
whilst senior management sat tight. It is obvious that in an industry of this type, which
should be a leader in safety consciousness, any shortcomings identified warrant a
shared accountability by management.
Nor should the NII believe that its production of an unusually swift condemnatory
report gets it off the hook. It is reassuring therefore that United Kingdom government
ministers are pressing for radical changes at Britain's nuclear watchdog.
The Chief Minister of the Isle of Man this week joined Irish and Icelandic government
spokespersons in condemning the plant. Most of the countries and people that have
Sellafield for a neighbour are thinking that if the company misled two of its most
significant customers over safety matters can we believe anything said on safety.
There really needs to be a "root and branch" shake up over safety within the UK

nuclear industry and that includes senior heads rolling at both BNFL and the NII.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
27:2:2000
Newslist Messages for March 2000
A WARNING FROM HISTORY
As the US Navy prepares to utilise military ranges at Cape Wrath next week
protesters and the people of Scotland should be aware of the Long term legacy of US
military use of bombing and gunnery ranges.
Scottish anti-military campaigners will receive aid from a distant source when
Caribbean Islanders from Puerto Rico join them in opposing US navy exercises to be
staged at a designated bombing and gunnery range of northern Scotland next week.
US exercises have been switched to Cape Wrath because of opposition to the US
Navies use of military firing ranges off Puerto Rico.
The small Puerto Rican independence movement has managed to make the ranges
issue something of a cause celebre and the US anxious to avail of opportunities to
diffuse the issue have accepted an offer from the Blair government of the MODs
Scottish ranges.
Scots well used to bases and ranges as a legacy of the Cold War in which Scotland
became a fortress for NATO may initially be largely undisturbed by the prospect of
this latest US invasion.
But the Celtic League, who have campaigned for a quarter of a century to stop
military activity in the Celtic countries can reveal the folly of allowing the US armed
forces a free rein on 'isolated' military ranges.
In the early sixties the US Armed Forces began utilisation of increasingly inactive
former WW2 bombing ranges at Jurby off the NW Isle of Man. This occupation was
maintained for almost thirty years with intensive use by USAF figher-bombers flying
from bases all over NW Europe. Eventually opposition to range extensions from
nationalists and fishermen's groups forced the ranges closure. However, the legacy of
this period is an area of 75 square miles of contaminated sea-bed in one of the most
fertile shellfish areas of the Irish sea. Despite calls to the UK government, who
administered the ranges, no clean-up is being effected. Fishermen regularly have to
take their chance working amongst unexploded munitions as they dredge for scallops
and other shell fish.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League

2:3:2000
==============================
WARNING OVER DEFECTIVE MILITARY HELICOPTER
Not the first time the MOD have continued to operate suspect choppers.
Aircrew had fears about the Chinook prior to the crash at Kintyre which killed 27 these were ignoredJust ten days after the Celtic League wrote to the Defence
Secretary asking him to review operations by an Army helicopter with an identified
defect one of the machines crashed last week in S. Armagh with nine people on board
(two were injured).
The type involved the Lynx helicopter has been involved in two fatalcrashes over the
past fifteen months years and following the firstat Gornji Vakuf, Bosnia, in Dec. 1998
a defective part in the tailrotor drive was identified. This is to be replaced on a phased
basisover two years.
However, the League suggested in correspondence to Defence SecretaryGeoff. Hoon
ten days ago that this decision carries potential risk.Responding to our concerns a
military spokesman in N. Ireland, wherethe latest incident occurred, said more
frequent safety checks werecarried out as a result of the Bosnian incident
Last May, a Lynx narrowly avoided crashing on the village of Tiltonon the Hill in
Leicestershire, three aircrew died. This clearly indicatedthe threat posed to small rural
communities. We said that if the machinecontinued to operate with known defects
other accidents were inevitable.Our concerns are vindicated by last weeks incident.
It's not the first time the MOD have continued to operate suspectchoppers and much
has been written about the fears that aircrew hadabout the Chinook prior to the
disastrous crash at Kintyre in 1994when 29 people died.
Nor or these latest accidents the first with the Lynx which overthe years has claimed
many service personnel due to 'mechanical failure'.The continuing danger posed to
aircrew and the public should be urgentlyprobed meanwhile this type of chopper
should be grounded
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General Celtic League
5/3/2000
==============================
A CULTURE OF COMPLACENCY
The NII have woken up too late on the Sellafield safety scandal. NIIboss, Laurence
Williams, should emulate Sellafield's John Taylor andresign

Further revelations about the laxity of safety standards at BNFL haveemerged with
reports that the NII have impounded four batches of fuelat BNFLs Springfield site
near Preston.
However, as we have previously indicated, the new found vigour ofthe Nuclear
Installations Inspectorate (NII) in pursuing its 'nuclearwatchdog' role is at odds with
the years of inertia during which thescandal that now enfolds the British nuclear
industry was allowedto develop.
For many years the UK's Department of the Environment, and regulatorybodies such
as the NII, seemed to view their role as one of complementing,not monitoring, the
various nuclear sites. Todays scandal over Sellafieldis almost a rerun of the earlier
disclosures about Dounreay. The picturewhich emerges in relation to the NII and the
British government generallyis of a culture of complacency in respect of nuclear
industry safetyand regulation.
Next week members of the Commons Trade and Industry Select Committeewill ask
why the NII, which has an on-site presence at most nuclearsites including Sellafield,
failed to identify the safety shortcomingsof the plant. It will no doubt be inferred that
the NII are too closeto the industry they are supposed to monitor. This is exactly
thepoint that the Celtic League made years ago when we called for
Internationalverification of UK nuclear safety standards.
The NII is still not off the hook. Heads have rolled at BNFL despitean attempt by the
former Chief Executive John Taylor to 'stonewall'in the face of the growing crisis. In
the end he too was sacrificedas the company desperately sought to stabilise the
confidence ''melt-down'.
At Tuesdays Select Committee meeting it is to be hoped that the Committeewill have
the good sense to suggest to NII head Laurence Williamsthat he too should take the
honourable course and resign!
J B Moffatt
Secretary General Celtic League
5:3:00
=======================
LANGUAGES CHARTER WARNING
The UK has joined France in signing the Euro Charter on Minority
languages.However, the Celtic League believe practical implementation will bethe
true test of the veracity of the Old Nation States towards languagerights.
Speaking during the first Gaelic debate in the new Scottish ParliamentGaelic minister,
Alasdair Morrison, said on Thursday: "There are manyprecious components in the
heritage of Scotland. But none is as ancient,profound and worthy as the Gaelic

legacy."
Despite the comparatively small number (3) of Gaelic speakers in theParliament the
debate was historically important and marked the continuingreversal in fortunes of all
the Celtic languages.
As if to reinforce this on the same day the United Kingdom finallygot around to
signing the European Charter for Regional or Minoritylanguages, an issue the Celtic
League has been campaigning on formany years.
However, the UKs reluctant signature is only the first step and ratificationand
implementation will be the true test of cultural equality betweenthe peoples of these
Islands. We need to press vigorously for ratificationand implementation and also spell
out clearly that the provisionsof the Charter are not to be dissipated by neutralising
qualifications.
We already have the worrying example of France. Its signature, andratification, of the
Charter was so hedged around with qualificationsas to clearly indicate that the cultural
genocide which the FrenchState has exhibited towards minorities within its frontiers
is notyet extinguished.
The Council of Europe (CoE) drew up the Charter in 1992 for the purposeof
encouraging the preservation and the promotion of indigenous minoritylanguages in
Europe. So far a disappointingly small number, 16 ofthe 40, of CoE members States
have signed.
The Old Nation States of Europe such as England and France are notstupid, they are
aware that stimulating linguistic self determinationis a catalyst for political self
determination. Their commitment tothe Charter will be lack-lustre unless the Celtic
languages groupspresent a united front to pressure the signatories.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General Celtic League 5/3/2000
============================
PRISON DECISION MEAN-SPIRITED
The Celtic League have slammed prison authorities in the Irish Republicfor refusing a
hospital visit by a prisoner to a sick relative.
Josephine Hayden is just months away from completing a lengthy prisonsentence in
Limerick Jail and had sought permission to visit her elderlyfather (87) who was
hospitalised in Waterford. The refusal by theprison authorities has been described by
the Celtic League in a letterto Irish Justice Minister John O'Donoghue TD as "mean
spirited" (attached1).
The Celtic League have also written to the European Committee forthe Prevention of
Torture pointing out that the denial is a clearbreach of European (model) Prison Rules

which say that such visitsshould be facilitated (attached 2).
It is not the first time that Josephine Hayden has been the subjectof harsh treatment by
the prison authorities. After suffering a heartattack part way through her sentence she
was denied proper medicaltreatment.
There is no doubt that from the authorities point of view she is a'troublesome'
prisoner. Since being imprisoned she has campaignedceaselessly to improve
conditions for women prisoners in LimerickJail which is patently not resourced as a
penal institution for femaleoffenders. Like many prisons world wide Limerick is a
prison designedfor male offenders and the women's section has been crudely tackedon
without any thought for facility. Josephine Hayden's attempt tofight this injustice has
undoubtedly caused the hard attitude towardsher.
However, in denying the visit to her sick father the prison authoritieshave plumbed
the depths of callousness and inhumanity.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
5/3/00
(attachment 1)
The Minister for Justice
Mr. John O'Donoghue TD
Department Of Justice
72-76 St. Stephens Green
Dublin 2
Ireland
Dear Minister,
I write with reference to the circumstances of a female prisoner detainedin Limerick
Jail, Mrs. Josephine Hayden.
I understand that recently Mrs. Hayden, who is within several monthsof completing a
lengthy period of imprisonment, was denied permissionto visit her elderly father (87)
who was hospitalised and gravelyill.
I would like to record our view that the denial of this visit on compassionateleave
grounds is extremely mean-spirited. More importantly it contravenesnorms of
European procedure governing such situations.

I refer you to section 49.2 of the European Prison Rules which says:
"A prisoner shall be informed at once of the death or serious illnessof any relative. In
these cases and whenever circumstances allow,the prisoner should be authorised to
visit this sick relative or seethe deceased either under escort or alone".
I see from the background on your Departmental web site that you areyourself a
family man I would therefore suggest that from that standpointyou contemplate the
morality of the decision taken in this case. Certainlyto deny a hospital visit in these
circumstances must have createdfor the prisoner involved extreme psychological
torment. As regardsthe legitimacy of the decision viz a viz International law we willbe
drawing the situation to the attention of the European Committeefor the Prevention of
Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment orPunishment (CPT)
Persons being punished by the State are in the care of the State andin this instance that
duty of care was not discharged.
Yours sincerely,
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General 5/03/00
(attachment 2)
The Secretary
European Committee for the Prevention of Torture
and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment
Council of Europe
F - 67075 Strasbourg Cedex
FRANCE
Dear Sir,
I write on behalf of the Celtic League to express our concern at thedenial of a hospital
visit to a prisoner detained in Limerick Jailin the Republic of Ireland.
Mrs. Josephine Hayden is close to completing a lengthy sentence atthat prison and
was recently denied permission to visit her elderlyfather (87) who was hospitalised
and gravely ill. I am not aware atthis stage if that original decision has been rescinded
as I understandpolitical representations were being made however the initial
refusalwas in the circumstances extremely mean-spirited.
I have written to the Minister for Justice in Ireland (encl.) to expressconcern about
this matter pointing out that the European (model) PrisonRules set out quite clearly

that visits of this type should be grantedwhenever circumstances allow. This is not the
first time that Mrs.Hayden has been the subject of punitive action by the Prison
authorities.When she suffered a heart attack in prison the adequacy and immediacyof
the health care provided was questionable.
I would urge your Committee to raise this matter with the Irish authorities.The
principles involved in respect of the decision extend beyond thisindividual case
Yours sincerely,
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General 5/03/00
====================================
BASES RADIATION RISK
The British army don't have a rifle that works effectively. Can oneaccept assurances
about the safety efficiency of its sophisticatedelectronic surveillance equipment that
beams down on the farms, housesand schools of S. Armagh?
Last year the MOD rejected requests from the Celtic League for accurateand
independent testing of micro-wave emitting radiation equipmentused on a variety of
bases and hill-top lookouts that dominate thelandscape of S. Armagh. Present in all
border areas of Ulster it isin this County that the concentration of equipment is most
prevalent.
The MOD told us that "Army equipment is assessed against and operatedin
accordance with the national guidelines". The Army were alluding,in this statement,
to UK National Radiological Protection Board (NRPB)guidance. The truth, from our
research, is that the NRPB have no knowledgeof and have never been asked to form
an opinion.
The reference to "Army equipment" is in itself worrying. It has emergedover recent
months that a vast array of Defence equipment is deficientfrom the point of view of
both effectiveness and safety. If the Britisharmy do not have a rifle that works
effectively how can one acceptassurances about the unverifiable safety efficiency of
its sophisticatedelectronic surveillance and monitoring equipment that beam down
onthe farms, houses and schools of S. Armagh?
The attitude of the Irish government to this situation is also ambivalent.Assurances
given about the safety of this equipment, in reply to aquestion posed in the Dail in
1995, have no foundation whatsoever.
Sadly, both the British and Irish governments have traded on the uncertaintyof
evidence that supports health concerns. Assurances are given thatequipment either
meets accepted safety standards or that researchhas not proven any long term
implications for health. However, attitudesto micro-wave radiation are changing.

Forty miles from the micro-wave mosaic that straddles S. Armagh, across the Irish
sea, planners in the Isle of Man recently turneddown permission for a fairly innocuous
civil communications mast "until such time as more conclusive and agreed evidence"
was produced.More significantly half way across Europe the Swiss government
haverecently adopted new more stringent standards setting new limits onexposure to
micro-wave "orientated to the future". The Swiss are nowcommitted to keeping
exposure as low as is technically feasible. Theysay that the need for caution is
prompted by "credible indications"that chronic, low-level exposure may be harmful.
In the case of thecivil application of micro-wave technology at least there are
someidentifiable parameters.
In the secret electronic world of S. Armagh the British Army are probablyoperating
unsafe and sub standard equipment which, despite their protestations,meets no safety
bench-mark but that which they set themselves.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General Celtic League
7/3/00
=============================
BRETON OIL SPILL DISASTER PREDICTED
Alan Heusaff, founder member of the Celtic League, who died last yearwould, had he
lived, have been extremely concerned about the environmentaltragedy which has
befallen his native Brittany.
A large swathe of coastline is currently polluted by heavy fuel oilwhich has leaked
from the wreck of the tanker Erika. The clean upof the polluted coastline is now
compromised by fears over the threatof cancer to those who have been involved.
Ironically it was at the Celtic Leagues AGM, at Plomeur in Brittany,in 1996 that Alan
Heusaff expressed concern about just such an incident.He moved a resolution, which
was adopted by the conference callingfor action to address the issue. The resolution
read
"This AGM, alarmed by the repetition of catastrophic oil-spills fromtankers which
have caused widespread destruction of marine life andso severely affected the
economic life of coastal areas of at leastfive of the six Celtic countries in the past
twenty years;
Urges the governments responsible for the protection of the marineenvironment in
these countries as well as the European Union to adoptstrictly binding measures to
avoid such accidents, in particular enforcingdouble hulling for tankers prohibiting
them from sailing through narrowsea channels or within given distance from shore,
use of pilots familiarwith approaches to storage facilities."
During the months following the 1996 AGM he engaged in correspondencewith the

European Commission, the French government and the UnitedKingdom.
However, there was total inertia on the part of the authorities. TheEU said it was
indeed a concern but did not indicate any direct strategyto address the problem
referring to moves at the IMO (InternationalMaritime Organisation) and the
responsibilities of members States.The U.K. response was equally lack lustre.
Ironically the French authoritiesdid not even bother to respond!
Events since including the recent disaster have focused on the needHeusaff foresaw
for more direct intervention by the British, Frenchand the EU to address the issue. In
the next few weeks the CelticLeague will be writing to both the British and French reiteratinghis concerns and urging that the proposals he made be adopted.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General Celtic League
11/3/00
(See resolution and correspondence from EU and British governmenton Celtic League
home-pages)
=============================
CHINOOK SHORTAGES HAD DEVASTATING CONSEQUENCES
Pilot error or computer problems ? The underlying cause of the Kintyrecrash were the
defeciences in RAF heavy lift helicopter capabilitywhich we exposed prior to the
accident and the MOD denied.
This month more theories and speculation about the crash of an RAFChinook
helicopter in 1994 on the Kintyre peninsula are doing therounds. New evidence is said
to expose problems with sophisticatedcomputer software (FADEC) controlling the
refurbished helicoptersengine.
However, what is more interesting to the Celtic League is the addedrevelation that a
leaked memo identifies shortages of helicoptersby the RAF at this time. It is asserted
that this prompted the unsafeChinooks to be pressed into service.
In the spring of the previous year (1993) the Celtic League carrieda short article in our
quarterly journal CARN (No. 82). In an articleentitled "Britain Scours Junkyards" we
asserted that there were seriousdeficiencies in the availability of both medium and
heavy lift helicopters.We alleged that in 1992 MOD officials had discreetly visited
Indiain an attempt to procure 21 second-hand Westland WG30 helicopterssupplied for
oil exploration work. Although denied by the MOD, subsequentlythe story was
vindicated. In the Guardian newspaper on Sept. 19 1997it was confirmed attempts to
procure WG30 helicopters, which ironicallyhad been originally supplied as part of a
UK overseas aid package,had been made.
The second part of our Carn 1992 article referred to heavy lift helicoptersand

specifically the Chinook. We said:
"on the heavy lift side the position is no better and attempts lastyear (1992) to acquire
redundant Royal Australian Air Force CH 47c's(Chinooks) were frustrated when the
Australian government traded themin against new purchases from Boeing /Vertol"
The article also asserted that resources were stretched "due to theincreased
commitment in Ireland at a time of strain in other areas".We pointed out that "the
situation has become so critical that allheavy lift support for general infantry training
(during 1992/93)has been curtailed".
Whatever the truth the cause of the Kintyre crash one thing is incontestablei.e. the
RAF were critically short of heavy lift Chinook helicoptersfor over two years prior to
the Chinook crash. Therefore Chinookssuch as the fateful ZD576 returned from
conversion in the US by Boeing/Vertolto HC 2 were pressed swiftly into service,
before any teething troublescould be eradicated, with devastating consequences at
Kintyre in June1994.
J B Moffatt
Sercretary General Celtic League
11/3/00
=============================
EXTEND NO FLY ZONES AROUND N-PLANTS CALL
Scottish local authorities and politicians have joined the calls forgreater air safety
around nuclear plants. The calls coincide witha major night exercise over SW
Scotland and the borders which willinvolve dangerous low flying near nuclear plants
Last year the Celtic League expressed concern about the narrow (1mile) air exclusion
zones around nuclear power stations followinga near miss when an RAF Tornado jet
narrowly avoided colliding withthe Torness plant in central Scotland. It has also
emerged that theirwas an incident over Anglesey last month when two RAF jet
aircraftnarrowly averted collision. Anglesey is the site of the old Magnoxpower
station at Wylfa, sixty miles from Dublin. Air training exercisesof this type are a
feature of life over Anglesey.
The Celtic League concerns were echoed at the time by the Irish andManx
governments. Now Dundee City Council have written to their colleagueson
Midlothian council seeking its support for calls to increase flightavoidance zones
around the plants. Meanwhile Scottish Green MSP RobinHarper said Scotland had
been seconds from a "Chernobyl scenario"of radioactive fallout despite assurances
from management.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General

Celtic League
15/3/00
================================
FAULTY 'CHOPPERS' CLAIM
Military air exercises over SW Scotland and the Borders in the nextfew days are
likely to have an added risk posed by the operation ofLynx helicopters flying with a
known defect.
Last month the Celtic League highlighted the fact that, followingan accident in Bosnia
in 1998 in which three people died, a defecthad been identified on the type. We wrote
to the MOD asking why themachine had not been grounded pending repairs. In their
reply theMOD said that safety was not being compromised and the machines
werebeing subjected to enhanced safety checks until "the affected componenthas been
replaced fleetwide". They indicated this would take untilDecember 2000. However
two days later tragedy was narrowly avertedwhen a Lynx helicopter crashed near
Mullaghbawn in Northern Irelandnarrowly missing a farmhouse. some of the nine
military personnelon board were injured.
The League have reiterated their call for operations or exercisesby the machine over
rural areas should be restricted.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
15/3/00
=========================
LEAGUE ATTACK HUMAN RIGHTS HYPOCRISY
The Celtic League have written to leading participants in a Dublinhuman rights
conference co-hosted by the Irish government protestingat the treatment of Limerick
Prisoner Josephine Hayden.
Earlier month the League condemned the failure of the Irish JusticeMinister and
Limerick Prison authorities for failing to allow hercompassionate leave to visit her
father who was ill in hospital. TheLeague also sent a protest to the European body
which monitors prisonersrights (CPT) - See newsgroup item 5/3/00 "Prison Decision
Mean Spirited".
The text of the latest protest and the list of conference participantscircularised is set
out below.

J B Moffatt
Secretary General
18:3:00
Dear Sir,
Ref. Dublin human rights forum/Abuse of prisoners rights.
I understand that you recently attended a major Human Rights Conference,hosted
jointly by the Government of Ireland and the Council of Europe,in Dublin Castle on
Friday, 3 March 2000. The Conference had as itstheme, "The Protection of Human
Rights in the 21st Century: TowardsGreater Complementarity within and between
European Regional Organisations".
I feel I should draw your attention to the attached correspondenceto both the Irish
government and the European Committee for the Preventionof Torture (CPT)
concerning the treatment of a female prisoner currentlyserving a sentence in Limerick
Jail, Ireland. The events referredto occurred immediately prior to the conference but
in fact, as thecorrespondence indicates, the attitude of the authorities to thisprisoner in
the past has been questionable.
It is an unfortunate facet of human rights policy within some developedEuropean
States that the treatment or attitude towards detainees isqualified by political factors
within the State. Sadly in some instancesStates believe they can approach the question
of rights under internationallaw almost as if that in relation to some individuals or
groups itsapplication is optional.
Returning to the theme of your Dublin conference, I am not quite surewhat is meant
by complimentarity but unfortunately what is occurringacross Europe is a "similarity"
of disregard for rights norms. Someof the Nation States of the New Europe seem to
regard human rightsas a "moveable feast", with items selected or disregarded
dependanton circumstances.
The treatment of Josephine Hayden recently and previously has a
questionablelegitimacy. The fact that you met and discussed human rights
withinweeks of it being perpetrated gives credence to the abuse.
Perhaps it would be useful if before human rights conferences areconducted the rights
record of the host state is more adequately scrutinisedby participants?
Yours sincerely,
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Encl.:

(1) Copy of letter to Secretary of the European Committee for thePrevention of
Torture (CPT) 5/3/00
(2) Copy of correspondence to the Irish Minister of Justice, Mr. JohnO'Donoghue TD
5/3/00
Dublin Human Rights Conference participants contacted
Mr Alvaro Gil-Robles y Gil Delgado
Council of Europe Commissioner for Human Rights
Mr Walter Schwimmer
Secretary General of the Council of Europe
Mr Brian Cowen T.D
Minister for Foreign Affairs and Chairman of the Committee of Ministersof the
Council of Europe
Mr Pierre-Henri Imbert
The Director General of Human Rights of the Council of Europe
Judge Christos Rozakis
Vice-President, European Court of Human Rights
Mr Rudolf Bindig
First Vice-Chairperson, Committee on Legal Affairs and Human Rights,Parliamentary
Assembly of the Council of Europe
Mr John Olden
Second Vice-President of the Committee for the Prevention of Torture(CPT)
Mr Harold Koh
U.S. Assistant Secretary of State at the Bureau of Democracy, HumanRights and
Labour
Chair: Anne Anderson
Ambassador of Ireland to the United Nations, Geneva and Chair of theUnited Nations
Commission on Human Rights
Dr Janne Haaland Matlary

State Secretary of the Foreign Ministry, Royal Ministry of ForeignAffairs, Norway
Mr Bertrand Ramcharan
United Nations Deputy High Commissioner for Human Rights
======================
ISLAND PRISON 'TRANSPORT' PROTEST
The Celtic League have written to a European Human Rights organisation(see
attached) protesting at a Manx government plan to 'transport'prisoners to the United
Kingdom to ease an overcrowding problem atthe Island's prison.
The Islands Victorian prison has often been at the centre of controversy.Tthe
conditions led to a number of suicides by inmates in the early1990s. The League
previously sought involvement by the CPT followingthe prisons use to house adult
and child offenders together in thesame facility.
A 1997 report by the CPT was critical of the prison and called forits redevelopment
and the adoption of new procedures. However, politicaldifficulties mean that a site for
a new facility has still not beenidentified.
The Celtic League assert that the new proposal to relocate prisoners,if necessary by
force, goes against the 19997 CPT report recommendationsand is also offensive in the
context of model European Prison Rules.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General Celtic League
22/3/00
The Secretary
Mr. M. Kelly
European Committee for the Prevention of Torture
and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment
Council of Europe (CPT)
F - 67075 Strasbourg Cedex
FRANCE
Dear Sir,

I refer you to the attached news-cutting which sets out Isle of Mangovernment plans
to alleviate overcrowding at the Isle of Man Prison.
You will recall that I communicated with the Committee following adecision of the
Celtic League annual general meeting in 1996 whichadopted a resolution critical of
the absence of modern prison facilitieson the Isle of Man and also the failure to follow
procedures in theexisting facility based on reputable International guidelines. Thetext
of the resolution, together with a brief written report, wasprovided to the CPT when it
visited the Isle of Man in September 1997.At the time I also met with your Committee
and provided supplementaryoral information.
The Celtic League was pleased recently to receive a copy of the Committeesfinal
report and we welcome the recommendations contained therein.
However, nowhere within those recommendations did we see any suggestionthat the
Isle of Man government should adopt a policy of voluntaryor forced relocation to
another jurisdiction to resolve the overcrowding.Indeed, if this policy is enacted it will
fly in the face of the Committeesrecommendations, specifically Nos. 147 & 148. (Ref.
European PrisonRules 43.1 below)
More generally, the Celtic League believe that the Isle of Man governmentproposal
would contradict the objectives of a number of European PrisonRules which are
generally accepted as setting out model practice towardsprisoners/detainees. I refer
specifically to:
European Prison Rules 43.1 65 c 66 b 68
It is clear from public statements made by the Isle of Man governmentthat they face
severe difficulties due to the condition of the presentprison and its overcrowding. It is
also apparent that the governmentface political difficulties in finding a suitable site for
the developmentof a new facility. It is not a question of the will, to finance
orconstruct a new facility, being available. It is more to do with thetime scale and also
the current lack of an agreed site.
However, these difficulties should not result in measures being takenwhich exacerbate
the detention arrangements for convicted offendersin the Isle of Man.
Many of these offenders are Manx i.e indigenous to the Isle of Manwhich is a distinct
country from England. They should not be requiredto be transported to the North
West of England to serve part of theirsentences due to political/social considerations
outside their control.
I trust the Committee will consider this approach in the context ofits 1997
investigation and recommendations and make representationsto the United Kingdom
and Isle of Man governments.
Yours sincerely,
Bernard Moffatt

Secretary General
21/3/00
==============================
GLYNDWR LETTER COMES HOME
The Celtic League have welcomed (see below) the return by French
CulturalAuthorities of an important exchange of correspondence between
OwainGlyndwr and the French Monarchy in the fifteenth century.
The Pennal letter and Seal of Owain will be returned for an exhibitionto be staged at
the National Library of Wales, Aberystwyth, betweenApril and September.
The artefact is to be returned on loan at this stage. However, incorrespondence to the
French Ambassador to London, the Celtic League,say that whilst not wishing to
detract from the generosity of thegesture they hope that "in the fullness of time the
French Ministryof Culture might see the value and significance in allowing this
tobecome a permanent exhibit in Wales".
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
23/3/00
Ms. Daniel Bernard
Ambassador of France
French Embassy
58 Knightsbridge
London SW1X 7JT
Dear Ambassador ,
I understand that a historic letter from the Prince of Wales, OwainGlyndwr, to the
French monarchy written in the fifteenth century isto be returned to Wales on loan.
This is through the efforts of theFrench Ministry of Culture and courtesy of the
Archive Internationalein Paris.
I feel sure that it will form an important and symbolic part of theOwain Glyndwr
exhibition to be staged at the National Library of Wales,Aberystwyth between April
and September this year.
Given the cultural and national significance of this period to manyWelsh people I
believe it is an extremely positive gesture by the French cultural authorities to loan

this artefact. Wales, with thedevelopment of devolution in the United Kingdom, is
establishing anew independence of purpose. This is something that we in the
CelticLeague wish to encourage for all the Celtic people. Part of this processis the
stimulation of links, economic, cultural and political acrossEurope. Gestures such as
that by your Culture Ministry both developand stimulate that process and are to be
applauded.
I appreciate that there are complex arguments over the retention,by some States, of
exhibits of this type which have more significance(historically and culturally) to
another country. However, I wouldnot wish to compromise the generosity or the
significance of the loanof an artefact that has not been seen in Wales for many
centuries.
I hope however that in the fullness of time the French Ministry ofCulture might see
the value in allowing this to become a permanentexhibit in Wales.
Yours sincerely
J B Moffatt
Secretary General Celtic League
18/3/00
Celtic League Press Releases for April 2000
CORNISH MINORITY EXCLUSION MEAN-SPIRITED
The Celtic League has protested to the Council of Europe Directorate of Human
Rights Minorities Unit about the continuing denial by the United Kingdom
government of minority status to the Cornish people. The League have
wholeheartedly endorsed the Cornish National Minority Report (published in Nov.
1999) which advances a strong argument against the UK stance.
At its AGM in Dublin in 1998 the League adopted a resolution calling on the United
Kingdom government "to ensure that Cornwall along with the other Celtic Nations
(was) included and covered by the provisions of the Convention". When this status
was denied the objective was restated at the 1999 meeting held at Liskeard in
Cornwall.
The obstinacy of the British government over this issue is all the more frustrating
given the positive political, social and cultural progress being made in other Celtic
areas of the United Kingdom.
The Blair government, despite its periodic pious statements about social inclusion, is
adopting a particularly mean-spirited position towards the aspirations of the Cornish
minority. The League have called on the Council of Europe Minorities Unit to
recognise that some States will use the present structure of the Framework
Convention to dodge its intent.

J B MoffattSecretary General Celtic League
2/4/00
Ms. Nikola Markes-Goerlach
Council of Europe
Directorate of Human Rights
Minorities Unit
F-67075 Strasbourg-Cedex - FRANCE
Dear Ms. Markes-Goerlach
Ref. Status of the Cornish People with reference to the FrameworkConvention for the
Protection of National Minorities
I write to endorse wholeheartedly the conclusions of the Cornish NationalMinority
Report which advocates that proper status be afforded tothe Cornish people as a
recognised minority in the context of theCouncil of Europe Framework Convention
for the Protection of NationalMinorities.
The Celtic League has campaigned vigorously for forty years to achieveproper status
and recognition for the political, social and culturalintegrity of all the Celtic peoples.
We welcomed the initiative ofthe Council of Europe which led to the Framework
Convention.
At our AGM in Dublin in 1998 we passed a resolution calling on theUnited Kingdom
government "to ensure that Cornwall along with theother Celtic Nations (was)
included and covered by the provisionsof the Convention". We reiterated this call at
our 1999 meeting whichwas held in Cornwall, extending our concerns to include the
Bretonpeople and the attitudes of the French government.
The Framework Convention has the capacity to improve the prospectsfor peoples
facing social and cultural threats to their way of life.However, its value will be
seriously undermined unless the Councilof Europe adopt strict criteria to stop
countries like the UnitedKingdom and others arbitrarily excluding minorities such as
the Cornish
I look forward to hearing from you,
Yours sincerely,
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
2/4/00

==========================
'WELSH' GOSPELS AND 'MANX' CHRONICLES - MADE IN ENGLAND?
Lichfield Cathedrals claim on St. Teilo gospels and the British Libraryclaim on the
Manx 'Chronicles' are suspiciously similar.
There was an element of déjà vu in the news report last week aboutthe alleged theft of
a 1000 year old biblical manuscripts from theWelsh people.
The eighth-century St. Teilo gospels are said to have been stolenfrom Llandeilo Fawr
in west Wales 1000 years ago. They are currentlyhoused in Lichfield Cathedral,
Staffordshire. Written in Latin, andaccording to Lichfield Cathedral, compiled by a
monk at Lindisfarnein the North-east of England the manuscript has suspicious
notationsscribbled in its margins which are most definitely Welsh, possiblysome of
the earliest examples of the written language. In the circumstancesthe Lindisfarne
connection is extremely convenient although apparentlynot verifiable.
The (English) Monks of the north of England must have been extremelyprolific. For
some years now the Celtic League have been campaigningfor the return to the Manx
people of the Chronicles of the Kings ofMann and the Isles. Presently they are housed
in the British Library.Written in the thirteenth century we advanced a fairly sound
casethat they were 'pinched' by the English about five hundred years ago.In an
uncanny echo of the Lichfield - Welsh controversy apparentlythis was not so. The
busy monks of Furness Abbey (this time) tooktime off to compile a detailed and
specific Chronicle of the NorseKings of Mann (the Isle of Man) and the Isles.
Meanwhile, on the otherside of Northern England their colleagues at Lindisfarne were
addingthose Welsh notations to the St. Teilo Gospels.
On the other hand perhaps Lichfield and the British Library have bothhad their heads
together on this one as their alibis for possessingother peoples property have an
uncanny similarity.
There is a serious point to all this. As the people of the UnitedKingdom develop new
structures via equality and devolution this questionof stolen artifacts is an issue that
must be tackled. Through newinstitutions, such as the British-Irish Council, which
link the constituentparts of the British Isles the question of the return of this
stolenproperty should and must be amicably resolved.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General Celtic League 2/4/00
=============================
STALLED PEACE PROCESS WILL NOT DERAIL LANGUAGE MOVEMENT
What should have been a fairly upbeat meeting of the national associationfor
Gaelscoileanna must necessarily be overshadowed by the suspensionof the Northern

Ireland Assembly and the uncertainty that this hascast over all the north-south
institutions set up under the auspicesof the Good Friday agreement.
After the establishment of the Assembly, and the appointment of Ministers,the
prospects for Irish medium education received an added fillipwhen the important post
of education minister went to Martin McGuinness,himself from a party committed to
the advancement and status of theIrish language.
The fall-out, if the Irish peace process falls apart, is also likelyto have wider
ramifications. Other institutions such as the British-IrishCouncil advance the prospect
of wider co-operation across the Celticcountries. This is apparent by the attendance
this weekend at theGaelscoileanna meeting of representatives from the other Gaelic
countries,Scotland and Mann. All this is threatened by the present uncertainty.
Despite some pessimistic remarks, by Sean O Muireagain, at the openingof this
weekends conference in Belfast we have no doubt that Gaelscoileannawill overcome
this temporary setback. The organisation has a trackrecord of battling with
governments for funding. Whilst the promiseof the Good Friday agreement may have
smoothed the road experienceas regards the Celtic languages and cultures is that it is
the vibrancyof the language movements themselves that brings progress.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General Celtic League
2/4/00
=============================
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of education minister went to Martin McGuinness,himself from a party committed to
the advancement and status of theIrish language.
The fall-out, if the Irish peace process falls apart, is also likelyto have wider
ramifications. Other institutions such as the British-IrishCouncil advance the prospect
of wider co-operation across the Celticcountries. This is apparent by the attendance
this weekend at theGaelscoileanna meeting of representatives from the other Gaelic
countries,Scotland and Mann. All this is threatened by the present uncertainty.
Despite some pessimistic remarks, by Sean O Muireagain, at the openingof this
weekends conference in Belfast we have no doubt that Gaelscoileannawill overcome
this temporary setback. The organisation has a trackrecord of battling with

governments for funding. Whilst the promiseof the Good Friday agreement may have
smoothed the road experienceas regards the Celtic languages and cultures is that it is
the vibrancyof the language movements themselves that brings progress.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General Celtic League
2/4/00
=================================
GAMBLE WITH LIVES OF 'CHOPPER' CREWS AND OTHERS
The Ministry of Defence, in correspondence to the Celtic League,haveruled out a
known defect on British Army Lynx helicopters ashavingcaused a crash earlier this
month in Ulster.
Only days before the crash the Celtic League had warned that themachineswere being
operated with a defect to their tail rotor drive.Whilstthe MOD confirm our suspicions
they say that the defect problem isbeing contained by "periodic safety inspections
which will continueuntil the affected compnent is replaced fleet-wide". The problem
cameto light following an accident in Bosnia in 1998 in which all on boardpersihed.
Since that another fatal crash has ocurred, near the villageof on the Tilton on the Hill
in Leicestshire in May 1999, three werekilled.
In the latest crash near Mullaghbawn in South Armagh several of thenine aircrew and
soldiers on board were injured. the Celtic Leagueand the South Armagh Farmers and
Residents Association have been vociferouscritics of the level of military activity
including 'heli-ops' inthe County.
The MOD have ruled out the need for the machines to be grounded whilstthe defect is
erradicated and say they are 'confident' that the safetychecks being undertaken will
elimiate the reoccurrence of this fault.However, the Celtic League believe that the
reason the defective machinesare continuing operations is that their grounding would
cripple helicoptersupport operations both in Ulster and in the Balkans.
The MOD are taking a dangerous gamble with both the lives of aircrewand service
personnel and also the civilians in the areas over whichthese machines operate.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General Celtic League
31/3/00
=================================
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION

'OFFICIAL' NUCLEAR HEALTH RISK DATA SUSPECT
British attempts to reject research by Green Audit linking thenuclearindustry to
increased cancer and leukaemia risk in coastalcommunitiesshould be treated with
scepticism. It's clear some 'official' UKheldstatistics have been gerrymandered to cast
the nuclear industry ina more positive light.
The Manx government, via its Research Laboratory, joined Britishcriticsto swiftly
rubbish the conclusions of Green Audit published this weekabout increased cancer
risk for women and children in coastal areasnear nuclear plants.
The Green Audit team, a trio of scientists based at Aberystwyth Universityheaded by
Dr. Chris Busby, were accused of basing their conclusionson inaccurate data. People
around the Irish sea were instead urgedto put their faith in data held by the British
Government.
It is not the first time that Dr. Busby and his research have been'in the dock'. Earlier
conclusions about leukaemia in coastal communitiesin Wales, publicised last August,
was also rejected.
On the day that this latest concern was raised a catalogue of complicity,evasion and
deceit involving the nuclear industry which went rightto the heart of the British
government was exposed. Had the Manx governmentconsidered more objectively the
background to Dr. Busby's researchand been less willing to accept the views or
official data from theUnited Kingdom then they might have accepted his teams
conclusionsare valid.
Green Audits conclusions about welsh coastal communities which haveobvious
implications for other Irish sea communities were based onfigures and data held by
the Welsh Cancer Registry up to May 1995.In April of 1996 the WCR was closed
down. In January 1997 a new body,the Wales Cancer Intelligence and Surveillance
Unit (WCISU), was setup. The WCISU promptly denied the figures upon which
Green audit'sresearch was based WCISU published alternative data which
removed,without explanation, 3517 cases from the original data base.
You do not have to be a conspiracy theorist to see the implicationsof this sequence of
events. If the data held for Wales was gerrymanderedin this way then similar
situations probably occurred in other UKRegions. Only last month we commended
the work of the Manx governmentlaboratory and the Radiological Protection Institute
of Ireland (RPII).Both bodies should be extremely wary of accepting at face value
anyassurances derived from fake British statistics.
Green Audits conclusions certainly cannot be rejected on the basisof official British
statistics which have been laundered! Their reportsets out prima facie a case of
increased cancer risk for Irish, Manxand British communties in coastal areas and
deserves to be taken seriously.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General Celtic League

14/4/00
=================================
MEC VANNIN AGM
The Annual General Meeting of Mec Vannin - the Manx NationalistParty- was held
on Wednesday 12th of April.
The outgoing Chairman Greg Joughin introduced reports from theOfficersof the
organisation. Election of officials for the coming term wasundertaken and an appraisal
of the financial position provided.
The main issue discussed was the unfolding housing crisis on theIslandand the very
real difficulty being experienced by young people andfamilies because of rising
mortgage commitments and rental levels.The matter was the subject of a resolution
(below) which called fora public enquiry and the issue dominated the AGM. There
was a genuinefear that the only way that current disastrous governments policiescould
be changed is via direct action such as occurred in the late1980s. On that occasion a
underground nationalist group FSFO mounteda publicity campaign and there were
arson attacks on several luxuryproperties under construction.
Other resolutions criticised Sellafield, calling for its closure,and the award of the
George Cross to the RUC which was seen a detrimentalto the peace process in these
Islands.
Officers elected for the new electoral term as follows:
President: Bernard Moffatt
Chairman: Mark Kermode
Secretary: Greg Joughin
Treasurer: Cristl Jerry
Int. Relations: Illiam Costain
Cultural: Phillip Gawne
Editor (YPS): Nathan Talbot
Youth Wendy Hurst
Resolutions adopted as follows:
1) Domestic "Calls for an enquiry into house prices in the Isle ofMan to identify if
there is, or has been profiteering by developersand marketing agencies which has
acted to the detriment of the Manxpeople".

2) Environmental "This AGM supports the calls by the governmentsof Ireland and
Mann and also the Scottish National Party for the closureof all nuclear installations at
Sellafield".
3) International (Inter-Celtic) "Echoes the concern of Celtic nationalistsin Ireland at
the award made today (12:4:00) of the George Cross tothe RUC. This police force has
acquired a justified reputation internationalfor the brutality it has exhibited towards
the nationalist communityin Ulster over the thirty years of the troubles. The award is
unnecessarilyprovocative to that community and does nothing to further the
peaceprocess in these Islands that all, including the Manx, are committedto.
=================================
FORCED TRANSFER OF PRISONERS CHALLENGED
Civil libertarians are concerned about penal moves on the Isle ofMan and plans to
transfer Manx prisoners to the UK against theirwillmay be challenged this week
(April 17-21) - see below. Last monththe Celtic League alerted the European
Committee for the Preventionof Torture to the transfers (correspondence attached).
CivilLibertiesnever a high priority on the Isle of Man may be trampled on
againdespite apparently positive legislative moves currently in hand.
Law reforms get under way later this week aimed at removingbirchingfrom the
statutes of the Isle of Man. Simultaneously the Island willintroduce legislation to
consolidate rights under the European Conventionof Human Rights into its domestic
law.
One might be forgiven for believing that attitudes have changed onan island that in
recent years attracted international criticism forits persecution of homosexuals and for
its use of a crumbling prisonto house child offenders.
However, old attitudes die hard and a challenge will be mounted inthe Islands courts
later this week to counter continuing rights abuse.Last month the Islands government
announced that due to chronic overcrowdingin its prison inmates would be transferred
to prisons in the UK. Theissue was glossed over by suggestions that prisoners would
welcomethe opportunity to exchange life in Victoria Road (Manx prison) forplaces at
Strangeways etc. However, it is clear that some inmateshave not welcomed the
change. Manx lawyers this week will seek tofrustrate the transfer of one prisoner by
seeking an injunction andthe hearing of a Petition of Doleance challenging the move.
The issue may well also cause embarrassment to UK Home Secretary JackStraw.
Some may ask why he is willing to allot places in the overcrowdedUK prison system
to bail out intolerant sentencing policies in theIsle of Man. The Labour government,
which has kicked up quite a fussabout accommodating legitimate asylum seekers,
seems only too pleasedto accept Manx prisoners at £85 per day. (£33,000 per year for
eachinmate transferred)
It may also be suggested that the Isle of Man, which has enjoyed
unparalleledprosperity in recent years from its off-shore tax regime, should beable to

adequately accommodate its own criminal population.
Celtic League April 18 2000
The Secretary (Mr. M. Kelly)
European Committee for the Prevention of Torture
and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment
Council of Europe (CPT)
F - 67075 Strasbourg Cedex FRANCE
Dear Sir,
I refer you to the attached news-cutting which sets out Isleof Man government plans
to alleviate overcrowding at the Isle of ManPrison.
You will recall that I communicated with the Committee following adecision of the
Celtic League annual general meeting in 1996 whichadopted a resolution critical of
the absence of modern prison facilitieson the Isle of Man and also the failure to follow
procedures in theexisting facility based on reputable International guidelines. Thetext
of the resolution, together with a brief written report, wasprovided to the CPT when it
visited the Isle of Man in September 1997.At the time I also met with your Committee
and provided supplementaryoral information.
The Celtic League was pleased recently to receive a copy of the Committeesfinal
report and we welcome the recommendations contained therein.
However, nowhere within those recommendations did we see any suggestionthat the
Isle of Man government should adopt a policy of voluntaryor forced relocation to
another jurisdiction to resolve the overcrowding.Indeed, if this policy is enacted it will
fly in the face of the Committeesrecommendations, specifically Nos. 147 & 148. (Ref.
European PrisonRules 43.1 below)
More generally, the Celtic League believe that the Isle of Man governmentproposal
would contradict the objectives of a number of European PrisonRules which are
generally accepted as setting out model practice towardsprisoners/detainees. I refer
specifically to:
European Prison Rules 43.1 65 c 66 b 68
It is clear from public statements made by the Isle of Man governmentthat they face
severe difficulties due to the condition of the presentprison and its overcrowding. It is
also apparent that the governmentface political difficulties in finding a suitable site for
the developmentof a new facility. It is not a question of the will, to finance
orconstruct a new facility, being available. It is more to do with thetime scale and also
the current lack of an agreed site.

However, these difficulties should not result in measures being takenwhich exacerbate
the detention arrangements for convicted offendersin the Isle of Man.
Many of these offenders are Manx i.e indigenous to the Isle of Manwhich is a distinct
country from England. They should not be requiredto be transported to the North
West of England to serve part of theirsentences due to political/social considerations
outside their control.
I trust the Committee will consider this approach in the context ofits 1997
investigation and recommendations and make representationsto the United Kingdom
and Isle of Man governments.
Yours sincerely,
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
21/3/00
======================================
MEDALS FOR MURDERERS?
Outside of Ireland the most enduring image that one associateswiththe force (RUC)
are the faces of battered children, bludgeoned andin some instances killed by rubber
and plastic bullets
The rhetoric was flying 'thick and fast' in Ulster last week. Thedecision to present the
George Cross to the RUC was seen ascommendableby some and as contemptible by
others. Unionists were be proud ofthe award to 'their police force' whilst Nationalists
saw the moveas re-emphasising its lack of credibility. There was claim
andcounterclaim as to the heroism or barbarity of the force, depending on eachsides
political standpoint.
The real assessment of the credibility this award bestows on the RUCwill however
come outside Ireland. Globally we believe the recordof the RUC is more rationally
quantified.
Most people outside of Ireland are amazed at how, in a corner of ademocracy, a police
force of this type, so obviously from its inceptionpartisan, could be allowed to grow
and be presented to both sidesof a divided community as an acceptable face of
policing.
Most public perceptions of N. Ireland over thirty years of troubleare bedded in by the
image of policemen battering down civilian demonstrators.In that thirty years scandal
surrounding the torture of suspects andthe alleged murder of innocents has jostled
alongside accounts ofthe RUC role in fighting the IRA and other Republican groups.
Perhaps the most enduring image however that one associates with theforce are the

faces of battered children, bludgeoned and in some instanceskilled by rubber and
plastic bullets fired sometimes indiscriminatelyat point blank range.
To the British Government the RUC that countered the 'IRA threat'may well be
perceived as warranting an award of this type. But whatabout the RUC that made war
on, battered and in some instances killedchildren. How deserving of kudos is that
body?
J B Moffatt
Secretary General Celtic League
12/4/00
======================
PRISON TRANSFER HALT PUTS JUDGES ON TRIAL
Lawyers acting for an inmate at the Manx Prison sought andachievedan injunction on
Tuesday (18/4/00) which halted moves to transferhim by force to an English prison.
The Celtic League (see earlier news stories on these pages) hadopposedmoves by the
Isle of Man authorities to 'dump' prisoners in the UKto alleviate problems at the
Islands crumbling prison.
The Prison has been the subject of international condemnation andthe Celtic League
alerted the European Committee for thePreventionof Torture (CPT) which had
recently published criticisms of theprisonregime on the Island to the new moves.
The injunction simply stalls the process and allows time for a fullhearing of a Petition
of Doleance in the Islands High Court whichwill probably occur in the next ten days.
Interestingly the Manx government is currently introducing new legislationto
incorporate the European Convention of Human Rights into domesticlaw.
Libertarians are sceptical however that the Islands Deemsters (HighCourt Judges),
normally conservative in their judgements, are adequatefor the interpretive role
associated with the new law. The prisontransfers and the complex human rights issue
that it raises placesjudges and the justice system of the Isle of Man on trial.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
======================================
FRENCH INERTIA STOKES BRETON VIOLENCE
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION

Given developments in Brittany this week and the bomb attack bythe ARB which
tragically cost one life we reproduce below the warning,published by the Celtic
League in a pamphlet in October last year, whichforecast a decline into speratist
violence if the French government did notfollowBritish government steps to promote
self determination for the Celtic people.
J B Moffatt
FRENCH STOKE UP 'OLD VIOLENCE' IN THE 'NEW EUROPE'
Brussels should wake up.. armed separatism has a tendency to flourish
As the British and Irish governments make a last push for peace inIreland and
devolution becomes an accepted fact of life in Wales andScotland one could be
forgiven for believing that the era of separatiststruggle has ended on the Celtic fringes
of Europe.
It is a far cry from the late 1960s when almost all the Celtic countriescontained
militant separatist groups, most of which would go on tomount desultory campaigns
over the next twenty-five years. It is fairto say that while Ireland was always 'on the
boil' activism in theother countries 'simmered'.
Relationships in the new Europe have radically changed this perceptionbut while the
shaky truce in Ireland looks likely to hold, elsewherethe old forces are stirring, The
EU would do well to pay heed.
Early this year CARN, the journal of the Celtic League, commentedbriefly on
developments in Brittany, announcing, "ARB Active Again".The article reported that
the Breton Revolutionary Army, a clandestinegroup inactive for some time, had
carried out a series of actionsincluding bomb attacks on tax offices, police stations
and courtsof justice. The return to armed struggle was a conscious decisionprompted
by French repression of Breton activists and failure to deliveron linguistic and
political freedom for the Bretons.
Earlier this month the issue resurfaced when French police arrested10 people,
including Breton and Basque citizens, in connection withthe theft of eight tonnes of
explosives.
French paramilitary police had launched a nationwide hunt to recoverthe explosives.
These were stolen from a depot owned by the privatefirm Titanite in Plevin, Brittany,
in late September by hooded armedmen and women.
Though some of the people arrested were subsequently released it wasclear that this
was a carefully planned operation involving co-operationbetween Basques and Breton
nationalists.
No one within the wider inter-Celtic movement wants to see a steadydeterioration in
Brittany and a spiral of violence like that experiencedin the 1970s. However, most of
the Celtic peoples in the British Isles,seeing the political progress being achieved here
through dialogue,will wonder why the French government cannot follow a similar

road.
France is obdurate in its repression of minorities and the cooperationit is forging
between Basques and Bretons will be mirrored with groupssuch as the Corsicans
unless common sense prevails.
Similarly, whilst European media commentator have drawn parallelsbetween the Irish
peace process and that in the Basque country, theCeltic League remain sceptical that
Spain has the sincerity to resolvetheir differences with the Basques.
The Breton and Basque arrests, far from resolving anything for eitherFrance or Spain,
will provide a focus for those who mistrust the oldNation States in the new Europe.
More dangerously, armed separatismhas a tendency to flourish and if Brussels does
not wake up it mayfind that the problems of two isolated corners of south-west
Europehave proliferated.
J B Moffatt - Secretary General Celtic League
Report below from Basque news agency : EHJ. Baiona, Euskal Herria.October 3,
1999
=====================================
GOVERNMENT ACTION ON CHRONICLES CALL
The purchase and restoration of the Rushen Abbey site is a creditto both the Isle of
Man government and the Manx Museum andNationalTrust.
The Abbey site undoubtedly has a place as one of the mostsignificantsites of historical
importance on the Island.
It is also very likely the site at which the Chronicles of theKingsof Mann and the Isles
were produced. The Chronicle is a document ofcrucial importance to our historical
record and it detailed our historyfor the first time in a written form . Its retention by
the Britishnot only causes offence to campaigning pressure groups such as theManx
branch of the Celtic League but also to senior figures in Manxpublic life who have the
authority to speak for the Manx nation asa whole. Recently the retiring President of
Tynwald, Sir Charles Kerruish,expressed his support for the Chronicles return to their
rightfulhome. The question must now be posed, when will the Manx governmenttake
forceful action to secure their return?
Attitudes towards restitution of cultural artefacts are now more liberal.In the past ten
years there has been a great change in the way thatmuseums and galleries in Britain
approach such claims. Basic criteriaexist that we believe the Manx claim to the
Chronicles meet. Yet theBritish Library stubbornly refuse to budge on the issue.
It is past time for government action!
J B Moffatt

Secretary General Celtic League
21/4/00
============================
ANOTHER MYSTERY SHUTDOWN AT WYLFA
Is the reactor core cracking up?
Only three months after the last incident the nuclear powerstationat Wylfa on
Anglesey in North Wales is shutdown again. Mysterysurroundsthe latest incident with
management saying that Reactor One isbeingshutdown after "unexpected marks"
were seen in the reactors fuelchannels.Checks were made on Reactor One after a
similar problem wasuncoveredon Reactor Two at the site which was closed down for
overhaul.
Wylfa is a Magnox station built in 1972 and has frequently been thesubject of
criticism. In February the British Department of the Environmentconfirmed to the
Celtic League that the station, as originally commissioned,had an anticipated
operating life of 25-30 years. However Britishgovernment safety regulators extended
the operational life of thestation, which is managed by British Nuclear Fuels, until
2004 whena further appraisal is to be undertaken. Worryingly, there seems
everylikelihood that these obsolescent reactors will continue in servicefor economic
reasons.
In January of this year the station was shutdown because of problemswith the reactor
fuel rods and the current problems seem to be effectingthe same area. Problems in the
central core of the reactor could becatastrophic. Any reactor fire or explosion at a site
such as thiscould cause devastating contamination of the North Irish sea areaand
threaten centres of major population such as Merseyside and Dublin.
It is vital that honest and open information is issued by the Britishgovernment about
this latest incident. BNFL have been criticised forthe lack of a coherent safety culture
at its Sellafield plant. Weneed to know if things are any better at Wylfa.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
21/4/00
==========================
IRISH AID SOUGHT OVER WYLFA SHUTDOWN
There have been serious incidents at other Magnox stations... butWylfa seems to be
particularly 'incident' prone.

The Celtic League have written to Irish Enterprise Minister JoeJacobasking him to
seek information from the British government aboutthelast incident at the nuclear
power station at Wylfa on Anglesey inNorth Wales (attached). Mystery surrounds the
latest shutdown,lastFriday, with management saying that Reactor One was shutdown
after"unexpected marks" were seen in the reactors fuel channels. A similarproblem
was uncovered on Reactor Two at the site which was closeddown for overhaul. The
League have also written to UK Minister responsibleLord Whitty (attached).
Wylfa is a Magnox station built in 1972 and has frequently been thesubject of
criticism. In February the British Department of the Environmentconfirmed to the
Celtic League that the station, as originally commissioned,had an anticipated
operating life of 25-30 years. However Britishgovernment safety regulators extended
the operational life of thestation, which is managed by British Nuclear Fuels, until
2004 whena further appraisal is to be undertaken. Wylfa was the subject
ofcontroversy in 1995 when the operators were fined £250,000 for breachesof safety
regulations.
In January of this year the station was shutdown because of problemswith the reactor
fuel rods and the current problems seem to be effectingthe same area. Problems in the
central core of the reactor could becatastrophic. Any reactor fire or explosion at a site
such as thiscould cause devastating contamination of the North Irish sea
threateningcentres of major population such as Merseyside and Dublin.
It is vital that full information is issued by the British governmentabout this latest
incident. Wylfa is one of the series of Magnox stationsthat ring the Irish sea. A similar
station at Trawsfyndd is alreadyclosed but the nuclear industry has made no secret of
its desire tohave safety restrictions relaxed so that it could recommission. Therehave
been serious incidents at other Magnox stations including Heyshamon the Lancs.
coast but Wylfa seems to be particularly 'incident'prone.
J B Moffatt, Secretary General, Celtic League
23/4/00
The Celtic League has branches in the six Celtic Countries of thewestern British Isles
and Brittany. It works to promote cooperationbetween these countries and campaigns
on a broad range of political,cultural and environmental matters. It targets human
rights abuseand monitors all military activity within these areas
TEL (UK)01624 627128 MOBILE (UK)04624 491609 FAX 01624 673115
Internet site at http://www.manxman.co.im/cleague/index.html
http://homepages.enterprise.net/mlockerby/clint/clint.html
News updates at: http://www.egroups.com/group/celtic_league/info.html
b.moffatt@advsys.co.im

Mr. Joe Jacob TD
Minister of State
Department of Enterprise
25 Clare Street
Dublin 2
Ireland
Ref. Reactor shut down Wylfa nuclear power station
Dear Minister,
I refer to my correspondence to An Taoiseach, Mr, Bertie Ahern, T.D.,concerning the
incident at Wylfa nuclear power station in Januarywhich was passed to your Office.
You may (or may not) be aware that a further incident again involvinga closure of
both reactors occurred this week. Details are sketchybut apparently whilst the No 2
reactor was shutdown for overhaul aproblem was identified in the reactors fuel
channels. No 1 reactorwas then examined and shutdown when a similar problem was
identified.
We have written to the U.K. authorities (enclosed) asking about theincident and also
seeking assurances that on this occasion problems,with back up instrumentation,
which occurred in January did not recur(see DETR correspondence also enclosed).
Obviously representationsfrom the Irish government will carry more weight than ours
and I hopeyou will be minded to seek assurances about the operation of thisstation
and other Magnox stations on the Irish sea coast. Given recentdevelopments with the
nuclear industry in the UK we are increasinglyconcerned about the operation of these
plants and if, for example,the UK NII long term safety assessment carried out five
years agowhich allowed Wylfa to continue operating until 2004 was
sufficientlythorough.
Yours sincerely,
J B Moffatt
Secretary General Celtic League
22/4/00
The Minister
Department of the Environment and the Regions
c/o (Simon Meares) The Health and Safety Policy Liaison Branch

HSSD
Zone 4/13
Great Minster House
76 Marsham Street
London SW1P 4DR
United Kingdom
Dear Sir,
Further to my correspondence in January concerning theemergency shutdown of both
reactors at the Wylfa nuclear power planton 16th of January I understand that a
further shutdown was effectedthis week 21/4/00.
Can you advise if there is any link between the two incidents?
Could you also advise us if safety defects such as the failure ofpower (battery) back
up to instrumentation which was a feature ofthe earlier incident also occurred this
time?
Can we also enquire how many emergency or short notice shutdowns ofeither or both
reactors at Wylfa have occurred in the past decadeand the dates for these?
Yours sincerely,
J B Moffatt
22/4/00
===========================
OBSOLETE 'CHOPPER' SAFETY FEARS
In the last six weeks eighteen people have been injured, oneseriously,in Army
helicopter accidents what are the implications for borderareas of Northern Ireland
which see the moist intensive operationsof the British Army's obsolete helicopter
force.
Last month we warned about defects on British Army Lynxhelicopters.The problem
in the tail rotor assembly is known to the MOD but foroperational reasons the
machines are continuing to operate while aprogramme of general maintenance is
undertaken. This will not becompleteuntil December 2000.
Within days of our warning one of the machines crashed at Mullaghbawn,South
Armagh. Nine men were injured, The incident could have beenmore catastrophic as
the machine crashed adjacent to a farmhouse andbuildings.

If that was a wake-up call to the communities over which the BritishArmy carries out
its most intensive helicopter operations anotheraccident last week, this time in
England, should set the alarm bellsringing. A medium-lift Puma helicopter crashed
and disintegrated.Nine of the people on board were injured, one seriously.
The accident, near Catterick army base in North Yorkshire, happenedin open country.
Anyone familiar with the Northern Ireland situationknows operations there,
particularly in border areas, are conductedinto cramped landing grounds often in the
centre of small villagecommunities. An illustration of the damage potential was
clearly illustratedat Bessbrook in November 1992 when a Puma and a Lynx helicopter
collidedand crashed in flames (four crewmen died).
That was eight years ago. Both the Lynx and the Puma were approachingtheir 'sell by'
date then and are now much older. Two years ago wechallenged the MOD over
continuing the operation of these semi-obsoletetypes; a query that they evaded at the
time.
With eighteen men injured, at least one seriously, in accidents involvingthe types in
the last six weeks surely it is past time the MOD reviewedit maintenance and safety
procedures for these operations.
J B Moffatt, Secretary General, Celtic League
23/4/00
=======================
POLICE REACTION TO NATIONALIST WARNING OMINOUS BUT
PREDICTABLE
Nationalists "don't shoot the messenger' warning over housingdiscontentprompts
police outburst
Manx Police have said that they will take prompt action againstanyonewho takes
direct action as a result of Manx government policieswhichare currently stimulating
the worst housing and accommodationcrisisthat the Isle of Man has ever faced.
The Isle of Man currently enjoys unprecedented prosperity stimulatedby its offshore
tax haven status. People are pouring into the Islandboth to work in the lucrative
finance industry and also the servicesector associated with it.
However while 'fatcats' line their pockets and housing speculationis rife Manx people
suffer. Nationalists have long been critics ofthis economic policy claiming that it
would ultimately create theproblems which ordinary Manx people currently face.
House prices arewell beyond the reach of the average working couple and private
sectorrents are being hiked to capitalise on the situation.
The issue dominated a recent meeting of the Nationalist Party (MecVannin) and
concerns were articulated at the meeting that the situationcould lead to a return to the

violence that bedevilled the Islandin the 1970s and 1980s. On both previous occasions
there was a systematiccampaign of daubing of roads and several properties were
attackedand burned.
However, during both emergency situations Mec Vannin stuck rigidlyto a policy
which promoted constitutional politics and solutions andforswore the road of direct
action.
If anything the concerns articulated recently by the newly electedParty Chairman
Mark Kermode down-played the situation as there isno doubt that current problems
are much greater that in the 1980s.
The Police reaction was ominous but predictable. On the previous twooccasions when
this problem arose the police were able to apprehendonly a few suspects and innocent
people were targeted. It seems thatif these latest predictions do prove correct then
Mec Vannins commentthat the authorities should not "shoot the messenger" will be
ignored.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
25/4/00
==============================
KINTYRE CRASH QUERIES
The Chinook crash at Kintyre in 1994 killed 25 top Ulster securityspecialists.
Conspiracy theories abound but new informationindicatesthe cause could have been
more mundane!
The cause of a RAF Chinook CH-47D crash on the Kintyre peninsulainJune 1994 has
provoked countless theories (29 died). The Officialverdict, which blamed the aircrew
was widely condemned and yet thecomplex theories that were advanced to explain the
crash also appearflawed. Questions about the on-board systems of the aircraft,
theFADEC (Full Authority Digital Electronics Control), having faileddo not seem to
square with the continued safe operation by other Chinooksin the RAF fleet.
The cause may be more mundane than some of the wilder theories propoundedto date.
Analysis of a similar crash by a US Chinook, 21 months later,initially produced a
parallel verdict to Kintyre. In June 1996 theUS authorities attributed the US MH-47E
crash to pilot error - allfive of the aircrew on board had died. However, relatives of
the fiveaircrew who died subsequently sued achieving $4.4 million settlementof the
case.
US army investigators now admit that it was moisture that had leakedinto the cockpit
and not pilot error that caused the crash. Instrumentsand flight control systems were
knocked out with swift and catastrophicconsequences.

We have asked the MOD to investigate possible linkage between thetwo tragedies
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
24/4/00
Secretary of State for Defence
Secretariat (Air Staff) 1a
Ministry of Defence
Main Building
Whitehall, London SW1A 2HB
Dear Sir,
I write with reference to the tragic Chinook helicopter crash at Kintyre,in June 1994,
in which 29 people died. You will recall that we wroteto you in June 1994 drawing
attention to similar tragic accidentswith comparable US helicopters. In your reply you
acknowledged thatthere was exchanges of safety information but in the examples
wecited "the type of helicopter was sufficiently different for thereto be little read
across to the Chinook".
Having carried out further research on this matter we understand that21 months after
the Kintyre crash a US ARMY Chinook MH-47E crashed.The original post crash
enquiry arrived at the same conclusion asthe Kintyre accident report and cited pilot
error. However, we understandthat this conclusion has been overturned and it is now
clear the UScrash was caused by moisture leaking into the helicopter cockpit
and'knocking out' the aircraft's instrument and flight control systems.Relatives of the
five aircrew lost in the US crash have had compensationsettled on this basis.
The MH-47E is virtually identical to the CH-47D. I understand that the US machines
were re-manufactured on the same production line as the RAF Chinook. It seems
highly likely that any deficiencies in cockpit seals due to the manufacturing process
although not universal could be a problem which one could "read across". I
understand that therehas been great agitation about possible failures of computer
systemson the Kintyre Chinook but find this hard square with apparent safe operations
by other Chinooks in the RAF fleet.
Can I ask if you are aware of the MH-47E crash and have any investigationsviz a viz
possible linkage to the Kintyre tragedy?
Yours sincerely
J B Moffatt 24/4/00

Newslist Messages for May 2000
AER LINGUS CRASH - MILITARY INVOLVEMENT MOST CREDIBLE
OPTION
Lost Log books - Mystery Flight - Destroyed Records
British TV pulled quite a stunt this weekend broadcasting a pre-emptivestrike before
expected publication of the review of evidence intothe 1968 Aer Lingus crash. The
Captain of HMS Penelope, a LeanderClass Frigate, first on the scene of the crash in
March 1968 and longsuspected of responsibility, came barnstorming in over Tuskar in
hislight aircraft to categorically refute any involvement.
There is no doubt that Penelope was a mystery ship. Even the goodCaptain had to
elude to its "trials" role. In later incarnations itdid carry out missile trials. However,
most serious analysts of thecrash rule out Penelope's involvement due to the obvious
lack of missile-firinggear apparent on footage of the ship at the time.
The real mystery of EI-712 is not the role of Penelope but the manyunanswered
questions that surround British military involvement.
Mysteries abound. Why, on the Monday (25/3/68) after the crash whenAberporth
range was closed, with its support vessels assisting withthe search for debris and
bodies did its communications flight paya fleeting visit to Belfast. (Avro Anson 352
Llanbedr to Belfast 11:30- return - Belfast - Llanbedr 15:40). Urgent discussions over
missileproblems perhaps?
The MOD have lost the log books of many of the warships at the siteimmediately
after the crash.
There were admitted problems with missile firing from the Aberporthcomplex which,
despite claims it was closed on the day, make it stillthe most likely culprit. Indeed, no
one has explained why in the yearsafter the crash the Aberporth range danger area
was dramatically extended?
The current review is likely to be compromised by the inexplicabledestruction of
records e.g. the British Air Accidents InvestigationBranch file relating to the accident
trashed for no reason by theUK department of Transport in September 1994.
Turning the attention off the UK military onto either the Irish governmentor Aer
Lingus may have journalistic attraction but seriously Aberporthand the British guided
missile testing programme is the only credibleoption to explain this tragedy.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General Celtic League
1/5/00

Bernard Moffatt
======================================
MICRO COMMUNICATIONS WARNING OMISSION
As caution is expressed over civil micro-wave communications. Whydo the MOD still
hide their operations from safety scrutiny?
A report to be published later this week will give warning aboutthehealth risks of
mobile phones, urge a tightening of regulationsandalso suggest further research.
The report by the Independent Expert Group on Mobile Phones willbeunlikely to
quieten public concerns and in any case there is a significantomission in its research
and remit.
When we were contacted by the Group in October of last year and askedto submit
evidence we spotlighted the omission of military communicationsfrom the
committees agenda. Communications of this type are proliferatingaround military
installations many of which are in the Celtic areas.We highlighted a particular
concern about the large number of basesand observation towers in border areas of N.
Ireland all of whichsprout a preponderance of micro wave emitting dishes and
aerials.We pointed out that there is a very real fear in these areas of the"perceived
dangers caused by the emission of non-ionising radiationfrom military
communications and surveillance equipment". We continuedby pointing out that "The
National Radiological Protection Board shouldalso be asked to provide assessment
and guidance about the implicationsof military communications systems which mirror
or parallel thosein the civil sector throughout the United Kingdom". At the time
wewere awaiting a response to requests to the MOD for such an assessment.The
MOD subsequently rejected any possibility of the NRPB carryingout such a survey
arrogantly asserting that they carried out a policyof "self-assessment".
It really begs the question. what credibility can a report by a Committeeestablished
via the NRPB have when the British governments own DefenceMinistry have
excluded NRPB from surveying its sites. What are theyconcealing?
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General Celtic League
1/5/00
=======================
NOT SO MUCH MAN MADE RADIATION ABOUT - SAYS WHO?
How much credibility can we give last weeks report from the NRPBwhichindicated
that UK civil nuclear discharges in the mid 1990s haddecreased.
Throughout the decade contradictory information from a variety ofsources indicates

that radioactive pollution is still a variableandworrying factor.
Throughout the decade agencies in Ireland and the Isle of Manplotteda rise in
technetium-99 pollution in shellfish which appeared to peaktwo years ago with a
decrease thereafter (attached). The agencieswere anxious to stress that the levels were
not at a level to causealarm but nonetheless they show that any generalised statistics
producedby UK government agencies which indicate improvements need to be
analysedcarefully. Also three years ago research by in the UK produced theworrying
statistic that the closer children were to Sellafield thehigher the concentration of
plutonium found in there teeth. For thepast two years a parallel and fierce debate has
raged between differinggroups of scientists about the incidence of leukaemia caused
in childrenwho live close to nuclear plants. All this evidence directly contradictsthe
rather rosy picture painted by the NRPB and for the most partis for the same period
which their report covers.
The one certain statistic is not that reduced discharges from Sellafieldmight create
improvements but the clear knowledge that the discontinuationof reprocessing
altogether would!
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General Celtic League
1/5/00
=============================
IRISH LEAD IN FIGHT AGAINST SELLAFIELD
The Celtic League welcome the assurances, contained in correspondencefrom the
Irish government, to continue International pressure on theBritish to end their
reprocessing operations which continue to pollutethe Irish sea. The Irish government,
and in particular EnterpriseMinister Joe Jacob, have moved swiftly to capitalise on the
safetyconcerns of potential Sellafield customers. The Japanese, Germansand others
are now experiencing themselves at first hand concernsthat peoples around the Irish
sea have had to live with for decades
Throughout those years agencies in Ireland and the Isle of Man plotteda rise
radioactive pollution and although some pollution has in recentyears started to decline
new dangers such as the detection in thepast decade of higher levels of technetium-99
pollution in shellfishneed to be carefully monitored. Three years ago research in the
UKproduced the worrying statistic that the closer children lived toSellafield the
higher the concentration of plutonium found in thereteeth and for the past two years a
parallel and fierce debate hasraged about the incidence of leukaemia caused in
children who livein coastal areas near to nuclear plants. Much of the evidence is
stillinconclusive but whilst that is the case we must err on the side ofsafety and these
new initiatives by the Irish to deal with the Sellafieldissue truly are a "watershed".
Minister Jacob's letter to the League Secretary General say's that"the Irish government
is not prepare to accept any further reassurancesabout the safety of Sellafield". This

sums up accurately the attitudeof all concerned people around the Irish sea who have
had to livewith this nightmare for so long.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General Celtic League
5/5/00
========================
NUCLEAR PLANTS POSE CIVIL DEFENCE NIGHTMARE
The cause of the shutdown of the Wylfa nuclear plant over three weeksago is still a
mystery according to correspondence sent to the CelticLeague by the British DETR.
The Environment Department claim there is no link between this incidentand an
earlier shutdown in January of this year and say the plantsoperations will remain in
limbo until safety regulators are convincedit is secure.
However, the Celtic League question the wisdom of the continued operationof these
outdated facilities particularly in circumstances such asthis, where "mystery"
problems occur. Wylfa is one of a number ofsuch plants in the UK many of which are
sited around the Irish sea.
A major malfunction of these ageing reactors would pose a civil defencenightmare for
communities living in this area and the Celtic Leaguesupport calls by the Irish
government for the shutdown of these plants.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
12/5/00
=============================
COMMITTEE MISLED ON MILITARY MICROWAVE SAFETY
It is extremely disturbing that an independent committee,establishedby the British
government to examine the health implications ofmobilephones and transmitters, has
been denied access to vital researchabout military communications. The research,
carried out by theLatvianAcademy of Science, found that a military transmitter at
SkrundainLatvia posed health implications for local schoolchildren
Over the past two years the Celtic League has repeatedly tried tohave military
communications facilities brought under scrutiny. Weparticularly highlighted the
operation of such facilities in borderareas and at bases in N. Ireland. When we were

invited to submit evidenceto the Independent Expert Group on Mobile Phones
(IEGMP) we emphasizedthe issue and asked that the Committee should include in its
reportmilitary sites and make a recommendation that:
"The National Radiological Protection Board should also be asked toprovide
assessment and guidance about the implications of militarycommunications systems
which mirror or parallel those in the civilsector throughout the United Kingdom".
It is clear however that the NRPB was at best negligent and at worstdeliberately
obstructive in refusing to supply to the IEGMP a copyof the Latvian report.
It is also clear that there is a need for all military communicationsfacilities including
the network in the Louth/S. Armagh area to comeunder proper health and safety
scrutiny.
In October 1999 Roger T. Moore the Deputy Chief Environment and SafetyOfficer
told us that the MOD believed "there is no requirement foran independent verification
of the health implications of our equipment".This is an oft repeated assertion by the
British MOD and it was onthe basis of such an assertion that an Irish TD, Dermot
Ahern, wasassured in the Dail in March 1995 "that the (radiation emitting)
equipmentused by the (British) Army in South Armagh is not harmful to
health".However, when we queried the basis for this assurance from Chief
Environmentand Safety Officer (MOD) Dr. J. Connor in June 1999 he said "I
havebeen unable to trace the source of the advice that formed the basisof the
statement that you quote from the Irish parliament".
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General Celtic League
14/5/00
===============================
US COURT CASE PUTS CHINOOK SAFETY UNDER SPOTLIGHT
The British Ministry of Defence may have acted in haste in dismissingcalls for a new
enquiry into the Chinook Kintyre crash. A court case,unfolding in the United States,
seems set to focus attention on thereliability of critical parts used in the transmission
gears of Chinookhelicopters. The case is set for trial following a ruling in the
CincinnatiFederal Court just over a month ago.
It will be alleged that for more than seven years, Boeing Co. knewone of its
subcontractors was supplying the Army with faulty gearsfor remanufactured Chinook
CH-47D helicopters. A type similar to theRAF model. It will also be alleged that this
led to a number of crashes.
Earlier this year (February 2000) the US army temporarily groundedChinooks. A US
Army inspection order required removal of faulty transmissiongears from the Chinook
twin rotor helicopters. The move was interpretedas likely to be helpful to the case

against Boeing brought by BrettRoby, a former quality inspector for Boeing supplier
Speco, a componentssupplier that has since gone into liquidation. The move came
onlysix months after a similar scare, in August last year, which groundedChinooks
world wide including the RAF fleet.
Roby's case, first filed against Boeing in 1995 was joined in 1997by the United States
Justice Department. At the time U.S. AttorneyDale Ann Goldberg of Columbus Ohio,
who filed the action, said:
"To protect the lives and safety of our soldiers, we must be particularlyvigilant in
ensuring that the critical parts used in military aircraftmeet the required
specifications."
Such sentiments would not seem to be shared by the British MOD whohave done all
in their power to deflect claims that RAF Chinooks fellshort of required operational
safety specifications.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
16/5/00

Secretary of State for DefenceSecretariat (Air Staff) 1aMinistry of DefenceMain
BuildingWhitehall, London SW1A 2HB
Dear Sir,
Further to my earlier letter concerning possible problems during there-manufacture of
RAF Chinook helicopters are you aware of an actionwhich was cleared to go to trial
in the US recently?
The case is being brought by Brett Roby a further employee with theBoeing supplier
Speco, a firm now in liquidation. Initiated in 1995it was joined in 1997 by the US
governments Department of Justice.
The case alleges that for more than seven years, Boeing Co. knew oneof its
subcontractors was supplying the Army with faulty gears forre-manufactured Chinook
CH-47D helicopters. A type similar to theRAF model. It will also be alleged that this
led to a number of crashes.
Can I also ask if RAF Chinook's were subject to the same examinationand inspection
initiated by the US Army earlier this year (February).?
Yours sincerely
J B Moffatt
16/5/00

================================
DRUGS SOLDIERS GET MARCHING ORDERS AS McBRIDE KILLERS MARK
TIME
This weeks announcement that a large number of soldiers were beingdischarged from
the Army for drug-taking highlights the dubious standardsadopted by the British
Army towards the murder, by its troops, ofPeter McBride in Belfast in 1992. In the
case of Mr. McBride a wellorganised though morally misguided campaign has so far
enabled thoseresponsible to remain in the British Army.
Seven Welsh soldiers, members of the Queens Dragoon Guards (also knownas the
Welsh Cavalry), were given their "marching orders" last weekafter being disciplined
for taking drugs whilst on leave. Anothereight soldiers from a Scottish Regiment are
also likely to be thrownout of the Army.
The situation is a stark contrast to that of the two Scots Guardsmen,Fisher and Wright,
who shot McBride twice in the back. In their case,although having served a prison
term, the two were allowed to continueto serve. The issue is currently under further
review after a judgementin the Belfast High Court that the decision to retain the
Guardsmenwas flawed.
The McBride family have campaigned ceaselessly to have the two killers,who were
branded as liars by their trial judge, kicked out of theArmy. No doubt they will share
the concern of the Celtic League thatthe British Army regard the issue of off-duty
drug taking as moreserious than murder!
We have written to the MOD asking them to explain the ambiguity (attached).
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
20/5/2000
B T Burton Head of Adjutant General SecretariatMinistry of DefenceBuilding
398Trenchard LinesUpavonPewseyWiltshire SN9 6BE BY FAX & POST
Dear Sir,
I understand that this week a large number of soldiers, members ofthe 1st Queen's
Dragoon Guards, have been discharged after being testedpositive for drugs. I
understand a similar large number of anotherregiment may also be discharged.
Whilst we welcome the fact that the British army adopts a tough (zerotolerance)policy on drugs, we are astounded at the continuing prevaricationon other
serious issues.
I refer specifically to the case of the murder of Peter McBride bytwo members of the

Scots Guards in 1992 and the fact that these twomen were retained in the service after
discharge from prison havingbeen convicted and sentenced for the murder. ( I am
aware that thisissue is under further review).
Off-duty drug taking is serious but pales into insignificance whencompared to cold
blooded murder.
Can you explain the apparent ambiguity in current MOD policy on these matters?
Yours sincerely,
Bernard MoffattSecretary General
20/5/2000
=========================================
CHEMICAL DEATH FACTORY LIES
The British MOD are now known to have lied about chemical weaponsdisposal at
their Nancekuke weapons plant. Can we accept that theywere truthful about the
chemical and explosives dumps which litterour coasts?
The British admission that they did indeed dispose of deadly chemicalweapons by
land burial at Nancekuke in Cornwall is an astonishingvolte-face on their previous
stance.
In 1991, in answer to questions from the Celtic League, the MOD (CBDE)said "No
chemical warfare or toxic material was ever disposed of byburial at Nancekuke". In
1995 the MOD (CBDE) reiterated this saying"no chemical warfare material was
disposed of by land burial".
It is now clear that large quantities of potentially deadly chemicalsused in the
manufacture of nerve gases and also explosive materialwas discarded. In some
instances tipped into old mine workings. Environmentalsurveys are now under-way to
determine the extent of any pollution.
However, the Nancekuke revelations have major implications for otherareas of the
British Isles.
When it became clear five years ago that large quantities of explosivesand chemical
weapons had been disposed off around the coasts of Britainand Ireland British
assurances about the location and quantities ofmaterial dumped were accepted. The
MOD revealed a staggering diversityof dump sites. Some such as those at Beauforts
Dyke (off BelfastLoch), Loch Linnhe (Scotland) and Milford Haven (Wales) are in
sightof land. Others such as those in the Atlantic off the north-east ofIreland are
further off shore but straddle important fishing grounds.
It is now clear that the British government and specifically the MODhave been
prepared to lie to conceal the true facts about their chemicalwarfare legacy. Is is safe

therefore to accept assurances about thenature and extent of the dumps and their
contents
J B Moffatt Secretary General
21/5/2000
==============================
CAMPAIGN TO SITE LANGUAGE BODY IN WEST BELFAST
The Belfast based Irish language newspaper Lá has initiated acampaignto ensure that
the Northern Ireland headquarters of the newcross-borderlanguage body, An Fhoras
Teanga , is based in West Belfast.
The Celtic League supports this campaign and all branches of theLeaguewill be asked
to communicate their support. A petition has beenlaunchedby the paper and this will
be presented to Irish Minister of StateEamon O Cuiv and his northern counterpart
Michael McGimpsey.
Individual League members are also being urged to express supportby contact Lá at
the address below:
301 Bóthar na Ghleanna, Béal Feirste, Fon: 01232 501111, Facs: 01232501112
An e-mail petition is also under-way and this can be supported bycontacting the email editor Eoghan O Neill on eoghan@nuacht.com
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
A translated text of the Lá editorial is set out below. The Irishlanguage version of the
front-page opinion can be read at: www.nuacht.com
"Next week, the cross-border language body, An Foras Teanga, willdiscuss proposals
before it about the location of its new NorthernIreland offices.
Let there be no beating about the bush: The Northern offices of theBody should go to
West Belfast, that vibrant district where Irishis widely spoken.
The Body is already planning to locate its offices in Belfast buta decision should be
taken to place the initiative at the heart ofthe area already known as the Irish language
capital of Ireland.
The Language Body should be active among that pioneering communitywhich has
ensured Irish lives.
In that way, the Foras would be at the heart of the language revivaland not looking
down at it.

The Foras has a role to play in the regeneration of the North. Indeed,that is the very
basis of the body.
If it operates as a part of the Irish language cluster in West Belfast,it will add to the
dynamism and energy of the language groups andIrish language community of the
area.
Imagine the power of an Irish language cluster which would boast theCross-Border
body as well as the head offices of Glor na nGael, CultœrlannMcAdam-O Fiaich,
Ionad Uibh Eachach and Gaelscoil na bhFál, the newTelecottage, An Telelann,
Meánscoil Feirste, the Irish language unitof the Queen's University at St Mary's
College and much, much more.
The location of the Foras in this area would send out the signal tothe Irish school
parents and to Irish activists that the Body supportsthe work they are doing and is
proud of their efforts.
The Foras will also be saying that West Belfast is a great area wherethe community
has kept the language alive despite years of discriminationand neglect. That is a
crucial message when so many of the suits atStormont cling to the old agenda.
The rivers and loughs' commmission will go to Derry, the cross-bordertourism body
to Coleraine, the cross-border enterprise body to Newryand Armagh will host
meetings of the Inter-governmental body. It'sonly sensible then that the Language
Body should be based in the areawhere Irish is strongest.
There are reports that the Body may be located in South Belfast. Thatwould be a
shameful blow to the Irish-speaking community of West Belfast.
Though the South Belfast 'ghetto' is well known for the fortunes madethere during the
worst years of the Troubles, it will not go downin history as an area which cherished
the Irish language.
It must be admitted that 'nice' people live there, people who havelittle in common with
the 'natives' of Ballymurphy or Andersonstown.That's why the area received only
buttons from the old Stormont.
But times are changing. This is the time for the two putative ministersMichael
McGimpsey and Eamon O Cuiv to make a decision, which wouldgive recognition to
the long hard struggle of the Irish language community.They should insist that the
Northern offices of the Foras go to WestBelfast.
Let the future begin today"
============================
NEW CALL TO NAME "DIRTY CASH" BANKS
A man, ostensibly with an income of £60 per week social welfarebenefits,deposited

more than £600,000 sterling in a Vienna bank. Thetortuousprocess for the transfer of
the monies included accounts in theIsleof Man.
Kevin Meehan was found guilty, by the Irish Special CriminalCourt,of six charges of
money laundering connected with criminalactivity.Interestingly, Meehan is the father
of Brian Meehan who is servinga life sentence for the murder of campaigning Dublin
journalist VeronicaGuerin in 1996.
Veronica Guerin campaigned ceaselessly to expose the Dublin underworldand its
drugs Mafia and paid for it with her life.
At the time of her death the Celtic League wrote to the Irish (TheMinister for Justice
and the Garda Commissioner) and British (theHome Secretary) authorities urging
action to clamp down on the FinancialServices Centres such as those in Dublin, the
Isle of Man and theChannel Isles. We said they provided a conduit for vicious and
evilpeople to conceal and launder the income they generated from theircriminal
Empires. We also re-iterated our believe that the banks thathandled this business
should be named and shamed.
Although some banks in Ireland involved in shady transactions in recentyears have
been identified a cloak of secrecy still hangs over off-shoreoperations. Beneath that
"cloak" corrupt public servants such as formerDublin Council official George
Redmond (arrested as he arrived inDublin on a flight from the Isle of Man with
£300,00) were able tohide their spoils. But more insidiously criminal elements such
asthe Meehan family were and still are able to launder the profits fromtheir evil
empires.
How many more of these rotten accounts provide bolt holes for criminalswhilst Manx
Politicians and Bankers (and their counterparts in otherjurisdictions) look the other
way?
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
23/5/2000
===================================
CELTIC CULTURAL BODY MEETS
The International Celtic Congress has been staged at Bude inCornwall
About 70 delegates attended this year's congress. The CelticCongresspromotes the
ideals, cultures and language of the Celtic people.andincludes delegates from Ireland,
Scotland, the Isle of Man,Brittanyand Cornwall were. Unlike the Celtic League the
Congress eschews apolitical agenda.
During the week, two new honorary bards were welcomed to theGorsedd- Dr. Brian
Stowell, from the Isle of Man, and Dr. Erwen Price,fromWales.

The conference also considered and adopted three resolutions whichcalled on the
International Celtic Congress Committee to:
a) use more pressure on governments, councils etc. to make sure Cornishmatters are
taken more seriously;
b) investigate the possible appointment of a full-time paid secretaryfor the congress;
c) urge the Microsoft Corporation to produce software in Celtic languages.
Like the Celtic League the Congress holds rotational meetings, onan annual basis, in
each of the Celtic countries. Next year, in July,it will be the turn of Brittany to stage
the event.
Bernard Moffatt
================================
"NAME AND SHAME" POLICY ON MONEY LAUNDERING URGED
The Celtic League have written to the British and Irish governmenturging that action
is taken to "name and shame" banks involved inmoney laundering.
It follows the conviction of two Dublin underworld figures for moneylaundering.
Kevin Meehan (61), of Kimmage, Dublin, was convicted thisweek of handling bank
drafts totalling £92,351.17 sterling, £4,500in cash and a cheque for £4,000, knowing
that the money was the proceedsof criminal activity which took place in 1995 and
1996. His brother,Thomas Meehan, of Ballymount, Dublin, had pleaded guilty to a
numberof money-laundering offences He admitted handling sterling bank draftswith a
total value of £148,386.34 in 1996, knowing that the moneywas the proceeds of drugtrafficking or other criminal activity. Healso pleaded guilty to handling cash and bank
drafts also in 1996,worth a total of £145,167 in punts and sterling knowing that
themoney was the proceeds of criminal activity.
The court was also told that one of the men, Thomas Meehan, had openeda bank
account in the Isle of Man which was used as a "stepping stone"to accounts in Vienna
which were controlled by Brian Meehan, the murdererof Veronica Guerin.
The Celtic League has repeatedly called for more adequate scrutinyof accounts in the
off-shore financial services centres and has expresseda particular concern about the
use that criminal elements in Irelandincluding paramilitary's might make of accounts
in the Isle of Manand Channel Isles.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
26/5/2000

Text of letter to Irish Government below. Similar correspondence sentto the British
Home Secretary whose has a responsibility for the Isleof Man and Channel Isles
dependencies.
The Minister for Justice
Mr. John O'Donoghue
Department of Justice
72-76 St. Stephens Green
Dublin 2
Ireland
Dear Sir,
I refer you to the attached correspondence to your predecessor andto the British
government in 1996. In it we expressed a concern aboutthe use of financial services
centres by criminal elements to launderthe profits from drug-related crime. (You will
recall that we alsowrote to you on the 4/9/98 receiving a reply dated 12/10/98). We
alsoreferred to the decision to toughen up legislation in both jurisdictionsfollowing
the murder of campaigning journalist Veronica Guerin, whohad exposed the activities
of figures in the Dublin and Internationaldrugs underworld.
Recently the father and uncle of a man serving a life sentence forVeronica Guerin's
murder was convicted, by a Dublin Court, on moneylaundering charges. It is clear that
they used the off-shore dependenciesin an attempt to conceal and move illicit monies.
The court was alsotold that one of the men, Thomas Meehan, had opened a bank
accountin the Isle of Man which was used as a "stepping stone" to accountsin Vienna
which were controlled by Brian Meehan, the murderer of VeronicaGuerin.
What continues to disturb us is that Banks associated with this, andother money
laundering activity, are not named and thereby exposedto public scrutiny. Please note
the attached cutting which refersto our campaign for over a decade to have such a
"name and shame"policy adopted.
We urge that you take action to end any anonymity for those banksand institutions
associated with money-laundering. To that end, asa considerable amount of this
dishonest business is carried on viaBritish Crown dependencies, will you raise this
issue with the Britishgovernment?
Yours sincerely,
J B Moffatt
Secretary General, Celtic League
26/5/2000

====================================
DELAY OVER "AMBER ROSE" REPORT IS A SCANDAL
The Celtic League believe more money and resources should be madeavailable so that
sea tragedies can be analysed and acted on moreswiftly. Delays in learning why a
vessel founders can causefurtherloss of life.
The news that the report into the sinking of the Northern IrelandMotor Fishing Vessel
(MFV) Amber Rose is to be further delayedmustcause distress to the family of the
Skipper of the vessel, ThomasHughes who was drowned when the fishing boat sank
suddenly off thesouth east of the Isle of Man in October 1998. They, above all
others,desperately need to know the circumstances surrounding the loss andyet almost
two years will have elapsed before the final conclusionsare published. This is a
scandal!
It raises general concerns about the speed with which the Marine
AccidentInvestigation Branch (MAIB) is able to deal with these matters. InFebruary
of this year our statement that "MAIB enquiries seem undulyprotracted,
notwithstanding the complex nature of some of the investigations"prompted a quick
response from the MAIB head, Rear Admiral J. S. Lang.We were specifically citing
the example of the MFV Amber Rose anddespite Rr. Adm. Lang's rebuttal of our
concerns this latest unexplaineddelay does seem to bear out our concerns.
The MAIB took over the functions of the former investigative agency,the Marine
Directorate of the Department of Transport. The MarineDirectorate itself attracted
criticism because of the delays and bureaucracywhich surrounded its deliberations.
However, reports were producedwith conclusions, generally within a twelve month
period.
There is of course a critical reason why the analysis of these accidentsshould be
expedited. In many instances lessons are learned from theloss of a vessel which can
be utilised to improve safety and thereforepossibly save other fishermen's lives. The
British system of investigatingthese matters seems protracted and bureaucratic. If it is
a questionof money or resources these should be made available to the MAIB bythe
government. The bereaved families of mariners and the industryitself deserve better!
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
26/5/2000
=================================
NUKE COMMUNICATIONS BASE DAMAGED
Mystery surrounds damage caused at a top-secret nuclear communicationssite on the
Welsh/English border at Criggion.

An enquiry is under way after part of the aerial complex at the site,which is reputedly
used for communications with the British Tridentnuclear submarine force, came down
on land near Criggion Quarry. Thelocal media have reported that police sealed off all
the roads aroundthe area after the incident on Sunday May 14. However since then
policehave been tight lipped about the incident.
Criggion is a Very Low Frequency (VLF) transmitter and the facilitywas originally
set up during World War 2 to facilitate direct radiocommunications between the UK
and United States. British Telecom (BT),the site operators, describe the site as an
installation "which ispart of the BT. network which sends out information to a
dedicatedcustomer". No one is in any doubt that the "customer" is the MOD.
If it is the work of anti-nuclear saboteurs it will create a majorheadache for the MOD,
more used to dealing with more public protestsat major nuclear weapons sites such as
Faslane. Places like Criggion,and the other Trident communications bases, are sited in
areas muchmore difficult to regulate. They are vital to communications withthe
British ballistic missile submarine force.
The peace movement was boosted by last October's ruling, by a ScottishCourt, that
three women who did £80,000 of damage at the Trident nuclearbase at Faslane were
not guilty of any crime. The court accepted defencearguments that as the nuclear
weapons programme is illegal under InternationalLaw they had committed no crime.
Criggion VLF site, and the other radio communications sites whichcomplement it, are
used to sustain the British military's potentialfor response using weapons of mass
destruction. As such they are anaffront to the International community and direct
action against themis more than justified!

J B Moffatt
Secretary General
27/5/2000
==============================
Date: Mon May 29, 2000 1:02pm
Subject: CHINOOK OPERATED WITH DEFECTS
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
CHINOOK OPERATED FOR SIX MONTHS WITH KNOWN DEFECT
In February this year the Celtic League highlighted the fact thatthe MOD were
continuing to operate Lynx helicopters, despite a knowndefect. Last month, after a
number of incidents with the type operatingin Ulster, they were grounded for repair.

We can reveal that this is not the first time that the lives of aircrewand others in areas
over which the MOD carry out helicopter operationshave been put at risk. One of the
largest machines in the RAF inventory,and a familair sight to people in Ulster, is the
twin rotor Chinookhelicopters. Last year, in a little publicised move (in August),
allChinook's were grounded for urgent gear assembley maintenance. Theentire US
Army fleet were grounded at the same time. However, we candivulge that the defect
was identified at an RAF maintenance centre,over six months earlier, in February of
1999. Despite the discoverythe machines continued in operation.
It is not the first occasion that the Chinook has continued to operatewith known
defects. In December 1994, the Department of Defense inspectorgeneral issued a
"Notification of Defective Transmission Gears" concerningthe CH-47D. The
notification advised military and civilian authoritiesto take "any action deemed
appropriate."
Asked what action was taken in response to the notification, the USArmy said in a
written response to the US media, "The U.S. Army continuedto fly the CH-47s." The
notification, the Army said, was eventuallywithdrawn.
RAF Chinook operations remain mired in controversy with the relativesof those who
died in the Kintyre incident in 1994 unhappy with theofficial view that the crash was
due to pilot error.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
29/5/2000
Newslist Messages for June 2000
LONDON BOMB PRODUCT OF BRITISH PREVARICATION
There seems little doubt that the bomb attack in London, earlier today(1/6/00), is
connected to a Republican group committed to continuingthe 'armed struggle'.
There have, since the general IRA ceasefire, been a number of incidentsin Ireland but
to date attempts to export that violence to Britainhave been frustrated. This new
development, coupled with the factthat no warning was given, must be worrying to
the British anti-terroristauthorities whose previous success against the IRA was
generally basedon luck rather than judgement.
There will no doubt be the usual round of empty condemnations of theattack.
However, analysis of the situation since the IRA cease fireindicates that the British
government in particular, via its prevaricationand continued willingness to accede to
Unionist blackmail, has createda situation in which there is a drift back to 'armed
struggle' bythose who originally forswore it. Irish media reports for many monthshave
indicated this. Obviously, no one in Downing street was listening.
This continuing, though spluttering, campaign of armed action couldhave been

avoided had the British moved more swiftly on de-commissioningof its troops bases
in Ireland and also embraced without prevaricationthe 'Patten' proposals for reform of
the RUC. Instead we still havea substantial presence by the British Army in areas
which must bethe natural recruiting ground for those suspicious of British
intentions.Meanwhile, 'Patten' because of Mandelson's meddling has being
seriouslyundermined.
The bomb attack at Hammersmith Bridge, in which a small device attachedto a girder
on the south side of the bridge exploded just hours beforeone of Sinn Fein's senior
figures was due to arrive in London, isa warning that within the context of the peace
process meaningfulprogress on demilitarisation must take place.
There will be no Irish bombs in London when there are no British Troops in Ireland!
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
1/6/00
=============================
Date: Thu Jun 1, 2000 6:22am
Subject: DAFYDD WIGLEY
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
DAFYDD WIGLEY HAS MADE HIS MARK ON THE INTER-CELTIC SCENE
Dafydd Wigley, as well as being committed to Wales, has been a goodfriend of the
inter-Celtic movement. His help, particularly in campaignssuch as that aimed at
finding out the truth about the loss of theAer Lingus airliner near Aberporth range,
has been invaluable.
Dafydd Wigley, who has announced his decision to stand down as leaderof Plaid
Cymru, had succeeded in recent years in transforming thefortunes of that Party to the
extent that it has rattled the traditionalstranglehold that the labour Party had in parts of
Wales.
It is a measure of the man that his decision was greeted with concernwithin his own
Party. They will struggle to find someone immediatelyto replace his talents.
Paradoxically Labour, traditional politicalenemies of the Welsh nationalists, were
boosted by the news.
Wigley however knows that he will stand down at a time when the Partys'fortunes
were never better and the transition to a new leader canbe accommodated. It is also
unlikely that any new face at the topwill disregard the advice offered in the
transitional period by DafyddWigley.
Dafydd, as well as being committed to Wales has been a good friendof the inter-Celtic

movement. Over the years he has repeatedly actedon requests for support from the
Celtic League, particularly in respectof tabling questions in the House of Commons.
Issues he has assistedus with include questions over low flying and other military
relatedmatters and more recently he channelled queries from us about thefate of the
Chair of Celtic at Humboldt University. For over a decadehe has also assisted our
enquiries into the Aer Lingus airliner,lost in 1968 near the Aberporth range. Its fate is
still the subjectof speculation and suspicion. Indeed, it was Wigley's incisive
questioningof Junior Transport Minister Glenda Jackson that revealed that theDETR
had destroyed (in 1994) the Air Accident report prepared by Britainat a time when
questions were once again being raised about the issue.
Dafydd also led moves to build a bridge between the nationalist movementsin
Scotland and Wales at the time of devolution. A dynamic leaderof his party he has
also stamped his mark on the wider Celtic politicalscene.
A strong contender to succeed Dafydd as President of Plaid Cymru willbe Ieaun Wyn
Jones. Ieaun, member of parliament for Ynys Mon (Anglesey),is also no stranger to
the inter-Celtic scene. In February last yearhe addressed a meeting organised by the
Celtic League/Celtic StudentsAlliance at Trinity College Dublin on "The Challenge of
the Assemblyfor Wales". He described the establishment of the Welsh Assembly
ashaving given Wales "a new image" which had reinforced the sense ofidentity of the
Welsh people. He may now get the opportunity to leadthe Welsh towards greater
change aimed at equalising the devolvedpowers in Scotland and Wales.
Despite the barely concealed delight of the Welsh Labour Party overchanges to the
leadership of Plaid Cymru their euphoria is likelyto be short-lived. The very fact that
a change of leader in PlaidCymru means so much to their fortunes is a further
indicator of howfar the Labour Partys' fortunes have slumped.
Plaid Cymru is setting the agenda for Wales (as their counterpartsthe SNP are doing
in Scotland). That bandwagon will take some derailing.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
1/6/00
==============================
Date: Fri Jun 2, 2000 1:18am
Subject: PRISONERS RIGHTS TRAMPLED
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
RIGHTS TRAMPLED FOR POLITICAL OR PRACTICAL EXPEDIENCY
Five years ago, in the preface to our pamphlet "Human rights on theCeltic Fringe", we
argued that whilst individual and collective rightsin the Celtic countries are notionally

protected via Internationaltreaty the rights of individuals were still likely to be
trampledon for political or practical expediency.
The Isle of Man is about to embrace new Human Rights safeguards andyet this week
in the case of convicted prisoner Stephen Galloway theState showed itself willing to
trample on those rights. The Courtswhich should provide protection in such
circumstances endorsed thisaction.
Galloway's situation is straightforward. There is no need to citethis or that convention
of the European Convention of Human Rights.He is quite simply being discriminated
against. You do not have tobe a Lawyer or a learned Deemster (Manx High Court
Judge) to establish that. Galloway, unlessan appeal is successful will be transferred to
serve his time withthousands of prisoners who cannot be treated as he has been!
TheStatement of Purposes and Values that the Isle of Man Prison say theyadhere to
sets out their opposition to discrimination as a Principal.
The Manx government has a problem, in that the rotten and overcrowdedjail we have
has been condemned internationally, to ease this problemprisoners need to be
transferred. If necessary the transfer is byforced relocation and it is in this that the
discrimination is inherent.
Ironically, the Deemster who heard his case, is likely to be one ofthose whose
principlal role will be to interpret the new EuropeanHuman Rights law. If this is the
case then, despite some recent "training"in human rights law, he appears to have
failed the first test.
There will of course be little sympathy for Stepehen Galloway withinthe Isle of Man.
The attitude of many people towards convicted offendersis one of "lock them up and
throw away the key". However this is allthe more reason that the rights of those in
custody should be vigorouslydefended.
Earlier this week the Manx Home Affairs Minister, Alan Bell, set out publicly the
difficultiesthat would occur if the judgement went against the Department. Itbeggars
belief that the Ministers comments in a community as smallas this were not noted by
the Deemster. If this is the case then washis judgement influenced?
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
29/5/2000
=================================
Date: Sun Jun 11, 2000 9:42am
Subject: WYLFA NUCLEAR PLANT
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION

ALARMING FREQUENCY OF SHUTDOWNS AT WYLFA
HSE reveal thirty unplanned reactor shutdowns in ten years
Periodic shutdowns have plagued the Wylfa nuclear power station on Anglesey which
is currently closed down again following problems with both its Reactors.
Information, supplied by the British HSE to the Celtic League, indicatesthat the
station has suffered unplanned shutdowns on 30 occasionsover the past decade.
Reactor one has been closed down on 13 occasions and Reactor two on17 occasions.
This excludes planned maintenance shutdowns.
Recently the stations operators BNFL indicated their intention tocontinue operating
the station for another twenty years, with a projectedclosure date in 2021.
The Celtic League, along with other campaigning groups, believe thatthe UKs
Magnox stations including Wylfa should all be more speedilyclosed. Recently the
Irish government added its voice to the campaign.Enterprise Minister Joe Jacob
assured the Celtic League that "incidentssuch as those at Wylfa serve to reinforce my
concerns about the safetyof these Magnox reactors and my determination to have
them closeddown" A major malfunction at the plant would of course pose a
majorthreat and civil defence nightmare for the population of eastern Irelandand the
Irish sea area.
The frequency of the unplanned shutdowns revealed by the HSE is addedcause for
concern.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
11/6/00
==========================
Date: Sun Jun 11, 2000 0:12pm
Subject: DRUGS TROOPS GET MARCHING ORDERS
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
DRUGS TROOPS GET MARCHING ORDERS
In the past month the Army has kicked out twenty soldiers for drugtaking. We ask
how widespread is the problem and what are its implicationsfor operational
deployment such as in N. Ireland?

Last week another 13 British army soldiers were given their marchingorders for drugs
offences. Their dismissal, which can be the subjectof appeal, comes hard on the heels
of last months discharge of sevenmembers of a Welsh regiment. On that occasion we
contrasted the BritishArmys apparent "tough" policy on drugs with the inertia over
determiningthe future of the two Scots guardsmen who murdered Belfast man
PeterMcBride
The latest drug clear-out seems to indicate a serious level of drugaddiction within the
armed forces, which the military are seriousabout tackling. However, the situation is
not new. In 1994 a confidentialreport on drug taking at the RAF base at Odiham in the
mid-eightieswas exposed. Odiham was home to the RAF Chinook helicopter fleet
whichat the time detached units for service in N. Ireland and for generalduties around
the UK. The report revealed that 19 servicemen werefound to be in possession of
drugs following a "bust" at the base.
Following those revelations we wrote, in November 1994, to Army HQin N. Ireland
and asked did the "Joint Services Theatre Flight SafetyCommittee consider its
implications and introduce any general monitoringof AAC and RAF helicopter flight
crews and maintenance staff for possibledrug abuse". Headquarters Northern Ireland
were unable to commentat the time but the MOD, to whom the correspondence was
forwarded,dismissed the report as "nine years old" saying it had no relevanceto
current operations. Pointedly however, the MOD avoided our questionabout general
monitoring simply saying it was "constantly reviewingits programme on education".
Fifteen years after the Odiham scandal, which was paralleled at thetime by other
major drugs busts, it appears that the Services drugseducation programme is a failure.
It begs the question as to whatlevel of drug addiction permeates the Services presently
operationalin N. Ireland?
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
11/6/2000
================================
Date: Sun Jun 11, 2000 0:56pm
Subject: ERIKA OIL SPILL WILDLIFE APPEALCELTIC LEAGUE PRESS
INFORMATION
The following appeal is taken from the current issue of the Celtic League Journal
CARN
BRETAGNE VIVANTE ERIKA OIL SPILL WIDLIFE APPEAL
Following the Erika oil spill disaster Bretagne Vivante have set up anorganisation to
help save the birds and to protect the environment in theaffected area.

Many members of the group work hard to rescue the birds, take care of themand let
them go free.
The group is appealing for financial aid to help the birds to survive.Please send your
contributions to:
Bretagne Vivante - SEPNB,180 rue Anatole. France, BP 32, 29276, BREST Cedex,
Breizh/Brittany, France.
This appeal was published in the current isse of CARN the magazine of the Celtic
League. For subscription details for CARN contact the Editor:
Patricia Bridson,33 Céide na Grianóige,Ráth Cúil,Co. Átha Cliath,Éire
==============================
Date: Sun Jun 11, 2000 0:56pm
Subject: NEW MINORITY LANGUAGES WEBSITE
CELTIC LEAGUE PRESS INFORMATION
NEW LANGUAGES WEBSITE
In early February a new website, based in Brussels, giving information onthe lesserused languages in Europe opened. the address is:
http//www.eurolang.net
The service was established by the European Bureau of Lesser Used Languageswith
the support of the European Commission. It provides, in English, up todate news on a
range of issues affecting minority language speakers. Head ofthe service is John
Walsh, previously news editor with TG4 in Ireland. Theservice will be free for two
years
This article was published in the current isse of CARN the magazine of theCeltic
League. Unfortunmately the URL given was incorrect please note theamendmentFor
subscription details for CARN contact the Editor:
Patricia Bridson,33 Céide na Grianóige,Ráth Cúil,Co. Átha Cliath,Éire
============================
Date: Sun Jun 11, 2000 0:56pm
Subject: BBC FEAR DRAGON
CELTIC LEAGUE PRESS INFORMATION
BBC FEAR DRAGON

The BBC in London have asked BBC Wales to remove the dragon logo whichappears
at the start of BBC Wales's television news. London believes it isto nationalistic.
Reacting with surprise BBC Wales have said that they would give nocommitment to
remove logo, though such designs are periodically changed.
The request is part of a xenophobic response in England towards what areseen as
over-enthusiastic displays of Welsh or Scottish nationality. Suchreactions have
become more common since the granting of devolution to Cymruand Alba which
seems to have caused someting of an identity problem amongsome of the English.
This article was published in the current isse of CARN the magazine of theCeltic
League.For subscription details for CARN contact the Editor:
Patricia Bridson,33 Céide na Grianóige,Ráth Cúil,Co. Átha Cliath,Éire
=======================
Date: Mon Jun 19, 2000 0:38am
Subject: PRESS INFORMATION
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
NEW OPPOSITION TO SELLAFIELD POLLUTION
The Manx parliament (The Tynwald Court) will hear a resolution next week calling
for support and co-operation for calls by Ireland andDenmark to suspend or cease the
reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel.The initiative by a Manx back bench MHK (MP),
Brenda Cannell, willput pressure on the Isle of Man government to further develop an
independentline over opposition to the nuclear plant. Support for the move wouldalso
embarrass the British government which claims the constitutionalright to act for the
Island on International Treaties and Conventions.
Throughout recent years agencies in Ireland and the Isle of Man haveplotted levels of
radioactive pollution including new dangers suchas the detection in the past decade of
technetium-99 pollution inshellfish which are being carefully monitored.
Additionally, threeyears ago research in the UK produced the worrying statistic
thatthe closer children lived to Sellafield the higher the concentrationof plutonium
found in their teeth and a fierce debate has raged aboutthe incidence of leukaemia
caused in children who live in coastalareas near to nuclear plants. The uncertainties
make it vital thata broad coalition of groups keep up the pressure.
Environmental groups, such as the Celtic League, who have campaignedfor closure
believe that a clear vote of censure, at the Ospar meeting,of the British governments
re-processing operation could spell thedeath knell for Sellafield and de-rail attempts
to privatise the accidentprone plant.
Bernard Moffatt

Secretary General Celtic League
18/6/00
=================================
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
NEW ARMY DRUGS SCANDAL
'clear-out seems to indicate drug addiction within the armed forces,is approaching
crisis proportions'.
More British army soldiers are being given their marching orders lastweek for drugs
offences. Their dismissal, can be the subject of appealbut an Army spokesman has
said that only in "extremely exceptionalcircumstances" will they stay in uniform. The
latest revelation comeshard on the heels of recent discharge of members of Welsh and
Scottishregiment. On this occasion the culprits are members of the Kings
Regimentwhich recruits in the north west of England and the Isle of Man.
The further drugs clear-out seems to indicate drug addiction withinthe armed forces,
is approaching crisis proportions. However, we revealedlast week that the situation is
not new. In 1994 a leaked confidentialreport revealed drug taking at the RAF base at
Odiham in the mid-eighties.Odiham was home to the RAF Chinook helicopter fleet
which at the timedetached units for service in N. Ireland.
The latest clear-out also has a connection to Ulster. It is understoodsome of the men
involved were serving in Northern Ireland when thetest results came through and are
being sent home.
Five years ago the MOD assured the Celtic League it was "constantlyreviewing its
programme on (drugs abuse) education". Obviously theeducation programme is not
working with nearly 30 troops given theirmarching orders in the past four weeks!
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
18/6/2000
Date: Sun Jun 25, 2000 10:26pm
Subject: NEW MANX GOVERNOR SAUDI LINKS
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
NEW MANX LT. GOVERNOR - THE SAUDI CONNECTION
It was interesting to read that part of the background of the newIsle of Man Lt.

Governor included service in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (1994-98) supporting the
lucrative Defence contracts that theUnited Kingdom has struck in recent years. The
Saudi Government isnot exactly in the forefront of democracy, tolerance and human
rights.The extracts below are taken from the current US State Departmentassessment
of Human Rights in the Kingdom.
Air Vice Marshal Macfadyen clinched the Governorship of the Isle ofMan after being
short-listed with a former Manx High Court Judge (Deemster).One contender
therefore has spent the past few years working for theprinciples of law and justice,
whilst the other has spent the pastfew years working with people whose respect for
justice and humanrights is, on the basis of the US governments assessment,
somewhatquestionable.
As far as the Celtic League is concerned the position of Governoris an irrelevant
feudal anachronism. Ironically, AVM Macfadyens recentspell in Saudi Arabia was in
the service of one of the worlds mostdespotic feudal systems.
The Air Vice Marshal was appointed this week and will succeed thecurrent Lt.
Governor Sir Timothy Daunt KCMG in the Autumn.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
(attached)
1999 Country Reports on Human Rights Practices
Released by the Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor
U.S. Department of State, February 25, 2000
SAUDI ARABIA
"The Government commits and tolerates serious human rights abuses.Citizens have
neither the right nor the legal means to change theirgovernment. Security forces
continued to abuse detainees and prisoners,arbitrarily arrest and detain persons, and
facilitate incommunicadodetention; in addition there were allegations that security
forcescommitted torture".
"The Government prohibits or restricts freedom of speech, the press,assembly,
association, religion, and movement. Other continuing problemsincluded
discrimination and violence against women, discriminationagainst ethnic and
religious minorities, and strict limitations onworker rights".
====================================
Date: Mon Jun 26, 2000 2:01am
Subject: HUMBOLDT FUNDING BREAKTHROUGH

CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
BREAKTHOUGH IN CAMPAIGN TO SAVE CHAIR OF CELTIC STUDIES
The campaign to retain the Chair of Celtic Studies at the HumboldtUniversity Berlin
has received a tremendous boost with a commitmentby the Irish government of
substantial funds to support the project.
The Irish authorities have officially confirmed a commitment to provideIR£45,000
per year for a four year period. However, this is simplyan initial offer of support
under maximum permissible budgetary regulationsand the Irish authorities have
confirmed their understanding thatthe Humboldt project will be for a minimum of ten
years.
The grant is conditional on at least one other Celtic country matchingthe Irish offer
and formal approaches will be made, by the University,to other administrations. At
least one other Celtic country has indicatedthat it will consider seriously any formal
approach and there is thereforeoptimism that the Celtic Department will continue.
The Irish proposal which is in two components consists of IR£20,000per year (From
the Dept. of Foreign Affairs Cultural Relations Committee)tofund an Irish language
teacher plus IR£25,000 per year general fundingfrom the Department of Arts Heritage
and the Gaeltacht.
Ironically the lifeline to this unique centre of Celtology comes onthe centenary of
Celtic Studies at Humboldt.
The Celtic League have campaigned vigorously on this issue and willcontinue until
the Chair of Celtic is fully secured. At the inceptionof our campaign it was in most
quarters assumed that the closure decisionwas irreversible. The future is now much
brighter.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
26/6/00
======================================
Date: Mon Jun 26, 2000 2:05am
Subject: FORCED LANDING IN SOUTH ARMAGH
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
MORE PROBLEMS FOR OBSOLETE 'CHOPPERS'

Another forced landing by an Army Lynx helicopter highlights the continuingdanger
posed by machines which are obsolete and defective.The ratioof maintenance hours to
flying time for these 'geriatric' helicoptersmust be staggering!
In February the Celtic League wrote to the Defence Secretary askinghim to review
operations by an Army helicopter with an identifieddefect. The type involved the
Lynx helicopter has been involved intwo fatal crashes and inumerable forced landings
over the past twoyears and following an incident at Gornji Vakuf, Bosnia, in Dec.
1998a defective part in the tail rotor drive was identified. This wasto be replaced on a
phased basis over two years.
However, the League suggested in correspondence, in February, to DefenceSecretary
Geoff. Hoon two months ago that the decision carried potentialrisk. The MOD
initially evaded the issue but subsequently followinga further spate of incidents on
both British and Dutch military Lynxhelicopters a substantial number were grounded
for urgent repair
Now a further forced landing has occurred, in South Armagh, and quitefrankly it
seems inevitable that if operations by the type are notradically reviewed a serious
accidents is inevitable. Many servicepersonnel have been killed or seriously injured in
accidents involvingthe type and, as it clatters in and out of hamlets and farmsteadsin
the border area, it poses a substantial danger to the public.
Question-marks also surround the operation of other types used extensivelyin the
Province such as the Puma. This type also elderly is beingoperated well past its sellby date. Two months ago there was a seriouscrash in the UK near Catterick when one
of the machines lost powerand crashed injuring a dozen troops on board. Scores of
incidentsinvolving the RAF and Army helicopter fleet have been concealed overthe
years by a system which 'gerrymanders' the publication of information.The ratio of
maintenance hours to flying time for these geriatrichelicopters must be staggering
perhaps understandably the MOD havereleased no detail!
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General Celtic League 26/6/00
===============================
Date: Mon Jun 26, 2000 2:16am
Subject: MORE DRUGS TROOPS SACKED
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
NEW ARMY DRUGS SCANDALFurther regiments follow Welsh in clear-out that
seems to indicatedrug addiction within the armed forces, is approaching crisis
proportions.
More British army soldiers are being given their marching orders lastweek for drugs

offences. The current round of dismissals started withthe discharge of seven members
of a Welsh regiment. On that occasionwe contrasted the British Army's apparent
"tough" policy on drugswith the inertia over determining the future of the two Scots
guardsmenwho murdered Belfast man Peter McBrideTheir dismissal, can be the
subject of appeal but an Army spokesmanhas said that only in "extremely exceptional
circumstances" will theystay in uniform. The latest revelation comes hard on the heels
ofrecent discharge of members of both Welsh and Scottish regiment. Onthis occasion
the culprits are members of the Kings Regiment whichrecruits in the north west of
England and the Isle of Man.The further drugs clear-out seems to indicate drug
addiction withinthe armed forces, is approaching crisis proportions. However, we
revealedlast week that the situation is not new. In 1994 a leaked confidentialreport
revealed drug taking at the RAF base at Odiham in the mid-eighties.Odiham was
home to the RAF Chinook helicopter fleet which at the timedetached units for service
in N. Ireland.The latest clear-out also has a connection to Ulster. It is understoodsome
of the men involved were serving in Northern Ireland when thetest results came
through and are being sent home.Five years ago the MOD assured the Celtic League it
was "constantlyreviewing its programme on (drugs abuse) education". Obviously
theeducation programme is not working with nearly 30 troops given theirmarching
orders in the past four weeks!
J B MoffattSecretary General
19/6/2000

=======================================
KINYTRE CRASH 'CHOPPER' MAY EVADE SAFETY SPOTLIGHT IN PRETRIAL DEAL
A court case concerning the reliability of transmission gears fittedto the Chinook
military helicopter due to go to trial last week inthe United States has been deferred
pending moves to settle the caseout of court. The action would have focused attention
once again onthe safety of the type in which 29 people died at Kintyre in June1994.It
was to be alleged that for several years, Boeing Co. knew oneof its subcontractors was
supplying the Army with faulty gears forremanufactured Chinook CH-47D
helicopters. A type similar to the RAFmodel. It was to be alleged that this led to a
series of crashes.In February the US army temporarily grounded Chinooks pending
removalof faulty transmission gears from the twin rotor helicopters. Themove was
interpreted as likely to be helpful to the case against Boeingbrought by Brett Roby, a
former quality inspector for Boeing supplierSpeco, a company that has since gone
into liquidation. The move camesix months after a similar scare, in August 1999, that
grounded Chinooksworld wide including the RAF fleet. Two weeks ago we divulged
thatthe defect was identified at an RAF maintenance centre (In Scotland),over six
months earlier, in February 1999. Despite this the RAF machinescontinued in
operation.Roby's case, was filed in 1995 and joined in 1997 by the US
JusticeDepartment. At the time US Attorney Dale Ann Goldberg, of ColumbusOhio,
said:"To protect the lives and safety of our soldiers, we must be particularlyvigilant in
ensuring that the critical parts used in military aircraftmeet the required
specifications."A Boeing representative was quoted earlier this month as saying"The

schedule of pre-trial proceedings and the agreed scheduled trialhave been vacated due
to tentative agreements with respect to settlement".The Justice Department also
confirmed the settlement talks.Obviously, the RAF and MOD will be equally anxious
that any wellpublicised case over Chinook safety is avoided by a pre-trial dealso as
not to focus attention once again on the Kintyre cover-up.
==============================
Date: Mon Jun 26, 2000 2:58am
Subject: COMMUNITY OPPOSITION TO TRANSMITTER
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
"COMMUNITY" AND THE VIEWS OF THE COMMUNITY STILL MATTER IN
THE ISLEOF MAN
The Celtic League has re-iterated its support for the fight by Bride Commissioners to
block construction of a controversial radio stationon the northern plain (see attached).
It has also praised the tiny authorities workin recenty years in monitoring
development at the Ayres includingthe controversial landfill site.The League believe
that despite all the technical arguments and counterarguments the issue is
straightforward. Should the views of a smallcommunity be overridden by commercial
interests simply for gain? TheLeague say that "planning Inspectors from the UK
should by now beaware that "community" and the views of the community are
somethingthat still matter in the Isle of Man.". They cite the numerous battlesthat
local authorities throughout the Island have fought in recentyears to protect the
environment whilst central government lookedthe other way. They ask "why should a
community have planted withinit a commercial operation which is unsettling and
indeed alarmingto that community?"The League also emphasis that the planning
enquiry is only the firststep. If Central government via DOLGE try to impose
development, asa resulted of any flawed judgement by the enquiry, against the
wishesof the community the campaign will be directed at governments recordin
failing to protect the Island against despoliation in recent years.
J B MoffattSecretary General
22/6/00
Letter to Bride Commissioners:
Audrey Green
Clerk to Bride Parish Commissioners
Cronk Mayn Beg
RamseyIsle of Man
IM8 3TA
22/6/00
Dear Ms. Green,

Ref. Planning Enquiry Cross Field Radio Antennae to be sited on the Northern Plain.
Thank you for your letter of the 12th inst. referring to the Planning Application for a
radio station, to be sited at Bride, and the forthcoming Planning Inquiry.The Celtic
League will not be submitting a detailed formal objection directly to the enquiry but
would be grateful if the correspondence that you already have, dated 14/11/99
(attached), in which we outlined our reservations together with this letter could be
included withthe Commissioners bundle.Can I start by placing on record our
appreciation to Bride Commissionersfor the work that they have undertaken to date to
scrutinise any developmentat the Ayres. Specifically, their ongoing monitoring of the
landfilloperation which takes place there. Bride is one of the smaller localauthorities
and yet in recent years it has had to deal with more thanits fair share of problems in
the National Interest of the Isle ofMan. Its role in safeguarding this area, up to and
including its forthrightopposition to this latest assault on the Ayres, is often
overlookedby the Manx public generally.The area, from the Bride hills north and west
to the coast of the Ayres, is one of the most important natural areas of the Isle of
Man.This fact is recognised by the establishment of an area of Special Scientific
Interest (SSI) there. The Commissioners desire that thislatest development should not
go ahead is supported by a broad rangeof organisations and individuals throughout the
Island.The obverse of this is that the only strong voices raised in supportof the
development are the developers themselves. Obviously theirdriving force is not an
interest in the ecology and environment ofthat area but purely Commercial
factors.The Isle of Man, at the present time, enjoys unprecedented prosperityand as
such there is no National Commercial Interest which justifiesthe approval of this
application.I feel sure that during the course of the planning enquiry all mannerof
detailed technical arguments will be advanced which seek to supportor oppose this
application. However the single and most salient pointthat the planning enquiry
should consider is in our view straightforward.
The opposition of the local community, expressed via their electedrepresentatives i.e
Bride Commissioners and the areas MHK and whetherthose views are
counterbalanced by a National interest.
When the landfill operation was mooted there was a very definite Nationalinterest
argument, which although some of us did not endorse it wascogent.There is no such
argument in relation to the IBC plans to site a CrossField Radio Antennae on the
northern plain adjacent to an SSI. Theinstallation, despite all the bluff and bluster of
its proponents,is aesthetically unattractive. It is technologically unproven. Thesafety
factors relating to its operation are at the present time arenot verifiable.All these
factors in themselves mitigate against the project but wewould re-iterate that the issue
is much more simple.Why should a community have planted within it a commercial
operationwhich is unsettling and indeed alarming to that community?Planning
Inspectors from the UK should by now be aware that "community"and the views of
the community are something that still matter inthe Isle of Man.The people of your
Parish, via their Parish Board have expressed theiropposition and in our view that
opposition can only be countered bya National Interest argument which neither the
developer and the Isleof Man government can provide.We are somewhat sceptical of
the value of planning enquiries. In recentyears many communities in the Island have
had their views and feelingscast aside via such mechanisms. I will not list the local

authoritiesand community groups that have fought 'tooth and nail' in recent yearsto
resist the despoliation of the Isle of Man for commercial selfinterest.We trust that the
campaign of Bride Commissioners to protect the aestheticsand environment of the
northern plain against this and any other ill-considereddevelopment is
successful.Should this development receive the endorsement of a planning enquirythat
will not be the end of the battle. The Minister for Local Governmentmust, at the end
of the process justify his endorsement of any approval.What would be the justification
in this case? Despoliation of a uniquenatural area for gain and self interest.
Yours sincerely,
Bernard Moffatt
==============================
Date: Mon Jun 26, 2000 9:10pm
Subject: HARVESTER SALVAGE EXPOSES SAFETY FAILURES
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
SALVAGE EXPOSES FAILURE TO PROBE OTHER SINKINGS
The salvage of the Solway Harvester ensures the sea tragedy will geta scrutiny denied
to other sinkings.
The Irish Sea is littered with the wrecks of vessels which sank, overthe past twenty
years, often in extremely suspicious circumstances.Many theories and explanations
were advanced for the sinkings, submarines,fouled cables and overloaded nets were
just some of the causes suggested.Many a loss could have been resolved by the simple
expedient of liftingthe wreck.
Another Kirkcudbright vessel, the Mhari L (1985 - 5 Crew all lost), disappeared
suddenly in fine weather just south of the Solway Harvester site. Suspicious damage
to the wreck recorded on video-tape led tocalls for its salvage and examination, this
was unheeded by the Britishgovernment. In the same area no real search was ever
made for the MFV South Stack (1984 - 3 Crew all lost), a Welsh vessel from
Anglesey,that disappeared without trace. Further east a Belgian vessel, the Tijl
Uilenspiegal (1989 - 5 Crew all lost), sank without warning.The wreck site was
investigated but calls to raise the vessel wererejected. The French vessel the Cite
D'Aleth (1983 - 10 Crew alllost) a powerful 120' boat got out a brief 'Mayday', again
despitesuspicious video evidence and family pleas, no attempt was made torecover the
vessel.
This week a Belgian salvage vessel on charter to the Manx governmenthas recovered
the latest casualty. The families of those lost on theSolway Harvester and the
community of Whithorn have suffered a grievousloss, but they have been able to bury
their dead and in the next fewweeks they will get to know with what caused this loss.
It may notbe much, but it is a small comfort.

If a tiny country like the Isle of Man can do the right thing, whycould the
governments of Britain, Belgian and France not have shown the same compassion?
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
====================================
Date: Wed Jun 28, 2000 10:45am
Subject: RADIO STATION NAVIGATION FEARS
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
RADIO STATION NAVIGATION FEARS - ANOTHER HAZARD TO
FISHERMEN & MARINERS
The Celtic League has written to the Irish government concerning plansto construct a
powerful radio station on the north west coast of theIsle of Man.
The plan is opposed by local authorities and by environmental groups,such as the
League, for environmental and aesthetic reasons. The stationis to be sited adjacent to
a designated area of Special scientificInterest (SSI) and there are also fears about the
untried nature ofits technology.
However, the League point out, in correspondence to Minister of StateHugh Byrne at
the Department of the Marine, that there are also realfears that the stations frequency
and power will affect radio navigationsystems for fishermen and mariners.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General Celtic League
28/6/00
Hugh Byrne TD
Minister of State
Department of the Marine
Leeson Lane
Dublin 2
Ireland

Dear Mr. Byrne,
I write with reference to plans to construct and licence a radio transmittingstation on
the north west coast of the Isle of Man.
The station which uses a comparatively untried technology (the socalled crossed field
antennae system) is scheduled to broadcast onthe long wave frequency 279 kHz and
will have considerable outputas the signal is aimed to reach audiences throughout
Europe.
I should make it clear that the Celtic League opposes the developmenton
environmental and aesthetic grounds and supports the campaign ofthe Isle of Man
local authority in the area, Bride Commissioners inits opposition. However, my
reason for contacting you is to make yourDepartment aware that a concern has also
been raised viz a viz theimplications of this stations interference with radio
navigationalaids important to shipping.
Whilst the company involved in the project disputes this view youwill see from the
attached that The Northern Lighthouse Board hasindicated serious concern.
A planning enquiry is currently scheduled, on the Island, and yourDepartment might
like to consider any implications for the safetyof Mariners and make appropriate
reservations to the British and Manxgovernments.
Yours sincerely,
Bernard Moffatt
28/6/00
Newslist Messages for July 2000
FISHING JOURNAL ECHOES LEAGUE CONCERNS
The current issue (30/6/00) of the main fishing industry journal,Fishing News, has
echoed the views of the Celtic League that moreshould be done to investigate fishing
tragedies such as that whichovercame the Solway Harvester.
In an editorial, which is fulsome in its praise for the action ofthe Manx government
and authorities, the editor goes on to say that,whilst it is not always necessary or
desirable to salvage sunken vesselsin the case of inexplicable sinking the vessels
should be raised ifit is technically feasible.
The article also observes that the UK can learn a lot from the exampleof the Manx
government.
Earlier this week the Celtic League criticised the UK government,and others, citing a
number of examples of fishing boat sinkings inthe past two decades involving
significant loss of life. We identifiedtwo British, one Belgian and a French trawler
suggesting each sinkingshould have been more thoroughly probed by the relevant

National authorities.One was the the Mhari L, also from the Kirkcudbright area which
sankwith all hands in 1985 in the same area as the Solway Harvester.
The Fishing News editorial also is critical of the MAIB in relationto the current
fatality saying the speculative intervention by itshead Rear Admiral Lang last
weekend coinciding wioth the salvage servedlittle purpose. The Celtic League have
also been critical of the MAIBand its predecessor (the Marine Directorate of the
Department of Transport).In February of this year we attacked the record of both
bodies ininvestigating sea losses and re-iterate our concerns.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
1/7/00
============================
Date: Sun Jul 2, 2000 4:20am
Subject: McBRIDE KILLERS MOD PREVARICATE
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
McBRIDE KILLERS ARMY PREVARICATION CONTINUES
The Ministry of Defence are continuing to prevaricate over the caseof the two Scots
guardsmen, Fisher and Wright, who murdered Belfastman Peter McBride in 1992.
The Celtic League had written to the MOD questioning the contradictionbetween its
hard line over drugs offences and its 'soft' line on murder.
The move followed news, earlier this month, that almost thirty troopshad been
discharged from the Army following drugs offences. Some ofthose discharged were
serving in Ulster.
In a reply the MOD pompously assert that "the misuse of drugs is unacceptable"but
then goes on to reiterate the Army Boards contention that therewere "exceptional
reasons" which led to the decision to retain thetwo guardsmen. That decision is
currently being further reviewed butthe chances are, because of a powerful though
misguided lobby of supportfor the two killers, that they will continue to serve in the
Army.
The Celtic League is once again writing to the Irish government torequest that it raises
this issue at inter-governmental level withthe British.
Irish PM, Bertie Ahern, has 'sat on his thumbs' for long enough onthis issue.

Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
30/6/00
============================
Date: Sun Jul 9, 2000 9:19am
Subject: NATIONALISTS QUERY CRIME STATISTICS
MEC VANNIN - THE MANX NATIONALIST PARTY
LATEST CRIME STATISTICS
Is it just Police Incompetence?
Another depressing set of annual crime statistics? It really goesmuch deeper than that.
For the past twenty years there has been asteady increase in the amount of money and
resources poured into policeservices. The increased resources base has, unfortunately,
been parallelledby a similar increase in levels of crime.
One would think that such a situation would provoke a serious debatewithin society
about both law and order strategy and social policy.However, despairingly, this is not
the case.
After twenty years of a downward spiral the question has to be posedare our police
services competent? On present showing the answer hasgot to be no.
Politicians, always sensitive not to upset their voter base, seemshy about asking some
pointed questions about police resources andthe manner in which they are deployed.
Generally in a democratic society the counterbalance to inert politiciansis of course a
vibrant media. Look back to the editorials of twentyor thirty years ago in Manx
newspapers and you would see that at thattime the papers, when circumstances
demanded, set the agenda posingthe unpalatable questions the politicians chose to
dodge. Today themedia seem to be engaged in some kind of "love in" with "the
force"which has made them incapable of reasoned thought.
Last years crime statistics showed a similar increase to the latestfigures. Intriguingly
however it was not the figures but the way theywere delivered that indicated a deeper
malaise. The outgoing ChiefConstable, admitting the rise in his final report, delivered
a condemnationnot of criminals or standards in society but of his own force,
alleging"disloyalty" within the ranks.
More men, more money, new buildings, more vehicles and additionalresources had
therefore, during the previous Chief Constables periodof Office, produced increased
crime and a force that contained withinit "disloyal" elements.

The new Chief Constable came in on a roll and the changes flew quickand fast.
Restructuring and anti-crime initiatives rolled out on analmost weekly basis, including
the somewhat ironically named "OperationSafe". Twelve months later things are
looking anything but "safe"!
Mec Vannin
============================
Date: Sun Jul 9, 2000 9:19am
Subject: TUSKAR CRASH REPORT FLAWED
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
TUSKAR CRASH REPORT FLAWED
The new report into the Aer Lingus tragedy in 1968 seems to steeraway from the
often advanced theory that a missile caused the crash.However, the Celtic League,
after preliminary examination of its findings,have found a small but crucial
inaccuracy in its conclusions. We havewritten to the Minister for Public Enterprise
(attached).
In the section of the report headed Missiles under the sub headingRecent Drone
Finding the report examines the issue of a part froma US AQM-37A target drone.
These were manufactured in the United Kingdomby Shorts as the SD.2 Stiletto. The
report is dismissive of any relationshipbetween this drone, parts of which were
washed up near the crash site,and the crash, saying:
"Further research conducted by AAIU indicates that the UK did nothave the
capability to launch this type of drone before July 1968"
This is incorrect. In fact in 1967 an RAF Canberra P.R. 3 Bomber (SerialNumber
WE146) was modified by Shorts as a launch vehicle for the SD.2. It is disappointing
that the enquiry appears to have missed thispoint because a feature of modified
machines such as WE146 and anearlier modified Canberra bomber (XH132 modified to test fire RedTop missiles) was that they had distinctive day-glo markings
appliedto their wings and fin. In fact either of these aircraft would appearto be very
similar visually to that described by at least four separatewitnesses in the Fethard-onsea area.
Also, we have learned from research that missiles and drones wereused for tests
sourced from the British research base at BoscombeDown. We have still to establish
test schedules and dates for thisfacility but find it strange the enquiry does not seem to
have lookedat missile trials which could have originated from bases other thanthe
Aberporth complex.
The Celtic League accepts that other causes cannot be ruled out andindeed last year
we spelt this out quite clearly in a press release(see letter to the Minister attached).
We remain of this view. However,the new report does not make it any less likely that

mechanical failurerather than a missile caused the crash.
The Ministry of Defence are still 'in the frame' as far as we areconcerned!
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
6/7/00
The Minister for Public Enterprise
Mrs. Mary O'Rourke, TD.,
Department of Public Enterprise,
44 Kildare Street,
Dublin 2,
Ireland.
Dear Minister
Ref. Loss of Aer Lingus Airliner EI-712
You will be aware that the Celtic League had campaigned for some yearsto have the
enquiry into this tragedy revisited and we therefore readwith interest the conclusions
of the recent report.
Given continuing ambiguity I would place on record that we welcomeyour decision to
establish a further review.
In 1999, when you met with the British Ambassador to explore a jointapproach to
resolving the mystery, we issued a statement urging thatall options in relation to the
crash should be examined includingpossible structural and mechanical matters. I set
out two quotes fromour release below.
The rogue missile scenario is an attractive "conspiracy theory" andwhilst so many
questions remain unanswered cannot be ruled out. However,the Celtic League in the
past few months have been examining all aspectsof the disaster and we believe that
other factors should also be addressedby a full enquiry which the Irish government
should urgently convene.
Twenty years of examination, by the Celtic League, of the crash ofthe St. Phelim have
taught us to keep an open mind as to its cause.One factor is however self evident and
with each passing year becomesmore of an imperative. A full and detailed reexamination of thiscrash, and all the circumstances surrounding it, is urgently
warranted.

At that time the 'missile theory' was a widely asserted cause forthe crash and it
involved our organisation in considerable correspondencewith the British authorities.
The thrust of the current report however tends to dismiss the credibilityof possible
missile involvement on the basis of exhaustive examinationof existing information,
particularly that supplied by the Britishauthorities.
Disturbingly though some of that information is inaccurate and ittherefore must call
into question the thoroughness of the enquiryin reviewing this option.
In the section of the report headed Missiles under the sub headingRecent Drone
Finding the report examines the issue of a part froma US AQM-37A target drone.
These were manufactured in the United Kingdomby Shorts as the SD.2 Stiletto. The
report is dismissive of any relationshipbetween this drone and the crash saying:
"Further research conducted by AAIU indicates that the UK did nothave the
capability to launch this type of drone before July 1968"
This is incorrect. In fact in 1967 an RAF Canberra P.R. 3 Bomber (SerialNumber
WE146) was modified by Shorts as a launch vehicle for the SD.2. It is disappointing
that the enquiry appears to have missed thispoint because a feature of modified
machines such as WE146, and anearlier modified Canberra bomber (XH132 modified to test fire RedTop missiles), was that they had distinctive day-glo markings
appliedto their wings and fin. You will be aware that the original enquiryand the latest
review has not been able to resolve was the identification,by at least four witnesses, of
an aircraft over the Fethard-on-Seaarea, 28 miles from the crash site, which was
described as havinga "very red colour on the wings and fin". Witnesses also
describedthe loud noise it made.
Attempts over the years have been made to link these sightings tothe operation in the
area over two hours later of an Air Corps Dove,however the Dove, a piston engined
machine, would not have been movingwith the speed and noise of the aircraft
identified. There is alsothe very considerable time difference.
Another point the enquiry does not seem to have examined in relationto both these
air-launched drones and air-fired missiles is that thesewere not dependant on the
operation of the Aberporth Range complex(which the British have always insisted
was closed on the Sunday).We have established that some trials were sourced from
the BritishResearch establishment at Boscombe Down, Wiltshire. Can we ask ifthe
new enquiry looked at any records from that establishment?
Despite the direction in which part of the new enquiry wish to leadthose concerned
the options for the cause of the crash remain openand include possible military
involvement.
Yours sincerely,
J B Moffatt
Secretary General

Celtic League
6/7/00
===========================
Date: Sun Jul 9, 2000 9:20am
Subject: END OF EMPIRE
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
END OF EMPIRE?
Prince Charles may get a welcome on the Isle of Man today but thenew governor
appointed by his 'mum' is not wanted
The Manx Nationalist Party has issued a statement attacking the Islandscontinuing
link to the UK. The statement coincides with a visit tothe Island of Prince Charles to
preside over the open air sittingof the Manx parliament Tynwald held each July 5th.
"In the middle of a period designated as our 'National Week' a memberof the Royal
Family will arrive fleetingly and displace the Presidentof Tynwald from his role on
our 'National Day'. Whilst the conceptof a 'Day' to celebrate our distinct cultural
identity and uniquegovernmental system is one that all would share, the question
mustbe posed are we mature enough as a people to claim such a right?"
The Island and its residents cling to the United Kingdom as if tosome Imperial crutch
unable, unwilling or afraid to take their placein the world as a free and independent
nation. Until they can shakeoff that mind-set any celebration of a 'National Day',
whilst no doubtenjoyable, gives little credence to the spirit of the occasion."
Text of the (Mec Vannin) Nationalist Party statement.
The linkage to the UK is already under strain and their is a perceptionon the Island
that the United Kingdom is selling out the Island toprotect its own interest in
International forums
Additionally, British-Manx links are further stretched following theappointment of an
outsider as new Governor of the Island. Air MarshalIan Macfadyen was appointed to
replace the current incumbent Sir TimothyDaunt. Whilst former British Civil Servant
Sir Timothy Daunt has enjoyeda cordial relationship with the Manx people during his
term of Officethere was a growing conviction that he should be the last non
Manxmanto hold the post. The appointment of Macfadyen has upset a broad swatheof
public opinion.
J B Moffatt
Celtic League

=============================
Date: Sun Jul 9, 2000 9:25am
Subject: CHINOOK GEARBOX CRACKING UP
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
CHINOOK GEARBOX CRACKING UP!
The Ministry of Defence have confirmed, in correspondence to the CelticLeague,
transmission problems with RAF Chinook helicopters, and thedifficulties appear to be
ongoing. The type is already the centreof controversy over alleged systems failures
said to have caused theKintyre crash in 1994 when 25 top security personnel from
NorthernIreland and four aircrew died. However the MOD insist it was piloterror.
The Celtic League had written querying a court case concerning thereliability of
transmission gears fitted to the Chinook military helicopterdue to go to trial in June in
the United States which has been deferredpending moves to settle the case out. The
action would have focusedattention once again on the safety of the type.
Although the MOD will not comment on the court case the issue involvesallegations
that for several years, Boeing Co. knew one of its subcontractorswas supplying the
Army with faulty gears for re-manufactured ChinookCH-47D helicopters. A type
similar to the RAF model. It is allegedthat this led to a series of crashes.
The identification of the RAF Chinook problem did not lead to thewithdrawal from
service of the helicopter, rather a phased systemof overhaul was introduced. Although
the MOD do not confirm it intheir letter we understand that in the US identification of
the defectled to an order grounding all machines.
(The moves parallels difficulties with another helicopter type themedium lift Lynx
helicopter. In February of this year we assertedthat machines were being operated
with a known defect because of operationalrequirements subsequently, following a
series of incidents the machineswere grounded for repair).
Much attention to date has focused on the June 1994 crash of an RAFKintyre crash
and problems with on-board computer systems are alleged.However, it appears that a
more deep-seated and credible reason forexamination of the machines operational
record is its re-manufacturewith defective transmission parts now the subject of the
US courtwrangle.
The Chinook in addition to its operational role in N. Ireland andoverseas is used
extensively on exercises over the Celtic countries.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General 5/7/00

(Copies of MOD Correspondence can be faxed on request)
==============================
Date: Sat Jul 15, 2000 8:40am
Subject: PRISON TRANSFER - FACIST PRECEDENT
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
PRISONS TRANSFERS - OUR SHAME
The question of the forced transfer of prisoners is once again deferred.Theappeal by
an inmate of the Victoria Road Prison, in the Isle of ManHigh Court, against transfer
was yesterday adjourned until August.
Stephen Galloway opposes the decision to transfer him but the issuetranscends an
individual case and raises serious questions about theapplication of penal policy on
the Island at a time when the generalHuman rights position is more optimistic.
Counsel for Galloway had difficulty yesterday in arguing the caseon precedent
because there is no apparent precedent in modern times.However, if one looks back
sixty years there was precedent duringworld war two. The rights of those detained,
often with the spuriouslabel of criminal or undesirable, were ignored when they were
forciblytransferred from one territory to another. Indeed it was because ofthe trauma
of those years that from 1945 onwards a serious of Protocoland Conventions, at both
International and Regional level, were devised.
The European Convention of Human Rights was designed to protect
individuals.However, pending its incorporation into Manx Law (fifty years afterit was
enacted) it does not help in the Galloway case. The UniversalDeclaration of Human
Rights, again designed to ensure respect forand the protection of the individual, is
even more remote to the Gallowaycase.
Interestingly, European Law proscribes, via the Fourth Protocol ofthe European
Convention, forcible transfer from one territory to another.However, the limitations of
the Convention are defined above and inany case an 'enlightened' UK government has
not ratified the protocoland therefore its provisions by implication to not extend to the
Isleof Man.
Despite the legalistic banalities played out in the Appeal Court yesterdaythe matter is
straightforward. The forcible transfer of prisonersbetween their own territory and
another is shameful. The fact thatthe only precedent in modern times occurred during
the dark days offascism half a century ago seems to reinforce that point.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
15/7/00

=============================
Date: Sat Jul 15, 2000 8:40am
Subject: SNP GAELIC MOVE
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
The Celtic League endorses SNP moves to secure the status of the Gaeliclanguage
(see below).
RUSSELL TO PROPOSE SECURE STATUS BILL FOR GAELIC
SNP Shadow Minister for Gaelic Mr Michael Russell MSP has today
[Saturday]announced he will be tabling a Member's Bill in the Scottish Parliamentto
give secure status to Gaelic.
Mr Russell commented:
"Centuries of being ignored by the state, particularly in education,have left the Gaelic
language in urgent need of official help andofficial recognition.
"Recent answers which I have received to parliamentary questionsstate that the
Lab/Lib government have no intention of bringing forwardany legislation on secure
status in the next twelve months. I nowhope that the Government will honour its
manifesto pledges on Gaelic,either by getting behind my Bill, or by giving a firm date
when theywill bring their own Bill forward.
"Over the summer, I will be liasing with the Gaelic organisationsto draft the text of
the Bill. Meanwhile, I have officially lodgedmy intention to introduce a Bill along the
following lines:
Michael Russell: Proposed Gaelic Language Bill
Proposal for a Bill to establish the principle of equal validity forGaelic and English in
Scotland, to create certain rights and dutiesin law with regard to the use of Gaelic
including a right to Gaelic-mediumeducation, a duty on certain specified public
bodies to prepare andimplement Gaelic policies, a right to use Gaelic in courts and
tribunalsand before other judicial and quasi-judicial bodies and the rightto use Gaelic
names and descriptions, and to create certain bodiesto assist in monitoring and
enforcing these rights and duties andto ensure the monitoring and enforcement of
these rights and duties.
Mìcheal Russell: Tairgse airson Bile na Cànain Gàidhlig
Tairgse airson Bile a stèidhicheadh am prionnsabal gu bheil a' Ghàidhligagus a'
Bheurla co-ionnan ann an èifeachd an Albainn, a chruthaicheadhcòirichean agus
dleasnasan sònraichte ann an lagh a thaobh cleachdadhna Gàidhlig, 'nam measg còir
do dh' fhoghlam troimh mheadhan na Gàidhlig,dleasnas air buidhnean poblach

comharraichte polasaidhean Gàidhligullachadh agus thoirt gu buil, còir Gàidhlig a
chleachdadh ann ancùirtean-lagha agus mòdan-ceartais agus air beulaibh bhuidhnean
eileaig a bheil cumhachdan breithneachaidh agus còir ainmean agus
tuairisgeulanGàidhlig a chleachdadh, agus a dhèanadh cinnteach gum bidh na
còiricheanagus na dleasnasan seo air an sgrùdadh agus air an toirt gu buil.
Mr Russell concluded:
"The Bill will take as its starting point the initial recommendationson secure status
made by Comunn na Gàidhlig. It will also follow theprecedent set in by the late SNP
MP Donnie Stewart, who tabled a far-sightedBill the House of Commons in 1981,
seeking to give greater statusto the language. The Scottish Parliament now has a
chance to achievein the next 12 months what Westminster has failed to do in the
lasttwenty years."
Contact:
Michael Russell
Dr Alasdair Allan, Parliamentary Assistant (Tel) 0131 348 5679
==============================
Date: Fri Jul 21, 2000 11:13am
Subject: AMBER ROSE REPORT SOON
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
AMBER ROSE REPORT SOON
The long awaited report into the sinking of the Northern Ireland motorfishing vessel
(MFV) Amber Rose off the south east of the Isle ofMan (15/10/98) should soon be
released. In correspondence to the CelticLeague the Chief Inspector of accidents at
the MAIB Rr. Admiral Langsays that the report should be published before the end of
July.
The loss of the Amber Rose became controversial when the British PM,Tony Blair,
and his deputy John Prescott turned a deaf ear to callsfor the recovery of the body of
the Skipper of the vessel, ThomasHughes, which was trapped in the wreck The other
crew members wererescued.
Eventually civilian divers recovered the body at great risk. The Labourgovernments
mean-spirited response at the time led to calls for afund to be established for recovery
purposes. (It was also put intosharp contrast this year when, following the Solway
Harvester tragedy,the Manx government moved speedily to pledge money and
resources torecover crew members bodies and also lift the vessel for examination).
Rr. Admiral Lang has also commented in detail on his argument that'black box' safety
devices similar to those in aircraft should befitted in ships including MFVs. When this

was reported the CelticLeague were sceptical as to its practicality given costs and
otherfactors. However, the Chief Inspector of Accidents advances a cogentand
practical argument for the plans implementation.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
20/7/00
===============================
Date: Fri Jul 21, 2000 11:22am
Subject: BASQUE PEACE CALL
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
CALL FOR BASQUE PEACE INITATIVE
The Annual meeting of the Celtic League being held this weekend inthe Isle of Man
will consider a resolution calling for a UN and EUjoint initiative to bring peace to the
Basque country.
The resolution (see below) recognises that the only lasting solutionmust include self
determination for the Basque people in both thenorthern (French) and Southern
(Spanish) Basque country.
Violernce has returned to the Basque country because of the failureof the spanish
authorities to develop a peace strategy similar tothat adopted for Northern Ireland.
(Text of draft resolution)
This AGM:
Being concerned about the ongoing violent struggle between the Spanishgovernment
and the Basque independence movement ETA
a) Urges the United Nations and European Union to take the initiativesto end the
current conflict within the Basque country
b) Believes that resolution of the conflict must inevitably hingeon self determination
for the Basque people.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
20/7/00

==============================
Date: Fri Jul 21, 2000 11:32am
Subject: NUCLEAR WASTE PLAN ATTACKED
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
FRENCH NUCLEAR WASTE PLANS UNDER ATTACK
Sellafield and the British nuclear industry are often a target forthe campaigns of the
Celtic League however this weekend (22/23 July)at the Celtic League Annual meeting
it is the French government thatcomes under attack.
A wide range of resolutions will be moved by delegates from Brittanyincluding one
attacking plans for a nuclear waste store in the country.
(Text of draft resolution)
This AGM:
Views with concern the decision of the French government to authorisethe
establishment of a so called 'research laboratory' in Brittanyto examine the feasibility
of using site(s) in Brittany for the disposal(burying) of waste.
Bearing in mind the well known opposition of the Breton people tothe French nuclear
industry we support the campaign of oppositionto the setting up of long term nuclear
storage facilities becauseof the risks posed both now and to future generations of
Bretons.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
21/7/00
=====================================
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
In addition to a wide range of resolutions dealing with the problemsof the Celtic
countries the Celtic League Annual meeting, held thisweekend in the Isle of Man, will
take time to consider messages ofsolidarity and support for other peoples.
A resolution for consideration (see below) attacks British and Americantreatment of
the people of Diego Garcia expelled from their homelandto make way for a military
base thirty years ago.
The Islanders are currently fighting for the right to return to theirhomeland

(text of draft resolution)
This AGM
Condemns the forced removal, between 1966 and 1969 of the populationof the Island
of Diego Garcia from their home by the British and Americangovernments as one of
the most shameful examples of colonial exploitation.
Supports the campaign of the Islanders to both return to their Islandhome and receive
compensation from the British government for theirforced removal and exploitation.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
21/7/00
=============================
Date: Fri Jul 21, 2000 11:45am
Subject: CORNISH RIGHTS CALL
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
CORNWALL HAS DEVOLUTION RIGHT
Equal status for the Cornish people in respect of current devolutionmoves will be
called for at this years Celtic League AGM. A draftresolution seeks endorsement for
the Cornish National Minority Report.
(Text of draft resolution)
This AGM:
Recalling the decision of the 1999 in respect of the failure to recognizethe status of
Breizh and Kernow under the provisions of the EuropeanCharter for Regional and
Minority languages.
Endorses the conclusions of the "THE CORNISH NATIONAL MINORITY
REPORT"and expresses its support for the campaign to have the United
Kingdomgovernment recognise that the Cornish are a national minority forthe
purposes of the Framework Convention for the Protection of NationalMinorities
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
21/7/00

===============================
Date: Fri Jul 21, 2000 11:53am
Subject: IRISH RESOLUTIONS TO AGM
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
POLITICS CULTURE & SPORT
A range of Irish branch resolutions to the Celtic League Annual meetingheld this
weekend (22/23) address political, cultural and sportingmatters.
(text of draft resolutions below)
1) This AGM
calls on the Irish Government to give TG4 a sound and secure basisin the
Broadcasting Bill with adequate statutory and financial provisionfor broadcasting in
the Irish language with the capacity to expandthis.
2) This AGM
calls on the British and Irish governments to reconstitute the crossborder bodies and
other institutions contained in the Good FridayAgreement and to pursue its complete
implementation.
3) This AGM
condemns the unilateral abrogation of the Northern Assembly by theSecretary of
State, PM, and calls for measures [such as parallel legislationand joint guaranties] to
prevent such a one sided action in future.
4) This AGM
welcomes the continuing international meetings between hurling andshinty. We
encourage the GAA and An Camanachd Association to maintainand expand, where
possible, on the international fixtures and links.
5) This AGM
objects strongly to biased formulation of the question of nationalityproposed for 2001
Census in the Republic. (This motion has to confirmedby the proposer, there may be
no question framed like this)
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
21/7/00

=============================
Date: Sun Jul 23, 2000 7:53am
Subject: PEACE PROCESS A MODEL
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
PEACE PROCESS MODEL FOR CONFLICT RESOLUTION
The level of militarisation of areas in Northern Ireland such as SouthArmagh is a
continued concern and de-stabilising factor in the peaceprocess delegates at the AGM
of the Celtic League held in the Isleof Man this weekend were told.
The Leagues Secretary General, delivering his report to delegates,said the Northern
Peace process was a model for conflict resolutionbut only if its intent was honoured
on both sides. Continued militarisationwas unhelpful. The meeting went on to urge
that lessons learned inN. Ireland should be translated to the violent struggle in the
Basquecountry. A resolution adopted by the meeting called for United Nationsand EU
initiatives to end the conflict and ensure self determinationfor the Basque people
The meeting also considered a range of reports on other issues includingthe language
and culture of the Celtic countries and social and environmentalissues.
French plans to site a nuclear waste dump in Brittany were also condemnedin a
resolution moved by Breton delegates. The meeting pledged tocontinue campaigns
against both the British and French nuclear industrieswhich pose a threat to the Celtic
countries.
The Celtic League was founded almost forty years ago and brings togetheractivists
from political & cultural movements in the six Celtic counties.This years meeting
focused on communication and the enhanced opportunitiesoffered to the Celtic
movement by Internet related developments.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
22/7/00
Date: Sun Jul 23, 2000 7:54am
Subject: GLYNDWR LETTERS CALL
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
GLYNDWR LETTERS BELONG IN WALES
The French government should be encouraged to return the Pennal letters,written by

Owain Glyndwr to the French King Charles VI, to the peopleof Wales the AGM of
the Celtic League held this weekend in the Isleof Man was told. A resolution of
support for this principle was adopted.
The meeting also considered a range of reports on other issues includingthe language
and culture of the Celtic countries and social and environmentalissues.
The Leagues Secretary General delivering his report to the meetingalso highlighted
concerns raised in the past year about nuclear mattersincluding the accident prone
Wylfa power station. In another Welshrelated issue the Secretary General reported
that despite the recentreview of the crash of an Irish airliner near the Aberporth
rangethirty years ago the "jury was still out on possible British militaryinvolvement".
French plans to site a nuclear waste dump in Brittany were also condemnedin a
resolution moved by Breton delegates. The meeting pledged tocontinue campaigns
against both the British and French nuclear industrieswhich pose a threat to the Celtic
countries.
The Celtic League was founded almost forty years ago, at Rhos in NorthWales, and
brings together activists from political & cultural movementsin the six Celtic counties.
This years meeting focused on communicationand the enhanced opportunities offered
to the Celtic movement by Internetrelated developments.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
22/7/00
=============================
Date: Sun Jul 23, 2000 7:56am
Subject: PACKED AGM AGENDA
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
PACKED AGENDA FOR CELTS AGM
The Peace process, nuclear issues and cultural matters compete inpacked agenda for
Celts meeting
The level of militarisation of areas in Northern Ireland such as SouthArmagh is a
continued concern and de-stabilising factor in the peaceprocess delegates at the AGM
of the Celtic League held in the Isleof Man this weekend were told.
The Leagues Secretary General, delivering his report to delegates,said the Northern
Peace process was a model for conflict resolutionbut only if its intent was honoured
on both sides. Continued militarisationwas unhelpful. The meeting went on to urge
that lessons learned inN. Ireland should be translated to the violent struggle in the

Basquecountry. A resolution adopted by the meeting called for United Nationsand EU
initiatives to end the conflict and ensure self determinationfor the Basque people
The meeting also considered a range of reports on other issues includingthe language
and culture of the Celtic countries and social and environmentalissues.
Irish government initiatives, taken by enterprise Minister Joe Jacob,to address the
problems of Sellafield and the elderly Magnox stations- such as the accident prone
Wylfa power station - were praised.
Meanwhile, French plans to site a nuclear waste dump in Brittany werecondemned in
a resolution moved by Breton delegates.
The meeting pledged to continue campaigns against both the Britishand French
nuclear industries which pose a threat to the Celtic countries.
The Celtic League was founded almost forty years ago and brings togetheractivists
from political & cultural movements in the six Celtic counties.This years meeting
focused on communication and the enhanced opportunitiesoffered to the Celtic
movement by Internet related developments.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
22/7/00
=============================
Date: Sun Jul 23, 2000 7:57am
Subject: FRENCH 'NUKE' WASTE PLAN ATTACKED
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
BRETON NUCLEAR WASTE SITE PLANS CONDEMNED
French plans to site a nuclear waste dump in Brittany were stronglycondemned in a
resolution moved by Breton delegates to the AGM ofthe Celtic League held in the isle
of Man this weekend
The meeting pledged to continue campaigns against both the Britishand French
nuclear industries which pose a threat to the Celtic countries.
The level continued British military presence in Northern Irelandwas also a concern
and a threat to the peace process delegates weretold.
The Leagues Secretary General, delivering his report to delegates,said the Northern
Peace process was a model for conflict resolution.The meeting went on to urge that
lessons learned in N. Ireland shouldbe translated to the violent struggle in the Basque

country. A resolutionadopted by the meeting called for United Nations and EU
initiativesto end the conflict and ensure self determination for the Basque people
The meeting also considered a range of reports on other issues includingthe language
and culture of the Celtic countries and social and environmentalissues.
The Celtic League was founded almost forty years ago and brings togetheractivists
from political & cultural movements in the six Celtic counties.This years meeting
focused on communication and the enhanced opportunitiesoffered to the Celtic
movement by Internet related developments.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
22/7/00
===============================
Date: Sun Jul 23, 2000 9:08am
Subject: TRAGEDY CEMENTED LINKS
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
SCOTS - MANX LINKS WERE CEMENTED BY TRAGEDY MEETING TOLD
The swift moves made by the Manx government following the Solway
Harvestertragedy were praised by the Secretary General of the Celtic Leaguewhen he
presented his report to the 39th Annual General Meeting ofthe League held in the Isle
of Man this weekend. He said the moveshad cemented links between SW Scotland
and the Isle of Man which sharemany common traditions.
The meeting also adopted a resolution supporting efforts by PuertoRican anti-military
groups to end the use of their country for militaryexercises and condemned the
transfer of such exercises from PuertoRico to bases off Cape Wrath in N. Scotland
last year.
Secretary General also said the Northern Ireland Peace process wasa model for
conflict resolution but continued militarisation was unhelpful.The meeting went on to
urge that lessons learned in N. Ireland shouldbe translated to the violent struggle in
the Basque country. A resolutionadopted by the meeting called for United Nations
and EU initiativesto end that conflict .
The meeting also considered a range of reports on other issues includingthe language
and culture of the Celtic countries. Several resolutionsconcerning the Scottish, Manx
and Breton languages were adjournedto the Leagues General Council due to a packed
agenda.
Social and environmental issues were also considered and. Irish

governmentinitiatives, taken by enterprise Minister Joe Jacob, to address theproblems
of Sellafield and the elderly Magnox nuclear stations werepraised. Meanwhile, French
plans to site a nuclear waste dump in Brittanywere condemned in a resolution moved
by Breton delegates. The meetingpledged to continue campaigns against both the
British and Frenchnuclear industries which pose a threat to the Celtic countries.
The Celtic League was founded almost forty years ago and brings togetheractivists
from political & cultural movements in the six Celtic counties.This years meeting
focused on communication and the enhanced opportunitiesoffered to the Celtic
movement by Internet related developments.
Bernard Moffatt, Secretary General
23/7/00
===========================
Date: Tue Jul 25, 2000 10:36am
Subject: CELTIC LEAGUE AGM ADOPTED MOTIONS
FULL TEXT OF ALL RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED AT THE CELTIC LEAGUE
AGM HELDIN MANNIN (ISLE OF MAN) JULY 2000
These resolutions will be published in the next issue of CARN togetherwith a report
on the AGM and also background on the work of the Leagueover the past twelve
months.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
25/7/00
-----------------------This AGM proposes that moves be set in motion to bring together thethree groups of
Celtic parliamentarians - the Tynwald, Oireachtasand the recently formed Scots - Irish
inter-parliamentary body, providingthe nucleus of a Celtic Council type body.
-----------------------This AGM endorses the view conveyed by the Secretary General of theCeltic League
to the French Ambassador to London that the “PennalLetter” should be returned to
Wales permanently.
-----------------------This AGM calls on the Irish government to give TG4 a sound and securebasis in the
Broadcasting Bill with adequate statutory and financialprovision for broadcasting in

the Irish language with the capacityto expand this.
-----------------------This AGM:
Recalling the decision of the 1999 AGM in respect of the failure torecognise the
status of Breizh and Kernow under the provisions ofthe European Charter for
Regional and Minority Languages.
Endorses the conclusions of ” The Cornish National Minority Report”and expresses
its support for the campaign to have the United Kingdomgovernment recognise that
the Cornish are a national minority forthe purposes of the Framework Convention for
the Protection of NationalMinorities.
-----------------------This AGM of the Celtic League calls upon the Isle of Man governmentto:
a) Acknowledge that, remembering Mann is an island nation where thefrustrated
home-seekers‟ only option is emigration, the current housingcrisis is creating a social
problem, namely an exodus of indigenousManx people in the face of the „financial
clout‟ wielded by a recentlyimmigrant, and relatively affluent, element of the
population. Itis those home-seekers who are less financially advantaged (and
thereforeless able to compete in the current housing market) i.e. the indigenousManx
people, that are forced to leave.
b) Formulate and immediately implement an action plan to relieve thepresent
situation, caused by immigration, of demand having so badlyoutstripped supply of
homes, both for rent and for purchase.
c) Introduce legislation to curtail local and off-island corporateand private excesses in
the field of property speculation on Mannin.Such speculation when excessive is not
only, given the limited sizeof the IOM housing market, morally reprehensible but is
also potentiallyan embarrassing money-laundering instrument.
-----------------------This AGM:
Condemns and the forced removal, between 1966 and 1969 of the populationof the
island of Diego Garcia from their home by the British and Americangovernments, as
one of the most shameful examples of colonial expoloitation.
Supports the campaign of the Islanders to both return to their islandhome and receive
compensation from the British government for theirforced removal and exploitation.
-----------------------This AGM:

Reiterates the concerns expressed five years ago by the Celtic League,in the pamphlet
“Human Rights on the Celtic Fringe,” in respect ofthe British, French and Irish
governments.
Calls for greater adherence to the principles of International HumanRights Treaties
via their incorporation, without amendment, into domesticlaw.
-----------------------This AGM of the Celtic League calls for equality between men and womenat work
and especially in the farming industry (agro-alimentaire).
-----------------------This AGM of the Celtic League reaffirms its commitment to struggleonly by nonviolent means.
The Celtic League reaffirms once again that the first violence isperpetrated by the
hyper-centralism of the State.
-----------------------This AGM welcomes the continuing international meetings between hurlingand
shinty. We encourage the Gaelic Athletic Association and An CamanachdAssociation
to maintain and expand , where possible on the internationalfixtures and links.
We also call on the associations to ensure widespread media coverage.The example
set by the GAA and An Camanachd Association should befollowed in the other Celtic
countries.
-----------------------This AGM calls on the Scottish Executive to put measures of protectionin place to
protect historic battle sites, this being as a resultof Stirling Castle giving permission to
build a housing scheme onthe battle site of Bannockburn.
-----------------------This AGM, whilst recognising the progress made in certain areas ofsupport and
promotion of the Manx language by the Manx government,calls upon the Minister for
Education to reinstate the Manx languagemedium education facilities, withdrawn by
him, to the growing numberof competent Manx speaking children over the age of
seven.
and further,
urges the Department of Education to use the opportunity presentedby the
forthcoming Education Bill to enshrine, in law, the right ofeach and every child in
Mannin to learn its own language, cultureand history.

----------------------This AGM, recognising the impact that military bases and exercisefacilities has had
on the Celtic countries, supports the campaignby Peurto Rican anti-militarists to close
training and excercise facilitiesused by the United States on the Peurto Rican offshore island ofVieques
----------------------This AGM:
a) Being concerned about the ongoing violent struggle beteween theSpanish
government and the Basque independence movement ETA, urgesthe United Nations
and European Union to take intitiatives to endthe current conflict within the Basque
Country.
b) Believes that the resolution of conflict must inevitably hingeon self determination
for the Basque people.
----------------------This AGM of the Celtic League:
recalling the concern of previous AGMs of the Celtic League aboutthe risks posed to
the Celtic coastlines by oil tanker spillage andbeing aware of the devastating impact
of the most recent oil Erikaspillage off Brittany, calls for the establishment of a
European MarineEnvironment & Coastguard Agency.
----------------------This AGM of the Celtic League:
a) calls upon the Breton Regional Council to condemn the French
ConstitutionalCouncil, which rejects all democratic aspirations (thereby
encouragingextremism).
b) requests that the Breton Regional Council accept the demands ofelected Breton
representatives.
----------------------This AGM of the Celtic League:
reiterates its call to the Breton Regional Council and the DepartmentCouncil of LoireAtlantique to demand that the French Government re-unifyhistoric Brittany in line
with the wishes of the people made clearin recent opinion polls.
-----------------------

This AGM of the Celtic League:
calls upon those Breton politicians, especially of the French leftPS(F) and PCF,
reported in the French mass media to cease their slanderouscampaign against the
Breton Movement, as an isolated issue, usingtendenciously and viciously the position
of part of the Breton Movementduring World War 2 as an isolated issue with no
mention of the anti-Bretonand colonialistic policy of the French Third Republic.
----------------------This AGM of the Celtic League:
Concerned that restrictions and obstacles are continuously being putby the French
Department of education on the progress being achievedin recent years in the teaching
of the Breton language in schools.
Wishes to express its rejection of the idea that the adoption andimplementation of the
measures for the transmission of the Bretonlanguage to the younger and future
generation is dependant on thegoodwill and decision of any authority other than that
of the democraticallyelected assembly representing the people to whom that language
belongs.
Calls on the Regional Council for Brittany to demand, of the FrenchGovernment and
Minister of Education, the delegation of the powersrequired to ensure that an effective
and adequate system of teachingBreton be established.
----------------------This AGM of the Celtic League:
Condemns the UK and French Governments' decision not to recogniseKernow and
Breizh respectively under the provisions of the "EuropeanCharter for National
Minorities". we also call upon the European Commissionto re-examine the policy of
allowing Members States to define whoshould be recognised as a National Minority.
----------------------This AGM of the Celtic League:
Demands that the Ministry of Defence increases the Flight avoidancezones around
nuclear power stations from 2 to 10 miles
Calls upon the Scottish Executive to support this demand
This AGM of the Celtic League;
calls for recognition of Kernow and Breizh in the Euro Soccer Championshipsand
calls on the Soccer authorities in all the Celtic countries tosupport the bid to have the
Euro Soccer Championships in 2008 hostedin the Celtic countries.

----------------------This AGM:
calls upon the Manx government, via the Department of Local Governmentand the
Environment, to bring those Local authorities into line whohave ignored the Tynwald
Resolution of 1985 in support of the ManxLanguage i.e. they have ignored the desire
of Tynwald that all governmentbodies should use the Manx language where practical
to do so on signs,stationary etc.
----------------------This AGM:
calls upon the Department of Education to institute an induction coursefor all new
teachers in Mannin that ensures that they are familiarwith and will support our
linguistic, cultural and political heritage.
----------------------This AGM:
reiterates its call for an end to the levying of broadcast licencefees in the Isle of Man
on the grounds that programming directed bythe BBC into the Isle of Man makes no
provision for the distinct culturalidentity of the Manx people.
This AGM
Condemns the forced transfer of convicted prisoners from the Isleof Man to jails in
the United Kingdom on the basis that it is botha breach of the European Convention
on Human Rights and the EuropeanPrison Rules.
----------------------This AGM:
Views with concern the resumption of the trade in reprocessed nuclearfuel between
the United Kingdom (BNFL) and Japan (Kansai Electric).
Supports the calls by Ireland, Mannin and the governments of Scandinaviafor an end
to reprocessing at the Sellafield nuclear plant
Condemns the disregard shown by the Japanese government and peopleto the threat
which their nuclear trade with the United Kingdom posesto the environment and
peoples of the Celtic countries.
----------------------The AGM:

endorses the moves announced by SNP Shadow Minister for Gàidhlig MichaelRussell
MSP to introduce a Bill in the Scottish Parliament to givesecure status to Gàidhlig
----------------------This AGM:
notes that official Task Forces are about to report on the futureof Gàidhlig
broadcasting and of the Gàidhlig development agenciesand;
(a) expresses its concern at press reports that these Task Forcesare to suggest that
most or all Government funded Gàidhlig developmentagencies, Gàidhlig television
production and Gàidhlig related jobswhich currently exist on the Highland mainland,
Glasgow and Aberdeenbe removed from the mainland and centralised in the Western
Isles.
(b) urges the Scottish Executive and the UK Government to recognisethe national
status and changing demography of Gàidhlig and to recognisegood practice in
language planning internationally by ensuring thatthe new Gàidhlig development
infrastructure is not centralised inthe Western Isles but rather has strong and expanded
representationin Scotland's capital, the main cities and the Highland mainland
inaddition to the Western Isles.
==============================
Date: Tue Jul 25, 2000 11:51am
Subject: SELLAFIELD, GAELIC AND FOOTBALL!
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
FOOTBALL SUPPORTERS IN 'SECOND HALF' OF CELTS MEETING
Marine pollution, Japanese arrogance over nuclear reprocessing, the Manx Language
and Football! feature in the closing session of the Celtic League Annual General
Meeting
The Annual General Meeting of the Celtic League concluded last nightwith delegates
from the various Celtic countries returning home today with a range of adopted
resolutions for implementation. The meeting has undoubtedly been a great success,
addressing a substantial agenda of motions some of which had to adjourned from the
main session ofthe meeting on Saturday 22 July. These were considered and adopted
yesterday by the Leagues General Council.
A substantial portion of the concluding business was moved by the Breton delegation
and related to cultural matters, political objectivesand environmental matters. The
devastation wreaked by the Erika oil-spill came in for scrutiny and was compared to
similar incidents in northern Scotland and off the Pembroke coast. A resolution called
for the establishment of a European Marine Environment and Coastguard Agency.
There was also criticism of the opposition by some governments (including the Isle of

Man which has a substantial Shipping Register) to more rigorous standards including
double-hulls for oil tankers.
The British - Japanese deal to resume their reprocessing contractwas also condemned:
text
"This AGM:
Views with concern the resumption of the trade in reprocessed nuclear fuel between
the United Kingdom (BNFL) and Japan (Kansai Electric).
Supports the calls by Ireland, Mannin and the governments of Scandinavia for an end
to reprocessing at the Sellafield nuclear plant
Condemns the disregard shown by the Japanese government and people to the threat
which their nuclear trade with the United Kingdom poses to the environment and
peoples of the Celtic"
The Manx government were asked to encourage local authorities to comply with a
decision, taken over fifteen years ago, to promote the use of the Manx language.
text
"This AGM:
calls upon the Manx government, via the Department of Local Governmentand the
Environment, to bring those Local authorities into line who have ignored the Tynwald
Resolution of 1985 in support of the Manx Language i.e. they have ignored the desire
of Tynwald that all government tbodies should use the Manx language, where
practical to do so on signs, stationary etc."
Finally a suggestion that a proposal from Irish delegates that the League support calls
for the Euro Soccer Championships in 2008 to be hosted by the Celtic countries was
supported despite opposition.Opponents thought that the promotion of Soccer might
be to the detriment of more traditional Celtic games but the motion was eventually
carried.
text
"This AGM of the Celtic League;
calls for recognition of Kernow and Breizh in the Euro Soccer Championships and
calls on the Soccer authorities in all the Celtic countries tosupport the bid to have the
Euro Soccer Championships in 2008 hosted in the Celtic countries."
Next year's AGM will be the Fortieth and it was agreed by delegates that as mark of
respect to League founder Alan Heusaff, a Breton, it would be held in Brittany.
The Celtic League was founded almost forty years ago and brings together activists

from political & cultural movements in the six Celtic counties.This years meeting
focused on communication and the enhanced opportunities offered to the Celtic
movement by Internet related developments.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
25/7/00

Newslist Messages for August 2000
CELTIC LEAGUE - AGM UPDATE
The following resolution adopted at the AGM and proposed by the Bretonbranch was
omitted in error from the list published previously.
"This AGM of the Celtic League calls upon the Town and District Councilof SaintAubin-du-Cormier and upon the Department Council of Ille-et-Vilaineto respect the
historical site of the last battlefield for Bretonindependence which is shamefully
planned for a waste area"
This resolution closely parallels the Scottish branch motion relatingto Bannockburn
and the two branches could usefully cooperate overimplementation.
Bernard Moffatt
Secreatary General
2/8/00
Subject: PRISON TRANSFER OVERTURNED
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
APPEAL COURT OVERTURNS PRISONER TRANSFER
The Isle of Man Court of Appeal has nullified an attempt to transfera prisoner from
the Isle of Man to the United Kingdom to relieve overcrowdingat the Island Prison.
The issue had been the subject of a resolution, opposing the transfers,to the recent
AGM of the Celtic League and has been greeted by theLeague as a vindication of
human rights concerns.
The issue may however still warrant a challenge under the EuropeanConvention of
Human rights as the Appeal Court ruling does not clarifythe validity or otherwise of
the transfers.
The League argued that the transfers breached two articles of theEuropean

Convention of Human rights and also that the principle offorced transfers between
jurisdictions also breaches the EuropeanConvention on the Transfer of Offenders.
The Isle of Man is a distinct legal jurisdiction a fact that seemsto have been
overlooked by officials, UK prisons should not be usedas a dumping ground for
inmates of the Manx prison system.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
8/8/00
=============================
Date: Tue Aug 8, 2000 11:04am
Subject: UN URGED TO AID BASQUE PEACE PROCESS
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
BASQUE PEACE CALL
Just days after the Celtic league wrote to UN Secretary General, KofiAnnan, and EU
leader, Javier Solana, calling for International movesto end the violence in Spain and
the Basque country more incidentshave occurred.
The Celtic League at its AGM last month, in the Isle of Man, adopteda resolution
calling for International moves to end the crisis. Itwas suggested the Northern Ireland
peace process should be used asa 'template' to end the war between Spanish security
forces and thearmed separatist movement ETA.
Developments in the past 24 hours, with a series of bomb attacks anddeaths, make it
vital that a new peace initiative is launched. TheLeague, in follow-up correspondence
to all EU governments have urgedcollective action to end what is fast turning into
Europe's most viciousguerilla war.
The Celtic League have a direct concern about the conflict becauseof strong links
between the Basque and, Celtic, Breton people. SeveralBretons have been harassed or
jailed in recent years for providinghumanitarian support to Basques who fled political
repression.
In correspondence to the United Nations the League say any settlementmust recognise
the right of the Basque people to self determination.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
8/8/00

==============================
Date: Tue Aug 8, 2000 11:05am
Subject: BRETONS PROMINENT AT MANX CONFERENCE
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
BRETON FOLLOW UP TO MANX MEETING
A major feature of this years Celtic League, held in the Isle of Manlast month, was the
volume of business and proposals moved by theBreton delegation.
Brittany, the most southerly Celtic country, has tended in the pastto lack prominence
in League campaigns but increased activity in recentyears has seen the branch become
more pro-active in Celtic Leagueinitiatives.
A dozen Breton branch resolutions were considered at the AGM mostof which were
adopted.
Subjects covered included cultural matters and the Breton language,environmental
issues including concern about the Erika oil-spill anda proposed nuclear waste site
and also political issues.
It was also agreed that in honour of the Breton founder member ofthe Celtic League
Alan Heusaff, who died last year in Ireland, thenext General meeting of the League,
the fortieth, would be held inBrittany in 2001.
The Celtic League Convenor, Cathal O'Luain, will visit Brittany overthe next ten days
to discuss both implementation of the programmeof business agreed at the Isle of Man
conference and also preliminaryplanning for next years AGM.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
8/8/00
===============================
Date: Sun Aug 13, 2000 10:50am
Subject: BRITAIN'S WORST KEPT SECRET
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
HEALTH QUERIES ABOUT RADIO SITE - BRITAIN'S WORST KEPT SECRET
Mystery surrounds damage caused at a top-secret nuclear communicationssite on the

Welsh/English border at Criggion last May.
An enquiry was apparently held after part of the aerial complex atthe site, which is
used for communications with the British Tridentnuclear submarine force, came down
on land near Criggion Quarry. Thelocal media reported that police sealed off all the
roads around thearea after the incident on Sunday May 14. However, since then
police,the MOD and the site operator BT have been tight lipped about theincident.
Criggion is a Very Low Frequency (VLF) transmitter and the facilitywas originally
set up during World War 2 to facilitate direct radiocommunications between the UK
and United States. British Telecom,the site operators, describe the site as an
installation "which ispart of the BT. network which sends out information to a
dedicatedcustomer". It's Britain's worst kept secret that the "customer" isthe MOD.
Criggion VLF site, and the other radio communications sites whichcomplement it, are
used to sustain the British military's potentialfor response using weapons of mass
destruction. As such they are anaffront to the International community and if the
damage was causedby direct action by peace campaigners it is morally justified!
However, more pertinently such installations can pose a potentialhealth threat because
of the unknown implications of electromagneticfields associated with their operation.
The Celtic League have written to Defence Secretary Goeff Hoon askinghim to come
clean about any environmental implications implicit inits operation.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
13/8/2000
=======================================
"AIRWORTHINESS NOT ISSUE" IN CRASH SAYS TRANSPORT MINISTER
The Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Transport has toldthe Celtic League
that there was no evidence of any airworthinessissues affecting the air ambulance
crash on Merseyside on June 14.
The Celtic League had queried the decision of the DETR to allow thePiper aircraft to
continue the air ambulance role despite a numberof serious crashes, worldwide, in the
fourteen day period up to thecrash.
However, the Transport Minister has not answered specific queriesput by the League
about the types operational record. In follow upcorrespondence the League question
the wisdom of using a light aircraftof this type, with limited egress, in emergency
situations such asthe air ambulance role.
Five people died when the Piper PA31 crashed carrying a patient fromthe Isle of Man
for specialist treatment at a hospital on Merseyside.It crashed just yards from the

shore of the Mersey Estuary, near LiverpoolAirport.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
12/8/00
=======================================
Date: Sun Aug 13, 2000 10:50am
Subject: SEA SAFETY THREAT
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
SAFETY THREAT TO MIZEN HEAD SAFETY BEACON
The Celtic League has again written to the Irish government aboutthe safety
implications surrounding plans to construct a powerfulradio station on the north west
coast of the Isle of Man.
The plan is opposed by local authorities and by environmental groupson the island for
environmental and aesthetic reasons. The stationis to be sited adjacent to a designated
area of Special scientificInterest (SSI) and there are also fears about the untried nature
ofits technology.
However, the Celtic League pointed out, in correspondence in June,to Minister of
State Hugh Byrne at the Department of the Marine, thatthere are also real fears that
the stations frequency and power willaffect radio navigation systems for mariners.
The League have now supplied the Minister with a copy of a letterfrom Northern
Lighthouse Board Radio Engineer, Peter Douglas, whichoutlines specific interference
concerns and cites possible problemsfor a new radio transmitter planned for Mizen
Head in the Irish Republicand due to come on stream in March 2001.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
13/8/00
Hugh Byrne TD
Minister of State
Department of the Marine
Leeson Lane

Dublin 2
Ireland
Dear Mr. Byrne,
I faxed information to you on 28 June 2000 relating to the constructionof a new long
wave radio station in the Isle of Man and concerns expressedby the Northern
Lighthouse Authority about possible interference withmarine frequencies. I also
supplied detail of questions subsequentlyraised in the Manx parliament about the
issue.
I have now been passed more detail of the concerns expressed by Northernlighthouse
Board Radio Engineer, Mr. Peter Douglas, in correspondenceto the local authority in
the area which opposes this development.I enclose a copy of this and apologise for the
quality of same althoughI think the points made are decipherable.
You will see, from the quote from his letter set out below, that heis quite specific
about the potential for interference with transmittersoutside the UK:
" My concern is related to the bandwidth of the proposed broadcast,which at 279 kHz
is adjacent to the International Maritime Radiobeaconband of 283.5-315 kHz. this
band is used for aeronautical and marineradiobeacons and different GPS correction
transmissions. As a resultof congestion in this band in Europe some of these sites
suffer fromconsiderable interference, and therefore the band has recently beenreplanned, with an implementation date for the new frequencies of29 March 2001.
Whilst none of the transmitters in the U.K. is at thebottom of this band, there are
transmitters in Portugal, Spain andBelgium at these frequencies, and Mizen Head in
the republic of Irelandis scheduled to transmit on 284 kHz. Any spurious out-of-band
transmissionsfrom such a powerful LW transmitter could easily interfere with
thesesignals."
I passed this to your Department because of the obvious safety implicationsfor
mariners in Irish coastal waters. However, it is clear that thismay also be a concern in
relation to aeronautical safety and thereforeI trust you will pass this information to the
Department which hasthe remit for aeronautcial safety.

Yours sincerely,
J B Moffatt
13/8/00
=============================
Date: Sun Aug 13, 2000 10:50am
Subject: JAPAN RESPONDS TO LEAGUE

CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
JAPAN RESPONDS TO SELLAFIELD DEAL CRITICISM
The Japanese government has responded to criticism from the CelticLeague about its
decision to resume nuclear reprocessing agreementswith British Nuclear Fuels Ltd.
The League considered the issue at its recent AGM with delegates fromthe Irish and
Manx branch of the League moving a joint resolutionwhich criticised both the
Japanese government and BNFLs main customerKansai Electric.
A letter from the Japanese Embassy in London explains that the Japaneseunderstand
the concern about the Sellafield nuclear plant and stressthat the Japanese are
continually requesting that BNFL restore publicconfidence by improving safety. The
letter also outlines the difficultysurrounding Japanese energy requirements and its
lack of energy resources.
The Celtic League whilst appreciating the energy resource difficultiesfaced by the
Japanese people cannot accept that as an excuse to tradewith BNFL which has a
proven and continuing record of environmentalsafety violations.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
13/8/00
Text of the Celtic League resolution
This AGM: Views with concern the resumption of the trade in reprocessednuclear
fuel between the United Kingdom (BNFL) and Japan (Kansai Electric).
Supports the calls by Ireland, Mannin and the governments of Scandinaviafor an end
to reprocessing at the Sellafield nuclear plant
Condemns the disregard shown by the Japanese government and peopleto the threat
which their nuclear trade with the United Kingdom posesto the environment and
peoples of the Celtic countries.
==============================
Date: Thu Aug 17, 2000 2:20am
Subject: ANOTHER CELTIC LEAGUE
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
ANOTHER CELTIC LEAGUE?

The Welsh initiative will provide an important sporting bond betweenthe Celtic
countries
Another CELTIC LEAGUE will be up and running next year after the WelshRugby
Union gave it the go-ahead. The WRU, the general committee hasvoted unanimously
this week in favour of the league.
The structure will consist of eight Welsh clubs, four Irish provincesand two Scottish
Super District sides and the new Celtic league willbecome operational from the 20012002 season. First fixtures are scheduledfor August 25, 2001 and the 14 Celtic teams
will be divided into twoconferences of seven teams each.
The WRU secretary, Dennis Gethin, said, “The proposed structure shouldoffer the
required level of competition in the early part of the season.
“The Celtic League sits nicely with the build-up to the European Cupand the autumn
international programme. The competition has tremendouscommercial potential and I
am sure it will be of huge interest tobroadcasters.”
Ironically, just three weeks ago (at its annual conference) the other"Celtic League" i.e.
the political, cultural and social pressure groupwith branches in the six Celtic
countries focused on sport with callsfor increased participation by all the Celtic
countries in the EuroSoccer Championships.
Other resolutions approved at the organisations conference, held onthe Isle of Man,
supported increased links in the area of Gaelic Sports.
Obviously the WRU initiative will provide an important sporting bondbetween the
Celtic countries and is wholeheartedly endorsed by "The Celtic League" - even if they
have pinched our name!
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
13/8/00
============================
Text of the resolutions of the Celtic League covering Sport adoptedat the AGM held
on the Isle of Man in July.
This AGM of the Celtic League;
calls for recognition of Kernow and Breizh in the Euro Soccer Championshipsand
calls on the Soccer authorities in all the Celtic countries tosupport the bid to have the
Euro Soccer Championships in 2008 hostedin the Celtic countries.
This AGM;

welcomes the continuing international meetings between hurling andshinty. We
encourage the Gaelic Athletic Association and Comann naCamanachd to maintain and
expand , where possible on the internationalfixtures and links.
We also call on the associations to ensure widespread media coverage.The example
set by the GAA and Comann na Camanachd should be followedin the other Celtic
countries.
============================
Date: Fri Aug 18, 2000 1:22am
Subject: IRISH WONT NAME 'DIRTY' BANKS
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
O'DONOGHUE WON'T NAME BANKS GUERIN KILLERS RELATIVES USED
The Irish government has said it will not name banks involved in moneylaundering
allegations against underworld figures related to the killerof Irish journalist Veronica
Guerin.
A letter from the Department of Justice to the Celtic League saysthat after receiving
reports, on concerns expressed by the CelticLeague earlier this year, from An Garda
Siochana (the Irish Police),the Central Bank of Ireland and the Minister for Finance
the JusticeMinister, Mr. John O'Donoghue, T.D., "does not consider it appropriatefor
the naming in public of any such institution in a context whichwould infer
involvement in money laundering". It goes that no financialinstitution was convicted
of an offence in this instance.
The League had cited the case of the father and uncle of a man servinga life sentence
for the Guerin slaying who were convicted, by a DublinCourt on money laundering
charges. The court was also told that oneof the men, Thomas Meehan, had opened a
bank account in the Isle ofMan which was used as a "stepping stone" to accounts in
Vienna whichwere controlled by Brian Meehan, the murderer of Veronica Guerin.
The Celtic League has consistently called for a "Name and Shame" policyin relation
to Banks via which underworld figures or cartels are foundto have conducted
laundering transactions.
Whilst the Celtic League are disappointed at the Minister conclusionsin this case we
welcome the thorough nature of the Justice Departmentsinvestigation of the issue.
However, if the tough talking by politicians following the Guerinkilling is sincere
then at some stage Banks that carry on these shadytransactions will have to be
"outed".
J B Moffatt
Secretary General

17/8/2000
=========================
Date: Fri Aug 18, 2000 1:28am
Subject: 'KURSK' ECHOES OF IRISH SEA INCIDENT
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
RUSSIAN SUB CALAMITY ECHOES IRISH SEA MISHAP
The fate of the trapped Russian submariners echoes a similar incidentin the Irish sea
fourteen years ago. On the weekend of March 13 1986the USS Ballistic Missile
Submarine Nathaniel Greene (SSBN-636) struckthe sea-bed about forty miles south
of the Isle of Man, in the deepwater channel off Dublin bay. No stranger to
controversy only twoyears earlier the vessel slipped its prop in the same area, off
Anglesey,wallowing out of control until tugs arrived (July 30 1984).
Immediately, a major sea rescue operation was launched to save thevessel and its
crew of 140 men. Great secrecy surrounded the salvageof the vessel which had
sustained major hull damage. The situationwas complicated by the fact that the vessel,
unlike its modern dayRussian contemporary, was carrying a full cargo of Poisedon
nuclearmissiles with multiple warheads.
Despite the security blanket maintained to this day its clear thatthis was perhaps the
most serious nuclear incident in these coastalwaters and posed a major environmental
risk to the whole ecosystemof the Irish sea.
Fortunately, after approx. 48 hours the vessel was salvaged and limpedback to the
base at Holy Loch which it entered under tow. After temporaryrepairs it was escorted
back to its home base. Damage to the NathanielGreene was so serious that the vessel
was de-commissioned six monthsafter the incident in December 1986. It was struck of
the US Navylist the following month.
Despite repeated efforts by the Celtic League to obtain informationon the incident and
the extent of pollution to the sea floor the USNavy and MOD remain tight-lipped.
Despite initial acknowledgementthat an incident had occurred it was two years later
that it wasadmitted that the N. Greene had sustained "damage to her externalhull
plating and rudder". It is only now with the advent of the Internetthat sketchy details
of the accident are emerging. Submariners swopyarns about "the day they met the
mountain" in the depths of the Irishsea.
J B Moffatt Secretary General
13/8/00
===========================

Date: Fri Aug 18, 2000 1:54am
Subject: MINISTERS APPROACH OVER MANX LANGUAGE
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
MINISTERS APPROACH OVER MANX LANGUAGE
The Celtic League Assistant General Secretary (AGS), Mark Kermode,has written to
Education Minister Steve Rodan, MHK, advising him ofthe Celtic League AGM
resolution adopted this year which called forthe provision of Manx language medium
education facilities to be established.There is growing pressure amongst nationalist
and Manx language organisationsto boost infrastructure provision for the Manx
language.
The AGS also stressed the Leagues concerns that teachers recruitedfrom outside
Mannin should receive an induction course which stressesthe Islands distinct
linguistic, cultural and political heritage.
In a separate approach to Local Government Minister, Walter Gilbey,MHK, the AGS
has reminded the Minister that a Tynwald (Manx Parliament)resolution of 1985 in
support of the Manx language is being ignoredby some local authorities. The Tynwald
resolution said that all governmentbodies should use the Manx language where
practical to do so on signs,stationary etc. It led to a visible presence of the Manx
languagearound the Island previously not seen and transformed the public
perceptionof the language.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
18/8/00
===============================
Date: Mon Aug 21, 2000 4:54am
Subject: ISLANDERS MAY REGAIN HOMELAND
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
ISLANDERS MAY REGAIN HOMELAND
The Foreign Office has indicated, in correspondence to the CelticLeague, that it has
commissioned a report into the feasibility ofthe Islanders of Diego Garcia being able
to return to their homeland.
The plight of the Islanders and their campaign to return home wasfocused on at the
AGM of the Celtic League, held in July on the Isleof Man.

A resolution was adopted at the meeting which criticised the UnitedKingdom and US
governments expulsion of the Islanders over thirtyyears ago, to make way for a
military base complex, as "one of themost shameful examples of colonial
exploitation".
The United States military still use the Diego Garcia complex in theBritish Indian
Ocean Territory and the Foreign Office say that theresettlement of the Islanders after
thirty years "would present seriousdifficulties".
However, it is clear that the growing International pressure on theBritish government
to right the wrong that they perpetrated towardsthe people of Diego Garcia is causing
a rethink in Whitehall.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
21/8/00
-----------------Text of the resolutions of the Celtic League on Diego Garcia adoptedat the AGM held
on the Isle of Man in July.
This AGM:
Condemns and the forced removal, between 1966 and 1969 of the populationof the
island of Diego Garcia from their home by the British and Americangovernments, as
one of the most shameful examples of colonial exploitation.
Supports the campaign of the Islanders to both return to their islandhome and receive
compensation from the British government for theirforced removal and exploitation.

Newslist Messages for September 2000
Date: Fri Sep 1, 2000 8:26amSubject: DECISION ON PROBLEM NUCLEAR
PLANT
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
DECISION ON TROUBLED NUCLEAR STATION SOON
BNFL plans to restart the troubled Wylfa power station on Anglesey have received a
setback, They had planned to send their safety plans to the NII(Nuclear Industries
Inspectorate) this week with a view to re-commissioning.However, these will not be
ready for several weeks. The closure isreputed to be costing £400,000 per day.
The station shutdown in March after "unexpected marks" were seen inthe reactors fuel
channels on Reactor one. A similar problem wasuncovered on Reactor Two. The

Celtic League wrote at the time to theBritish and Irish governments questioning the
record of the Magnoxstations including Wylfa which are being operated beyond their
originalservice life We believe the decision of the NII to even contemplaterecommissioning the plant is highly irresponsible
Information the Celtic League have indicates that Wylfa station hadsuffered
unplanned shutdowns on 30 occasions over the past decade.Reactor one has been
closed down on 13 occasions and Reactor two on17 occasions. This excludes planned
maintenance shutdowns. Despitethis the stations operators, BNFL, indicated their
intention to continueoperating the station for another twenty years.
The Celtic League believe that the UKs Magnox stations including Wylfa,which pose
a threat to the community around the Irish sea, shouldall be closed. The Irish
government also have concerns. EnterpriseMinister Joe Jacob assured the Celtic
League that "incidents suchas those at Wylfa serve to reinforce my concerns about the
safetyof these Magnox reactors and my determination to have them closeddown"
The frequency of the unplanned shutdowns revealed by the HSE is addedcause for
concern. A major malfunction at the plant seems inevitableif the NII bow to pressure
to allow re-commissioning.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General Celtic League
31/8/00
=============================
Date: Sun Sep 3, 2000 9:29am
Subject: POLITICAL JUDGEMENT
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
A POLITICALLY EXPEDIENT 'JUDGEMENT'
There is a popular conception that the relationship between the variousfacets of the
Isle of Mans' establishment is to say the least incestuous.
The preconception is reinforced by the recent judgement by the Isleof Man Appeal
Court over Isle of Man - UK prison transfers. Thereis no doubt that the Manx
government for politically expediency neededto get a positive reaction from the
Appeal Court. Despite the obviousunfairness and lack of respect for individual rights
the Courts ultimatelydelivered the judgement the politicians wanted. That in itself
shouldmake us pause for thought.
The issue transcends the ultimate fate of one individual. A numberof prisoners have
already been transferred and the validity of thosetransfers is itself questionable The
State however is not apparentlygoing to advise these individuals of its own illegal

actions now thatthey have "settled in very well" in the UK.
The decision to accommodate the transfers obviously is driven by
politicalconsiderations and the Manx courts have indicated that they will
deliverjudgements that suit political expediency thereby setting a dangerousprecedent
- not just for the inmates of Victoria Road Prison.
A judicial system which prostitutes itself to the political processis beneath contempt.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
2/9/00
===================================
Date: Sun Sep 3, 2000 9:29am
Subject: CHINOOK DEFECTS CASE SETTLED
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
CHINOOK DEFECTS CASE QUIETLY SETTLED
A lawsuit involving allegations that defective gears were fitted onChinook military
helicopters was settled last month. Boeing will payup to $61.5 million dollars to the
US government and a former employeeof a Boeing components supplier SPECO, Mr.
Brett Roby. The actionwas brought by Roby after he was sacked by Boeing supplier
SPECO (nowdefunct) when he tried to "blow the whistle" about the defect in 1994.
In May the Celtic League queried the situation surrounding RAF Chinookswhich
were also fitted with the defective parts. In response the MODrefused to comment on
the court case however they confirmed that lastyear tests confirmed "minute cracking
in two Chinook engine transmissionsystems". Subsequent checks revealed "a further
four gears...withsimilar defects"
The Chinook is the centre of controversy over alleged systems failuressaid to have
caused the Kintyre crash in 1994 when 25 top securitypersonnel from Northern
Ireland and four aircrew died. However theMOD insist it was pilot error. Ironically
RAF machines were re-manufacturedwith the same SPECO components.
Although the defect was identified on RAF Chinooks, in late 1999,this did not lead to
the withdrawal from service of the helicopter,rather a phased system of overhaul was
introduced. In the US howeveridentification of the defect led to an order grounding all
460 Chinooksin January of this year (some remain grounded pending overhaul).
The Chinook in addition to its operational role in N. Ireland andoverseas is used
extensively on exercises over the Celtic countries.

In June the MOD told us that "Flight safety is of paramount importanceto the RAF
and naturally we will consider whether any further actionis necessary as the Boeing
investigation, which we are still monitoringclosely unfolds". However, pointedly, the
MOD have not commented followingthe quiet conclusion of the Boeing - Roby action
and they have notadmitted that defective gears may have been fitted to the
KintyreChinook.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
2/9/00
=================================
Date: Tue Sep 5, 2000 9:33am
Subject: INDIFFERENCE TO ARMY DRUGS CRISIS
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
ARMY INDIFFERENCE TO DRUGS CRISIS IT CREATED
British Army dumping youths with substance abuse back into Society with problems
their service background has created
More British army soldiers are being given their marching orders thisweek for drugs
offences. The current round of dismissals started withseveral months ago with
discharges from a number of Welsh and ScottishRegiments. Their dismissal, can be
the subject of appeal but theArmy has said previously that only in "extremely
exceptional circumstances"will they stay in uniform.
Ironically, the fresh round of sackings comes during a week in whichcalls have again
been made for two Scots guards who murdered a Belfastman Peter McBride to be
expelled from the Army. Apparently the Army'stough policy on drugs does not extend
to murder.
The latest revelation must call into question the cynical policy ofthe British Army in
recruiting young people in the Celtic areas andthen dumping them back into society
after creating the environmentin which they feel the necessity to become involved
with drugs. Surelythe MOD has a duty to try and help these young people address
theirdrugs problem probably created as a result of the trauma and pressuresof service
life.
Despite attempts by the MOD to 'stonewall' over the issue the furtherdrugs clear-out
seems to indicate drug addiction within the armedforces, is approaching crisis
proportions. We revealed in June thatthe situation is not new.
Five years ago the MOD assured the Celtic League it was "constantlyreviewing its
programme on (drugs abuse) education". Obviously theeducation programme is not

working with nearly 50 troops given theirmarching orders in the past three months.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
5/9/2000
==============================
Date: Mon Sep 18, 2000 11:23am
Subject: KREMLIN BRIBERY ALLEGATIONS
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
KREMLIN CONTRACT BRIBERY ALLEGATIONS - SWISS POINT FINGER AT
OFFSHORECENTRES
The Isle of Man government is quietly patting itself on the back overafter being
"commended for their success in stamping out other criminalactivities by the Offshore
Group of banking Supervisors and the FinancialAction Task Force".
However, this weekend news broke which paints a less positive pictureof the Islands
bank system. Reports in the UK media indicated thatsenior Russian and Swiss law
officers began talks last week on Swissclaims that a branch of a Manx based bank was
used to pass $25 millionin bribes to a confidant of Russian President Vladimar Putin.
The Swiss normally reticent about their own banking indiscretionsappear to be
zealously intent on pursuing the allegations. In theprocess they make sweeping
accusations about a number of off-shorejurisdictions including the Isle of Man and
Guernsey and their involvementin handling money connected with a half billion
dollar contract torefurbish the Kremlin and other government offices. This may be
a"spoiler" to distract attention from their own regulatory shortcomings.
The Manx government should urgently clarify the situation as any connections,of a
dubious nature, to the Russian federation invariably involvecriminal elements that
have flourished via the political corruptionthat has existed since the collapse of the
Soviet Union.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
18/9/00
=============================
Date: Tue Sep 19, 2000 4:53am

Subject: NUKE NO FLY ZONE
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
NO REVIEW OF NUCLEAR AIR SAFETY MARGIN
Low-flying around nuclear plants to continue despite concerns - collisionwarning
system being developed!
The Ministry of Defence has rejected calls to tighten low flying restrictionsaround
nuclear plants.
The issue had been raised at the Celtic League AGM in August whendelegates from
Scotland, Ireland and the Isle of Man expressed concernabout the danger posed by
military low flying near nuclear plantsin Scotland Cumbria and N. Wales.
The MOD indicate that enhanced collision warning systems are beingdeveloped for
the Tornado GR 4 aircraft. An aircraft of this typecrashed near the Torness nuclear
plant in November 1999. That incidentled the Irish governments Enterprise Minister,
Joe Jacob, to supportcalls by the Celtic League for improved regulation.
Bizarrely, the MOD in confirming that it will not react to criticismfrom campaigning
groups, or national governments, says it will revisitthe issue if the "nuclear
industry...ask us to review our policy".
In a related development the Nuclear Industry admitted this week thatit will no longer
ensure that disused nuclear reactors are fittedwith protective shells. Paradoxically this
will compound the dangeras the industries old Magnox stations are de-commissioned.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
11/9/00
================================
Date: Wed Sep 20, 2000 5:24am
Subject: KREMLIN BRIBES LINK CONFIRMED
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
KREMLIN BRIBES - LINKS CONFIRMED
The admission that the Isle of Mans regulatory authorities knew threeyears ago about
links between Manx financial institutions and theKremlin bribes allegations scandal is
a shocking admission.

It is now admitted that the Manx fraud squad were 'on the case' threeyears ago but the
regulatory inertia is explained away with the bizarreassertion that no money
laundering in the 'traditional sense' hadoccurred.
The Isle of Man has recently been trumpeting its credentials viz aviz the finance
sector and regulation and yet apparently harmful linksthrough the Island to bribery
allegations associated with a half billiondollar project to refurb. the Kremlin were left
smouldering on thebank burner.
It is not as if warning about the dangers of the potential dangerlinks to business in
Russia posed was not known. At least one formersenior member of the fraud squad
(now retired) warned in October 1995about the dangers posed by transactions from
the former Soviet bloc.
It is past time all agencies from the Treasury down shook of the selfinflicted inertia
that their constant prattling about "high regulatorystandards" has induced. If the Island
is being used, however legitimately,as a conduit for such business it should be
stopped.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
20/9/00
=========================================
DRUG STRATEGY COMPROMISED
'In tandem with research, support, assessment and rehabilitation strategiesa well
thought out public policy on punishment and penal provisionshould have underpinned
the policy. This is plainly not the case.'
It is difficult to quarrel with the conclusions of an Isle of Mannewspaper editorial
which criticised the sentence set down in a recentserious drug trafficking case.
The Celtic League have campaigned for years against the drugs threat,which has
steadily grown from being a major problem in urban conurbationssuch as Glasgow,
Belfast, Dublin and Liverpool into rural areas. Areasin these large cities have had the
soul ripped out of them by a tradewhich depends for the most part on a relatively
small network of suppliersand dealers and the vulnerability of young people.
Adequate and full support should and must be made available to thoseyoung people
whose lives are being destroyed by this evil trade. Rehabilitationmust be provided to
the drug users to enable them to recover theirlives. However, as the newspaper
correctly pointed out, the dealer,unlike the user, is driven by the lucrative profits to be
made exploitingthe dependency of drug users.
It is always difficult to reach conclusions on the basis of case circumstancesas

reported in the media. However, any analysis of the sentence inthis case must beg the
question - did the courts get it right?
The case, in which an habitual dealer received a minimum custodialsentence, also
highlighted deficiencies in the current and well publicisedChief Ministers drug
strategy. One would have thought that in tandemwith research, support, assessment
and rehabilitation strategies awell thought out public policy on punishment and penal
provision shouldhave underpinned the policy. This is plainly not the case.
A key imperative to resolving the problem must be the removal of sourcesof supply and that includes habitual dealers.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
19/9/00
===============================
Date: Wed Sep 20, 2000 5:26am
Subject: POLICE 'LOSE'MORE CASH
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
POLICE STATION MONEY - WHERE IS IT?
Public and media interest in what happened to money which disappearedfrom an Isle
of Man Police Station seems strangely muted. Recently,the Force acknowledged that
over £1000 could not be accounted forafter going missing from Ramsey police
station.
It is not the first occasion when such incidents have. Occurred approximatelythree
years ago a similar sum, recovered after a robbery in the southof the Island,
disappeared.
There is an understandable and pro-active campaign by the Police togain and maintain
public confidence. For the most part this is successful.However, such confidence is
unlikely to be maintained whilst accountabilityfor the loss of not insignificant
amounts of money is so lax.
Recently the Islands Chief Constable, in a move eerily reminiscentof his predecessor,
criticised some officers for spreading rumourand gossip. Perhaps his efforts would be
better directed at improvingcash security within the forces stations.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General

18/9/00
==============================
Date: Fri Sep 22, 2000 1:22pm
Subject: KREMLIN BRIBES QUESTIONS
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
KREMLIN BRIBES SCANDAL - QUESTIONS STILL UNANSWERED
The Manx governments response to the Kremlin Bribes scandal whichbroke last week
has so far been evasive and insubstantial.
Urgent questions surrounding the issue need to be resolved if theIsle of Man is to
maintain its assertion that its regulatory systemis up to scratch.
Bizarre statements that the issues do not involve money launderingin a "traditional
sense" and a Treasury Minister who has "Indications"that correct procedures were
followed hardly engender confidence.
Most tellingly if the investigation was closed three years ago whyis it now being reopened. Is it because other regulatory regimeshave become aware of matters our
system should have detected?
We have posed a number of questions to the Isle of Man GovernmentsTreasury
Minister (see below).
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
22/9/00
The Treasury Minister
Mr. R Corkhill MHK
The Treasury
Legislative Buildings
Douglas
Isle of Man
Dear Minister,

Ref. Kremlin bribes allegations - Manx Government, FSC and Media statements.
I note with interest comments made by you in response to allegationsthat the Islands
finance sector is linked to allegations that substantialsums of money (in the form of
bribes) were 'milked' from a half billiondollar Russian construction contract.
I am extremely concerned that you apparently believe that becausethis allegation
surrounds events three years ago, and the Island hassince introduced more robust
regulatory provisions, this in some wayexplains away any Manx connection.
I also note you say that the "Indications are that the bank involveddid follow
procedures at that time". For some years now the Isle ofMan government have
indicated that correct regulatory procedures werebeing applied to this sector. The
particular problems associated withlarge sums of monies originating from particular
countries, such asthe Russian Federation were also said to be well understood. In
thecircumstances your response to these latest allegations is insubstantialand 'woolly'.
The questions to be clarified are:
a) Was this transaction subject to specific scrutiny given the originsof the financial
business and if so what were the actual conclusionsof that scrutiny?
b) Did the bank meticulously adhere to regulatory procedures thenin place?
In respect of the latter we do not want to hear your speculation aboutindicators but
rather a factual statement of what the initial fraudsquad investigation uncovered.
I am copying this letter to John Aspden at the FSC because obviouslythere are points
it (the FSC) needs to clarify in relation to thismatter. I understand that they are
reopening the investigation andindeed this beg the question should it ever have been
closed. I also,incidentally. find the reference made by Mr. Aspden "this is not
moneylaundering in the traditional sense" bizarre. Perhaps it might beuseful if you
point out to the FSC that the Manx government and peoplewill not countenance
"money laundering" in any sense or context viathis jurisdiction and it is their role
(FSC) to ensue it does notoccur.
There is a further more general observations I would make to you.
The current state which the Russian Federation finds itself in meansthat substantial
sums of money such as that alleged to have been embezzledin this transaction can ill
afford to be lost. As always there isa human dimension to this and as an organisation
we believe it isethically wrong for Manx people to prosper on the basis of trade
ortransactions which are tainted.
If our banks are used as a conduit, however legitimate to swindlethe wealth of another
nation than that causes human misery and wecannot be a part of it.
The government has been "patting itself on the back recently" aboutits efforts to
improve the Islands image viz a viz our finance industry.This episode is a useful

reminder of the danger that complacency canengender.
Yours sincerely,
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
22/9/00
cc John Aspden - Chief Executive Financial Supervision Commission

Newslist Messages for November 2000
Date: Sun Nov 12, 2000 0:33pm
Subject: MANX "CHICKEN OUT" ON INDEPENDENCE
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
MANX "CHICKEN OUT" ON INDEPENDENCE
Government lacks inclination or confidence to mange own affairs howeverMinisterial
salaries will still be collected!
The Isle of Man government has discounted the option of seeking independenceat the
present time opting instead to maintain the status quo in itsrelationship with the
United Kingdom.
This latest disgraceful abrogation of responsibility is containedin a report prepared for
the Council Of Ministers which has takenan astonishing 30 months to prepare despite
the fact that it proposes no radical change.
The Government will however still title themselves Ministers and drawministerial
salaries despite the fact that they feel unable to takethe responsibility the salary and
title would seem to imply.
In recent years the influence of the United Kingdom in Manx internalaffairs has
virtually ceased although the decision of the UK HomeSecretary to saddle the Island
with the Edwards enquiry without consultationdid cause jitters.
It was hoped by nationalists that the government would continue themeasured
progress towards independence and at the very least thisreport should have outlined a
timetable for parting the constitutionalumbilical knot that still ties us. Instead the
government has chickenedout cited the "generally benign nature" of the UK
government and theIsland's "favourable economic circumstances". Possible
difficultieswhich independence might pose are also hyped and the government

seemsto be saying that it has neither the inclination or confidence tomanage its own
affairs
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
12/11/00
=============================
Date: Sun Nov 12, 2000 0:33pm
Subject: MORE TROUBLE FOR WYLFA
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
TROUBLED NUCLEAR PLANT FINED
Pollution incident staff lacked training
The accident prone nuclear plant at Wylfa on Anglesey was in the newsagain last
week when its operators were fined £15,000 (+£1,638 costs)following a pollution
incident some months ago.
Holyhead magistrates found there was an "acute lack of training andresponsibility" on
the part of relevant staff which resulted in 5000gallons of bleach (20,000 times the
permitted level) being dischargedinto the sea. The damage to the marine environment
of such a spillis appalling.
Meanwhile, the management of the plant still hope to get clearanceto restart the
stations reactors which have been shut-down since April.The Celtic League have long
maintained that this contentious nuclearstation which threatens Irish sea communities
should be decommissioned.Last month leading nuclear engineer and safety specialist,
John Large,of Large and Associates echoed our concerns. Mr. Large told a meetingin
N. Wales that the continued operation of the plant could have "unpredictableresults".
Wylfa station has suffered unplanned shutdowns on 30 occasions inthe past ten years.
Reactor one has been closed down on 13 occasionsand Reactor two on 17 occasions.
The station was the site of oneof the worst nuclear emergencies since the Sellafield
fire and in1995 the operators were fined £250,000 for breaches of safety regulations.
The Celtic League believe that any decision by the British NuclearInstallations
Inspectorate to allow this plant to re-start poses anunacceptable risk.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General

Celtic League
12/11/00
================================
Date: Sun Nov 12, 2000 0:33pm
Subject: HUMBOLDT OUTLINES STUDIES PROGRAMME
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
CELTIC STUDIES SAVED
Prestigious German university does about face on Celtic Studies closure.
The Celtic League has received more detail about the decision to securethe future of
the Chair of Celtic Studies at the Humboldt University,Berlin.
An outline brief sets out the main areas of teaching and researchat the restored Dept.
of Celtic Studies. In addition to concentratingon the majority Celtic languages and
countries i.e. Ireland Wales,Scotland and Brittany the smaller Celtic countries
Cornwall and theIsle of Man are not neglected. With regard to Manx for the first
timeit is intended to teach Manx Gaelic as a subject in its own right.Presently at
British-Irish universities it is dealt with only as anappendage of Irish or Scottish
Gaelic. In addition each of the modelteaching areas sets out study of literature and
social and culturaldevelopments including political and constitutional change.
The Celtic League have spearheaded a campaigned for some years againstproposals to
discontinue the Chair and a breakthrough came last yearwhen the closure was put on
hold. A funding commitment by Irelandit is hoped will be matched by the other Celtic
countries. A widerange of political leaders in the Celtic countries have
indicatedsupport for the project.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
12/11/00
================================
Date: Sun Nov 12, 2000 0:33pm
Subject: DEFECTIVE NUCLEAR SUBS PATROL AGAIN
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION

DEFECTIVE NUCLEAR SUBS RETURNED TO DUTY
The Manx governments Chief Minister is to raise the issue of the nuclearsubmarines
recall which occurred last month with his UK opposite number.The Celtic League had
written to the Manx and Irish governments* pointingout that British nuclear
submarines continued to operate in the Irishsea despite the indentification of a generic
fault on a submarineberthed in Gibraltar and deemed to unsafe to move.
The British nuclear submarine force operates extensively in the watersoff the west of
the British Isles and also in the comparatively confinedareas of the Irish and Celtic
sea. In the days prior to the recall,of the entire Swiftsure class, there were reports of
operations bythe type in the submarine exercise area to the south of the Isle ofMan,
off the Co. Louth coast.
The defect discovered in the submarine tied up in Gibraltar is nowadmitted to be
prevalent throughout the fleet. Once they are dockedwith reactors shutdown the
problem is containable. However, on vesselsat sea it could trigger a "catastrophic
failure" in the reactor followedby a radioactive leak. Since the recall several of the
type have returnedto operational duties. Their is a suspicion that the UK had to
bendsafety rules as its entire fleet was decommissioned and embarrasinglyin the last
week of October the only operational British patrol submarinewas a vessel on charter
from the German navy!
Paradoxically, as the vessels return to operations in the Irish andCeltic sea the EU has
raised concerns about the safety implicationsof the type.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
12/11/00
*The issue was also raised with the Scottish and Welsh authoritieswho have referred
it to the Ministry of Defence for answer.
================================
Date: Mon Nov 13, 2000 1:37pm
Subject: UNCRC1 - MANX BLUSTER AT UN CRITICS
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
Report UN Committee on the Right of the Child (CRC) Comment 1
MANX BLUSTER AT UN CRITICS
The Isle of Man government has exhibited an unusual fit of pique followingthe
publication of a report by the United Nations Committee on theRights of the Child

(CRC).
The reaction is somewhat at odds with the position adopted when aManx team gave
evidence to the Committee in September. At that stagethe official position was that
the Island had successfully rebuffedcriticisms that it's past record might have
prompted. The Isle ofMan government now feels so indignant about its treatment that
itis taking the unusual step of publicly criticising the UN committee.This is a bad
move and quite frankly places the Island in the sameleague as some of the worlds
more despotic regimes whose reactionto UN recommendations is to whine and
complain.
The CRC takes the trouble, over a considerable period, to gather adequateevidence
about the "State party" (in this case the Isle of Man ) whichit is scrutinising. If it
receives complaints from children's organisations,rights groups or NGO's it is
scrupulous in providing that "State party"with an opportunity to respond. It not only
accepts written evidencebut allows detailed oral submission, as indeed happened in
the caseof the Isle of Man. It produces 'Concluding Observations' but givesto the
"State party" the role of disseminating the information. Indeedthis is implicit in the
Convention and thereby provides another opportunityfor the government to reflect on
its concluding observations beforethey enter the public domain.
Given the fairness of the procedure followed, for the Isle of Manto call foul beggars
belief.
Behind the bluster of the government, when one analyses the CRC comments,many
are extremely valid. Whilst undoubtedly in the past five yearsthe Island has made
progress on children's rights and has furtherlegislative changes in the pipeline the
CRC criticisms, taken in theirtotality, are not unreasonable.
We should aim not to match best practice in the UK, or grudginglyconcede the
minimum to meet international obligations, but ratherstrive to achieve a state of
excellence as regards International humanrights parameters. Nowhere is this more
imperative than in relationto this particular convention.
The Manx government should stop complaining and engage constructivelywith the
UN CRC to redress perceived shortcomings. In this mannerit will swiftly be able to
clarify any inaccuracies it perceives withthe Committee.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General - Celtic League 13/11/00
==================================
Date: Mon Nov 13, 2000 1:37pm
Subject: UNCRC2- LAW CHANGE SLAMMED
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION

Report UN Committee on the Right of the Child (CRC)
Comment 2
AGE OF CRIMINAL RESPONSIBILITY CHANGE SLAMMED
The UNCRC report rightly focuses on the intention of the Manx governmentto lower
the minimum age of legal criminal responsibility. The principleof doli incapax, i.e. the
presumption that children between the agesof 10-14 years are incapable of
committing a criminal offence, isundoubtedly contentious. However the suggestion
that legally the minimumage of full criminal responsibility should be lowered from 14
to 10years is outrageous.
The Isle of Man should have known that its decision in this respectto "ape" so called
tough legislation introduced in the United Kingdomwas likely to bring it into conflict
with International human rightslaw.
The response of the Manx government to the CRC on this point is
disappointing.Falling back on the position adopted by the United Kingdom may atthis
stage seem a plausible strategy but it seems destined to ensurethat this issue will
feature in successive UN reports. The implicationsof the legal changes are also likely
to be more sharply focused asthe case law which develops exposes the ludicrous
nature of theseage of criminal responsibility changes.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
13/11/00
================================
Date: Mon Nov 13, 2000 1:37pm
Subject: UNCRC4-BOOST FOR MANX LANGUAGE
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
Report UN Committee on the Right of the Child (CRC)
Comment 4
UN REPORT SUPPORT FOR MANX LANGUAGE
In the UN CRC report sections (32-33) dealing with Education, Leisureand Cultural
Activities the Committee notes "that the Manx Gaeliclanguage is currently taught as
an option in all primary schools fora two year period and that the Department of
Education is currentlyreviewing the possibility of establishing a Gaelic Medium

School tocommence in September 2002".
In the section (33) on recommendations the Committee " encouragesthe Isle of Man to
continue its efforts in promoting the Gaelic languagein schools".
The reference to the Manx language in this section provides a usefulboost to those
promoting the language. It is also an endorsement ofthe Department of Education
programme for the language.
The section on Education generally is positive with only a minor quibbleabout the
absence of a formal complaints procedure for students. Surprisinglythe COMIN
(Council of Ministers of the Manx Government) comments onthe section are
downbeat and it appears that by this stage of itsprogress through the UN report the
Manx governments Council of Ministerswere determined to respond to all the
recommendations negatively.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
13/11/00
===============================
Date: Mon Nov 13, 2000 1:37pm
Subject: UNCRC3-CHILD CARE ARGUMENT PERSUASIVE
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
Report UN Committee on the Right of the Child (CRC) Comment 3
CHILD CARE STRATEGY - UN ARGUMENT FOR BROADER
PARTICIPATION IS PERSUASIVE
The Manx governments response to sections 10-11 of the UNCRC reportis
disappointing. This section focuses on the responsibility and co-ordinationof child
welfare. The UN Committee deliberating at a distance showsa surprising insight into
some of the deficiencies in the presentsystem. It argues for broader participation from
all relevant governmentagencies in determining a strategy.
It is undoubtedly the case that the decision to centralise child welfareprovision around
the DHSS as the principle agency has not been a success.
There have been a succession of enquiries and reports and the areastill appears to have
an element of 'drift and develop' about it.
This section of the UNCRC report, without being unduly critical, makessound

proposals to make the provision of child welfare services moreinclusive across
government and also points to the vital role of otheragencies such as NGOs.
The government's response that the Social Services Division is toembark on a review
of child care strategy over the next five yearperiod hardly meets the constructive
concerns the UN report reflects.Is the Social services Division in isolation adequately
resourcedto carry out a task of this magnitude? A benchmark might be to examineits
delivery of services to date in this respect.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
13/11/00
================================
Date: Sat Nov 18, 2000 0:33pm
Subject: SPAIN - JUVENILE JUSTICE PROTEST
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
UN PROTEST AT SPANISH JUVENILE JUSTICE PLANS
UNICEF has expressed concern about Spanish government plans to modifythe
juvenile code. The move is targeted at Basque youths involvedin protests in the
Basque country.
Spain had already moved in this direction and has been charging youthssuspected of
terrorism and trying them in the special anti-terrorismcourt. If found guilty they are
often imprisoned outside their homeland,itself a clear breach of International and
European rules on the treatmentof prisoners.
The latest draft bill would let the judicial system try youths, someas young as 14, in
adult courts when they are accused of terrorismthus (officially) shifting trials to the
special National Court, itselfa hangover from the fascist Franco regime.
Young people are very much at the forefront of the struggle for Basqueindependence
and engage mainly in demonstrations or in publicity efforts(sticking posters, daubing
slogans etc.) which highlight the excessesof the Spanish security forces. They are also
prominent in moves toprotect the language and culture of the Basque people.
The Celtic League is to communicate its concern to the United Nationsand European
Union about the Spanish criminalisation of children,stressing that the new proposals
and existing practice are a breachof Article 40 of the UN Convention on the Rights of
the Child.

Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
18/11/00
===============================
Date: Sat Nov 18, 2000 0:34pm
Subject: "CUTTING" PROTEST AT EH POLICY
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
CUTTING TORCH TO "CULTURAL AGGRESSION"
The contentious issue of the placing of signs by English Heritage(EH) around
Cornwall has been highlighted following the arrest ofthree men, linked to the Cornish
Stannary parliament, for removingEH signs.
The three, when apprehended by police at Pendennis Castle, were wellequipped; the
signs having been removed with oxyacetylene cuttinggear.
They also confirmed to police that they had previously "confiscated"15 English
Heritage signs between July and October 2000, in an ongoingoperation code-named
"Operation Chough", and that these were beingstored at various sites in Cornwall "as
evidence of English culturalaggression in Cornwall".
As yet we understand that no formal charges have been laid againstthe three but it is
to be hoped that English Heritage will recognisethat its Signs policy is provocative to
Cornish people.
For more information on the Cornish cultural and political scene visitthe following
sites:
www.cornish-stannary-parliament.abelgratis.com
www.tyr-gwyr-gweryn.kernow.eu.org/
www.Cornish.Heritage.care4free.net/
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
18/11/00

================================
Date: Sat Nov 18, 2000 0:35pm
Subject: BRETON PRISONERS RIGHTS FIGHT
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
BRETON PRISONERS RIGHTS FIGHT
Outside of Brittany the plight of the ten prisoners currently imprisonedon political
charges is not well publicised.
Presently the prisoners are staging protests and hunger strikes toachieve the following
objectives:
1)The right to serve their sentences together as political detainees;
2)The right to serve their sentence in their home country, Brittany;
3)Compassionate treatment, including early release for sick prisoners;
4)The right to use their own language, Breton, during any legal proceedings.
The request of the Breton detainees is just and is compatible withboth International
and European rules covering the treatment of prisoners.The Celtic League supports
the campaign of the Breton prisoners andall branches will be urged to take practical
steps to support theirrequests for fair and humane treatment.
Messages of support can be sent to them at the addresses below:
Arnaud Vannier
272336 T
2 / 136
42 rue de la Santé
75674 Paris cedex 14
Alain Solé
9045 B2
S 217
M.A. de la Seine St Denis

93422 Villepinte cedex
Christian Georgeault
890 826
3 / 179
MAH
94261 Fresnes cedex
Pascal Laizé
273 195
D 119
42 rue de la Santé
75674 Paris cedex 14
Denis Riou
58979
C211
MA des Yvelines
78390 Bois d'Arcy cedex
Gérard Bernard
289 03V
G3-46 D4
MAH
91705 Fleury-Mérogis
Gaël Roblin
273 196
A 215
42 rue de la Santé

75674 Paris cedex 14
Stéphane Philippe
273 209
D 117
42 rue de la Santé
75674 Paris cedex 14
Philippe Jaumouillé
274 101 M
C 314
42 rue de la Santé
75674 Paris cedex 14
Pascal Scatolin
274 123
1/203
42 rue de la Santé
75674 Paris cedex 14
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
18/11/00
====================================
Date: Sat Nov 18, 2000 0:36pm
Subject: WINDSCALE FIRE CONTROVERSY RAGES
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
DOWN'S SYNDROME CLUSTER - SELLAFIELD LINK STILL CONTENTIOUS

A possible link between radioactive pollution from a 1957 fire atSellafield (
Windscale) and the cluster of births to mothers who attendedSt. Louis' School in
Dundalk at the time has been ruled out by a reportpublished recently. The connection
with the fire and the birth defectswas first put forward in a study in 1983.
The latest research, published in the Journal of Occupational andEnvironmental
Medicine, advances that the cluster may well be theresult of pure chance. The study,
by the Medical Social Research Board,has taken five years.
It re-investigated the original data, potential risk factors and analysisof tissue and
blood samples from affected children and their parentswas collated. Meteorological
records were also consulted. Howeverthe survey failed to pinpoint any organic or
environmental cause.
The report has been dismissed however by County Louth based doctorMary Grehan,
who has been campaigning on the issue for several years.She dismissed the research
findings as an "absolute whitewash" claimingthe basis of the new study was different
from the original research.Her outspoken rejection of the research will probably be
echoed bycampaigners in the County who are certain that crucial informationabout
the dispersal of pollution by the fire was withheld.
The Irish situation has a parallel in Wales, where two years ago dataproduced by the
authorities to disprove linkage of leukaemia in childrento pollution from the British
nuclear industry was alleged to havebeen gerrymandered.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
18/11/00
============================
Date: Tue Nov 21, 2000 0:51pm
Subject: RUC UNFIT TO POLICE
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
RUC - INSTITUTIONALISED ANTAGONISM TOWARDS NATIONALISTS
The Celtic League wholeheartedly endorse the comments and complaintby the
Committee on the Administration of Justice (CAJ) about RUChandling of death
threats against murdered lawyer Rosemary Nelson.
It remains to be seen if their decision to lodge a formal complaintagainst the RUC
Chief Constable Sir Ronnie Flannigan will get anywherebut it is likely to be a potent
test of the effectiveness of the newNorthern Ireland Police Ombudsman.

Rosemary Nelson gave public testimony just prior to her death aboutthe threats and
intimidation levelled at her, by amongst others servingpolice officers.
The investigation of her murder has been attended by the same inertiaas that which
surrounded an earlier killing of Belfast Solicitor PatFinucane.
Police reform in N. Ireland means more than tinkering with names,badges and
recruitment demography. It means getting to grips withthe institutionalised
antagonism within the RUC towards the nationalistcommunity. The threats towards
Rosemary Nelson and the indifferencetowards her murder are symptomatic of the
cancer at the heart of theRUC which make it unfit to police.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
21/11/00
=====================================
BRITAIN'S TERRIBLE CHEMICAL WARFARE LEGACY
Human guinea pigs.. victims who died.. but where is the deadly materialthat the
British government secretly amassed over three generations?Is it mouldering in the
sea-dumps we know Britain used in the NorthChannel or the Atlantic?
Almost every month there are new revelations concerning the lack ofcontrol and
accountability in the operation of the British Chemicaland Biological warfare
programme in the decades following World war2.
Shocking revelations about the danger to which service personnel wereexposed have
been extracted from the government. Police investigationsinto the suspected deaths of
some of these human guinea pigs are ongoing.
Both Porton Down experimental establishment and the factory whichproduced the
death agents at Nancekuke in Cornwall are implicatedin these terrible events.
Shadowing the mystery over the chemical warfare experiments is theequally
disturbing and mysterious subsequent disposal of the Chemicaland Biological
weapons produced at Porton and Nancekuke.
The Celtic League sought assurances ten years ago as to the finaldisposal place of
these dreadful weapons. We had more than a strongsuspicion that material from these
sites was sea-disposed as partof a more general disposal of poison gas and explosives
into the BeaufortDyke and sites NW of Donegal, SW of Kerry and at several
locationsoff the Hebrides. The British government have over the years
providedconflicting and probably dishonest accounts of what happened to

thismaterial. But as each new revelation about Porton and Nancekuke isrevealed it
begs the question where did the vast amounts of materialproduced go to.
If it is mouldering in sea dumps in the north Channel or in the Atlanticto the west of
Scotland and Ireland should not the British governmentcome clean about it?
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
21/11/00
================================
Date: Wed Nov 22, 2000 6:51am
Subject: POLICE COMPLAINTS
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
INTIMATE BODY SEARCHES BESTIAL
If people allege that they have been "subjected to wrongful imprisonment,assault,
unlawful detention, x-rays and intimate body searches" andsubsequently the Police
settle a compensatory payment on them thenthe public are surely right to conclude
that the Police got it wrong.
That is the case unless you live in the Isle of Man. The media reportedjust such a
settlement this week. However, the police have taken strongexception to a
construction which has been placed on the story i.e.that their incompetence has had to
be rectified by payments from thepublic purse.
More disturbingly, the Police go on to infer that because the newspaperdid not seek to
"balance" the story prior to printing then in someway the Police have been unfairly
treated. It is perhaps understandablethat they should think this as in recent years there
has been a tendencyon the part of some journalists to provide the Police with an
opportunityfor damage limitation prior to the publication of "unhelpful" stories.
We are heading down an unhealthy road in attempting to put constraintson the media
as to the nature of what they publish and how they publishit. The Isle of Man has a
balanced media and anyone who believes theyare misrepresented in a story simply has
to pick up the phone anda generally news-hungry news editor will oblige with a right
of reply.
Throughout the course of this year the Island has been subjected toall manner of
Police initiatives and operations. In many instanceswith the press co-opted to give
maximum impact when the story breaks.It is therefore a little trite of the police to start
whingeing whenthe media report a police related story that they have not been ableto

choreograph.
Returning to the subject of the Police complaint. Six years ago whenthe Police
enthusiastically embraced the use of forced X-Rays andintrusive intimate body
searches they were warned by Rights groups,lawyers and a political party that the
policy would backfire. Thepublic are now paying for the mistakes of the Police,
endorsed bythe Department of Home Affairs. Intimate body searches are a bestialand
reprehensible form of physical examination. Perhaps the Policewill think twice in the
future before they use them. That's the lessonfrom this episode and no smoke-screen
about the media being unfairshould obscure that point.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
22/11/00
===========================
Date: Sun Nov 26, 2000 11:35am
Subject: PROTEST TO FRANCE OVER PRISONERS
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
FRENCH BREAKING PRISONER RULES
The Celtic League have written to the French authorities and the EuropeanCommittee
for the Prevention of Torture protesting that the treatmentof Breton detainees is a
breach of their human rights and European(Model) Prison Rules.
In a letter to French Justice Minister, Marylise Lebranchu, the SecretaryGeneral of the
League says:
"I feel sure that France is a State which wishes to ensure that, froma human rights
point of view, it is seen to treat prisoners fairlyand humanely and that it would not
wish to exacerbate the distresscaused by imprisonment on these men or their families.
In this context it seems extraordinary that arrangements cannot bemade for these men
to be held at prisons in one of the Breton departments.
I am sure that I do not have to point out that European (Model) PrisonRules (EPRs)
highlight the need for prisoners to be able to communicateeasily with their families
and also retain links with their localcommunity. In respect of untried prisoners the
EPRs also set out thatcommunication links with family should be facilitated and that,
wherethe prisoner desires it, opportunities to be visited and treated bytheir own doctor
or dentist should be allowed.

Quite clearly the arrangements in respect of the Breton detaineesare such that they are
not being treated in accordance with European(Model) Prison Rules.
We would urge that you review the circumstances of these detentionsand transfer all
those on the attached list to Prisons in or nearto their home area".
The Secretary General goes on to outline the four objectives thatthe prisoners have set
which are:
1) The right to serve their sentence together as political detainees;
2) The right to serve their sentence in their home country, Brittany;
3) Compassionate treatment, including early release for sick prisoners;
4) The right to use their own language, Breton, during any legal proceedings.
The League conclude by stressing that none of the objectives are unreasonableand if
France is sincere in its respect for human rights law and theright of the individual the
points must be conceded.
In a separate letter of protest to the European Committee for thePrevention of Torture
(CPT) the League call for action over the Bretondetainees saying:
"There seems to be a prima facie case that the treatment of such prisonersis guided by
political considerations and not humanitarian principles".
The League also express concern about Corsican and Basque detaineeswhose
treatment mirrors that of the Bretons and requests that theCPT raise the issue with the
French authorities.
Copies of the correspondence, together with covering letters havebeen sent to
President Chirac and Prime Minister Jospin. Protestshave also been forwarded to the
Interior Ministry and the Embassiesof France in London and Dublin.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
26/11/00
============================
Date: Sun Nov 26, 2000 0:53pm
Subject: DON'T CAVE IN TO MUTINEERS
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION

PM URGED TO IGNORE "CABAL OF MUTINOUS OFFICERS"
The Celtic League has written to the British Prime Minister (see below)following
reports of pressure from senior Army Officers to delay ademilitarisation of the S.
Armagh area.
The reports well sourced in a British Sunday newspaper said that senior"Army
commanders have warned Tony Blair that they will withdraw fromthe south Armagh
border if they are forced to abandon their hilltopobservation posts".
The Celtic League have urged the British PM not to be swayed fromany quarter from
the peace process in N. Ireland be it "dissidentrepublicans, recalcitrant Unionists or a
cabal of mutinous Army Officers"
The League conclude by urging that the demilitarisation process beexpedited and also
environmental regeneration, compensation and inwardinvestment be provided for the
area whose economy has long been blightedby the presence of high troop levels.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League

26/11/00

The British Prime Minister
Mr. A. Blair
10 Downing Street
London W 1
26/11/00
Dear Prime Minister,
It is somewhat disturbing to read reports, in the Sunday Times, that"Army
commanders have warned Tony Blair that they will withdraw fromthe south Armagh
border if they are forced to abandon their hilltopobservation posts".
The article, penned by a reputable journalist, sets out in detailthe hostility of senior
officers to continued demilitarisation inSouth Armagh.
We trust that you will be swiftly taking steps to clarify that politicalpolicy aimed at

resolving the conflict in N. Ireland will not be impededfrom any source, be it dissident
republicans, recalcitrant Unionistsor a cabal of mutinous Army Officers.
We have little doubt that the reports are accurate. If that is thecase it should be selfevident that the political credibility of yourgovernment is being undermined at a time
when you are committing significantresources to the careers of those in the military
who seem to wanta veto on the pace of change in Ulster.
Far from delaying the departure of troops from S. Armagh the Britishgovernment, in
line with its commitment, should be expediting theprocess. It is only when the Army
vacate the fortified bases, checkpointsand lookouts that shatter the aesthetics of the
South Armagh areathat the extent of the environmental and social damage caused by
thirtyyears of occupation will be determined. At that time we hope the
Britishgovernment will have the good grace to sustain considerable
compensatoryinvestment in the area so that its true potential can be realised.
It is disengagement and inward investment that will confirm a brighterfuture for this
and other areas in N. Ireland. The arrogance of somein the military establishment,
opposed to this process, is unacceptable.
Yours sincerely
J B Moffatt
31/7/00
===============================
Date: Sun Nov 26, 2000 1:37pmSubject: NEW NUCLEAR PLANS?
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
BNFL 2 ? - THE NIGHT MARE CONTINUES
Given the amount of opposition that has built up in communities aroundthe Irish sea
to the dangers posed by the nuclear industry it is incrediblethat the British government
and BNFL could be contemplating a newgeneration of nuclear plants. It is a wake-up
call to those in theenvironmental lobby and also to the governments of Europe that
suchan economic "doomsday plan" is being hatched but apparently a reportwhich may
be issued as early as next week will speculate that:
" If new nuclear build were brought forward reactors could be designedspecifically
with enhanced plutonium-burning capabilities"
BNFL believes it has the technology to rejuvenate its several Magnoxsites around the
Irish sea and the Sellafield Plant if it can persuadethe government in the United
Kingdom to give the green light.
Forty years of nuclear development has been marred by accidents andmishaps and a
consistent failure on the part of the industry to meeteconomic and safety standards.

That the United Kingdom may even contemplatethis scenario shows just how
desperate the nuclear industry is tosalvage something from the mess its made.
The Celtic League will be lobbying all sympathetic European governmentswho have
already expressed concern at the pollution of the Britishnuclear industry to try to head
of this plan.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League

26/11/00
==========================
Date: Wed Nov 29, 2000 0:44pm
Subject: OUTRAGE AT AMBER ROSE DELAY
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
AMBER ROSE - FAMILY AGONY CONTINUES
This week the inquest into the death of Thomas Hughes concluded onthe Isle of Man.
Mr. Hughes died when his vessel the Amber Rose sanksuddenly off the south of the
Isle of Man on 15 October 1998.
The sinking was immediately surrounded in controversy. Whilst thecrew all survived
the body of Mr. Hughes was trapped on board. Subsequently,after condemnation of
the British government for failing to recoverhis body for burial, private action
initiated by the family ensuredhe was brought home to N. Ireland for burial.
Further delay whilst the MAIB report was compiled and published inJuly led to the
Inquest being delayed until this week when a verdictof accidental death was recorded
The Celtic League were extremely critical of the United Kingdom governmentat the
time for the handling of the Amber Rose affair. We urged thata fund be established to
ensure that henceforth families of seafarersdid not have to endure what the Hughes
family had suffered. Subsequentlythe events surrounding the loss of the Solway
Harvester gave thesecalls a new impetus and it seems that something will now be
done.
However, the agony of the Hughes family is not over. The Celtic Leaguespoke to
representatives of Mrs. Hughes today in Portavogie to betold that over two years after
the tragedy insurance settlements dueto Mrs. Hughes have not been made. The
League have now written toN. Ireland constituency MP, John Taylor, urging him to
intervene.Failing this we intend to attempt to obtain legal support for thefamily.

It is appalling that families who endure the trauma of a loss of lovedones at sea and
then have to await the protracted, though necessary,conclusion of enquiries
subsequently find additional bureaucratichurdles must be overcome.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League

29/11/00

Rt. Hon. John D Taylor MP
House of Commons
Westminster
London - England 29/11/00
Dear Mr. Taylor,
I write with reference to the loss of the MFV Amber Rose and the deathof the vessels
skipper, Mr. Thomas Hughes. I understand, after speakingwith representatives of the
Hughes family today, that you are theMP for their constituency, Strangford.
The Celtic League were active immediately after the incident supportingefforts to
recover the body of Mr. Hughes and we subsequently raisedwith the British
government the desirability of a fund being establishedto facilitate such recovery
operations. I understand that the Britishgovernment are now actively examining this
option.
From our contact with the family involved in this tragedy, and beingaware of other
similar maritime tragedies over the years, we appreciatewell the difficulty and distress
that is caused.
The initial news of the loss is devastating. When this is followed,as in the case of the
Amber Rose with the prevarication of the authorities,this causes further distress.
There is then the necessity to awaitthe outcome of the MAIB enquiry and
subsequently the conclusion ofthe inquest. In the case of the Amber Rose the MAIB
findings wereproduced in July and this week the inquest into Mr. Hughes death
wasconcluded at a Coroners Inquest on the Isle of Man.
All in all the Hughes family, and particularly Mrs. Hughes, have hada terrible
experience. I am therefore outraged to find out, afterspeaking to the family today, that
their trauma is not yet at an endand that insurance payments which should have been
received by Mrs.Hughes have not been forthcoming.

I am writing to request your intervention with the insurance companyto urge
settlement of the outstanding claim. Given the trauma, distressand delay this family
have suffered to date I feel sure you will agreethat matters should be expedited.
Yours sincerely
J B Moffatt
31/7/00
==========================
Date: Wed Nov 29, 2000 0:34pm
Subject: OUTRAGE AT AMBER ROSE DELAY
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
AMBER ROSE - FAMILY AGONY CONTINUES
This week the inquest into the death of Thomas Hughes concluded onthe Isle of Man.
Mr. Hughes died when his vessel the Amber Rose sanksuddenly off the south of the
Isle of Man on 15 October 1998.
The sinking was immediately surrounded in controversy. Whilst thecrew all survived
the body of Mr. Hughes was trapped on board. Subsequently,after condemnation of
the British government for failing to recoverhis body for burial, private action
initiated by the family ensuredhe was brought home to N. Ireland for burial.
Further delay whilst the MAIB report was compiled and published inJuly led to the
Inquest being delayed until this week when a verdictof accidental death was recorded
The Celtic League were extremely critical of the United Kingdom governmentat the
time for the handling of the Amber Rose affair. We urged thata fund be established to
ensure that henceforth families of seafarersdid not have to endure what the Hughes
family had suffered. Subsequentlythe events surrounding the loss of the Solway
Harvester gave thesecalls a new impetus and it seems that something will now be
done.
However, the agony of the Hughes family is not over. The Celtic Leaguespoke to
representatives of Mrs. Hughes today in Portavogie to betold that over two years after
the tragedy insurance settlements dueto Mrs. Hughes have not been made. The
League have now written toN. Ireland constituency MP, John Taylor, urging him to
intervene.Failing this we intend to attempt to obtain legal support for thefamily.
It is appalling that families who endure the trauma of a loss of lovedones at sea and
then have to await the protracted, though necessary,conclusion of enquiries
subsequently find additional bureaucratichurdles must be overcome.

Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
29/11/00
Rt. Hon. John D Taylor MP
House of Commons
Westminster
London - England29/11/00
Dear Mr. Taylor,
I write with reference to the loss of the MFV Amber Rose and the deathof the vessels
skipper, Mr. Thomas Hughes. I understand, after speakingwith representatives of the
Hughes family today, that you are theMP for their constituency, Strangford.
The Celtic League were active immediately after the incident supportingefforts to
recover the body of Mr. Hughes and we subsequently raisedwith the British
government the desirability of a fund being establishedto facilitate such recovery
operations. I understand that the Britishgovernment are now actively examining this
option.
From our contact with the family involved in this tragedy, and beingaware of other
similar maritime tragedies over the years, we appreciatewell the difficulty and distress
that is caused.
The initial news of the loss is devastating. When this is followed,as in the case of the
Amber Rose with the prevarication of the authorities,this causes further distress.
There is then the necessity to awaitthe outcome of the MAIB enquiry and
subsequently the conclusion ofthe inquest. In the case of the Amber Rose the MAIB
findings wereproduced in July and this week the inquest into Mr. Hughes death
wasconcluded at a Coroners Inquest on the Isle of Man.
All in all the Hughes family, and particularly Mrs. Hughes, have hada terrible
experience. I am therefore outraged to find out, afterspeaking to the family today, that
their trauma is not yet at an endand that insurance payments which should have been
received by Mrs.Hughes have not been forthcoming.
I am writing to request your intervention with the insurance companyto urge
settlement of the outstanding claim. Given the trauma, distressand delay this family
have suffered to date I feel sure you will agreethat matters should be expedited.
Yours sincerely

J B Moffatt
31/7/00
Date: Thu Nov 30, 2000 0:40pm
Subject: MOD DISINGENUOUS
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
IT DIDN'T CRASH IT FELL!
In an incredible example of double-speak, even by MOD standards, theDefence
Ministry has denied that a crash involving a Wessex helicopteroccurred in S. Armagh
last month.
Despite witness evidence, backed by photographs, the MOD say the chopperdid not
crash when one of its engines failed (due to ingestion ofa "foreign object"). It simply
made an emergency landing on reducedpower. The elderly chopper was subsequently
removed slung beneaththe belly of a heavy lift Chinook.
The MOD have also rejected claims from the Celtic League that operationsby the
Wessex are patently unsafe, due to the age of the machine,and its service record
which includes a controversial crash in Walesseven years ago in which a number of
air cadets were killed.
The helicopter is now almost forty years old having entered servicewith the RAF in
1961. In that time the type has not been subject tothe 'Service Life Extension
Programme' of any other type.
The MOD concede that the Wessex is an "ageing helicopter" which will"retire from
service within the next few years" but they say theytake Their "responsibilities for
safety very seriously and all aspectsof safety are kept under continuous review"
However, this reassurance has a hollow ring earlier this year theCeltic League proved
that the MOD were operating helicopters in Ulsterwith a known defect (the Lynx
machines were subsequently grounded).
There is little doubt that the MOD is being disingenuous about thislatest incident and
it seems that only as catastrophic crash involvingsubstantial deaths of aircrew and
civilians will prompt a rethink.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
30/11/00

===============================
Date: Thu Nov 30, 2000 0:54pm
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
ENDANGERED LANGUAGES SUPPORT FOR MANX
The Foundation for Endangered Languages (FEL) has added its voiceto those
organisations campaigning for the establishment of a Manxmedium unit by the
Department of Education in the Isle of Man.
FEL President Nicholas Ostler says, in correspondence to Manx ChiefMinister
Donald Gelling MHK, "We urge you to show support for Gaelicmedium education
and to follow the excellent examples of Scotlandand Ireland where many thousands of
children are founded through Scottishand Irish Gaelic. A number of studies have
shown the advantages of bilingualism from an early age. A recent academic study of
the attainment of children in Gaelic medium education in Scotland (the Johnstone
report) has shown that children educated through the medium of Gaelic tend to
outperform English medium peers in English and various other subjects".
FEL say that the department should aim to establish a unit in linewith the wishes of
Manx language bodies by September 2001.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
30/11/00

Newslist Messages for December 2000
Date: Fri Dec 1, 2000 1:12pm
Subject: SNP FOR LEAGUE DUBLIN MEETING
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
An Conradh Ceilteach the Irish branch of the Celtic League have organisedanother
successful public meeting. The programme of meetings aimsto bring prominent
political figures from the various Celtic countriesto comment on contemporary
matters.
The most recent guest was Irene McGugan of the SNP and the text ofher speech is set
out below:

'The Scottish Parliament - a Stepping Stone to Independence?'
Irene McGugan, MSP, SNP.
Public Lecture, Trinity College Dublin, 29th November, 2000
BUSINESS IN SCOTLAND "ADOPTING A MORE POSITIVE ATTITUDE" TO
INDEPENDENCE
There are signs that a significant attitudinal change is taking placeamongst Scotland's
business community towards independence for Scotland.At a meeting in Trinity
College, Dublin, on Wednesday night, organisedby the Celtic League and
Comhaontas Ceilteach in TCD, Irene McGugan,Shadow Deputy Minister for Children
and Education with the ScottishNationalist Party (SNP), announced that an
organisation, Businessin Scotland, had been established to facilitate this change.
Ms McGugan said that "the politics of fear has been used to frightenbusiness away
from the idea of Scottish independence" and that manybusiness people had been
scared by the unionist controlled media intoadopting an extra cautious approach.
Business in Scotland was exposingmany of the myths behind this "politics of fear"
and many businesspeople were adopting a more positive attitude.
"There is no money for the SNP from big business", Ms McGugan added.
Ms McGugan disagreed with the statement made in Dublin recently beforehis death
by Donald Dewar, the First Minister of the Scottish Parliament,that the new Scottish
Parliament was the end game for Scots. As soonas the SNP gained an overall
majority, independence would be declared,the Shadow Deputy Minister promised.
According to Ms McGugan, the introduction of a PR electoral systemwas required in
Scotland as the present system left SNP voters heavilyunder-represented. A fairer
electoral system "would enable Scotlandto take its place amongst the other
independent nations of Europewithin the European Union".
The SNP were in favour of official status for all three languagesin Scotland - Gaelic,
Scots and English. "The question of languagemakes unionist parties very
uncomfortable", Ms McGugan claimed, "becauseit forces them to recognise other
identities".
===========================
Date: Sat Dec 2, 2000 4:41am
Subject: MANX BANKS PROBE
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
DAIL COMMITTEE TO PROBE MANX ACCOUNTS
"If our banks are used as a conduit, however legitimate, to swindlethe wealth of

another nation then that causes misery and we cannotbe part of it".
The influential Public Accounts Committee of the Irish Parliament( the Dail) is to
probe the "quite amazing amount of money" held byIrish banks and institutions on the
Isle of Man.
The scale of the amounts, variously reported at between £3 and £4billion, is likely to
open a new chapter on ongoing enquiries intotax evasion in Ireland. In an indication
of the strength of publicfeeling in Ireland about tax evasion the Public Accounts
CommitteeChairman, Mr. Jim Mitchell, has called for jail sentences for "whitecollar
crime". He told the media;
"I'm a little taken aback that despite all that's come out in thisinquiry to date, there's
still the old culture of non-deterrents,non-prosecution, non-custodial sentence for
white-collar crime. Thiscommittee will not tolerate a Mickey Mouse response, we
want effectivedeterrents. We don't want people in jail just for the fun of it, wewant
them in jail to make sure a lesson goes out to other people thattax evasion becomes a
highly unfashionable thing in this country."
The new revelations come just months after allegations of the launderingof public
funds from the Russian federation via the Isle of Man. Atthat time the Celtic League,
in correspondence to Manx Treasury MinisterRichard Corkhill, said "If our banks are
used as a conduit, howeverlegitimate to swindle the wealth of another nation then that
causesmisery and we cannot be part of it". The new allegations also comehard on the
heels of assurances by the Manx government about the legitimacyof business
transacted here. It follows a number of high profile casesin Ireland involving
individuals using accounts in the Isle of Man.
Both the Chief Minister and the Finance Minister have gone on recordto say that the
Island is striving to achieve "greater transparency",yet within days of such statements
these new revelations have emerged.
The Celtic League have long called for greater openness about transactionsbetween
Mann, Ireland and other finance centres. It appears that thislatest Irish initiative will
peel away some of the veils of secrecythat surround our finance sector.

Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League

2/12/00
=============================
Date: Sat Dec 2, 2000 0:13pm

Subject: PRISONERS SUPPORT WEEK
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
POLITICAL PRISONERS WEEK
Solidarity sought for Breton, Basque and Corsican prisoners of conscience
A week of events to highlight the plight of Breton, Basque and Corsicanpolitical
prisoners is taking place in Paris from December 9. It isbeing organised by
movements and associations which support the prisoners.
Last month the Celtic League wrote to the French government urgingthat 10 Breton
prisoners be relocated to prisons in Brittany. We alsoasked for consideration to be
given to early release of some of thoseprisoners who are ill. Three of the prisoners are
currently on hungerstrike.
Gérard BERNARD began his hunger strike on the 1st November. PascalLAIZE and
Arnaud VANNIER started their fast on the 28 November and1st December
respectively. The prisoners are all seeking politicalstatus.
Gerad BERNARD and Pascal LAIZE are ill, BERNARD has a thyroid problem,and
LAIZE was involved in a car crash in which his knees were broken.Another prisoner,
Alain SOLE, is ill with diabetes.
In an attempt to prompt dialogue and encourage the French Governmentto end the
repression in Brittany the ARB (Revolutionary Army of Brittany)has returned
explosives stolen in Plévin last year.
It is too early to say if this gesture will elicit a positive responsefrom the authorities in
Paris but the Celtic League will highlightthe significance of the move in
correspondence to EU governments.This will be timed to coincide with the solidarity
week commencingon December 9. Celtic League National branches will also be
askedto try and seek support from National Parties in the Celtic countriesfor the
prisoners.
It is a disgrace to see incarcerated those only crime is to wish tosee their homelands
free to determine their own future.
The governments in Paris and Madrid should realise that politicaldialogue and not
repression is the road to conflict resolution.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League

2/12/00
==============================
Date: Fri Dec 15, 2000 0:03pm
Subject: BRITISH SECURITY BEFORE MARINE SAFETY
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
MARINE POLLUTION THREAT
The Celtic League believe that Britain's continued operation of defectivenuclear
submarines poses a reckless threat to the Marine environment
The MOD have responded to concerns expressed by the Celtic Leagueabout the
continued operation in coastal waters around the BritishIsles of nuclear submarines
(SSN) following the discovery of a reactorfault on vessels of the type.
The League had written to the governments in Scotland, Wales Irelandand the Isle of
Man following the withdrawal of the Royal Navy's entireSSN force from service in
September. The recall followed revelationsthat faults on a submarine docked at
Gibraltar were more serious thanat first thought.
We pointed out the the various governments that operations by thesubmarines in
coastal waters and the Irish sea had continued afterthe problems were known and this
posed an unacceptable risk.
In its reply, via the office of the Welsh First Minister, the MODset out the sequence of
events which led up to the recall. They insistthat they acted as soon as they were
aware their was a serious problem.They also say they consider safety to be of
paramount importance andpoint to the operational record of the British submarine
force over40 years.
However, it is clear from the correspondence that problems persist.The MOD say that
faults identified are being subjected to "a secondseries of inspections, using a more
sophisticated investigation technique".Meanwhile some of the submarines said to be
"not affected" have returnedto operational duties.
The Celtic League continue to have concerns about operations by thesevessels in
coastal waters around the British Isles. The operationof vessels of this type with the
capacity to release pollution whichcould not be dissipated or contained for many
decades is in our viewreckless. Reading between the lines the MOD need vessels of
this typeas they have no conventional alternatives. They are therefore puttingBritain's
defence interest before the security of the marine environment.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General

15/12/00
================================
Date: Fri Dec 15, 2000 0:03pm
Subject: McBRIDE KILLERS FOCUS FOR INDISCIPLINE
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
McBRIDE KILLERS - RALLYING POINT FOR MALIGNANCY AND
INDISCIPLINE
The Ministry of Defence has again defended its decision to allow twoconvicted
murderers, James Fisher and Mark Wright, to remain in theBritish Army.
The Celtic Leagues Manx branch had written to the MOD as part of aseries of protests
called to highlight the callousness and insensitivitycaused by the decision to the
family of Belfast man Peter McBridewho was murdered by the pair in in 1992. The
two men were subsequentlyjailed but released early by the British government.
The McBride family has tirelessly campaigned against the decisionto allow the two
men to return to duty. Their campaign this week receiveda new impetus when the
Irish parliament (Dail) debated the issue andcondemned the British governments
decision.
In correspondence to Celtic League Manx branch Secretary, Cristl Jerry,the MOD say
"there were exceptional reasons to allow for their retention".
The Celtic League Manx branch is appalled by the decision and believethat the
"exceptional reasons" argument is fatuous. Both Fisher andWright were branded as
liars by the Judge that heard their case. Itis clear therefore that immediately after the
incident there was noremorse or regret, but simply an attempt to lie to evade
retribution.It is clear also that some in the Scots Guards (the men's regiment)still seek
to justify the murder. Last week soldiers from the regimentsent a tasteless Xmas card
to the Civil liberties group in Ireland(the Pat Finucane Centre) which has been
assisting the McBride family.It is clear therefore that the MOD decision to reinstate
the two hasmade them a rallying point for malignancy and indiscipline.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General

15/12/00
============================

Date: Mon Dec 18, 2000 11:30am
Subject: SCROOGE FRENCH PRISON AUTHORITIES
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
"SCROOGE" PRISON AUTHORITIES CENSOR XMAS MAIL
The French prison authorities have started to return magazines andcards sent to
Breton political prisoners. The Celtic League have labelledtheir attitude as mean, or
"Scrooge like".
The French prison authorities have refused to allow copies of a Celticmagazine,
CARN. to be delivered to Breton prisoners currently remandedin prison in the Paris
area.
The Celtic League, which has branches in the six Celtic countriesincluding Brittany,
is supporting calls for the men to be relocatedto prisons near their homes in Brittany
or released on compassionategrounds as some of them are ill.
The League has urged its branches and members to send cards, readingmaterial and
messages of support. However, copies of CARN, the journalof the Celtic League,
have been rejected by authorities at five ofthe prisons and returned.
The content of CARN is essentially cultural but it does also highlightthe distinct
political identity of the Celtic countries. Only a limitedamount of the content relates to
Brittany.
To date the French authorities have provided no explanation for theirmean-spirited
attitude.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
18/12/00
================================
ISLAND TO IRELAND - INCINERATOR OPPOSITION GROWS
A vigorous debate on the Isle of Man over the merits, economic andenvironmental, of
waste incineration is now being mirrored in Ireland.
SINN FÉIN Chairperson, Mitchel McLaughlin, has added his voice tothat of a wide
range of environmentalist and local politicians inIreland who are querying the wisdom
of adopting incineration as ameans, long term, of resolving waste management
problems.
Commenting, in the current issue of An Phoblacht, on new statisticsfrom the United

Kingdom about the health implications of incinerationhe says " These (statistics)
highlight the need for an immediate moratoriumon all incinerator projects here in
Ireland until we can put in placea long term all-Ireland waste management strategy.
We need an all-Irelandwaste management strategy because clearly what happens in
Louth orDerry will effect everybody".
His concern is the latest voiced by a wide range of individuals andgroups in Ireland
which have have a correlation to those on the Isleof Man concerned at incineration.
The Isle of Man government plans to site its waste incinerator nearto the Islands main
centre of population, Douglas, where over halfthe Islands population live. Urban
concerns are also parallelled byFarmers, whose land is adjacent to the new plant.
Whatever the merits or otherwise of incineration it is clear thatthere is a growing body
of public concern, right across the BritishIsles, about what is seen as a potentially
flawed method of wastemanagement.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
18/12/00
=============================
Date: Mon Dec 18, 2000 11:31am
Subject: PATRIOT REMEMBERED
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
MANX PATRIOT COMMEMORATION
The Annual Illiam Dhone Commemoration, organised by the Manx branchof the
Celtic League and Mec Vannin, will take place at Hango Hill,Castletown on the 2nd
of January.
Speakers will include Manx language activist Phil Kelly and Mark
Kermode,Chairman of Mec Vannin the Manx Nationalist Party.
Illiam Dhone was executed by the English overlord of the Isle of Man,Lord Derby, on
Jan. 2 1663. Illiam Dhone (William Christian) had earlyadministered the Island for a
brief period, taking advantage of theEnglish Civil war to assert Manx sovereignty. His
exploits and deathare recorded in the Gaelic lament "Baase Illiam Dhone" (The
Deathof Brown William). In recent years the anniversary of his death hasbeen used as
a focus by Nationalists to raise public awareness atdespoliation of the Island by
economic interests, such as those createdby the pressures for growth within the
Finance Industry.
This year the Manx Nationalist Party message delivered by Mark Kermodeis likely to

once again restate a fundamental message of oppositionto economic exploitation by
outside interests and the threat thatthis poses to environment, culture and population
balance.
The commemoration takes place at 2:00 pm on the 2nd January.

Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
18/12/00
===========================
Date: Mon Dec 18, 2000 1:41pm
Subject: BASES A THREAT TO PEACE
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
ARMAGH BASES A THREAT TO PEACE
Batons and guns against peaceful protesters in S. Armagh are notjustified! Talk about
"new policing" and "reform" carry little weightwhen batons and guns reflect that the
old order of policing in nationalistareas of N. Ireland is unchanged.
The South Armagh Farmers & Residents Committee have organised a secondweekend
protest against the continued British military presence inthe area.
On Sunday a group of fifty local residents entered the British Armybase at
Crievekeeran on the Culloville/Crossmaglen road, despite thepresence of heavily
armed troops. Using wire-cutters, the protesteroccupied most of the base for over an
hour, while the soldiers retreatedto an inner section of the facility.
Last week, to coincide with the visit by US President Bill Clinton,SAFRC organised a
similar protest at the Glassdrummond base. Despitethe peace theme of the Clinton
visit police action at the Glassdrummondprotest and after was less than peaceful and
several of the protesterswere harassed. In one incident police aimed weapons at the
unarmedprotesters.
This week again "community policing" was on the agenda and severalof the protesters
were attacked with batons. The police have no writin this area, they are not wanted,
and by their actions they maketheir position even less tenable. Talk about "new
policing" and "reform"carry little weight when batons and guns reflect that the old
orderof policing in the nationalist areas of N. Ireland is unchanged. Itseems likely the
protests will continue for as long as the bases remain.and the police response will
become more dangerous.
British political and military interests are playing up these communityprotests in

South Armagh as being orchestrated to achieve a weakeningof the security forces in
the area. However, it is only when one visitsthe area and sees the extent and intensity
of the military presencethat one appreciates the pressures on the local community.
The bewilderinglyarray of communications equipment and radiation emitting
surveillanceequipment, which in many instances is right in the local communitiesback
yard, adds to health concerns and general uncertainty. Clappedout helicopters clatter
in and out of the myriad of bases their progressonly varied by the occasional crash
landing.
Though the Irish government has paid lip-service to the concern ofthe South Armagh
community, to date no effective pressure has beenapplied to have the British
government give meaningful effect to demilitarisingin South Armagh.
Paradoxically, the "security" value of the South Armagh installationswas itself always
problematical. It created logistic problems whichsaw the outposts, that mushroomed
in the area over the past twentyyears, virtually isolated with supply only being
effective by air.British history will probably reassess the value of the S.
Armaghfortifications as more of a political statement than an effectivesecurity
instrument.
The British government indulged its security hierarchy and the localcommunity
suffered. Now they are giving notice that they intend tosuffer no longer. The current
heavy-handed police response to thelatest protests is not only unwarranted but
dangerous for the entirepeace process in these islands.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
18/12/00
============================
Date: Mon Dec 18, 2000 1:42pm
Subject: CORNISH CALL TIME FOR ENGLISH HERITAGE
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
CORNISHMEN CHARGED OVER ENGLISH SIGNS PROTESTS
Three Cornishmen, members of the Cornish Stannary Parliament (Stannators),have
been charged in relation to "theft" surrounding the removal ofEnglish Heritage signs
from "English" Heritage sites around Cornwall.In all 11 charges were brought, with
the value of the signs set at£20,000.
The innovative Stannators used acetylene cutting equipment to removethe signs, over
several months, in an action code-named "OperationChough". The question of
English signs on historical sites in Cornwall,and indeed the very presence of
"English" Heritage, is deeply offensiveto many Cornish nationalists and those active

within the Cornish languagemovement.
In what can only be termed a provocative development the three men,who had been
bailed, were remanded in cells for several hours priorto their initial Court appearance.
Why the detention was thought necessaryis unclear as the three are unlikely to
abscond. In fact, the wholethrust of their protest is aimed at getting English Heritage
to leaveCornwall
The men were due in Court again last Friday but at the present timethe League is
unclear if the charges were progressed further.
In the case of one of the men, his only participation in the eventswas to take "official"
photographs of the sign removals. However allhave been similarly charged.
The Celtic League will be protesting at the mens pre-trial detentionto the Devon and
Cornwall Police. We will also be re-iterating concernspreviously raised with the
Executive of English Heritage about itspolicy in Cornwall.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
18/12/00
Date: Wed Dec 20, 2000 4:24am
Subject: A positive step for Gaelic education for the whole of Scotland
The Alba branch of the Celtic League are delighted to have attributed to the progress
of Gaelic education for the whole ofScotland. The Alba Branch submitted a petition
some months ago addressing Gaelic education and sought a 'twintracked inclusive'
approach. While the Alba branch always saw GME as important we felt that many
basic foundationshave been missed from rebuilding it. We felt that Gaelic medium
education was a parental choice and excluded children who would possibly want to
learnGaelic but whose parents had not chosen that option or it was not available in
their area. Children may now be able tohave Gaelic as an option if they wish.We
thought it would be a positive step to widen the scope of Gaelic education to everyone
who wants it. The ScottishExecutive in it's Educational National Priorities outlines
'Gaelic education' as a national priority and does not just limititself to Gaelic medium
education, which will undoubtedly mean that mainstream schools and special
educationalschools will also be able to benefit from learning Gaelic and they may
hopefully be able to take Gaelic a stage further intoGaelic medium education or on to
Higher Education.We also believe Gaelic as a second language could be an option for
the many families who have 'dropped out' of Gaelicmedium education. Obviously
there is still a lot of work to be done but this is a very positive step.
Risnidh Mag Aoidh
Alba Branch secretary Celtic league

====================================
Date: Thu Dec 21, 2000 1:01amSubject: MOX MADNESS
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
SELLAFIELD FACILITY RESTART - MOX MADNESS
The Celtic league has attacked a decision by British safety regulatorsto allow a restart
of the MOX development facility at Sellafield.
Speaking on Manx Radio the Secretary General of the Celtic League,Bernard Moffatt,
said that there was a lack of transparency surroundingsafety related issues at the plant.
The MOX facility ceased productionafter BNFL were forced to reveal that safety data
at the plant, connectedto MOX production, had been falsified.
The Celtic League also criticised British safety regulators at theHSE and said that the
British nuclear programme was so inextricablylinked to the British government that it
was impossible to acceptthat the HSE, itself a government agency, could be totally
objective.
The League said that safety regulation of nuclear facilities aroundthe Irish sea has
been a disaster for over three decades, with spillsfrom Sellafield and incidents and
alerts at other nuclear plants,such as Heysham and Wylfa Power stations on the
Lancs. and N. Walescoast.
The Secretary General said communities around the Irish sea faceda threat from
Britain's nuclear programme and assurances from Britain'snuclear safety regular were
worthless. He called for tough Irish andManx government action to scrutinise the
latest MOX production moves.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
21/12/00
===============================
Date: Wed Dec 27, 2000 10:33am
Subject: REFORM LIBEL LAW CALL
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
PRESSURE TO REFORM LIBEL LAWS
The Celtic League have called for reform of legislation on the Isleof Man governing
defamation and libel saying that the provisions ofcurrent legislation are inconsistent
with International law governinghuman rights. In a letter to Chief Minister Donald

Gelling the Leaguesay:
"The Celtic League welcome the determination with which your administrationis now
addressing the issue of human rights. It is especially hearteningthat your government
has indicated a wish to incorporate the EuropeanConvention on Human Rights into
domestic law.
Implicit in the adoption of new standards on human rights is the needto address those
areas of our current law which are restrictive tofreedom of expression. One area that
immediately springs to mind isthe current law on defamation and libel.
You will probably be aware that last year both the European Courtand the United
Nations Commissioner on Human Rights focused criticallyon libel laws in Ireland.
The implication was that such law was arestriction on the freedom of expression
conveyed by both the ECHRand the United Nations Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights.
Obviously reform in this area has to be balanced by the need to respectthe right of an
individual from inaccurate or injurious attack. Howeverat the present time the
defamation laws, both in the Isle of Man andthe United Kingdom, would seem to be
structured and implemented moreto restrict freedom of expression than protect
individual rights.
We urge you to consider reform of this archaic legislation in tandemwith other
legislative reform."
The League specifically highlight in the correspondence to the ChiefMinister
criticisms of laws in Ireland voiced last year by a reportof the UN Commissioner on
Human Rights. The report criticised boththe level of damages and procedures of libel
cases.
The Celtic League believe that the incorporation of Human Rights legislationinto
domestic law will invariably lead to freedom of expression suitsbeing lodged by those
who are threatened under the provisions of theIslands archaic defamation laws.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
27/12/00
Date: Wed Dec 27, 2000 10:33am
Subject: PROTEST OVER PRISONERS MAIL
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
PROTEST OVER BRETON PRISONERS MAIL
The Celtic League have written to the French Embassy following therefusal by prison

authorities at some jails near Paris to accept mailfor a number of Breton detainees.
In correspondence to the Ambassador in London the Secretary Generalhas asked that
clarification be sought from Justice Minister, Marylise LEBRANCHU, about policy at
the various prisons in respect of rejectionof prisoners mail.:
"I recently forwarded information and a copy of the Celtic Leaguejournal (CARN) to
a number of Breton prisoners detained at prisonsin the Paris area.
Whilst some of the recipients received the mail forwarded, in severalinstances the
correspondence was returned.
I wonder if you could clarify from the Minister with responsibilityfor Prisons why this
occurred.
If by forwarding mail in the manner specified we are breaching someconvention or
regulation governing communication with detainees itwould be helpful if the prison
authorities clarified this when returningthe mail.
I would add that it is also unclear what happened to Xmas cards sentby our
organisation (and others) to the men. Obviously if these werealso withheld it is most
mean-spirited."
There are now nine detainees held at prisons in France and the CelticLeague is
supporting their campaign to be transferred to prisons inBrittany. One other detainee,
Denez RIOU, was released just priorto Xmas.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
27/12/00
===================================
Date: Wed Dec 27, 2000 10:33am
Subject: PROTEST OVER CORNISH DETENTION
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
PROTEST OVER CORNISH DETENTION
The Celtic League has expressed its concern to the Chief Constableof the Devon and
Cornwall Police about the detention of three Cornishnationalist in cells prior to a
magistrates Court appearance earlierthis month.
The men are alleged to have removed signs belonging to English Heritagefrom
various locations in Cornwall. Originally bailed to the Courtthe men answered their
bail and were promptly locked in cells forthree hours prior to the hearing.

In a letter to Sir John Evans Chief Constable of Devon and Cornwallthe Secretary
General of the Celtic League says:
"I an writing to register our concern at the treatment of three Cornishnationalist who
were held in cells recently (December 12) prior toa (magistrates) court hearing in your
area.
I understand that the three had been detailed and bailed in connectionwith alleged
offences involving the removal of signs from 'EnglishHeritage' sites in Cornwall. I
understand that they complied withand answered their bail to appear at Court.
In the circumstances why it was felt necessary to detain them in cellsfor several hours
escapes me.?
I can only conjecture that the political nature of the men's protestwarranted in the
view of your force and the courts a draconian response.If this is the case it demeans
the court and the Devon & Cornwallpolice."
Paradoxically the action taken against the men is likely to furtherfocus opposition in
Cornwall against erosion of national identity.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
27/12/00
============================
Date: Wed Dec 27, 2000 10:33am
Subject: IRELAND IN DOCK OVER 'OFFENCES' LAW
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
EUROPEAN COURT IRISH JUDGEMENT HAS WIDER IMPLICATIONS
The concentration of most people on the Xmas holiday period has obscuredthe
implications of a European Court of Human rights judgement deliveredagainst the
Irish government.
Without doubt one of the most misused and malevolent pieces of legislationthat
attacks human rights is the infamous Offences Against the StateAct (OSA) first
introduced sixty years ago to combat The IRA by theIrish government.
The finding of the European court calls into question Section 52 ofOSA. The human
rights‟ judges found that the measure compromised threepeople‟s rights to a fair trial.
This was because it impugned their right to a presumption of innocenceuntil proven
otherwise, and violated their right not to incriminatethemselves and retain their right

to remain silent. All of these rightsare protected under the European Convention of
Human Rights. Unusually,the court also awarded damages and while the
compensation awardsare small (£4,000 each plus costs), it is not a usual step for
thecourt, and represents the importance the judges have attached to thecases. Reacting
after the judgement Irish Justice Minister John O‟Donoghuemade it clear there will be
no rush to react to the findings of theStrasbourg court and a spokesman for the
Minister said the rulingwould be examined by the special committee, which is already
examiningthe Offences Against the State Act as part of the terms of the GoodFriday
Agreement.
However, Mr. O‟Donoghue has already begun preparations for incorporatingthe
European Convention on Human Rights into domestic law and it seemsunlikely that
Ireland can ignore the judgement.
The judgement may also have ramifications for other Celtic countries.The United
Kingdom and the Isle of Man have introduced Preventionof Terrorism Acts the
provisions of which will undoubtedly eventuallybe tested when the Human Rights Act
is incorporated into domesticlaw. In addition its clear that a major consideration in the
ECHRjudgement against Ireland was the infringement implicit within OSAof
inferences drawn from the right to silence. This is already anissue under scrutiny in
Respect of flawed criminal justice legislationintroduced in N. Ireland, mainland
Britain and the Isle of Man.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
27/12/00
=============================
Date: Wed Dec 27, 2000 10:33am
Subject: POLICE OPERATIONS QUERY
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
UNDERCOVER POLICE OPS QUERY
The Celtic League have asked the Manx Home Affairs Minister Alan Bellwhat
regulations govern the conduct of police undercover operationsand the use of aural or
visual surveillance equipment. In a letterto the Minister the League Secretary General
asks:
"Could you advise what section of current Criminal Justice or PolicePowers
legislation regulates the operation of police undercover operations.
Specifically, is the use in such operations of surveillance equipmentregulated by
statute?

For information, I understand that in the early 1980s the then ChiefConstable of the
Isle of Man issued a version of a Home Office guidelinecovering these matters.
However, subsequently in the United Kingdomwhen this "guidance" was made public
it was held to be deficient andnew procedures introduced. However, as far as I am
aware, no parallelmoves to control usage of mechanical or electronic devices in
auralor visual surveillance operations was introduced here. At the timeof the
introduction of guidelines in the UK it was generally acceptedthat there was a need
for such sensitive operations to periodicallybe mounted by the police - the primary
purpose of aural and visualsurveillance being to help confirm or dispel a suspicion of
seriouscrime, and not to collect evidence.
As you are aware there have been several fairly weighty tomes of policeprocedure and
criminal justice legislation introduced on the Isleof Man in the past decade. Could you
please indicate which legislationcontrols this sensitive area of police operations."
Nearly two decades ago the Celtic League co-operated with Welsh nationalistMPs in
exposing the Home Office guidelines referred to in the letterto Minister Alan Bell.
The Celtic League also campaigned throughoutthe 1980s for the introduction of
regulations to govern the interceptionof communications and submitted evidence
when the Interceptions ofCommunications legislation was introduced on the Isle of
Man ten yearsago
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
27/12/00
===============================
Date: Wed Dec 27, 2000 10:44am
Subject: 'SILENCE' LAW CHANGE INEFFECTIVE
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
SILENCE RIGHT RESTRICTION - INEFFECTIVE
For many years the right to silence was a cornerstone of the criminaljustice system in
the United Kingdom and the Isle of Man. However,over the past two decades that
right has been eroded in the interestsof the "improving" the conviction rate.
As with so many erosions of rights and liberties the right to silencewas first restricted
in Northern Ireland. The ability of the policeand judiciary to draw inferences from an
accused persons silence wasfelt to be an important weapon in the war against
terrorism.
In 1988 the Criminal Evidence (N. Ireland) Order amended the law toallow a court or
jury to draw inferences from an accused persons refusalto answer questions. As with
all bad criminal justice legislationonce established in N. Ireland it was extended to the

United Kingdom'mainland' via the 1994 Criminal Justice and Public Order Act.
Although there was no serious research indicating that such legislationwas either
desirable or necessary for the Isle of Man the Manx governmentanxious to ape
legislative changes in the UK soon introduced the restrictionto the Manx legal system
via the 1996 Police Powers a& ProceduresBill.
At the time Civil Liberties organisations and at least one progressivemember of the
Manx legal profession questioned the necessity or desirabilityof such change.
However the opposition went unheeded.
Now new research has indicated that restricting the right to silencehas had little
impact on conviction rates (in fact they show a decreasein respect of both terrorist and
ordinary crime). The research coversthe decade from the introduction of the
legislation in N. Ireland.
The research indicates that the decision to attack crime via restrictionson the rights of
accused persons has been ineffective in N. Irelandand would suggest that the decision
to ape the legislation in theUK and subsequently in the Isle of Man was unsound.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
27/12/00
=================================
Date: Wed Dec 27, 2000 11:31am
Subject: SYSTEMS NOSE DIVE FOR OBSOLETE CHOPPERS
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
SYSTEMS NOSE DIVE FOR OBSOLETE CHOPPERS
Helicopter operations over South Armagh, already the subject of criticismon safety
grounds by local community groups, seem destined to be evenmore fraught with
danger.
The area has for several years had the highest density of militaryhelicopter operations
due to supply operation for the myriad of baseswhich dot the country side in the area.
Because of the continued failureby the British to scale down its military operation and
close basesthese re-supply operations continue apace. One group insists thatthe level
and frequency of flights has increased
Many of the helicopter bases or landing pads are adjacent to villagesand farmsteads
and from January an added risk may occur because radiosystems (ILS) in some
military aircraft and helicopters will becomeobsolete when new frequencies are
allotted to commercial users. Theextent of the difficulty is impossible to quantify

because the MODare being 'incredibly tight-lipped' about the problems likely to
occur- possibly because they just cannot say how widespread it will be.
The MOD are modifying some of the more modern aircraft to meet theproblems
posed but the semi-obsolete machines (helicopters) whichoperate in south east Ulster
are unlikely to receive upgrades. Inany case British military helicopters are
notoriously poorly equippedand instrument deficiencies are said to have contributed,
for example,to the Chinook crash at Kintyre six years ago.
The problem is a general one which will effect RAF operations acrossthe United
Kingdom. The MOD remain positive about the problem - untilthe first crash!
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
27/12/00
==================================
Date: Sun Dec 31, 2000 7:51am
Subject: RECORDS 'SWEPT' ON AER LINGUS CRASH
CELTIC LEAGUE - PRESS INFORMATION
AER LINGUS CRASH QUERY
The Celtic League has re-iterated its concerns to the Irish governmentabout the reopened investigation into an airliner crash over theIrish sea thirty years ago.
All sixty-one people on board an Aer Lingus Viscount airliner diedwhen the aircraft
crashed in the Irish sea in March 1968. The incidentstill constitutes the most serious
loss of life in any air crash overthe Irish sea. Speculation about possible British
military involvement(the aircraft had been passing close to the Aberporth missile
testingrange off Caernarvon bay) resulted in a review of evidence last yearby the
British and Irish governments. The League has queried the accuracyof some of the
evidence supplied by the UK for that review. (The BritishMOD had said that parts of
a SD2 Stiletto target drone found nearthe crash site could not be connected with the
crash as in 1968 nolaunch system had been developed for the type. However, we have
pointedout that Shorts the Belfast plane maker modified an obsolete Canberrabomber
as a launch vehicle for the type in 1967).
Six months ago the Irish government set up a further independent assessmentand this
is currently under-way.
The League have now written to Mary O'Rourke at the Department ofPublic
Enterprise (see attached) pointing out that new research atthe United Kingdom Public
Record Office indicates that information,about either the crash or the Aberporth
facility, appears to havebeen 'swept' clean at that facility.

The League have also written to the British ambassador to Dublin askingwhy a
promised reply concerning the inaccuracy of information suppliedto the intergovernmental review has not been forthcoming.
There is little doubt that the unresolved issue of the fate of EI-712is a continuing
embarrassment to both the British and Irish governments.A combination of relatives,
pressure groups and the media is not satisfiedthat the full story has yet emerged.
The British government for its part have not helped their case (thatthe Aberporth
missile testing facility was closed and could not thereforehave been involved in the
crash) by destroying critical records andlosing pertinent documentation e.g. the
logbooks from several navalwarships
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
31/12/00
(Text of letter to Minister O'Rourke)
The Minister for Public Enterprise
Mrs. Mary O'Rourke, TD.,
Department of Public Enterprise,
44 Kildare Street,
Dublin 2,
Ireland.
Dear Minister
Ref. Loss of Aer Lingus Airliner EI-712
I wonder if you could advise when the review into the Aer Lingus crash,by the
Independent Crash Investigators you appointed, will be completedand made public.
You will recall that I wrote in July querying assurances given, duringthe preliminary
inter-governmental review, about a part from a missiledrone discovered in the Tuskar
area. The part was from a US AQM-37Atarget drone. These were manufactured in the
United Kingdom by Shortsas the SD.2 Stiletto. The report dismissed any relationship
betweenthis drone and the crash saying:
"Further research conducted by AAIU indicates that the UK did nothave the
capability to launch this type of drone before July 1968".

I subsequently forwarded information to your Office and also wroteto the British
Ambassador pointing out that this was untrue. I stillawait a reply from the British
Ambassador (Ivor Roberts) promisedin July (see encl.).
If the Independent Crash Investigators are still working on theirreport they might wish
to consider some additional factors which area source of concern to us:
I understand that the Public Records Office (PRO) contains CAA filesholding
information/analysis of domestic air accidents, going backto the 1950s. However,
nothing on the 1968 Tuskar crash is recorded.You will recall that the British
government confirmed that the CAAdid compile information on the crash.
Interestingly, the PRO also contains information on various world-wideair tragedies
being accidents not investigated primarily by the UKbut by other countries and
obviously obtained for research purposes.Again there is no mention in this file of the
Tuskar crash. A crashin Nigeria in the early sixties, in which two people died, is
recorded.This latter was obviously deemed worthy of retention by the UK
authorities,but there is nothing on the St. Phelim.
Bizarrely two accidents involving Viscount aircraft are recorded,one just before 1968
and the other just after, but again no mentionof the St. Phelim.
I also understand that sections of Navy files, where you would ona common sense
basis expect to find mention of the extensive navalactivity in the few hours before and for months after - the St.Phelim crash, contain no reference
Disturbingly, there are no files relating to Aberporth Missile Rangein the PRO after
March 1968, despite the fact that for the periodprior to the crash innocuous routine
files about station administration(such as those released and seized on by the media
about missile testtrial difficulties some years ago) do exist.
The source who checked the Public Records Office situation said thatthey left the
building with a distinct feeling that all informationwhich might have had some
relevance or bearing on the events of thetime had been "swept".
Now, this may all be coincidental but taken together with the trashingof documents,
already admitted to by the British authorities, andthe supply of inaccurate information
(such as that referred to inparagraph 2) it is extremely suspicious.
I trust your Office, or the Independent enquiry, will investigate these matters via a
visit to the PRO to cross-reference the points we make.
Yours sincerely,
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League

31/12/00
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JURY STILL OUT ON SAFETY OF CS SPRAY
The deployment of CS spray by the Manx police, two weeks ago, has resulted in its
use on three occasions.
It would seem its operational use and effectiveness are therefore confirmed. However,
serious doubts remain about the justification for using the (CS) spray in police
operations. The agent differs from CS gas, which was introduced and then withdrawn
from use in N. Ireland, but as with the Gas the risks associated with its operation (to
both operator and target) remain undetermined. A report by the Department of Health
in 1999 concluded that there were no health concerns over its use and a Police
Complaints Authority assessment last year also gave it a qualified thumbs up,
provided it was used under the proper conditions. However, a series of letters and
articles published in the medical periodicals such as the British Medical Journal and
the Pharmaceutical Journal continued to question its safety. These medical sources
reveal considerable disquiet and differences in estimates of the hazards involved in
using a severe irritant within confined spaces, and where emergency action is called
for and cool calculations may be out of the question.
CS spray is a solution of CS solid mixed with a non-aqueous solvent, methyl isobutyl
ketone. Methyl isobutyl ketone is an industrial degreasing agent and much of the
irritation produced when a face is sprayed can be attributed to the solvent, which
irritates eyes and respiratory tract. Moreover, allergic contact dermatitis from repeated
exposure may affect the user. The solvent can cause skin reddening, scaling, blistering
and peeling as well as irritation to the eyes and respiratory tract.
In at least one case in the UK death resulted from the use of CS spray and the merits
or otherwise of its creeping deployment across the Police services of the UK is the
subject of continued controversy. The use of CS spray may be effectively a 'fait
accompli' as regards the Isle of Man but the long term effects of its continued use are
more difficult to quantify.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
01/01/01

MANX NATIONALIST ATTITUDES HARDEN
Speaker at annual commemoration attacks traitorous government for "genocidal
destruction of the Manx people".

The Chairman of the Manx Nationalist Party (Mec Vannin) launched a strong attack
on the policies of the Manx government during the annual Illiam Dhone
commemoration held on the 2nd of January.
Speaking at the ceremony Mark Kermode condemned as "traitors" those within the
Manx administration who sought "growth for growth's sake" and he said that the "real
policy makers" in the Isle of Man were "faceless entities that manipulate the
government to their own ends".
The address formed part of a series of attacks by both Mark Kermode and Manx
language activist Phil Kelly on politicians and business interests who are seen by
nationalists to be exploiting the Isle of Man for their own interests and destroying the
distinct cultural identity of the Manx people.
Both speakers reflected a concern that government policies "have resulted in a
genocidal destruction of the Manx nation".
The statements, at the annual commemoration to a martyr executed by the English in
1663, are often seen as a reflection of the attitude of the nationalist political and
cultural movement. This year's comments indicate a growing frustration at the sell-out
by the Manx government of the Manx Nation and a marks a hardening of attitude
amongst nationalists.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
03/01/01

BRETON PRISONERS SUPPORT AT MANX MARTYR
COMMEMORATION
The Secretary General of the Celtic League has said that the struggle to achieve
freedom for the Celtic countries still goes on and nationalists are suffering
imprisonment today just as others suffered in the past.
Speaking at the annual wreath laying commemoration ceremony (2/1/01) to Manx
patriot Illiam Dhone who was executed by the English in 1663 he said that the Celtic
League were active, as ever, in support of those imprisoned as part of the National
independence struggles.
He highlighted in particular the plight of nine Bretons currently imprisoned by the
French government some of whom have recently taken part in hunger strikes to focus
attention on there campaign to be moved to prisons in Brittany.
The Celtic League is supporting their campaign.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
03/01/01

"MANXMEN NEED NOT APPLY"
The Manx Nationalist Party, Mec Vannin, has attacked the decision of the Manx
government to pass over for promotion the Deputy Chief Constable of the Isle of
Man. When a new Chief Constable was appointed last year.
In an article in the nationalist news-sheet "Yn Pabyr Seyr" they say:
"Recently retired Deputy Chief Constable Alan Cretney, in keeping with all his
predecessors, had to be able to perform the job of Chief Constable whenever the
incumbent was not available to do so. In other words, he had to be competent to be a
Chief Constable. Despite this, and again like his predecessors, when the opportunity
arose for him to fill the job to which he was deputy, he was ignored. He wasn't passed
over in favour of what may have been considered a better candidate from within our
force, he was passed over in favour of someone from entirely outside the Island,
whose knowledge of the Island was limited, and who had not acted in a comparable
role to Mr. Cretney.
Futher to this, the successful applicant had, at the time of his appontment, decided to
quit policing to go into "consultancy." This raises the question of motivation. No-one
can criticise a person who believes that their life and career is best furthered by
leaving the police but what selection panel would consider such a person as best
candidate for a role of far greater authority to which they had previously served?
The role of Chief Constable must be just that, a Chief of Police whose life's work is
dedicated to policing. "Managerialism" is not appropriate to many occupations and
policing is one of them. Mr. Culverhouse's buzz-words and phrases and playing with
image may be (arguably) good for public profile, but is it improving policing?
Mr. Culverhouse aside, the episode firmly re-iterates what has been said for many
years an all walks of higher employment in Mannin: Manxmen need not apply". The
article along with other comment delivered at the annual Illiam Dhone
commemoration indicates a sharpening of attitude by nationalists to Manx
government policies.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
03/01/01
CS IS SAFE SAY POLICE
League approach British Home Secretary to ascertain if all research has been
revealed.
The Manx Police have responded to concerns expressed by the Celtic League about
the deployment of CS Spray operationally by the Manx force.
The Police have defended its introduction and said that the Spray is cleared by the
United Kingdom Home Office. They also said the Spray was unlikely to have been

deployed for use if the manufacturer had concerns over its safety because of the threat
of litigation.
The Celtic League have now written to Home Secretary Jack Straw asking if all
research into the effects of the Spray undertaken by the United Kingdom Chemical
and Biological Research establishment at Porton Down has been made available to
both the Police and the public. The League have also written to the authorities in
Wales and Scotland to clarify the position there.
Research at Porton, in 1996, raised question-marks about the safety of CS Spray and
we understand that some of this research has still not been made public.
We have also asked the Home Secretary about safe dosage limits fixed by the
manufacturer and how these can be monitored in operational situations.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
03/01/01
The United Kingdom Home Secretary
Mr. Jack Straw MP
The Home Office
Queen Anne's Gate
London SW1H 9AT
Dear Mr. Straw,
Ref. CS Spray.
I write with reference to the deployment of CS Spray by a number of Police Forces in
England and Wales.
I understand that this deployment was/is endorsed by the Home Office. Could I
enquire what research the Home Office conducted prior to its introduction, if the
results of this research have been made publicand where copies can be obtained? Has
this research defined a safe dosage limit? (see below)<
I understand that the Chemical and Biological Research Establishment at Porton
Down produced a series of reports (from 1996) one of which suggested that the spray
posed a serious hazard and could cause cancer. Have all the reports produced for
you by Porton Down been made public and if so where can copies be obtained ?
I have seen a quote in a BBC report attributed to a campaign group opposed to CS
Spray in the UK which comments on safety limits recommended by the manufacturer as follows:
"Union Carbide who manufacture it recommend a safety limit of one part in a million,
which is equivalent to a strong smell. But when you are getting sprayed in the face
with the stuff, you get a lot more than a strong smell".
I appreciate graphic language may be used by opponents of a particular policy but
can you confirm that the dosage received when CS Spray is directed at the face does
not exceed the safe limit set by the manufacturer?

Finally, I appreciate that there is a considerable difference between CS Spray and CS
Gas which was deployed in N. Ireland in the 1970s. However can you explain why
Police and troops asked to deploy with CS Gas there were provided with protective
equipment to insure against inhalation or other contamination and yet there is no
comparable safety procedure for the usage of CS Spray?
Yours sincerely,
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
03/01/01
Letter to Sottish Executive (also similar to Wales)
First Minister
Scottish Executive
Victoria Quay
Edinburgh EH6 6QQ
Dear Sir,
Ref'. CS Spray
I draw your attention to the attached correspondence to the United Kingdom Home
Secretary concerning the deployment of CS Spray by police forces in England and
Wales.
Could you indicate which forces in Scotland use this agent? Could you also confirm if
all the Porton Down research we refer to in out correspondence has been made
available to both the Police Forces and the public.?
We understand that in the Porton Down reports it was suggested that the solvent
Methyl isobutryl ketone (MIBK) could be poisonous and in the long term carcinogenic
and mutagenic. Have you any information which confirms or denies this and is that
information available to the Police Forces and the public?
Yours sincerely,
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
03/01/01

MITTERAND ALLEGATIONS LATEST IN SERIES OF ARMS LINKS
New allegations linking the son of the late French president to arms trading in Africa
indicate that Manx registered companies may still be involved in this deplorable trade.
This despite assurances that loopholes allowing Arms Traders to operate from the Isle
of Man would be plugged.

Once again the links alleging trading by companies operating from the Isle of Man
with the arms trade in Africa have been exposed. Jean-Christophe Mitterand son of
the late French president is accused of illegal arms trafficking and is said to have used
a string of companies in various tax havens including Switzerland and the Isle of
Man. This is the latest in a string of connections stretching back decades which have
seen Manx based companies involved in arms trading and breaches of UN sanctions
on the continent.
Last year a United Kingdom newspaper (1) exposed the use by British companies of
offshore centres like the Isle of Man in arming the Rwanda Hutu militia. These
militias were involved in several horrendous incidents including an attack on a group
of British and American tourists. Eight of the party, including four Britons, were
butchered.
This was not the first Rwanda link. In November 1996 documents seized in Rwanda
from retreating Hutu militia revealed a tangled web of arms trafficking linked to the
Isle of Man and other off-shore centres(2).
The 'Sandline' episode also showed that arms traders were still using offshore
jurisdictions in an effort to conceal their tracks.
What is perhaps disturbing about these Africa links is that they are not isolated
incidents but stretch back over decades. There is indeed a culture of shadowy and
sinister links which probably began at the time of Apartheid and the Rhodesia
sanctions and have continued since.
In 1987 the United Kingdom Independent newspaper (3) revealed details of secret
meetings between the Isle of Man government and Southern African business
interests.
Also in 1987 first details of an aircraft leasing and transport operation similar to that
cited in the recent news reports was revealed. The Observer newspaper (4) carried a
report that a company with offices registered in the Isle of Man, Guernsey and
Shannon freeport in the Irish Republic was engaged in leasing Hercules transport
aircraft to a company called Southern Air Transport, based in Florida, which was at
that time engaged in supplying arms to rebels fighting with UNITA against the
Angolan government.
After the exposure of the Manx involvement in the Rwanda genocide the Celtic
League called for law changes which would make it impossible for the arms dealers,
who trade on the death and misery of hundreds of thousands of people, to operate
here. The government responded with the Islands FSC announcing that loopholes
would be closed (5). The loopholes however appear to still exist.
Have our calls and those of others (6) gone unheeded with more people dead? Why
has no one been prosecuted for assisting in one of the worst genocides in the last
decade (indeed century) the massacre of one million Tutsis. We should recognise also
that, although the deathsof the European tourists last year were well publicised, the
militias armed by these companies are still spreading a rain of murder, rape and
destruction across the Central African region with weapons supplied at the time with
the help of companies operating from the Isle ofMan and other offshore centres.

The Mitterand connection in just the latest in a serious of allegations some proven
about links between tax havens and the International arms trade it is past time an
extensive International investigation was mounted to root out the merchants of death
once and for all
J B Moffatt
Secretary General Celtic League
04/01/01
Reference sources:
(1) UK Firms Armed Hutu Killers - Observer 7/3/99
(2) British Company Supplied Arms to Hutu Militia - Independent 18/11/96
(3) Island Accused in sanctions Scandal - Independent 22/1/97
(4) MP Linked to Firm in Pretoria Oil Deals May - Observer 1987?
(5) Rwanda FSC Acts Over Guns Supply - Isle of Man Courier 23/11/96
(6) Reform Needed to End Abuse - Editorial Manx Independent November 1996

GERMANY REVIEWS STANCE OVER McBRIDE KILLERS
League asks NATO - why no Code to preclude the deployment under arms of
convicted murders?
The Celtic League welcome the news that German Defence Minister, Rudolph
Scharping, is reviewing a decision to allow two British soldiers, convicted of the
murder in Ulster to continue to serve in Germany.
Scots Guards Mark Wright and James Fisher were convicted of the murder of Belfast
man Peter McBride in 1992 but released by Mo Mowlam in 1998 and allowed to
rejoin their regiment.
The Celtic League has been a vociferous opponent of the decision to allow the two
murderers to rejoin their Regiment and in December 1998 we wrote to all NATO
governments alerting them to the fact that British Armed forces, sent to serve in their
countries, may include those convicted of serious crime, including murder, in N.
Ireland. We said:
"in recent years, the British government has allowed its Army to accept back into its
ranks a number of servicemen who have been convicted of the murder of civilians
whilst on service in N. Ireland, A recent example is the re-integration back into the
British Army of two Scots guardsmen Mark Wright and James Fisher who murdered a
Belfast Catholic man, and father of two children Peter McBride. These individuals
together with others could be deployed in your country.
It is of course a matter for your government to determine if this situation is either safe
or morally desirable.
We would also question if the re-integration of convicted killers into the British
Armed Forces is not at odds with the preamble to the North Atlantic Treaty".

The League will be again writing to all NATO governments re-iterating that they have
a moral duty to their people not to allow convicted murderers to be deployed by the
British Army in their countries.
The League have also written to the NATO Secretary General, George Robertson,
asking why NATO has no Code or Standard which precludes those convicted of
murder being deployed under arms by the Organisation.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
06/01/01
Text of letter to NATO SEC-GENERAL
Mr. George Robertson
Secretary General
North Atlantic Treaty Organisation
B-1110 Brussells
Belgium
Dear Secretary General,
As a former British Defence Secretary you will be familiar with the case of two Scots
Guardsmen, Mark Wright and James Fisher, who were convicted of the murder of
Belfast man Peter McBride in 1992 but released by Mo Mowlam in 1998 and allowed
to rejoin their regiment.
The family of the murdered man and sympathetic groups have long campaigned to
ensure that these soldiers do not continue to serve under arms. Recently the Irish
Parliament unanimousily condemned the British government over its stance on this
issue. We understand that now the German Government, via Defence Minister
Rudolph Scharping, are reviewing their decision to allow the two British soldiers to
continue to serve in Germany.
The Celtic League wrote to all NATO Governments in 1998 advising them that the
British government was allowing those convicted of serious crimes, including murder,
to rejoin combat units.
Can you advise why NATO apparently has no Code of Practice or Standard that
precludes convicted murders serving in its armed Forces?
Can you also advise which NATO countries allow those convicted of serious crimes
such as murder to serve in their armed forces?
Yours sincerely
J B Moffatt
06/01/01
Pro -forma letter to All NATO Embassies - London

The Ambassador
Embassy of ....................................
Dear Sir,
In December 1998 we wrote to all NATO governments alerting them to the fact that
British troops, sent to serve in their countries, include those convicted of serious
crime, including murder, in N. Ireland.
We said:
"in recent years, the British government has allowed its Army to accept back into its
ranks a number of servicemen who have been convicted of the murder of civilians
whilst on service in N. Ireland, A recent example is the re-integration back into the
British Army of two Scots guardsmen Mark Wright and James Fisher who
murdered a Belfast Catholic man, and father of two children Peter McBride. These
individuals together with others could be deployed in your country.
It is of course a matter for your government to determine if this situation is either safe
or morally desirable.
We would also question if the re-integration of convicted killers into the British
Armed Forces is not at odds with the preamble to the North Atlantic Treaty".
Our comment at that time has a new significance given the news that German Defence
Minister, Rudolph Scharping, is reviewing a decision to allow the two British soldiers
mentioned in our correspondence to you, to continue to serve in Germany.
I trust that you will convey a copy of our letter and the enclosed copy of the letter to
the Secretary General of NATO to your Defence and Foreign Ministries
Yours sincerely
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
06/01/01

DUTCH DUMP NUCLEAR WASTE AT SELLAFIELD
The Celtic League has written to the Dutch government to protest at its continued
dumping of its nuclear waste at Sellafield.
In a letter to the Dutch Embassies in London and Dublin the League say that the
policy shows a callous disregard for the safety of communities around the Irish sea
and a contempt for the governments of Ireland and the Isle of Man. Both the Irish and
Manx government are strong opponents of the operations of the Sellafield nuclear
plant and have repeatedly pressed the United Kingdom to close the accident-prone
facility.

The Dutch are currently de-commissioning a nuclear plant at Dodewaard in the
Netherlands and shipment from the plant arrived at Sellafield prior to Xmas.
In addition to the dangers posed by the storage or reprocessing of the spent fuel there
is also the added hazard posed by its transportation through the Irish sea. Two years
ago the Celtic League protested to the British government and BNFL about the use of
Ro Ro ferries to transport waste between the Continent and the united Kingdom.
Subsequently the Secretary General of the League visited the BNFL transportation
facility at Barrow to view safety standards.
It would appear this latest shipment was conveyed on a purpose built nuclear transport
ship. However, as the 1990 report by LARGE & ASSOCIATES (nuclear safety
consultants) established, the risks associated with the use of even purpose-built
nuclear transportation vessels of the type BNFL use poses an unacceptably high risk.
The League will be urging the Irish and Manx governments to protest about the
shipments to both the British and Dutch governments.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
06/01/01
Text of letter to Netherlands Embassies London & Dublin
The Ambassador
Royal Netherlands Embassy
38 Hyde Park Gate
London SW7 5DP
06/01/01
Dear Mr. Ambassador,
I understand that shipments of spent nuclear fuel from the Netherlands to the British
Nuclear Fuel facility at Sellafield have resumed. A shipment from the plant being decommissioned by GKN at Dodewaard arrived at the BNFL site just prior to Xmas.
Your government must be aware of the strident opposition to the operation of this
plant by community and environmental groups around the Irish sea. Your government
will also be aware of the long standing opposition of both the Irish and Manx
governments to the operation of the plant and their repeated requests to the United
Kingdom to close the facility.
In the circumstances your governments decision to allow these shipments shows a
callous disregard for the safety of communities around the Irish sea and a contempt
for the governments of Ireland and the Isle of Man.
The Sellafield plant has an appalling operational record. Over the years there have
been hundreds of incidents involving plant malfunctions and leakage of radiation. The
plant was the subject of a major scandal only months ago when safety standards were
found to have been breached and in the last two weeks a fire occurred within the
complex.

In addition to the risks posed at the plant itself there is the added danger to the
marine environment of the Irish sea posed by the sea transportation of your countries
nuclear waste. A report, prepared by the nuclear safety consultants Large &
Associates in 1990, concluded that despite the construction of purpose-built nuclear
transports the risk posed by sea transportation were unacceptably high.
Given these circumstances I would respectfully request that the government of the
Netherlands reconsider its decision to allow these waste shipments to continue.
Yours sincerely
J B Moffatt

LOW FLYING BEGINS AGAIN
Obsolete aircraft and outdated systems increase the dangers posed to rural
communities in Wales and Scotland as RAF low flying training resumes.
Despite a number of serious accidents, involving aircraft participating in low level
operations the RAF will kick-start the New Year with a series of exercises.
Air operations commence over the Tactical Training Area in mid Wales from the
beginning of next week and more general low-level training will also be under-way
over other areas of Wales and Scotland designated for low flying.
It seems inevitable that serious accident or loss of life will occur. The mainstay of the
RAF operational air fleet Tornado, Jaguar and Harrier aircraft are now approaching
obsolescence. The Jaguar, for example, is now almost thirty years old and although
subject to upgrade is hardly at the cutting edge of operational effectiveness. The
Tornado meanwhile, again some of which have been subjected to expensive upgrades,
is still thought to be plagued by engine problems which caused a series of aircraft
fires over the past decade. It was also revealed last month that from January 2001 an
added risk may occur because radio systems (ILS) in some military aircraft and
helicopters will become obsolete when new frequencies are allotted to commercial
users. The extent of the difficulty is impossible to quantify because the MOD are
being 'incredibly tight-lipped' about the problems likely to occur - possibly because
they just cannot say how widespread it will be.
Community groups in Wales and Scotland are appalled at the decision of the RAF to
continue low level operations of this type and even some military Chiefs doubt the
effectiveness of the policy, given combat experience in the Balkans and Iraq. In
Wales calls have been made for action by the Welsh Assembly to condemn low flying
and to post public warnings of the danger posed.
The Celtic League has long called for the RAF to discontinue its dangerous war
games and operations at levels as low as 100'. The danger is not just that posed by
noise pollution but the very real possibility that one of these aircraft will plough into a
country village or hamlet causing death and injury.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League

06/01/01

RANGE POLLUTION QUERY
The Celtic League have written to the British Defence Minister about the
environmental impact of depleted uranium weapons test fired from ranges in SW
Scotland into the N. Irish sea. The Secretary General of the League says in
correspondence to Geoff Hoon MP:
"I refer to current concerns about the radiation pollution associated with the use of
depleted uranium munitions.
We understand that for many years ordinance of this type has been test fired from
ranges on the coast of SW Scotland and Cumbria. Can you provide an indication of
the quantity of ordnance fired from these ranges during the period that depleted
uranium rounds have been in use?
In the light of the concerns about the environmental impact of these munitions will the
MOD or the Environment Agency be carrying out a new study to ascertain if this
material, the debris from which the MOD did not recover, poses any long term threat
to the marine environment."
Depleted uranium weapons are currently in focus following revelations that troops
and civilians exposed to them in the Balkans and Iraq have contracted cancer. A
number of deaths are alleged to have occurred.
The Celtic league recognize that test firing into the sea would reduce any threat.
However, it is a concern that an area already heavily polluted with radiation by the
BNFL facility at Sellafield has this added environmental pollutant. The Solway coast
and bay area is a key nursery area for some species of sea-fish and the League are
anxious to ensure that the MOD provide the fullest background on any long term
pollution problem.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
08/01/01

DON'T CONCEAL NUCLEAR INCIDENTS - MEACHER TOLD
Micheal Meacher, the United Kingdom Environment Minister, is being asked by the
Celtic League why a fire at the plant was apparently hushed up for some days after it
occurred on Xmas eve.
In correspondence to the Minister the League state:
I understand that a fire occurred in the Sellafield Vitrification Plant on Christmas
Eve.
Could you advise when information about the fire was released to the public or media
by either the UK government or BNFL.

Given the horrendous consequences of the fire in the 1950s at the Sellafield
Winsdscale plant what arrangements does the British government have for alerting
neighbouring States to such incidents.
I appreciate that British Nuclear Fuels have indicated that the fire had a below scale
classification on the INES but nevertheless it is disturbing that any fire at a plant of
this type is not immediately notified to neighbouring states.
It is worrying that, given the previous record of Sellafield and other Irish sea nuclear
plants, there does not seem to be immediate public information when incidents of this
type occur.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
08/01/01
DEPLETED URANIUM - ANSWERS SOUGHT
League ask about USAF A-10 crash in mid Wales and which ranges in Wales and
Scotland were used by tank-buster aircraft and shipboard missile defence systems on
military exercises.
The Celtic League has broadened the scope of its enquiries about the possible
contamination of sites around the British Isles with depleted uranium.
The present focus has been on experimental firing of the munitions from bases in SW
Scotland and Cumbria. However, the League have now written to UK armed forces
Minister John Spellor asking if ranges in other areas of the country have been used.
They are also seeking information about the crash in mid-Wales some years ago of a
USAF A-10 Thunderbolt aircraft. The A-10 is a main delivery platform for DUM and
is used extensively in the tank-busting role. Based in Europe for nearly two decades
the League believe it has exercised frequently on ranges in Wales and Scotland and
over the N. Irish sea.
The League have also asked John Spellor to confirm where naval warships antimissile defence systems which use the munition were tested. The League have
specifically requested detail of any testing at the Aberporth test facility in the central
Irish sea area.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
13/01/01
Text of letter to Ministry of Defence follows:
Mr. John Spellor MP
Secretary of State
Ministry of Defence

Main Building
Whitehall
London SW1A 2HB.
14/01/01
Dear Minister,
Re. Depleted Uranium Munitions (DUM)
Given the current focus on the possible toxicity of depleted uranium munitions we are
trying to establish just exactly where in the United Kingdom these weapons have been
tested or used on exercise. Ranges in SW Scotland and Cumbria are utilised for test
firing but could you advise if USAF A-10 Thunderbolt aircraft based in Europe have
used ranges in the United Kingdom for exercises during which this munition was
expended.
I understand that Thunderbolt aircraft used ranges in the N. Irish sea area (one now
disused) and also possibly Pembrey in Wales. Can you confirm or deny this? What
other air to ground firing ranges have been used by the type?
On a related point, the Royal Navy is to discontinue using DUM on its warships. The
weapons which use this type of munition i.e. the close range missile defence systems
must also have been subjected to test firing against target aircraft. Can you advise
which ranges around the British Isles were used and specifically if, during the
development of these systems, the facility at Aberporth in mid Wales, or missile
ranges in scotland, were used?
Finally, I understand that RAF aircraft do not use this type of munition. Can you
confirm this?
As indicated above however, USAF aircraft, such as the A-10 Thunderbolt, do utilise
the munitions for the 30 mm tank assault weapon they carry. I understand that one of
these aircraft crashed in mid-Wales some years ago. Was it carrying any of this type
of munition and if so what decontamination was undertaken at the crash site? Have
there been other Thunderbolt crashes in the UK?
Yours sincerely,
J B Moffatt

McBRIDE - PROTESTS CONTINUE
Several League branches add voice to protest - NATO deployment of the murderers
highlighted by League.
Several branches of the Celtic League have lodged protest with the British
Government about the decision to allow convicted killers Mark Wright and James
Fisher to continue to serve in the British Army.
In a letter to the Irish Premier, Bertie Ahern the Leagues United States branch
Secretary, Margaret Sexton, expresses concern and urges the Irish government to

"continue to impress on the British government the offense that the decision causes to
the family of Mr. McBride". In a parallel letter to Defence Minister Geoff Hoon Ms.
Sexton says that the British government has "caved in to political pressure" and a high
profile press campaign. She asks "Is this the example that the British Army wishes to
display to the world?"
Meanwhile the Secretary of the Breton branch of the Celtic League has also written to
the British Governent In a letter to the Ministry of Defence Breton branch secretary
Jakez Derouet says "It is quite outrageous that convicted murderers, receiving life
sentences should, not only be released, but allowed to continue their careers in the
British army". The Bretons also accuse the British government of bowing to
"establishment pressure and a high profile and dubious press campaign".
To coincide with world wide protests last month the Celtic League Secretary General
wrote to the Ambassadors of all NATO countries concerning the decision of the
British army to deploy Fisher and Wright with a NATO unit in Germany. Several
have responded. The Czech Embassy in London has said that no NATO troops
currently serve on its soil. However, they have agreed to pass our concerns to the
Foreign and Defence Ministries. The First Secretary of the Netherlands Embassy to
Dublin has also been in touch with the League asking for further information and
agreeing to pass on concerns.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
16/01/01

CPT POSITIVE ON PRISONERS RELOCATION DEMAND
Prisoners rights body consider Celtic League concerns about Breton prisoners rights
to serve sentence in homeland.
The European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment (CPT) has responded positively to concerns expressed by
the Celtic League about the plight of Breton detainees forced to serve their sentence
outside Brittany.
A letter from CPT Deputy Executive Secretary, Geneviève Mayer, states:
"In certain of its reports (e.g. concerning visits to Spain), the European Committee has
expressed its view that humanitarian considerations, not to mention the objectives of
social rehabilitation, speak in favour of prisoners serving their sentences in the region
where they have family ties, i.e. in the prisoners original social environment"
The Celtic League protest to the CPT expressed concern.about the treatment of
Breton, Basque or Corsican prisoners held under anti-terrorism legislation/charges.
We alleged that there seemed to be a prima facie case that the treatment of the
prisoners was guided by political considerations and not humanitarian principles. We

also asserted that in the case of the Breton prisoners the decision to imprison them so
far from their homes was at odds with European Model Prison Rules.
CPT Deputy Executive Secretary, Geneviève Mayer, says that the members of the
CPT will be advised of the concerns we raised and our request that the issue is taken
up with the French Government.
One of the ten Breton detainees located at Prisons in the Paris area has been released
since the original protest. However, the others continue to be detained.
In an act which seems to be a petty response to the International attention being
focused on their case a Celtic cultural journal CARN, supplied by the Celtic League
to each prisoner, has not been delivered.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
21/01/01

THREAT TO GAELIC IN THE HEART OF SCOTLAND
The Celtic league have criticised Perth & Kinross Council in central Scotland for their
decision to consider the cessation of Gaelic Medium Education and peripatetic Gaelic
teaching in Perth & Kinross.
As part of a drive to save money from the council's education budget, Perth & Kinross
are consulting upon the option of closing the Gaelic Medium primary and nursery unit
in Perth and of ceasing Gaelic medium secondary provision in Perth Academy. The
council are also consulting upon the removal of the peripatetic Gaelic teacher who
teaches the language as a subject in primary schools in Highland Perthshire. If
implemented, the Celtic League believes that these cuts would also threaten the long
term future of the availability of Gaelic as a secondary school subject in Perth and
Breadalbane Academies.
According to Celtic League spokesman Bernard Moffatt, "Perth & Kinross Council
call the area which they serve 'the Heart of Scotland'. The proposals which the council
are putting forward for Gaelic are heartless and would, if implemented, tear the heart
out of the local Gaelic community. We call upon the council to remove Gaelic
education from their list of options for cuts."
In addition to the priotest from the League's General Council individual branches are
also querying the Council's action in a seperate protest the Chairman of the Celtic
League, Cathal O Luain, writing on behalf of its Irish branch says:
"As a supporter of Gaelic and indeed all the Celtic Languages, I am writing to you on
behalf of the Irsh Branch of the Celtic League to express my disappointment at the
news that Perth and Kinross Council are considering the complete discontinuation
both of peripatetic Gaelic subject teaching in Highland Perthshire primaries and of
Gaelic medium education in Perth.

In view of progress made in recent years to redress the decades long neglect of
Gaidhlig this is very surprising and would be extremely detrimental if implemented.
Like the local and national Gaelic community in Scotland, I and the Irish League
Branch members find these proposed cuts totally unacceptable and urge the council to
ensure that these cuts do not go ahead."
The League centrally has written to the Council Chief Executive Harry Robertson
calling upon him to ensure that the threat is removed upon Gaelic medium and Gaelic
subject teaching in Perth & Kinross.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
23/01/01
(Text of letter to Council - below)
Mr. Harry Robertson (Chief Executive)
Perth and Kinross Council
2 High Street
Perth
PH1 5P
Dear Mr Robertson,
As a group whose aim includes the promotion of the Celtic languages, we are writing
to you to express our extreme concern at the news that Perth & Kinross Council are
considering the axing of the Gaelic peripatetic teacher for Highland Perthshire and
the total cessation of Gaelic medium education (GME) in Perth and Kinross. We call
upon you to ensure that these cuts do not take place.
We would remind you that the Scottish Executive has recently designated Gaelic
education as a "national priority" for education and that the recent Schools Act 2000
legally obliges local authorities to state annually "the ways in which - or the
circumstances in which, they will
provide Gaelic medium education and, where they do provide Gaelic medium
education, of the ways in which they will seek to develop their provision of such
education." If Perth & Kinross council were to axe the Gaelic peripatetic teacher and
GME in the area, this would go against both Scottish Executive education policy and
legislation.
Perth & Kinross Council's Gaelic education provision is seen by local Gaelic
speakers as being at the very heart of the Gaelic community and of the local Gaelic
revival. We feel that the withdrawal of GME in Perth and of the Peripatetic Gaelic
teacher in Highland Perthshire would demoralise the local Gaelic community and
reverse all of the considerable progress which has been made for the language in
Perth and Kinross in recent years. Their withdrawal would also put a question mark
over the long-term future of Gaelic as a secondary school subject in Breadalbane and
Perth academies.
The Gaelic cuts are opposed by the parents of children in the Gaelic unit, by the local
An Comunn Gaidhealach Branches and by several national Gaelic organisations such

as CLI, the national Gaelic development agency Comunn na Gàidhlig and by Comann
nam Pàrant (Nàiseanta). We trust that you will listen to the national Gaelic
community on this matter and will ensure that no cuts are made in Perth & Kinross
Gaelic provision.
Yours sincerely,
J B Moffatt
23/01/01
VOICE OF STATELESS NATIONS WILL BE HEARD
The Celtic League gave its wholehearted support to the conference in Barcelona last
weekend (19-21 January) which brought together a broad range of Stateless Nations
within the Political States of the European Union.
The League was represented at the conference by Cathal O Luain, Convenor, and
Mark Kermode, Assistant Secretary General.
CONSEU - the Conference on Nations Without State in Europe - was meeting for its
fourth session and the earlier emphasis on cultural and linguistic matters was
complemented with an emphasis on self-determination, sovereignty and human rights.
There was a feeling amongst many delegates that the evolving European political
scene was at a "cross-roads". Europe could either become a Centralist Super-State
perpetuating the agenda of the old Nation States such as Germany, the United
Kingdom, France and Spain or it could evolve into a genuine 'Europe of Peoples'.
A broad swathe of the National minorities of Europe were represented at the meeting
which included delegates from Scotland, Wales, Ireland, Mannin (Isle of Man),
Brittany, Faeroe Islands, Galicia, Basque Country (Euskal Herria), Catalunya,
Slovenia, Flanders, Corsica, Sardinia and others.
Cathal O Luain and Mark Kermode outlined the commitment of the Celtic League
over forty years to the cause of self-determination, not only for the Celtic people but
also for others in the diaspora of forgotten States of Europe.
The League was complimented by Yann Choucq, the Legal adviser of CONSEU for
its work for both National and Human Rights.
The meeting agreed a programme of action, the most important decision being the
formation of a Standing Secretariat to progress joint objectives ahead of probable
fundamental changes to the European Union in three years time.
A stark warning was given by a Basque delegate who said that a failure, by a future
enlarged EU, to recognize all National groups within its boundaries would be "an act
of genocide".
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
23/01/01

GERMANS FOLLOW DUTCH IN SELLAFIELD WASTE MOVE
The German government has announced the resumption of shipments of spent nuclear
fuel to the Sellafield reprocessing plant in Cumbria, just days after a parallel move
was announced by the Netherlands government.
The German government possibly believes that its decision to 'hide under the skirts' of
the Dutch may deflect media attention.
However, the Celtic League have registered protests with the German Embassies in
Dublin and London. They have asked the respective Ambassadors to advise their
governments of the concern felt by communities which live near the plant about such
shipments.
Germany suspended shipments two years ago (1998) and at that time there was strong
opposition from its own citizens about the contracts.
Also in 1998 the Celtic League protested to the British government, and the
International Maritime Organisation (IMO), about the transports, alleging that the
vessels used were unsuitable. It is thought that on this occasion BNFL will use its own
purpose-built sea transports which have enhanced safety features. However, globally,
governments are not reassured about the safety of sea transportation. Last week a sea
shipment from Europe to Japan, via the South Atlantic, was forced out of a two
hundred mile exclusion zone by the Argentine Navy.
The Celtic league has pointed out to the German authorities that an objective study of
sea transportation by nuclear consultants, Large and Associates, concluded that risks
were "unacceptably high".
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
23/01/01
(Text of correspondence to German Embassies - Dublin & London - below)
The Ambassador
German Embassy
Trimleston Ave
Booterstown
Dublin
IRELAND
Dear Mr. Ambassador,
I understand that shipments of spent nuclear fuel from Germany to the British
Nuclear Fuel facility at Sellafield are to be resumed.
Your government has previously been made aware of the strong opposition to the
operation of this plant by community and environmental groups around the Irish sea.
Your government will also be aware of the long standing opposition of both the Irish
and Manx governments to the operation of the plant and their repeated requests to the

United Kingdom to close the facility. Your countries actions therefore not only display
a contempt for the concerns of ordinary citizens in the communities around the Irish
sea but also show a blatant disregard for the stated position of the two governments
It has not escaped us that the decision by the German authorities comes just days
after a similar decision by the government of the Netherlands.
The Sellafield plant has an appalling operational record. Over the years there have
been hundreds of incidents involving plant malfunctions and leakage of radiation. The
plant was the subject of a major scandal only months ago when safety standards were
found to have been breached and in the last two weeks a fire occurred within the
complex.
In addition to the risks posed at the plant itself there is the added danger to the
marine environment of the Irish sea posed by the sea transportation of your countries
nuclear waste. A report, prepared by the nuclear safety consultants Large &
Associates in 1990, concluded that despite the construction of purpose-built nuclear
transports the risk posed by sea transportation were unacceptably high.
Your decision to continue trading with BNFL despite its dreadful record is extremely
disturbing. I trust our concerns will be conveyed to your government?
Yours sincerely
J B Moffatt
23/01/01
MAN BLINDED BY CS WINS DAMAGES
Just weeks after the Isle of Man police deployed CS Spray Merseyside Police have
been criticised for the use of the chemical agent device after a man temporarily
blinded by the spray was awarded £25,000 in damages.
Wayne Fudge, 30, of Halewood, sued the force for assault, wrongful arrest, false
imprisonment and malicious prosecution. A Liverpool County Court jury found in in
his favour and damages were agreed.
The case is a salutary warning to those in police forces throughout the British Isles
that serious costs will be incurred if the weapon is used inappropriately.
Earlier this month the Celtic League wrote to British Home Secretary, Jack Straw,
asking him to make public the results of critical analysis of the device carried out by
the Chemical and Biological Research Establishment at Porton Down.
Manx Police assured the public that, when used correctly, the chemical agent causes
no long-term harm. It seems that Liverpool Crown Court accept that in some cases the
chemical agent can cause substantial harm.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
23/01/01

IS 'ARROGANT' REID A GOOD CHOICE FOR ULSTER?
It took one of John Reid's own country men to sum him up perfectly when in the
cause of an exchange over the innocuous issue of fishing limits SNP fisheries
spokesman Richard Lochhead. Mr. Lockhead said:
"John Reid's arrogance is breathtaking and his determination to do as little as possible
for Scotland beggars belief".
Others have experienced the Reid arrogance including those in Ulster. Reid's concern
over the Scots Guards who killed Belfastman Peter McBride meant an early meeting,
in his capacity as Armed Forces Minister, with campaigners for the two murders. His
door was not so open however when the relatives of Mr. McBride sought a meeting.
Reid's obdurate "stonewalling", again as Armed Forces Minister, was also to the fore
as questions started to be raised about the "accident" in which 24 key members of the
Ulster security community died on a Kintyre hillside when a defective RAF Chinook
helicopter crashed. Again he dutifully towed the official line despite mounting
evidence of MOD ineptitude and cover-up.
Behind the false modesty of the statements of Reid at his press conference in Ulster
today (new boy anxious to learn) lies a cold character described in the media speak
which swirls around London as a Blair loyalist. One of the few shrewd characters of
the prime Ministers inner circle.
In truth however an analysis of Reid's record indicates his first loyalty is to John Reid.
In his home country Reid & his family have not been clear of controversy but he is a
great survivor. However, he epitomises to many Scottish nationalist that curious
phenomena the Celtic 'Uncle Tom' looking not towards Edinburgh but towards
London.
Few Scottish nationalists will miss him, whilst those in Ulster will have to get used to
the arrogance - once Reid's learning curve is complete!
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
25/01/01
MANX LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENTS
A number of Manx language groups have banded together to actively promote the
preparation of a modem language teaching programme.
Yn Chesaght Ghailckagh (the Manx Language Society), Mooinjer Veggey, the
preschool education group, and the Manx Heritage Foundation are to promote a
modern teaching programme. The three groups are to make funds available for both
teachers and learners of Manx Gaelic.
A course officer has been appointed and the intention is that the Manx language
should be taught in the same way as other modem languages.

This is the most recent of a series of initiatives being progressed this year to promote
Manx Gaelic.
In the autumn a Manx Medium Unit is to be established to offer education to primary
and secondary school children. This will complement the language programme
already under-way in Island schools.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
26/01/01
WILD LIFE AREA SAVED
League call for National strategy to protect the Ayres and extend the area of land in
MNH ownership
A proposal to construct a long wave radio transmitter in an ecologically sensitive area
on the north west of the Isle of Man has been rejected by the Manx government
following a planning enquiry.
The Celtic League had opposed the decision to site the transmitter in the area and
supported the fight by the tiny local authority, Bride Commissioners, against the plan.
The League raised a number of concerns in November 1999 (see Celtic League
newsgroup) and subsequently alerted the Irish government to suggested problems that
the proposed frequency of the transmitter might pose to maritime radio signals.
Campaigning groups have welcomed the decision to reject the plan and are
understandably pleased that the area is secured. However, ongoing government landfill in the area and also aggregate working continue to pose a concern. The transmitter
controversy has highlighted the need for a National strategy to protect the Ayres and
also a critical requirement to extend the area presently administered by Manx National
Heritage (MNH).
Unfortunately, as emotions ran high during the course of the controversy the radio
station developers were cast as the villains. In reality however it is the failure of
government to protect the Ayres and abrogate its responsibilities that led to the
Islands smallest local authority having to fight the development.
Now government should take the initiative to ensure the area is protected in the future
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
26/01/01

'WELSH' LABOUR PLAN MAY BACKFIRE
Before Welsh Labour kick-off their campaign against Plaid Cymru it might like to
consider John Reid's faux pas when he 'wrapped himself' in the Union Jack.

There is an element of deja vu about reports that Labour in Wales is to seize upon
remarks made by Plaid Cymru Councillor, Simon Glyn, when he called for strict
controls on immigration into the North Wales area The councillor had said that
English people moving to Wales should be strictly monitored and made to learn
Welsh. He also said that the mainly retired people moving from England to Wales
were "a drain on resources".
Labour are hoping to highlight the remarks as illustrative of widespread nationalist
xenophobia and indeed they seem at the time to have caused some embarrassment to
the Plaid hierarchy.
However, Glyn's remarks, if taken in context are perfectly valid. The area concerned
in North Wales and Anglesey is unique and the main repository for the language and
culture of the country. Surely 'Welsh' Labour would accept that?
In any case these attempts by Labour politicians to misrepresent the nationalist
position can often backfire.
Eighteen months ago, in Scotland, MSP Andrew Wilson referred to the Union flag as
an 'offensive symbol'. Labour politicians proceeded to 'wrap themselves in the flag'.
No one was more outspoken than recently promoted Ulster Secretary John Reid then
occupying the position of Scottish Secretary. Not content with attacking Wilson for
his remarks Reid evoked the memory of 'generations of dead serviceman' who had
'fought under it'.
However, some saw Reid's 'principled stand' as somewhat hypocritical given this was
the same John Reid who was happy, whilst a junior minister at the MOD, to
perpetuate the smear against two dead RAF aircrew during controversy surrounding
the Kintyre Chinook helicopter crash in 1994. In the face of mounting evidence that
the pilots were not guilty of crew error, but were flying a defective helicopter, both
Reid and his boss George Robertson choose to continue the cover-up initiated by the
Conservative government.
Before Welsh Labour kick-off their campaign against Plaid Cymru it might like to
consider Reid's faux pas and ensure that their campaign is not recognised for what it
is; opportunistic rhetoric aimed at confusing the real issues on which an election
should be fought.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
26/01/01
WRITING ON THE WALL FOR TROUBLED NUCLEAR PLANT
The news that the troubled nuclear plant at Wylfa, on Anglesey, may have to close
permanently is welcomed by the Celtic League. The League, along with other groups
and the Irish government, have long called for the suspension of operations at the
plant and for its decommissioning.
The nuclear plant is presently closed down, following reactor fuel core problems, in
what has become the longest of many such closures.

British Nuclear Fuels (BNFL) was hoping that Wylfa nuclear power station, could
start to use a new super fuel, magrox, which would keep the station open for longer.
However, yesterday, BNFL announced that the new fuel is no longer thought to be
suitable and the station now looks set to close earlier than the projected 2021 date
anticipated.
BNFL are putting a brave face on things. Spokesman Colin Bennett said the plant
should be reopened using its present fuel source within the next few months but
unless a substitute fuel can be found it will be decommissioned by 2009.
BNFL also have to satisfy British nuclear safety regulators (The Nuclear Installations
Inspectorate - NII) that the plant would be safe before it could be re-opened and
continue its current operations.
However, as we revealed in August of last year, it has had a chequered safety record
with unplanned shutdowns on 30 occasions over the past decade. It has also been
subject to a number of fines for safety breaches. The most serious in 1994 resulted in
a £250,000 fine plus coasts after a refuelling grab fell into reactor fuel channel. Given
these facts any decision by the NII to re-licence would be highly irresponsible.
Built in 1972 the Magnox station had a planned life of twenty years and passed its
sell-by date several years ago. It has posed a threat to communities around the Irish
sea for too long.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
26/01/01

BRITISH ARMY PRESSED ON LAND POLLUTION
The bases in South Armagh are more than a noisy oppressive irritant to the
predominantly nationalist community; they are a potential source of horrendous
pollution.
British Army reports accept that even small quantities of some of the POL products
they use have the capacity to pollute and render undrinkable several million cubic
metres of water.
Yet these bases, which have been literally thrown up without proper services (in many
instances the location makes this impractical), and which in some instances have
continued to grow, have stores of all the products (fuel oil, lubricant, de-icing fluid,
degreasant etc.) that pose the most risk. They are in effect an environmental timebomb and the situation is made worse by the fact that the military do not seem to have
been monitoring for possible pollution.
Four years ago the Celtic League highlighted that the environmental standards within
the military fell short of what is acceptable. In 1996 Michael Portillo indicated that
Land Quality Assessments (see below) would be carried out at 600 locations across
the UK but so far few, if any, of these surveys have been published.

We have again written to the MOD asking that LQA's should be made available in an
affordable form to the public. We have concerns about a number of military locations
in Scotland, Wales, Cornwall and N. Ireland.
In respect of the latter we have specifically asked if Environmental impact
assessments have been carried out on the temporary bases in border areas like South
Armagh.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
27/01/01
CRIMINALS WELCOME TO SERVE IN NATO - ROBERTSON
The Secretary General of NATO has responded to Celtic League concerns about the
service with NATO of convicted murders Mark Wright and James Fisher. The two
men were convicted in 1992 of the murder of Belfast man Peter McBride.
The League had asked "why NATO apparently has no Code of Practice or Standards
that precludes convicted murders serving in its armed forces" and "also advise which
NATO countries allow those convicted of serious crimes such as murder to serve in
their armed forces".
Astonishingly, the Secretary Generals Office has written back indicating that NATO
has no ethical code which covers the situation.
They say "each of the 19 NATO member States retain the final and full sovereign
authority with respect to the composition of their armed forces".
The League has expressed its outrage at the situation pointing that in effect this means
that "if States choose to deploy murderers, rapists thieves etc. as part of their NATO
commitment then the organisation would not have a view on this".
The League have also asked for a specific response to our query asking which
countries other than the UK deploy convicted murderers as part of their NATO
contribution.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
30/01/01
(text of response to NATO Secretary Generals Office)
Mr. Desmond Bowen
Director of the Secretary General's Private Office
Boulevard Leopold 111
B-1110 Brussels
Belgium
Dear Mr. Bowen,

Thank you for your letter in response to our query to the Secretary General about the
deployment to NATO, by the British Army, of two convicted murderers.
With out wishing to sound offensive we believe that your response sets out to evade
what is a very reasonable and sensible query, from our group, about an important
issue.
We did not address a question to you about the individual sovereignty of contributing
states. We asked if NATO had a Code or Standard that precludes such deployment.
On the basis of your reply it would seem that there is no ethical foundation
underpinning the contribution by States of individuals to NATO forces. If this is true
we find it astonishing. Are you seriously asking us to believe that if States choose to
deploy murderers, rapists thieves etc. as part of their NATO commitment then the
organisation would not have a view on this?
I also asked specifically which countries include convicted murders as part of their
contingents to NATO. Again this is a question that the Secretary Generals Office
should be able to answer and I would respectfully request a response.
I hope you will give further consideration to our queries and respond in good faith.
NATO does itself a disservice by evading the ethical issues raised to this issue.
Yours sincerely
Bernard Moffatt
30/01/01
GENERAL OPPOSITION TO INCINERATION GROWS
A public debate over the past six months, in Ireland, has seen opinion swing against
the negative effects of mass burn incineration. We ask why do governments, both
there and in the Isle of Man, seem intent in railroading through policies which
threaten public health.
The depth of emotion and opposition to the construction of an incinerator in the Isle
of Man is being mirrored In Ireland.
Last Thursday, at Duleek in Co. Meath, 600 people crammed a tiny village hall to set
out clearly their opposition to incineration as a means of resolving waste management
problems. This is just the latest in a series of concerns expressed in Ireland. Last
summer the local authorities in the west of Ireland, at Galway, rejected a proposed
plan to site an incinerator there.
However, just as in the Isle of Man the feelings of local communities are being
trampled on and the Irish government, via its environment Minister, is threatening to
set aside the concerns of local people.
The Irish government is being accused of attempting to subvert local democracy and
railroad through its plans. Ironically the same charge could be levelled at the Manx
government - deja vu indeed!.
It is clear that the debate about the merits or otherwise of incineration is becoming not
simply a local but rather a regional issue. Opposition is growing across Europe to the

technology associated with mass burn as a strategy for waste management. Ironically,
it seems the Isle of Man will have its incinerator up and running before possible
negative side effects
for public health and the environment are understood.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
30/01/01

CONFLICTING MESSAGE IN MANX POLICE REPORT
A new report on public perception and staff satisfaction within the Isle of Man Police
has been launched with so much 'spin' it is difficult to work out where the spin stops
and the substance begins.
From detailed press information we have seen, released early for good effect but
embargoed by police, a fairly mixed picture emerges.
Public satisfaction appears to be on the increase standing at an incredible 90% (in one
area 100%) However, there could be a fairly straightforward explanation for this.
Repeated police initiatives on crime may have heightened concerns which when not
realised create a feeling of security. Another possible explanation is the admitted low
return 40% of the random sample of 1000 people.
In the area of Staff satisfaction a much more bleak picture emerges with evidence of
discontent, alluded to in parts of the media recently, clearly revealed. A higher (60%)
response rate is probably more indicative of accuracy. However, it is strange that on a
staff sampling issue of this type 40% should opt out.
It is commendable of the Manx Force to publish the two conflicting sides of the coin.
However that in itself creates a conundrum. If public perceptions are so high at a time
when staff satisfaction is low the conflict is difficult to reconcile.
Maybe analysis of the overall report will provide a clearer picture, Disappointingly,
despite the fact that the reports findings were well trailed in the media, attempts to
obtain copies at the Tynwald Library drew a blank. Enquiries at the Department of
Home Affairs also proved negative, although a copy has been promised direct from
the CPHQ.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
31/01/01
HOMBOLDT - MANX IN POSITIVE GESTURE
More support for fight to retain Celtic Studies at Berlin University

The Celtic League understand that the Manx government, via the Department of
Education, have confirmed, in principle, support for the project to maintain the Chair
of Celtic (Celtic Studies Department) at Humboldt University, Berlin.
We also understand that support, on a proportionate basis, will be made for a ten year
period. Although no figures have been confirmed.
The Manx decision follows an earlier commitment from the Irish government which
initially specifies support over a four year period but is subject to extension for the ten
year term.
Support is also being sought by the University from other Celtic countries including
Wales and Scotland. However, the significance of the Manx commitment coming
ahead of any firm decision from the larger Celtic countries is impressive.
A full prospectus of work in respect of each Celtic country has been formulated and
for the first time the Manx language and culture would be a distinct part of the
University programme.
The Celtic League have campaigned for some years against proposals to discontinue
the Celtic Department at the University, which has been at the forefront for over a
century of Celtic studies. A breakthrough came last year when the closure was put on
hold. At the time it was hoped that the funding commitment by Ireland would be
matched by the other Celtic countries. The Manx support makes it more likely that
other those countries will now firm-up their intentions.
A wide range of political leaders in all the Celtic countries have supported the project.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
31/01/01

LEAGUE CAST NET "ACROSS THE POND"
Over the past two decade the Celtic League has worked with a wide range of
community groups and local authorities. We have supported environmental
campaigns and protests against military activity in Wales, Scotland, Cornwall and
Ireland. Last year we endorsed and assisted Bride Commissioners on the Isle of Man
in their fight to oppose the siting of a LW commercial radio transmitter on the Ayres.
Most recently however our assistance to local groups has taken on a transatlantic
dimension.
Bogue Field is a US Marine Corps facility in North Carolina used for takeoffs and
landings and part of the largest East Coast US Marine Coast Air base complex at
Cherry Point. Residents groups have been concerned about the high incidence of
accidents with Marine Corps AV-8 aircraft, better known in this part of the world as
the Harrier jump jet, which use the complex. Last year AV-8s, exclusively operated in

the US by the Marine Corps, were grounded. Although now they are once again
cleared for operations residents remain concerned.
The Harrier was one of the aircraft we highlighted in our report some years ago into
Post Crash Management Techniques. We exposed the extreme toxic danger posed by
the type in crash/fire situations because of the high incidence of carbon fibre material
in its construction. We recently supplied a copy of our report to the residents in the
area and these concerns were cited in recent discussions.
The Joint Land Use Study (JLUS) is a joint project set up by the military and civil
groups in the area as a cooperative effort to manage both environmental impact and
other factors pertaining to the military operations. At a recent meeting (30/1/1) of the
JLUS a residents group presented a draft resolution calling for a moratorium on AV-8
(Harrier) operation. It was eventually agreed to adjourn the resolution but, from
reports to the Celtic League, the residents concerns are being taken seriously by the
USMC.
The example of the US military authorities should be emulated by the British military
who seem deaf to the concerns of community groups in Wales and Scotland about
low-flying. In addition the Ministry of Defence should come clean about the dangers
posed when aircraft such as the Harrier (and others) are involved in crash fire
situations.
Toxic pollution from such incidents should not simply be an issue that the US military
have woken up to.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
31/01/01

LUDLOW MURDER - PROPOSALS SOON
The Department of Justice, in Dublin, has said that the Minister for Justice John
O'Donoghue, TD "hopes to put proposals to...the Irish Government as soon as
possible" to end the impasse over an enquiry into the murder of Séamus Ludlow.
The Celtic League had added its voice to calls for an independent enquiry into the
murder of the Co. Louth forestry worker in 1976.
Mr. Ludlow was killed in an apparently sectarian attack by a Loyalist paramilitary
gang. Controversy has surrounded to brutal killing for many years and there is
believed to have been knowledge of or complicity in the killing by the British
Security Services.
Following requests from the Ludlow family, the Celtic League wrote to the Irish
Premier, Bertie Ahern, backing calls for a public enquiry in line with their wishes.
Parallel correspondence to the Northern Secretary querying the extent of British

Security Services collusion prompted an
ambivalent response via the RUC.
It is hoped that the Irish government will move soon to resolve the inertia around the
case.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
31/01/01
"NOT GUILTY" SAY POLICE
Devon & Cornwall Police have denied that 3 Cornishmen arrested last year for
removing English Heritage signs were improperly held in custody prior to their case
being heard.
The three Stannators (members of the Cornish Stannary parliament) had been
involved in a programme of direct action which saw a large number of signs removed,
in some cases with oxyacetylene gear, from various locations in Cornwall.
Devon & Cornwall Police "Area" commander has refuted concerns by the Celtic
League about the men's detention and has also said that any suggestion of a political
aspect to the case is "irrelevant".
However, the League believe that actions such as those carried out by the three are
inherently political and therefore the police action against it must have a political
dimension.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
31/01/01

SECTARIAN ATTACKS - TO LITTLE TO LATE?
The announcement that the RUC are to initiate an action plan to address the spate of
sectarian attacks on Catholic families and businesses in Coleraine is welcome.
However, the question must be posed why is it only now that this action is being
taken.
Reports on day to day activities in Ulster have tended to focus in the British mainstream press on the difficulty surrounding the peace process. Regular exchanges
between nationalist and unionists politicians about RUC reform or decommissioning
have dominated headlines. However, behind the headlines a nasty spate of sectarian
attacks, most directed against the nationalist community, have proliferated. Violent
attacks, petrol bombings, pipe bombs and less direct forms of intimidation have in

many instances become a fact of life in some areas. People have been forced from
their home.
The RUC's eight point plan has been announced to address the problems in Coleraine
and yet action in other areas is also needed. Examination of the plan also reveals that
many of its provisions should be a feature of everyday police work in any case.
If this is the best the force can do it is some distance from becoming a credible
guardian to the embattled nationalist community in parts of the North of Ireland.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
31/01/01
Below - The RUC Eight Point Plan
1. Request for councillors, clergy, community groups and individuals to express their
revulsion at this bigoted activity, which does not represent the main majority of
Coleraine residents.
2. To provide a professional and sympathetic response to victims of these attacks.
3. To work closely with the media and keep them abreast of developments.
4. Seek to obtain greater forensic analysis of items recovered from these crime scenes.
5. Police will initiate searches of property.
6. Police will increase the level of stop and search of individuals and vehicles.
7. Appeals for more information from the public, including those in the plumbing
trade.
8. Police and military operations including covert operations will be increased. Those
who carry out these attacks often look out for patrol vehicles. The covert operations
will counter this tactic

DEVELOPMENTS FOR MANX PRESCHOOL MOVEMENT
Mooinjer Veggey the Manx Gaelic preschool education movement has released the
following about new developments.
Celtic League newsgroup subscribers active in the language movements please
circulate this information in your own countries.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
31/01/01

Newslist messages for February 2001
UK POLICE WERE ISSUED WITH DEFECTIVE CS
Canisters of the CS spray issued to Police Forces in the United Kingdom failed to
meet standards laid down by the Police Scientific Development Branch of the Home
Office the Celtic League has learned.
In September last year one company ordered tests on all products from its
suppliers after concerns over massive variations in quality and concentration.
We understand that in total supplies from four companies failed to meet standards on
the basis that their product delivered to much spray.
The Celtic League have been researching the background to the use of CS spray by
police forces in Scotland, Wales and the Isle of Man.
We wrote to Home Secretary Jack Straw, in early January, asking about the results of
reports prepared by the Chemical and Biological Research Establishment at Porton
Down. One of the reports suggested that the spray posed a serious hazard and could
cause cancer. So far the Home Office remain tight-lipped on the matter.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
04/02/01
====================
SELLAFIELD FIRE A 'MINOR INCIDENT' SAYS MEACHER
Michael Meacher, the Minister for the Environment, has told the Celtic League that a
fire at the Sellafield plant which occurred on Christmas Eve last year was a "minor
incident which was not formally reportable".
The League had written asking what steps are taken by the British government to
ensure that neighbouring States such as Ireland and the Isle of Man are notified about
such occurrences.
From his reply however it seems that an actual "release (or potential release) of
radioactivity which could be of radiological significance to another State" triggers any
inter-governmental warning mechanism.
The Celtic League do not share Mr. Meacher's complacency and we believe that any
incidents involving fires at the plant no matter how innocuous the risk initially
appears should be widely notified.

Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
04/02/01
======================
ARMY DRUGS BUST HIGHLIGHTS HYPOCRISY
The dismissal of a further eleven Scottish soldiers from the British army indicates
once again the hypocrisy of the Ministry of Defence about acceptable standards for
servicemen.
The eleven men, from the Black Watch, were serving in Germany where,
coincidentally, the two convicted murders Guardsmen Fisher and Wright are
serving.
A Black watch spokesman said "having drug users upon whom I cannot rely is
unacceptable". Obviously however the British Army find those convicted of murder
the type you can rely on.
Disappointed former squaddies fired from the service in the past twelve months might
like to investigate the human rights position. We can only hope that disgruntled
soldiers will consider taking the MOD to Court. Obviously, discharge from the
service for drug abuse whilst murderers are
positively lauded smacks of discrimination.
Meanwhile, more bad news for the MOD, a naval warship heading for the Caribbean
and drug trafficing patrol work has been forced to confront a drugs problem amongst
its personnel.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
10/02/01
==================
DEVOLUTION AN AGENDA PARIS CANNOT IGNORE
An international conference being held in Brittany will highlight the experiences of a
number of small countries in Europe given devolved powers by the "Nation States" to
which they are tied.
It is certain to highlight the lack of progress by the French government which has
been slow to adopt the principles of devolution developed in, for example, the United
Kingdom and Spain.

The conference is being hosted by the Breton Democratic Union and is the latest in a
series of cross-Europe events which are bringing greater coordination between small
nations seeking greater autonomy or independence from the "Nation States " with
which they are historically linked.
The conference is likely to focus on the experiences of countries such as Wales,
Galicia, Flanders and Andalusia
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
10/02/01
=======================
VIGOROUS CAMPAIGN FOR WELSH LANGUAGE ACT COMMENCES
A series of demonstrations throughout Wales calling for A new Welsh language Act
has commenced with protests in North Wales by members of Cymdeithas Yr Iaith
Cymraeg the Welsh Language Society.
The group are calling for an Act which will integrate the private sector and a feature
of the campaign is to target banks, building societies and other high profile
institutions.
Cymdeithas will ask these institutions to adopt comprehensive bilingual policies
which in the case of the banks will extend to everything from on-line services to
cheque books.
More demonstrations to follow will target all main town and cities in Wales including
Aberystwyth, Swansea and Cardiff.
League branches should send messages of support for the campaign to the media in
Wales. They should also encourage National language organisations
in their home country to do likewise.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
10/02/01
==================
SUB TRAGEDY LATEST IN GRIM CATALOGUE
Japanese should get answers from US government following latest incident the coverup surrounding incidents in European coastal waters should not be repeated.

The possible loss of nine people on a trawler which was struck by a US nuclear
submarine is the latest in a grim catalogue of incidents which may have claimed
several hundred lives worldwide.
In the Cold War period between 1979-89 there were scores of accidents at sea caused
by the submarine activity of both NATO and the Warsaw Pact navies. In British
coastal waters there were a significant number of such incidents and the Celtic League
built up a detailed dossier of suspicious sinkings. The problem ultimately led to new
codes of practice being introduced by submarines and UN conventions to address the
issue. With the departure of both the US and Russians and the general decline in
British undersea power the problem has dissipated in the coastal area around the
British Isles.
In its wake however were left the unexplained deaths of scores of fishermen many of
whom disappeared without trace together with their vessels. The tragedy affected
coastal communities in Ireland, north and South Wales, Scotland and Brittany. The
most suspicious incidents occurred either in submarine "choke-points" or in
designated exercise areas.
Some incidents such as the Welsh MFV"Inspire" loss in 1988 point unerringly
towards involvement by the Royal Navy. The MFV Mhari L from Kirkcudbright in
SW Scotland disappeared in almost perfect weather in an area frequented by US Subs.
Some, like the MFV Cite D'Aleth, a large deep water boat, with a 13 strong crew,
managed a Mayday but most vanished without trace.
A call by the Celtic League following the end of the Cold War for an enquiry into all
the tragedies went unheeded and August 26th 1994 Officers of the Celtic League
sailed to a submarine exercise area in the south-central Irish sea and laid a wreath
listing 20 fishing vessels on which over 100 fishermen had died.
It is to be hoped that the Japanese government get full cooperation from the US
authorities concerning this latest tragedy and that the cover-up perpetrated in
European waters is not repeated.
J.B. Moffatt
pp. Celtic League
=====================
BRITISH GOVERNMENT AND ENGLISH HERITAGE UNDER ATTACK
"Sadly it is a matter of record that, wherever they have gone in the world, the English
have done their level best to destroy and assimilate other cultures. One only has to ask
the people of Ireland, India or South Africa"
The above quote, from Cornish Nationalist and member of the Cornish Parliament,
Craig Weatherill, appeared recently in the Plymouth based Western Morning News*.
In the article Craig Weatherill sets out clearly the separate identity and rights of the
Cornish people putting them in a succinct but clear historical context.

He also launches a devastating attack on the record of English Heritage (EH) in
Cornwall and refutes their right to represent the history and culture of Cornwall and
the Cornish people.
A major campaign is ongoing in Cornwall at present in which signs erected by
English Heritage are either being removed or defaced.
Their is however a more deep seated sentiment than a simple rejection of EH. Many
Cornish people are awakening to the fact that as other areas in he British Isles and in
Europe are achieving devolved status Cornwall's legitimate aspiration to devolution
and ultimate independence is being ignored.
Weatherill also has a sting at the end of the article for any who would attach Cornish
nationalism as anti-English he says:
"I neither deny nor belittle the rights of an Englishman to be English. Is it to much to
ask for them to afford Cornish people the same courtsey".
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
10/02/01
===================
MANX GAELIC INITIATIVE IN TYNWALD

Peter Karran a member of the Lower House, the House of Keys, of the
Manx Legislature is to move a number of amendments to the new Manx
Education Bill. If adopted the amendments will strengthen the position of
Manx Gaelic Education
One amendment seeks to include a clause whereby:

"If it appears to the Department (Isle of Man Department of Education)
that the number of parents desiring their children to be taught through
the medium of Manx Gaelic is sufficient to enable a school to be
maintained for providing primary education or secondary education through
that medium the Department shall make either a) an order under section (1) establishing such as School, or
b) an order under subsection (2) altering the character of an existing
school so as to provide for the teaching in the school to be through the

medium of Manx Gaelic"

Another clause seeks to stimulate the provision of teachers for the
language programme - text as follows:

"The Department shall make arrangements for teachers in provided schools
and maintained schools, if they so wish, to undergo training for the
purpose of enabling them to carry out their duties through the medium of
Gaelic"

Other proposals he will move cover the involvement of organisations
concerned with promoting the language in an advisory role and the
provision of Gaelic library facilities at all libraries maintained
by the Department.
If adopted Peter Karran's proposals will give a firm emphasis in the
bill to Gaelic. Peter is an outspoken proponent of the language and
he seems certain to put every effort into persuading his 23 colleagues in
the Keys to support his stance.

Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League

10/02/01
=====================
GAS BLAST SCARE AT SELLAFIELD
Allegations that safety warnings were ignored for three hours as build up
of explosive gases occurred

The latest safety scandal at Sellafield shows that few if any lessons have

been learned following the series of safety deficiencies uncovered last
year.
A major disaster was narrowly averted at Sellafield's nuclear waste
plant in Cumbria, last month, (26/01/01) when more than 2,000 tonnes
of high-level nuclear waste almost exploded. The British government
are aware of the incident but once again it seems to have been a situation
which did not result in warnings being given to nations such as Ireland
and the Isle of Man that have long standing safety concerns about the
complex
It has been alleged that safety procedures were so lax at one of the
plant's waste storage facilities that workers ignored alarm warnings
of a build-up of explosive gases for nearly three hours. The gases
were accumulating in the 21 tanks that each store 100 tonnes of deadly
waste. Had the situation continued for several hours longer the tanks
would have become explosive.
As usual BNFL are talking down the incident but admit they did have
to close down the Thorp plant during the incident. However, some UK
politicians and independent nuclear safety experts believe the situation
was one of the most serious the plant has faced in recent years.
Nuclear consultant John Large said 'Those 21 tanks of waste contain
huge quantities of the most hazardous materials on the nuclear site,
if not the planet' said John Large, one of the world's leading nuclear
engineers. 'A similarly sized tank blew up in the Russian area of
Chelyabinsk in 1957 and on its own devastated an area the size of central
London.'
This latest safety scare coincides with renewed shipments of waste
to the plant from Germany and the Netherlands. The Celtic League which has
already made representations about the shipments will renew its call for a
moratorium whilst the safety standards at Sellafield are assessed. we
understand that other environmental groups are also expressing concerns
and the German Office of Greenpeace has voiced its concerns to the German
Environment Minister, Juergen Trittin
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General - Celtic League

12/02/01
====================
SCOT'S 'THUMB UP' FOR CS SPRAY
However, Home Office still tight-lipped on unpublished Porton Down

research

The Police Division of the Scottish Executive Justice Department has
said that the introduction of CS Spray by some Police Forces in Scotland
"was not taken lightly and was developed in consultation with numerous
public and independent bodies". They also set out the distinct research
undertaken in Scotland before its introduction.
The statements are contained in a response to a query from the Celtic
League which has been surveying the introduction of CS Spray in various
Celtic countries.
The Scottish Exeutives response balances some of the concerns over
the introduction of CS Spray and is welcomed by the Celtic League.
The League are also impressed by the thorough and independent manner
in which Scottish Authorities approached the introduction of CS Spray.
However, we are disappointed that a parallel response from the United
Kingdom Home Office failed to address the issue of unpublished research
into the effects of CS carried out at the Chemical & Biological Research
Establishment at Porton Down.
The Celtic League intend to continue to press for this information
to be released.

Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League

17/02/01
==================
ANOTHER BNFL BLUNDER

The HSE has published a statement critical of safety provisions at
BNFL. On this occasion it is the companies facility at Hunterston
in Scotland that is in the firing line.
The HSE comment issued as part of its third quarter statement (for
2000) of Nuclear Incidents at Nuclear Installations reveals that

contaminated
material was 'lost' at the plant and has not been located.
HSE say:
" On 9th august 2000, staff at Hunterson A (Power Station) discovered that
a high energy beta radiation source could not be located and that the
source may have been exported from the site as part of a consignment of
scrap metal".
They go on to outline the procedures followed and the failure to locate
the missing material. The report concluded that the incident indicated
"significant failures in safety provisions".
BNFL operates a chain of nuclear installations around the Irish sea
including the troubled and accident prone waste reprocessing plant
at Sellafield. This latest report indicates that BNFL safety standards
generally still fail to meet acceptable standards.

Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League

17/02/01
==================
MANX NATIONAL HERITAGE UNDER ATTACK

Manx National Heritage (MNH) which oversee Museums and Trust Lands
on the Isle of Man has recently come under attack from a number of
members of the House of Keys (MHKs) because of operating deficits.
MNH is reputed to have an operating loss over five years of over
£1,000,000.
Paradoxically some years ago the organisation was under attack from
some quarters for being to commercial in its approach and some still
see its decision, made some years ago, to re-brand itself as a mistake.
Others criticise a perceived failure to promote more prominently the
Gaelic culture and language of the Island at its sites.
Between the conflicting arguments however one thing is very clear

MNH has engaged in a programme of expansion which has made its
presentation of Manx history more relevant and presentable. It has also
won considerable International respect which is no mean.
It is obvious that its flagship project the House of Mannanan has
lost considerable income. However there was a conscious decision taken to
site it in the west of the Island thereby stimulating the tourist
development potential of the area and whilst this may have affected
visitor numbers it was almost certainly a correct decision.

Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League

17/02/01
===================
CULTURE AND SOCIAL JUSTICE - NO THANKS

There has been much derision on the Isle of Man following an attempt
by outspoken politician, Peter Karran MHK, to move an amendment to
the Income Tax Bill which would have given tax rebates to Manx Gaelic
speakers based on the achievement of certain competence levels.
The media competed with themselves to either directly deride or talk
down the proposal.
It appears that no one was aware that two decades ago in Ireland similar
moves, which introduced tax breaks for artists, writers etc. were
introduced. Also in Ireland benefit concessions, including higher levels
of house purchase support for those in the Gaeltacht were introduced.
Whatever one thinks of Peter Karran's proposal, often delivered in
characteristically outspoken fashion, they do contain more than an
element of substance.
This week he again unsuccessfully attempted to persuade his well-heeled
Tynwald (Manx Parliament) colleagues that an Island awash with money
should, as a Social imperative, introduce a minimum wage of £5. He was of

course defeated.
It is not Karran, who has spoken out for the Island's culture and
on behalf of the wage disenfranchised that should be derided. It is
the spineless members of Tynwald who refused to vote with him and
support the two resolutions which were respectively innovative and
just.

Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League

17/02/01
===========================
MANX GAELIC EDUCATION CONTROVERSY

A House of Keys member was unsuccessful in his attempts to move several
amendments to consolidate the position of Gaelic Education when the Isle
of Man government moved to the clauses stage of the new Isle of Man
Education Act. Despite support from several other members he failed to get
the necessary votes.
The new Bill contains for the first time a stipulation that the language,
culture and history of the Island must be part of the curriculum. It also
includes provision for the Department of Education to consult with
language organisations about future policy.
However, this was not enough for Peter Karran MHK. He moved several
amendments the most important of which sought to have established
an advisory committee, drawn from interested language groups, to advise on
how the Gaelic education programme should develop. He also sought to
include provision for the training of more staff to resource the Gaelic
education programme and specific provision for the inclusion of Gaelic
units in schools.
The Manx government, via its Education Minister, Steve Rodan MHK,
could scarcely conceal their irritation with Mr. Karran's amendments. The
Manx government maintain that the new Act does include provision for the
further development of the Manx language. Minister Rodan said he was
"disappointed with the reaction to what he saw as a progressive Bill".

Mr. Karran also came in for criticism from the media. The Islands
main tabloid paper, the Manx Independent, ran an editorial with the
leader " Don't shout to loudly, Mr. Karran". The editorial said:
"No one can deny educating children about Manx culture is paramount
in a society some say is losing its sense of national identity.
The Education Bill, making its way through the Island's political
system, is one huge and positive step towards restoring that loss"
The editorial goes on to suggest that Mr. Karran's crusading might
backfire provoking an adverse public reaction.
However, Peter Karran seems unlikely to let the matter rest. He told
Tynwald (the Manx legislature) "This country shouldn't be ashamed of its
past but proud of its heritage". He also attacked that attitude of what he
described as 'moronic' Ministers for their stance towards the language.

Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League

17/02/01
===============================
GAELIC MEDIUM SCHOOL SAVED

Perth and Kinross Council have shelved plans to cut the Gaelic medium
primary and nursery unit at Perth, other cuts to Gaelic education support
services have also been dropped.
The ground swell of opposition against the proposals was such that
they were not even considered as part of a general cost cutting exercise.
Gaelic language organisations in Scotland have extended their thanks
to all who supported the campaign in which several branches of the
Celtic League became involved.
The cost cutting proposals however should give all those committed
to promoting the Celtic languages 'food for thought'. Gaelic education
services were apparently listed along with such areas as grass cutting and

general maintenance. This is a shocking indictment of the value that some
individuals in the education service in Scotland place on their language.
The episode also highlights the need for widespread co-ordination
and rapid response from the inter-Celtic movement when language promotion
and education is threatened in any of our countries.

Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League

17/02/01
========================
MOD NOT A "GOOD NEIGHBOUR"
Ireland criticised for failing to take more robust stance on DU testing

The decision by the MOD to allow its research quango, DERA, to resume
testing of depleted uranium munitions (DU) is clearly at odds with
previously stated environmental policy spelled out by the Department.
In a letter to Defence Secretary Geoff Hoon the Celtic League point
out that in the MOD Environmental Policy published five years ago
and signed by the former Defence Secretary Michael Portillo the MOD
insisted that from an environmental point of view it would strive
to be a "good neighbour".
The League have cited the widespread concern expressed by local people,
politicians and environmental groups both in England, Scotland and the
Isle of Man saying that the MOD's blatant disregard for the concerns of
this wide swathe of public opinion flies in the face of its avowed good
neighbour credentials.
Meanwhile the League has also blasted the Irish government because
of their inertia on the DU issue.
In a letter to Irish Premier, Bertie Ahern, the Secretary General
of the Celtic League he was disturbed at reports in the media that
the Irish government were apparently unconcerned about continuing
military pollution of the north Irish sea.

Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League

17/02/01
====================
"DIRTY MAN OF EUROPE" AT IT AGAIN

Despite assurances given by the British government to reduce pollution
from the Sellafield reprocessing plant the Celtic League believe that BNFL
plan to increase the level of discharge.
As part of the plans Sellafield's discharges of technetium-99 (Tc-99) are
set to continue until at least 2006. Tc-99 remains dangerous for hundreds
of thousands of years, and builds up in the food chain, particularly in
lobsters.
The UK Environment Agency (DETR) is currently undertaking public
consultation
on Sellafield's discharges, particularly technetium-99. Although
discharges of the radioactive substance, which started to appear in
noticeable amounts ten years ago, were reduced between 1995 and 12998 they
have since increased. A failure by concerned parties to involve themselves
in the current consultation process will be seen as a green light by BNFL,
and sympathises in the DETR, to step up discharge of this and other
pollutants.
Assurances given by the UK to the OSPAR Commission in 1998 provide
an illustration of the British governments double dealing on this
matter. Deputy Prime Minister John Prescott 'blathered' that "this
is the day the UK finally throws of its mantle as the Dirty Man of
Europe. We have promised to do all we can to clean up the seas". However,
since that time pollution from Sellafield has increased.
Concerned groups and individuals should write to the British Environment
Agency* before the deadline for consultation of 5 March 2001.
The Celtic League will be submitting our concerns and calling for
an end to BNFL's production and discharge of Tc-99 and other wastes.

SELLAFIELD REVIEW - ENVIRONMENT AGENCY
PO BOX 114
PENRITH
CUMBRIA CA11 9GN
Fax 01768 892456

J B Moffatt Secretary General Celtic League
21/02/01
===================
FORMER IRISH MINISTER OWNS UP TO OFF-SHORE ACCOUNTS
It is past time there was an on-Island enquiry into the reasons for
this influx of confidential Irish-sourced monies

Former Irish government Minister, Ray Burke, who told the Irish parliament
three years ago that he did not have off-shore bank accounts has now
admitted, to a Dublin Tribunal*, that in fact he had three.
During the question and answer session in the Dail, on September 10
1997, which followed a statement on the matter by Mr. Burke (then
Minister for Foreign Affairs), Jim O'Keeffe TD asked if Mr Burke had
lodged money in overseas accounts since 1989 and in particular in
an account in the Isle of Man.
Mr. Burke replied that he found the question "offensive in the extreme".
He went on to deny that he had any overseas bank account. It appears
however that his beneficial ownership of the accounts predated the
question. Yesterday (22/02/01 at the Dublin Tribunal enquiring into these
matters Mr. Burke owned up to bank accounts in the Isle of Man and other
jurisdictions.
The revelations, which seem set to continue, are the latest in a series
which link Irish people from all walks of life to confidential accounts
here since the late 1980s.
It is this confidentiality which is intriguing the tribunal. Counsel

for the Tribunal, Pat Hanratty SC, asked Mr. Burke why he went to
such lengths to conceal his identity in the overseas accounts.
"Confidentiality"
was the response.
This has led one Irish newspaper (The Irish Independent) to query
"confidentiality from whom or what?" Evidence from Mr. Burke indicated
that all the money was legitimate and came in the form of up-front
political donations and was used to fund elections and look after
constituents and party workers.
The paper asks, "why then was it so important that his identity be
hidden away?".
The variety of names used for the accounts was also a source of bemusement
to the media. Raphael Burke or Ray Burke as he was more commonly known,
became Raphael P. Burke, Raphael P.D. Burke, PD Burke, Patrick Burke,
Raphael Patrick Damian Burke The paper speculates that "there may be other
variations".
It seems likely that the Tribunal will uncover more details as it
continues taking evidence from Mr. Burke. It seems likely that this
enquiry will also lead to further linkage of Irish nationals to Manx
bank accounts.
It really is past time that the Manx government initiated some
investigations
of its own into why there was this influx of "Hibernian cash" from
a variety of separate sources.
Alternatively we can await the steady drip of revelations from Justice
Flood's Tribunal.

Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League

23/02/01

* The Flood Tribunal - chaired by Mr. Justice Flood.
======================

CAMPAIGNERS DELIGHTED AT WELSH MEDIUM SCHOOL VICTORY

Campaigning parents are reported to be "delighted" after winning their
campaign for a Welsh-medium primary school in one of the most
predominantly English-speaking counties in Wales.
The struggle to establish the unit began two years ago in south
Monmouthshire
because children had to endure a one-hour journey to Welsh schools
in either the north of the county or in neighbouring Newport.
There appears to have been initial opposition within the local Council
however the issue was resolved when Labour councillors who had previously
opposed the plan reversed their decision
Campaigner Rhiannon Edwards said "It is also a victory for Wales,
its culture and its heritage. We can now look forward to children
getting the education they want and without having to travel so far."
This latest good news for the Celtic languages comes hard on the heels of
positive language education initiatives in Scotland and the Isle of Man.

Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League

23/02/01
====================
NATIONALISTS DON'T NEED LESSONS ON RACISM FROM LABOUR

It is bemusing, if not a little embarrassing, for nationalists in
other Celtic countries to watch events unfolding in Wales following
comments made by Plaid Cymru Councillor Simon Glyn.
The Gwynedd housing leader sparked an angry response over comments
about curbing the number of incomers. There have been calls for his
resignation, predictably choreographed by the (Welsh) Labour Party,

and he has also received hate mail from English right-wing groups.
Most disturbing however is the reaction of his own party who seem
to be lurching between supporting and disowning him.
Glyn has been labelled a racist for his remarks, when sensible analysis of
these would indicate that he was simply highlighting a position which if
unchecked could lead to racism. In any case, given the history of the
Celtic countries and their treatment by the English government over many
centuries, it 'sticks in the craw' a bit to see Celtic nationalists
labelled as racist.
All the Celtic countries have sustained immigration. In the case of
the two smallest Cornwall and Mann that immigration has been substantial.
Speaking at the annual commemoration for an executed martyr on Jan.
2nd the Chairman of the Manx Nationalist Party launched an outspoken
attack on the impact of immigration into the Isle of Man, where the
indigenous population is now a minority. He said:

"Those who don't like the Manx people having a say in planning should
leave the Island.
More broadly, we should never be afraid to say to anybody who comes
into this Island and disrespects the Manx people that they are more
than welcome to leave.
Manx is not a tax status. Manx is not a residential status. Manx is
not having a work permit for five years.
He went on:
Many non-Manx people living here are now openly claiming that our
minoritised status removes our right to primary consideration.
I will say this to that sort of person: as long as this country has
one Manx person left in it, then it is nobody else's".

Strong stuff indeed. Many in Plaid Cymru who hear of this might believe
that the next day there was a mass exodus of all the non indigenous people
who have come to the Isle of Man and integrated, become members of the
Manx National Party or involved themselves in the language and cultural
revival. Well there was no exodus because people who move to a community
on the basis of accepting that countries values and customs are not
offended by such comment.
Plaid should get up of its knees and support the position taken by

Simon Glyn. Hiding from the Labour Party did not get Plaid Cymru to
the position that it now holds in Wales. If anything the reaction
of the Labour Party indicates that they fear open debate, seeking
diversions which in the long run will be more socially divisive than
any warning about immigration from England.
If Labour in Wales, England, Scotland or wherever wish an open debate
about racism they should start with an assessment of the reaction of Home
Secretary Jack Straw to the bullying and violence which immigrants to
South-East England and the Channel ports have received. Instead of using
his powers to tackle the racists he dispersed those seeking asylum around
the United Kingdom, in most instances against their will. The present
attitude to asylum seekers by the Labour government is the most shameful
episode since the UK closed the door to immigrants fleeing repression in
pre-WW2 Europe.
The Labour government whose record on racism Gleny's Kinnock seems
to believe is so commendable has pursued a more iniquitous approach
to immigration than their Tory predecessors (no mean feat). People
have died in racist attacks without proper enquiry into the circumstances.
People have died as a result of the immigration strictures which the
Labour government apply.
Institutions that Labour Home Secretary Jack Straw presides over such as
the Metropolitan Police and parts of the Prison Service have had to own up
to institutionalised racism, which still goes unchecked.

I think before we hear any more criticisms of Simon Glyn some of Jack
Straws Labour colleagues in Wales should give him the benefit of their
received wisdom on the subject.

Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League

24/02/01
===================
FOOT & MOUTH - BORDER THREAT

As stringent efforts are initiated throughout the British Isles to
combat the foot and mouth outbreak one area which will not be subject to
controls appears to be the border area of N. Ireland. Military activity,
particularly the movement of army foot patrols across country, already
blamed for the spread of disease such as brucellosis in cattle seems set
to continue.
Today it was announced that military training in country areas of
Great Britain will be curtailed. This is obviously good news for the
Farming communities in Wales, Scotland and Cornwall. However, it appears
that good sense is not going to prevail in N. Ireland, already the site of
a suspicious stock death.
South Armagh farmer Henry McElroy criticised the border military activity
in today's Irish News newspaper saying:
"The disease is spread through soil in tyres and boots from patrols.
The Department of Agriculture needs to address this problem if they
want to avoid an epidemic".
McElroy is one of a number of South Armagh Farmers in the area
long-critical of the disregard shown by the military force which occupies
the area in considerable numbers.
In January, in an feature article in the United Kingdom Guardian
newspaper, he alleged that substantial numbers of his stock had died of
diseases spread by troops traversing the area.
With the entire British Isles on the alert to eliminate the threat
posed by the spread of foot and mouth the Ministry Of Defence should
take urgent action to ensure it plays its part - and that includes
curtailing its patrol activity in border areas of N. Ireland and S.
Armagh.

Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League

24/02/01
====================
PLUG IT! SELLAFIELD REVIEW TOLD

The Celtic League have written to the review currently considering
future discharges from the Sellafield reprocessing plant (see below).
The League have called for an end to the discharges. We have also
urged the conversion and storage of existing liquid wastes, particularly
technetium-99 (Tc-99), in solid form.
Tc-99 has caused specific pollution problems within the marine environment
any further discharges will pose an intolerable environmental and economic
threat to communities which depend on sea fisheries:

"We write to register our opposition to any decision to allow continued
discharge of technetium-99 (Tc-99) from the Sellafield reprocessing plant.
The Management of the plant, throughout its operation, have shown
scant regard for safety. In almost forty years of the operational
life of the plant there have been a series of accidents and mishaps.
In the past twelve months a series of revelations have uncovered serious
safety shortcomings which indicate that despite its previous appalling
record no lessons have been learned.
In the circumstances, to even consider allowing the plant a licence
to continue its discharge levels or increase them would be disastrous for
the marine environment of the Irish sea, an area which the British
government and BNFL have already seriously polluted.
We trust the present review will conclude that the production of Tc-99 and
other radioactive wastes should cease and that the planned closure of
BNFL's Magnox reactors should be accelerated.
We also trust that the review will recommend that all existing liquid
waste be converted to solid form as the "least bad" option to contain this
problem and to restrict further harm to the environment"
.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League

26/02/01

Newslist Messages for March 2001
ARMY INEPITUDE IN FACE OF DISEASE THREAT
A week ago the Celtic League said:
"with the entire British Isles on the alert to eliminate the threat posed by the spread of
foot and mouth the Ministry Of Defence should take urgent action to ensure it plays
its part".
The comment was made in the context of the decision by the British Army to continue
foot-patrols across farmland in South Armagh.
Farmers in South Armagh, already concerned at the spread of other stock diseases by
patrol activity, were also calling for foot patrols to be suspended until the situation
stabilised.
At the time, the military were well aware of the danger that their activities posed.
They had for example announced a suspension of training on exercise areas in Gt.
Britain.
Today, the military authorities in N. Ireland have announced that they are to "modify"
patrol activity. Their response, following an outbreak of the disease in S. Armagh,
still shows a failure to grasp the seriousness of the situation. In any case their
ineptitude and disregard of the threat posed may make even this "modification" move
ineffectual.
With the disease outbreak in S. Armagh confirmed, if it does spread across the border
the impact both North and South may be catastrophic. It surely is not to early to ask
why prudent measures, adopted by the military in England and Wales, were not
extended to N. Ireland before the disease took hold?
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
01/03/01
==========================
HYPOCRISY OF NEW TERROR LAW
The Celtic League have hit out at new so-called anti-terrorism legislation in the UK
which they say will be used to perpetrate abuse against ethnic minorities.
Yesterday, the UK Home Secretary, Jack Straw, outlawed 21 groups. A high
proportion of these groups were associated with Ireland or with Islamic countries. The
Government also outlawed the Basque separatist group ETA.

The League say the the legislation based on its precursor the Prevention of Terrorism
Act will be used by the British security services to target legitimate groups.
They also attack the hypocrisy of the British government pointing out both they and
other governments have been themselves indicted for involvements in terrorist acts.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
01/03/01
Text of protest to British Home Secretary below:
The United Kingdom Home SecretaryMr. Jack Straw MPThe Home OfficeQueen
Anne's GateLondon SW1H 9AT
Dear Home Secretary,
Ref: Terrorism Act - Proscription of Organisations
We understand, from media reports, that you have, under the aegis of new Terrorism
Provisions, issued orders proscribing a number of organisations.
The information we have seems to indicate that in addition to proscribing Irish /
Ulster organisations, which were previously listed under the prevention of Terrorism
Act, you have extended these more draconian provisions to a large range of Islamic
groups and also some groups operating in Europe.
The Celtic League is totally opposed to violence as a means of resolving political
conflict or achieving self determination. However, we would be extremely naive if we
did not recognise that in some instances National groups are left with little alternative
because of racial intolerance shown towards them as an ethnic group or because of a
failure to provide political structures and institutions which enable conflict resolution
in a meaningful manner.
It is particularly ironic that your government is using the failed apparatus of previous
administrations to resolve the perceived threat of 'Irish terrorism'. The Prevention of
Terrorism Act, POT, which proceeded this legislation, was thoroughly discredited. It
was quite blatantly used as a racist instrument by agencies of the British State
particularly at entry ports to the UK from Ireland to harass and intimidate innocent
people. The POT provisions were also the precursor to some of the most iniquitous
miscarriages of justice that the British State has ever perpetrated.
We note that you were advised, in the compilation of your 'Proscribed Organisations
List', by the military intelligence services of the United Kingdom. This is hypocrisy of
the highest order for in fact some elements of your security services have a track
record of involvement in terrorist outrages perpetrated both in Ulster and in the
Republic of Ireland.

In this regard the British government has common guilt with the government of Spain
which orchestrated a series of outrages and killings in the Basque country, running a
paramilitary terrorist structure, the GAL, which killed Basque nationalists.
Paradoxically, we note that you have chosen to outlaw the Basque separatist group
ETA despite the fact that ETA and other Basque Nationalist organisations have
indicated that they would accept meaningful structures for non-violent conflict
resolution.
Some of the Islamic organisations listed we have limited knowledge of and therefore
we will restrict our comment in respect of these. However one is left with a concern
on studying the list that it appears to include groups who have a genuine struggle
against great injustice and abuse of human rights. The list also gives us cause to
suspect that the inclusion of so many Islamic groups, who have carried out no abuse
of UK law, could be the harbinger of oppression of the Muslim community similar, to
that which the Irish community in Britain suffered following the introduction of the
Prevention of Terrorism legislation.
We have no doubt that the Home Office, and the British government, introduced this
legislation with good intentions. However, the manner in which it is structured, the
ethnic approach in which it is directed and the experience of previous exercises of this
type, we believe it will prove iniquitous. It is a Charter for the abuse in the United
Kingdom by the Security Services of minority and ethnic groups. We oppose it. We
will continue to speak out against it. We will continue to speak out on behalf of
groups, both in the Celtic countries and globally, who are forced by the intransigence
of Nation States or power blocs to defend themselves.
Yours sincerely,
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
01/03/01
======================
WHOSE 'NATIONAL' NEWS?
A debate about the continued centralised control of news from the BBC has raged in
Scotland since devolution was achieved. It begs the question, is the BBC, as it is
currently structured, relevant to the changed and changing political circumstances of
the United Kingdom?
The agenda now being pursued politically in Edinburgh, Belfast and Cardiff is not the
political agenda formulated, as the current First Minister for Wales put it, "around
dinner tables" in London.
The BBC, because of the centralisation of what it terms "the National news", also
tends to lose any sense of objectivity. This was particularly apparent in respect to
Northern Ireland where attempts for many years to achieve in-depth and objective

examination of the root cause of the problem consistently failed.
The "Regional" operations of the BBC, which should now theoreticallyproduce high
quality news programming to meet the new "National" needs ofScotland and Wales,
cannot deliver whilst this centralised mind-set withinthe London Offices of the BBC
hold sway. Pointedly, in this context, wehave not mentioned BBC N. Ireland because,
unlike the Regional operations in Scotland and Wales which seem anxious to break
free from the grip of"Broadcasting House W1A", the Ulster brethren seem unable to
shake off their "Radio Orange" persona.
The BBC, dreamt up in the days of the Empire, has almost certainly had its day. It
seems unable to make the transition necessary to service, from a news and current
affairs perspective, the needs of this somewhat less, United Kingdom.
Secretary General
Celtic League
03/03/01
==================
BNFL OFF THE RAILS AGAIN
It has been revealed that a train, carrying nuclear fuel flasks, came off the rails near
Dunbar in Scotland on Friday 2 March. The incident is the latest in a series which
have occurred involving these transports and it highlights the dangers posed in
transporting dangerous radiation waste of this type throughout the United Kingdom
by rail.
As usual, BNFL have played down the accident. A spokesman for their rail
subsidiary, Direct Rail services, said "It was a very minor derailment which happened
at low speed and not on the main line." Last August a rail wagon containing low level
nuclear waste was derailed near the Sellafield plant in Cumbria. That incident was
described as "very minor".
Public concern about the dangers posed by these transports is kept in check by the
dearth of information that both the industry and the Environment Agency provide.
Most people are unaware that nuclear traffic of this type passes through cities and
main conurbations in the UK on a regular basis.
The train involved in the latest incident was collecting waste from the Torness nuclear
power station in Scotland.
Secretary General
Celtic League
03/03/01
=====================

NATIONALIST PARTY FAILS PEOPLE CLAIM
A failure by the Nationalist Party in Wales to confront the dangers posed to the Welsh
language and culture by unrestricted immigration could lead people to turn away from
politics and return to direct action it has been claimed.
Former Plaid Cymru member Dewi Prysor's comments came after Plaid Cymru failed
to support comments made by councillor Simon Glyn who had warned about the
effects of immigration by English speakers in to the predominantly Welsh speaking
areas of north-west Wales.
In the past there have been periodic outbreaks of direct action and in the 1970 & 80s a
campaign of arson attacks against holiday homes occurred. Mr. Prysor said that many
other nationalist were dismayed that the Party was not standing by councillor Glyn's
remarks. He said that the Party had "finally turned its back on the plight of the
language". He also said that the Party's statement, renouncing curbs on immigration,
"speaks the sad language of turncoats and cowards".
Many, both within Wales and in the wider inter-Celtic movement, may disagree with
Prysor's condemnation of Plaid. However, he makes some pertinent points which the
Plaid leadership should take heed of. Immigration control is an established facet of
policy for most countries. Indeed, the British Labour and Conservative Parties vie
with each other to promote the toughest policy.
Plaid could have turned what they seem to have perceived as potentially embarrassing
remarks from councillor Glyn to their advantage by attacking the hypocrisy of
Labour.
They could still go on the offensive and point out that protective immigration control
for parts of Wales is less repugnant than the avowedly racist immigration controls
implemented by Labour Home Secretary Jack Straw in the United Kingdom as a
whole.
Secretary General
Celtic League
03/03/01
====================================
NORWAY BARS BRITISH TROOPS
Last week the Norwegian government barred British troops from participation in a
NATO exercise (Exercise Joint Winter 2001) because of concerns over foot and
mouth disease.
Approximately three hundred troops had been scheduled to join 1500 British troops,
already in Norway since before the foot and mouth outbreak, but strict measures
introduced by Britain's NATO partner saw led to their deployment being cancelled.

In addition, a quantity of equipment to support the troops already in Norway including
helicopters was subject to restriction. The helicopters, it is reported, were thoroughly
disinfected before being allowed in.
Paradoxically, whilst the British and Norwegians are cooperating so thoroughly to
eliminate risk, military deployment by the British Army is continuing in the area
around the contaminated farm in South Armagh. Furthermore, military helicopter
traffic between Britain and Ireland - which occasionally drops in at the airfield in the
Isle of Man - appears to be unaffected. The helicopter units are deployed as part of the
military effort in N. Ireland in the contaminated area.
A few days ago the Celtic League received an e-mail from the South Armagh Farmers
and Residents Group which confirmed that foot patrols and dozens of helicopter
landings were taking place in the South Armagh area.
The situation poses a two-way threat. Military traffic between Britain and Ireland
could give the disease a free ticket to enter uncontaminated areas.
Perhaps we are overreacting, However it seems strange that NATO can agree
restrictions on military exercises and equipment several hundred miles away from the
United Kingdom in Norway whilst it is "business as usual" in the UK.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
14/03/01
===========================
DRUG REPORT GELLING 'IN THE DARK'
Manx Chief Minister Donald Gelling, who recently launched a campaign against drug
abuse, has no information on the importation into the Isle of Man ten years ago of a
quantity of drugs which was the subject of an enquiry by the United Kingdom DPP.
The Celtic League Secretary General wrote to the Chief Minister five months ago
saying:
Ref. Drug Strategy
I draw your attention to the attached correspondence between the UK MP George
Foulkes and the British Home Secretary in 1991. The matters referred to relate to
allegations, made in 1990, that as part of what was assumed was a bungled police
operation a large quantity of drugs were allowed into the Isle of Man. The story first
surfaced in a Manx free-sheet (the Manx Herald ) in January 1990 and although the
allegations were in part denied it was confirmed, by HM Inspector of Constabulary
(HMI), that the 'incidents' was subject to investigation. This latterpoint was confirmed
by the Home Office a year later.

Both HMI and the Home Office confirmed that a report was prepared by the United
Kingdom DPP but no prosecution was undertaken. The DPP report has lain 'under
wraps' for the past decade.
The strategy produced by your Office recently would seem to set the time frame for
the present serious drug problem as a decade old (Ref. Drug Strategy Chapter 1 Pages
7/8). It does seem prudent thereforethat any suggestion that quantities of illegal drugs
were allowed into the Island during a period which coincides with the expansion of
the drugs scene should be examined - crucial to such examination would be further
consideration and release of the DPP report. Could we ask if you will consider this. I
appreciate that as no prosecution resulted it would be improper for the names of those
involved to be identified should the document be released."
Mr. Gelling has replied saying he has no information on the incident to which we
refer. However correspondence that the League have from the then British Home
Secretary Kenneth Baker to Labour MP George Foulkes clearly says:
"in July 1989 a man was arrested (in the United Kingdom) whilst committing an
offence of burglary. When interviewed he made a number of allegations against
officers of various United Kingdom Police Forces but also claimed that an officer of
the Isle of Man Constabulary had permitted him to import a quantity of cannabis resin
into the Isle of Man.
Subsequently, a report was submitted to the Director of Public prosecutions for
England and Wales"
It seems peculiar that the Manx Chief Minister is 'in the dark' over this and apparently
cannot get sight of the report after ten years?
Bernard MoffattSecretary GeneralCeltic League
14/03/01
==================
NUCLEAR PLANT RESTART POSES IRISH SEA THREAT
The controversy surrounding the possible restart of the Wylfa nuclear power station
on Anglesey continues. The elderly station was closed down last April with defects on
both reactors. The stations operators, BNFL, anxious to restart power generation
because the station is reputably losing up to £400,000 per day have rejected the safety
concerns.
However, this week in a report to the Welsh assembly it was alleged that repairs to
allow the station to restart its reactors would not address the serious safety
deficiencies which exist.
It is feared that a failure of weakened welds within the reactor could spell disaster.
Internationally-recognised nuclear safety expert, John Large, highlighting the

potential danger of defective reactor welds and the deterioration of other vital reactor
components, said:
"The 'worst case scenario' accident for Wylfa was, in fact, far more serious than had
previously been admitted by the Nuclear Installation Inspectorate (NII).
If Wylfa is allowed to re-open, a failure of the welds and the weakened reactor
components could combine to result in uncontrolled, large-scale releases of
radioactivity."
The Celtic League has long criticised the operational safety record of the Wylfa plant.
Last year we revealed that the station had suffered 30 unplanned emergency
shutdowns during the past decade as the plants operations continue beyond the expiry
of its original service life.
16/03/01
====================
PROTESTERS STRIP SEARCHED
The Celtic League have written to the Chief Constable of Strathclyde Police seeking
information on why a group of Irish women involved in a peaceful protest at the
Faslane nuclear base in February were strip searched after their arrest.
In a letter to Sir John Orr the League say:
"We understand that a number of Irish women detained at a peace demonstration
against the Faslane nuclear base on February 12 were subsequently subjected to strip
searches.
Could you explain why persons arrested at peaceful protests of this type are subjected
to strip searches. Could you also clarify how many persons (male and female) were
subjected to strip searches after the recent protest".
The Irish government are also seeking an explanation for the incident and there is a
concern that the human rights of the women may have been violated by the police
action.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
16/03/01
=================
GILLIGAN GETS 28 YEARS!
Dublin mobster peddled drugs and made a fortune but who were his bankers and why

have they not been exposed?
The acquittal of Dublin mobster John Gilligan on charges connected with the murder
of Dublin journalist Veronica Guerin has been made more palatable to a shocked Irish
public by his conviction and twenty-eight year sentence on drugs charges.
Gilligan was part of a network of criminals who, using the drugs trade, have destroyed
communities in Dublin and Ireland all the while growing rich on the proceeds of their
crime.
Anyone who stood in the way of these gangs is mercilessly swept aside. The murder
of Veronica Guerin showed just how far the drugs cartels were prepared to go.
However, the tentacles of the evil empires built up by Gilligan and others could not
have existed for long if they had not been able to disperse and launder the proceeds of
the drugs trade. Gilligan's crime empire had a turnover of £40 million and the
proceeds were launderedacross Europe and in the off-shore centres.
Last year the Celtic League wrote to Irish Justice Minister, John O'Donoghue, after
another of the Dublin criminal fraternity, Thomas Meehan (related to Brian Meehan
already convicted for the Guerin slaying) was reported to have opened a bank account
in the Isle of Man. This was used as a "stepping stone" to accounts in Vienna.
The Dublin criminal Mafia use the international financial sector to "grease the
wheels" and hide the proceeds from their crime and we urged O'Donoghue to name
banks involved in this business.
Unfortunately, the Irish Justice Minister did "not consider it appropriate for the
naming in public of any such institutions in a context which would infer involvement
in money laundering".
It seems that this failure to "Name and Shame" banks involved in handling the
accounts of people subsequently connected to serious crime is to continue. It is an
insult to the memory of Veronica Guerin that the banks who profited from laundering
the proceeds of the drugs Mafia she tried to expose have not been forced to account
for their sloppy procedures.
Today the financial services sector speaks eloquently of regulation and meeting best
international standards but at the time the drugs business was created by mobsters
such as Gilligan that same sector were his bankers!
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
17/02/01
===================
DU CONTAMINATION TO CONTINUE

The value of sea fisheries as a source of unmodified and uncontaminated protein is
likely to increase dramatically.
The coastal communities in Cumbria, Scotland, Ireland and the Isle of Man should
speak with one voice to seek an end to all military testing in the Irish sea area.
The government Defence quango DERA (DEFENCE EVALUATION &
RESEARCH AGENCY) has insisted that the testing of depleted uranium rounds
poses no environmental threat.
The statement comes in correspondence to the Celtic League, who had written to the
Defence Secretary, Goeff Hoon MP, calling for a moratoriumon the firing of DU
rounds into the N. Irish sea.
In our correspondence to the Defence Secretary we stated:
"We refer to current concerns about the radiation pollution associated with the use of
depleted uranium munitions.
We understand that for many years ordnance of this type has been test fired from
ranges on the coast of SW Scotland and Cumbria. Can you provide an indication of
the quantity of ordnance fired from these ranges during the period that depleted
uranium rounds have been in use?
In the light of the concerns about the environmental impact of these munitions will the
MOD or the Environment Agency be carrying out a new study to ascertain if this
material, the debris from which the MOD did not recover, poses any long term threat
to the marine environment."
In their response DERA confirm that firing of DU rounds has taken place into the
Solway Firth. They say that environmental monitoring, since the 1980s, on sea water
and sediment and on shell fish samples has never shown any concentration of DU
beyond natural background levels. Pointedly, they do not mention recent
environmental monitoring which had to be aborted when the test rig was "lost" in bad
weather.
They say that testing of the DU rounds will continue and a moratorium "is not
feasible".
Depleted uranium weapons are currently in focus following revelations that troops
and civilians exposed to them in the Balkans and Iraq have contracted cancer. A
number of deaths are alleged to have occurred.
The Celtic league recognize that test firing into the sea would reduce any threat.
However, it is a concern that an area, already heavily polluted with radiation by the
BNFL facility at Sellafield, has this added environmental pollutant. The Solway coast
and bay area is a key nursery area for some species of sea-fish. The League are not
satisfied that the MOD have demonstrated that the accumulated pollution caused by

the extensive testing in the area will not pose a long-term threat.
The DU testing is a continuation of a long history of weapons-testing in the N. Irish
sea area which has contaminated many valuable fishing grounds with toxic pollutants
or dangerous unexploded munitions.
Paradoxically, due to the successive scares surrounding agriculture the value of sea
fisheries as a source or unmodified and uncontaminated protein is likely to increase
dramatically.
The coastal communities in Cumbria, Scotland, Ireland and the Isle of Man should
speak with one voice to seek an end to all military testing in the Irish sea area.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
17/03/01
=======================
DPR FIASCO HIGHLIGHTS GOVERNMENT INEPTITUDE
The Chief Ministers comments about Manx Data Protection legislation show how
increasingly out of touch he is with the need for organisations and business to
function effectively in an increasingly electronic communications environment.
It is the ineptitude of government, in addressing this area, that have lead to the
difficulties created through current interpretations by the Office of the DPR.
It is also clear that the changes currently in the pipeline have only been generated by
problems inherent in current DP law and the government is therefore as usual being
reactive rather than pro-active. The current data law was produced a decade and a half
ago. In the meantime electronic communications have transformed the globe.
A range of organisations have experienced difficulties with the current data protection
legislation. However, Mr. Gelling and his colleagues unaffected directly by the
difficulty are adopting a head in the sand attitude which unfortunately is becoming a
characteristic of the dying days of this administration.
Mr.Gelling assures us a new Act will ease the burden on organisations and businesses
in respect of registration but the very fact that these difficulties arose are indicative of
government clumsiness
This issue also calls into question if so called e-initatives announced by the
government are more spin than substance.
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League

23/03/01
=====================
IRISH SEA DISASTER QUESTIONS STILL REMAIN
Thirty-three years after the Irish seas worst air crash questions still remain
unanswered about the possible involvement of the British military in the tragedy.
Following a review of evidence last year the Irish government has established a
further expert enquiry but this is still to report.
On Sunday March 24th 1968 an Aer Lingus Viscount airliner with 61 passengers and
crew on board crashed in the Irish sea, whilst on a routine flight from Cork to London.
The crash occurred over the safety area which surrounds the British Aberporth missile
testing range. This fact, coupled with the presence in the area of several naval units,
has led to suspicions that a rogue missile or target aircraft caused the crash.
The British government have always denied the involvement of the Aberporth range,
which they say was closed on the day. However, the British case has not been helped
by their having destroyed or lost crucial records.
Last year the Celtic League wrote to the British Embassy pointing out that once again,
inaccurate information had been supplied by Britain to the inter-governmental review
of evidence. Again, in January of this year, we re-iterated our concerns.
It is clear that a grave catastrophe overcame the Aer Lingus plane that Sunday
morning, over thirty years ago. It fell out of control from eighteen thousand feet
taking several minutes to reach the sea. During that period the airliners crew were
unable to send any emergencyMayday call to alert air traffic controllers as to their
fate.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
23/03/01
===================
'SNOOP' POWERS - MINISTER TIGHT-LIPPED
Manx Home Affairs Minister, Allan Bell MHK, is remaining tight-lipped about police
powers to use surveillance equipment during investigations.
The Celtic League wrote to the Minister in December last year (see below) asking
what section of current Criminal Justice or Police Powers legislation regulates the
operation of such equipment.

Despite several telephone calls to the Department of Home Affairs the query remains
unanswered.
Twenty years ago the Celtic League highlighted the abuse of human rights which is
posed by lack of regulation. We specifically citing UK Home Office guidelines which
at that time were followed in the Isle of Man.
Despite changes in the United Kingdom no publicised rules have been issued in the
Isle of Man nor does the practice appear to be covered by Manx criminal justice
legislation.
Both the Department of Home Affairs and the Police need to get their act together on
this. A judgement last year in the European Court of Human Rights (Khan v The
United Kingdom Application No. 35394/97) found that the operation of unregulated
surveillance in a clandestinefashion can pose a breach of several of the Conventions
articles destined to protect individual freedom.
Meanwhile it is ironic that Mr. Bell is exercising his "right to silence" on the issue as
this is a right that he removed from suspects in recent criminal justice legislation
enacted in the Isle of Man.
Bernard MoffattSecretary GeneralCeltic League
23/03/01
(Below: Correspondence to Minister Bell - December 2000)
Mr. Alan Bell MHKMinister for Home AffairsDepartment of Home
AffairsHolmfieldDouglasIsle of Man
Dear Minister,
Could you advise what section of current Criminal Justice or Police Powers
legislation regulates the operation of police undercover operations.
Specifically, is the use in such operations of surveillance equipment regulated by
statute?
For information, I understand that in the early 1980s the then Chief Constable of the
Isle of Man issued a version of a Home Office guideline covering these matters.
However, subsequently in the United Kingdom when this "guidance" was made
public it was held to be deficient and newprocedures introduced. However, as far as I
am aware, no parallel moves to control usage of mechanical or electronic devices in
aural or visual surveillance operations was introduced here. At the time of the
introduction of guidelines in the UK it was generally accepted that there was a need
for such sensitive operations to periodically be mounted by the police - the primary
purpose of aural and visual surveillance being to help confirm or dispel a suspicion of
serious crime, and not to collect evidence.
As you are aware there have been several fairly weighty tomes of police procedure

and criminal justice legislation introduced on the Isle of Man in the past decade.
Could you please indicate which legislation controls this sensitive area of police
operations.
Yours sincerely
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
27/12/00
=======================
BRITISH - IRISH COUNCIL HAS NO CREDIBILITY
The establishment of the British - Irish Council with its involvement of the devolved
parliaments and assemblies in Scotland Wales and Ireland and the inclusion of Mann
and the Channel Isles was greeted by many (including the Celtic League) as one of
the most positive spin-offs of the British Irish peace process.
However, the early promise of both the main institution, and the sectoral groups it
spawned, has been squandered because of the general inertia in the British Irish peace
process.
Another and more disturbing aspect, which must call into question the Council's
future credibility, is the way in which the participating States have let this occur.
The British (mainly) and Irish governments have been able jointly and unilaterally to
adjourn or postpone the meetings. This has been down without any serious protest
from the smaller governments such as the Scots parliament, the Assemblies or the
Manx and Channel Islanders.
It is clear that the British - Irish Council was, what some of its critics dubbed it at the
outset, a stunt by the Blair and Ahern on the back of the peace process.
It should now be left to die. Plainly the the Scots, Welsh and Manx governments did
not have the collective will to overrule Blairs hijack of its agenda.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
23/03/01
=====================
POLICE MISSING CASH - DEJA VU
Several weeks ago the Police announced that they were carrying out an 'intense'
review of procedures following an incident, last summer, when a large sum of money

went missing from Ramsey police station.
An investigation carried out into the loss had failed to turn up either the cash or any
explanation as to how it disappeared. Ironically, despite the fact that far less serious
instances of mal-adminstration, in other areas of the public service, can cost people
either promotion or their jobs, no one apparently is being held to account. Indeed, the
Police hierarchy seem to be almost dismissing the issue as a problem that can be
addressed by improvements to procedures. They seem to have forgotten that last
September they were promising the public that the investigation would remain open
until it was 'satisfactorily' closed.
There is an element of deja vu about all this. Four years ago (1996), following an
alleged theft of sports Club Funds, the police set in train "improvements in the
regularity of checks and general administration" and hoped that the loss "though
upsetting and expensive, will not be allowed to be repeated". At that time enquiries
into the allegation were not pursued because "it would be distressing to all concerned
to be singled out and interviewed without real hope of a successful outcome". Patently
the constabulary are not always so sensitive about the distress to individuals their
enquiries might cause. Indeed, to be realistic any chance of achieving successful
policing would evaporate if the police were to apply such a "pussyfooting" attitude as
a general rule.
It really is not good enough. A determined effort needs to be be made to find where
the cash at Ramsey, and any other cash lost in recent years, has gone to.
Police forces that lose money from police stations lose something else - credibility!
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
23/03/01
=================
MILITARY BASE POLLUTION - ARMY IS CLEANING UP ITS ACT CLAIM
The Ministry of Defence have revealed that they have carried out a considerable
programme of work to eliminate environmental pollution caused by temporary British
Army base structures in South Armagh and other areas of N. Ireland.
They have also assured the Celtic League that "the Army in South Armagh takes all
possible precautions to prevent pollution" and if pollution does occur " a remedy is
sought and the matter speedily resolved". They also go on that "remedial action has
included removal and disposal, and / or bio remediation of polluted soil".
The Celtic League has campaigned for over a decade to highlight the problems posed
by poor environment policy pursued by the military at bases throughout the Celtic
countries. We specifically cited locations in Scotland, Wales and the temporary
military installations in N. Ireland. Eight years ago we prepared a critique of MOD

deficiencies and this subsequently led to the issue being raised in the British
parliament with, the then Defence Secretary Michael Portillo. Action and openness
was promised but the MOD show a distinct reluctance to highlight the extent of the
problem or details of the action taken.
Temporary structures in N. Ireland pose particular problems because of their hasty
and poorly planned construction. The League have long suspected that domestic waste
and lubricant pollution could cause serious problems.
It is particularly interesting that the MOD confirm that work only took place over the
past three years to correct deficiencies as many of these installations have existed for
a decade or more.
It is also disappointing that investment in this type of infrastructure continues despite
the period of time which has elapsed since the Good Friday Agreement.
Whilst the Celtic League welcome this latest information we will be pressing the
MOD for more site-specific detail about the extent of pollution and the nature of
remedial work carried out.
The South Armagh installations are all in upland or hilltop locations and any potential
pollution must be a source of more widespread contamination of water catchment
areas.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
24/03/01
======================
Mr. Jack McConnell
MSPMinister for Education
The Scottish Parliament
Edinburgh EH99 1SP
24/03/01
Dear Minister,
I am writing to you on behalf of the Celtic League to express our concern at the
current shortage of Gaelic teachers which is strangling the development of Gaelic
education at present. If teacher supply is not substantially increased with immediate
effect then there can be little doubt not only that growth in Gaelic medium education
will be impossible but also that existing Gaelic units will close.
We would appreciate clarification of the following issues:
(1) Can you assure us that the Gaelic medium teacher training course in Lews Castle

College on the Isle of Lewis will begin in September 2001 as previously announced
by the deputy minister with responsibility for Gaelic?
(2) When does the Scottish Executive intend to make the Gaelic medium teacher
training course available in other venues such as Sabhal Mòr Ostaig and Inverness
College as also promised by the deputy minister with responsibility for Gaelic?
We look forward to hearing from you.
Yours sincerely,
J B Moffatt
Secretay General
Celtic League
c.c
Alasdair Morrison MSP, Deputy Minister for GaelicJamie McGrigor MSP, Scottish
Conservative Gaelic SpokesmanJohn Farquhar Munro MSP, Liberal Democrat Gaelic
SpokesmanMike Russell MSP, SNP Gaelic Spokesman
========================
RENEWED CALL TO SCOTS OVER HUMBOLDT PROJECT
The Celtic League has urged the Scottish government (see below) to firm up support
for the project to retain the Department of Celtic Studies at the Humboldt University
Berlin.
The Celtic department at the Berlin University has played a pre-eminent role amongst
continental universities in supporting the languages and culture of the Celtic peoples.
This year it celebrates its centenary.
Both the Irish and Manx government have already indicated their willingness to
support the project financially and its hoped that the administrations in Scotland and
Wales will do likewise.
Bernard MoffattSecretary GeneralCeltic League
Henry McLeish MSPFirst MinisterScottish ExecutiveSt. Andrew's HouseRegent
RoadEdinburgh EH1 3DG
24/03/01
Ref: Celtic Studies at the Humboldt University - Berlin
Dear First Minister,
For some years now the Celtic League have been supporting the campaign to retain
the Chair of Celtic Studies at the Humboldt University, Berlin.

When we first started our campaign the closure of this pre-eminent centre of learning
seemed inevitable. However, there was a considerable weight of support, in principle,
elicited from a wide range of sources to retain the Celtic Department at Humboldt.
In Scotland your predecessor, the late Donald Dewar, was one of the first to support
the campaign. He said that he recognised the importance of Celtic Studies, " in
particular in the light of the great interest shown by many German students and
academics in the field of Scottish Studies". Indeed this was the case and some of the
early work at Humboldt at the beginning of the last century was involved in recording
the various Celtic languages, including Scots Gaelic. However, the focus of the Celtic
Department has been broadly based and considerable work has also been carried out
in the area of literature and folklore.
The initial wave of support, in principle, has been recently translated into practical
commitment.
The Irish government has pledged a considerable sum of money and the Manx
government has also indicated a commitment to financially support the project.
I am writing to request that the Scottish Executive also throw their weight behind the
project by way of a financial commitment.
I should stress that the Celtic League is simply supporting the campaign by academics
and students to retain this seat of learning. Any commitment on the part of the
Scottish people should be directed to the University authorities.
(Prof. Dr. J Mlynck, Humboldt University, Unter den Linden 6, D-10099)
I do hope that the Scottish Parliament and Executive will translate the initial interest
shown by the former First Minister into a practical programme of support.
Yours sincerely,
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
Mr. Brian Monteith MSP, Conservative Spokesperson on Education, Arts,Culture and
SportMr. Ian Jenkins MSP, Liberal Democrat Spokesperson on Education,
Arts,Culture and SportMr. Jack McConnell MSP, Minister for EducationAlasdair
Morrison MSP, Deputy Minister for GaelicJamie McGrigor MSP, Scottish
Conservative Gaelic SpokesmanJohn Farquhar Munro MSP, Liberal Democrat Gaelic
SpokesmanMike Russell MSP, SNP Gaelic Spokesman
=====================
AOL ON THE LINE
Welsh language activists are challenging major multi-national Internet provider AOL

for it failure to provide a Welsh language option with its service.
A spokesperson for AOL said in response to criticisms:
"At AOL UK we are keen to provide content of interest to all of our members. The
AOL brand is global - however the content and services we deliver are produced by
local teams in each country.
The vast majority of the population of the UK are not Welsh speakers, therefore I'm
afraid it is simply not economically feasible for us to produce bespoke AOL software
for Welsh speakers".
However, this rather patronising argument, and also an assertion that all Welsh AOL
users will understand English anyway, has been furiously rejected by AOLs critics
who point out that other languages including Celtic languages such as Irish are
catered for.
The full debate which promises to continue until AOL see the error of their ways can
be monitored on:
http://hometown.aol.com/beatboxtaffia/myhomepage/profile.html
League members should support the campaign and also those with links to National
languages organistions should add their voice.
Developments in computer technology and the Internet should be used to support
indigenous language not diminish them.
Bernard MoffattSecretary GeneralCeltic League
25/03/01
===================
DAIL PUBLIC ACCOUNTS COMMITTEE QUERY
The Celtic League have written (attached) to the Chairman of the Irish parliaments
Public Account Committee, Jim Mitchell TD, asking about the committees enquiries
into Irish bank deposits in the Isle of Man.
The League have also welcomed comments made by Mr. Mitchell last year in which
he suggested that there should be stiffer penalties for tax evasion.
We have also expressed our disappointment that Banks which are utilised for financial
crime are not named. We cite a specific case, which we drew to the attention of Irish
Justice Minister John O'Donoghue TD last year, of a money laundering conviction.
The Justice Minister told the League that as "no financial institution was convicted of
an offence" he did not "consider it appropriate for the naming in public of any such
institution".

Quite frankly this is not good enough. It enables financial institutions to evade their
responsibilities by pleading ignorance.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
25/03/01
Mr. Jim Mitchell TDChairmanPublic Accounts CommitteeDail EireannKildare
StreetDublin 2Ireland
25/03/01
Dear Sir,
I understand that in December of last year the Public Accounts Committee of the Dail
expressed concerns about the level and nature of deposits held by Irish banks in the
Isle of Man.
I draw your attention to correspondence forwarded by the Celtic League recently to
the head of the Isle of Man Financial Supervision Commission. We have asked what
action, if any, has been taken following the increasingly frequent references to Manx
financial institutions at proceedings both in the Irish High Court and other judicial
enquiries in Ireland.
Indeed, in a quote attributed to you in one of the Irish newspapers you refer to these
matters. You are also quoted as saying that where tax evasion is concerned "it is time
for jail terms to be enshrined in legislation to get the message across that tax evasion
is no longer fashionable".
We share your concern that penalties for tax evasion and financial crime generally
should be stiffened. However, it is disappointing that the present administration in
Ireland take a less robust stance. In May 2000 we wrote to the Irish Justice Minister,
John O'Donoghue TD, asking if he would publicly name banks involved in handling
criminal assets. He declined to do so. (I enclose a copy of his letter with the other
enclosures.)
I understand that your committee was to call evidence on the question of Irish - Manx
financial links in January. Could you advise if your enquiries into these matters are
now concluded and if any report of the conclusions reached is publicly available.
I look forward to hearing from the Committee in due course.
Yours sincerely,
Bernard Moffatt
25/03/01

cc Mr. John O'Donoghue TD, Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform
=====================
ANOTHER LOW FLYING TRAGEDY
Just weeks after the Celtic League highlighted the danger posed by low flying
exercises over TTAs in Scotland and mid Wales, two USAF F-15s have crashed with
their crews in the Highlands. A search for survivors was called of last night.
In January we warned that operations by RAF aircraft many of which are approaching
obsolescence posed a risk not only for aircrew but also to civilians in the TTAs.
(See Celtic League newsgroup report
athttp://groups.yahoo.com/group/celtic_league/message/215).
Questions have also been raised in the US about the age and operational effectiveness
of some military types. A series of continuing crashes of US Air Force, Navy and
Marine Corps aircraft have caused the media and community groups to query if US
aircraft are also being operated past there sell-by date. In July last year National US
media network CBS posed this question.
One of the F-15s which has disappeared in the Scottish Highlands was reportedly in
difficulty prior to the crash.
These aircraft have now been operational for almost quarter of a century and it is
questionable if these types and comparable RAF machines such as the Tornado are
now past their sell-by date.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League27/03/01

Celtic League News Archive - April 2001

TAX DODGERS - NO HIDING PLACE
Comments by the Celtic League about the use of off-shore financial institutions for
the evasion of tax are to be considered by the Public Accounts Committee of the Dail
(Irish parliament).
The League had written to PAC Chairman, Jim Mitchell TD, following a number of
high profile cases linking financial institutions in the Isle of Man with tax evasion and
other illegal activities in Ireland.
The move coincides with the news that one British bank has written to all customers
who hold accounts in its off-shore branches telling them it is to begin reporting

income they earn from savings to the Inland Revenue in Britain. The moves are
prompted by the introduction of a new Finance Act in Britain.
However, the move will not impact on Irish investors because the Irish Revenue
Commissioners would not have automatic access en bloc to nformation held by the
UK Inland Revenue on accounts held offshore about which they are notified.
Ireland's Revenue Commissioners can seek information on a case by case basis but
until reciprocal agreements are entered into by the UK and Ireland no comprehensive
exchange of information can take place. It does however seem inevitable that greater
exchange of information between Britain and Ireland will be formalised.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
01/04/01

RACISM COMES IN MANY FORMS
Irish community groups have reminded the Commission for Racial Equality that
racial discrimination is not simply based on colour prejudice.
CARA, the Irish Housing Association, spoke out following a high-profile advertising
campaign that featured TV commercials with celebrities whose skin changes from
black to white during the course of the advert.
CARA spokesperson John Brennan said " One only has to look to the Holocaust and
the Balkans, not to mention Anglo-Irish relationships over centuries to see that
millions of white people have perished due to racism".
There is no doubt that the Asian and Black communities in Britain, despite years of
supposedly positive anti-discrimination legislation, face extreme discrimination and
prejudice still. However, the basis of racism is more deep seated than colour
prejudice.
In a parallel to the CARA statement Labour MP Kevin McNamara, who campaigns
vigorously for the rights of the Irish community in Britain, reminded the Commission
for Racial equality that two years after an investigation found evidence of
discrimination against Irish people nothing has been done to address the situation.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
31/03/01

'BUREAU' DUBLIN OFFICE TO CLOSE?
The Celtic League understand that the Dublin Office of the European Bureau for
Lesser Used Languages (EBLUL) is to be closed.

A language organisation with Offices in Brussels and Dublin, EBLUL, promotes
"linguistic diversity, ensure linguistic rights and support communities and
organisations that are coping with these matters". The work includes "lobbying,
facilitating an exchange of information and experiences, and rendering practical
assistance on the ground to linguistic communities".
The Dublin Office, according to the Bureaus web-site "established in 1984, plays a
major role in the field of publishing and promoting linguistic diversity".
Certainly, those active in the language movements in the Celtic countries will be well
aware of the positive nature and extent of its work.
The Celtic League are currently investigating the reports of the impending closure of
the Dublin Office and we will, of course, be doing all that we can to reverse the
decision.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
31/03/01
Query to Secretary General EBLUL below:
Tom Moring
Secretary General
European Bureau for Lesser Used Languages
Brussels Office
Rue Saint-Josse / Sint-Jooststraat 49
B - 1210 Bruxelles / Brussel
Dear Mr. Moring,
The Celtic League are disturbed to hear that the Bureaus Dublin Office may be
closed.
The Dublin Office establish in 1984, according to your Bureaus own web-site " plays
a major role in the field of publishing and promoting linguistic diversity".
Certainly, those active in the language movements in the Celtic countries are well
aware of the positive nature and extent of its work and we are extremely concerned to
hear it may be closed.
Could you advise on the current position and if any final decision on the future of the
Dublin Office has been taken.
Yours Sincerely
Bernard Moffatt
01/04/01

SOCIAL MARGINALISATION OF TRAVELLING PEOPLE - STUDY

A £200,000 study is to be undertaken into problems faced by the Irish travelling
community in Britain, funded with monies from the National lottery.
The project will "investigate the extent and consequences of the criminalisation,
social marginalisation and ethnic disqualification of the Irish travelling community in
Britain.
In 1995, as part of our paper "Human Rights on the Celtic Fringe", we highlighted
what the Celtic League described as "open manifestations of rights abuse". We
focused on the travelling community whom we said were subjected to "special
treatment" by both central and local authorities in Ireland and Britain.
A year before we spoke out the Criminal Justice Act, introduced in the United
Kingdom in 1994, had virtually criminalised the way of life of the travelling people.
However, the introduction of new Human Rights legislation, based on the European
Convention of Human rights, gives new hope that repression of this small community
of people can be ended. Fundamental to understanding the extent of the problem is
properly funded research and this project should fulfil this.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
31/03/01

PRESSURE ON BRETON PRISONERS
Celtic League to call for International action to investigate the shameful conditions of
political prisoners in the Jails of France.
The Celtic League are investigating reports that Alain Solé, a Breton political
prisoner, tried to commit suicide, last Saturday 24 of March, in Villepinte prison.
Alain is one of a number of prisoners whose plight we highlighted several months
ago. At the time we wrote to the French prison authorities and also European
prisoners rights bodies highlighting the extreme pressure being applied to both
Bretons and other political prisoners in French jails.
Our pleas went unheeded by the French authorities and it seems that a tragedy has
only just been averted.
The situation, once again, highlights the need for the medical requirements and
psychological welfare of political prisoners held by France to be properly monitored.
The Celtic League will again be contacting the French authorities and also pressing
International human rights groups to investigate the scandal of the treatment of
political prisoners in France.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League

31/03/01
Correspondece to French Justice Minister & CPT below:
Mrs. Marylise Lebranchu
Minister for Justice
Justice Ministry
13 place Vendome
75042
Paris
Dear Minister,
I wrote to you in November last year raising concerning about a number of Bretons
detained in prisons in the Paris area (a copy of the correspondence is enclosed).
You will see that we alleged that the French authorities were not applying best
practice under European Regulations governing the treatment of detainees.
The Celtic League now have reports that one of those detained, Alain Solé, a Breton
political prisoner, tried to commit suicide, last Saturday 24 of March, in Villepinte
prison.
The situation highlights the fact that the medical requirements and psychological
welfare of political prisoners held by France needs to be properly monitored.
The Celtic League will be pressing International human rights groups to investigate
the treatment of political prisoners in France.
Yours sincerely
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
01/04/01
The Secretary
European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment of Punishment
Council of Europe (CPT)
F-67075 Strasbourg Cedex
FRANCE
Dear Sir,
We wrote to you in November last year enclosing correspondence to the French
Justice Minister raising concerning about a number of Bretons detained in prisons in
the Paris area.
We alleged that the French authorities were not applying best practice under European
Regulations (Model Prison Rules) governing the treatment of detainees.

The Celtic League now have reports that one of those detained, Alain Solé, a Breton
political prisoner, tried to commit suicide, last Saturday 24 of March, in Villepinte
prison.
The situation, in our view, highlights the fact that the medical requirements and
psychological welfare of political prisoners held by France needs to be properly
monitored.
We request as a matter of urgency that you investigate the treatment and physical well
being of all political detainees in French Jails.
Yours sincerely
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
01/04/01

NAVY TESTED DU IN NW IRISH SEA
The MOD confirm testing of depleted uranium weapons at the West Freugh complex,
adjacent to Belfast Lough. However, ranges off the Isle of Man and at Pembrey in
Wales are DU free.
The MOD have reiterated their contention that depleted uranium (DU) munition
testing in the N. Irish poses no health risk. The assurance comes in a detailed response
to the Celtic League, who addressed a wide ranging query about possible DU testing
in the N. Irish sea and also at a range in Wales.
The MOD confirm that firing was undertaken at ranges in Cumbria and into the
Solway Firth off Kirkcudbright, Scotland.
They also confirm that the West Freugh facility in Galloway was used for testing of
the naval Close in Weapons System (CIWS) Phalanx. These tests took place from
1988-90 and involved the firing of several hundred rounds.
The West Freugh facility, immediately north of the Isle of Man, includes a firing
range in Luce Bay and also an exercise area off the Galloway close near the entrance
to Belfast Lough. The Celtic League had not been aware of testing in this area and the
MOD have not indicated if it was simply confined to the navy CIWS system.
However the MOD also give an assurance that A-10 tank-buster aircraft, which use
DU rounds operationally, have not expended any on training ranges around the British
Isles. The League had asked about the (now disused) range at Jurby, off the Isle of
Man, and a range at Pembrey in S. Wales.
The Ministry of Defence say the only recorded air crash involving one of the A-10
aircraft, at Capel-Y-Fin, Powys, Wales did not result in DU pollution. They say the
aircraft was only carrying 'training projectiles.'

Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
31/03/01

CAIRNGORMS DOUBLE CRASH ONE OF A SERIES
Close flying tactics which over training areas in the Highlands, south-west Scotland
and mid Wales create a risk to the rural community.
The crash last week in the Scottish Highlands, of a USAF F-15 fighter-bomber was
the latest in a series of dual accidents involving the type.
In Jan. 1999 two F-15s crashed after colliding over the Gulf of Mexico and six month
later another two aircraft crashed after a collision near Nellis Air Force base in the
United States. While the Cairngorms incident occurred in a remote area, it seems that
the close-flying tactics which the pairs of aircraft carry out extensively over training
grounds in the Highlands, south-west Scotland and mid Wales carry with them an
inherent risk.
It is past time that these low level operations which are claiming a grim toll of both
RAF and US aircrew, were restricted. If action is not taken it seems inevitable that a
major tragedy, involving the civilian population of the rural areas over which they
exercise, will occur.
In January we warned that many RAF aircraft were approaching obsolescence and it
was increasingly difficult, from a maintenance point of view, to keep them airborne.
The MOD rejected this at the time but figures recently released indicate that our
contention about serviceability was correct.
In the United States similar concerns have been raised about older aircraft types such
as the F-15 which first entered service over twenty-five years ago. An F-15 from the
same wing as those that crashed in the Cairngorms crashed five months ago whilst on
a training mission in the US.
The Celtic League has been calling for years for height restrictions
on military aircraft to be lifted to at least 1000 feet.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
01/04/01

SELLAFIELD SEEKS GOVERNMENT BAIL OUT
Britain's nuclear albatross, BNFL, is reportedly in debt, and will be looking to the
British government to underwrite some of its liabilities ahead of the much touted
privatisation.

Last year it was revealed that workers had falsified safety data for one of the
companies prime customers Japan. This led to a crisis of confidence amongst
customers and management changes at the plant.
Now balance sheets are in the red. The Magnox reactor division, which includes the
troubled Wylfa nuclear station, reportedly had losses of approximately £100 million
last year. Continued uncertainty about the future of Wylfa can only compound matters
The Company has taken the decision to axe its Magnox operation over the coming
decade and is hoping that the British government will underwrite liabilities and also
give approval for the operation of its Mox plant.
However, most communities around the Irish sea hope, that the British government
will take a much more realistic economic decision about BNFL and stop its reprocessing activities permanently!
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
01/04/01

OFFENCES AGAINST STATE ACT
With the cease-fire in N. Ireland and moves to enshrine Human Rights provisions
domestically many had hoped that the Offences Against the State Act (OASA) would
be scrapped and there would be a return to the ordinary rule of law. However, instead
of reforming OASA the Irish government have strengthened its provisions.
Many people in Ireland (North or South) and England will be delighted that the Irish
government appears to be taking a firm stand against those allegedly involved with
paramilitary groups not on cease-fire.
The arrests of several persons in Ireland last week and their questioning over
involvement with the Real IRA has resulted in one of those detained, Michael
McKevitt, being charged with 'directing the activities of an illegal organisation'. If
convicted McKevitt could face life imprisonment.
The Irish government have been under pressure to act following a series of actions by
the Real IRA and because of growing frustration over the failure to bring anyone to
justice for the Omagh bombing.
A well-orchestrated media campaign has targeted those ostensibly connected with the
Omagh outrage and other RIRA incidents. However, many believe that this media
focus ultimately will be demeaning to the judicial process because if or when actual
charges are brought individuals already exposed in the media will argue, justifiably,
that their right to a fair trial has been prejudiced.
In the case of Michael McKevitt it is also somewhat disturbing that the only
mechanism that the Irish government has been able to use to effect charges against
him is the Offences Against the State Act (OASA).

Ireland is a State, which like others across Europe, is embracing the principle of
incorporation of International Human Rights protections into domestic law. Given this
OASA is something of a paradox. Its provisions, and the Special Criminal Court
which give them effect, have been criticised by the United Nations.
With the cease-fire in N. Ireland and moves to enshrine Human Rights provisions
domestically many had hoped that OASA would be scrapped and there would be a
return to the ordinary rule of law. However, instead of reforming OASA the Irish
government have strengthened its provisions. This is all well and good until
challenges on the basis of Human Rights violations are made.
If there is one lesson that both the Irish and British government should have learned
over the past thirty years it is that the application of unsound law leads to unsound
convictions.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
01/04/01

BASQUE-CELTIC CONNECTION REINFORCES TIES
New research has indicated that there are genetic connections between the Basque and
Celtic peoples.
Research involving a sample group of males from both Wales and Ireland has shown
what described as a "strikingly similar" genetic pattern.
The work carried out by University College London, Oxford University and the
University of California said that the Basque, Welsh and Irish sample formed a "Ychromosome, community with members more closely related to one another than they
were to the other European populations".
This is the first clear genetic evidence linking the Basque and Celtic people although
ties, even in recent years, have been strong.
The Bretons, in particular, have developed close links with the Basque people and
provided support and in some instances asylum to the Basques as they fight for
independence.
The Celtic League has also been vociferous in its support. This new evidence of a
'link' will harden our support for our Basque "cousins".
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
05/04/01

WHERE ARE BRITAIN'S NUCLEAR WEAPONS?

Why are no nuclear weapons stored in England? Nationalists in Scotland are being
urged to pose the question to candidates at forthcoming elections.
The current issue of the Scots Independent reveals that the United Kingdoms 200
nuclear weapons are all stored in Scotland with the focus for this weaponry being the
nuclear weapons complex on the Clyde.
The paper reveals that from 28th May to June 4th the base will pay host to a
doomsday gathering of submarines from the NATO powers and erstwhile NATO
adversary Russia.
However, columnist Margery Dougan says that whilst "Trident is the obvious totem
with most protesters, there are 200 nuclear weapons spread about" Scotland.
News-group users and League members can subscribe to the Scots Independent - the
paper for those who want Independent news about Scotland can
be obtained from:
THE SCOTS INDEPENDENT
51 COWANE STREET
STIRLING FK8 1JW
SCOTLAND
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
05/04/01

BRITAIN IN THE DOCK ON LAWYER MURDERS
UN special rapporteur on the Independence of Lawyers and Judges, Param
Cumaraswamy, will deliver a damning indictment of the British security services and
their alleged involvement in the murder of two leading lawyers in Ulster to the United
Nations Human Rights Commission today.
For many years controversy has raged over the killing of Belfast Lawyer Pat Finucane
and the failure of the British government to adequately investigate the crime and bring
to justice the killers. It has long believed that the British security forces were involved
in the murder.
There is also controversy surrounding the death of Rosemary Nelson, another
prominent solicitor, who like Finucane had gone on record to say that threats and
intimidation were directed at her by the security services.
Now Param Cumaraswamy who has has carried out a painstaking investigation into
the killings is likely to criticise the British governments failure to cooperate with his
enquiries. He will also question the impartiality of any police investigation. He is
expected to call for a full judicial public enquiry.

Many campaigning groups, including the Celtic League, believe that the RUC is too
tainted by its involvement with the security services to adequately investigate
collusion by those same organisations in the killings.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
05/04/01

FINANCIAL SUPERVISION 'WAFFLE'
The Financial Supervision Commission has responded to a series of questions from
the Celtic League concerning high-profile scandals linking Manx banks and financial
institutions with illegal activities in other jurisdictions.
The FSC seem to want to evade any criticism by claiming that the events
involved occurred many years ago, before Manx regulations were tightened
up.
The FSC cite, for example, the case of Irish gangster Thomas Meehan who was
convicted of money laundering offences in May 2000. FSC Chief Executive, John
Aspden, says:
"The reports of which I am aware indicated that the offences occurred in 1995 and
1996." He goes on "As you are aware, the legislation and the detailed requirements in
relation to anti-money laundering and 'Know your Customer' (KYC) systems and
procedures for financial institutions did not come into effect until 1 December 1998".
However, strangely in 1991, seven years prior to Mr. Aspden's assertion about KYC,
the Chief Secretary's office wrote to the Celtic League, who at that time were
investigating alleged money laundering through the Isle of Man by paramilitary gangs
in Ulster. Tim Craine, for the Chief Secretary told us:
" I think we all share the wish that no dirty money should be handled by the Isle of
Man" he went on "with the above in mind the FSC has adopted a Know Your
Customer policy which it expects all banking institutions to adhere to.
Clearly this policy, put in place over a decade ago, did not frustrate Meehans attempts
to use Manx banks to salt away his illicits funds and it calls into question whether
things have improved. It also proves that Aspden and the FSC should do their
homework before coming out with pompous assertions that don't stand up.
Moreover there is an even greater indictment of the FSC.
Thomas Meehan is known to have been associated with the gang members charged in
connection with the slaying of Dublin journalist Veronica Guerin.
In 1996, when Meehan was utilising 'banking services' here the Celtic League wrote
to the FSC pointing out that there were strong rumours that persons suspected in
connection to the death of the journalist were using accounts here. We called for an
Isle of Man investigation.

We are not aware if any follow up action was pursued, although the FSC did tell us in
October 1996 that if any licence holders (banks) were involved:
"the FSC will take a serious view of the matter".
Apparently not serious enough to warrant a prosecution!
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
05/04/01

BLAIR LASHED OVER LANGUAGE INSULT
The Celtic League has attacked the British government over its failure to include the
Cornish language when ratifying the European Charter for Regional and Minority
Languages.
The ratification, which comes into effect in the summer, will confer status and support
on a number of languages in the United Kingdom, including several of the Celtic
languages.
However, the Cornish language has been omitted from the list and the move continues
a policy of the present British government of failing to give parity of esteem to the
Cornish people.
The British government has pointedly ignored the status of Cornwall and the Cornish
people when advancing policies on devolution for other Celtic areas. This latest move
by the Blair government compounds that stance. It is in the view of the Celtic League,
an insult to the Cornish people.
The League have written to the Secretary General of the Council of Europe, which is
the organisation responsible for the treaty, asking that he use his 'good offices' with
the British government to reverse its decision.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
08/04/01
Correspondence to Tony Blair and the Council of Europe below:
The United Kingdom Prime Minister
Mr. A Blair MP
10 Downing Street
London
Dear Prime Minister,
I write to express our concern and dismay that the United Kingdom government has
failed to include the Cornish language when agreeing to ratify the European Charter
for Regional and Minority Languages.

We understand that the Charter will come into effect on July 1 this year and will
commit the British government to protecting and supporting the status of minority
languages in the United Kingdom including Irish Gaelic, Welsh, Scots and Ulster
Scots.
The Celtic League obviously welcome any steps which your government takes which
recognise and stimulate the Celtic languages. However we cannot accept a situation
whereby the Cornish language is excluded.
The British government seems unfortunately to have set itself against conferring on
the Cornish people the same elements of self-determination recently granted to the
other Celtic peoples. This latest insult to the status of the Cornish language is
unpardonable and we urge that the British government reconsider the matter and
accord what is one of the oldest tongues used in these islands the status it deserves.
Yours sincerely,
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
8/4/01
Secretary General of the Council of Europe
Palais de l'Europe
BP 431 R6
F-67006 Strasbourg Cedex
France
Dear Sir,
I write with reference to the ratification of the European Charter for Minority
languages by the United Kingdom.
We understand that this comes into effect on the 1st July but that the United Kingdom
has not included Cornish amongst those languages covered by the terms of its Treaty
ratification.
Quite frankly this is totally unacceptable and you will see from the attached
correspondence that the Celtic League have protested this omission most forcefully to
the British government.
We trust that you will use your good offices with the United Kingdom government to
urge a rethink on their current stance.
Yours sincerely,
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
8/4/01

THIS EVIL WEAPON
"arguments about the relative 'attributes' of the old or new baton round should not
obscure the facts about this evil weapon"
The use of Plastic baton rounds, and their equally lethal predecessor the rubber bullet,
by the security forces in N. Ireland has been an unmitigated disaster.
So called guidelines covering the use of the weapons have been repeatedly flouted. In
addition to a staggering 17 people killed (8 children), by this supposedly safer method
of riot control, many scores of people, many of them children, have suffered
horrendous injuries.
Against this background the British governments decision to introduce an upgraded
version of the plastic bullet which is according to leaked reports, even more lethal,
must be deplored.
However, arguments about the relative 'attributes' of the old or new baton round
should not obscure the facts about this evil weapon
The United States Congress, reporting on human rights in 1993, concluded that
"Scientists, doctors and munitions experts consider the plastic bullets to be the most
dangerous crowd control weapon in use world-wide". It also pointed out that despite
the carnage wreaked by the weapons in the hands on Britain's security forces "neither
soldier nor policeman has been convicted for murder, maiming or misuse of a weapon
- it appears the security forces are unofficially granted immunity from prosecution".
The US congress are not the only body to have criticised these weapons and their use
(or more accurately misuse). The European Parliament has called for a ban and the
UN Committee Against Torture has criticized their use.
In 1997, following a particularly horrendous incident in which a plastic bullet was
fired into the face of a child (Gavin McKenna of Lurgan), we wrote to the British
government and the United Nations condemning the incident and the continued use of
these weapons. The UN Committee on the rights of the Child considered the
complaint and re-iterated concerns it had expressed two years earlier to the United
Kingdom. The United Kingdom however, via the Northern Ireland Office, simply
repeated its assertion that the plastic bullet was not used against children.
This failure by the British government to recognise the strong opposition, both inside
N. Ireland and in the International Community, to their use of this weapon and also
their failure to own up to the abuse inflicted on young people by this weapon augurs
ill for the future.
More deaths and more maiming seem inevitable if this weapon is not withdrawn from
use.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
08/04/01

GAA - 'OLD GUARD' GET IT RIGHT
The Gaelic Athletic Association (GAA)have decided, by a narrow margin, to retain
the exclusivity of its grounds for National Games.
There had been pressure in Ireland for it to 'modify' its rules and allow the use of its
grounds and stadium for other sporting activities. Not surprisingly the decision has led
to some criticism and in one instance (the Irish edition of the Observer newspaper) the
GAA 'Old Guard' are referred to as dinosaurs. The article patronisingly extolled the
'fine qualities and many fine members" of the organisation before going on to attempt
a hatchet job on its governing board for putting Gaelic Sport first. For good measure
the Irish government were also attacked for announcing a £60 million funding
package for the GAA for its participation in the new proposed national stadium. The
argument appears to be that had Ahern held off the funding package the GAA may
have been induced to accept the rules amendment in order to earn much needed cash.
The Celtic League are delighted that the Irish government has not fallen into the trap
of allowing sports funding to become a weapon to apply leverage to the GAA or any
other sporting body.
The decision taken by the GAA is the correct one. When it was established Irish
National Sport was in decline (almost extinct). That position has, over the past
century, been dramatically reversed and the focus and control of that revival has been
in no small part due to the adherence of the GAA governing body over the years to
strict principles.
The advent of mass media and the commercialisation of International Sport, such as
soccer, and also the rising impact in Europe of US sourced sporting activities make
retaining the distinct nature of Gaelic Sport a greater imperative.
The real dinosaurs are not what the Observer patronisingly referred to as the 'Old
Guard' of the GAA but those who attack its success.
The GAA have been criticised for missing the chance "to join the rest of modern
Ireland in the twenty-first century. However, the Celtic Tiger and modern Ireland may
have as much longevity as concepts as Blair's 'Cool Britannia'. Why should the GAA
have risked a century of success on such a shallow premise.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
08/04/01

SCOTTISH ENVOY TO UNITED STATES
The decision of Scottish First Minister, Henry McLeish, to send an envoy to
Washington to represent Scottish interests is to be applauded.

The move is likely to lead to some mild ribbing from the Scottish National Party,
which has long supported the principle of representation of Scotland's interests
directly overseas. It will also seem to run counter to the previously stated Labour
Party position on such issues.
However, it is to be hoped that all political interests in Scotland will recognise it for
the positive first step it is in ensuring that Scotland's interests are promoted directly
overseas.
Based within the British Embassy the new post holder - effectively Scotland's
unofficial consul in the US - will be an Executive official working on trade and
technology links.
The role could, depending on who is selected and the latitude allowed, stimulate both
an enhanced and effective focus for factors economically
strategic to Scotland.
Where Scotland leads today other Celtic countries will follow. We feel sure the
proposal will be keenly evaluated - not least in Wales.
The Celtic countries, who came under the Westminster orbit, have started to realise
what the national movements and the Celtic league have said for years. London's selfinterest is invariably pre-eminent when it comes to the Celtic countries.
Even the tiny Manx government, who have previously deferred to Westminster to
represent their interest internationally, have increasingly taken to representing their
own case to bodies such as the UN and OECD.
All these developments show an increased awareness and self-confidence by the
devolved governments and they are therefore healthy politically for the British Isles as
a whole.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
08/04/01

MUNITIONS MENACE
Calls for action go unheeded as deadly debris poses danger to fishermen and the civil
population of the Isle of Man, Antrim and Scottish coasts.
The incident last week off the north west coast of the Isle of Man in which a fishing
vessel dredged up a potentially lethal parachute mine once again highlights the
hazards posed by discarded munitions.
Since the closure of the Jurby sea bombing range, ten years ago, there have been
repeated calls by the Celtic League for a clean-up of the sea bed in the area.
The situation off the north west coast is compounded by other explosive debris which
leaches out of the explosives dump ten miles to the north in the Beaufort Dyke. Debris

from this area periodically washes ashore in the Isle of Man, South West Scotland and
on the Antrim coast of Northern Ireland exposing fishermen and civilians to danger.
Repeated calls for action go unheeded. In the case of the Isle of Man the government
continue to pay millions of pounds annually for defence and common services while
the United Kingdom resist calls for a clean up of the area polluted primarily by the
Royal Air Force and the United States Air Force.
Last weeks incident indicates that the hazard posed to these coasts is not restricted to
small incendiary devices, deadly lethal as they are, such as those which have come
ashore here and on the Antrim coast. Devices like this latest 5-6 feet long parachute
mine and others netted in recent years can contain up to 1000lb of expolsives.
Motor Fishing Vessels from both N. Ireland and the Isle of Man have over the years
have snagged similar dangerous munitions. As the skipper in this latest incident said,
"If something happens god forbid".
Action on this issue is required. The next incident has the potential for real tragedy!
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
11/04/01

MILITARY MASTS OPT-OUT UNBALANCED
The Celtic League has said that any environmental consideration about the
implications for health of radiation emissions from phone masts etc. which excludes
military installations in N. Ireland would be unbalanced.
The League have written to N. Ireland Assembly Environment Minister, Sam Foster,
welcoming the report of the Assembly's environment committee into the implications
of radio communication (phone) masts and the potential health hazard posed.
The League say that installations, such as the military installations constructed in
border areas of N. Ireland which have grown up on an ad hoc basis, must pose similar
questions about safety to those posed by potentially less powerful civil mobile phone
masts.
The League point out that it recognises the issue is an emotive one and that questionmarks surrounding the military installations are not helped by a culture of secrecy
which has seen the MOD reject verification and assessment by its the British
governments own emissions watchdog the National Radiological Protection Board.
The Celtic League campaigns on a broad range of issues and has previously supported
campaigns on environmental grounds against military ommunications
installations in Wales and the Isle of Man.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
11/04/01

Correspondence Minister of the Environment, N. Ireland below:
Mr. S Foster
Minister of the Environment
Northern Ireland Assembly
Stormont Buildings
Belfast
N. Ireland
11/4/01
Dear Minister,
I write with reference to the statement issued recently by the Northern Ireland
Assembly Environment Committee on the subject of radio communication (phone)
masts and the potential health hazard posed by emissions.
I believe the Committee's conclusions are well balanced given the uncertainties that
surround this sensitive issue.
The question of these installations is of great concern throughout the United Kingdom
and indeed the British Isles generally. The Celtic League have expressed reservations
about the potential hazard posed by radiation emitted by civil, and particularly,
military installations. We have also tried where possible to work with community
groups that share a concern about the issue.
I attach a copy of the submission that we made, in 1999, to the Independent Expert
Group on Mobile Phones in which we urged EU sponsored International action to try
and bring together the disparate range of research carried out to date.
We also highlighted our concerns about the lack of regulation of military facilities and
specifically cited those installations which have grown up on an ad hoc basis in areas
of N. Ireland.
In this regard we are bitterly disappointed that the Ministry of Defence, two years ago,
turned down our suggestion that these facilities, and other military installations in the
United Kingdom, should be subject to the independent verification of a reputable
body such as the United Kingdom's National radiological Protection Board.
The Ministry of Defence in relation to its various installations in Northern Ireland,
Britain and overseas has said that it:
"strives to be good neighbour at home and abroad"
MOD ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY STATEMENT M Portillo 1995
MOD policy, as further amended, also sets out that it will ensure as far as is
reasonably practicable, a healthy and safe environment is to be achieved:
"through the identification of potential hazards; their assessment and control with
reference to appropriate health and safety standards and the best current practices"
And that it will pursue:

"the monitoring, measurement and evaluation of performance against these standards"
HEALTH AND SAFETY IN THE MOD A Policy Statement by the Sec. of State for
Defence 1997
The MOD have told us that their equipment is assessed and deployed to the UK
guidelines issued by the NRPB but they consistently refuse to allow any independent
monitoring.
As indicated we welcome very much the conclusions of The Assembly
Environment Committee and in particular its recommendation:
"To acknowledge the significant gap in scientific knowledge on the non-thermal
health impacts of radio frequency emissions from masts, the Department of
Environment should actively support rigorous precautionary measures within the
planning legislation, pending the outcome of the Stewart Body investigating these
emissions."
We hope that their sensible and conservative approach to this issue will be supported
in other areas. We also trust that the Department of the Environment (NI), which has
to consider the issue in its totality, will not ignore the significance of the non
regulation and verification of safety standards within the military sector. Any overall
environmental strategy relating to non-ionising radiation which ignores the military
installations issue will obviously be unbalanced.
Yours sincerely
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League

BASQUE / CELT LINKS - GENETICISTS 100 YEARS LATE!
The media in Wales and Scotland recently reported new research that indicates
genetic links between the Celts and the Basque peoples.
The Basques are one of Europe's oldest races with their own distinctive language and
culture and although there have been strong contacts for many years between the two
peoples this was cited as the first evidence of a definite link.
However, Celtic scholars were advancing a link over 100 years ago which whilst not
founded an the science of modern day genetics was fairly compelling. Indeed it
suggests that the Basque link with these Islands and what we now term the Celtic
areas of Western Europe may be of even longer standing.
In his "History of the Isle of Man", published in 1900 by A W Moore, MA, the
Basque connection is briefly touched on. Moore says:
"But, however these matters of detail may be answered, there can be little doubt that
neolithic men inhabited the Isle of Man for a very long period, and they appear to
have left in the present population of the island distinct traces of their physical

characteristics which are said to have been small stature, long heads, dark
complexions and black hair and eyes. They are supposed by some authorities to
belong to the same non-Aryan section of mankind as the Basques, while it has been
ably maintained by Professor Rhys that they were also identical with the people
known in history as the Picts or Cruithni;"
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
11/04/01

CORNISH LANGUAGE LEADER RETIRES -NOT QUITE!
After over twenty years as the general secretary of the the Cornish Language Board
(CLB) Wella Brown has retired. At the organisations AGM, held recently, he stood
down. The new Secretary is Maureen Pierce and Graham Sandercock was re-elected
as Chairman.
The CLB has enjoyed considerable success in recent years in promoting the language
and last year received County Council funding to support its work.
A measure of the current strength of interest in the language is illustrated by the fact
that the 1,000 copy Cornish Language dictionary published, in 1998, has sold out. A
new dictionary, complied by Dr. Ken George, with a print run of 3,000 is being
published.
It is too early however to wish Wella Brown a pleasant retirement as for the present
he moves sideways in the organisation, taking on the role of Treasurer.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
11/04/01

MILITARY HELICOPTER SAFETY - WATCH THIS SPACE!
Restricted training / regular accidents / bits fall off / operating with defective parts The Ministry of Defence is indifferent to the safety is with its own personnel but does
it have the right to put others at risk?
This weeks helicopter crash in the Balkans (two died) once again highlights the
obsolescence of British military helicopters. The type involved in the latest accident,
the Puma, is like its smaller equally obsolete cousin the Lynx, well past its sell by
date.
Twelve months ago the Celtic League criticised the continued operation by the British
Ministry of Defence of obsolete helicopter types. We said they posed a risk to both
their aircrew and the civil population in the areas over which they operated. The types

are deployed in Ulster and also operate over rural training areas of Scotland and mid
Wales.
We particularly highlighted the daily shuttle operations which lumber in and out of
bases in the N. Ireland border area. Within days of our comments the MOD had to
ground one of the types used for these missions, the Lynx, following a number of
serious crashes. They admitted that the machines were being operated with a known
defect.
In April of last year eighteen men were injured when a Puma helicopter crashed near
RAF Leeming in England. More recently a large section of the engine cowling of one
of these machines fell off near RAF Benson, the base for helicopters deployed to N.
Ireland.
Community groups, such as the South Armagh Farmers & Residents Committee, have
consistently reported incidents and accidents with these flying junk-heaps which ferry
not only troops but under-slung loads over the farmsteads and villages of the County.
It seems inevitable that a serious accident is waiting to occur. Both the Puma and the
Lynx are now over thirty years old and as indicated above have in some cases been
allowed to continue operations despite known defects.
As if this situation were not bad enough a report in the Daily Telegraph (not normally
noted for its criticisms of the military) in October last year reported that Puma pilots
were having their flying training restricted - watch this space!
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
11/04/01

LANGUAGE BUREAU - MANX BRANCH ATTACK CLOSURE
The Celtic League Manx branch has added its voice to concerns expressed over the
proposed closure of the Dublin Office of the European Bureau of Lesser Used
Languages.
In a strongly worded protest to Bureau Secretary Tom Mayer the Manx branch
Secretary Crislt Jerry says:
"The Mannin Branch of the Celtic League is very concerned to learn that the Dublin
Office of your organisation is to close. This points to a complete lack of concern for
minority languages within Europe, many of which are struggling against all odds for
survival.
We believe this a seriously retrograde step and suggests a cynical disregard to all
those language groups making such great efforts to restore their languages, without
which Europe will be the poorer."
Early this month the Celtic League Secretary General contacted all League branches
asking them to alert National language organisations to the impending closure. He
stressed the major role in the field of publishing and promoting linguistic diversity

played by the Bureau's Dublin facility and expressed concern to hear that was to be
closed.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
13/04/01

GREEN LIGHT FOR SCOTLAND'S NATIONAL PARK
Scotland's first National Park has moved a step closer with the publication of a report
into the issue and costs involved.
The ninety page document from Scottish National Heritage together with supporting
reports will now go to the Scottish Executive.
The Loch Lomond and The Trossachs National Park will occupy a massive 1675
square kilometre area to the North of Glasgow. The predominant area of the park is in
Stirling with an eastern tip stretching into Perth & Kinross. In the west a large portion
extends into Argyll and Bute almost to Loch Fyne.
The Celtic League supported the creation of this first National Park for Scotland,
submitting at the consultation stage It will provide valuable public safeguards to an
important area of north-central Scotland. The new park will be comparable in size
(slightly larger) to the N.
Yorks. Moors National Park in England and will of course provide a valuable amenity
area for the Scottish people.
Costs associated with its operation are mooted to be around £5.3 to £5.8 million.
It is vitally important that steps to protect the environment, via the creation of publicly
administered Parklands, are supported for all the Celtic countries.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
13/04/01

SELLAFIELD - THE 'NEIGHBOUR FROM HELL'
It has been announced that a shipment of waste from two reactors in southern
Germany is to be transported to Sellafield.
The Celtic League have written to the EU Environment Commissioners addressing
some pertinent points and expressing concern at the laissez-faire attitude shown by
her Office to the legitimate concerns of the governments and people around the Irish
sea.
The decision that the German government is to resume shipments of nuclear waste to
the Sellafield nuclear reprocessing plant is not unexpected. Last December the Dutch
government resumed shipments despite the fact that the plants appalling safety record

over the years was
even more fatally compromised recently when it was discovered that not only were
they negligent but also fraudulent.
Falsification of safety documents led to several dismissals of comparatively 'small
fish' amongst the work-force whilst some senior management were waved goodbye
with golden handshake.
The German and Dutch governments show a real contempt for the legitimate concerns
of people around the Irish sea who have to live with this NEIGHBOUR FROM
HELL, BNFL.
Perhaps more disquieting however is the total inertia of the European Union which
pays and staffs an Environmental Commissioners Office. This purportedly has a role
to protect and respect not just the environment of the EU countries but globally.
As BNFL and their German and Dutch friends play nuclear chess with casks full of
toxic waste the EU maintains a stoney silence.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
13/04/01
Correspondence to EU Environment Commissioner below:
Margot Wallström
EU Environment Commissioner
c/o Environment Directorate-General
European Commission
Rue de la Loi 200
B-1049 Brussels
Dear Commissioner Wallstrom,
I write to express the concern of our organisation at plans by the German government
to resume shipments of nuclear waste from that country to the re-processing facility at
Sellafield in the United Kingdom. The German shipments follow transportations of
waste from the Netherlands four months ago.
You will be aware that several EU member States have concerns about the operation
of the Sellafield facility, whose safety record over many years has been little short of
scandalous.
An objective of your Office is to ensure that there is effective environmental
protection policy in place throughout the EU. This extends to the protection of the
civil population against radiation pollution. The Office of the EU Environment
Commissioner would seem to have an ambivalent attitude to the threat posed to
coastal communities in the area of the Sellafield plant by the continued transports,
storage and reprocessing of nuclear waste at the facility.
Can we ask what, if any, role that your Office has had in monitoring the negotiations
that have led to the resumption of these shipments?

Are you aware of the safety shortcomings of the Sellafield plant and the dismissals
and compulsory retirements of senior managers that occurred following falsification
scandals last year?
Has anyone from the Directorate of the Environment Commission verified British
assurances that safety standards at the plant have been improved?
Is the Commission aware that in the past sea transports have been used that were of a
totally unsuitable ro-ro type?
What steps, if any, are you aware of to ensure safe transportation?
Finally, how does the Office of the Environment Commissioner square commerce of
this type between two nuclear operators (the United Kingdom & Germany) with the
well documented opposition of countries in the area of the Sellafield plant such as the
Irish and Manx who are vehemently opposed to the plants continued operation?
I believe that community groups and environmental campaigners are disgusted by the
indifferent attitude shown by both the German and Netherlands governments to their
legitimate fears about the operation of the Sellafield plant.
The attitude of both governments towards the expressed opposition of the Irish and
Manx parliaments also shows unbelievable arrogance to EU partners.
However, I believe many people who had some faith in the principles of 'the new
Europe' in which affairs between States would be more fairly regulated will also be
concerned by the laissez-faire attitude of your Office in this matter.
Yours sincerely
Bernard Moffatt
13/04/01

MANX GAELIC MEDIUM UNIT CONFIRMED
Moves to continue the promotion of Manx Gaelic continue apace. In the latest move a
language unit is to be created, with the backing of the Department of Education.
The new unit will allow for the teaching of initially 12 primary age children (later up
to 25) exclusively via the medium of the language.
The new project will be housed in its own facility at St. Johns, in the west of the
Island (due for completion in 2002). Until the premises are completed, and so as not
to delay the project, the unit will first open, in September 2001, at an existing school
in the Douglas area.
The group behind the new initiative, Sheshaght ny Paarantyn, (parents for Gaelic
Medium Education), say that the new unit, " will enjoy a certain amount of
independence" but "will be within the mainstream education system ensuring the
children enjoy facilities and activities

available to other children and can join with other children for sports, assemblies,
meal times and playtimes".
They point out that, " Research carried out in the Gaelic units in Scotland has shown
that children adapt well to an additional language at this stage, listening to and
absorbing the language first, as with newborns, not questioning points of grammar,
simply accepting them
within the context of the spoken language".
The latest move follows an expansion in the availability of Manx preschool places
provided by Mooinjer Veggey (Reported in CARN 112 - the Celtic League journal).
The move would appear to confirm the commitment of the Manx government to the
Manx language. Education Minister, Steve Rodan MHK, said, "I am very pleased that
we are in a position to bring forward these plans for primary teaching through the
medium of the Manx language".
An ambitious Manx language programme is now well underway at various levels of
the Education system and the main impediment to future progress is likely to be the
ready availability of teaching and support staff with Gaelic language skills
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
13/04/01

PRISONERS COMMITTEE CONSIDER SOLÉ CASE
The European Committee for the Prevention of Torture (CPT) will consider the case
of Breton prisoner, Alain Solé. Alain attempted to commit suicide in Villepinte prison
in March because of stress caused by his detention which was aggravated by a lack of
proper medical treatment.
Earlier this month the Celtic League wrote to the CPT highlighting his case and
pointing out that it had previously warned about the circumstances surrounding the
detention of Bretons, Basques and other political detainees.
A letter from CPT Deputy Executive Secretary, Geneviève Mayer, replying to the
League confirms that our concern will be looked into. She says:
"Thank you for your letter of 1 April 2001, concerning the situation of Breton
prisoners in France and, more particularly, of Mr. Alain Solé at Villepinte Prison.
"Your concern about the quality of medical care and psychological support for
prisoners will in due course be brought to the attention of the members of the
European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment (CPT)."
Alain Solé is one of a number of Breton prisoners who went on hunger strike last year
to draw attention to the situation of political detainees in the jails of France.

To date, a parallel protest sent to French Prison Minister, Marylise Lebranchu, has not
received a reply.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
13/04/01

HUMBOLDT - 'DISAPPOINTING' SCOTTISH DECISION WILL NOT
DERAIL PROJECT
The Scottish Executive has turned down a request for funding to support the
continuation of Celtic Studies at the Humboldt University, Berlin.
The decision is an astonishing reversal of the support shown some years ago when the
Celtic facility first came under threat. At that time it was the interest and commitment
shown by both Scottish First Minister, the late Donald Dewar and Irish Premier Bertie
Ahern that encouraged the Celtic League to join the campaign by those at the
University fighting to save Celtic Studies.
Since that time financial support from Ireland, and a commitment from the Manx
government, have forced a rethink at the University. A decision has been taken, in
principle, to continue Celtic Studies.
Obviously the decision of the Scottish Executive is a disappointment but will not
derail the project. The Celtic League will be contacting opposition parties in Scotland
to see if they can prompt a rethink by the Labour government. In the meantime other
initiatives, including possible commercial sponsorship, to raise the balance of funds
needed are in hand.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
13/04/01

CANCEL TT CALL BY NATIONALISTS
The Manx Nationalist Party has launched a swingeing attack on the Manx government
for failing to reach a decision to cancel the TT motor cycle raced on the Isle of Man.
The Isle of Man is currently totally clear of the foot & mouth disease which is
sweeping Britain and is also now confirmed in Ireland.
The TT races (a fortnight at the end of May / June) is a major International sporting
event which attracts ten of thousands of spectators into the Island. It is held on a
circuit which spans the Island and involves spectators using farmland around the
course for good vantage points.

Despite the governments public position that no decision has yet been reached on
whether or not to go ahead there is a scarcely concealed battle going on behind the
scenes between Tourism and agriculture interests.
The Nationalists say that the TT can be cancelled without causing it irreparable
damage however, for the Island to loose its Foot & Mouth free status, and have its
livestock herds built up over decades destroyed, will do irreparable damage.
The TT does provide a useful fillip to the Islands ailing tourism industry by kickstarting the season. In recent years though, economically, it has become less important
as the island has developed off-shore banking and insurance interests together with a
large shipping register.
The Nationalists say the Islands economic buoyancy should be used to assist those in
Tourism who would suffer if the event is cancelled - but cancelled it should be.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
14/04/01
The statement from Mec Vannin Chairman Mark Kermode is set out below.
Mec Vannin - The Manx Nationalist Party
Isle of Man TT Races - Lack of decision by IoM government deplorable.
The continued prevarication by the Council of Ministers in relation to the holding of
the TT shows the true quality of our government when faced with the need to make
clear decisions. No-one could pretend that this is an easy decision but that's what
government is there for.
The real value of the Ministerial system of government once again shows itself to be
lacking as the conflict of interest between agriculture and tourism holds the situation
in deadlock. In such a situation, the responsibility for the matter falls fairly and
squarely upon the shoulders of the Chief Minister.
An early decision was correctly called for by Onchan MHK Geoff Cannell. Once it
became clear, a fortnight ago, that the UK's Foot and Mouth epidemic was not being
contained as predicted, the TT should have been cancelled. The pattern of outbreaks
in the UK shows that the disease is spread by direct rather than indirect contact and
that the fears of airborne and bird-carried infection, whilst not unfounded, do not
appear to have any significant bearing upon the epidemic.
In view of this, we are NOT in the hands of fate. Without shutting down the Island
entirely, we cannot be selective about who comes and who doesn't and many people
may still arrive during TT week for pre-booked holidays, but there will be
significantly fewer, thus reducing the absolute risk and giving point-of-entry
authorities better chance to deal with the incoming visitors.
More importantly, the lack of the races themselves will remove a very strong
incentive for the public to use agricultural land for either spectating or movement
during road closure.

It is abundantly clear that, at this late stage, the infection will not be sufficiently
contained and all clear period elapsed before Practice Week.
What the DAFF has failed to make sufficiently clear in its pronouncements on the
foot and mouth situation is our special derogation in relation to European Trade that is
a result of our foot and mouth free status over the past 50 years. The real issue is not
its containment should it get here, for the UK's experience indicates this to be all but
impossible in our limited environment, but stopping it coming here in the first place
and, to that end, even more stringent measures at all points of entry are justified.
The TT can be run next year, but the loss of live-stock to farmers is very likely to be a
death-blow for that industry, thus destroying a way of life, a stable, earning element
of our already insufficiently diverse economy and leaving huge areas of our best and
most scenic land up for grabs as potential building sites.
Those who claim that the farmers will be compensated do not appreciate the work
involved in establishing herds. Equally, though the government cannot be held
absolutely responsible for a decision forced upon it by an emergency situation, our
current economic bouyancy means that those who can demonstrate dependency upon
the TT for their livelihood should be considered for compensation.
At the same time, the DAFF should introduce measures to put an end to what makes
the public's overwhelming co-operation with the emergency measure look futile: The
trails of mud leading in and out of farmers' fields onto main roads. If this means
spending money on disinfectant spray apparatus for farmers or closing certain
entrances, that's what must be done.
It is clear that by doing nothing, as ever, the Council of Ministers are hoping that this
situation will just go away of its own accord.
IT WON'T!
Mark Kermode
Chairman
Mec Vannin, The Manx Nationalist Pary
14-04-01

ANTI-WELSH COMMENTS REFERRED TO WCAR
Anti Welsh comments, twice broadcast by the BBC, have been referred to the World
Conference Against Racism (WCAR).
The United Nations has selected this year to highlight the need for opposition to
racism and intolerance and a major conference is to be held in the Autumn in Durban,
South Africa.
In correspondence to the UN High Commissioner for Human rights reference to antiWelsh comments broadcast earlier this year by the BBC on the comedy show Room
101 is cited. The Celtic League ask that the forthcoming WCAR should consider the

special role that national broadcasters have in ensuring that what may be construed as
racist attacks or expressions of intolerance are not broadcast.
In separate correspondence to the European Union the Celtic League also highlight
the issue. Four months ago the Nice Summit approved a fundamental Charter of
Rights aimed at promoting anti-discrimination and respect for cultural diversity. The
League say, given this fact, it finds it "extremely offensive that a National broadcaster
of an EU signatory can allow broadcasts which stretch the boundaries of respect for
racial and cultural diversity on not one but two occasions".
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
17/04/01
(Attached correspondence UNHCHR & EU)
United Nations Commissioner for Human Rights
Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights
United Nations
1211 Geneva 10
Switzerland
17/04/01
Dear Commissioner,
Re: International Year for Mobilization against Racism, Racial Discrimination,
Xenophobia and Related Intolerance - World Conference Against Racism.
I refer to the decision of the United Nations to designate this year to exposing and
opposing all forms of racism.
I draw your attention to the attached correspondence which relates to the offence
caused by remarks made on a BBC entertainment programme, broadcast in March this
year, in which Welsh people and their language were ridiculed in a allegedly racist
attack.
The comments caused considerable offence both within Wales and the attachments
enclosed with this correspondence list a wide range of sources, political figures,
pressure groups and even employees of the BBC itself who registered concern.
The legitimate concerns which were raised are given an added resonance by the fact
that the BBC, a organisation of International repute, allowed the offending comments
to be twice broadcast. This despite the condemnation of the initial broadcast.
The specific nature of the comments also gives considerable cause for concern.
Speaking in the context of people using their native language the broadcaster
identified this as a reason to "dislike" Welsh people. The comments being given
added emphasis (see attached).
The broadcast by the BBC of an attack on one of the Celtic languages is particularly
disturbing. Although in recent years the respect for and promotion of these languages

has become accepted, within living memory acts of discrimination were practicised
against them by the British government.
Other more disturbing comments were also made. The British Broadcasting
Complaints Commission has apparently accepted that the comments made were
deliberately destined to be provocative but have astonishingly failed to acknowledge
the allegedly racist nature of them
Sadly, it is almost impossible to proscribe intolerance or bigotry by individuals but I
trust you will agree that broadcasting organisations should not facilitate such attacks.
This is the main purpose in our correspondence to you. I would request that the World
Conference Against Racism (WCAR) will consider the role of broadcasters and the
special responsibility that they have in combating Racism and Intolerance.
I would be grateful if the comments of the Celtic League could be passed to the
WCAR secretariat.
I trust you will raise the specific issue of this broadcast with the British government.
Yours sincerely
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
cc
Romani Prodi, President of the European Commission
Antonio Vitorino, EU Commissioner for Justice and Home Affairs
Mr. Romano Prodi
President of the Commission
European Commission
200 rue de la Loi/Wetstraat 200
B-1049 Brussels
Belgium
17/04/01
Dear Mr. Prodi,
I draw your attention to the attached correspondence forwarded today to the United
Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights.
I understand that the European Union recently adopted a 'Charter Fundamental Rights'
and I refer specifically to articles 21 and 22 of that Charter which address issues of
non discrimination and respect for cultural diversity.
Quite frankly I find it extremely offensive that a National broadcaster of an EU
signatory can allow broadcasts which stretch the boundaries of respect for racial and
cultural diversity on not one but two occasions.
I trust the Commission will raise the issue with the British government.
Yours sincerely

J B Moffatt
Secretary General
cc. Antonio Vitorino Commissioners for Justice and Home Affairs.

NEW IMPETUS IN SHUT SELLAFIELD CAMPAIGN
The arrival, in the Irish sea, of a Norwegian pressure group , the Neptun Foundation,
heralds a new dawn in the campaign against Sellafield.
Yesterday the groups vessel anchored off the Sellafield plant and divers from the
vessels gathered samples of the contaminants emitted by the nuclear re-processing
facility. They had carried out similar operations on their journey from Norway at
locations in the North Sea and around N. Scotland.
Later today, in Douglas Isle of Man, the Secretary General of the Celtic League
visited the crew of the Neptun Foundation vessel and pledged support in any joint
campaign to shut the nuclear complex.
The Norwegian voyage to the Irish sea gives a useful fillip to the anti-Sellafield
movement at a time when the BNFL facility and the overall company operation have
been attracting widespread condemnation throughout Europe. It highlights to
campaigners in the Irish sea area that opposition to the plant is more widespread than
simply the coastal communities of the Irish sea.
The Neptun Foundations Irish sea campaigners told the Celtic League Secretary that
they hoped to build a co-ordinated campaign to stop polluting discharges from
Sellafield and they hoped that a wide range of groups would join the effort. They also
indicated that the Isle of Man was an ideal location to base the operation against the
Sellafield plant.
The Celtic League have long believed that the Isle of Man could play a pivotal role,
given its location, in forcing the closure of Sellafield's reprocessing operation. We
hope that all campaign groups will support the Neptun Foundation initiative.
We also trust that both the Manx and Irish governments will welcome the
campaigners and build their own political links with governments such as those in
Scandinavia concerned about Sellafields operations.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
18/4/01
Details of the Neptun Foundation web site are set out below together with a sample
press release issued by the organisation to mark the commencement of their
campaign.
http://www.stopsellafield.com/english/news.htm

(This is an extract of a telefax sent by Katrine Kristiansen, pressspokeswoman of the
Neptun Foundation, Norway, to the office of the UK Prime Minister Tony Blair early
this morning.
"A group from the Neptun Foundation anchored today - at 06:00 UTC - right next to
the nuclear waste pipes coming from Sellafield.
They do this in an attempt to stop the radioactive Technetium-99 from being pumped
out into the sea.
This is a non-violent action.
The fact that the British Government allows the discharge of wastewater containing
Technetium-99 from Sellafield is totally unacceptable. Technetium-99 is
contaminating all oceans in the northern hemisphere.
We expect the British Government and Tony Blair to promote immediate actions that
will lead to the closure of Sellafield.
As you allready know, there is a substantial international resistance to the continued
discharges of Technetium-99 from Sellafield.The Neptun foundation will make use of
all legal approaches - among them, non-violent actions - to make sure that the
radioactive Technetium-99 contamination is permanently stopped.
The Neptun foundation is a Non Government Organisation. It receives its financial
support from the Norwegian people.")

REMEMBER LANGUAGE CENSUS CALL
Manx language campaigners have issued their own call (see below) to language
supporters to ensure that the strength of the language is adequately reflected in Census
returns.
There statement echoes concerns issued in other Celtic countries about the degree of
thought reflected through the Census process to the needs of the Celtic Languages.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
18/4/01
Statement below from Phil Gawne Manx Language Development Officer,
Manx National Heritage and the Manx Heritage Foundation.
Don't Forget the Manx Language on Census Night!
Manx Language Development Officer, Phil Gawne, is urging parents of children who
have attended lessons as part of the Department of Education's Manx Language
teaching programme to record their child's ability in the language. He is also asking
parents of children who have been to Mooinjer Veggey , the Manx playgroups, to
remember that their children are likely to be Manx speakers.

Mr Gawne pointed out that "many parents are unaware of their children's ability in
Manx. Children who may speak Manx to their teacher or playgroup leader are
unlikely to speak Manx to their parents (especially as the majority of parents don't
speak Manx). However, the teaching of Manx has made significant progress since the
subject was introduced into the schools in 1992."
"Most children who have been to Manx lessons at school will be able to read and
speak a good deal more than the few words and phrases of Manx which the census
form asks for. Children who have attended Mooinjer Veggey groups are also very
likely to speak more than a few words or phrases of Manx - indeed most of them are
singing Manx rhymes and songs after only a few weeks at play group."
Estimating the number of children who could now be eligible to record some degree
of fluency in Manx Mr Gawne was fairly optimistic. "There have been over 100
children registered with Mooinjer Veggey since it was formed 4 years ago and almost
all of these have a good knowledge of spoken Manx. In the 1991 census only 13
children under 5 were recorded as having a knowledge of Manx; in this year's census
that figure could well be 4 or 5 times higher, if all eligible children are recorded."
"The numbers in schools are even more encouraging. In 1991 134 children aged
between 5 and 19 were recorded as having a knowledge of Manx. Even using the
most conservative figures there have been more than 20 times that number of children
attending Department of Education Manx lessons, and again the overwhelming
majority of these will have sufficientknowledge of Manx to record themselves as
speakers and readers of Manx."
Phil Gawne is also asking adults to register their linguistic knowledge. "Manx
speakers and learners who consider themselves to be able to speak, read or write more
than a few words or phrases of Manx are urged to register this fact on the 2001
Census. Clearly the numbers of Manx Gaelic users recorded in the census may well
have an impact on the level of Government support for the language in the future."
"A recent survey of Manx speakers and learners indicated that the number of adults
with a good knowledge of Manx is set to rise, following the trend of census results
since 1961. It is always risky to predict the outcome of such things as the coming
census, however, providing parents don't forget their children's abilities when filling
in the census form the number of people with a good knowledge of Manx in 2001
looks set to be substantially higher than that number in 1991.
The census has also been in the minds of Gaelic speakers in Scotland. The lack of a
Scottish Gaelic census form has caused a great deal of disappointment and anger
amongst the Scottish Gaelic community.
Language supporters felt that it is irrelevant that Scottish Gaelic speakers are bilingual
and fully competent in English. They pointed out that all Welsh speakers, like Gaelic
speakers, are also fluent English speakers but no one in Wales would ever make the
argument that services shouldn't be made available for Welsh speakers in Welsh on
the grounds that they can speak English too. They pointed out that the census
information leaflet for Northern Ireland is available in Irish despite the fact that there
are far fewer fluent Irish speakers in Northern Ireland than there are Gaelic speakers
in Scotland.

There are no calls currently from Manx language organisations for census forms
and/or information leaflets to be provided in Manx, but who can tell what the new
breed of Manx speakers coming through our schools might demand in the future?
Phil Gawne
Manx Language Development Officer,
Manx National Heritage and the Manx Heritage Foundation

WYLFA - £150 MILLION LOSS
As BNFL faces the threat of a new co-ordinated and more wide-ranging campaign of
opposition at its Sellafield plant at the other end of the Irish sea things are also
looking bleak.
The company's troubled Wylfa nuclear power station, on the Island of Anglesey, is
reported to have clocked up a staggering £150 million loss since its shut down last
April.
Tiny flaws (the company insist they are not cracks) in the piping to a reactor led to
first the shut down of one reactor and then the other on site.
This latest protracted interruption to supply is the longest in over thirty unscheduled
shutdowns at the facility which we Celtic League publicised last year.
Losses are now running so high that it would be less costly for BNFL to flush £50
notes down the waste out-fall from the plant.
The losses are also leading to serious lobbying by the nuclear industry for the
resumption of operations at the plant.
Wylfa has not often been out of the news in recent years. Six years ago a serious event
at the plant led to the most dangerous incident that the British nuclear industry has
faced since the 1950s Sellafield fire.
The operation of these old Magnox stations is under constant attack by environmental
groups around the Irish sea and on Anglesey.
The Irish government also oppose the operation of Wylfa which is just 55 miles from
Dublin. This station and others around the Irish sea pose a constant threat.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
18/04/01

FOOT & MOUTH - Continued Army patrol activity - borders on the reckless
The Celtic League have written to the British armed forces in N. Ireland expressing
concern that operations, by foot patrols and military helicopters, have continued
during the recent foot & mouth emergency.

We have also asked about the transit of contaminated Army helicopters from the UK
and the measures taken to sterilise same. Britain's NATO partner Norway recently
banned British Army helicopters destined for a military exercise in that country
The League have also pointed to procedures circulated by the US Army some years
ago. These covered extensive decontamination of the external and internal surfaces of
Army helicopters & aircraft that found themselves operating in areas contaminated
with foot and mouth. We do not believe that similar procedures are in place in N.
Ireland and have asked for clarification
We have also stressed to the GOC N. Ireland that the US Army instructions
highlighted that the first option should be to avoid a scenario involving operation into
suspect areas.
In the circumstances the decision by the British army to continue its normal pattern of
patrol activity and instate limited decontamination procedures which are not properly
vetted in our view borders on the reckless.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
19/04/01
(See below)
The General Officer Commanding
British Forces Northern Ireland
Lisburn
nr. Belfast
N. Ireland
19 April 2001
Dear Sir,
Ref: Foot & Mouth Emergency
I understand that during the ongoing foot and mouth emergency operations by British
army foot patrols and military helicopters have continued into affected areas and also
areas where cases were suspected in Northern Ireland.
Can you advise if your Command carries out regular decontamination of helicopters
and troops involved in these operations and would it be possible for a copy of the
procedures used to be supplied to us?
Are you aware that approx. four years ago the US Army Aviation Command issued
comprehensive instructions to cover the operation of aircraft and helicopters in
contaminated environments involving foot and mouth. Those procedures provided
instruction not just covering the spraying of skids and wheels but also internal and
external decontamination of Army helicopters / aircraft.
The comprehensive procedures, I should stress, were issued to ensure that safety was
not compromised by decontamination procedures and a section of the order

specifically highlighted that where possible operations into contaminated or suspect
areas should be avoided.
Is comprehensive decontamination of both the internal and external area of British
Army helicopters involved in the transport of troops involved in patrol activity carried
out.
Finally, the operation in N. Ireland necessarily involves the passage to and from the
United Kingdom of military helicopters which may have been in suspect (or
contaminated areas).
Could you advise if civil airfields that they transit through are notified of necessary
decontamination procedures which should be followed and do you as a matter of
course advise civil authorities of any possible risk.
I would conclude by saying that notwithstanding the decontamination methods
followed we find the decision by British Forces N. Ireland and the MOD to continue
operations into suspect and contaminated areas border on the reckless.
Yours sincerely,
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League

CHILDREN'S RIGHTS CONCERN
The Celtic League have expressed concern to the United Nations Committee on the
Rights of the Child about child care provision in the Isle of Man.
The League believe the transfer of children taken into care in the Isle of Man to the
United Kingdom (England) is potentially a breach of the UN Convention on the
Rights of the Child.
Such transfers are infrequent but this does not excuse any possible breach.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
21/04/01
(see below)
High Commissioner for Human Rights
United Nations Office at Geneva
Palais des Nations
CH 1211
Geneva 10
Switzerland
For the Attention :

The Secretary
Committee on the Rights of the Child
Dear Sir,
I write to express our concern that, in some instances, children taken into care in the
Isle of Man are transferred to the United Kingdom (England).
I an aware that when the United Kingdom - Isle of Man supplied a report to your
committee in 1998 (CRC/C/11/Add19) it highlighted (para 58) that:
" In a very few cases, usually where a child is placed in the care of the Department by
a court following conviction of a criminal offence, the child's needs cannot be met in
the Island, and with the leave of the court he will be placed in a specialist unit in
England".
We accept that in recent years the Isle of Man has developed better domestic facilities
to address the needs of those convicted of juvenile crime. There are however another
much more vulnerable group.
The United Kingdom - Isle of Man authorities did not highlight to the CRC at the last
report stage that where very young children are taken into care because of perceived
family protection problems these children can also be transferred or considered for
transfer to the United Kingdom (England).
These children, in some instances, have a distinct Manx identity and it is therefore
unacceptable that forced transfer, whatever the domestic circumstances, should take
place.
I have studied carefully the Convention on the Rights of the Child and I believe that
by effecting transfers of children to the United Kingdom (England) because of child
protection concerns based on domestic circumstances there is a possible breach of the
spirit of the Convention. In effect the domestic circumstances surrounding the family
life, and the difficulties inherent in same, are being resolved by putting distance
between the natural family and the child.
I would particularly draw the attention of the Committee to Article 19 (2) and Article
20 (3) of the Convention on the Rights of the Child.
I hope that the Committee will ask for a clarification from the United Kingdom - Isle
of Man when the next report on the application of the Convention to the Isle of Man is
considered.
Yours sincerely,
J B Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
21/04/01

NEW BATON ROUND - A PROVOCATION
Irish leader, Bertie Ahern, has expressed “grave reservations” following confirmation
that the British Army and RUC are to use a new plastic baton round in Northern
Ireland. The Celtic League welcome the fact that the Taoiseach has recognised that
this action by the British is a deliberate provocation at a sensitive time in the peace
process.
Earlier this month the Celtic League condemned British governments plans to utilise
the new weapon. We cited the appalling record, operationally, of both the British
Army and RUC in their use of the older baton rounds. These weapons, often
discharged randomly at demonstraters, have over the years caused a series of deaths
and horrendous injuries. There is also strong evidence that despite so called guidelines
aimed at strictly controlling their operational use the weapons have been discharged at
close range, often towards the head, with a view to causing the
most serious injury.
Several of those killed have been children and because of the random nature of the
weapon's use scores of children have also been injured. Both the US government and
the United Nations have criticised their usage.
It remains to been seen if the condemnation by the Taoiseach will translate into firm
action by the Irish government. The introduction of the new weapon flies in the face
of agreements over demilitarisation and normalisation included as part of the Good
Friday settlement. It is therefore a deliberate provocation which the Irish government
will ignore at its peril.
According to test information, restricted by the British government, the new weapons
are potentially more life threatening than those they are designed to replace.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
27/04/01

CLEAN UP RANGE CHALLENGE TO MOD
Half way round the world the indigenous tribes people of Kenya are taking on the
MOD. Meanwhile the Manx government is sitting on its thumbs over the munitions
pollution issue.
The British Ministry of Defence is likely to find itself 'in the Dock' shortly for failing
to clean up the debris from military ranges.
The Masai and Samburu tribes people of Kenya, who have suffered terribly because
of the failure of the MOD to clean up ranges used by the British Army, are initiating
legal action for redress.

The British military have used ranges in the tribes peoples homeland for almost fifty
years. The MOD say they take "a great deal of trouble to ensure ranges are clear of
munitions or ordnance".
This statement will come as news to Manx fishermen, told last week by the Manx
government to steer clear of potentially rich fishing grounds off the Island north west
coast because of a similar munitions pollution problem.
Perhaps the Isle of Man government and its Chief Minister should contact the Masai
and Samburu people. The example of these poor indigenous people's reaction to the
arrogance of the British Ministry of Defence might give the Isle of Man government,
which is infinitely better resourced financially to take on the MOD, some ideas - or
backbone!
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
27/04/01

PANA & THE NICE TREATY
Delegates from various Celtic countries, meeting in the Isle of Man over Easter, heard
reports from Irish branch representatives on concerns in Ireland about the Nice treaty.
The Irish branch has thrown its support behind PANA (the Peace and Neutrality
Alliance) which is campaigning with others for a No vote in the referendum to be held
in Ireland over acceptance or rejection of the treaty.
The Peace & Neutrality Alliance was established in 1996 to advocate an Independent
Irish Foreign policy, maintain Irish Neutrality, and promote the United Nations and
the OSCE as the institutions through which Ireland should pursue its security
concerns.
PANA represents a wide range of NGO's peace groups, political parties and
individuals that support its objectives. They have submitted a detailed case outlining
their concerns about the Treaty to Dail Eireann, the Irish Parliament.
PANA see the campaign against the militarisation of the European Union, which is
the implicit objective of the Nice treaty, as part of the overall international struggle
against militarisation. They say a yes vote will be a victory not only for PANA but for
the international peace movement. The Celtic League has endorsed this view and
practical effect to our support will be given by Conradh Ceilteach, the Irish branch of
the League.
There is no doubt that PANA will face fierce opposition from the government and the
military establishment who strongly support Nice and the inherent military linkage via
the EU to NATO. However, there is a strong grass roots feeling in Ireland in support
of the countries traditional neutrality. Ireland has a reputation second to none for its
work with the United
Nations. Its troops discipline and scrupulous impartiality in International peace

keeping have ensured the high regard in which they are held. All this could be
undermined at a stroke if Ireland links to this European military pact.
Far from being a force for peace the new European Army will be structured for
offensive operations and the Celtic League, as part of our commitment to the
campaign by PANA, will be researching some of the hidden facets of the treaty
implications already becoming apparent.
League members and subscribers to this news site can get information about PANA
and regular updates on its campaign by contacting them direct.
Outside Ireland please contact the PANA International Secretary with queries or
support:
Main Address
Feargus MacAogain
Secretary
Peace & Neutrality Alliance
113 Springhill Ave.
Blackrock
Co. Dublin
Te. 353 1 2806878
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
27/04/01

ARMY SENSITIVITY
THE MOD ARE SENSITIVE ABOUT DRUGS POLICY& PETTY CRIMINAL
RECRUITMENT - BUT CONVICTED MURDERERS ARE OK!
The British Ministry of Defence is planning to relax its rules on drug taking to ease a
shortage of recruits, but is progressing the issue sensitively.
Over recent months we have highlighted a number of expulsions from the Armed
Forces when troops have tested positive in random checks. Numbers of troops testing
positive have grown in recent years In the first ten months of last year 580 were
discharged whilst in 1999 the total was 485.
This year multiple discharges have occurred in a number of key regiments. Eighteen
soldiers from the Kings Regt. were kicked out in February and Fifteen members of the
Light Dragoons went in the previous month. More lenient treatment is meted out to
Officers with a second lieutenant in the RAMC allowed to "resign his commission".
The possible change of policy on drugs, revealed last month, coincides with a
relaxation of rules on convicted criminals. Last November it was announced that the
Army was to send recruiting officers into jails in an attempt to enlist recruits to meet

its intake targets. The Daily Telegraph newspaper reported that the Army were keen
to introduce the scheme "on a low key basis" to avoid criticism.
However, the MOD's sensitivity over both the drugs and prison issue is strangely at
odds with its continued insensitivity over the retention in the service of convicted
murders like the two Scots Guardsmen Fisher and Wright, who murdered Belfast man
Peter McBride.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
27/04/01

DATA PROTECTION CRITICS FINED
One would have to be overly sensitive to ascribe anything sinister to the fact that
Internet news agency provider Bee Media and associated companies have been fined
for failing to register for Data Protection purposes. The Court summons initiating
action against Bee Media occurred shortly after their new agency Bee Manx had
carried a series of items critical of the Data Protection Office (ODPR) and the timing
is therefore unfortunate.
The company will pay £2,250 plus costs and it has its own legal fees to cover - quite a
hefty sanction.
There seems to be a general acceptance by both the government and the ODPR that
the regulations under which the agency currently functions are obsolete. It also has to
be more than a point of speculation as to whether the legislative programme of the
Manx government will be able to keep pace with the evolving electronic data scene
even when they get their act together and amend the law. The Internet and the world
of e-commerce have about as much in common with current ODPR regs. as the
medieval Roman Catholic Church had with the reforming sciences of the Middle
Ages. (Fortunately the principals of Bee Media won't be burnt at the stake - a fine will
suffice!).
News-groups subscribers outside Mann might not appreciate the significance of this
issue but any suggestion of interference, however legitimate, with a service, such as
Bee Media, which provides independent news is a cause for concern.
It also seems somewhat draconian that the Courts in the Isle of Man should apply all
their weight to a comparatively minor infraction of regulations. A useful parallel
would be to enquire when the last penalty was imposed for breach of Manx Control of
Employment legislation or when serious action was taken over Health and Safety
infringements?
After all, Bee Media were not putting anyone at risk and they were not doing anyone
out of a job. Was this penalty really justified?
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League

27/04/01

COMBAT HELICOPTERS & A NEUTRAL STATE
The appointment of Finnish General, Gustav Haggland, to the presidency of the EU
Military Committee has caused controversy. We ask why the Defence Forces of his
neutral State suddenly strive for offensive weapons?
The apparently innocuous appointment of a senior Finnish military figure to head the
new EU military committee has caused concern in several EU member States. Most
bizarrely however it is suggested that Ireland's government and military establishment
have actively supported and campaigned for the appointment. It is also suggested that
behind the scenes activity by sections of the French, German and Irish governments
clinched the deal for the Finnish contender.
There are obvious attractions, for those keen to make the new European military order
all inclusive, in having a military figure from such a key neutral State as titular head
of the new structure. It is also of immense propaganda significance for those seeking
to embroil Ireland in the new European army.
Paradoxically however Finland also provides a useful pointer to those in Ireland
campaigning against involvement in Europe's new all-embracing military structures.
We can reveal that Finland, whose arms forces have to date had a strictly limited none
offensive role, are expanding their strategic objectives. The Finnish Defence Forces
say that they will require combat helicopters to complement new transport 'choppers'
on a joint-Nordic shopping list.
These 'fighter' helicopters have a number of applications in addition to the transport
protection role. They can be used independently for surveillance, fire support and
anti-tank missions. A clear example of the application of this type of hardware is that
provided by US machines in Kosovo. They are in effect an interventionist weapon.
The procurement of these weapons in itself can also cause further Defence Forces
proliferation. Required wisdom from services such as the US Armed forces, which
routinely operate transport & combat helicopter formations. is that they require further
combat air support. The cost of such weaponry is staggering. Combat helicopters of
this type cost $35/40 million each. If anything this illustrates the pitfalls for neutral
States such as Ireland and Finland if they commit their forces to European Defence
Strategies hammered out in Nice.
We can be assured that those in Ireland, who may exploit the appointment of this
Finnish General as a benign facet of the new EU military strategy, will not highlight
the fiscal cost of his countries military ambitions.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
27/04/01

CHILDREN REMOVED FROM "CULTURE & BACKGROUND"
The Manx government have responded to concerns by the Celtic League about child
care in the Isle of Man.
The League had written to the United nations Committee on the Rights of the Child
asking if it would investigate situations whereby children of indigenous Manx parents
were placed, fostered or adopted off the Island. We specifically asked if this was a
breach of the UN Convention on the Rights of The Child.
In their response the Islands DHSS Children's section have dismissed any concerns.
However, they do seem to accept some inconsistencies. A spokesperson told the local
media: "I have to admit there is a cultural issue; we are removing them from their
culture and background"
He went on to clarify that the placements are handled in such a way as to ensure that,
"they do not forget where they come from".
Paradoxically, in "dismissing" the Leagues concerns the government spokesperson
has highlighted the crux of the issue which is that children should not be divorced
from their "cultural" environment. In effect no amount of sensitivity in the handling of
such cases can offset the trauma associated with this.
The spokesperson also presented the argument that the paramount issue was the
interest and welfare of the children. However, this argument was advanced during the
last century to support regimes of child care subsequently found to be flawed.
The Isle of Man government should meet its child care responsibilities towards
children of indigenous Manx people domestically. We will be reinforcing our
concerns to the UNCRC and citing the governments own acceptance that it is
removing these children from "their culture and background".
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
27/04/01

NATIONALISTS AFFIRM HARD LINE ON FINANCE SECTOR
The Manx Nationalist Party (Mec Vannin) has held its annual general meeting. The
Party was founded almost forty years ago and has campaigned ceaselessly for Manx
independence. About twenty years ago it adopted a republican strategy and since that
time it has campaigned for a complete severing of any link with both the United
Kingdom and the Crown. (The Island is at present a self governing dependency of the
Crown).
Over the years Mec Vannin has not fought shy of promoting a non-populist agenda on
an Island whose government seems to embrace growth at all costs. The Party has

vigorously opposed development associated with the Islands burgeoning financial
services sector and this years AGM re-iterated that theme.
Mec Vannin has a web site which can be accessed via the Manxman domain at:
http://www.manxman.co.im/mecvan/index.html
A statement issued by the Party, following the AGM, is set out below.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
28/04/01
Mec Vannin held its AGM on Wednesday, 25th April.
Officers were elected as follows:
Chairman - Mark Kermode
Secretary - Gregory Joughin
Treasurer and Vice Chairman - Cristl Jerry
Editor - Alan Comish
Cultural Officer - Phil Gawne
International Relations Officer - Illiam Costain
Campaigns Officer - Jonathan Sless
Youth Officer - Wendy Hurst
The following resolutions were passed:
1. This AGM:
a) views with concern the crisis over teacher supply and retention. Mec Vannin
believes that the present problems result from the wholesale adoption of the
educational policies and contracts from England and Wales.
b) urges the government and the Department of Education to implelment contracts
similar to Scotland's "New Deal," in consultation with the teachers' unions.
2. This AGM:
a) considers that the aspirations of that segment of the population who favour the
finance sector must, by now, be well satisfied and, in view of this, Mec Vannin feels it
is high time that the views of those citizens who disagree with its further
encroachment of our way of life were taken into consideration.
b) calls upon the Government to actively investigate all reasonable methods to restrict
further growth of the finance sector.
A subject that saw particular discussion was the ongoing, if not increasing use of this
country for less than savoury business dealings in the form of money laundering,
sanctions breaking, fraudulent dealing etc.
Mec Vannin directly raised its concern over the obvious abuse of company formation
in Mannin whilst he was still Treasury Minister. The Edwards Review endorsed our
concerns. Nonetheless, the economically attractive business of company formation

which permits crooks to profit and launder their proceeds using our country as part of
an international chain, continues to be positively encouraged by the government.
Just as with the flawed reaction to foot and mouth, we may have been black-listed by
the OECD and criticised by the UK "Edwards Review" but the message is still, "We
are open for business."
Mark Kermode
Chairman, Mec Vannin
Statement ends.

CONRADH CEILTEACH - ACTIVE MEETING
The NICE Treaty and British government handling of Foot & Mouth in the 'firing
line' at Irish branch meeting.
Conradh Ceilteach - the Irish branch of the Celtic League held its annual general
meeting in Dublin this week.
The meeting recieved a report from the Convenor of the Celtic League on general
league issues including the recent meeting of General Council Officers in the Isle of
Man.
After the consideration of formal business the branch agreed resolutions on several
key areas. These are to be progressed with both immediate effect and also at the full
AGM of the Celtic League organisation in Cymru later this year.
Two areas in particular were identified requiring immediate action.
The branch re-emphasised its support for the campaign of opposition to the NICE
treaty which it sees as a step which will not only "further weaken the independence of
Ireland" but also "reduce democracy in the European Union".
The branch also expressed its concern about the British governments handling of the
Foot & Mouth outbreak.
The full text of all adopted motions are set out below with subject headers:
NICE TREATY
The Celtic League opposes the NICE treaty as it will further weaken the
independence of Ireland and reduce democracy in the EU.
The influence of the smaller nations will be lessened through the weighted voting
system.
Ireland will lose the right to nominate a Commissioner in the future and the
foundations are being laid for a two tier Europe.
The treaty is opposed particularly as it will put an end to Ireland's military neutrality
and create the basis of a new European army.

FOOT & MOUTH OUTBREAK - BRITISH GOVERNMENT NEGLIGENCE
This AGM condemns the negligence of the English Government in allowing the foot
and mouth epidemic to develop and spread.
We call on the Ministers of Agriculture in both parts of Ireland, Wales and Scotland
to make a joint demand for compensation to the London government for the damage
caused to the Irish, Welsh and Scottish economies.
IRISH LANGUAGE BILL
This AGM of the Celtic League is gravely concerned at the long delay in the
introduction of an Irish Language Rights Bill in Dáil Éireann. Rumour, well founded,
has it that the permanent Civil Service is strong in its opposition to the very concept
of the Bill.
We call on the Irish Government to expedite the publication of the Bill and to ensure
that it contains the provisions endorsed over the years by the League and the Irish
Language organisations.
GAA - USE OF CROKE PARK
This AGM supports the right of the GAA to make its own decisions with regard to the
use of its national headquarters stadium, Croke Park, in Dublin without outside or
Government interference.
If it ever so chooses to facilitate other sports it should be allowed to do so on its own
terms.
A VOTE FOR ALL IRISH CITIZENS
The Celtic League calls on the Irish Government to introduce electoral reform to
allow Irish citizens in the North and citizens overseas the right to exercise their
franchise in Referenda, Presidential and National elections.
In addition to the above the branch meeting also considered other general business.
There was a discussion on the implications of the planned closure of the European
Bureau for Lesser Used Languages.
Relations and contacts with other branches were considered. It was noted that the
Inter Celtic forums, organised with Trinity College Celtic Students group, continued
to be successful. It was hoped these would continue and that other pan-Celtic
initiatives and further political,
language and general cultural issues could be stimulated via the Irish branch.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
28/04/01

FOOT & MOUTH - ARMY REPLY

The British Army in Northern Ireland has said that it "is taking all steps to prevent the
proliferation of Foot and Mouth to, from or within Northern Ireland".
The Celtic League had written querying the transit arrangements for helicopters
within the Province and we had also requested information about decontamination
procedures.
The MOD say that "all military personnel and equipment that has been in contact with
agricultural land are decontaminated in accordance with DARD (Department of
Agriculture and Rural development) recognised procedures.
However, we had specifically asked if the MOD/ Army were aware and using US
Army procedures circulated some years ago. These covered extensive
decontamination of the external and internal surfaces of Army helicopters & aircraft
that found themselves operating in areas contaminated with foot and mouth. We did
not believe that similar procedures were in place in N. Ireland and this would seem to
be the case. Last month Britain's NATO partner Norway banned British Army
helicopters from a military exercise in their country.
The Army also reject are assertion that their continuation of foot patrols, when the
extent of the Foot & Mouth problem became apparent, borders on the reckless. They
refer to "elements of the community who remain intent on conducting acts of
terrorism" and say these groups "have shown no respect for the combined efforts of
the whole community who are involved in containing and preventing the spread of
this terrible disease". They say the Army patrols are necessary to provide support to
the Police in their attempts to stop illegal movement of livestock.
However, the main focus of continued security force activity is in the agricultural
border areas and the assertion, which seems aimed at deflecting attention from
military inertia over contamination concerns in the early stages of the Foot & Mouth
crisis, seems fatuous.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
30/04/01

LEUKAEMIA RISK - CONSPIRACY OF SILENCE
The new research, by Dr. Chris Busby which reinforces his earlier identification of
increased leukaemia risk associated with radiation pollution is cause for extreme
concerns.
The circumstances of so called leukaemia clusters at Seascale, near the Sellafield
plant, remains undetermined and Busby new identification of a similar problem near
Oldbury power station on the River Severn must focus us on the potential impact on
public health these installations cause.
It is certainly not good enough for BNFL (ironically the operators of both Sellafield
and Oldbury) to dismiss Dr. Busby's research.

Organisations, like the Celtic League, are well aware that in the past efforts have been
made to rubbish his research and particularly his findings that the incidence of cancers
around Irish sea coasts was higher than the norm. On that occasion his work based on
information originally held by the Welsh Cancer Registry was called into question
when the body which took over that data base (the Wales Cancer Intelligence &
Surveillance Unit) inexplicably removed 3.500 cases from the original sample base.
It is perhaps to strong an assertion to say that official statics were gerrymandered to
frustrate the impact of Busby's research but the issue of the missing statistics is still
unresolved. In addition BNFLs attempts to cry foul this time sound increasingly
empty when one considers the recently litany of deceit exposed within the Company
over safety issues.
There is no doubt that many communities around the Irish sea have a serious concern
about the incidence of cancers caused which may be attributable to pollution from
Sellafield.
Given this fact it is an appalling indictment of the British government that it has failed
to coordinate statistical data adequately to clarify those concerns. Indeed, various
Departments have if anything conspired to ensure as little release of UK data as
possible. Additionally there has been no attempt to correlate all data with that which
should be held in both the Republic of Ireland and the Isle of Man.
A conspiracy of silence indeed!
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
30/04/01

LUDLOW - GOVT URGED TO HEED ENQUIRY CALL
The Celtic league has re-iterated its support for calls by the family of a Co. Louth man
murdered 25 years for a public enquiry into the circumstances of his killing
Seamus Ludlow was a 47-year-old forestry worker from Thistlecross, Mountpleasant,
near Dundalk who was murdered on the 2nd of May 1976.
It is believed his killing was a case of mistaken identity and that his killers were a
loyalist murder gang, at that time operating in the Armagh border area of N. Ireland.
There is also a strong suspicion of complicity in the killing by the British security
forces, who it is alleged were using murder gangs in the north at the time. The use of
such irregular forces was based on a counter insurgency theory developed by Frank
Kitson an intelligence officer with the British Army.
In January the Minister for Justice, John O'Donoghue, indicated in correspondence to
the Celtic League that he was considering ways of meeting the Ludlow families
concerns. The Irish government had proposed a private enquiry headed by a senior
judicial figure. This was rejected by the Ludlow family.

In correspondence (attached) to government Minister Dermot Ahern, who is also a
Louth TD, the League urge a rethink.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
30/04/01
The Minister for Social, Community & Family Affairs
Mr. Dermot Ahern TD
Office of the Minister
Store Street
Dublin 1
Ireland
30/04/01
Dear Minister,
We write with reference to the unresolved murder of Seamus Ludlow. The Celtic
League have supported the call of the Ludlow family for an independent public
enquiry into this matter and indeed we wrote to An Taoiseach, the Minister for Justice
and the Secretary of State for N. Ireland on this issue recently (encl.).
The League understand that recently a demonstration to commemorate the 25th
anniversary of the murder was held by family and friends and that prior to this you
reiterated the governments unwillingness to establish such an enquiry. It was
disappointing to hear this.
In January the Minister for Justice did seem to indicate, in correspondence to us
(encl.), that a formula acceptable to the Ludlow family would be found. One of the
most positive aspects of the British-Irish peace process is the willingness amongst all
sections of the community to confront uncomfortable truths. I do not believe that the
British Security Services, however much they might wish it, are immune from that
process.
There have for many years been suspicions about the operation of clandestine military
units and their utilisation of loyalist paramilitary groups. Indeed there is currently a
furore in the media in the north of Ireland because of attempts by UTV to highlight
the activities of such groups.
It is only a full independent enquiry, such as the Ludlow family are seeking, which
can expose the truth. I do hope that the Irish government will reconsider its stance.
Yours sincerely,
J B Moffatt

MANX CRIME FIGURES PLUMMET
Recorded crime on the Isle of Man has fallen to its lowest level for 10 years. A report
from the Islands Chief Constable indicates overall crime rates down by over 18% but

what is particularly significant is that figures for more serious crimes show a even
more dramatic decline with violent crime down 39% and burglary down by almost
23%.
Even allowing for any slight distortion in the collation methodology these are
commendable figures. The police put the dramatic decreases down to a change in
operational policing methods introduced since a new Chief Constable took office 18
months ago and it seems likely the results may well be scrutinised by other police
services in the British Isles servicing essentially rural environments for useful
pointers. There is no doubt that there has been an expansion of police resources in
recent years and the success may also be a culmination of several factors.
There was a suggestion in one part of the Manx media that a previous policy of urging
victims to report crime was not followed up last year. However, it seems barely
credible that the police success is down to unrecorded crime in a society which has a
generally positive police-public relationship.
It may well be the media are reacting to criticisms of them voiced when the new Chief
Constable delivered his report and attacked 'horror stories' in the media for distorting
peoples views on 'quality of life issues'.
The Islands senior policeman also took a side swipe at some - unnamed - political
figures. He alluded to possible criticisms of a 32% fall in crime detection figures.
The Isle of Man faces a general election in the Autumn and it remains to be seen if
law and order which is generally sharply in focus, as politicians compete for votes,
will have its usual high profile.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
30/04/01
Newslist Messages for May 2001
STRANGE GOINGS ON AT CRIGGION
Almost a year ago we directed a fairly straightforward enquiry tothe Ministry of
Defence following an incident at the VLF Criggioninstallation on the Welsh /English
border.
The facility, operated on behalf of the MOD by British Telecom, wassealed off in
May 2000 following what appears to have been eitheran accident or sabotage at the
facility.
Criggion is a large multi-array Aerial complex which has a scarcelyconcealed role
supporting communications with the British nuclearballistic submarine fleet. It may
also be involved in supporting theUS ballistic missile submarine force.
Having unwittingly found itself in the news we thought it was a usefulopportunity to
make some pertinent queries about the potential healthimplications of the vast aerial
array complex.

However, the MOD seem reluctant to talk about the base, its role orany harmful
health spin-off from its operation. Two queries to theMOD Directorate of Safety.
Environment and Fire Policy, eventuallyresulted in a reply saying that the matter had
been passed to theDefence Logistics Organisation (DLO). That was three months ago
andsince then nothing has been heard.
For a body which has a specific role connected with communicationsthe DLO seems
strangely uncommunicative. So what did go on at Criggion?
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League 02/05/01

CELTIC LANGUAGES - RIGHT TO SURVIVE
"Some of Ireland's most idyllic beauty spots may soon be off limitsif local inhabitants
get their way and stop outsiders from movinginto Irish-speaking regions"
The above, rather emotive, introduction accompanied an article inlast weeks Irish
edition of the Observer newspaper. The article outlinedconcerns in the Gaelicspeaking areas of Ireland that the influx ofnew residents who were not committed to
learning the Irish languageposed a long term threat to the survival of the Gaeltacht.
The article provided background and quotes from Gaeltacht residentswhich basically
pointed out the pitfalls of unrestricted developmentfor new residents with no
commitment to the Gaelic language.
What is particularly interesting about the article however is notwhat it says but the
manner in which the debate was structured.
There has, for example, been none of the emotive rhetoric and slanderousattacks
which occurred when broadly similar concerns were aired inWales by Plaid Cymru
Councillor Simon Glyn two months ago.
Glyn was labelled a racist for remarks which the Celtic League correctlypointed out
were simply a sensible analysis of the threat posed tothe culture of a community
which is subjected to untrammelled growth.Any sensible debate was further destabilised by the craven attitudeof Plaid Cymru. In the face of unreasonable attacks
from the LabourParty, which tried to equate a desire to protect a unique and
culturallydifferent community from destruction with racism, they failed to
supportGlyn.
The position surely is that those who deny the right of the Celticpeople to protect the
last areas in which Gaelic, Welsh or Bretonis spoken as the native language are the
real racists!
Bernard Moffatt

Celtic League 02/05/01

OFFSHORE FINANCIAL EXPOSURES HALTED
An Internet site which threatened to expose the seamier side of Manxoff-shore
business has had to remove its net page.
An Isle of Man Internet site has been removed for the second timethis year following
action by its service provider.
The Manxman site which acts as a host site for several nationalistand cultural groups
has had its own site pages removed following actiontoday. It is not clear if the server
acted unilaterally or if theyhad their hand forced.
The site had been carrying a series of articles which exposed theoperation of financial
service providers on the Island. It was providinga series of links to articles, on the
Internet, critical of Manx companiesactivities. These related to money laundering and
the arms trade,amongst others. It was also carrying articles critical of
severalprominent Manx government figures.
Earlier this year the site was removed following criticisms by theIsle of Man's data
protection regulator. There is no apparent linkbetween the two moves.
However, the Celtic League regard the censorship situation on theIsle of Man as
critical. It certainly appears that anyone who wishesto speak out against the seamier
side of the Islands financial servicesbusiness is subjected to harassment. There also
appears to be a patternemerging which is aimed at denying organisations and
individuals mediaoutlets.
The Celtic League will be writing to Manx Chief Minister, Donald GellingMHK,
asking what steps he intends to take to protect freedom of speechon the Isle of Man.
Before its removal, Manxman was threatening to publish links to severalhundred sites
which they said exposed a side of the Isle of Man'sbusiness which the government
wish to conceal.
Later this week Manx nationalists, whose sites are currently stillfunctioning, will meet
to ensure that the truth which Manxman wishedto expose is aired.
Links: http://www.manxman.co.im/
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League 05/05/01

GUARANTEE RIGHT OF EXPRESSION CALL
The Isle of Man should guarantee International Covenants on Freedomof Expression
the Celtic League has told Manx Chief Minister DonaldGelling.
The League have written to the Manx government following problemsencountered by
an Internet news and comment service which has hadits operations disrupted on a
number of occasions.
The 'Black Pages' carried, until yesterday, by the Manxman site werepublishing a
series of links to articles critical of financial servicesand offshore businesses on the
Isle of Man. They were threateningto publish further revelations when at the behest of
a third partyapparently aggrieved by references to them on the site the pages hadthe
"plug pulled on them" by the Service provider.
The Manx government have been asked to ensure that Freedom of
Expressionguarantees in the United Nations Covenant on Civil and political rightsare
protected.
The League say that a failure to ensure this will make the Manx governmentcomplicit
by default in restrictions on freedom of expression.
The Black Pages are back on:
http://www.manxman.com
The original site containing the Manxman pages and links to variousNationalist and
Cultural groups can still be accessed at:
http://www.manxman.co.im
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League 04/05/01
(Text of letter to Chief Minister below)
Mr. Donald Gelling MHKChief Minister of the Isle of ManGovernment
BuildingsDouglasIsle of Man
04/05/01
Dear Sir,
The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights guarantees,under Article 19,
the right of Freedom of Expression.
Recent events on the Isle of Man, which have seen not only criticismsof the

established media by public figures but also the removal onseveral occasions of an
Internet news service provider, call intoquestion the protections in law required to
safeguard the expressionrights inherent in Article 19.
I am well aware of restrictions under para. 3 a & b of Article 19which allow for
restrictive safeguards. However it is patently obviousthat the situation in this respect
on the Island go far beyond anyreasonable restriction.
The latest incident of curtailment of free expression occurred whenan Internet service
provider removed an Internet news site at therequest of a third party. This would seem
to indicate that there isa climate of fear in which the suggestion that service provision
mightlead to litigation allows a news and comment service to be curtailed.
In an earlier disruption to the same news and comment service a failureto comply with
anachronistic regulatory standards was sufficient tode-stabilise its operations for a
brief period.
The two incidents, though unrelated, show what a fragile basis inthis Island the
democratic tenet of freedom of expression is basedon.
It will not have escaped public attention that the news and commentservice which has
been subjected to these disruptions has been criticalof both political (Government)
figures and also the Islands financialservices sector.
A failure by the government to ensure freedom of expression and thesecurity of
operations by news and comment services will lay the Manxgovernment open to
charges of complicity by default.
Yours sincerely,
J B MoffattSecretary General Celtic League

ECHR - STATE-SANCTIONED MURDER EXPOSED
The real scandal of the Loughall killings and others recently highlightedby the
European Court judgement is that the British government, mediaand public still
appear to want to hide behind the subterfuge thatthere was no 'shoot to kill' policy
practised.
Despite the fact that the campaigning relatives won their case andwere awarded a total
of more than £150,000 compensation an unholytrinity of Unionist spokesmen, the
British government and the mediacommenced nit-picking in the forlorn hope that the
damage could bemitigated.
In truth however all that the ECHR judgement, courageously pursuedby the relatives,
established was what was already known: that isthat the policy of so called counterinsurgency in N. Ireland includedthe authority for the security services to commit

murder.
The strategy of murder gangs pre-dates the events in N. Ireland. Itcan be traced back
to The United Kingdoms counter-insurgency operationsin places as disparate as
Malaya, Kenya, Aden and Cyprus. The strategywas formulated, papers were written
about it and it was put into practice.
No analysis nor slick quote from Sinn Fein could sum the situationup as eloquently as
one of the relatives who said the judgement identifiedthe United Kingdom for what it
was, "a terrorist State".
The British government have sanctioned terror, which has includedmurder by police
and security services, for almost half a centurythroughout the world.
They are rightly indicted and we can only hope that efforts to havea full independent
international enquiry into the murder machine ofthe British State will be successful.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League 05/05/01

ULSTER DETENTION CENTRES STILL SUSPECT
The European Committee for the Prevention of Torture (CPT) has issueda scarcely
veiled critique of ongoing abuse of detainees in N. Ireland'sinterrogation centres.
The CPT previously were successful in closing the infamous Castlereaghcentre in
which ill-treatment and abuse of detainees was part of theroutine for two decades
from 1970.
Old habits, it seems, die hard and the CPT, in recently publisheddocumentation which
includes a report and response from the Britishgovernment, express a concern that "no
more force than is reasonablynecessary should be used." by security forces when
detaining suspectsat these centres.
An arrest and subsequent detention of a number of men from South Armaghat the
Gough barracks centre is catalogued. This particular incident,in 1997, was one
highlighted by the Celtic League. We protested atthe time to The British Government,
CPT, United Nations Special Rappporteur,The Irish government and the United States
Embassy.
It is clear that the concerns we highlighted were well founded. Itremains to be seen if
the British government will make the securityservices clean up their act.
The reduction in detentions brought about by the peace process haslowered the
number of complaints. However, it is clear that the CPTstill has misgivings about the
situation in N. Ireland despite thediplomatic terms in which its latest report is

couched.
Given the grim record of detentions it is little short of scandalousthat we enter the
twenty-first century in N. Ireland with the realityof institutionalised violence against
detainees over the last decadestill unresolved.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
05/05/01

LABOUR DEFECTIONS BOOST PLAID
15,000 Welsh pensioners reduced to poverty under Labour. Gap betweenrich and poor
increased claims disaffected former Labour stalwart.
As the Labour Party get set to announce the election another prominentfigure in the
Wales Labour Party has defected to Plaid Cymru.
Garfield Smith, who was an unsuccessful candidate for the South Pembrokeshireseat
in 1992, has said that he will back Plaid Cymru in the forthcomingelation. The move
follows another defection in the Pembrokeshire areaby Vaughan Barrah, last month.
Announcing his decision Garfield Smith told the Welsh media that Labourhad
"deserted its basic principles and is all about self-interestand manipulation with spin
taking precedence over substance". He saidthat since Labour came to power 15,000
more Welsh pensioners had slippedinto poverty.
The move is likely to give a useful fillip to Plaid Cymru anxiousto get the message
over in traditional Labour areas that it is theParty that now speaks to working people
and has a more radical agendathan Labour.
The news also comes as opinion polls in Scotland show dissatisfactionamongst
traditional Labour voters, many of whom will switch to theSNP.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League 07/05/01

LAUNDERING, CORRUPTION AND ARMS TRADE LINKS EXPOSED
More Internet Links which publicise a litany of corruption involvingfinancial fraud,
money laundering, arms trafficking, diamond smuggling,operation of mercenaries and

the disposal of toxic waste in the ThirdWorld have been exposed by the Manx based
Internet news service, "TheManxman Black Pages".
http://www.manxman.com
The links identify companies that have traded using the Isle of Man over the past
decade and "Manxman Black Pages" have promised to keep up the exposures.
Last week the news service had to move sites following complaints about the content
of its pages. This was the latest of a series of disruptions that it had experienced.
Meanwhile, members of the Manx Nationalist Party (Mec Vannin) and the Celtic
League met at the weekend and agreed a series of steps to compliment the Manxman
campaign.
Mec Vannin are to press the Manx government for action by the Isle of Man FSC to
investigate the sites identified. They will also ask why it seems that a small group of
individuals trawling the Internet can find detail of the links exposed and the Islands
financial regulator apparently has no knowledge of them.
Meanwhile, the Celtic League is to press for specific enquiries into the plethora of
situations identified in hearings at tribunals and in the High Court in Ireland. These
have established links by criminals, businessmen and politicians with Manx offshore
financial service providers.
The two nationalist groups are also to consider publication of the Manxman
revelations in a special edition of the Manx Free-sheet 'Yn Pabyr Seyr' so that the
information is more widely disseminated.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League 07/05/01

US COMEDY - LINK TO LAUNDERING
The Soprano's is a TV series currently airing in the United States by major satellite
and cable operator HBO (HOME BOX OFFICE). It goes out in the primetime
evening slot at 9:00pm on Sunday evenings.
It follows the fortunes of an untypical family man, Tony Soprano, and his attempts to
balance his mobster life with his family commitments. It is comedy and by all
accounts its pretty funny, entertaining stuff.
Occasionally, as with all mobsters, the question of banking (or laundering) comes up
and as part of the fun the Isle of Man gets a mention. Apparently, in a recent episode
Tony Soprano needed to launder $200,000 and he told his 'Russian Mafia' chum "you
know the routine, take the money to the bank in the Isle of Man it will be back in 4

days"
In a previous recent episode Tony Soprano was shipping stolen U.S. luxury cars to the
Russian Mafia and he was concerned about getting paid in cash. His Russian
counterpart said don't worry, "we have an account opened in an Isle of Man bank and
we can wire you funds".
It's fiction. It's funny but bear in mind this is a series going out to millions of
American homes. Is it really the image of the Isle of Man that the Manx wish to see
portrayed?
It would be easy to blame the programme makers but given the numerous links
exposing dodgy FS goings on, not to mention some high profile US court
proceedings, can they be accused of misrepresenting matters?
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League 07/05/01

ASYLUM SEEKERS RIGHTS ABUSED
The Celtic League have written to the United Kingdom Home Secretary and the
European Committee for the Prevention of Torture (CPT) following the handcuffing
of a number of asylum seekers remanded in Cardiff Prison.
The twenty asylum seekers were being taken for medical screening and apparently
were handcuffed for their visit to facilities at University Hospital, Cardiff.
The United Kingdom government has previously been criticised by the CPT for the
use of restraints on prisoners, most recently in a report in Jan. 2000 following an
incident at the Isle of Man Prison. The UK has also been specifically criticised for
handcuffing those awaiting medical treatment.
The Celtic League have also questioned the policy of the United Kingdom in
remanding asylum seekers, who have committed no criminal offence to Prison. Both
imprisonment and the use of restraints in the manner identified constitute a breach of
Human Rights legislation. Those detained should not be treated in a manner which is
inhuman or degrading.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League 01/05/01
Mr. Jack Straw MP United Kingdom Home Secretary Home Office50 Queens Anne's
Gate London SW1H 9AT
Dear Home Secretary,

I write to express our concern that a number of persons held at Cardiff Prison whilst
asylum applications are processed were handcuffed when being taken for medical
screening.
You will be aware that the routine handcuffing of prisoners held in UK prisons has
been condemned previously by the European Committee for the Prevention of Torture
and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CPT).
Indeed the practice was identified critically as recently as 13 January 2000 in the
report by the CPT following a visit to the United Kingdom and Isle of Man
(SECTION 11 - Isle of Man - para. 107)
The situation in relation to the Cardiff incident, which I understand involved twenty
people, is further exacerbated by the fact that those involved are not convicted of any
criminal offence but simply being held in jail because of the flawed policy on
immigration and asylum currently in place. The handcuffing of asylum seekers in
such circumstances certainly constitutes degrading treatment. However, the policy of
your government in remanding asylum seekers to prison possibly in itself amounts to
inhuman or degrading treatment.
I trust that the Home Office will take steps to ensure that there is no repetition of this
situation.
Yours sincerely
J B Moffatt
07/05/01
cc. Secretary European Committee Prevention of Torture (CPT)
The Secretary European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or
Degrading Treatment or Punishment Council of Europe F - 67075 Strasbourg Cedex
FRANCE
Dear Sir,
I draw your attention to the attached protest sent to the United Kingdom Home
Secretary.
I trust the Committee will investigate the situation as a matter or urgency. I am aware
that the Committee has previously expressed reservations to the United Kingdom
government about the handcuffing of prisoners.
This latest instance would seem to indicate that despite previous criticisms there is no
clear guidance from the United Kingdom Home Office to the Prison Authorities as to
when the use of such restraints are justified.
Yours sincerely

J B Moffatt
07/05/01

HELICOPTER COMPLAINTS SHOULD BE ADDRESSED
The Celtic League have written to the British Army in N. Ireland suggesting that it
should take seriously concerns expressed about its Air Corps operations in S. Armagh.
According to a report from the Independent Assessor of Military Complaints the
number of official protests has risen by 20% with the overwhelming majority of these
being from the S. Armagh area. Local community groups say that the real level of
concern is much higher but that people have no faith in the complaints system.
The League have pointed out that similar concerns articulated in Britain and involving
a much smaller 'event' level have resulted in serious research to address the issue. The
League have asked the GOC what research if any has been carried on in N. Ireland.
We have also asked Irish Foreign Minister, Brian Cowen TD, to enquire if different
standards are applied by the MOD to complaints in Britain as opposed to N. Ireland.
Despite the jaundiced view portrayed by the British media of the South Armagh
community it surely has a right to have its concerns properly addressed.
A failure to reduce the helicopter over-flights and carry out effective research into the
health implications will certainly call into question the validity of independently
assessment of military complaints.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League 07/05/01
The General Officer Commanding British Army N. Ireland Headquarters N. Ireland
BFPO 825
Dear Sir,
I refer to the recent report of the Independent Assessor of Military Complaints which
confirmed a high incidence of concern about Armed Forces helicopter activity in N.
Ireland. I understand that 80% of the complaints received came from the South
Armagh area.
Five years ago the Ministry of Defence carried out research to identify potential
health implications caused by noise pollution from military air operations in Gt.
Britain. Although that study proved inconclusive there is a considerable weight of
scientific data which extrapolates a link between low flying (and the noise pollution
inherent in same)with health problems, both physical and psychological.

The sample area utilised for the English research has an 'event' level which is
minuscule compared to the frequency of operations in N. Ireland and S. Armagh in
particular.
Can I ask what, if any, epidemiological studies have been carried out into the potential
health effects of exposure to noise pollution cause by Service helicopters in N. Ireland
and S. Armagh in particular.
I am sure you will agree with me that the people of that area have a right to have the
concerns which they articulate via the Assessor of Military Complaints annually taken
seriously.
Yours sincerely
J B Moffatt
07/05/01
cc. Mr. J MacDonald - Independent Assessor of Military Complaints
The Minister for Foreign Affairs Brian Cowen TD Department of Foreign Affairs
Dublin 2Ireland.
Dear Minister,
I refer you to the attached correspondence to the British Army Commander, Northern
Ireland.
One would have hoped that the N. Ireland peace process would have led to a scaling
down in military operations in the north of Ireland. However, in relation to the British
Army Air Corps and royal air Force this does not appear to be the case.
The report of the Independent Assessor of Military Complaints shows an increase of
20% complaints received about air activity. The true level of concern is, according to
community groups such as the South Armagh Farmers & Residents Committee, much
higher.
I trust the Irish government - via the inter-governmental conference- will continue to
press for normalisation of the situation so that these air operations can be completely
eliminated. However, in the meantime I believe that the community in this area have a
right to have their concerns taken seriously.
I would contrast the attitude of the MOD to the increasing level of complaint in N.
Ireland, and S. Armagh in particular, with their attitude to complaints in Britain.
Genuine concerns articulated by rural communities in Britain over the past decade
resulted in serious research into the overall implication on physical and psychological
health posed by low level air operations by military aircraft. As far as I am aware,
despite consistently high levels of complaint in N. Ireland, no comparable research
has yet been undertaken.

Could you ask your British opposite number why this inconsistency has arisen and if
they are prepared to rectify the situation? Should any potential long term health
implication be established will they consider appropriate individual and community
compensation?
Yours sincerely
J B Moffatt 07/05/01

MELT-DOWN SCARE SUB LIMPS HOME
Almost unnoticed, amid the UK election hype, a British nuclear submarine has left
Gibraltar following an extended stay - since May last year- for repairs to its reactor
cooling system.
HMS Tireless departed for the UK with assurances by the MOD that the vessel was fit
for sea. Tireless and her sister ships of the Trafalgarclass are now approaching twenty
years old. The lead vessel, HMS Trafalgar,was launched in 1979 with Tireless
following two years later. Followingthe identification of defective welds on the
Tireless all the classwere taken out of service for checks. Six of the twelve vessels
exhibitedsimilar problems. The incident on Tireless, which some believe couldhave
led to a reactor melt-down and fire similar to that experiencedon Soviet vessels,
highlighted defects in 50% of the Trafalgar class
After checks and repairs the vessels were returned to Service. Theywill now be joined
by the Tireless and their patrols will take themthrough the waters around our coasts.
The vessels frequently traversethe Irish sea on transit between bases and maintenance
yards in Scotland,the North-West and the South of England. Exercise areas dot the
Irishsea with favourite locations for 'nuclear frolics' being the areasouth west of the
Isle of Man, off Co. Louth and two locations offN. Ireland.
The potential for a marine ecological disaster is obvious. This nuclearjunk is well past
its sell-by date. The very fact that the reactorcooling system is cracking up confirms
this. The reactors used onthe vessels are of a design type imported from the United
States whichthat country no longer uses.
It is quite clear that the British government and the MOD continueto operate these
floating time-bombs because they have no adequatesafe replacement for them. In the
meantime coastal communities areput at risk.
In December 2000 the MOD, in response to Celtic League concerns aboutthe situation
with Trafalgar class submarines, said: "I can assureyou we have a safety record
second to none...The safety of the generalpublic and our own personnel is of
paramount importance...No submarineswill be allowed to return to sea unless we and
our safety expertsare completely satisfied that it is safe".
We don't believe them!

Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
09/05/01

UN WILL CONSIDER CHILD PLACEMENT CONCERN
The United Nations Committee on the Rights of The Child (UNCRC) hasresponded to
concerns expressed by the Celtic League that in someinstances children, some of them
very young, taken into care in theIsle of Man are transferred to the United Kingdom.
The League had suggested that by effecting transfers of children tothe England
because of child protection concerns based on domesticcircumstances there was a
possible breach of the spirit of the Convention.
The Manx DHSS rejected the concern although a spokesperson did concedethat:
"I have to admit there is a cultural issue; we are removing them fromtheir culture and
background".
In the response from the UNCRC Secretary, Paulo David, he says:
"I wish to acknowledge with thanks the receipt of your letter dated21 April 2001
addressed to the Chairperson of the Committee on theRights of the Child.
The contents of your letter will be brought to the attention of theCommittee on the
Rights of the Child at its next session scheduledto take place in May-June 2001 at
Geneva. The information you providedwill be particularly of interest to the
Committee in the frameworkof its consideration of the Isle of Man's second periodic
report".
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League 09/05/01

DOES NATO 'PROTECT' THE ENVIRONMENT?
NATO has been protecting the peace of Europe for over forty years.During that time
it has made extensive use of exercise facilitiesin its member States.
An area extensively used by NATO, and the United States Air Forcein particular, was
the Jurby sea bombing range off the north westof the Isle of Man. In use by the USAF

for all this period the seabed is now littered with a deadly mix of exploded bomb
debris andunexploded ordnance.
Recently, the United Kingdom who ran the range on behalf of NATO andtheir US
clients, again refused requests by the Isle of Man governmentto clean up the mess.
The Celtic League have written to NATO asking what, if any, policyit has on
safeguarding the environment of those States it is in businessto protect.
Jurby is simply an immediate difficulty for the Manx people of a largerproblem that
bedevils communities in remote rural areas, many of whichare home to people
ethnically distinct from the host countries whichgranted NATO usage.
These host countries (such as the United Kingdom) were grateful forthe cooperation
of the peoples whose land and coastline they trashedin the name of safeguarding
democracy and the free world. Now it appearsthat both they and NATO are unwilling
to accept their responsibilitiesto make good the environmental damage caused.
Or are they? We will have to see what Lord Robertson has to say!
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League 09/05/01
Correspondence to NATO below:
Lord RobertsonSecretary General North Atlantic Treaty OrganisationB-1110
BrussellsBelgium
Dear Secretary General,
One of the side effects of the collapse of the Warsaw Pact was therealisation of the
environmental damage caused during the Cold Warin many of the Eastern Bloc
countries. Some considerable publicitywas given to this situation at the time by the
media.
However, less transparent are the environmental side-effects causedby the NATO
nations during the same period and indeed the policy whichexists to address the same.
For example from the early 1950s the NATO countries were given extensiveuse of
sea bombing ranges around various parts of the Celtic areasof the United Kingdom.
Ostensibly under the control of the RAF orBritish Army their usage was heavily
sourced to NATO countries notjust at joint exercise periods but on a regular basis. A
classic caseis that of the Jurby sea bombing range off the NW of the Isle of Man.This
was used extensively by the USAF and other NATO air forces forover thirty years.
Many hundreds of sorties were flown in some weeksat the height of its usage by the
USAF in the 1970-80s. The area ofthe (now disused range) is heavily polluted posing
a danger for thelocal community and fishermen who make their living from the sea
ground.Pleas from the Manx government to the United Kingdom to clean up
NATO'smess go unheeded.

I feel sure that the range off the Isle of Man is just one of a largenumber from N.
Norway to Turkey polluted by NATO. In addition to munitionspollution there is of
course also the site pollution at bases andinstallations now disused and additional
radiological pollution aroundinstallations used to house nuclear weapons or nuclear
submarines.
I would welcome from your office some outline of NATO's policy onsafeguarding the
environment of those countries whose security itprotects. I would also welcome a
copy of any
research that NATO has carried out, with host governments, to identifythe problems
its exercises and operations over several decades haveleft.
Can I ask what steps you are taking to address these problems? I trustthat NATO does
have a thorough and coherent policy towards environmentalprotection.
Yours sincerely
J B Moffatt 09/05/01
;
MINISTER EVASIVE ON LUDLOW QUERY
Dermot Ahern T.D., Irish Social Affairs Minister has sidestepped aquery from the
Celtic League about the controversy surrounding themurder of Co. Louth forestry
worker, Seamus Ludlow.
Mr. Ludlow was murdered on the 2nd of May 1976. It is believed thathis killers were
a loyalist murder gang and there is also a suspicionof complicity by the British
security forces.
Recently, following a demonstration to commemorate the 25th anniversaryof the
murder Mr. Ahern reiterated the governments unwillingness toaccede to the families
request for an independent public enquiry.The League had written challenging this
inertia and urging a rethink.However, in a reply from the Ministers Office, his Private
SecretaryAongus Horgan says that " As this matter is proper to the Departmentof
Justice, Equality and Law Reform, the Minister has passed yourletter to his colleague,
John O'Donoghue T.D., Minister for Justice.
The Celtic League have a great deal of respect for Mr. Ahern particularlyin relation to
assistance and cooperation he has shown in the past.However, to intervene with public
comment which coincided with relativesattempts to highlight the inertia over the
Ludlow slaying and thensidestep the issue indicates questionable judgement in this
matter.
It is high time that all government Ministers from the Taoiseach downadopted a more
positive stance in relation to uncovering the truthabout British military involvement in

the murder of Irish citizenspeacefully going about their business.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
15/05/01

PRISON 'HELL-HOLE' ON FINANCE ISLAND
The hot sunshine brought welcome relief last week to the public ofthe Isle of Man
after a particularly wet and dismal winter. Many willhope that the return to cooler
damp weather is only a temporary relapseand that summery conditions will return.
One group who will not however be relishing the thought of a longhot summer are the
inmates of Victoria Road prison on the Isle ofMan ( or indeed those required to work
in the prison).
The Victorian Prison, which was condemned by a European Rights bodyfour years
ago, is a squalid depressing place at the best of times.In hot weather, such as that we
experienced last week, it becomesintolerable. The prison cells are small and
overcrowded and the presencefor most of the time in the cell corner of a receptacle
containingurine and faeces exacerbates the insanitary nature of the institution.
The Manx government promised four years ago that they would developa new prison
facility and close this outdated hell-hole. Four yearson the situation remains
unchanged. If anything the natural deteriorationof an already unsuitable building
means matters are worse.
The Isle of Man, with its offshore finance business and its tax regimeattractive to the
wealthy, is buoyant and prosperous. The coffersof its Treasury have never been better
filled. Given the obvious prosperitythat it should choose to treat offenders in this way
is little shortof a national scandal and indeed it is a disgrace that such a situationis
tolerated in Europe in the twenty-first century . Every personcommitted to the Prison
probably has an arguable case to sue the Manxgovernment and if some wish to do so
libertarian organisations shouldgive them every assistance.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League 15/05/01
Below: Urgent fax message to the European Committee for the Preventionof Torture
and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment of Punishment (CPT)
The SecretaryEuropean Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or
DegradingTreatment of Punishment (CPT)Council of Europe F-67075 Strasbourg
CedexFRANCE

Dear Sir,
The Committee (CPT) inspected conditions at the Isle of Man Prison(Victoria Road)
in September 1997. At the time the Committee werecritical of those conditions but
accepted that the Manx governmentintended to improve the situation. I refer to your
Report - CPT/Inf(2000) 1 (Pages 50-51). Paragraph 101 sets out the assurances
givento you by the Manx authorities in respect of development of a newprison.
Despite various planning moves little practical improvementhas been achieved.
The prison is still in its original squalid and intolerable statedespite the best efforts of
those who administer and maintain it.The conditions within the prison, particularly as
we move into yetanother summer in which inmates will virtually spend the whole
dayin cells, most with no sanitary facilities other that a bucket, area disgrace to a
civilised society.
Paragraph 102 of your report says "The CPT fully endorses the broadpolicy objectives
referred to in paragraph 101. If they are met, theIsle of Man will enter the 21st
Century with a Prison Service worthyof the name."
I would advise you that six months into the twenty-first century thoseobjectives have
not been met and nor are they likely to be achievedin the foreseeable future.
It is intolerable that the United Kingdom and Isle of Man governmentsare able to
allow this situation to continue. It is inexcusable thatthe CPT, being aware of the
situation, are not applying pressure tothe British authorities to address the issue.
We urge you to take urgent steps to impress upon the relevant authoritiesthe need to
address and remedy this situation.
Despite the best efforts of staff who have to cope in these conditionsthe physical and
psychological well being of prisoners must be atrisk through being detained in this
unacceptable environment.
Yours sincerely
J B Moffatt
15/05/01

TWO NEW MANX LANGUAGE NET SITES
The Manx Language preschool group, Mooinjer Veggey, has establishedan Internet
site at:
http://mooinjerveggey.iomonline.co.im/

You can get more information about the activities and expanded programmeof the
group, first established in 1996, by linking to this site.
Celtic League Secretaries who produce newsletters for branch memberscould usefully
mention the new site in their next circular. LeagueSecs. and Celtic Language activists
could also circulate on theire-mail contact lists
Phil Kelly who has an established site at http://homepages.enterprise.net/kelly/also
has new Manx pages on Isle of Man On Line at:
http://manx.iomonline.co.im/
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League 15/05/01

EVEN WHEN IT'S WRONG IT'S RIGHT!
Manx Data Protection law, sharply in focus recently, is not obsoleteclaims the Islands
Data Protection Registrar. However, she goes onto admit that the legislation, now a
decade and a half old, "needsto be updated and strengthened because there are
problems with it".
This statement has a similar ring to the recent rebuttal by the SocialServices Division
of the Isle of Man DHSS of concerns about possiblebreaches by the Island of the UN
Convention on the Rights of the Child.The Celtic League had suggested that
transferring children in careoff the Island potentially breached the convention. There
is no breachsaid the DHSS before going on to admit that " there is a culturalissue; we
are removing them (the children) from their culture andbackground".
It seems that the new rule for government Departments and quango'sis: even when
you know it's wrong - say it's right!
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League 16/05/01

MORE ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION FOR BASES?
Tetra the controversial radio communications system that has sparkedhealth concerns
in Britain amongst those who will have to use it islikely to be installed by MI5 in
South Armagh and other border areas.
Reports say that the British Intelligence Service is anxious to introducethe system.

The Service is already heavily committed to the veritableFrankensteins laboratory of
microwave emitting installations thatthe British have installed in hilltop bases
throughout the borderareas of Ulster. Tetra is a digital trunked radio standard which
allowsflexibility to facilitate both mobile phone and walkie-talkie callsfrom handsets
for secure combined voice and data communications.
MI5 will use the public safety radio communications service (PSRCS),known as
Airwave, which is managed by BT Quadrant. It will also beinvolved in the security
panel supervising system users The communicationselectronics security group
(CESG) part of GCHQ will supervise thetechnical evaluation of the security of the
Airwave network when itgoes live.
Tetra recently completed trials with the Police in Lancashire butthe results are still
under wraps.
However, independent experts on the biological effects of electromagneticradiation
have accused the government of using the police as guineapigs for potentially
dangerous trialing in the absence of detailedresearch into potential health risks. One
expert says that Tetra hadthe potential to become the "next asbestos". He goes on "It
is beyondbelief that anyone could be contemplating the rollout of a systemlike Tetra
because of the dangers of pulsed frequencies".
While there has been considerable concern, including a TV documentary,about
system users little thought to date has been paid to those whomay have transmitters
for the system sited next to their homes andschools.
The MOD have always been coy about the health implications posed bytheir systems.
Two years ago they rejected a suggestion by the CelticLeague that they allow the UKs
own National radiological ProtectionBoard to vet electromagnetic radiation emissions
around bases in borderareas of N. Ireland.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League 16/05/01

DONE NOTHING WRONG? PROVE IT!
The United Kingdom Home Secretary has rejected concerns expressedby the Celtic
League about the proscription of so many groups underthe new Terrorism Act 2000.
We had echoed concerns voiced by Islamic organisations in the UK thatthe inclusion
of a number of groups from that community appeared tohave no rationale and might
even be racially motivated. We suggestedthat this gave us "cause to suspect that the
inclusion of so manyIslamic groups, who have carried out no abuse of UK law, could
bethe harbinger of oppression of the Muslim community similar, to thatwhich the
Irish community in Britain suffered following the introductionof the Prevention of
Terrorism legislation".

However, the Home Office say that the "Home Secretary is entirelysatisfied that these
organisations meet the criteria for proscriptionin Section 3 of the Act". The letter goes
on to outline what stepsorganisations which feel they are wrongly included can take to
achieve"deproscription".
This legislation is an ominous development in that it places the onuson those who
have down nothing unlawful to prove their innocence.The Celtic League will continue
to campaign again this draconian legislationin the same way that we contested its
predecessor.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League 16/05/01

DEMOCRATIC AGENDA BENEFITS SMALL NATIONS
Three apparently unrelated events this week across Europe have a
collectivesignificance for National movements struggling to achieve selfdeterminationfor their people.
In the Basque country, despite an unprecedented media campaign insupport of
Spanish centrist parties, the moderate Basque NationalParty (BNP) increased its share
of the vote. In France the openingconstitutional moves were made which should lead
to greater autonomyfor Corsica. In Italy the Northern League, which had in the past
supportedautonomy, saw its vote collapse.
The significance of the Northern Leagues loss is the fact that theorganisation has
moderated its views on autonomy and had thereforedisillusioned supporters who split
to move pro-active independencemovements. This emphasises markedly the need for
National movementsto maintain consistent policies or risk defeat.
Clearly the devolution achieved without turmoil in the British Islesis now spreading to
other areas and perhaps the most significant developmentis that in respect of Corsica.
This move, despite any political spinthat the French press and media put on it, must
stimulate calls fromother areas including Brittany for self determination.
The Corsican development, whilst achieved against a backdrop of twenty-fiveyears of
violence, is obviously stimulated by a desire in France andCorsica for peaceful
resolution of the autonomy issue. In the Basquecountry also the support for the
moderate Basque National Party atthe expense of more radical independence parties is
a clear signalthat the Basques want a peaceful resolution of the violence. However,it
is also a clear signal to the Spanish government that such a resolutionwill be on
Basque and not Spanish terms.
Another spin-off from these developments is the stimulation whichwill undoubtedly
accrue to both the Basque and Corsican languagesand culture.

The road to National self determination is still likely to be a longone for all the
minorities bound within the old Nation Sates of Europe.Recent developments show
that real and meaningful change can be achieveddemocratically. It remains to be seen
if the more reactionary elementsin Madrid and Paris will continue to accept these
positive changes.Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League 16/05/01

CORNISH LANGUAGE EXCLUSION WILL BE SCRUTINISED
The Council of Europe has agreed to consider concerns expressed bythe Celtic
League over the failure of the United Kingdom to includethe Cornish language when
it ratified the European Charter for Minoritylanguages.
The Celtic League had said that the position of the British governmentin respect of the
Cornish language and the treaty was "totally unacceptable".
In a reply from the Directorate of Co-operation for Local and RegionalDemocracy the
Director Phillip Blair says:
"The Secretary General has asked me to acknowledge receipt of yourletter, dated 8
April 2001, concerning the fact that the Cornish languagehas not been recognised in
the United Kingdom's instrument of ratificationof the European charter for regional
and Minority Languages.
As you may know, the Charter has its own monitoring mechanism, consistingof an
independent Committee of Experts. This Committee is responsiblefor monitoring the
application of the Charter in each Party to thetreaty and reporting to the Council of
Ministers.
The initial periodical report of the United Kingdom will be due on1 July 2002. At that
time the Committee of Experts will initiate itsmonitoring procedure for the United
Kingdom. As the Committee alsoreceives and examines comments or information
submitted by organisationslegally established within a State Party, I will make sure
that yourletter is brought to its attention".
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General, Celtic League 17/05/01

McCREEVEY DODGES OFFSHORE MONIES ISSUE
The Irish Finance Minister would love the Isle of Man with its sandy.Just the place to

bury your head as he did in the Irish Parliament(Dail) this week.
The Irish government has said it is not reasonable to assume that£4bn held in
branches of Irish banks in the Isle of Man is due solelyto tax evasion by Irish
residents. The Finance Minister, Charlie McCreevey,was answering a question in the
Dail from Jim Mitchell T.D. Mitchel,la member of the Dail public accounts
committee, has previously calledfor prison sentences for "white collar" criminals and
he is unlikelyto be assuaged by the Finance Ministers comments.
In March the Celtic League wrote to Jim Mitchell expressing our concernabout the
situation. More recently the Leagues Manx branch, at itsAnnual meeting, considered
the frequent references to Isle of Manbased accounts held by Irish nationals in the
context of alleged moneylaundering, related to drug crime and tax evasion. The
League believethere should be an independent enquiry into the situation.
The Irish Finance Minister said there were legitimate reasons formany people having
bank accounts abroad. This may be so. However,it is also the case that it has been
demonstrated that some of thoseaccounts are either suspect or criminal and this is the
issue in contention,not bona fide transactions.
Meanwhile the Manx government says that it has now got its act togetheron
regulation. However, the Celtic League first raised concerns overa decade ago and
similar assurances were given at that time. The Manxgovernment should therefore not
complain if their present convictionabout regulatory probity is greeted with
scepticism.
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
19/05/01

BUREAU SUPPORT FOR STATUS OF CORNISH
CELTIC LEAGUE PRESS INFORMATION
BUREAU SUPPORT FOR STATUS OF CORNISH
The European Bureau for Lesser Used Languages (EBLUL) to to step uppressure on
the British government to include the Cornish languageas part of its ratification of the
Charter for Regional and MinorityLanguages
At its meeting in Bolzano on 4/5 May the Council of the EBLUL agreedthe following
motion:
"a) welcomes the recent announcement by the UK Government to ratifythe European
Charter for Regional or Minority languages;

b) notes the absence of any reference in the Charter to the Cornishlanguage, pending a
consultation exercise being undertaken withinthe Government Departments; and
c) urges the UK Government to undertake a speedy conclusion on thecurrent
consultation process and to indicate the expected time scalefor according the Cornish
language status within the Charter."

The motion will be submitted to the British Government - DETR andthe Foreign and
Commonwealth Office Ministers.
The EBLUL action follows action already taken by the Celtic Leaguewhich has urged
the Council of Europe to ensure that Cornish is giventhe same status under the treaty
(See CORNISH LANGUAGE EXCLUSION WILLBE SCRUTINISED - Celtic
News 17/5/01).
Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
19/05/01

Date: Sat May 19, 2001 1:27pm
Subject: NUCLEAR FIRE SHOULD PROMPT RETHINK
CELTIC LEAGUE PRESS INFORMATION
NUCLEAR FIRE SHOULD PROMPT RETHINK
The fire at Dungeness A nuclear power station, on Saturday 19 May,is a further
indication of the dangers inherent in the continued operationof these obsolete plants.
The initial press information has contained the usual assurances thatno danger was
posed to the reactor and that this was successfullyclosed down. However, a fire of this
type in a turbine close to thereactors of the station has got to be cause for concern.
Dungeness A is one of a number of stations operated by BNFL. Theyare of the old
Magnox type. In the case of Dungeness the station wascommissioned in 1965. Indeed
this plant is six years older than thesimilar twin reactor Magnox plant at Wylfa on
Anglesey which has been closed for over a year with reactor faults.
A number of these Magnox stations are scheduled for closure and Dungeness
shutdown was mooted for 2006. By that time the station will have 'celebrated' its 40th
anniversary. This is twice the original design life of the station.
A continuing catalogue of incidents and safety shortcomings surrounding BNFL

operations at nuclear sites around Britain calls into question the veracity of the
company's management regime.
The Dungeness fire hopefully will lead to that station being de-commissioned
immediately. It should also prompt a serious rethink about the wisdom of restarting
operations at BNFLs other clapped-out nuclear installation on Anglesey which poses
a threat to Irish Sea communities.

Bernard Moffatt
Celtic League
19/05/01

Date: Wed May 23, 2001 4:54pm
Subject: 'PLACE IN THE SUN' FOR MYSTERY ULSTER CASH

CELTIC LEAGUE PRESS INFORMATION
'PLACE IN THE SUN' FOR MYSTERY ULSTER CASH
Several hundred thousand pounds, deposited in a bank in the Isle of Man by an Irish
couple and suspected of being the proceeds of crime, has been returned to its owner
for want of proof.
A Manx court was told that efforts by the Irish police to establishthe source of the
funds, which originated in Ulster, had drawn a blank.The Manx Judge said "it has
proven difficult to establish if the funds are the proceeds of crime".
The issue came before the Manx High Court on several occasions, each time being
adjourned as Garda investigations were said to be ongoing.The Garda it was reported
had been investigating possible money laundering of the proceeds of drug trafficking.
Eventually the bank holding the account, Alliance and Leicester International Ltd.,
itself brought the matter to Court, "for guidance". The bank was reported to be in fear
of being sued for holding the funds.
Deemster (Manx High Court Judge), William Cain, in his judgement said that "there
is no conclusive evidence that the funds in the jointaccount are the proceeds of crime,
although the Garda clearly have some suspicion".
He made an order directing the Bank to comply with the account holders request to
transfer the money, £280,000 to an account in Malaga.

Meanwhile, in an unrelated case before the same Deemster, two Irish banking
Inspectors seeking access to accounts held by Irish Nationals with the National Irish
Bank were sent packing after Deemster Willian Cain labelled their enquiry a "fishing
expedition".
The two Inspectors, Mr. Justice John Blayney and Tom Grace, had been appointed by
the Irish High Court to investigate and report into theaffairs of the Bank.
The Republic of Ireland based NIB has a branch in Douglas, centre of the Isle of Man
finance sector, and the application to the ManxHigh Court sought detail of accounts,
transactions and addresses of account holders. The Deemster dismissed the
application citing previous legal precedent.
Earlier this week the Celtic League referred to the scope of accounts held by Irish
Nationals in Manx offshore accounts and the frequency with which court cases and
tribunal proceedings in Ireland mentioned the Isle of Man. We suggested it was high
time there was as an investigation into the overall situation.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League

Date: Wed May 23, 2001 4:54pm
Subject: ADVOCATE CASE UPDATE FOR LAWYERS WATCHDOG

CELTIC LEAGUE PRESS INFORMATION
ADVOCATE CASE UPDATE FOR LAWYERS WATCHDOG
Isle of Man civil liberties body, the Manx Council for Civil Liberty,has written to
Param Cumaraswamy, the United Nations Special Rapporteuron the Independence of
Judges and Lawyers, alerting him to the latestdeveopments in a case brought against
Manx Lawyer Terence McDonald.The MCCL had previously supplied detail and
background on chargesmade against Mr. McDonald.
A court action brought by the police against Mr. McDonald was adjoiurnedrecently
sine die pending the hearing by the Isle of Man High Courtof an action brought on his
behalf which seeks (amongst other points)"a declaration" that former Chief Constable
Robin Oake and the presentpostholder Mike Culverhouse "acted beyond their
powers".
A copy of the petition lodged on behalf of Mr. McDonald (and others)with the Isle of

Man high Court has been forwarded to the SpecialRapporteur.
Terry McDonald has been to the fore in promoting Civil Liberties issueson the Isle of
Man over the past decade. He highlighted defeciencesover the treatment of young
offenders and was prominent in a campaignto expose conditions in the Islands prison.
Mr Cumaraswwamy has been urged to continue to monitor his case.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
23/05/01

Date: Mon May 28, 2001 3:54pm
Subject: FINANCIAL SKULDUGGERY - OH SHUT UP!
CELTIC LEAGUE PRESS INFORMATION
FINANCIAL SKULDUGGERY - OH SHUT UP!
Further revelations which allege links between Manx financial institutionsand
corruption in the former Soviet Union have surfaced on the Internet.
Internet News carried a report on 21 May which reads:
"Gazprom Assets A Family Affair
by Florian Hassel
Special to the Moscow Times
Over the last decade, Gazprom executives past and present have transferredto their
relatives assets potentially worth billions of dollars ina series of murky deals,
documents reviewed by The Moscow Times show".
The article goes on to reveal a tortuous chain of financial dealingsglobally, including
links to, amongst others, both Ireland and theIsle of Man.
We understand that a report surfaced briefly on this story in thelocal media but
thereafter there has been no comment from either thegovernment or the financial
services regulator, the FSC.
The veracity of this and other stories circulating on the Internetshould be established
if the Manx governments claim to be runninga clean operation here is to have any

credence.
When the Manxman Internet site started to expose links to such storiesit was
subjected to all manner of pressures to end its operation.As a consequence the
Manxman Exposes have stopped but this does notmean that the material on the Net
which alludes to financial skulduggeryin the Isle of Man has disappeared. Far from it!
The position wouldseem to be that each month brings new allegations. So what is
thegovernments policy ( Isle of Man Plc.) in relation to these damagingstories? It
would seem to be the case that they should be quietlyignored and those locally who
expose them them should be quietly smeared,pressured or otherwise induced to shutup!
Secretary General
Celtic League
28/05/01

Date: Mon May 28, 2001 3:54pm
Subject: TORTURE OF BASQUE PRISONERS MUST END

CELTIC LEAGUE PRESS INFORMATION
TORTURE OF BASQUE PRISONERS MUST END
In a dramatic development ten days ago the Basque University in Vitoriacalled out its
students to protest at the alleged torture of one oftheir former students by the Spanish
security forces.
Leire Gallastegi was arrested in February and she alleges that shewas beaten,
threatened and tortured in the most disgusting manner.According to a letter smuggled
from her prison by supporters she wasthreatened with electrodes and physical assault
with a broom handle.In addition her parents arrest was threatened if she did not
cooperate.One can only speculate at the psychological make-up of the individualswho
perpetrated this abuse and indeed allowed the conditions in whichit was taking place.
For many years Basque nationalists have reported that the systematicabuse and torture
of detainees, suspected of belonging to ETA, hasbeen widespread. It had been hoped
that a concentration of local andinternational opposition to this mistreatment of
prisoners had broughtabout improvements. What the treatment of Ms. Gallastegi
proves isthat little has changed in the mind-set of those who staff the prisonsand
interrogation centres for the Spanish State.
The stand by the University will provide a useful focus for thoseoutside the Basque
country who are ignorant of the treatment beingmeted out by a so-called European

democracy to those held in custody.
It should also act as a catalyst for European governments to pressthe government of
Jose Maria Aznar to implement recommendations bythe United Nations Special
rapporteur on torture to create the conditionsin which these sort of abuses cannot take
place. Access to immediatelegal support by detainees, the video taping of
interrogations andthe video surveillance of cell block areas would all go some
considerableway to ending these abuses. Aznar's government should act now unlessthat is it condones the torture!
Secretary General
Celtic League
28/05/01
(See attached)
The Ambassador of Spain
Embassy of Spain
24 Belgrave Square
London SW1X 8QA
Dear Sir,
I write with reference to the protest recently made by Officials andStudents of the
Basque University in Vitoria about the treatment ofa former student of the University,
Ms. Leire Gallastegi.
I understand that Ms Gallestegi alleges mistreatment and torture whilstin custody. The
specific allegations are quite horrendous.
I understand that specific recommendations have been made in the pastby the United
Nations special rapporteur on torture which would ensurea prison regime in which the
treatment of detainees would be montoredand allegations of abuse could therefore be
sustained or disproved.
Can I ask if the Spanish government allow detainees immediate unaccompaniedaccess
to lawyers or doctors of their choice? Could I further enquireif the video-taping of
interviews and detention areas is undertakenand if tapes are made available to the
detainee?
If the answer to the above questions is no, do the Spanish authoritiesplan to introduce
these measures, which would both prevent the illtreatmentof detainees and eliminate
any propensity to false accusation.
Yours sincerely,

Bernard Moffatt
28/01/01
Sir Nigel Rodley
United Nations Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rightson the
Question of Torture
OHCHR
8-14 Avenue de la Paix
1211 Geneva 10, Switzerland
Dear Sir Nigel,
I draw your attention to the concerns (attached) lodged by the CelticLeague recently
with the Spanish Authorities about the alleged mistreatmentof a women prisoner.
Could your Office further prevail upon the Spanish Authorities tointroduce prudent
safeguards, as outlined in our letter, such as accessto legal and medical advice and the
video-taping of interrogationrooms and detention areas.
Straightforward measures such as this would prevent ill treatmentof detained persons
and also protect the police and prison authoritiesagainst unfair allegations.

Yours sincerely,
Bernard Moffatt
28/01/01
Date: Mon May 28, 2001 3:54pm
Subject: JAPANESE MOX DECISION - A BLOW TO BNFL

CELTIC LEAGUE PRESS INFORMATION
JAPANESE MOX DECISION - A BLOW TO BNFL
Although British Nuclear Fuels Ltd. are playing it down, the decisionby a small
community in Japan to reject plans to import the companiesMox fuel is significant.

Villagers of Kariwa voted by 54% against plans by the Tokyo Electricplant to use
Mox fuel in its Kashiwwazake-Karawi plant. Although thevote is not legally binding
the Company is thought likely to heedthe concerns of the villagers in an area where
public support is seenas crucial to any introduction of the new fuel.
The decision is likely to give a useful fillip to campaigns in otherareas of Japan where
Power Generation companies wish to switch toMox fuelled generation.
Another significant factor in the new situation is that the Kariwaarea is heavily
dependant economically on the adjacent nuclear powerplant. It is clear that the local
community, and many in Japan generally,are still inherently suspicious of BNFL
following the safety scandalafter the falsification of data in 1999. The Japanese
nuclear industryknow that it has to bring public opinion with it in any dealings
withBNFL.
Meanwhile, this latest economic 'kick in the teeth' for BNFL can onlybe good news
for opponents of the troubled plants operations closerto home.
BNFL spokesman used to pontificate about the companies Internationalsafety
credentials. However, these days it is clear that communitiesglobally are waking up to
the reality of the Companies appalling safetyrecord and its global environmental
threat.
Bernard Moffatt
Secretary General
Celtic League
28/05/01
Date: Mon May 28, 2001 3:54pm
Subject: BRETON PRISONERS RIGHTS ABUSED

CELTIC LEAGUE PRESS INFORMATION
BRETON PRISONERS RIGHTS ABUSED
Concern is growing for the well being of one of the Breton prisoners,Alain Sole,
currently jailed in Fresnes. Alain Sole is one of a numberof detainees who have been
protesting about prison conditions. Inhis case the absence of correct medical support
has also been an issue.
Sole suffers from chronic diabetes, It appears that following a seriousbout of illness
he was denied follow-up medical treatment. Conditionsbecame so bad that in March
he made an attempt to take his own life.

The Celtic League have written to the French government and to theEuropean body
which monitors the treatment of prisoners (the CPT)calling for the release of those
Breton prisoners, such as Alain,who were not getting suitable medical treatment. We
have also campaignedfor the detainees to be moved from Prisons around Paris to
Brittanywhich would facilitate visits and support by their families.
So far the French authorities have refused to respond positively toexpressions of
concern from external bodies such as the Celtic leagueand Breton prisoners support
groups. They have also exhibited a meanspirited attitude. For example in an
astonishing display of narrow-mindednessEaster cards sent by a member of the Manx
branch of the Celtic League,Mairead Kerwin, to a number of prisoners were returned
France has a considerable number of political detainees, includingthose imprisoned
for supporting the National liberation strugglesin Brittany, the Basque country and
Corsica. The French seem to believethat by adopting a hard line on the prisoners issue
the wave of protestswill collapse. The authorities are playing a dangerous game with
thelives of prisoners like Alain Sole!
Secretary General
Celtic League
28/05/01
(Attached)
Geneviève Mayer
Deputy Executive Secretary
European Committee for the Prevention of Torture
& Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment
F-67075 Strasbourg Cedex
France

Dear Ms. Mayer,
I refer to our correspondence concerning the situation of Breton prisonersand in
particular Mr. Alain Solé.
I would advise that our information is that the circumstances of thisdetainee are not
improved and I would ask if the Committee has yetraised this issue with French
Authorities?

Yours sincerely,
Bernard Moffatt
28/01/01

